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New Directory Available

Now Work Directly with

U.S. Government
Laboratories and
Engineering
Facilities

Directory of Federal Laboratory &
Technology Resources— A Guide
to Services, Facilities, and Expertise

"The Directory should be popular in

research and business libraries"

— Reference Book Bulletin

American Libraries Association

Find them easily in the Direc-

tory of Federal Laboratory

& Technology Resources.

This valuable directory will guide you

to hundreds of Federal agencies, lab-

oratories, and engineering centers

willing to share their expertise,

equipment, facilities, and special

services to aid your research and
engineering efforts. Detailed sum-
maries of these unique resources are

arranged in 31 subject oriented areas

for easy reference.

Descriptions of 90 Technical In-

formation Centers are also des -

cribed!

These centers offer information

services and expertise in areas such

as fuels, cold regions, concrete,

fisheries, toxicology, pesticides,

plastics, and many others.

The NAME, ADDRESS, PHONE
number of a PERSONAL
CONTACT is listed for each
resource!

Help is available in 31 technical

areas including:

Aeronautics • Agriculture & Food •

Biological Sciences • Building Tech-

nology • Computer Technology •

Electrotechnology • Energy •

Engineering • Environmental
Sciences • Manufacturing • Materials

• Medicine • Nuclear • Ocean
Sciences & Technology • Physical

Sciences • Transportation • Plus

others

Four detailed indexes make it easy to

locate the resource you need.

1. Subject Term Index

Look up your subject topic, i.e. Non-
destructive tests; Erosion control;

Solar energy; Robotics, to find the

individual resources relating to that

topic.

2. State Index

Look up all the resources and
laboratories located in a particular

State.

3. Resource Name Index

Look up any resource by name of

laboratory or program.

4. Agency Index

Find resources and laboratories by

agency and State.

All listed resources offer unique capa-

bilities (not readily duplicated in the pri -

vate sector) to encourage greater use

for Federal technology.

To increase your awareness of

hundreds of Federal Technol-
ogy Resources available to

work with you on your projects,

order your DIRECTORY now!

ASK FOR the Directory of Federal

Laboratory and Technology Resour-

ces-A Guide to Services, Facilities,

and Expertise,

Order number PB86-100013/AAW
Price $29 plus $3 for shipping and

handling. (280 pp. ISBN 0-93421 3-

00-3).

CALL: (703) 487-4650 and use

your American Express, VISA, Master-

Card, or NTIS deposit account.

Others should send a check to the

National Technical Information Ser-

vice, U.S. Department of Commerce,
Springfield, VA 22161.
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Neither the United States Government nor any other person acting on behalf of

the United States Government assumes any liability resulting from the use of

the information contained in this document The publication of this document

constitutes neither dedication nor transfer of any property rights of the patents

cited herein.

COPYRIGHT WARNING
International Copyright © National Technical Information Ser-
vice, 1986. AH portions of this publication are protected against

copying or other reproduction outside of the United States under
the provisions of Article II of the Universal Copyright Conven -

tion. United States copyright is not asserted under the United

States Copyright Law, Title 17, United States Code.

We would like vour comments
Please write NTIS with any suggestions concerning this catalog. We
always are looking for new sources of input and for comments so

that we can improve our products and services to provide maximum
usefulness.

Write:
Tech Notes Program
Attn: Mr. Edward Lehmann
Center for the Utilization of Federal Technology
National Technical Information Service

Springfield, VA 22161

(703) 487-4838

For sale by the National Technical Information Service, U.S. Department of

Commerce, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161. Price $25 plus $3

for shipping and handling. Order number PB86-116167. See the order form for

ordering instructions and information about the 1982, 1983, andl984 catalogs.
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FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

U.S. industry has a great opportunity to use the technology developed by

the Federal Government. Each year, the Government spends billions of dollars

on research and engineering efforts. Most of the results are announced in the

tens of thousands of technical reports and papers issued by the Government,

whereas other results may never be formally issued or may be delayed until final

completion of a project many years after its conception. Because of this vast

amount of Federal R&D and the difficulty in identifying the most useful, Gov-

ernment agencies and their laboratories are making a special effort to identify

that technology having commercial or practical potential, and then alerting

industry, and State and local governments, to its availability.

The National Technical Information Service (NTIS) is involved in this

active effort to transfer Federal technology. In response to the Stevenson-

Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1 980 ( P.L. 96-480) , the Center for the

Utilization of Federal Technology (CUFT ) has been established at NTIS to

alert industry and government to that Federal technology with the highest

potential for commercial or practical use.

Information products are one important link in this technology transfer

process. NTIS, through the sale of technical reports, has always played a key

role in transferring Federal research and technology to the private sector. NTIS
has also developed special services to publicize and license Government-owned

patents, to promote federally produced computer software, and to announce

new technologies. One means of announcing this technology is through a

special product called NTIS Tech Notes. This is a monthly subscription product

alerting its readers to new processes, equipment, materials, and software.

ABOUT TECH NOTES

NTIS Tech Notes contain fact sheets (often with illustrations) of new

processes and products determined to have potential utilization in both the

public and private sectors. These fact sheets are contributed by a number of

sources, including the Department of Energy (DOE), the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration (NASA ) , the Department of Defense, and other

Government agencies and their laboratories. Every month, the Center for the

Utilization of Federal Technology (CUFT) receives between 80 to 100 fact

sheets highlighting newly developed technology. These fact sheets include

DOE energygrams, U.S. Army's DARCOM Manufacturing Notes, the long

standing NASA Tech Briefs, and technology application assessments provided

by the Offices of Research and Technology Assessment (ORTA), established

by Public Law 96-480. These sheets are used to develop three technology

transfer information products: ( 1 ) the current awareness monthly subscription

service, NTIS Tech Notes, announcing the complete fact sheets as they are

received by CUFT; (2) computer on-line access to summaries of the Tech

Notes fact sheets; and ( 3 ) this Federal Technology Catalog.

IV



ABOUT THIS CATALOG

This catalog is a compilation and index to the more than 1 ,300 Tech Notes

announced in the past year. Each Tech Note fact sheet has been summarized to

provide enough information to allow a judgment whether a particular tech-

nology is worth pursuing. It provides NTIS Tech Note subscribers an oppor-

tunity to access those Tech Notes not covered by their subscription category,

and non-subscribers will be able to identify and locate new Federal technology

announced in the previous year.

HOW TO USE

This catalog is divided into two main sections: ( 1 ) Technology summaries,

and (2) a Subject Index.

Technology Summaries

The main portion of this catalog consists of 24 broad subject

groupings of technology summaries. These groupings have been chosen

to provide a rough cut of technology in order to allow browsing of

broad applications. If a Tech Note is applicable to more than

one catalog, its full summary will appear in the first category and

be cross-referenced in the others.

Subject Index

The subject index allows access to specific technologies. Each Tech Note

summary has been assigned between one and four specific subject terms for

inclusion in the index. Each index entry lists the Tech Note title, the subject

category where the full summary appears, and the catalog item number for

easy location within this category.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS

The 1982, 1983, and 1984 editions of this catalog also are available. Please
see the order form at the end of this publication.





TECHNOLOGY
SUMMARIES
Each technology summary is listed fully in only

one of 24 possible subject categories. If a summary
is applicable to more than one category, cross-ref-

erences are provided. Within each category, each

summary is arranged alphabetically by title. Each
summary is assigned a specific catalog reference

number for use with the subject index.

FULL SUMMARY SAMPLE ENTRY

Metal Granulation Process for Production or Waste StorageX
Title

Department of Energy, Washington, D.C.

Mar (C,D)
.

« I-,',-
1

'

'

'

." '
"•-

Subscription categories
in which Tech Note Fact'

sheet appeared.

A low pressure, water blasting technique
used to convert contaimnated molten metals to

coarse metal powder has been successfully
demonstrated. The process is very simple and
economical, with a high rate of production.The
potential area of application is in waste
management and disposal processes for both
waste volume reduction and preparation of

waste for ultimate disposal. The method could
also be of interest in the production of granular

metal

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact
D. W. Jared, Oak ftftfge National Laboratory, Oak
Ridge, Tennessee 37830, (616) 574-4192.
For publications, request support package
396/X/DB.

,*If the source is HTIS, use the order form at

t&e end of the catalog.

CROSS REFERENCE SAMPLE ENTRY
Metal Granulation Process for Production or *
Wast® Storage

SEE 0560 >^~.

^Catalog reference number

Source of

additional

informatioltt*)

Title
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TECHNOLOGY SUMMARIES

AERONAUTICS & AERODYNAMICS
0001 Abrasion of Composite and Aluminum Airplane

Skins: Composites have lower coefficients of friction

but wear more than aluminum in simulated aircraft

belly landings

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (H)

During emergency landings, transport airplanes can slide

4,000 to 5,000 ft at initial speeds of 140 mph. In a joint

study conducted by the U.S. Army Aviation Systems Com-
mand and NASA, airplane skin specimens made of

graphite +epoxy, aramid+epoxy, and graphite +toughened-
resin+epoxy composites were compared to 2024-T4 alumi-

num-alloy specimens for wear rate, coefficient of friction,

and temperature rise. Results showed that wear rate in-

creased linearly with pressure, surface-texture depth, and
belt velocity for all the materials. The performance of com-
posites compared favorably with aluminum in coefficient of

friction and temperature rise, but not in the wear rate.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 38428+ NAA,
price code: A02, or contact project officer Karen E. Jack-

son, (804) 865-3795.

Addition Type Polyimides
See 0896

0002 Aerodynamic Analysis of Low-Speed Wing-Flap
Systems: Performance analysis includes the effects of

leading-edge thrust and vortex lift

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (A, D)

The SUBAERF program was developed for the aerodynam-
ic analysis and design of low-speed wing-flap systems. SU-
BAERF is based on a linearized-theory lifting-surface solu-

tion. The low-speed aerodynamic analysis method used in

SUBAERF provides estimates of wing performance, which
include the effects of attainable leading-edge thrust and
vortex lift. The SUBAERF program is written in FORTRAN
IV for batch execution and has been implemented on a
CDC 6000-series computer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to LAR-13116+TN.

Aerodynamic Design of Road Vehicles: A guidebook
presents design strategy and data for reducing the
aerodynamic drag
See 1240

0003 Aircraft Canopy Lock: Mechanism is easy to open
intentionally but resists accidental opening
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (F)

A lock for an aircraft canopy can be operated from both
inside and outside the cockpit but is unlikely to be actuated
by accidental pilot movements or aerodynamic forces

during flight. To ensure positive engagement of the canopy
and the locking mechanism, two simultaneous actions are

required to close the canopy; latching the canopy and lock-

ing the latch. Similarly, to prevent the canopy from flying

open accidentally, two actions are required for opening; un-

locking the latch and unlatching the canopy..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to FRC-11065+TN. Inquires

concerning rights for the commercial use of this invention

should be addressed to Stanley A. Miller, Hugh L. Dryden
Flight Research Center, Code 240-10, Moffett Field, CA
94035; (415)965-6471. Refer to FRC-11065+ TN.

0004 Airworthiness of the LONG-EZ Airplane: A report

characterizes a relatively simple 'home-built' aircraft

and assesses its airworthiness

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (D)

A comprehensive report discusses the results of airworthi-

ness tests performed on a small, lightweight aircraft called

LONG-EZ. The aircraft features readily available parts and
minimal maintenance downtime. The relatively short mainte-

nance is due to simpler repair of composite structure fea-

tured on this experimental aircraft. The U.S. Army Aviation

Engineering Flight Activity ran a preliminary airworthiness

evaluation of the aircraft to assess its performance and
handling qualities. The results have shown the aircraft to

exhibit an excellent potential for flight

observation+ reconnaissance missions. Simple mainte-

nance can make this a relatively attractive aircraft for

police, rescue, and leisure uses.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 40765+ NAA,
price code: A08, or contact project officer Vernon L. Diek-

mann (314)263-1625.

0005 Assessing Helicopter Ride Quality: The NASA
model was the best metric for predicting ride comfort

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (D)

Several methods, including a NASA discomfort model, for

predicting passenger+ crew ride comfort in helicopters

were compared in a simulator study that had been support-

ed in part by the U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command.
Selected combinations of simulated helicopter interior noise

and vibration, typical of routine flights, were applied to a

group of pilots, and their subjective impressions of discom-

fort were recorded. Tests showed that passenger+ crew

discomfort results from a complex interaction between vi-

bration and interior noise. Reducing either noise or vibration

alone provided little improvement in ride quality; reductions

in both were required. The best metric for predicting

passenger+ crew comfort to the combined noise and vibra-

tion environment was the NASA discomfort index.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 39367 + NAA,
price code: A03.

0006 Aviation and Hazardous Weather Nowcasts
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

Washington, DO; Department of Commerce, Washington,

DC
Aug 85 (J)



AERONAUTICS & AERODYNAMICS

The Aviation and Hazardous Weather Nowcast Project is

an ongoing activity of the Physical Science Branch of the

Satellite Applications Laboratory. The objective of the

project is to develop new applications and techniques in

the use of satellite data for the detection and short range

forecasting of hazards or weather features of interest to

aviation. Current or past studies have been made on phe-

nomena such as: turbulence, jet stream locations, fog dis-

semination, icing, thunderstorm gust fronts and Gulf Stream

thunderstorms. The results of these studies are intended

for use by aviation meteorologists in the National Weather

Service (NWS) and Department of Defense (DOD), who are

responsible for short range route and terminal forecasts as

well as flight briefings. The studies would also be of use to

private sector meteorologists who provide operational sup-

port to aviation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. Gary

Ellrod, NESDIS, Satellite Applications Laboratory, Room
601, World Weather Building, Washington, DC 20233; (301)

763-8251

.

0007 Bridle Attachment for Aircraft Spin-Recovery

Parachute: Antispin roiling moment is produced by
chute drag force

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (D)

A bridle attachment system reduces the parachute diameter

typically required for spin recovery of experimental aircraft

during hazardous flight testing. The drag on the parachute,

prior to deployment, places the parachute at deployment to

the side of the aircraft so that only one line of the bridle is

taut, that which provides a rolling moment into the spin. As
the spin rate decreases, the parachute assumes a normal

position with regard to the aircraft plane of symmetry, help-

ing to prevent rolling moments prior to or following recov-

ery.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-13076+TN. Inquiries

concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its com-
mercial development should be addressed to Howard J.

Osborn, Langley Research Center, Mail Code: 279, Hamp-
ton, VA 23665; (804)827-3725. Refer to LAR-13076+TN.

0008 Challenges in Helicopter Aerodynamics: A
selective review identifies some of the phenomena that

hamper prediction of aerodynamic performance
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (D)

Certain phenomena that hamper the development of satis-

factory engineering prediction techniques in aerodynamic

performance relating to modern helicopters are reviewed in

a study that was supported in part by the U.S. Army Avia-

tion Research and Development Command. These include

rotor-blade boundary layers and stall, transonic aerodynam-
ics, and rotor wakes and vortexes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report AD-A1 39583 + NAA, A03.

0009 Color-Video Insetter for Avionics Symbology: The
unit can inset data from two externally generated
symbology sources into a color background
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (B)

A color-video insetter was developed by the U.S. Army Avi-

onics Research and Development Activity as part of a color

video-display system. The entire system consists of a dual

digital-to-video converter (DVC) and the insetter. The inset-

ter is housed in the same enclosure as the DVC and oper-

ates in conjunction with the DVC or independently of it.

(The DVC is described in detail in 'A Dual Digital-to-Video

Converter for Avionics Symbology and Messages,' order

number AD-A1 38383 + NAA.) The display system uses the

DVC to format the digital data into a television format for

display. These data are then converted to a single color in

the color insetter portion of the hardware or are displayed

directly on a monochrome television monitor. The DVC cir-

cuit and the color insetter circuit are kept independently

from each other for greater user flexibility.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 43772+ NAA,
price code: A02. For other information, contact project offi-

cer Vincent J. Organic (201)544-2881.

0010 Compact Antispin Parachute System: Costs and
complexity of parachute system are greatly reduced
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (D)

Antispin parachutes used for emergency spin recovery of

aircraft during flight testing can be improved with a rigid

towline. The towline may be either fixed or extendable, the

extendable version being either telescoping or unfolding.

The advantage of this towline system is that it allows the

use of a much smaller parachute, reducing the design loads

on the structural reinforcement. Also, complex pyrotechnic-

deployment or jettison systems are no longer necessary.

Because of the reduced parachute size and the elimination

of the deployment system, the parachute can be stored in a

small compartment at the end of the rigid towline, rather

than within the aircraft tail section.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-12979+ TN. Inquiries

concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its com-

mercial development should be addressed to Howard J.

Osborn, Langley Research Center, Mail Code: 279, Hamp-
ton, VA 23665; (804)827-3725. Refer to LAR-12979+TN.

0011 Composite Rear Fuselage for Helicopters:

Composite fuselage is 38 percent more economical
than the metal one
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (G, H)

A composite fuselage of a UH-60A Blackhawk helicopter

was selected to demonstrate the feasibility of using com-

posites inst ead of metal to reduce manufacturing costs.

The study, undertaken by the U.S. Army Aviation Research

and Development Command, consisted of component-

design manufacturing demonstration and component design

phases. In the new manufacturing process, the prepreg ma-
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terials and fiber adhesives are prepared and cut into ply

detail shapes by high-speed and automated cutting meth-

ods. The resulting flat ply patterns are accumulated into kits

of materials for each frame, bulkhead, assembly, and detail.

The kits are routed to refrigerated storage from which they

are drawn for layup on a first-in, first-out basis.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Director Ap-

plied Technology Laboratory, Structures Tech Area (T.

Mazza+ D. Dibler), Fort Eustis, VA 23604; (804)878-2377.

Continuous Laminar-Smoke Generator: A single smoke
filament is used to study flow in low-speed wind tunnels
See 0618

0012 Cooldown Strategy for Cryogenic Wind Tunnels:

Research reveals ways to reduce both time and LN2
energy consumption during cooldown
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (D)

Criteria substantiated by experimental and real-time simula-

tion data ensure optimal utilization of liquid nitrogen (LN2)

injected for cooling the 0.3-m transonic cryogenic tunnel

(TCT) at NASA's Langley Research Center. The results and
trends observed during the study can be extrapolated to

reduce time required and energy expended in cooling other

similarly-constructed cryogenic wind tunnels. The research

included simulated cooldowns using procedures normally

employed by each of several TCT operators, simulated

cooldowns at constant mach number, simulated cooldowns
at various constant fan speeds, and simulated cooldowns
at constant metal-to-gas temperature differences.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to LAR-13012+TN.

0013 Database on Aircraft Icing Conditions
Department of Transportation, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (D)

A new data base on icing conditions in supercooled clouds
has resulted from a joint Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)
and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) study of cloud

characteristics from near ground level to 10,000 feet. The
research will result in practical benefits to the helicopter

and general aviation communities as well as the military.

The newly compiled information on icing-the first of its kind

in over 25 years-will enable aircraft manufacturers to

design and develop ice protection equipment for airplanes

and helicopters flying at 10,000 feet or below. In addition,

meteorologists can use the data as a totally new source of

information to improve the forecasting of icing conditions.

Helicopters and other small aircraft presently lose much
flight time during icing conditions because they are not

equipped to fly in such conditions. Overall, aviation acci-

dents due to icing problems average about 50 each year
and claim about 65 lives, mostly in light aircraft. Icing fore-

casts are often inadequate or inaccurate and, as a result,

they are sometimes not taken seriously by pilots, who pro-

ceed to fly anyway. More than 7000 miles of airborne

measurements of cloud liquid water content, droplet size,

temperature, horizontal extent, and other data pertinent to

aircraft icing applications were computerized.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Details on the data
base and results may be found in the FAA technical report

DOT+FAA+CT-83 + 21 by R. K. Jeck, available from: FAA
Technical Center (ACT-340), Atlantic City Airport, NJ
08305.

0014 Energy-Absorbing Airframes for General Aviation:

The fuselage subfloor collapses under crash impact

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 (D)

A promising concept for protecting people in lightweight air-

plane crashes involves redesigning the area between the

interior floor and the outer skin of the airplane belly to

create a subfloor that would be strong enough to bear the

stresses of flight but that would crush under the force of

impact. The general configuration of the lower fuselage

section consists of two major areas: the first, a strong

structural floor, strong enough to retain the occupant seats

without breaking up, heaving, or decreasing the cabin

volume; the second, an energy-absorbing section or crush

zone to control the load application to the strong floor. Sev-

eral concepts were evaluated, and five were selected and
designed as lower fuselage sections that could be tested in

NASA's crash-testing program: The Notched Corner con-

cept, the Corrugated Beam concept, the Foam-Filled Cylin-

der concept, the Corrugated Half Shell concept, and the

Canted Bulkhead concept.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: NASA-CR-3603 + NAC,
price code: A10.

Fabricating Thin-Shell Heat Transfer Models:

Freestanding shells have been produced for experimental

aerodynamic-heating tests

See 0633

0015 Feedback Control of Rotor Overspeed: Developed
for helicopter rotors, a servo alleviates the pilot's

concern about overspeed
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (F)

A proposed feedback system for automatically governing

helicopter rotor speed promises to lessen the pilot's work-

load, enhance maneuverability, and protect the airframe.

With suitable modifications, the concept could also be ap-

plied to control the speed of electrical generators, automo-

tive engines, and other machinery. An overspeeding heli-

copter rotor can shake the aircraft apart; yet the times

when overspeed is most likely to occur - during abrupt

change-of-direction maneuvers or rapid deceleration - are

precisely the times when a pilot's attention is diverted. Thus
the usual way of preventing overspeed by manual control of

collective pitch can easily be neglected. The proposed

system would control the rotor speed even when it is nec-

essary to dissipate power and the engine cannot act as a

brake. It will eliminate the problems of gear-train resonance

at excessive speeds. It will also eliminate the drive-train-

torque impact and the sudden increase in power demand
upon the engine that occur when the overrunning clutch is

reengaged to a previously overspeeding rotor.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to ARC-11404+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Darrell G. Brekke, Ames
Research Center, Mail Code: 200-11 A, Moffett Field, CA
94035; (415) 965-5104. Refer to ARC-1 1404 + TN.
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0016 Flight-Stability Extremes Calculated from the

Uncertainty Ellipse: Tangents and normals to the

ellipse are useful in control-system calculations

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (J)

Expressions for tangents and normals to ellipses were de-

rived for situations with two correlated aerodynamic force

or moment variables having normally (Gaussian) distributed

uncertainty. However, the expressions describe basic geo-

metrical properties of an ellipse arbitrarily located and ori-

ented in a plane. Thus they could also be useful in other

problems involving ellipses.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20308+ TN.

0017 General Aviation Synthesis Program: Program
performs the preliminary design of fixed-wing aircraft

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (A, D)

The General Aviation Synthesis Program GASP performs

the configuration sizing and performance estimates associ-

ated with the preliminary phase of aircraft design. Emphasis
is placed on fixed-wing aircraft with propulsion systems
varying from a single piston engine with a fixed-pitch pro-

peller through twin turbo-prop +turbofan systems used in

business or transport aircraft. GASP modules represent the

various technical disciplines of design, integrated into a

computational flow that accounts for the effects of interact-

ing design variables. By utilizing GASP, the impact of vari-

ous aircraft requirements and design factors may be stud-

ied systematically, with benefits measured in terms of over-

all aircraft performance and economics.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to ARC-11434+TN.

Identifying Boundary-Layer Transitions on Aircraft Skin:

Airflow characteristics are determined from coating
patterns on the aircraft skin

See 0646

Improvements in Vibration-Analysis Technique: A
shortcut reduces computation time
See 1254

0018 Lightning Protection for Composite Aircraft

Structures: A secondarily applied system nullifies the
destructive right-angle effect

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (D)

A lightning-protection system consisting of two layers of

aluminum foil separated by a layer of dielectric material pro-

tects graphite +epoxy composite structures on aircraft.

These structures are vulnerable to lightning, especially at or

near wingtips, stabilizer tips, vertical fin tips, rudders, eleva-

tors, and ailerons. The protective layer is a secondarily-ap-

plied lightning-protection system the prime advantage of

which is the nullification of the thermal and right-angle

effect of the lightning-arc attachment to a graphite +epoxy
laminate.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-
12879+TN.

Miniature Airflow Sensor: Accurate, tape-mounted sensor
uses electro-optics

See 0680

Nonseparating High-Area-Ratio Supersonic Nozzles:

Nozzles with modified contours throttle to lower
pressure ratios without wall-flow separation
See 0175

0019 Over-the-Wing Propeller Reduces Wing Drag:

Airflow is favorably altered if the propeller is placed
above and behind the wing
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (D)

A relocation of the engine +propellar on a propeller-driven

airplane to above and behind the wing so that the rotating

plane of the propeller is slightly behind the leading edge of

the wing alters the airflow around the wing in such a way
as to reduce the wind drag. The concept reduced drag sig-

nificantly on an aircraft model in a 12-foot wind tunnel. This

relocation may also help to reduce cabin noise. Another

possible configuration for this concept is a forward-swept

wing commuter aircraft to provide the wing-drag reduction

and to permit a further-aft engine location for cabin noise

considerations.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-13134+TN. Inquiries

concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its com-
mercial development should be addressed to Howard J.

Osborn, Langley Research Center, Mail Code: 279, Hamp-
ton, VA 23665; (804)827-3725. Refer to LAR-13134+TN.

Panel Analysis and Sizing Code: Program is of particular

value in analyzing and sizing filamentary composite
panels
See 1234

0020 Pneumatic Deicer for Helicopter Rotors: Inflatable-

tube system is found to be feasible

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (D)

Flight tests have been conducted to establish an operation-

al envelope for a prototype pneumatic boot deicing system

(PBDS) for helicopter rotors and to evaluate the feasibility

of the system concept. The tests were carried out for the

U.S. Army Aviation Research and Development Command.
They consisted of a ground and in-flight structural load

survey, which established the operational envelope; a limit-

ed evaluation of aircraft performance and handling qualities;

and artificial icing tests. The tests showed that the PBDS is

feasible as a helicopter deicer under the test conditions.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 40986+ NAA,
price code: A05.
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0021 Predicting Noise in Complex Aircraft Structures:

Technique combines theoretical and empirical aspects
of the structural components
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (D)

An experimental and analytical program has produced test

and analysis procedures for predicting the extent of noise

generated in aircraft. The major source of interior noise in

single-engine aircraft is the engine, which produces struc-

tural vibration in the 60- to 1 ,600-Hz range. The purpose of

the program was to develop ways of screening candidate

materials considered for noise control and to establish test

procedures for verifying the choice of a particular control

measure. The program focused on a laboratory-based test

procedure to simulate engine-induced structurally transmit-

ted noise, to test a range of noise isolators for relative per-

formance and for basic data for analytical model correla-

tion, and to develop an analytical model for isolator design.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to LAR-13032+TN.

0022 Propeller Design Program: Planform and propeller

twist with minimum induced loss are calculated

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (A, D, F)

The theoretical basis for the design of propellers was well

developed by 1920 and has been further refined in suc-

ceeding years. Most propellers, however, have been de-

signed using empirical methods. The theoretical approach
has been neglected because of the complex nature of the

problem and the lack of a theory combining the important

contributions of various investigators. Now a new theoreti-

cal treatment that combines the classical theories of Betz-

Prandtl, Goldstein, and Glauert is easily applied to the prob-

lem of determining the propeller blade geometry for mini-

mum induced loss. The analysis is applicable at subsonic
flight speeds and neglects structural considerations in the
propeller design. This propeller design method has been
programed for the HP9820 desk top calculator and the
HP9830 desk top computer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The theory for the
HP9820 program is found in the Symposium of the National
Free-Flight Society, 1977. A copy may be purchased from
NFFS Plans and Publications, c+o Fred Terzian, 4858
Moorpark Ave, San Jose CA 95129. The theory for the
HP9830 program is given in 'Practical Design of Minimum
Induced Loss Propellers,' SAE Paper 790585, 1979. A copy
may be purchased from the Society of Automotive Engi-

neers, Inc., 400 Commonwealth Drive, Warrendale, PA
15096.

0023 QUICK Interactive Graphics Analysis: Cross-
section and body-line plots are generated for error
detection and analysis
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (A, D)

A FORTRAN 77 version of the QUICK Interactive Graphics
Analysis program, QUIAGA, performs the same operations
as its FORTRAN IV counterpart. QUIAGA displays aircraft

QUICK-geometry data to aid in the detection and analysis
of errors. QUICK-geometry data can be used to generate a
completely-analytical aircraft geometry description for finite-

difference flow codes. The QUIAGA program is written, in

FORTRAN 77, for interactive execution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to LAR-12952+TN.

0024 Status of Helicopter Impulsive Noise: Status report
on helicopter impulsive noise includes high-speed
impulsive and blade-vortex interaction impulsive noise
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (D)

A review of the theoretical and experimental status of heli-

copter impulsive noise was conducted by the U.S. Army
Aviation Research and Development Command. This

review addresses two major source mechanisms of helicop-

ter impulsive noise: high-speed impulsive noise and blade-

vortex interaction (BVI) impulsive noise. Both generating

mechanisms are covered using model and full-scale meas-
urements of the phenomena, and thorough physical expla-

nations of the generating mechanisms are presented. Com-
parisons with experimental findings of isolated rotor tests

and current theoretical prediction methods are also made.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 36987+ NAA,
price code: A06, or contact project officer F. H. Schmitz
(415)965-5902.

0025 Sting-Mounted Flow Survey Apparatus: The flow
survey instrumentation is an integral part of the model
support system
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (K)

A sting-mounted flow-field apparatus in the Langley Re-
search Center 22-inch Hypersonic Helium Facility can be
positioned at any radial angle from to 360 deg and can
traverse a distance of 2 inches. The drive motor, limit

switches, and position transducer are all contained within

the streamlined housing and are operable in the near

vacuum of the wind-tunnel environment. The streamlined

compactness of the sting-mounted unit and its shielding by

the model make the flow blockage less than that of the

wall-mounted system. Also, the unity of the model and
survey apparatus through the sting makes the measure-
ment of the probe position relative to the model surface

more accurate.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-13157+TN.

Supersonic-Nozzle Shock-Wave Analysis: An analytical

procedure is used to design nozzles that vibrate less

during startup and shutdown
See 0182

Surface Roughness Study Conducted
See 0877

Surface-Streamline Flow Visualization: Streaks in an array

of ink dots show key flow characteristics
See 0724

Takeoff and Landing of Transport Aircraft: Program
assesses aircraft configurations for takeoff and landing

performance
See 0279
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0026 Thermal-Balance Strip for Fluted LFC Panels:

Waviness of less than 0.004 inch is achieved using

titanium strips

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (D)

The surface waviness of laminar-flow control (LFC) panels

must be less than 0.004 inch (0.102 cm). In bonding the ti-

tanium skin to the fluted fiberglass panel substructure, un-

equal expansion of the titanium and the fiberglass causes
waviness greater than 0.004 inch to appear in the titanium

skin. A process was developed that uses titanium balancing

strips to keep the waviness within the 0.004-inch limit. The
balancing strips reduce thermal bonding stresses on the

lower fiberglass fluted sections and are placed so that the

fiberglass ends up sandwiched between the porous titanium

skin and the titanium balance strip.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301 ) 621 -01 00 ext 241 . Refer to LAR-1 2991 +TN.

0027 Transonic Airfoil Analysis: Program uses a fast

iteration scheme for solving the transonic flow field

around arbitrary airfoils

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (A, D)

A Transonic Airfoil Analysis Computer Code, TAIR, employs
a fast, fully implicit algorithm to solve the conservative full-

potential equation for the steady transonic flow field about

an arbitrary airfoil immersed in a subsonic free stream. The
full-potential formulation is considered exact under the as-

sumptions of irrotational, isentropic, and inviscid flow.

These assumptions are valid for a wide range of practical

transonic flows typical of modern-aircraft cruise conditions.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to ARC-11436+ TN.

AGRICULTURE & FOOD
Accelerations and Speeds of Tracked Vehicles: Test
procedures are specified to evaluate tracked-vehicle

power
See 1239

0028 Applicator for Postemergence Weed Control
Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D)

A recirculating weed wiper may give tender crops a better

chance to compete with perennial pests, such as johnson-

grass, bermudagrass, nutsedge, and cocklebur. Designed
as a postemergence herbicide applicator, the recirculating

wiper allows band applications in crops during growth
stages from cotyledon through the end of cultivation. It can
also be used to apply herbicide to weeds growing above
the crop or where soil contamination must be avoided. This

applicator overcomes several limitations of recirculating

sprayers and rope wick applicators.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For further technical in-

formation, contact James M. Chandler, Department of Soil

and Crop Services, Texas A&M University, Rm. 337B, Col-

lege Station, TX 77843. For information concerning licens-

ing please contact: Office of Federal Patent Licensing,

Center for the Utilization of Federal Technology, P.O. Box

1423, Springfield, VA 22151; (703) 487-4732 Refer to:

Patent 4,471,570 + TN.

0029 Better Crops Through Stress Survival

Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (E)

Progress in developing new, superior crop varieties could

be dramatically accelerated if a new theory now being

tested proves true. The theory proposed that genetic differ-

ences can be magnified for swifter, easier selection if

stress related to vigor rather than disease resistance is im-

posed on a plant.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Dr. Devon L
Doney, ARS Sugarbeet Research Unit, State University Sta-

tion, Department of Agronomy, North Dakota State Univer-

sity, Fargo, ND 58102.

Clean Soil Sampling
See 0152

0030 Crops Absorb Emulsified Oil

Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (D, E)

A chemical treatment may permit crop residues to be used
to remove small amounts of oil emulsified in water. Straw
from wheat, oats, rice, barley and rye, and cornstalks, cobs,

and husks are examples of the many plant parts that can
be treated with fatty quaternary ammonium salts to improve
their ability to remove oil from water. The reaction with am-
monium salt gives plant fibers the proper balance between
an affinity for water and an affinity for oil. The need for this

balance had not been recognized before, according to the

inventor. The treatment also causes the fibers to swell and
separate in water to provide maximum surface area for oil

removal.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For further technical in-

formation, contact George F. Fanta, USDA-ARS Northern

Regional Research Center, 1815 N. University St., Peoria,

IL 61604. Patent Application Serial No. 06+738,815, 'Oil-

Absorbent Cellulosic Derivatives.' For information concern-

ing licensing this technology, please contact: Office of Fed-

eral Patent Licensing, Center for the Utilization of Federal

Technology, P.O. Box 1423, Springfield, VA 22151;

(703)487-4732.

0031 Dripless, No-Waste Applicator for All Herbicides

Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (D, E)

A new applicator design applies all types of herbicides, in-

cluding wettable powders, with virtually no waste and no
damage to the crop. A major improvement over current

roller applicators, it is inexpensive to produce and economi-

cal to use. The invention consists of a nonabsorbent, tex-

tured roller for transferring the chemical to the plant, a low

pressure system for delivering liquid to the roller, and a

wiper system for spreading the liquid into a thin film on the

roller surface and recirculating the excess. Surface tension

between the thin liquid film and the textured roller surface

controls dripping even on sloping terrain, while the nonab-

sorbent surface facilitates cleaning and changing from one
chemical to another. Companies that manufacture agricul-

tural equipment should be interested in the applicator,

which can be used to apply all types of liquid-based agricul-

tural chemicals.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: E.J. Peters,

216 Waters Hall, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO

6
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65211. Patent Application Serial No. 651,563, 'Nonabsorb-

ent Roller Applicator.' For information concerning licensing

this technology, please contact: Office of Federal Patent Li-

censing, Center for the Utilization of Federal Technology,

P.O. Box 1423, Springfield, VA 22151; (703)487-4732.

Refer to: Patent Application 6-651,563+TN.

Elevated Numbers of PAS-Positive Granulocytes in

Peripheral Blood Signify Presence of Disease in Certain

Fish Species
See 1047

0032 Farm Tractors Now Automatically Steered by
Microcomputers
Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (A, D)

An automatic steering system for agricultural tractors using

a network of seven microcomputers has been designed

and built by Agricultural Research Service and Michigan

State University agricultural engineers. The system is used
as an automatic steering controller on a Ford 7610 tractor,

demonstrating the practicality of such a system. With re-

finement, the system should function effectively at normal

field operation speeds.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: B.R. Tennes,

USDA-ARS, Room 207, Department of Agricultural Engi-

neering, Michigan State University, E. Lansing, Ml 48824;

(517)355-4720.

Herbicide Wiper Wipes Away Wayward Weeds
See 1053

0033 Injection Sprayer Reduces Handling Risks
Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D)

A field sprayer that automatically injects pesticides directly

into a water line has been developed. The experimental in-

jection sprayer eliminates the need for premixing and for

disposing of leftover tank mixtures. The sprayer is designed
to meter pesticides at the proper rate, regardless of travel

speed, and to mix the pesticides with water in the line to

the nozzles. If the operator changes speed rapidly with this

injection system, there is only a short delay before the cor-

rect mixture is discharged at the nozzle.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: D. L Rei-

chard, USDA-ARS, Agricultural Engineering Bldg., Ohio Ag-
ricultural Research and Development Center, Wooster,
Ohio 44691; (216) 263-3869.

0034 Mechanized Trash Screens for Farm Irrigation

Systems
Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (D, G)

Irrigation systems require clean water free from trash and
debris to prevent clogging of sprinklers, furrow discharge
outlets, gated pipe openings, and other equipment. Poor
water distribution caused by clogged flow openings reduces
crop yields and increases irrigation labor. Automated and
mechanized systems in particular require self-cleaning

screens. Two types of self-cleaning mechanical trash

screens were developed and tested for farm irrigation sys-

tems. The screens are powered by either electric motors or

water-driven paddle wheels and were effective in prevent-

ing trash and debris from entering farm irrigation systems.
The screens do not require a drop or loss of pressure as
do most conventional screens and are not adversely affect-

ed when the farm water supply is terminated by the closing

of downstream automated valves while canal turnout gates

remain open.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Allan S. Hum-
pherys, USDA-ARS, Snake River Conservation Research
Center, Route 1, Box 186, Kimberly, ID 83341; (208)423-

5582.

Pollution Monitoring Using the Health of Striped Bass
See 0583

0035 Polyethylene Trawl Door (Poly Door)

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

Washington, DO; Department of Commerce, Washington,
DC
Aug 85 (D)

The Mississippi Laboratories of the Southeast Fisheries

Center are completing research on the design of a polyeth-

ylene trawl door for use in the Gulf of Mexico shrimp fish-

ery. The rectangular-shaped trawl door conforms with trawl

doors presently employed but differs in the material used.

The poly door consists of channel iron framing (which can
be galvanized), 2 inches and 4 inches, with ultra high mo-
lecular weight polyethylene sheet bolted vertically, using

1+4 inch cadmium plated carriage bolts. One of the differ-

ences between the Poly Door and its wooden counterpart

is that the poly door weighs 30% less in air. At the same
time its weight in water compares to that of the wood door.

During underwater observations the poly door made better

bottom contact than the wood door. In other comparisons
of the durability of the poly door and wood door, the find-

ings indicate that the poly door does not absorb water,

does not warp, and is impenetrable to bottom obstructions.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: NOAA Office

Research and Technology Applications, FB4, Room 3316,

Suitland, MD 20233. (301)763-2418.

Selection Guide Increases Assurance of Product Quality

See 1145

0036 Small Computer Regulates Poultry House
Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (A, C, D)

With a simple new program, a small, inexpensive computer
can regulate the environment of a poultry house. Poultry

production requires maintaining temperature and relative

humidity within a narrow range. Until now, a skilled operator

was required to make adjustments to control the environ-

ment in broiler houses, especially during periods of chang-
ing weather. The computer, using only two pieces of data

and extrapolation, makes decisions every 5 to 10 minutes

that control heating, lighting, and ventilation of a poultry

house. Small computers in the $200 price range that can
be programmed in the computer language BASIC can make
use of the software. Campbell Soup Company is using a
computer with the program in a large poultry production

system in Arkansas, and have field tests underway in Ala-

bama as well. This simple program is going to save money
by cutting labor and feed costs, and it should simplify poul-

try production in general.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Floyd N.

Reece, South Central Poultry Research Laboratory, Missis-

sippi State, MS 39762.

0037 Solar Heated Beehives
Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (C)
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Solar homes for wintering honey bees may help colonies

survive Wisconsin winters on about one-fifth less honey
than that consumed in conventional hives. Scientists work-

ing on the problem of maintaining bees in cold weather

areas have designed a new translucent hive cover which

lets warmth from the sun into the hive. The covers are

made from white sheet plastic and cost about $5 each..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Eric H. Erick-

son, USDA-ARS, Bee Research Unit, 436 Russell Laborato-

ries-Entomology, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wl
53706.

0038 Technology Assessment of Aquaculture Systems
for Municipal Wastewater Treatment
Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC
May 85 (D, E)

An assessment was made of the technical and economic
feasibility of using aquaculture systems for municipal

wastewater. A variety of organisms are used. Aquatic ma-
crophytes (water-tolerant vascular plants), finfish, inverte-

brates, and integrated systems are the major components
considered in this assessment. Current research and devel-

opment efforts are concentrated on aquatic plant systems,

particularly water hyacinths, which are routinely used in mu-
nicipal wastewater treatment. Current constraints to the use

of water hyacinths are large land requirements and the

need for warm temperatures to maintain the growth of

these tropical plants. Average annual cost and energy re-

quirements for aquculture systems are competitive with

conventional treatment systems at the capacities assessed

(up to 10 mgd).

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB84-246347+ NAC,
price code: A07.

0039 Technology Stretches Irrigation Water
Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (D)

Responding to commands from an internal computer, a
new solar powered irrigation system automatically starts

travelling along crop rows, metering out just enough water.

A computer starts and stops the system as it travels on
wheeled towers along the rows. Water lines, suspended
from a pipe between the towers, meter water to within

inches of the plant rows. Along with the water, fertilizer, in-

secticide, and herbicide can be fed to plants at the same
time. Several state-of-the-art technologies ensure that

plants get the right amount of water at exactly the right

time. Sensors monitor soil mositure and plant transpiration

(water given off by the plant) to gauge exactly when plants

need water. An automatic weather station records solar ra-

diation, wind, air temperatures, and humidity. Infrared ther-

mometers travel atop the towers to measure and record fo-

liage temperatures. Foliage temperature is related to sur-

rounding air temperature, humidity, and plant transpiration.

Lasers guide the towers' moves, keeping the field towers

perfectly aligned with the main tower that houses the

system pump and filter.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Claude J.

Phene, USDA-ARS, Water Management Laboratory, 2021

South Peach Ave., Fresno, CA 93727.

0040 Trawl Nets For Fishing Industry Evaluated in

Circulating Water Channel
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (D)

The David Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center (DTNSRDC) has

completed a series of experiments on trawl nets for the

fishing industry. The circulating water channel (CWC) was
used to determine the effects of speed and net configura-

tion. The towing struts of the CWC, which held the nets

against the flow of water, were adjusted vertically to posi-

tion the net in the water and change the net's opening.

Electronic load cells measured the resistance, which was
converted to full-scale drag. The experiments included trawl

nets designed for both mid-water and bottom towing. New
England and Alaska fisheries have benefited from the work.

The net designers are satisfied with the results of the

1 + 1 6-scale model test, and plan to return for additional

work on future designs.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Navy Domes-
tic Technology Transfer, Code E411, Naval Surface Weap-
ons Center, Dahlgren, Virginia 22448. Refer to

091201 +TN.

ATMOSPHERIC & ASTRONOMICAL
SCIENCES
Aviation and Hazardous Weather Nowcasts
See 0006

0041 Climatological Atlas of the World Ocean: Annual,

Seasonal, and Monthly Analyses

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

Washington, DO; Department of Commerce, Washington,

DC
Jun 85 (J)

The National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC) now
makes available digital data tapes containing data from the

Climatological Atlas of the World Ocean. The Atlas repre-

sents the published results of a project to provide research-

ers with objectively analyzed, gridded fields of major ocean-

ographic variables. The atlas and data tapes present a syn-

thesis of all temperature, salinity, and oxygen data available

from NODC's Oceanographic Station Data, Mechanical

Bathythermograph, and Expendable Bathythermograph

files. The data have been analyzed in a consistent, objec-

tive manner at standard oceanographic depth levels on a

one-degree latitude-longitude grid between the surface and

ocean bottom with a maximum depth of 550 om. The data

tapes contain annual summaries of temperature, salinity,

dissolved oxygen, and percent oxygen saturation, seasonal

summaries of temperature and salinity, and monthly sum-

maries of temperature. These analyses are intended primar-

ily for use in the study of the role of the oceans in the

global heat balance to computations of the general circula-

tion of the Atlantic Ocean. Data are available for annual,

seasonal, and monthly analyses.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Copies of these analy-

ses are available from the NODC on magnetic tape. Orders

for digital data tapes should be directed to: National Ocean-

ographic Data Centers, User Services Branch,

NOAA+ NESDIS E+ OC21, Washington, DC 20235; (202)

634-7500.

0042 Lightning-Transient Recorder: A battery-powered

system operates for more than a year

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (B, K)

8
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Currents induced by lightning are recorded automatically by

the system diagramed in the figure. Powered by 23 alkaline

C-cells and 5 D-cells, the unit can be left unattended in the

field until read out and reset by a portable data collector. In

the new system, the rate of change of current in a lightning

arrester is sensed by a Rogowski coil (a coil wound around

a toroidal core that surrounds the current-carrying wire)..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15895+TN.

0043 Measuring Clouds with Microwaves and Infrared:

Microwave techniques make standard infrared

measurements more meaningful

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (J)

A combination of microwave and infrared measurements

from satellites yields data from which the thicknesses and

temperatures of ciouds can be inferred. Microwave radi-

ation measured by the satellite is used to determine the

thickness of a cloud and the difference between the cloud-

top temperature and the mean temperature of the interior.

The technique extends the capability of a previously estab-

lished method in which infrared radiation returned to a sat-

ellite by a cloud is used to determine the temperature and
altitude of the cloud top and the fractional area of Earth

covered by the cloud.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16265+TN.

0044 Meteorological Fortran (Metefor)

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

Washington, DO; Department of Commerce, Washington,

DC
Nov 85 (A, J)

Meteorological Fortran (Metefor) is an advanced rendition

of the Fortran language intended to enhance the power of

the language in meteorological applications. In particular, it

implements Vectors and Matrices as standard variable

types, enabling the programmer to incorporate vector and
matrix algebra directly into his code without resorting to

DO-Loops or subroutines to implement such algebra. For

example, the direct coding of vector arithmetic allows nu-

merous problems involving geometric relationships to be
programmed in much more succinct code. Likewise, the

use of matrix expressions simplifies the coding of a wide
variety of problems, such as temperature retrievals, curve

fitting, or Fourier transforms. It has been found that such

coding entails only about one-half as many lines as equiva-

lent code not written in Metefor. This concise code is far

more self-documenting than customary code, and allows a
stranger who did not originally write a program to compre-
hend it quickly, thus easing the task of maintaining soft-

ware. Implementation is envisioned for IBM Personal Com-
puters within the next 2-3 years.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Documentation con-

taining examples of programs coded in Metefor are avail-

able through the Office of Research and Technology Appli-

cations, FB No. 4, Room 3316, Suitland, MD 20233;

(301)763-2418. Refer to 85+ NESDIS+091.

Monitoring of Reactive Atmospheric Species: Reactive

atmospheric species are produced and detected to

provide reference spectra
See 0684

New Chemical Solutions Will Aid Analysis of Acid Rain
See 0575

Novel Device Invented for Measuring Marine Aerosols
See 0690

Predicting Solar Deficits: Deviations from long-term

averages are determined
See 0493

0045 Scientists Update Weather Extremes Maps
Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (D)

The world's lowest air pressure, North America's greatest

24-hour rainfall or Asia's highest temperature are now avail-

able along with some 1 00 other weather records. This data

appear on two recently updated maps. The maps catalog

weather extremes around the world and in the United

States and Canada. They serve as aids for establishing

design criteria for military equipment. The maps were last

revised 1 years ago.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Copies of the

maps can be obtained by writing: U.S. Army Engineer Topo-

graphic Laboratories, ETL-GS-LB, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-

5546.

Sensor Provides New Insight Into Fog+ Haze
See 0710

Sun Tracker Operates a Year Between Calibrations:

Modified tracker compensates for seasonal variations in

solar declination

See 0525

BIOMEDICAL TECHNOLOGY &
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0046 Analyzer Used to Study Aging Skeletal System

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (E)

Scientists at the national Institute on Aging's (NIA) Geron-

tology Research Center (GRC) in Baltimore are now using

an innovative analyzer to more accurately investigate bone-

mineral density and bone loss in the lumbar vertebrae, an

area highly susceptible to back pain, vertebral collapse, and

spinal fractures particularly among the elderly. The re-

searchers are using dual photon absorptiometry, a low-risk

diagnostic technique, to study the aging skeletal system in

healthy men and women. Dual photon absorptiometry

allows direct measurement of trabecular (i.e. the vertebrae)

bone mineral density and bone loss in the axial skeleton, in

particular the areas between the first and fifth lumhar (lower

spine) vertebrae.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National Insti-

tute on Aging, Bldg. 31, Rm. 5C36, 9000 Rockville Pike,

Bethesda, MD 20205; (301) 496-1752.

Assessing Helicopter Ride Quality: The NASA model was
the best metric for predicting ride comfort
See 0005

0047 Automatic Leg Bag Evacuator
Veterans Administration, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (E)

Many quadriplegics utilizing powered wheelchairs no longer

have control of their bladder functions and are therefore

catheterized and fitted with a 'Leg Bag' for urine collection.

Unfortunately, many of these persons do not have the

range of motion and dexterity necessary to empty their leg

bags independently and are required to ask for assistance.

A system was designed to empty a leg bag, greatly de-

creasing the need for attendants during the day at work, at

home, on trips, etc., and thus increasing the mobility of the

user. The evacuator consists of a hose connected to a
pump and a robot arm. When the robot arm is extended,

the pump evacuates the leg bag. The robot arm then re-

tracts underneath the chair, out of sight. The system has
been completed and interested manufactures are sought

for the device.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Gary W. Kelly,

Atlanta Veterans Administration Medical Center, Rehabilita-

tion Research and Development Unit (151), 1670 Clairmont

Road, Atlanta, Georgia 30033; (404) 321-6087.

0048 Balloon Catheterization Opens Totally Blocked
Coronary Arteries

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (E)

New technical advances in balloon catheterization have al-

lowed researchers to open totally blocked coronary arte-

ries. The improved technique could serve as an alternative

for some patients currently treated with coronary bypass
surgery. In a study conducted at the General Clinical Re-
search Center in Beth Israel Hospital, Boston, a catheter

was inserted into the femoral artery in the thighs of their

patients. A flexible wire was carefully advanced through this

catheter until it reached and penetrated the blockage in the

coronary artery.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Research Re-
sources Information Center, 1601 Research Blvd., Rock-
ville, MD 20850; (301) 984-2870.

0049 Biological Specimens Available from NCI Tumor
Virus Epidemiology Repository
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (E)

Serum samples and other biological specimens are avail-

able to researchers in the United States and abroad from
the Tumor Virus Epidemiology Repository of the National

Cancer Institute (NCI). The extensive serum collection

came primarily from NCI's Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) studies

on nonhuman primates and from epidemiological studies on
Burkitt's lymphoma and nasopharyngeal cancer patients

and controls in the U.S., Ghana, Tunisia, Malaysia, and 14
other countries.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Paul H.

Levine, Clinical Epidemiology Branch, Division of Cancer
Etiology, National Cancer Institute, Landow Building, Room

8A-16, 7910 Woodmont Ave., Bethesda, MD 20205; (301)
496-5067.

Biomedical Sensors: Measuring Body Functions With
Microelectronics
See 1035

Displaying Force and Torque of a Manipulator: Video
graphics display shows force and torque values in easy-
to-comprehend form
See 0783

0050 Electron Microscopy and X-Ray Analysis Available

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (E)

In response to the need for a research grade scanning
electron microscopy and microanalysis facility, a central re-

source has been established at the Yerkes Regional Pri-

mate Research Center (PRC) in Atlanta, Georgia. The facili-

ty provides sophisticated technology for studies that require

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive

x-ray analysis. With SEM and x-ray analysis, scientists can
determine the detailed surface structure and the elemental

contents of solid tissue samples. Core staff can perform
analyses or assist visiting scientists in the preparation, ob-

servation, and analysis of specimens.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: William

McManus, Yerkes Regional Primate Research Center,

Emory University, Atlanta, GA 30322; (404)329-7766.

Fluoropolymers For Human Joints Developed
See 0108

High-Speed Chromosome and Cell Sorting: New
laboratory instrument is an order of magnitude faster

than previous units

See 1055

0051 Human Capabilities Vs. Visual Displays Subject of

Manual
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
May 85 (A, B, E)

The definitive source for basic data on human capabilities

and performance with regard to visual display characteris-

tics of cathode ray tubes (CRT) and other displays has
been published. Human Engineering Data Base for Design

and Selection of Cathode Ray Tube and Other Display Sys-

tems deals with operator performance in using electronic

displays. However, its real importance is in acquainting

visual display engineers with what is currently known about

the relation between observer characteristics and various

types of display applications. The section on operator per-

formance in using electronic displays has been compiled to

serve as a human performance data base and guide for the

design of new Navy systems. According to the report, many
major Navy systems are developed without the aid of

human factors engineering (HFE) advice and as a result

these systems are difficult to operate, are prone to person-

nel error, and have reduced operational effectiveness. One
of the reasons that project managers and design engineers

are reluctant to utilize HFE advice is that they do not have
ready access to HFE data in a simple format suitable for

the nonspecialist. This 362-page report from the Navy Per-

sonnel Research and Development Center in San Diego,

CA, is intended to provide that information. The relevant

display literature from 1944 to the present was reviewed

and information on factors affecting human performance

10
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with CRT and advanced electronic displays (forward looking

infrared radar, low-light level TV, plasma displays, etc.) was
extracted and reformatted to meet the needs of managers
and designers in all system development or acquisition

projects making use of such displays, and HFE specialists.

The manual consists of 10 general categories, such as

visual display parameters, matrix displays, coding of sym-

bols, environmental effects, operational performance data.

Even the general categories offer detailed information.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 45704+NAC,
price code: A16.

0052 Joywriter: A Communicator for the Severely

Disabled Person
Veterans Administration, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (A, E)

A study describes the human factors design of a software

communication package for severely disabled persons

having speech impairments and severe motor dysfunctions.

Joywriter enables persons with such disabilities to operate

a personal computer by replacing the keyboard and using a
joystick. The software package allows the user to write to

the screen, to print hard copies and to save text files to the

disk. The researchers found that existing manufactured

communications aids for people with severe speech and
motor disabilities are generally too cumbersome, too com-
plex, too expensive and often inappropriate for many per-

sons who need them. With the assistance of a number of

severely disabled people, the researchers designed Joyw-
riter to better address the needs of these people. The soft-

ware is written for the Apple II. The software is menu driven

and utilizes enlarged print sizes to accommodate persons
who have very poor vision. The program is designed to be
modified according to the specific disabilities and limitations

of each user.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Gary W. Kelly,

Atlanta Veterans Administration Medical Center, Rehabilita-

tion Research and Development Unit (151), 1670 Clairmont

Road, Atlanta, Georgia 30033; (404) 321-6087.

Leak Test for Pressure-Sealing Zippers: Test jig checks
either side of pressure-sealing zippers for leaks
See 0663

0053 Manual Wheelchair with Dynamic Braking

Veterans Administration, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (E, F)

The overwhelming majority of manual wheelchairs in use
today are little different from those produced in the latter

part of the last century. At this time, almost all manual
wheelchairs that are manufactured have no dynamic brak-

ing and have inadequate parking brakes. Thus a system is

needed to provide these users with a method of slowing

their wheelchairs without causing irritation to their hands. A
dynamic braking system was evaluated which allows per-

sons using wheelchairs to more easily and accurately con-
trol their speed when descending ramps, hills, or other in-

clined surfaces. It is designed not to interfere with the

normal operation of the wheelchair.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Gary W. Kelly,

Atlanta Veterans Administration Medical Center Rehabilita-

tion Research and Development Unit (151), 1670 Clairmont

Road, Atlanta, Georgia 30033; (404) 321-6087.

0054 New Injectable Cement May Help Repair Broken
Bones
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (E)

Researchers are experimenting with various mixes of colla-

gen-the primary component of human bone-and gelatin to

produce an injectable bone cement. Laboratory evaluations

of the compressive properties of the collagen+ gelatin com-
posite have shown that it is as strong as porous human
bone. The composite has the consistency of a semi-liquid

paste suitable for injection into the bone cavity when first

mixed. After injection, the cement hardens to provide imme-
diate structural support. The cement combines the biome-
chanical advantages of the synthetic materials such as
MMA with the physiologic properties of the biologic materi-

als. In addition to aiding patients with bone fractures

caused by osteoporosis and those who receive total-hip re-

placements, the cement could be used in the treatment of

patients with tumors and infections of the bone.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National Insti-

tute on Aging, Bldg. 31, Room 5C36, 9000 Rockville Pike,

Bethesda, MD 20205; (301)496-1752.

New Technique Lets Researchers Analyze Whole
Chromosomes
See 1073

0055 Photographic Screening for Eye Defects: Images
of retinas are examined for characteristic patterns

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (E)

Ocular abnormalities are detectable in many cases by a
standardized photographic test. The test, called 'generated

retinal reflex image system' (GRRIS), is intended primarily

for the screening of elementary-school children. The
GRRIS exploits the 'red-eye effect' that is caused by the

reflection of light from the retina and that is usually a nui-

sance in color portrait photography. In the GRRIS, the eye
is illuminated and photographed in color, making a 35-mm
slide with sufficient magnification to reveal some of its fea-

tures. Since both eyes are photographed simultaneously,

ocular alinement can also be studied. A trained semiprofes-

sional can detect hyperopia, myopia, strabismus, retinal-pig-

mentation color or pattern anomalies, and lens obstruc-

tions. The GRRIS offers other advantages as well. It is

portable, noninvasive, and nonhazardous. It requires mini-

mal cooperation of the subject and is therefore well suited

for children - possibly even infants.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-27045+TN.

0056 Portable Blood Irradiator: A medical device shows
promise of suppressing early rejection of tissue or
organ transplants

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (E)

A portable blood irradiator uses radiation - in the form of a
thulium isotope - to lower blood levels of lymphocytes, the

white blood cells that initiate the cell and tissue rejection

process. In the past, when blood irradiation was used to

reduce the possibility of tissue or transplant rejections, brief

exposures were given at high-dose rates. This device,

which weighs less than 1 kg, is designed to be worn for
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continuous blood irradiation over a period of time. Doses to

blood of about 2,000 to 5,000 rads per day lowered lym-

phocyte counts to 10 to 25 percent of pretreatment levels

within 5 days. Blood irradiation also may be used to replace

chemotherapy during the initial stage of organ transplant.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The patent on which

this technical note is based is U.S. Patent 3,927,325, which

is available from: Commissioner of Patents, Washington,

DC 20231 for $1. For licensing information, contact: Office

of Assistant General Counsel for Patents, U.S. Department

of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For information not in

the report contact: Dr. F. P. Hungate, Battele Pacific North-

west Laboratories, U.S. DOE, P.O. Box 999, Richland, WA
99352.

0057 Powered Wheelchair Controller: A Human Factors

Design

Veterans Administration, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (D, E, F)

A programmable wheelchair controller is a closed-loop mi-

croprocessor-based controller with MOSFET power proc-

essing. Commercially available controllers require costly

hardware modification to meet the special needs of many
disabled persons, and customizing the controller on an indi-

vidual basis is a service delivery task that can often be pro-

hibitively expensive. Because the Atlanta VAMC+GIT Con-

troller design is implemented in software instead of hard-

ware, a single controller can assume a variety of personal-

ities. Costly hardware modification is then avoided by

having a single hardware configuration with multiple soft-

ware implementations. Some of the possible implementa-

tions include programmable velocity+ acceleration limits,

'cruise control' for minimal fatigue, and variable deadband
limits. A variety of control strategies could be implemented

for a safer and smoother ride such as filtering the joystick

signal for spasticity, changing the dynamics of the wheel-

chair system with feedback, and non-linear joystick position

to wheelchair velocity mappings for expanded steering arc

and greater resolution at low speeds. Interested manufac-
turers are sought for the powered wheelchair controller.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Gary W. Kelly,

Atlanta Veterans Administration Medical Center, Rehabilita-

tion Research and Development Unit (151), 1670 Clairmont

Road, Atlanta, GA 30033; (404) 321-6087.

0058 Probe Follower for Moving Blood Vessels: Probes
would track vessel expansion and contraction with

minimal perturbation

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (E, K)

An electrical probe for medical research would be main-

tained at a fixed position relative to a moving blood-vessel

wall by a proposed system. The objective is to keep the

probe in contact with a region of tissue as the tissue

moves, while minimizing the mechanical load on the tissue.

The system would follow radial and axial blood-vessel mo-
tions.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15898 + TN.

Proximity Indicator for Remote Manipulator: The operator
receives a sensation of depth and orientation

See 0846

0059 Radio Transmitter Navigational Aid for the Visually

Impaired

Veterans Administration, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (B, E)

There are approximately two million functionally blind per-

sons in the United States, many of whom have difficulty

traveling in an urban environment. A major factor in the

problem of independent mobility for a visually impaired

person is that of orientation toward the desired destination.

The Sonic Orientation and Navigational Aid (SONA) is de-

signed to increase independent mobility by providing audito-

ry orientation cues to the visually impaired traveler in the

environment by means of sound generating units placed at

specific generic locations. The device consists of a digital

radio transmitter, and many digital radio receivers coupled

with audio tone generators which when activated serve to

orient the user to many standard features in the environ-

ment. Receivers are mounted at building locations such as

elevators, exits, telephones, restrooms, information desks

and many other standardized places. The traveler carries a
transmitter that is the size of a hand-held calculator. Mount-

ed on this transmitter is a touchtone keypad which is used

to transmit any chosen code. Each transmission would elicit

an audio response from that receiver assigned to that code,

assuming the traveler is within 75 feet of that receiver. This

system provides the traveler with information which indi-

cates to him that his desired destination is nearby and in

exactly which direction it lies. The traveler may then local-

ize the sound and 'home in' on it using his chosen wayfind-

ing aid. The transmitter is battery powered and is perma-

nently 'on' but, because it uses CMOS components, it re-

quires so little standby power that a battery lasts as long as

eight months at a time before replacement is necessary.

Costs of the receivers could possibly be lowered from $100
to approximately $20 per unit. The codes and tonal re-

sponses have been designed to be easy to learn and pre-

liminary testing indicates a potential for high acceptance

among visually disabled users.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Gary W. Kelly,

Atlanta Veterans Administration Medical Center, Rehabilita-

tion Research and Development Unit (151), 1670 Clairmont

Road, Atlanta, Georgia 30033; (404) 321-6087.

Remote Control Radio Transmitter+ Receiver for the

Handicapped
See 0203

Research Animals and Services Available

See 1079

0060 Resin Concentration and Lamination Affect

Composite Helmets: Higher resin content and low-

pressure lamination increase the resistance to ballistic

impact

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (H)

A study by the U.S. Army Natick Research and Develop-

ment Center investigated how high- and low-pressure lam-

ination techniques affected Kevlar in terms of ballistic pene-

tration, hardness, flexural modulus, and energy absorption.

The low-pressure laminate, though thicker than the high-

pressure laminate, was more flexible, absorbed more flexur-

al energy, and had greater resistance to ballistic penetra-

tion.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A141984+NAA,
price code: A02. For other information contact project offi-

cer Frank Figucia (617)653-1000.

0061 Resource Encourages Mathematical Modeling
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (E)

Facilities for building and examining mathematical models

of biological systems are available nationally through tele-

phone or personal contact with the Biomedical Simulation

Resource. The resource provides access to software and
hardware for simulating biomedical systems. Simulations

may represent molecular and cellular systems, as well as

large-scale systems such as organs and animals. The oper-

ative philosophy at the resource is to utilize commercially

available hardware and software when possible and devel-

op additional software tailored to the needs of biomedical

researchers, thereby reducing project startup time and cost.

The resource seeks to encourage the development of

broad, general models by bringing people who share the

computer facility together. The staff organize and sponsor
symposia.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Dr. J. Mailen

Kootsey, Box 3709, Department of Physiology, Duke Uni-

versity Medical Center, Durham, NC 27710; (919)681-3048

or 1-800-334-2083.

0062 Scanning Electron Microscopy is Applied to Study
of Intestinal Diseases
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (E, K)

Dramatic images of membranes from the small intestines of

two infants suffering from an intolerance of soy protein in

baby food products demonstrate the potential for applying

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to the study of intesti-

nal diseases. Because SEM can image tissues in three di-

mensions and produce images at much higher magnifica-

tion than the light microscope, it can be used to detect

more detailed gradations of damage of relatively large

tissue specimens.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Research Re-
sources Information Center, 1601 Research Blvd., Rock-
ville, MD 20850; (301) 984-2870.

0063 Speculation on Ultrasonic Disintegration of Arterial

Deposits: An ultrasonic probe might be able to clear

arteries

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (E, F)

A small ultrasonic probe, in conjunction with an aspirator,

has been proposed to break up and remove atherosclerotic

plaque from the insides of arteries. The probe would have
to be compact enough to enter arteries yet powerful

enough to dislodge and clear the deposits.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25161 +TN.

0064 Studies Performed on Collecting and Storing
Tissue
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (E)

A U.S. Navy Tissue Bank, a division of the Transplantation

Research Program Center, Naval Medical Research Insti-

tute, Bethesda, Md., is a worldwide leader in tissue bank-

ing. Its mission is to provide tissue for the surgical care of

military personnel at military hospitals during peacetime and
to establish and maintain appropriate repositories of human
tissue for the care of combat casualties during military con-

flicts. In addition, the Navy Tissue Bank is developing a
storage system of histocompatibility-typed, viable bone
marrow for use by military readiness teams who are at a
high risk of exposure to chemical, biological, and radiation

(CBR) agents. Repository responsibilities are divided into

two tasks-critical tissue and bone marrow.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Navy Domes-
tic Technology Transfer Fact Sheet, Code E411, Naval Sur-

face Weapons Center, Dahlgren, VA 22448. Refer to

090803 +TN.

0065 Telephone Instrument for the Deaf: Letters and
numbers would be transmitted by tones to a decoder
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B, E)

A proposed telephone-communication scheme for the deaf

would use existing tone-encoded telephone equipment to

transmit messages. The only special equipment required is

a decoder at the receiving telephone. A deaf person, if able

to speak, could verbally instruct a hearing person at the

other end how to transmit messages. In the proposed
system, numbers would be transmitted by pressing the

number buttons, thereby generating the number tones nor-

mally used for dialing. At the receiving end, a standard tone

decoder would convert the stream of signals to a digital

code..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to KSC-11303+TN. Inquiries

concerning rights for the commercial use of this invention

should be addressed to James O. Harrell, John F. Kennedy
Space Center, Mail Code: PT-PAT, Kennedy Space Center,

FL 32899; (305)867-2544. Refer to KSC-11303+TN.

Timing of Naps Defines Their Restorative Ability

See 1088

0066 Transducers for Heart Research: Miniaturization

reduces damage and interference with heart function

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (E, K)

A series of transducers with seven different configurations

enables the measurement of forces and displacements in

the wall of the heart. The new transducers are small, cause
minimal perturbation of the heart function, and can be at-

tached and detached without causing excessive tissue

damage. The transducers have performed well in experi-

ments on dogs. Most are made for implantation during

open-chest surgery. A few are small enough to be inserted

by a catheter through a vein or artery leading into a heart

chamber. All units can be implanted or removed during a
single heartbeat: This permits rapid relocation for detail

mapping.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15095+TN.
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0067 Vision Screening by Color Photography: A trained

observer can screen five children per minute
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (E)

A screening test has been developed for detecting a range

of vision defects in the eye, including those that are

common precursors to amblyopia. The test is noninvasive,

safe, and can be administered easily in the field by an op-

erator with no medical training. Only minimal momentary
cooperation of the subject is required: Thus, the test shows
promise for use with very young children. The test proce-

dures color-slide images of the retinas of the eyes under

specially-controlled lighting conditions. The required equip-

ment includes a camera, an electronic flash unit, and a

small red light at which the subject looks while the photo-

graph is taken. Prior to taking the photograph, the subject

sits in the dark for 2 to 3 minutes to allow the pupils to

dilate naturally.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25800+ TN.

Inquiries concerning the commercial use of the invention

should be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, Jr. George C.

Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01, Marshall

Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205) 453-0020. Refer to

MFS-25800+TN.

0068 Wheelchair Joystick Box Automatic Retractor
Veterans Administration, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (E, F)

There are presently over 200,000 powered wheelchairs in

the United States being used by people who do not have
functional use of their lower extremities. Many quadriplegics

with limited motor functions have difficulty positioning their

powered wheelchairs near tables to eat or work. The prob-

lem is due to the wheelchair's control box, which extends

several inches in front of the chair arm. The automatic joys-

tick box retractor is spring-loaded and permits the control

box to recede as it makes contact with the table. The re-

tractor returns to its normal position when the wheelchair is

backed away from the table. Interested manufacturers are

sought for the automatic joystick box retractor.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Gary W. Kelly,

Atlanta Veterans Administration Medical Center; Rehabilita-

tion Research and Development Unit (151), 1670 Clairmont

Road, Atlanta, Georgia 30033; (404) 321-6087.

BUILDING INDUSTRY TECHNOLOGY
0069 Airlock Entry: A proposed airlock for inflated

domes would be easy to assemble
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (D)

A proposed airlock could be retrofitted to air-inflated poly-

meric domes to accommodate large vehicles. The airlock

would be inexpensive, simple to assemble, adaptable to

any terrain and any size required, and require no external

power. The airlock passageway is a polymerfilm tube,

sealed at one end, that is supported by an aluminum frame.

After people and equipment are in the passageway, the

tube is attached to the dome with a polymeric zipper. A
vent in the dome door is then opened to pressurize the

passageway so that the door can be opened.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15415+TN.

0070 Building Industry Experts Critically Eye Foamed
Plastics for Federal Construction

Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (D, H)

Over the past 50 years, plastic materials have taken on a
major role in the building industry as insulation, as finish

materials and, increasingly, in structural applications. The
National Research Council (NRC) through its Advisory

Board on the Built Environment (ABBE) assembled a com-
mittee of experts in the building industry to consider the

use of foamed plastic structures for the types of permanent
and semi-permanent facilities in the Corps' construction in-

ventory. The committee's specific tasks were to identify

current commercial foamed plastic structural systems and
components; evaluate the performance of these systems
as to construction, structural performance, architectural fea-

tures, energy considerations, fire safety, and maintenance;

assemble 'as-built' cost information; and make recommen-
dations regarding the use of such materials and systems in

the federal agencies' construction program. A special report

was prepared giving the results of this study.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB84-235431+NAC,
price code: A03.

Computer Program Calculates Shielding Effectiveness of

Buildings

See 0554

Condensate Pump As A Steam Meter - An Inexpensive

Approach to Energy Management
See 0616

0071 Economics of Residential Energy Use for Space
Conditioning and Water Heating

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (C)

The estimated performance and economics of eight heat-

ing, ventilating, air-conditioning, and water-heating systems

for residences were developed for 115 cities in the United

States. The systems studied are: (1) an electric furnace, a

central air conditioner, and an electric resistance water

heater; (2) a high-performance, air-to-air heat pump with

electric resistance water heater; (3) a high-performance, air-

to-air heat pump with desuperheater water heater; (4) a

minimum annual cycle energy system (ACES); (5) a full

ACES; (6) an advanced gas furnace, a central air-condition-

er, and a gas water heater; (7) an oil furnace, a central air-

conditioner, and an electric resistance water heater; and (8)

a pulse gas furnace, central air-conditioner, and gas water

heater. The information presented in the report can be

useful to home builders and home buyers in selecting effi-

cient, cost-effective heating and cooling equipment.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of

Technology Applications Oak Ridge National Laboratory, In-

formation Service, P.O. Box Y, Oak Ridge, TN 37831; (615)

574-4192. Refer to 475+X+TN.
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0072 FAST Computer Model to Predict Smoke, Toxic

Gas Spread
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
May 85 (A, D)

Researchers have completed an initial version of a fast, re-

liable computer model which can predict the spread of fire,

smoke, and toxic gases throughout a structure. Smoke and

toxic gases that are produced when materials burn are of

particular concern since 80 to 90 percent of the people

who die in fires succumb to smoke and gas rather than to

flames or heat. The model incorporates the same chemistry

and physics as other models, but it is considerably faster. It

can complete calculations where some programs would run

and not come up with an answer. Computer modeling of

fire phenomena has been almost solely a research tool, but

this model-called FAST--is designed for use by building

and product designers, fire safety experts, and regulatory

officials in state and local governments. Written in ANSI
Fortran, FAST can run on mainframe and minicomputers,

and the NBS researchers are experimenting with it on a

microcomputer. Anyone who is moderately knowledgeable

about computer modeling can use FAST. Initially it will

probably be used by some of the larger fire protection engi-

neering firms and architectural firms which now use model-

ing to solve problems.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Both an NBS
publication on the model and a computer tape of FAST are

available through the National Technical Information Serv-

ice, Springfield, VA 22161. A Model for the Transport of

Fire, Smoke and Toxic Gases (FAST) can be ordered by

PB85-109130+ NAC for $10 prepaid. The tape, which in-

cludes a sample data file, can be ordered by PB85-
1 50555+NAC. Contact: NTIS Computer Products Center,

NTIS, Springfield, VA 22161; (203) 487-4763.

0073 Free-Vibration Analysis of Structures: Numerical
procedure determines natural frequencies and
associated modes in structural design

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (A, D)

A unified numerical procedure for the free-vibration analysis

of structures has been developed and incorporated into the

EIGSOL computer program. Dynamic response analysis is

of primary importance in the design of such a wide range of

practical structures as spacecraft, buildings, and rotating

machineries. Both spinning and nonspinning structures, with

or without viscous and structural damping, as well as the

quadratic matrix eigenproblem associated with a finite dy-

namic discretization, may be analyzed with the EIGSOL
program. The EIGSOL program is written in FORTRAN V
for batch execution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to NPO-15797+TN.

General-Purpose Icosahedral Structure: A versatile

modular structure is based on triangular panel units

See 1227

Guide to Indoor Air Quality: A reference manual
discusses indoor air quality and its relationship to air

infiltration and energy use in residential buildings
See 0566

0074 Handbook for Solving Home Moisture Problems:

Step-by-step moisture audit program is provided
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (C)

A systematic guide is available for understanding, recogniz-

ing, solving, and preventing moisture-related problems in

the home. Problems associated with excess moisture range

from building damage from wood decay, mold, mildew, and
rot, to excessive summertime cooling and dehumidification

costs and unnecessary discomfort levels. The guide, which

consists of four sections, is specially aimed at preventing

these problems, while improvements in home energy con-

servation are considered.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-002744+ NAB,
price code: A03.

0075 Heating System Options for Energy-Efficient

Homes: Approaches to system selection are presented
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (C, D)

A comprehensive review presents an analysis of the best

ways of meeting the heating requirements of newly-con-

structed residential buildings that have been designed for

high-energy efficiency. The principal difference between the

new homes and the older homes is the significantly lower

space-heating requirement due to better insulation and the

use of passive solar energy.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-000441 +NAB,
price code: A04. For further information, contact: Gerald

Dennehy, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Building 120,

Upton, NY 11973; (516)282-5305.

0076 High-Efficiency Compressors for Refrigerators:

Redesigned units save substantial energy and are at

least as reliable as conventional units

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (C, D, F)

Two models of a high-efficiency compressor have been
manufactured in a pilot production run. The compressors
are intended for low back-pressure applications - in particu-

lar, for domestic refrigerator+ freezer. Although the units

were based on previously manufactured models, many pro-

duction process changes were necessary to accommodate
the high-efficiency features. One of the new models is rated

at 800 Btu+h; the other is rated at 1,000 Btu+ h. The com-
pressors were used in top-mount refrigerator+ freezers

having 18- and 21- cu ft. capacity, respectively.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-005083+ NAB,
price code: A04.

0077 Hot Box Tests Energy Performance of Entire Wall

Sections
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D, K)

NBS researchers are testing full-scale wall sections in the

bureau's new 'calibrated hot box' to better understand how
heat, air, and moisture are transferred through walls. The
tests also are being used to develop standard test methods
that industry can use to evaluate the energy performance
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of different types of wall systems under varying climate

conditions. Currently, these methods do not exist. More-

over, NBS researchers plan to put the facility to work devel-

oping and verifying mathematical models that building prod-

uct manufacturers can use to predict thermal performance.

The NBS researchers look forward to working with industry

on unique problems.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Inquiries regarding the

facility should be directed to Tom Faison, Building Physics

Division, B114 Building Research, National Bureau of

Standards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899; (301)921-3501.

Hot Water Tank Combines Three Energy Sources: Solar

energy, energy from a heat pump, and conventional

electrical heating are combined to reduce energy costs
See 0461

0078 Improving the Energy Efficiency of Clothes Dryers:

Experiments were conducted to evaluate four

techniques to improve the energy efficiency of

electrically-heated residential clothes dryers

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (C)

Reduced airflow rate and heater input led to energy savings

of about 8 percent, while recirculation of two thirds of the

exhaust air back into the clothes dryer reduced energy con-

sumption by approximately 18 percent. These two meas-
ures are attractive because of their low cost. Two modes of

using an air-to-air heat exchanger for heat recovery were
considered. The first is to preheat the inlet air with heat

from the exhaust air. The second mode is to recirculate

100 percent of the air through the dryer and a heat ex-

changer and to condense the water from this air in the heat

exchanger.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report DE84-005861 +NAB, A05.

0079 Laboratory Evaluation of a High-Efficiency Air-to-

Air Heat Pump
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (C, D)

A high-efficiency, air-to-air split system residential heat

pump of nominal 3-ton capacity was instrumented and
tested in the heating mode under laboratory conditions. The
laboratory study presents an analysis of frosting on a one-

row spine fin heat exchanger. The results provide a data

base of frosting as a function of air temperature, relative

humidity, and system operating time. The data base is

usable for formulation and validation of analytical models of

heat pump seasonal performance. The models can then be
used to evaluate recommendations for candidate improve-

ments in heat pump design.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of

Technology Applications, Information Service, Oak Ridge

National Laboratory, P.O. Box Y, Oak Ridge, TN 37831;

(615) 574-4192. For publications, request support package
on 476-X+TN.

MAZE: This program is an interactive generator for two-
dimensional finite-element programs used in structural

analysis
See 1186

Minimizing Weight of Structural Designs: Approximation
concepts are combined with dual-method algorithms
See 1189

Neutron Probe of Building-Wall Composition: Walls of

historic buildings are charted by neutron radiography
See 0686

New Load Capacity Test for Glass from Small Samples
See 0980

Passive-Solar-Cooling Concepts: Passive-cooling
concepts make potentially attractive energy savings
See 0486

Phase-Change Materials in Wall Panels: Passive solar

heating is enhanced by materials with high heat-

absorption capacity
See 0488

Photovoltaic Roofs: Solar cells would perform two
functions: waterproofing the roof and generating
electricity

See 0489

0080 Polyurethane Foam Roofing Systems
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (D, H)

Polyurethane foam (PUF) roofing systems have been used
more frequently over the past decade. When these roofing

systems were first introduced, mistakes were made in their

specification and application. Frequently, the roofs were in-

stalled and forgotten (no inspection or preventive mainte-

nance program). These factors led to many problems and a
consequent high rate of failure. There are no standardized

procedures for maintaining PUF roofing systems. The
actual procedures employed are determined by the knowl-

edge and ingenuity of the individual contractor. A new
report by the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory summa-
rizes research that was carried out on maintenance of PUF
roofing systems and provides preliminary guidelines for

properly maintaining these roofing systems. The objective

of the study was to: investigate existing maintenance proce-

dures for PUF roofs; develop new maintenance procedures,

materials, and methods for PUF roofs; and standardize the

best procedures for use.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: You can learn more de-

tails about this technology by ordering the NTIS report: Pre-

liminary Guidelines for Maintenance of Polyurethane Foam
(PUF) Roofing Systems. Order number: AD-
A1 43459+ NAC. Price code: A04.

Preventive Maintenance: Solar Energy Thermal Systems
See 0497

Safe Emergency Evacuation From Tall Structures: A
space-age breeches buoy transports people from danger
See 1236

Segmented Tubular Seat Springs: Springs promise lower
cost and simpler fabrication in comparison with coil

springs
See 1261
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0081 SERI-RES: The computer program performs
thermal energy analysis of residential and small

commercial buildings

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A, C, D)

SERI-RES performs thermal energy analysis by simulation

and has the capability of modeling passive solar equipment

such as rock beds, trombe walls, and phase-change materi-

al. A thermal model of the building is created by the user

and translated into mathematical form by the program. An
auxiliary interactive editing program, EDITOR, is included

for creating building descriptions. EDITOR checks the valid-

ity of the input data and also provides facilities for storing

and referencing several types of building description files.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. For further information, contact: D. Simms, Solar

Energy Research Institute, 1617 Cole Boulevard, Golden,

CO 80401.

0082 Solar Heating and Cooling Development Program:
Heating is practical now, but cooling needs more
development
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (C)

A final report describes a program for the design and devel-

opment of solar heating and cooling systems having high

performance, low cost, and modular application. The con-

tractors for the program provided a full range of system and
subsystem design, fabrication, installation, maintenance,

and evaluation. The report describes the main technical

features of each of the systems. It discusses subsystems,

including the collectors, header-and-collector-interconnect-

ing hardware, collector support structure, purge coil

(excess-heat-rejection) unit, storage unit, heating and cool-

ing units, energy transport, controls, and hot-water subsys-

tem. It presents a summary of performance and costs. One
major finding of the program is that solar space-heating and
hot-water systems are effective, practical, and potentially

competitive with future fuel prices. Rankine-cycle cooling

systems perform as designed, but are uneconomical on ac-

count of fundamental thermodynamic limitations and
system operating energies.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-27015+TN.

Solar Thermal Energy Systems: A Summary of lessons
learned from Navy, DOE, and other installations
See 0518

0083 SOLCOST3.0: This program is used for sizing and
evaluating solar systems for residential and
commercial buildings

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (A, C, D)

The SOLCOST solar energy design program is intended for

sizing and evaluating several types of solar systems for res-

idential and single-zone commercial buildings including

service hot water and space-heating systems using liquid or

air collectors. Other systems incorporating heat pumps and
absorption cooling are also available, but are still being vali-

dated. The SOLCOST program computes an optimum solar

collector area and tilt angle from an analysis of life-cycle

cost differences for a solar system versus a reference (con-

ventional) HVAC (heating, ventilating and air-conditioning)

system. SOLCOST is written in FORTRAN IV.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312)972-

7250. Refer to 907.

Space Heating with a Ground-Coupled Heat Pump: A
buried coil can provide ample heat energy from the

ground
See 0523

0084 Supplemental Air for Gas-Fired Home Appliances:

Advice is offered on detecting and correcting oxygen
shortages

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (C)

As more homeowners weatherize, insulate, and otherwise

seal their houses from outside air, it is not always a valid

assumption that gas-fired furnaces and water heaters

obtain enough oxygen. A shortage of combustion air can

lead to indoor air-quality problems, which in turn can cause
health problems for the occupants. It also leads to potential

safety problems and inefficient combustion costing home-
owners money and comfort. A booklet offers homeowners
some simple-to-follow techniques for over-coming combus-
tion-air deficiency. Three methods are presented for adding

combustion air to gas-fired appliances. For each option

there is a brief description of what the system looks like,

how it works, and when to use it. The options are com-
pared as to the cost, ease of installation, and effectiveness

of each. Appendices provide code-prescribed formulas for

calculating available combustion air, code-approved appli-

ance clearances for enclosing furnaces and water heaters,

and detailed instructions and drawings for installation of

several supplemental air options.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-006144+ NAB,
price code: A03.

System for Structural Synthesis Combines Finite-Element

Analysis and Optimization Programs: Two programs are

combined to solve a variety of structural optimization

problems
See 1215

0085 Testing Fire Resistance of House Insulation:

Laboratory methods are compared with tests on real

structures for a variety of materials

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D)

A report presents the results of fire tests on domestic heat-

insulation materials. Nineteen samples of treated cellulose

fiber, glass fiber, and mineral wool insulation were subject-

ed to both full-scale and laboratory tests. The objectives of

the investigation were to determine the actual performance
of the materials in a wood-joisted, simulated attic, and to

determine the abilities of the laboratory tests to assess the

performance of the insulation by comparing their results to

the results from the simulated attic.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE8401 0587 + NAB,
price code: A06.
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0086 Training Material Developed for Cost-Effective

Building Decisions
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (D)

Higher energy costs and tighter construction and operating

budgets have forced many in the building community to

make more cost-effective building decisions. Not an easy

task. But researchers have put together a printed version of

a short course to give those who must make decisions a

working knowledge of economic evaluation procedures.

The course was developed for the General Services Admin-

istration, which oversees most of the federal government's

buildings, but the material also should be useful for univer-

sities or other organizations. The training material covers

the fundamentals of economic evaluation methods, model-

ing building economics problems, and data compilation.

Also included are sensitivity and probability analyses,

break-even analysis, and make+ buy+ lease and replace-

mentdecisions. The material covers many real-life prob-

lems, starting with simple discounting exercises and ending

with comprehensive analyses of complex building projects.

Both new building and retrofit problems are considered.

NBS has published the materials for the course, titled Eco-

nomic Evaluation of Building Design, Construction, Oper-

ation and Maintenance, as an instructor's manual (NBS-TN
1194) and a seminar workbook (NBS-TN 1195). The in-

structor's manual describes step-by-step how to present

problems and how to solve them, but the instructor should

have a thorough understanding of the theory and methods
used in the course.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Both publications are

available from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402. Order the in-

structor's manual by stock no. 003-003-02596-8 for $8 pre-

paid. Order the workbook by stock no. 003-003-02597-6 for

$4.50 prepaid.

0087 TVENT, Ventilation System Transient Analysis:

Flows are determined from a network model that

includes damper, duct, filter, and blower elements
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (AD)
A computer program TVENT, developed at the Los Alamos
National Labcatory, predicts flows and pressures in ventila-

tion systems caused by such pressure transients such as
tornadoes. The model of the ventilation system used in-

cludes such elements as filters, dampers, ducts, and blow-

ers, connected at nodal points to form a flow network. The
one-dimensional, lumped parameter, incompressible flow

equations augmented by fluid storage are solved. The soft-

ware is written in FORTRAN. It is designed for use by archi-

tectural engineers and heating, ventilation, and air-condi-

tioning designers. The program is structured as a one-level

overlay to permit implementation on medium-size comput-
ers and local program extensions.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250.

0088 Ventilation in Superinsulated Homes: Air-to-air

heat exchangers control the humidity and air quality in

superinsulated homes
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (C, D)

Owners of superinsulated homes are facing an uncomfort-

able compromise. On the one hand, the homes are very

economical to heat; on the other hand, the homes are so
airtight that indoor air pollution can become a real problem.

An informative report proposes air-to-air heat exchangers to

clean up the stale air. An air-to-air heat exchanger admits

fresh outdoor air and exhausts the warm indoor air without

significant heat loss. A method of determining minimum
heat-exchanger capacity is given in the report. Homeown-
ers can build their own heat exchangers but have to be
very skillful in design and assembly. There is a list of heat-

exchanger manufacturers and a reading list.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-007877+NAB,
price code: A03.

0089 Waterproof Raised Floor Makes Utility Lines

Accessible: Floor system can be penetrated and
resealed without destroying waterproofing or

appearance
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (D)

A floor for laboratories, hospitals, and factories is water-

proof yet allows access to subfloor utilities. This elevated

access floor system has been designed for installations

where a multitude of diverse utility systems must be routed

under and up through the floor and where a separation of

potentially-conflicting utility services is required (i.e., water

and electrical power). With this new system, the floor is

covered by a continuous sheet of heat-resealable vinyl. The
floor system can be cut open when changes are made in

utility lines and ducts. After the modifications have been

completed, the floor covering is resealed to protect the

subfloor utilities once again from spills and leaks. The
sheet-vinyl covering is laid on tiles. Each tile contains a rec-

tangular (or otherwise-shaped) recess that accommodates
a similarly shaped frame cemented to the underside of the

floor covering. The covering is thus prevented from sliding

horizontally.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to ARC-11363+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Darrell G. Brekke, Ames
Research Center, Mail Code: 200-11 A, Moffett Field, CA
94035; (415) 965-5104. Refer to ARC-11363+TN.

CHEMISTRY
Accurate Spectroscopy of Carbon-Filled Rubbers: A
germanium infernal reflectance element allows more light

to reach the detector
See 0895

Adhesives Bonding
See 0897

Analysis of Pyrotechnic Mixer Bays: A study shows ways
to improve mixer bay safety

See 0541
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0090 Analyzing Near-Surface Reactions: Two new
techniques have been developed for analyzing these
reactions

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (J)

Two techniques, one involving electron and photon desorp-

tion and the other pulsed-laser field evaporation, have pro-

vided the means to substantially advance the understand-

ing of atomic and molecular motion in the near-surface re-

gions of solids. Photon-stimulated desorption studies re-

vealed that hydrogen migrating from the bulk to the surface

displays a complex surface reaction resulting in the forma-

tion of hydride phases. These studies are important not

only for the determination of bonding site, electronic state,

and geometric configuration, but also for the technological

goal of removing hydrogen from silicon.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE83007367+NAB;
price code: A03.

0091 Automated Data Acquisition for Spark Mass
Spectrometry: Computerized system is inexpensive and
simple to operate
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (J, K)

Spark source mass spectrometry is a powerful and sensi-

tive technique for measuring trace amounts of elements in

solids, typically 0.001 microgram +g. The procedure is time

consuming, however, since the data stored on the photo-

plates that record the spark emissions must be read and
entered into a computer manually. Considerable time can
now be saved with an interactive computer-based data ac-

quisition and analysis system that produces a concentration

of data relative to the data on the photoplate. The analysis

method is based on the Hull equation, an empirical equa-
tion with a single adjustable parameter for describing photo-

plate response. The system consists of a microdensito-

meter mounted on a control table that is interfaced with a
computer through stepping motors.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-006051 +NAB,
price code: A06.

Automated Mercury Dilatometer: Volume changes are
recorded on a strip chart
See 0604

Battery-Charge-State Model: Equations approximate the
effects of electrochemical processes
See 0416

Beam Window for Pressure Chambers: Window resists

products of combustion experiments
See 0607

Calibrating Droplet Generator for Pressurized Testing
Vessel: Device helps to aline a laser for a droplet-sizing

interferometer
See 0610

0092 Catalog of Spectral Lines: Submillimeter,
millimeter, and microwave spectral lines are catalogued
for selected molecules
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (J)

A report available on request describes a computer-acces-

sible catalog of calculated and experimental spectral lines

in the frequency range between zero and 300 GHz for se-

lected molecules, including chlorine oxide, bromine oxide,

nitric oxide, phosphine, and oxygen. The catalog, which is

intended to serve as a reference guide in the identification

and analysis of observed spectral lines, should interest at-

mospheric scientists, radio astronomers, and chemists. The
catalog is constructed using theoretical least-squares fits

and predictions based on spectral lines, mostly obtained

from the literature.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15181 +TN.

0093 Catalytic Coal Liquefaction With Iron Sulfate:

Recoverable catalyst promises high conversion yields

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (G, H)

Iron sulfate is a cheap, readily recoverable catalyst for the

conversion of coal into liquid fuel oil. Catalysts such as
cobalt, molybdenum, nickel, and tungsten sulfides, in con-

trast, are not easily recoverable and substantially increase

the cost of the liquefaction process. Very high conversion

yields were demonstrated with the iron sulfate, which was
used in solution with water or solvent to impregnate the

coal.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15727 + TN.

Charring, Nonmelting Epoxy Foams: The addition of

some vanadium compounds prevents melting
See 0909

Chemical Analysis of Oil-Shale Wastewater: Standard
procedures for several methods are presented
See 0549

0094 Chemical Separation of Oxygen Using Molten Salt:

Substantial energy and cost savings are projected

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (D, J)

An energy-efficient chemical process uses a recyclable

molten-salt solution to separate oxygen from air for industri-

al use. Oxygen is first reacted in air with a mixture of alkali-

metal nitrites and nitrates at 675C in an absorber. The salt

is then circulated in a closed loop to a desorber, where
pure oxygen is released. The key advantage of the process

is that exhaust nitrogen remains at pressure and high tem-

perature following oxygen removal and can be expanded to

recover some of the input energy. In addition, no mechani-

cal energy input is required in contrast to conventional

cryogenic processes, making the chemical process energy

requirements substantially less.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE83-01 2847+ NAB,
price code: A06.

0095 CHEMKIN: This program describes arbitrary gas-
phase chemical reaction mechanisms
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A, J)

CHEMKIN is a high-level tool for chemists that describes

arbitrary gas-phase chemical reaction mechanisms and sys-
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terns of governing equations. It remains, however, for the

user to select and implement a solution method; this is not

provided. CHEMKIN was designed as an easily transport-

able program for use on CDC, CRAY, and VAX systems. It

consists of two major components: The Interpreter and the

Gas-Phase Subroutine Library. A data file is generated that

forms a link to the Gas-Phase Subroutine Library, a collec-

tion of about 200 modular subroutines that may be called to

return thermodynamic properties, chemical production

rates, derivatives of thermodynamic properties, derivatives

of chemical production rates, or sensitivity parameters.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to No. 9966. For further information, contact:

R. J. Kee, Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, P.O.

Box 969, Livermore, CA 94550.

Coal Gasifiers and Gas Treatment Systems: Processes of

historical research and commercial significance are

described
See 0419

Coal-Derived Fuels as Diesel Fuel Extenders: Medium-
speed diesel engines can operate on coal-derived liquid

fuel+diesel fuel blends
See 0420

Coating Bond Testing Apparatus
See 0613

Coculture Production of Butanol by Clostridium Bacteria:

Butanoi concentration is higher when two species are

used
See 0421

0096 Coilable-Column Development: Design changes for

longeron columns allow fabrication of larger structures

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (D, H)

Double-laced, coilable lattice columns were manufactured
in 20-ft. lengths and 30-in. diameters. The fiber content and
the catalytic percentage are two independent variables

each affecting the properties of the final product. Paramet-

ric studies indicate that glass +epoxy composites are supe-

rior to graphite in the application because they exhibit

higher strain limits. Pultrusion was selected as the manufac-
turing process for the evaluation of longeron materials and
engineering and design changes..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-27032+TN.

COMENT: This program is used to analyze atom
dynamics, defect configurations, and solid-state

processes
See 1160

Comparison of Spectral Response for Porous and
Pyrolytic Graphite Tubes in GFAA Analysis of Arsenic
See 0552

Component Performance for a Coal Liquefaction Plant:

Several critical process components are discussed
See 0425

Computation of Bragg Reflection for Layered
Microstructures: Bragg diffractors are analyzed for use in

X-ray mirrors and other applications
See 1161

Computation of Three-Dimensional Combustor
Performance: Modified program includes computations of
soot and nitrogen oxide emissions
See 0553

Computer Code Offered for Composite Materials

Problems
See 0910

0097 Computer Simulation of Cleansing-Water Jets: This

model is being used to develop equipment for chemical
decontamination
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (D)

When water jets impinge upon contaminant droplets on a
flat surface, a complicated three-dimensional, transient,

two-fluid flow results. In a study conducted by the U.S.

Army Ballistic Research Laboratory, the water-jet+ droplet

interaction was simplified and simulated as a two-dimen-

sional flow using two models: two-fluid flow and one-fluid

flow. The results indicate that the contaminant kinetic vis-

cosity, the jet velocity, and the jet incident angle strongly

affect the profile and displacement of contaminant droplets.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 37258+ NAA,
price code: A02, or contact project officer Lang-Mann
Chang (301)278-6107.

Computer-Controlled X-Ray and Auger Spectroscopy:
Equipment and software make possible combined
spectroscopies
See 0615

0098 Computerized Assay for B Vitamins

Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (E, J)

Scientists can now use a new minicomputer program for bi-

ological assay of one of the B-complex vitamins in food-

without having to rely on more expensive equipment al-

ready on the market. The computerized technique along

with programmable laboratory equipment gives results twice

as fast as manual analysis, with less chance of human
error. The most sensitive technique available for measuring

folate activity in foods uses a bacterium (Lactobacillus

casei) that thrives on folic acid are planted on laboratory

extracts of a food to be tested. The resultant growth is an

accurate indicator of the usable amount of the vitamin in

the food. When done by hand, this type of assay is very

time consuming. The solution: have the minicomputer per-
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form the most tedious steps of the assay sequence, includ-

ing dilution and mixing of the samples. The semi-automated

assay technique shows potential for analysis of other vita-

mins as well.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Ms. Pamela

M. Keagy, Nutrients Research, Western Regional Research

Center, 800 Buchanan St., Albany, CA 94710.

0099 Contactless Measurement of Physical Properties:

Surface tension and other properties are determined

from measurements of the resonant frequency

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (J, K)

The surface tension and other physical properties of molten

and liquid samples that are excited at resonance can be

measured by observing their photographic or TV image and

noting the resonant frequency and its rate of change. Con-

ventional methods of measuring surface tension use loops

and rods to measure the breakaway force from the liquid.

However, these methods can introduce contaminants into

the sample. The new contactless measurement technique

determines sample surface tension, outgassing, viscosity,

contamination, and the rate of change of these properties.

From these properties, the purity of a sample can be deter-

mined. The technique can be used in normal gravity and in

low gravity in either a vacuum or a gaseous environment,

where the sample is positioned by electrostatic, acoustic, or

magnetic forces.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15839+TN.

Continuous Monitoring of Melt Composition:

Compositions of glasses and alloys may be analyzed and
corrected in real time
See 0619

0100 Convective Oscillations at Crystal + Melt Interface:

An instability arises from coupled fluid-dynamical and
solidification effects

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (J)

An oscillatory instability in the shape of the solid+ liquid

interface geometry was observed in heat-transfer experi-

ments in a long, thin vertical cylinder filled with succinoni-

trile, according to a research report. This novel fluid-flow

configuration with cylindrical symmetry was developed to

permit detailed heat-flow experiments in a geometry that

would also be mathematically tractable. Succinonitrile was
selected because it is a low-melting-point, transparent,

single-component substance witha solidification behavior

similar to that of metals. Thus, gravitationaliy caused ef-

fects could be studied in the absence of some of the other

complicating effects, such as opacity, concentration gradi-

ents, and less tractable geometries that typically occur in

production systems for growing doped semiconductor crys-

tals.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25892 + TN.

Corrosion of Metals in Coal Liquefaction Processes:
Study determines factors governing corrosivity of coal

liquefaction process liquids to iron-based and nickel-

based alloys

See 0916

Crops Absorb Emulsified Oil

See 0030

Crystal Microbalance Monitors Relative Humidity: Sensor
could monitor water evaporation in industrial drying

processes
See 0621

0101 Database on Behavior of Salts in Solutions

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (C, D, J)

Industrial and chemical engineers-including battery manu-
facturers, producers of steam power, environmentalists and
oceanographers, users of soda and potash for fertilizers,

and others concerned with salts-will be interested in a new
NBS computerized database for quantitatively determining

the physical and chemical behavior of ions in solutions.

GAMPHI-A Database of Activity and Osmotic Coefficients

for Aqueous Electrolyte Solutions, written in Fortran 77,

contains information for 350 binary aqueous electrolyte so-

lutions at 298.15 K. The computer codes can be used inter-

actively to retrieve the data at a terminal, or they can be
incorporated with in-house programs to calculate values for

specified concentrations.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The computerized data-

base may be purchased for $200 from the Office of Stand-

ard Reference Data, A323 Physics Building, National

Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD. 20899, (301) 921-

2228. Contact OSRD for information on GAMPHI or the da-

tabase series.

Defect Chemistry of Hg(1-x)Cd(x)Te: Control of defect

concentrations is achieved by varying preparation

conditions
See 1165

0102 Degreaser Reduces Solvent Loss: Escape of

solvent is minimized by a second cooling coil

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (D)

In the improved degreaser shown in the figure, the free-

board height above the water-filled cooling coil is increased

by about 1 ft above that of earlier versions. A second cool-

ing coil above the water-filled cooling coil operates at a
lower temperature: It could circulate a recyclable refriger-

ant, such as liquid C02, brine, Freon, or ammonia. The new
design minimizes loss of the solvent. The C02 coil removes
only the small fraction of vapor that would otherwise

escape into the atmosphere. This small expenditure of C02
nevertheless minimizes health and environmental hazards.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16128 + TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
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Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818)354-2700. Refer to NPO-
16128+TN.

Dense Electrodes for Lithium Cells: Fabrication from a

slurry of alloy particles offers many advantages
See 0431

Description and Operation of a Thermal Decomposition
Unit-Gas Chromatographic System
See 0556

Detecting Hazardous-Gas Clouds: A proposed detection

system would produce video images
See 0623

Determination of Water Concentration in Glass Ceramics:
Method provides accurate results
See 0922

0103 Determining the Percentage of Nitrogen in

Nitrocellulose: Four chemical methods are evaluated
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (J)

Three proposed chemical methods for determining the per-

centage of nitrogen in nitrocellulose were statistically evalu-

ated against each other and against the existing nitrometer

method in a study sponsored by the U.S. Army Armament
Research and Development Command. The three methods
were: Potentiometer ferrous sulfate titration, automatic fer-

rous sulfate titration, and titanous chloride. The nitrometer

method was chosen as the standard because it is currently

used for acceptance testing of nitrocellulose. The most pre-

cise calculations were obtained for the method of automatic

ferrous sulfate titration. This method, which also had excel-

lent repeatability and reproducibility, was considered to be
equivalent to the nitrometer method.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 30009+ NAA,
price code: A02, or contact project officer Anthony F.

Taschler (201) 724-2852.

Determining Thermal Diffusivities of Radiating
Specimens: Two heat-pulse techniques eliminate

uncertainties due to radiation losses
See 0625

0104 Developing High-Performance Oxygen Electrodes:
A report summarizes a 4-year development project
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (C, J)

A project was recently completed that involved the devel-

opment of high-performance oxygen electrodes for a varie-

ty of applications, including industrial electrolysis, metal + air

batteries, and fuel cells. One part of the program was fo-

cused on high-performance 02 cathodes now used in the

generation of chlorine and caustic. This one application

holds promise of saving hundreds of millions of dollars of

electric power a year in the United States. The study exam-
ined over 100 catalytic systems for interaction of 02 with

their surfaces. Of particular interest were transition metal

macrocyclic complexes and some partially pyrolyzed transi-

tion metal macrocycles. The major result of this program
was the demonstration of the air cathode as a feasible

technology for the production of chlorine and caustic from
chloralkali membrane cells.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84003919+ NAB,
price code: A17. For other information, contact: Larry Ges-
taut, Eltech, Inc., 470 Center Street, Chardon, OH 44024;

(216)357-4041.

Dialysis Extraction for Chromatography: Batch or

continuous processing would be done in the field

See 0559

0105 Dye Indicators for Acidic or Basic Surface
Contamination: Secondary contamination due to

cleaning processes is detected

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (G, H)

The application of a pH-sensitive dye solution can serve as

a test for acidic or basic contamination of a critical bonding

surface. The detection of such contamination is important

where the incomplete removal of cleaning- or activating-so-

lution residue might result in eventual failure of a bond or

coating on the surface. An aqueous solution of 0.1 percent

Direct Red No. 28 was found to be capable of indicating

acid activating solutions down to 10 parts per million on
hardware and tooling. The dye did not cause detectable

contamination of the surface. The technique may be feasi-

ble with other pH-sensitive dyes. For example, thymosul-

fonphthalein in alcohol may serve as an acid + base indica-

tor.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: No further documenta-
tion is available.

Electrogravimetric Analysis of Metal-Plating Solutions:

Technique aids in accounting for use of precious-metal-

plating materials

See 0930

Electronically-Scanned Fourier-Transform Spectrometer:

Instrument is efficient, lightweight, and stable

See 0631

Energy and Chemicals from Florida Wood: Studies show
that wood plantations are practical and economical in the

state

See 0441

Enhancing Combustion Efficiency with Oxygen: Study
examines how oxygen enhances various combustion
processes
See 0166

0106 Equation for Electrolyte Viscosity: Equation agrees

with measurements over a wide concentration range

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85

An equation for the viscosity of aqueous electrolyte solu-

tions matches experimental data closely and is valid for a

wide range of electrolyte concentrations. Other equations

do not match the data quite as well and are limited to dilute

solutions. The equation can be rewritten and plotted as

shown in the figure. The fit of calculated values to meas-

ured values is very close except for the measurement point

in the upper right corner. This point represents a very dilute

solution, for which the equation becomes sensitive to small

errors in relative viscosity.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15096+ TN.

EthanoH
See 0445

Water Solar Fractioning System

0107 Ethynyl-Terminated Ester Oligomers and Polymers:

Use temperature and solvent resistance of polyesters

are increased
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (H, J)

Polyesters of various molecular weights were terminated

with ethynyl groups. As these ethynyl-terminated polyesters

are exposed to elevated temperatures, a thermally induced

reaction of the ethynyl groups occurs to provide cross-link-

ing and chain extension. This reaction raises the use tem-

perature of the polymer and greatly improves its resistance

to solvents. The new materials produced by this process

are potentially useful as adhesives, composite matrices,

solvent-resistant coatings, membranes, and films.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-13118+TN. Inquiries

concerning nonexclusive license for its commercial devel-

opment should be addressed to Howard J. Osborn, Langley

Research Center, Mail Code: 279, Hampton, VA 23665;

(804) 827-3725. Refer to LAR-13118+TN.

Evaluating the Performance of Filter Separators With
Gasohol: They were effective in removing solids but not
water from gasohol
See 0447

Evaluation and Development of PCB Removal Processes
See 0564

Evaluation of Used Crankcase Oils Using Computerized
Infrared Spectrometry
See 0935

Experience With Components in Coal Liquefaction Plants:

Operating problems and solutions are reviewed
See 0448

Fabrication of Multi-Ply Birefringent Fibrous Composite
Laminates: Transparent composites facilitate stress
analysis involving anisotropic photoelasticity
See 0936

Fabrication, Processing and Characterization of

Multidimensionally Braided Graphite + Epoxy Composite
Materials
See 0937

Facility is Opened to Promote Clinical Spectrometry
See 0634

Fire-Resistant TFE Extrusions: A new wetting agent
improves product quality while it reduces flammability
See 0939

Fluid + Vapor Separator for Variable Flow Rates: A
shutter varies the gas throughput of a porous plug
See 1170

0108 Fluoropolymers For Human Joints Developed
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (E, H)

Fluoropolymers of the epoxy and of the acrylic types syn-

thesized at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) appear to

possess unusual and ideal properties for use in artificial

joints for the human body. According to NRL, it is now pos-

sible to 'wet' powdered Teflon with uncured, liquid fluoropo-

lymer epoxy or acrylic type resins to obtain a suspension of

the particles. Upon being cured, the resins become strong,

rigid plastics that have a Teflon-containing, permanently lu-

bricated surface which is necessary for the proper working

of artificial joints. One of the most important aspects of the

application of fluoropolymers to artificial joints is the pros-

pect of obtaining joints having the desirable inertness and
low friction qualities of Teflon without the drawback of

'cold-flow' which could result when Teflon alone is used. It

is also possible to construct a joint of fluoropolymer resin in

which only the mating socket's surface contains Teflon, if

desired, whereas the bulk of the joint could be pure resin or

a fiber-reinforced composite if additional stiffness is

needed. Molding artificial joints using the new fluoropo-

lymers is quite simple.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Navy Technol-

ogy Transfer, Code E211, Naval Surface Weapons Center,

Dahlgren, VA 22448. Refer to 1 00302 +TN.

Foam Stability: Factors affecting liquid drainage are
studied
See 0944

0109 Foil Panel Mirrors for Nonimaging Applications:

Thick aluminum foil is glued to structural panels
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (G)

Large, durable, lightweight mirrors are made by bonding
thick aluminum foil to honeycomb panels or other rigid, flat

backings. Such mirrors are suitable for use as infrared

shields, telescope do ors, solar-furnace doors, advertising

displays, or other reflectors that require low thermal emis-

sivity and high specularity but do not require the precise

surface figure necessary for imaging. If fabrication costs

can be reduced, heliostat mirrors may be added to the list

of applications. Fabrication by the new technique avoids

the expense of custom polishing the metal panel surface to

a mirror finish. In many cases the finish of moderately-

priced commercially available foil is superior to that achiev-

able by custom polishing. The critical item is the bonding

process.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to GSC-12751 +TN.

Frequency-Modulation Correlation Spectrometer: Electro-

optical phase modulator sinusoidally shifts frequencies
of sample transmission spectrum
See 0640

0110 FSGOMF: This is a set of three programs that

performs abinitio closed-shell calculations

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (A, J)

FSGOMF is a set of three programs that performs abinitio

closed-shell calculations using floating-spherical Gaussian
orbitals or tetrahedral lobe functions or both. Floating

spherical Gaussian orbitals (FSGO), or any basis sets com-
posed entirely of S-functions, are used as basis functions

within the molecular fragment approach. A Lowdin analysis

is also performed on the resulting density matrix and wave
function. FSGOMF performs the closed-shell Hartree-Fock

quantum mechanical calculation using the algorithm de-
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vised by Roothaan. A molecule of interest is chosen along

with its geometry, and a set of floating-spherical Gaussian
functions are chosen for the basis. This release of

FSGOMF will handle maxima of up to 120 basis functions

and 1 80 primitive Gaussian functions; only S-type Gaussian
functions may be used. FSGOMF program is written in

FORTRAN IV for the CDC 7600 computer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Order from National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to 9856. For further information, contact: G. M.

Maggiora, University of Kansas, Department of Chemistry,

Lawrence, KS 66045.

Further Tests of 38 Bali-Bearing Greases:
Perfluoroalkylpolyether lubricants continue to perform
best
See 0947

Gasification of Low-Rank Coal
See 0565

Gasification Technology Data Base
See 0455

01 1

1

Generating Tables of Thermodynamic Properties:

Tables are obtained over a wide range of

environmental conditions

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (A, J)

The Thermodynamic Property Generation program pro-

duces tables for any fluid for which the state equation,

vapor pressure equation, specific heat equation, and critical

constants are known. The program calculates thermody-

namic properties at any state, providing a way of obtaining

properties at extreme environmental conditions. Input to the

program consists of the fluid critical constants, vapor pres-

sure equation, specific heat equation, and state equation.

The program is written in FORTRAN V for batch execution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602, (404) 542-3265. Refer to

MSC-20701 +TN.

Gravitational Effects on Crystal Growth by Vapor
Transport: A transparent crystal-growth apparatus can be
operated in any orientation
See 1174

High-Cycle-Life Lithium Cell: A new, stable electrolyte

solvent allows many more charge+ discharge cycles
See 0457

0112 High-Flow Asymmetric Reverse-Osmosis
Membranes: A water-soluble polymer membrane is

insolubilized by a transition-metal salt

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (D, H)

Asymmetric reverse-osmosis desalination membranes pre-

pared by a new method are capable of high waterflow rates

and high salt rejection. In addition to improved perform-

ance, the new membranes differ from older types in that

they do not have to be stored in water. The new mem-
branes can be used to purify or desalinate seawater, brack-

ish water, or industrial or domestic wastewater. A reverse-

osmosis desalination membrane works better when it has
an asymmetric structure than when it has a symmetric

structure. The new membranes are preferably made from

polyvinyl alcohol), which is more resistant to acids, bases,

alcohols, and phenols that may be found in corrosive or

contaminated streams.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to ARC-11359+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Darrell G. Brekke, Ames
Research Center, Mail Code: 200-11 A, Moffett Field, CA
94035; (415) 965-5104. Refer to ARC-11359+TN.

High-Temperature Encapsulant: Polymethylene
polyphenylisocyanate foam withstands temperature
approaching 135 C
See 0951

Hollow Plastic Spheres Improve Fluid Compressibility: A
40-percent (w+w) dispersion of spheres shows ideal

emulsion behavior
See 0952

Hydrogen Donor Strength of Potential Coal Liquefaction

Solvents: A scientific method has been established for

assessing the hydrogen-donor strength of solvents for

coal liquefaction

See 0462

0113 Hydroxyguanidine Derivatives Have Been
Developed
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (E, J)

Researchers at the University of Southern California in Los
Angeles have developed 22 new hybrid derivatives of hy-

droxyguanidine and some carboxaldehyde thiosemicarba-

zones that are more potent anticancer agents than hydrox-

yguanidine and are relatively nontoxic to mice. One of the

new compounds, 1 -((2-pyridylmethylene) amino)-3-hydroxy-

guanidine tosylate (LT-1), appears to be about six times

more effective than the original compound in stemming the

growth of mouse leukemia cells in culture. The hydroxy-

guanidine group provided increased water solubility and the

combination of both compounds enhanced the activity

against viruses and cancer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Research Re-

sources Information Center, 1601 Research Blvd., Rock-

ville, MD 20850; (301) 984-2870. Refer to: IX-3+TN.

Improved Flocculation Method for Dewatering Coal+ Clay

Waste Material

See 0569

Improved Measurement of Electron Attenuation Lengths
See 1179

0114 Improved Melt-Level Control System: Laser

feedback control automatically maintains silicon melt

levels

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (G)

During long-term growth of dendritic-web silicon, the silicon

melt level can be controlled and held nearly constant using

a laser feedback system to sense the level of the melt and

control the silicon-pellet feed rate. A beam from a

helium+ neon laser is reflected from the surface of the melt

and detected by a silicon photodetector. The analog signal
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is filtered through a long-time-constant dc amplifier, to

remove fluctuations, and sent to a gear-motor controller

that drives the silicon-pellet-feed rotational mechanism.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15900+TN.

Improved Polyimide Intumescent Coating: Nucleating

agents yield better char foam when fire strikes

See 0957

Improved Silicon Nitride Unsintered Compacts: A new
method of uniformly blending ceramic powders with

sintering additives improves properties

See 0958

Improved Techniques for Data Acquisition and Analysis

on X-Ray Diffraction Equipment
See 1180

0115 Improvements in Laser Fluorimetry: Recent
advances in fiber-optic communication expand the

possibilities in laser fluorescence spectrometry

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (J, K)

Researchers have new possibilities of using laser fluori-

metry to perform chemical analyses remotely in environ-

ments too hostile, hazardous, or inaccessible for normal in-

strumentation. The feasibility of using remotely operated

fluorimetry was demonstrated in the work by coupling sepa-

rate fibers, one to a laser, the other to a photomultiplier in

the spectrometer. The far ends of the fibers 100 m away
were brought together at an angle to form a sensitive

volume defined by the overlays of the fields of view of the

two fibers. Measurements of the sample of water contain-

ing rhodamine-6G showed a detection limit of this tech-

nique to be about 10 parts per billion. Fibers arranged in

parallel or in sequence will allow a remote fiber fluorimeter

to monitor a number of measurement points with a single

instrument.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-001788+NAB,
price code: A02.

0116 Impurity Effects on Dendritic Growth: Effects of

argon additions in succinonitrile agree with theory
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85

~
(J)

Measurements of the effects of soluble-impurity addition on
dendritic-growth rates and morphology allow testing of the

theoretical dendritic-growth models. Succinonitrile was used
as the simplified model system to produce the solidification

characteristics of dilute binary alloys. It was found that the

presence of argon impurity enhanced the growth rates of

the dendrites. Recent stability theories have yielded predic-

tions of kinetics and morphologies in good agreement with

the experimental data. The information collected may help

in understanding the effects of controlled impurities on
alloy-casting and solidification technology.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25672+TN.

In Situ Analysis of Corrosive and Passive Surfaces by
Laser-Excited Raman Spectroscopy
See 0962

Increasing Fire Safety of Epoxies: Fire-retardant moieties
are incorporated into the molecules
See 0963

Industrial Guide to Accurate Mass Measurement
See 0654

Infrared Spectroscopy Applied in Biomedicine
See 0655

0117 Inhibiting Wet Oxidation of Ammonia: Loss of

fixed nitrogen is reduced 80 percent by acidification

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (D, J)

A simple modification of the wet-oxidation process for treat-

ing organic waste reduces the loss of fixed nitrogen, a po-

tentially valuable byproduct of the process. The addition of

sufficient sulfuric acid to maintain the reaction pH below 3

greatly reduces the oxidation of ammonia to free nitrogen.

No equipment modification is required. The benefit of main-

taining acidity became apparent in experiments monitoring

N2 evolution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to ARC-11407+TN.

Instrumentation and Control for Fossil-Energy Processes:
A working document fosters development of

instrumentation and control technology
See 0465

Integrated Exhaust-Gas-Analysis System: Self-contained

unit includes data processing and automatic calibration

See 0656

0118 Interface Instability During Crystal Growth:
Nonequilibrium effects are examined
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (J)

A study of solute segregation and interface stability during

crystal growth describes a new theoretical model for crystal

growth from a melt. It also describes experiments in crystal

growth by controlled-gradient freezing and by pulling from

the melt (Czochralski growth). The theoretical model intro-

duces a new interface-field term to account for previously-

neglected chemical and physical phenomena in the vicinity

of the growth interface. This term is particularly important in

calculating the change in chemical potential due to vari-

ations in local molecular configurations with position rela-

tive to that of the interface. The experimental portion of the

study focuses on CsCdCI3 as the material of choice for

study.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25841 +TN.

Ion Engine With Solid-Electrolyte Ion Generator: The
working fluid would be utilized efficiently

See 0466
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0119 ionization-Detected Stimulated Raman
Spectroscopy: Researchers recently achieved a

thousand-fold increase in sensitivity in the laser-based

measurement technique known as stimulated Raman
spectroscopy
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (J)

A new technique, called ionization-detected stimul ated

Raman spectroscopy (IDSRS), opens up the possibility of

detailed study of a much wider range of molecules and
chemical reactions than previously. The IDSRS will contrib-

ute to basic research into the details of molecular structure,

it should aid the study of chemical processes in the gas
phase and might also be applicable to studying time-de-

pendent and short-lived molecular species. In contrast to

conventional Raman methods that result in low-resolution

spectra at near-atmospheric pressures, the experiment pro-

duced high-quality Raman spectra of nitric oxide at very low

sample pressure, 10 millitorr. Only small amounts of energy

are required. This is encouraging because considerably

higher pulse energies of ultraviolet light can easily be gen-

erated over a wide range of wavelengths. Since the tech-

nique can work over a wide range of pressures, it can be
used to understand the time-dependent relaxation of the

molecular system following the initial Raman excitation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Del Owyoung,
Division 1124, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque,

NM 87185; (505)844-5481.

Laser Spectroscopy for Identifying Radionuclides:

System is demonstrated as a potential monitor of 12 and
Csl
See 0662

Liquefaction and Saccharification of Explosively-Dried

Corn With and Without Adsorbed Ethyl Alcohol
See 0469

Liquefied-Pefroleum-Gas Safety: Areas in prevention and
control are identified for research and development
See 0470

Liquid Sampling Device: New Design has applications in

analyzing blood, urine, or water
See 0665

Making Cubic Silicon Carbide Semiconductors: A thin

buffer layer of SiC minimizes the effects of lattice

mismatch
See 1184

0120 Making Pure Fine-Grained Inorganic Powder: An
RF plasma technique introduces few impurities

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85

"
(G, H)

A sustained-arc plasma chemical reactor fabricates very-

fine-grained inorganic solids having low thermal conductivi-

ty. The powder-fabrication method, based on the plasma-
tube technique, produces pure solids without the contami-

nation commonly produced by grinding. The method, used
in the fabrication of powder for thermoelectric energy con-

version systems, produces an average particle size be-

tween 50 and 100 A. Because the particle size is small, the

surface reactivity is high, and much lower temperatures and
pressures are required in the subsequent hot-pressing step.

Consequently, grain growth is reduced. The resulting fine-

grained material has significantly lower thermal conductivity.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16398 + TN.

0121 Making Stronger Twine with Matched Strands:

Higher tensile strength is achieved with the same
production equipment
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (H)

Strong twine is made by using matched spools in the

second step of a two-step manufacturing process. The
technique has been used successfully in the manufacture

of safety netting with 600- to 700-lb tensile strength and a

60-ton tuna seine with an area of 86 acres. The safety net

is part of the ground support equipment at the Space Shut-

tle launch complex. The increase in strength of the finished

twine is due to a change in the way fibers break. In conven-

tional twine, the individual fibers in the three strands are

under slightly different tensions.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20444+TN.

Manufacturing Discontinuously Reinforced Metal Matrix

Composites Billets

See 0971

Masked Multichannel Analyzer: A new device that greatly

accelerates the analysis of complex mixtures of organic

compounds has been developed
See 0669

Mathematical Model for Gas Dissolution in Glass: This

model calculates dissolution of gas bubbles in glass

melts
See 0972

0122 MCRT: This program serves as a thermodynamic
data-base system for aqueous geochemistry

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A, J)

MCRT is a thermodynamic data-base system for aqueous

geochemistry. It consists of the MCRT program and a set

of thermodynamic data files. The MCRT program computes

thermodynamic functions (such as Gibbs energies, enthal-

pies, and equilibrium constants) of reactions and species

found in low-temperature geochemical systems, hydrother-

mal systems, and hydrometallurgical systems. MCRT
checks the input data base for thermodynamic consistency

and mass+ charge balance and performs temperature ex-

trapolations using standard methods such as heat capacity

integration, the Criss-Cobble method, the DQUANT (elec-

trostatic) method of Helgeson, the constant enthalpy ap-

proximation, and the constant slope approximation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to No. 9942. For further information, contact:
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T.J. Wolery, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P.O.

Box 808; Livermore, CA 94550.

Measuring Rind Thickness on Polyurethane Foam:
Hardness is a good indicator of thickness
See 0974

Measuring the Liquid Content of a Gas: Instrument is an
adaptation of the hot-wire anemometer
See 0676

Melt Stirring by Horizontal Crucible Vibration: Mixing is

more thorough than in rotational oscillation

See 1187

Metal-Matrix Composites: A report introduces readers to

the basics of these modern materials
See 0975

Minimizing Convection During Crystal Growth: Cell design

uses novel geometry and quasiadiabatic windows
See 1188

Modifying the Surface of Carbon + Graphite Fibers:

Plasma treatment improved mechanical properties of the

fibers
See 0977

Monitoring Fluidized-Bed Combustion Emissions: An
advanced jet-luminescence analysis technique is found
feasible
See 0682

Monitoring of Reactive Atmospheric Species: Reactive

atmospheric species are produced and detected to

provide reference spectra
See 0684

NBS Analyzes Data on Thermal Conductivity of Metals
See 0978

Neutron Probe of Building-Wall Composition: Walls of

historic buildings are charted by neutron radiography
See 0686

Neutron Scintillation Detector: A new, more precise

scientific instrument to analyze the structure of materials
See 1132

New Chemical Solutions Will Aid Analysis of Acid Rain
See 0575

New Microscope Details Magnetic Structure of Surfaces
See 1193

0123 New Reference Materials Developed for

Microanalysis
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (J, K)

Analytical laboratories seeking to ensure the accuracy of

microprobe analyses and instruments may do so with a
series of five standard reference materials (SRMs) now
available from NBS. Designed for use with techniques such
as electron-probe microanalysis and secondary-ion mass
spectrometry, the reference materials are in the form of 20-

millimeter (4 + 5-inch)-long glass rods. Every SRM in the

new series has three different rods: one with a base com-
position and each of the other two containing as many as
1 1 'doped' elements. Some elements are certified in all the

SRMs, and other noncertified elements are listed as infor-

mation values (for doped elements, only information values

are given). Glass was chosen as the medium for the SRM
because of its homogeneity. It is also a frequently used ma-

terial in the field of microanalysis, which typically examines
chemical composition in an area 1 + 1 00th the width of a

human hair or less.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The SRMs, Glasses for

Microchemical Analysis (SRMs 1871 through 1875) are

available for $196 each from the Office of Standard Refer-

ence Materials, B311 Chemistry Building, National Bureau

of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899; (301)921-2045.

New Rubber Compounds for Tracked Vehicles:

Formulations offer high performance, including greater

wear resistance and longer life

See 0981

New Standards Available for Priority Pollutants

See 0688

NiFe Aluminide (Nickel-Iron Aluminide)
See 0982

0124 NMR Spectroscopy of Polycrystalline Samples:
Zero-field technique accommodates powder samples
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (J)

A new method of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spec-

troscopy opens the possibility of molecular structure deter-

mination without single-crystal or liquid samples. Called

zero-field NMR, the method can determine internuclear dis-

tances from powder or amorphous samples. It may eventu-

ally be developed into a technique for analyzing glasses,

ceramics, catalysts, plastics, and human tissues. In zero-

field NMR experiments, the sample is initially in the bore of

a superconducting magnet in a field of 4.2 teslas. The
sample is moved quickly (within 100 milliseconds) to a point

about 75 centimeters below the magnet, where the fringe

field of the superconducting magnet is canceled by the field

of a second magnet, and a small field (0.01 tesla) is exert-

ed by a third magnet.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For additional informa-

tion: D.P. Weitekamp, et al, Zero-Field Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance, Physical Review Letters, Vol. 50, No. 22, pp
1807-1809 (1983). For other information, contact: Dan Wei-

tekamp, Bldg. 11-B85, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,

Berkeley, CA 94720; (415)642-2094.

Nonyellowing Polycarbonate for Outdoor Use: An
antiyellowing stabilizer is generated from the polymer
and bound to it

See 0983

Novel Methane Gas Sensor Invented
See 0691

0125 NSWC Establishes Major New Thermal Analysis

Facility

Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (H, J)

A major new state-of-the-art Thermal Analysis Facility for

solving a wide range of Navy materials problems has been
established at the Naval Surface Weapons Center, White

Oak. This unique facility has expanded NSWC's capability

to conduct materials RDT&E and to enhance the develop-

ment of manufacturing technology and quality control. Al-

though only recently established, the NSWC Thermal Anal-

ysis Facility has already made major contributions to the

solution of a variety of materials problems relating to bat-

tery components, rapidly solidified materials, shape memory
alloys, and polymers. The new facility is equipped to carry
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out a complete range of analysis techniques including: Dif-

ferential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC); Thermogravimetry

(TG); Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA); Thermomechani-
cal Analysis (TMA); Evolved Gas Detection + Analysis

(EGD + EGA); and Parr Calorimetry. These techniques can

be applied either singly or in combination on a wide range

of materials, including volatile and explosive samples. In

addition, a data base containing the total range of current

literature is maintained.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Dr. Dallek, Re-

search Chemist, (202) 394-1364 or Dr. L. T. Kabacoff, Re-

search Physicist, (202) 394-2768. Naval Surface Weapons
Center, White Oak, MD.

One-Step Coal Liquefaction: Steam
yield and quality of product
See 0484

injection improves

Optical Evaluation of Elastomers: Polyurethanes made of

methylene bis (4-cyclohexylisocyanate) are good
candidates for flexible lenses
See 0984

Optical Measurement of Particle Size and Velocity:

Diffraction grating simulates Doppler interference in

proposed low-cost anemometer
See 0692

Optical Measurement of Soot Formation: Soot formation

at elevated temperatures has been studied using a laser

probe
See 0577

Oxidation-Resistant Slurry Coating for Carbon-Based
Materials: New process uses a paint sprayer and vacuum
furnace to produce a silicon carbide outer layer

See 0985

0126 Parameters Affecting Electrophoresis: The
influences of particle size, concentration, and charge
are discussed

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (J)

Various experimental approaches and problems facing suc-

cessful continuous particle separation by electrophoresis

are outlined in a short report. Results of particle-interaction

studies indicate that a number of key factors yield predict-

able increases in electro-osmotic mobilities and separa-

tions. A combination of coatings for the separation chamber
of the continuous particle electrophoresis unit may result in

osmotic flow that, based on theoretical calculations, yield

maximum resolution of separation. Increasing the particle

concentration linearly decreases the migration distances.

Use of latexes of the same size but different mobilities

would be very helpful in determining what effects particle

size, concentration, and charge have on band-separation

distance.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25593+TN.

Passive Sampling Device for Ambient Air and Personal
Monitoring
See 0697

Photothermal Deflection Spectroscopy: Laser techniques
provide high sensitivity and resolution

See 0698

Pinpointing Chemical Residues
See 0580

Polyurethane-Foam Maskant: Handling difficulties and
contamination are substantially reduced
See 0989

Precise Control of a Tunable IR Diode Laser: Accurate
control of temperature and current yields 3-MHz stability

over 1.5-hour period
See 1196

Precise Measurement of Isotope Ratios: Combination of

resonance ionization and mass analysis eliminates

ambiguity of isobar overlap
See 1134

Preparation and Characterization of Hg(x)Cd(1-x)Te:

Crystal growth and properties are studied under
variations of composition and processing
See 1198

Pressure-Letdown Plates for Coal Gasifiers: Rotating

plates would reduce erosion and clogging
See 0496

Preventing Fires in Cryogenic Oxidizer Lines: Friction-

and compression-induced ignition is prevented by a heat-

dissipation layer

See 0177

Process of Synthesizing Mixed BaO-Ti02 Based Powders
for Ceramic Applications

See 0994

Producing Anhydrous Ethanol from Methanol: Metal

carbonyl-amine catalyst produces ethanol
See 0498

Production of Microalgal Lipids: The future of this

potential alternative to petroleum depends on the

abundance of C02
See 0500

0127 Program Upgrades X-Ray Fluorescence Software

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (A, J)

Researchers who perform computerized quantitative analy-

ses of bulk chemical specimens by x-ray fluorescence

should find a new FORTRAN program useful. Developed at

NBS, the software-dubbed NBSGSC-is designed to be a

fundamental parameter program for correcting x-ray

absorption + enhancement phenomena. The program, which

is a revision of the programs ALPHA and CARECAL, is in-

tended for use in analyzing samples where direct x-ray tube

excitation is employed. NBSGSC can be used in the analy-

sis of alloys, pressed minerals, and fused specimens. The
first part of the new program (CALCO) performs the calcu-
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lation of theoretical alpha coefficients; part two (CALCOMP)
computes the composition of chemical specimens.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PB85-260068 + NAC,
price code: A06. For other information: Contact: Dr. Peter

Pella, Chemistry Bldg., Room A121, National Bureau of

Standards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899; (301)0921-2872.

0128 Properties and Occurrences of Gas Hydrates:

Handbook presents extensive data on this potentially

valuable resource
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (C, J)

Gas hydrates are physical combinations of gas and water

where the gas molecules fit into a crystalline structure simi-

lar to that of ice. Naturally occurring hydrates of natural gas
were discovered in permafrost areas and in offshore sedi-

ments under deep water. The abundance of sediments fa-

vorable to the formation of gas hydrates and the ability of

hydrates to contain almost 180 times more gas per unit

volume than conventional gas sources have stimulated re-

search with the hope of exploiting this potential resource in

the future. Facts about the hydrates, where they occur and
what properties they have, are presented in a recently pub-

lished handbook. Included in the report are physical and
thermodynamic properties of gas hydrates and hydrate

energy balance. An extensive appendix includes gas sum-
mary tables and physical and thermodynamic properties of

gases, liquids, and solids. Other information in the appendix
includes steam tables and a comprehensive metric conver-

sion table.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-003080 + NAB,
price code: A11. For further information, contact: Rodney
D. Malone, Gas Hydrates Project Manager, Morgantown
Energy Technology Center, P.O. Box 880, Collins Ferry

Road, Morgantown, WV 26505; (304)291-4723.

Properties of Low-Expansion Laminates: Mechanical and
thermal properties of thermally stable laminates are
calculated
See 0996

Properties of Titanium Dioxide Films Deposited in

Plasma: The relationship between deposition parameters
and film properties is explored
See 1201

Properties, Performance of Urea Formaldehyde Foam
Reviewed
See 0997

Pure Glasses from Multicomponent Gels: Containerless
melting of gels could yield low-loss glass for optical

fibers
See 0999

0129 Quality Assurance of Chemical Measurements
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;
Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (J, K)

Researchers and technicians interested in bettering the

precision and accuracy of analytical chemical measure-
ments-such as those needed in the compositional analysis

of materials, process control, and regulatory enforcement-
should find a new NBS report helpful. The publication is a
condensed version of seminars NBS offers chemists, lab

supervisors, and quality control professionals in the quality

assurance (QA) of chemical measurements. Included are

discussions of what QA is, quality control techniques, con-

trol charts, sampling methods, QA programs, protocols, and
functions of a reference laboratory..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PB85-1 77947 + NAC,
price code: A05. For more information about NBS quality

assurance seminars, contact Dr. John K. Taylor, (301) 921-

3497.

Rapid Adhesive Bonding for Metals and Composites: A
toroidal induction heater is the key element in a rapid

bonding technique
See 1000

Rapid Freezing-Point Measurement: A technique to

determine the freezing point of fuels could be the basis

of a portable instrument
See 0705

Rapidly Refuelable Fuel Cell: A metal + air fuel cell

features a replaceable anode
See 0503

Rare Earth+ Transition Metal Deuterides: A report

summarizes results of neutron diffraction studies on
some of these materials

See 1204

0130 Reciprocating Crystallizer: Automatic crystallizer

grows crystals from aqueous solutions

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85

"
(J)

A reciprocating crystallizer grows single glycine sulfate crys-

tals of good quality. Crystals are grown from aqueous solu-

tions by slow cooling of the growth solution along with

forced convection to increase mass transfer. The polyhe-

dral seed crystals are mounted on a holding rod that is ro-

tated through a threaded drive by a reversible small 48-rpm

motor. Two 250-watt immersion heaters maintain the tem-

perature of the crystallizer water bath to an accuracy of

0.01 C. The bath temperature is monitored by thermom-
eters.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25948+TN.

0131 Recovering Zinc From Discarded Tires: Zinc

sulfate monohydrate would be sold at a profit

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (D, G)

A countercurrent batch chemical process has been sug-

gested for the extraction of zinc from discarded tires. The
zinc (incorporated as zinc oxide in tire treads) would be re-

covered as ZnS04 H20, which can be sold as a fertilizer or

for general use. A strong acid is required to break up the

ZnS that forms in the tire by the reaction of colloidal ZnO
with sulfur. In the proposed recovery process, sulfuric acid

would be used in three different concentrations. Suitable

uses for the extracted shredded tires would include incor-

poration in asphalt topping for road surfaces and pyrolysis

to produce motor fuel and coke.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-16046+ TN.

0132 Reducing Liquid Permeation Through Polymer
Sheets: Solute inclusions in polymer sheets may
reduce permeability to liquids

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85

"
(H)

Permeation of a liquid through polymer sheets may be re-

tarded by including in the polymer a solute for the excluded
liquid. The cocept has been studied experimentally in the

case of water permeating rubber. Three conditions must be
satisfied for it to be successful with other solvents and
polymers. First, the liquid must not dissolve or swell the

polymer. Second, the inclusion should be highly soluble in

the liquid. Finally, the inclusion must not be too miscible or

soluble in the polymer. Long-term or steady-state perme-
ability would not be reduced by the solute inclusions.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-
15802 + TN.

Reference Materials Designed for 'Thin' Specimens
See 0706

0133 Refining Triaminoguanidinium Chloride: The crystal

structure is refined using three-dimensional X-ray
diffraction data
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (J)

In a study performed by the U.S. Army Armament Research
and Development Center, triamino-guanidinium chloride

(TAGCL) was investigated to resolve the differences of N-N
bond lengths reported in earlier studies. A sample of

TAGCL was recrystallized from water. A colorless prismatic

crystal was mounted on a glass fiber, and the data were
obtained via a computer-controlled diffractometer..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 42824+ NAA,
price code: A02.

Research Center for Surface Modification: A collaborative
research center for surface modification and advanced
processing of materials to improve their performance
characteristics has been established
See 0508

Resin Characterization in Cured Composite Materials: A
spectroscopic method of characterizing polymeric matrix
resins determines resin performance on a molecular level
See 1004

0134 Samples Will Help Oil Industry Detect Refinery
Poisons
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;
Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
May 85 (J)

Two of the chemical elements that can impair the petrole-

um refining process-vanadium and nickel-should be easier

to measure reliably with a new standard reference material

(SRM) now available from NBS. Designed as a tool for

checking the accuracy of a wide range of analytical chemis-
try instruments, the SRM contains certified concentrations
of the two elements at the concentration levels that can

cause problems for refiners if present in crude oils and
other refinery products. At these levels, heavy metals like

vanadium and nickel can 'poison'--and possibly cancel--the

refining process by reacting with catalysts. By having a reli-

able analysis of content, refiners can take steps to adjust

vanadium and nickel to tolerable levels. Besides its intend-

ed use as a definitive reference for analyzing refinery fuels,

the SRM also may be used for analysis of similar materials

such as coal-derived oils, kerosene, ethanol mixtures, or jet

fuel.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Known formal-

ly as SRM 1618, Vanadium and Nickel in Residual Fuel Oil,

the new reference material is available for $103 from the

Office of Standard Reference Materials, B311 Chemistry
Building, National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD
20899. For phone orders, or for more information about the

bureau's SRM program, call (301) 921-2045.

0135 Sampling of Silicon Powder for Impurity Analysis:

An electron beam forms dense pellets of powdered
silicon for Zeeman analysis

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (J, K)

A new sampling method focuses an electron beam on sub-

micron silicon powder. The molten droplets quickly solidify

into pellets of 2 to 10 milligrams, a size convenient for

Zeeman atomic-absorption analysis. Each pellet reflects the

composition of only a small region of the powder. The dis-

tribution of metallic impurities may thus be determined, as
well as the overall concentration. The process enhances
quality control in production of low-cost silicon powder for

the semiconductor industry.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15840+TN.

Semiautomatic Nondispersive Infrared Analyzer
Apparatus for C02 Air Sample Analyses
See 0709

0136 Silane Pyrolysis With Silicon-Seed Aerosol: Large
silicon particles result from controlled pyrolysis of

silane

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (H, J)

A mixture of 1 percent silane in nitrogen is pyrolyzed at 300
to 400C to generate an aerosol of silicon seed particles.

The cooled aerosol is mixed with silane and passed
through a second furnace at 900C. The resulting silicon

particles are at least 4 microns in size, and are readily col-

lected as a powder.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-16054+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA
Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
16054+ TN.

0137 Software For Analyzing NMR Data

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A, E, J, K)
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Software packages are available for the analysis of data

obtained by nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy.

Each package is compatible with a variety of computers, in-

cluding the Digital Equipment VAX and Data General MV
series. NMR1 is specially designed to handle the one-di-

mensional spectra of biological materials. These spectra

are often characterized by poor line shapes, poorly defined

base lines, and limited signal strength. The package in-

cludes decisionmaking capabilities that minimize the risk of

biased data analysis. NMR2, the newest software package

developed at the resource, aids in the analysis of multidi-

mensional NMR data. The package allows processing of

very large matrices with data elements containing up to 32

million floating point values. NMR1 and 2 are the only soft-

ware packages designed specifically for use on a variety of

stand-alone, general purpose 32-bit computers and graph-

ics peripherals.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Dr. George C.

Levy, Syracuse University, Department of Chemistry, 108

Bowne Hall, Syracuse, New York 13210; (315) 423-1021.

Solar-Assisted Oxidation of Toxic Cyanide: Illuminated

platinized Ti02 is used to treat industrial wastewaters
See 0594

Solvent Extraction of Furfural From Biomass: Energy and
material consumption would be reduced
See 0521

Solvent-Refined Coal: A Component History:

Performance synopses for pumps, valves, instruments,

and many other components are given for pilot plant

operation
See 0522

Specimen Holder for Analytical Electron Microscopes: It

reduces spectral contamination by spurious X-rays
See 0716

Spill-Detector-and-Shutoff Device: Overflow in liquid

chromatography systems is rapidly detected and
stopped
See 0717

0138 Stabilized Aqueous Foams: Low-viscosity, stable

aqueous foams can be produced with improved
formulas

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (D, H)

Improved formulas have been developed that will produce
stable, high-expansion aqueous foams for use in high-secu-

rity areas, as drilling fluids for deep-well drilling, and as fire-

fighting agents. The criteria governing this development in-

cluded such factors as low solution viscosity so that the

foam could be dispersed by conventional foam-generating

apparatus through a perforated metal screen with com-
pressed air blowing through the screen, long storage time

for the foam concentrate, and increased stability of the

foam following dispersal. The formula can be modified for

foam-dispersing equipment that generates foams from gels.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The patent document
on which this technical note is based is U.S. Patent

4,442,018, which is available from: Commissioner of Pat-

ents, Washington, DC 20231 for $1 . For further information,

contact: Peter B. Rand, Organization 1813, Sandia National

Laboratories, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM 87185;

(505) 844-7953.

Steroselective and Regioseiective Hydroxylation of

Warfarin and Selective O-Dealkylation of Phenoxazone
Ethers in Human Placenta
See 1084

Streaming-Potential Studies: Surface coatings reduce
electro-osmotic flow
See 1016

Studies of Snake Venom May Yield Thrombolytic Drug
See 1085

0139 Studying Liquid + Vapor Systems with Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance: Duration and position of vapor
bubbles can be determined
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (J)

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques can be
used to detect and measure voids in two-phase media such
as mixtures of vapor and liquid. In particular, the technique

can be used to study water+ steam or Freon, or equivalent,

liquid + vapor mixtures in heat exchangers. NMR provides a
high degree of spatial and temporal resolution. Only
gamma-ray absorption techniques match it in this respect,

but NMR is a much more convenient method.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-004116 + NAB,
price code: A02.

0140 Surfactants as Resin Modifiers and Their Effect on
Sectioning
Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (E)

Tissue samples for electron microscopy are almost always

preserved by embedding them is a plastic such as epoxy
resin. The embedded tissues are then sectioned into slices

so thin that they are not visible to the naked eye. These
ultrathin slices are then placed into the electron microscope

for examination. The sectioning process is very tedious and
usually requires diamond knives which are very expensive.

Research has led to a new resin mixture containing the sur-

factant, lecithin, that is easier to section than all previous

resins. Moreover, the mixture can even be routinely sec-

tioned using glass knives which are much cheaper than dia-

mond knives. This new resin mixture will benefit all electron

microscopists doing this kind of work.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Hilton H. Mol-

lenhauer, USDA-ARS, SPA-VTERL, P.O. GE, College Sta-

tion, TX 77841; (409)260-9484.

0141 Synthesis of Ceramics in Vacuum: A self-

propagating high-temperature synthesis can be
conducted in vacuum
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (H)

A recent study by the U.S. Army Armament Research and
Development Center has demonstrated that refractory ce-

ramics are producible by the self-propagating high-tempera-

ture synthesis (SHS) in vacuum. Normally, the SHS is con-

ducted at pressures equal to or greater than atmospheric.

Experiments with the SHS in vacuum would show if harder

ceramics with higher yield strength would result because of

reduced exposure to oxygen, already a feature of the con-
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ventional SHS. Experiments were conducted with Ti and C
powders compressed into cylindrical pellets at pressures

from 20,000 to 140,000 psi. A number of other materials

were also used to produce different ceramics.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 42506+NAA,
price code: A03, or contact project officer A. Niiler

(301)278-3389.

0142 Synthesis of Monomers for Studying Chemical-
Agent Detectors: A series of substituted

phenylacetylenes have been prepared for a study of

chemical-agent detectors

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (J)

In a recent study by the U.S. Army Materials and Mechan-
ics Research Center, a number of substituted phenylacety-

lenes have been prepared as precursors to

poly(phenylacetylenes) having regio-specific substitution.

The interest in this project was motivated by the need to

develop sensitive detectors of chemical agents, using ap-

propriately modified poly(phenylacetylene) incorporated in a
charge-flow transistor (CFT). The following phenylacety-

lenes were prepared: o-, m-, and p-nitrophenylacetyle, p-tri-

fluoromethylphenylacetylene, o- and p-aminophenylacety-

lene (m-commercially available), o-, m-, and p-acetamido,

and m- and p-trifluoroacetamidophenylacetylene. The meth-

ods for preparing these phenylacetylenes are presented in

a published report.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 44690, price code
A02, or contact project officer Stanley E. Wentworth
(617)923-3121.

0143 Synthesizing Metal Phthalocyanine Imide
Polymers: Products should exhibit high thermal
stability

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (H, J)

An efficient synthesis of analytically-pure

metal(ll)4,4',4",4"
,

-tetraamino-phthalocyanine has been
demonstrated in experiments. Metal phthalocyanine imide

polymers with decomposition temperatures above 500C
have been made from these amines. The new polymers are

expected to be useful in the formulation of thermally stable

varnishes, adhesives, and fibers. The laboratory synthesis

is illustrated with an example in which the metal is copper.

The method also applies to other metals having atomic
radii of about 1.35 A. The general process described en-

compasses many variations. Many different polymers and
copolymers can be produced, depending on the selection

of metal, amino derivative of the metal phthalocyanine, an-

hydride, solvent, and cyclodehydration technique.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to ARC-11413+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Darrell G. Brekke, Ames Re-
search Center, Mail Code: 200-11 A, Moffett Field, CA
94035; (415) 694-5104. Refer to ARC-11413+TN.

0144 Tables of Thermal Conductivity of Fluids Published
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (D, J)

New experimental measurements of the thermal conductivi-

ty of fluids are always of interest to the petrochemical and
aerospace industries, especially when the measurements
are absolute and made by an apparatus as accurate as the

transient hot wire device used by NBS. The tables contain

data in the temperature range from about 77 K to 325 K,

and over the pressure range of near zero to 70 MPa. The
thermal conductivity surfaces are delineated by measure-
ments along isotherms (about 20 K intervals) at 400 to

1,600 separate points for each fluid. (One virtue-or draw-

back~of the hot-wire apparatus is that large quantities of

data are rapidly produced.)

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB84-235332+NAC,
price: $10.

Taking the Stick Out of Latex
See 1017

Tannins Found in Tea and Coffee May Reduce Tooth
Enamel Plaque
See 1086

TDC: TDC models gaseous combustion processes in two
dimensions
See 0183

Temperature Reference Point for Clinical Labs Available
See 0726

Temperature-Gradient Furnace for Solidification

Experiments: Gradients are controllable from zero to 500
C+cm
See 0878

0145 Thermal-Expansion Measurement: A laser-based

system measures coefficients of thermal expansion
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 (D, K)

A precise, stable laser system determines coefficients of

thermal expansion. The dual-beam interferometer arrange-

ment monitors changes in sample length as a function of

temperature by following the changes in optical path

lengths. For example, vacuum measurements in the range

of - 150 to 120F made over a 6-month period on
graphite+epoxy tubes yielded thermal-expansion coeffi-

cients in the range of 2.5 x 10 to the -7+F.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-27000+TN.

Thermally Modulated Electron Affinity Detector for

Priority Pollutant Analysis
See 0730

0146 Thermocline Storage System: A moving barrier in

a heat storage tank separates hot and cold liquid

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (C, D)

A thermocline storage system has a moving barrier that

separates hot and cold liquid. The barrier descends as the

tank is charged with hot liquid and ascends as the hot

liquid is discharged. The position of the barrier is controlled
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either mechanically by thermocouples or by a material that

has a density between those of the hot and cold liquids.

One proposed barrier with a suitable density is urethane

foam encapsulated in a fluid-tight plastic shell. The plastic

shell around the barrier would prevent the foam from ab-

sorbing water and would make the barrier structurally rigid.

Rigid honeycomb members could be placed inside the ure-

thane foam for additional strength. A similar tank could also

be used for solar thermal electric power cycles, high-tem-

perature process heat, and fuel and chemical production,

all of which have heat delivery temperatures reaching

2.000F.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PAT-APPL-6,429,740,
price code: A03. For licensing information, contact: Office

of Assistant General Counsel for Patents, U.S. Department
of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For further information,

contact: Robert J. Copeland, 1617 Cole Blvd, Golden, CO
80401; (303)231-1012.

0147 Thermodynamic Data for Aqueous & Biochemical
Systems
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (J)

The NBS Center for Chemical Physics has compiled an an-

notated bibliography of sources of data on the thermody-
namic properties of aqueous and biochemical systems. The
bibliography lists 162 different sources of compiled and
evaluated chemical thermodynamic data such as Gibbs
energy and equilibrium data, enthalpies of formation and re-

action, heat capacities and entropies, and the correspond-
ing partial molar and excess properties. Derived quantities

used to calculate data and some transport and mechanical
data are also included. The bibliography covers publications

released between 1930 and 1983, and includes brief de-
scriptions of the types of properties tabulated in each
source, the classes of materials dealt with, and the degree
of completeness of the compilation. It is indexed by author
and subject.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PB85-1 37693+ NAC,
price code: A06.

0148 Thermodynamic Data Sources Listed in New NBS
Bibliography
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;
Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (J)

Scientists and engineers concerned with water quality con-
trol and energy resources will be interested in Compiled
Thermodynamic Data Sources and Aqueous and Biochemi-
cal Systems: An Annotated Bibliography, 1930-1983. Spon-
sored by the Design Institute for Physical Property Data,
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, the reference re-

places an earlier bibliography that covered the years from
1930-1975. The new reference, which contains a selective

listing of 1 62 sources of compiled and evaluated thermody-
namic information for pure substances and aqueous solu-

tions, will assist users in locating publications through an al-

phabetical listing by first author, as well as an author and
subject index. Included in the annotations are brief descrip-

tions of the types of properties tabulated, the classes of

materials, and degree of completeness of the data compila-

tions. Equilibrium data is given in its most general sense
and includes equilibrium constants, enthalpies, entropies,

heat capacities, volume, and partial molar and excess prop-

erty data.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtaine d by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB85-1 37693 + NAC,
price code: A06.

0149 Thermodynamic Properties of Organic Compounds
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (J)

Scientists and engineers, as well as researchers, will be in-

terested in the first extensive compilation of heat capacity

and entropy data on organic compounds in the liquid and
solid phases for their work in thermodynamic data evalua-

tion and in developing validated models for chemical proc-

ess engineering, solid-state physics, resource conservation,

solid and hazardous waste disposal, and combustion engi-

neering. This comprehensive reference has been published

by the American Chemical Society for NBS as Supplement
I to Volume 1 3 (1 984) of the Journal of Physical and Chem-
ical Reference Data.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Copies of Heat Capac-
ities and Entropies of Organic Compounds in the Con-
densed Phase are available for $40 prepaid from the Amer-
ican Chemical Society, 1155 Sixteenth St., N.W., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20036.

Thermosetting Phthalocyanine Polymers: Some
formulations resist thermal degradation up to 500C
See 1022

Three-Dimensional Profiling of Solids. The first

nondestructive three-dimensional composition analysis

of elements in solid material has been reported
See 0732

Trace-Level Solid-Polymer Electrolyte Hygrometer: Water
vapor absorbed by a solid polymer electrolyte is

detected by measuring the current required to

electrolyze the water
See 0735

Tracing Pollution Aerosols From Distant Regions:
Elemental tracers can help locate distant sources of

pollution aerosols
See 0595

Trioxane-lnitiated Formic-Acid Denitration: A procedure
for controlled low-temperature chemical denitration of

acidic solutions has been developed
See 1023

Two-Liquid Mixer: Device provides thorough mixing of

liquids, the proportions of which vary with time
See 0737

0150 Ultrafast Hydropyrolysis of Powdered Coal: Up to

86 percent of coal can be converted into gaseous
products in a matter of milliseconds

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (C, D)

Two studies were conducted on the flash hydropyrolysis of

powdered coal to gain better understanding of the param-
eters that control the process. The first study was per-

formed with a batch reactor to establish proof-of-concept

using Illinois No. 6 coal and Texas lignite. Because of the
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encouraging results of this experimental study, a second
study was conducted with a continuous-flow jet reactor.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order numbers: DE82-000009+ NAB
and DE84-004049 + NAB, price codes: A04 and A04. For

further information, contact: Woo K. Park, Monsanto Re-

search Corporation, Mound, P.O. Box 32, Miamisburg, OH
45342; (513)865-3329.

Ultrahigh-Vacuum Sample-Transfer System: Low-cost
system features short-term sample transfer
See 0738

Ultraviolet Chemical Processes-Electrodeless Microwave
Lamp: New ultraviolet light features fast drying and
curing of various coatings and plastics

See 1026

UV-Ozonation of Paraquat
See 0600

Vacuum Baking To Remove Volatile Materials: Outgassing
is reduced in some but not all nonmetallic materials
See 1028

0151 Waterproofing Agents for Silica Tiles: A new
silylating agent is easy to apply and withstands high

temperatures
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (H)

The waterproofing agent methyltri-methoxysilane is applied

to silica thermal-insulation tiles in a simple vapor-deposition

proc ess. Other waterproofing agents in the same series in-

clude methylsiloxane (sprayed with a solvent) and hexa-

methyl-disilazane (deposited from vapor). Of the three ma-
terials, methyltrimethoxysilane imparts the best waterproof-

ing and thermal properties. Originally developed for insulat-

ing tiles for spacecraft, one or more of these agents may
also find uses in roofing tiles, insulation for buildings or

solar-energy systems, or solar reflectors..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20364+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Marvin F. Matthews, Lyndon B.

Johnson Space Center, Mail Code: AL-3, Houston, TX
77058; (713) 483-4871. Refer to MSC-20364+TN.

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Accuracy Criterion for Structural Calculations:

Completely objective procedures determine the requisite

accuracy
See 1149

0152 Clean Soil Sampling
Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (K)

A major improvement in soil sampling makes it possible to

collect undisturbed and uncontaminated soil samples easily

and at any depth. The apparatus, which works in tandem
with commercial soil coring machinery, automatically shears

off the outer cylinder (the contaminated portion) of the soil

column as it is extruded from the tube. From both an eco-

nomic and environmental standpoint, the invention will fa-

cilitate the study of fertilizers, pesticides, and lime as they

and their breakdown products move through the soil. It will

also improve the quality of soil cores taken for engineering

and construction needs. The invention should be of interest

to manufacturers of agricultural equipment in any country

that practices intensive methods of modern agriculture. In-

vestment capital is estimated at less than $10,000.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: For informa-

tion on applying for a license on a patent, write to Office of

Federal Patent Licensing, Room 11 R, National Technical

Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA
22161. Refer to the patent or serial number provided.

Drawbar Tests of Tracked Vehicles on Paved Surfaces:

Measurements yield data on the reserve power of a

vehicle

See 1247

0153 Feasibility Study of Alternative Technology for

Small Community Water Supply

Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (D)

A cooperative demonstration project was funded by the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to enable the

Village of Cayuga, N.Y., to install and demonstrate water fil-

tration technology that may be appropriate for small water

systems that use surface water sources. A prefabricated fil-

tration system consisting of two cyclone separators in par-

allel followed by three parallel treatment trains, each em-
ploying a contact clarifier, a mixed media filter, and a granu-

lar activated carbon filter, was installed. Data collected

showed that, with respect to turbidity removal, the perform-

ance of the treatment plant exceeded the goals set forth in

the study. The system could be operated successfully by a

conscientious small system operator.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB85-1 43287+ NAC,

price code: A07, or contact Gary S. Logsdon, Water Engi-

neering Research Laboratory, U.S. Environmental Protec-

tion Agency, Cincinnati, OH 45268.

0154 Forming Lightweight Beams from Composite Tape:

Durable structural members could be rapidly formed in

a continuous process
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (G, H)

Hollow beams for assembling trusses and other structures

would be produced from graphite +polysulfone tape in a

manufacturing process originally proposed for Earth orbit.

The process would result in structures that are strong, light,

and durable. It could be used to mass produce other light-

weight parts besides beams. Polysulfone was selected as

the matrix material because it does not outgas excessively

in the vacuum of space. The tape would consist of three

layers having graphite fiber orientations of 0, 45, and 0, re-
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spectively. ., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240; (301)

621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25880+TN.

Free-Vibration Analysis of Structures: Numerical

procedure determines natural frequencies and
associated modes in structural design
See 0073

Gradeability and Side-Slope Performance of Tracked
Vehicles: A test procedure specifies ways to evaluate

grade climbing and side-slope performance of tracked

vehicles

See 1252

0155 Hydrologic Evaluation of Landfill Performance
(HELP) Model Version 1.0

Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (A, D)

The model is a quasi-two-dimensional, deterministic, com-

puter-based water budget model. The model was devel-

oped and adapted from the U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency HSSWDS model and the U.S. Department of Agri-

culture CREAMS Hydrologic model. The model uses clima-

tologic and design input data in the form of daily rainfall,

mean monthly temperatures, mean monthly solar radiation,

leaf area indices, soil characteristics, and design specifica-

tions to perform a sequential daily analysis to determine

runoff, evapotranspiration, percolation, and lateral drainage

for the landfill. The program is written in the Fortran pro-

gramming language for implementation on an IBM
370+168 MP computer under OS MVS+SPE Rel. 1.3 and
821 1 . 50K bytes of core storage are required to operate the

model.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: NTIS Comput-
er Products Center, National Technical Information Service,

5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161, (703) 487-

4763. Refer to software number PB85-100725+TN.

Implementation of Polymer Impregnation as a Bridge

Deck Sealant
See 0956

In Situ Analysis of Corrosive and Passive Surfaces by
Laser-Excited Raman Spectroscopy
See 0962

0156 Internal Corrosion of Water Distribution Systems:
Basic theory of causes and practical advice on control

are offered

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (D)

Corrosion is one of the most serious problems in the water

utility industry. A manual has been written to give operators

of potable water treatment plants and distribution systems
an understanding of the causes and control of corrosion.

The goal in writing the manual was to create a 'how to'

guide for those who want to study corrosion in more detail.

Thus, certain sections of the manual can be skipped when
an immediate problem must be solved. Case histories of

corrosion problems and solutions are given.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE8401 2856 + NAB;
price code: A06.

Minimizing Weight of Structural Designs: Approximation
concepts are combined with dual-method algorithms
See 1189

Panel Analysis and Sizing Code: Program is of particular

value in analyzing and sizing filamentary composite
panels
See 1234

Performance-Reliability Data on Tracked Vehicles: Test
procedures give a qualitative and quantitative

assessment
See 1257

Plastic Foams and Concretes as Cryogenic Insulators

See 0986

Radar Cuts Subsoil Survey Costs: Soil features are

located with minimum time and labor
See 1 1 1

1

Removing Water, Rocks, and Mud From Boreholes: A
simple air-powered pump removes water down to the

very bottom of a subterranean cavity

See 1114

0157 Road Design System
Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (A, D)

The Road Design System (RDS) is used by the Forest

Service nationwide for design of forest roads. It is suited for

design of low standard single lane, dirt roads that follow the

terrain. However, it can also be used for double lane paved
roads. It consists of 260 sub-routines. There are 37 main

overlays which perform a portion of the road design proc-

ess. The program RDS is the main driver of all the other

overlays. The program is written in the FORTRAN 77 pro-

gramming language for implementation on a UNIVAC 1184

computer using the EXEC 8 Level 38 operating system.

65K bytes of core storage are required to operate the

model. Source tape is in the EBCDIC character set.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: NTIS Comput-
er Products Center, National Technical Information Service,

Springfield, VA 22161; (703) 487-4763. Refer to software

number, PB84-229459 + NAC. Price includes documenta-
tion. Tapes can be prepared in most recording modes for

1+2 inch tape.

0158 Self-Powered Vehicle Detector

Department of Transportation, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (B, K)

A vehicle detector which is battery-powered and requires

no hard wire connection to its control unit has been devel-

oped by the Federal Highway Administration. A recent

ruling by the Federal Communications Commission has al-

located and assigned radio frequency channels for use with

this traffic control system. The assigned radio frequency

channels are in the 47 MHz band and there is no require-

ment for licensing, frequency coordination or user record

keeping. It is a magnetic sensing device which transmits a

radio signal to its control unit when activated by a passing

motor vehicle. The detector is contained in a cylindrical

cannister which is buried in the center of the traffic lane to

be monitored. The sensor is capable of determining vehicle

speed from zero to eighty miles per hour and counting up
to 20,000 vehicles per day. It is designed to detect trucks,
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buses, automobiles, and motorcycles and to relay vehicle

count and speed data to the associated control unit. The
detector has an economic advantage over conventional

systems because of its simplicity of installation and low op-

eration and maintenance cost.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: TECTRA fact

sheets, School of Business and Public Administration, Cali-

fornia State University, Sacramento, CA 95819; (916) 454-

6640. Refer to case A09-02 + TN.

Steering Characteristics of Tracked Vehicles: Systematic
procedures are available for assessing performance
See 1262

System for Structural Synthesis Combines Finite-Element

Analysis and Optimization Programs: Two programs are

combined to solve a variety of structural optimization

problems
See 1215

Tracked-Vehicle Physical Characteristics: A report

describes what physical characteristics are to be
measured
See 1266

0159 Troubleshooting Water-Purification Systems:
Methods are presented to control bacteria and other
contaminants in deionized water
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (D)

Industrial systems that produce deionized water need con-

tinual monitoring to control or eliminate contamination.

Water of this quality is used in such applications as plating

baths, precision cleaning, and in rinsing stages of electronic

component fabrication. A recent study discusses a severe

deionized water system contamination problem involving

bacteria and fresh water roundworms. Roundworm eggs
deposited by seagulls in the plant parking lot were carried

by the wind into unsealed pre-treatment water storage

tanks where they hatched causing severe filter clogging

problems. Suggested methods of controlling the bacterial

population included resin bed brining, sterilization, and triple

regeneration; removal of dead ends in water distribution

loops; and the use of ultraviolet lights and 0.2 micrometer
filtration.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE84-002960+ NAB,
price code: A03.

COMBUSTION, ENGINES, &
PROPELLANTS
0160 Acoustic Imaging of Combustion Noise: Ellipsoidal

reflector discriminates between locations in a sound-
emitting region
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (D, J)

An ellipsoidal acoustic mirror is used to measure the sound
emitted at discrete points in burning turbulent jets. The
highly directional characteristics of the reflector can be uti-

lized in a variety of monitoring or control systems involving

flames or other reacting flows - in furnace combustion con-

trol, for example. It is currently used by NASA for research

on jet flames and produces a clearly identifiable and meas-
urable variation of the acoustic spectral intensities along

the length of a flame. The reflector concentrates energy
originating at its far focus into a microphone at its near

focus.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15698+TN.

Beam Window for Pressure Chambers: Window resists

products of combustion experiments
See 0607

Brazing Alloys Indicate Turbomachinery Temperatures:
Foils serve as consumable thermometers
See 0608

Ceramic Turbine Materials
See 0908

0161 Ceramic-Composite Liners for Gas-Turbine
Combustors: The integrity of the ceramic is maintained
even when exposed to near-stoichiometric combustion
temperatures
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (F, H)

Combustor liner materials fabricated by plasma spraying

yttria-stabilized zirconia on compliant low-modulus sub-

strates were evaluated for thermal performance and dura-

bility in a study that was in part sponsored by the U.S. Army
Aviation Research and Development Command. Previously,

the brittleness of the plasma-sprayed ceramic coating and
the difference in thermal expansion with the metal sub-

strate caused cracking, spalling, and some separation of

the ceramic coating. The composites consisting of ceramic

and felt (a low-density sintered metal), in contrast, offer the

high-temperature performance of a ceramic plus the poten-

tial damage tolerance of a ductile substrate. The felt test

specimens included a FeCrAI composition alloy and a FeNi-

CrAlY composition alloy. The test results showed that the

integrity of the ceramic can be maintained even when ex-

posed to near stoichiometric combustion temperatures with

back-side cooling provided by convection or by transpira-

tion techniques. A proposed design for a combustor appli-

cable to a small gas-turbine engine is described.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 37454 + NAA,
price code: A02.

Coal-Derived Fuels as Diesel Fuel Extenders: Medium-
speed diesel engines can operate on coal-derived liquid

fuel+diesel fuel blends
See 0420

0162 Combustion Characteristics of Fine-Ground Coal:

Finest coal particles produce the most intense flame

but are the most difficult to feed
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (C D)

A study by the Institute of Gas Technology investigated the

effects of coal-particle size on pulverized-coal combustion.

This type of combustion could be an attractive alternative

for utilities and industries interested in converting oil-fired

boilers to coal. Experiments with finer coal particles were

conducted in an online milling and feeding system devel-

oped and constructed to prepare and burn this micronized

coal at a firing rate of about 2 MBtu+ h. The research fur-

nace was equipped with a single-stage, swirl-type boiler
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burner. The combustion characteristics, slagging, and foul-

ing tendencies of three different coal particle sizes were
studied.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-003748+NAB,
price code: A06. For other information, contact: James D.

Hickerson, Pittsburgh Energy Technology Center, MS 920-

215, P.O. Box 10940, Pittsburgh, PA 15236; (412)675-5721.

Combustion of Residual Fuels in Diesel Engines: Heavier,

residual-type diesel fuels may be economically
advantageous
See 0422

0163 Composite Engine-Inlet Particle Separator: Lower
costs and weight savings are the results of using the
new technology
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (G)

Improved production processes were implemented by the

U.S. Army Aviation Research and Development Command
for a forward struct ure of the T700 helicopter engine. This

structure, called the inlet particle separator (IPS), separates

and exhausts overboard approximately 90 percent of all

sand and dirt entering the engine intake. The improved IPS

design consists of a metallic vane and hub subassembly in-

tegrated with the polyimide+ glass, aluminized glass, and
graphite composite components to form a balanced, low-

cost frame structure that satisfies all engine requirements.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Applied Tech-
nology Laboratory, Attn: SAVDL-ATL-ATP (D. Cale), Fort

Eustis, VA 23604; (804) 878-2771.

Conductive Plasma-Sprayed Coatings: Thin, electrically-

conductive plasma coatings have good emittance and
adhesion
See 091

1

0164 Convection-Cooled Turbine Airfoils: Coolant
channels close to surface ensure efficient heat transfer
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (F, G)

Cooling fluid flows just under the skin of turbine blades and
vanes in a new fabrication technique. Because the flow is

so close to the hot gases at the blade surface, heat is re-

moved more effectively, and thermal stresses in the interior

parts of the blade are greatly reduced. As a result, the tur-

bines are expected to perform more dependably.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A copy of the original

Tech Note fact sheet containing more detailed information

and diagrams is available by ordering the monthly subscrip-

tion package, order number PB85-925601, price code E02.

0165 Design Data Base for Hydrogen-Fueled
Automotive Engines: Engine performance and exhaust
emissions are investigated
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (C, D)

A report documents a five-year research study that pro-

vides a preliminary data base for the design of hydrogen-
fueled piston engines. The interest in gaseous hydrogen as
a transportation fuel stems from its potential for high effi-

ciency, competitive power with gasoline, and low NOx emis-
sions. Nineteen configurational variations of a modified
stock gasoline, 1.6 liter, 9:1 compression ratio test engine

were evaluated in both single- and four-cylinder models.

The design data include both engine performance, in terms
of brake thermal efficiency and brake mean effective pres-

sure, and emissions for nitrogen oxides and other trace

components.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE83-01 7023+ NAB,
price code: A02.

Diverter Lip for Seal: Thermal gradients in hydrogen-
cooled platform seals are reduced
See 0925

0166 Enhancing Combustion Efficiency with Oxygen:
Study examines how oxygen enhances various
combustion processes
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (C, D)

A recent study sought to determine the extent to which
energy conversion efficiency could be increased by adding
oxygen or oxygen-enriched air to various combustion proc-

esses. While the advantages of adding oxygen to any com-
bustion process are obvious, the additional cost of using

oxygen must be justified by the increase in combustion effi-

ciency. This consideration must be taken by thoroughly

analyzing each combustion process.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-004164+NAB,
price code: A06. For further information, contact: Herbert J.

Bomelberg, Pacific Northwest Laboratories, P.O. Box 999,

Richland, WA 99352; (509) 375-2082.

FAST Computer Model to Predict Smoke, Toxic Gas
Spread
See 0072

Flame-Test Chamber: It simulates atmospheric flame
propagation
See 0638

0167 Fluidized-Bed Reactor System: Fluidized-bed

reactor design minimizes gas pyrolysis through use of

selective radiation

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (D)

Gas pyrolysis in hot fluidized beds is minimized by use of

selectively filtered radiation and a parabolic cavity. Reactor
walls are kept cool while radiant heat is provided to the re-

actor and the reacting particles themselves by utilizing the

region of the spectrum to which the reactor walls are trans-

parent.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15975+TN.

Free-Piston Stirling Engines: Research shows how to

improve performance of the potentially widely useful

internal-combustion engines
See 0450

0168 High-Temperature Gas Turbine Program:
Substantially greater efficiencies are obtained over
conventional steam turbines

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (C, D)
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Research was conducted on the development and testing

of a high-temperature gas-turbine system for generating

electrical power from low-Btu gas derived from coal gasifi-

cation. It covers technology test and support studies, pleTnt-

system performance studies, component testing and eval-

uations, turbine design and technology support studies, and
materials technology development. The system offers the

potential of lower electricity production costs and the at-

tractive environmental advantages of burning coal-derived

gas.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE83-01 5200+ NAB,
price code: A06. For information not in the report, contact:

Warren W. Bunker, U.S. Department of Energy, FE-22,

Washington, DC 20545; (301) 353-2824.

0169 How Alcohol Supplementation Affects Diesel

Engines: Fumigation system shows no effects on
engine wear
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (C)

Alcohol is considered as a possible supplement to diesel

fuel, particularly on farms that can produce alcohol and mix

it with diesel fuel in case the latter is in short supply. This

approach, however, has raised some questions about the

best ways of feeding such a mixture into the engine and
about the effects this mixture would have on engine wear.

Fumigation and in-line mixing were the two fuel-mixing tech-

niques selected for a study.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE83006618 + NAB
(John Deere), DE83006616+NAB (Inter. Harvester), and
DE83006617 + NAB (Caterpillar), price codes: A03, A04,
and A03.

0170 Improved Heat-Engine Solar-Energy System: A
buffer loop and overcapacity heat exchanger is used
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (C, D)

A heat engine solar-energy system is improved by installing

an overcapacity heat exchanger and a buffer loop between
the engine fluid and the solar-heated fluid. The buffer-loop

fluid is always in the liquid state. The previous design was
inefficient because of its long flow path, which permitted

conversion of the engine fluid to a vapor or gas. As a result

of the improvement, the engine heat exchanger has low
and nearly-constant flow resistance.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15762+TN.

0171 Integrally Cast Low-Cost Compressor:
Development of integrally cast rotors with blades
having thin leading and trailing edges reduces cost of

compressor
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (F, G)

A study, performed for the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive
Command, examined ways to replace three of the five sep-
arately bladed stages with integrally cast stages on the low-

pressure compressor (LPC) on a gas-turbine engine. Invest-

ment casting eliminates many machine operations, thereby

reducing cost. A report describes the results of the first two
phases of this study and defines followup efforts. After

casting, the rotors were hot-isostatically pressed, heattreat-

ed, cooled, and aged. All rotors exhibited acceptable low-

cycle fatigue life and tensile strength. First-stage rotor cast-

ings suitable for engine testing were produced.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: No further information

is available.

0172 Laser-Initiated Combustion of Alloys in

Pressurized Oxygen
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (H, J)

Quantitative data have been acquired on aluminum-, cobalt-

, iron-, and nickel-based alloys. These data include meas-
urements for ignition and combustion temperatures and
other combustion paramete rs at high oxygen pressures. It

was found that aluminum could be ignited below the melt-

ing point of the alloy oxides produced. Cobalt-, iron-, and
nickel-based alloys generally ignited slightly below to slight-

ly above the melting range of the respective alloy. Unsup-
ported combustion was not achieved until the alloys and
oxides were melted.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PB85-128114+NAC,
price code: A04.

0173 Low-Loss Fuel and Oxidizer Injector: Pressure
losses may be reduced without degrading combustion
stability

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (D)

A proposed injector for a rocket engine would inject fuel

and oxidizer into the combustion chamber with lower pres-

sure loss while maintaining stable combustion. Ordinarily,

the stabilization of a combustion process requires a high

pressure loss in the injector and its feed lines so that flow

fluctuations are kept low even when the pressure oscillates.

However, high pressure losses are uneconomical because
they limit engine thrust, which in turn limits the weight of

the payload. The low-loss injector consists of an array of

posts, each composed of a concentric shroud, separator,

and plug. The injector is designed for improved assembly

and maintenance.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-
25989 +TN. Inquires concerning the commercial use of this

invention should be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, Jr.,

George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01,

Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205) 453-0020.

Refer to MFS-25989+TN.

0174 Metering Baffle for Turbine-Blade Cooling: Mixing

losses due to excessive film cooling are reduced
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (D, F)

A scheme for cooling turbine airfoils involves a series of

rows of small holes through which a gas or liquid is injected

at the airfoil surface. The resulting surface-film flow keeps

the airfoil cool enough to operate in high-heat, high-pres-

sure turbines. The interior of the airfoil is hollow and serves

as a passage for the cooling fluid. The flow to each row of
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holes is governed by a metering baffle inside the airfoil.

The metering baffle is needed to insure against excessive

film cooling and the consequent mixing losses that would

degrade turbine efficiency.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A copy of the original

Tech Note fact sheet containing more detailed information

and diagrams is available by ordering the monthly subscrip-

tion package, order number PB85-925601, price code E02.

0175 Nonseparating High-Area-Ratio Supersonic
Nozzles: Nozzles with modified contours throttle to

lower pressure ratios without wall-flow separation

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (D)

An analytical procedure determines supersonic-nozzle con-

tours that allow higher nozzle-exit wall pressures, thus re-

ducing chamber pressure without causing wall-flow separa-

tion as encountered in optimum large-area-ratio nozzle de-

signs. A characteristics mapping method is used that varies

the initial throat-exit angle and nozzle-exit angle to provide

a high wall pressure with no significant performance loss.

Envelopes of thrust performance versus wall-pressure in-

crease are plotted to determine the peak operational point.

The procedure applies to chemical-laser nozzles, jet-engine

and gas turbines, wind tunnels, rocket nozzles, and the like.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19758+ TN.

Optical Technique Determines Creep and Fatigue Limits
See 0693

0176 Performance Improvement for Nonaxisymmetric
Nozzles: Internal flow separation is eliminated during
reverse thrust

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (F)

The rotating-drum thrust reverser and boundary-layer con-
trol device improves the performance of nonaxisymmetric
nozzles in three ways: (1 ) It controls the thrust-reverser ex-

haust port area by elimination of internal flow separation in

the reverser exhaust port; (2) it provides control of reverse-

thrust flow direction (exhaust angle); and (3) it eliminates

external flow separation over the nozzle boattail. Current

nonaxisymmetric-nozzle thrust-reverser designs are either

of the integral nozzle+ reverser type or the cascade (up-

stream) type and have exhibited, among other limitations, a
significant detrimental effect of thrust-reverser operation on
nozzle discharge coefficient, or the ratio of actual mass
flow to ideal mass flow. The new device eliminates the

large variations in nozzle discharge coefficient and provides

additional benefits to jet-engine thrust operation during

cruise and reverse-thrust modes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;
(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-13036+TN. Inquiries

concerning rights for the commercial use of this invention

should be addressed to Howard J. Osborn, Langley Re-
search Center, Mail Code: 279, Hampton, VA 23665; (804)
827-3725. Refer to LAR-13036+TN.

Performance Testing of the DOE Electric Test Vehicle:

Report describes the total system testing and evaluation
of an electrically powered automobile
See 1256

0177 Preventing Fires in Cryogenic Oxidizer Lines:

Friction- and compression-induced ignition is

prevented by a heat-dissipation layer

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 "

(D)

It is proposed to plate a thin layer of copper on the inside

surfaces of pipes and other parts in contact with flowing

liquid oxygen, fluorine, or other oxidizers. A copper layer of

only 0.001 to 0.005 inch will ensure that heat is carried

away from hotspots, thereby discouraging ignition. When
liquid oxygen at pressures of 2,000 to 8,000 Ib+sq in flows

through tubes of stainless steel or nickel alloy, there is

danger of the wall material igniting. The low thermal con-

ductivity of high-nickel steel alloys permits local heat build-

up that can raise temperatures above the ignition point. In

effect, the copper layer increases the oxygen ignition

threshold of the pipe by 5 to 20 times.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19830 + TN.

0178 Prewhirl Jet Model: A mathematical model
provides information to design jet-mixing parameters
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (D)

A simple, accurate model of centrifugal or rocket-engine

pumps provides information necessary to design the induc-

er backflow deflector, backflow eliminator, and prewhirl jet

in jet-mixing zones. In this model, the axial-and whirl-veloci-

ty components are decoupled while the radial-velocity and
boundary-layer effects are neglected. A jet design based on
this model shows improvement in inducer suction perform-

ance and reduced cavitation damage.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19826 + TN.

0179 Pump-Fed Versus Pressure-Fed Propulsion: A
pumping system may have lower mass
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 *

(D)

Equations have been worked out to compare the masses of

pump and pressure-fed bipropellant propulsion systems.

The equations were developed specifically for interplan-

etary spacecraft, but the analysis technique may be adapta-

ble to advanced automative energy-storage techniques; for

example, pressurized versus metal-adsorption hydrogen

storage.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15190+ TN.

0180 Radially-Graduated Turbine-Temperature Profile:

The flame temperature is lower at the blade roots,

where stress is highest

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (D)

A proposed scheme to change the temperature distribution

in a gas-turbine flame so that it increases radially instead of

remaining spatially uniform may offer important advantages.

A radially increasing temperature should allow a higher

mean gas temperature, greater power output, higher rota-
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tional speed, and a longer life for the blades. The principle

is suitable for an axial-flow gas turbine that is directly in line

with a cylindrical combustor. Included in this category are

many rocket, aircraft, stationary, and shipboard turbines.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A copy of the original

Tech Note fact sheet containing more detailed information

and a diagram is available by ordering the monthly sub-

scription package, order number PB85-925403, price code
E02.

Retrofitting Vibration Dampers: Force-fit tubes eliminate

fatigue problem
See 1235

0181 Ribbed Coolant Liners for Combustion Chambers:
Coolant channels and fins remove heat efficiently

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (D)

A proposed coolant-carrying liner for combustion chambers
promises to run cooler and tolerate high-temperature excur-

sions without burning out. The concept is applicable to

such high-temperature chambers as rocket preburners, tur-

bojet cans, stationary-turbine combustors, oil burners, and
high-pressure chemical reactors. The proposed liner is a
rigid structure joined to the outershell with internal ribs that

define channels. Coolant gas flows freely and uniformly

through the channels, providing dependable heat removal.

With fixed, predetermined channel cross sections, coolant

flow is easy to control.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19829+TN.

SEAM 1: This program analyzes the performance of a
Stirling engine
See 0513

0182 Supersonic-Nozzle Shock-Wave Analysis: An
analytical procedure is used to design nozzles that

vibrate less during startup and shutdown
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (D)

A new analytical procedure is used to modify the design of

high-pressure-ratio nozzles to reduce vibration during start-

up and shutdown. The vibration is caused by repetitive

shock-wave attachment and separation at the nozzle wall.

Such nozzles are used in jet engines, laser nozzles and dif-

fuses, wind tunnels, gas turbines, rocket engines, and the

like. The new procedure is used to analyze the progression

of the shock-wave structure into and out of the nozzle en-

velope during operation at pressure ratios below the design

value. From the results of this analysis, nozzle design can
be brought closer to the design limit, thus reducing nozzle

weight and improving reliability.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19753+TN.

0183 TDC: TDC models gaseous combustion processes
in two dimensions
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (A, J)

TDC - Two-Dimensional Combustion-was developed to

model time-dependent, gaseous combustion processes in

two-dimensional Cartesian and axisymmetric coordinate

systems. TDC was written primarily for the reciprocating in-

ternal combustion engine; however, the code can be ap-

plied to other fields of combustion. For example, it has
been used to calculate the combustion and resultant fireball

from a large cloud of liquefied natural gas (LNG) and also

the pool fire resulting from a pool of LNG. The major equa-
tions solved are compressible hydrodynamic conservation

equations, the heat conduction equation, transport and dif-

fusion of chemical species, and chemical kinetics. TDC is

written in LRLTRAN for the CRAY1 computer. The program
comprises 14,546 cards..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Ave., Argonne, IL 60439; (312)972-7250.

Refer to 9892. For information about the program, contact

L. C. Haselman, Jr., Lawrence Livermore National Labora-

tory, P.O. Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550.

Testing Ceramics for Diesel Engines: Concept offers

safe, convenient simulation of operating conditions
See 0729

Thermal and Flow Data From Liquid-Oxygen System:
Extensive flow rate, pressure, and temperature data are

available for validating computer models of liquid-oxygen

transfer systems
See 1238

0184 Turbine-Engine Transient-Rotor Analysis: The
response to blade loss or transients is calculated

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (A, D)

A computer program has been developed to predict the

structural dynamics of a rotor system in gas-turbine engines

subjected to sudden unbalance. The TETRA computer

code calculates transient structural response of turbine en-

gines due to blade loss or other time-dependent events.

Based on a modal synthesis approach, the component-ele-

ment method employed in TETRA follows a modular or

building-block scheme both in the construction of the math-

ematical model of an engine to be analyzed and in the ar-

chitecture of the program and subroutines. This program is

written in FORTRAN IV for use on a UNIVAC 1100 + 41

computer. TETRA can be used to calculate transient re-

sponse of an entire engine or just one structural compo-
nent of two or more connected components. It can be used

on structures other than turbine engines with little or no

modification.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to LEW-13726+TN.

0185 Turbulent Recirculating Flows in Isothermal

Combustor Geometries: Improved analyses of the

combustor flow fields are accomplished
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (A, D)

A computer program has been developed that provides a

mathematical solution to the design and construction of

combustion chambers for jet engines. Improved results in

the area of the combustor flow fields are accomplished by

this computer-program solution, which is cheaper and

quicker than experiments involving real systems or models.

The computer program presents details of the mathemati-

cal procedure used to evaluate effects of combustor geom-
etry and the boundary conditions, physical properties, and
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turbulence of the gases. The computer program is code-

named STARPIC (swirling turbulent axisymmetric recirculat-

ing flows in practical isothermal combustor geometries).

The program is written in FORTRAN IV for use on an IBM
370+ 3033 computer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404)542-3265. Refer to

LEW-13894+TN.

Wound Elastomer Insulator Process: A proposed process
uses a microprocessor-controlled tire-winding machine
to extrude an elastomer to precise thickness
See 1031

COMMUNICATIONS
Adding Stale-Data Flag to an Error-Correcting Code: A
suitable constant can be 'exclusive-ORed' with the ECC
to flag data without impairing detection of correctable

errors
See 0208

0186 Better Shield for Plasma-Tube Walls: Thicker

shield protects plasma tubes at temperatures as high

as 18,000 C
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (J, K)

An improved internal radiation shield protects induction-

plasma-tube walls at sustained temperatures as high as

18,000 C without the need of pumping additional coolant

gas. Conventional plasma-tube shields are made from thin-

walled, small-diameter copper tubes that carry cooling

water around the plasma-tube wall. When plasma tempera-
tures are raised above 10,000 C these tubes can be easily

damaged. Cooling gas pumped in at high flow rate prevents

this damage but creates undesirable turbulence within the

plasma tube. The improved shield with its thicker-walled

copper tubes is adequate without this gas.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PAT-APPL-6-
394,559+ NAB, price code: A02. For licensing information,

contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Patents,

U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For
further information, contact: Donald E. Hull, Los Alamos
National Laboratory, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos, NM
87545; (505)667-6285.

Binary Correlator for Electromagnetic Signal Patterns:

Modulation patterns are recognized without extensive
calculations
See 0299

0187 Central Control of Local Oscillator Frequencies:
Microprocessor-based unit monitors and corrects
multiple frequencies
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (B)

A central unit automatically controls the frequencies of a
group of independent crystal-controlled low-power oscilla-

tors. The unit is well-suited for regulating local oscillators in

multiple-channel transmitters. The unit checks its own fre-

quency against an accurate frequency reference, such as
station WWV, and corrects its own timing circuit as neces-
sary. For each local oscillator, a processor in the control

unit compares the duration of an interval with the pulse

count from the local oscillator during that interval.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to GSC-12804+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its

commercial development should be addressed to John O.

Tresansky, Goddard Space Flight Center, Mail Code: 204,

Greenbelt, MD 20771; (301)344-7351. Refer to GSC-
12804+ TN.

0188 Controlling TV-Camera f-Stop Remotely: Iris is

controlled manually without lens modifications

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (K)

The lens opening of a television camera can be controlled

manually from a remote location by a simple and inexpen-

sive data link, without modifications to the camera lens

system. The link was developed to eliminate the automatic

lens cap, which covered the lens when the scene became
very bright. Now, a human operator can exercise discretion

in viewing bright scenes, but can close the lens if neces-

sary simply by closing the camera iris completely. With the

new method, manual control is provided by a control panel

and transmitter in a television control center.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to KSC-11269+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to James O. Harrell, John F.

Kennedy Space Center, Mail Code: SA-PAT, Kennedy
Space Center, FL 32899; (305) 867-2544. Refer to KSC-
11269+TN.

0189 Convolutionally-Coded Unbalanced QPSK
Systems: Bit-error rates are derived for three systems
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (B)

A recent report discusses the error-rate performance of

three convolutionally-coded unbalanced quadriphase-shift-

keying (UQPSK) communication systems with noisy carriers

that introduce crosstalk. The systems analyzed are unbal-

anced in the sense that each transmits two data streams

with different bit rates and (in some cases) different

powers.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15566+ TN.

Design Primer for Reed-Solomon Encoders: Conventional
and Berlekamp architectures are compared
See 0220

0190 Determining the Nonlinearity of Microwave
Receivers: A noise-adding radiometer is built into the

receiving circuit

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (B)

The nonlinearity of a microwave receiver is measured and
automatically corrected for by a noise-adding radiometer

built into the microwave receiving circuit. The radiometer in-

cludes a noise-adding diode, which is turned on and off by

a computer-controlled processor. The system turns the
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diode on and off with the receiver connected alternately to

the antenna and to an ambient termination.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15355+TN.

0191 Digital-Image Enhancement: The intensity of

resolution of each digitized video input is 256 discrete

levels

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (B)

A programmable system enhances digitally monocular and
stereographic images at video rates. It provides both auto-

matic and interactive enhancement modes based on histo-

gram modification and intensity-mapping techniques. The
system is capable of simultaneously processing two video

sources with a resolution of 2Q pixels per scan line with Q
being an integer in the range 5 < Q < 10. The system op-

erates in real time in the sense that its throughput delay is

well below the standard television refresh rate or 30
frames +s.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25679+TN.

0192 Direct-Photon-Detection Communications: Over 2.5

bits are carried by each photon, with no heterodyning
at the receiver

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (B)

An optical communications system under development is

based on direct detection of photons rather than on hetero-

dyning of the carrier with a local oscillator. It is expected to

transmit over 2.5 bits of information per photon with its ulti-

mate efficiency limited only by background noise. Hetero-

dyne systems, in contrast, have a theoretical maximum effi-

ciency of only 1 .44 bits per photon, a limit imposed by the

quantum uncertainty principle. The direct-detection system
uses a single laser source, pulse-position modulation, and
Reed-Solomon coding to protect against burst errors. A
conventional photomultiplier tube is the receiver.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15905+TN.

0193 Dual-Rate Transmission Reduces Weather Effects:

Scheme ensures that maximum data are received on
the average

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (B)

A dual-rate scheme for maximizing the data returned during

a spacecraft mission, may be adaptable, as is or with modi-

fications, to high-frequency terrestrial data transmission.

The dual-rate scheme includes a minimum data rate for es-

sential information, such as spacecraft 'health' data and
minimal image coverage. The scheme also includes a
higher rate for 'bonus' data that can only be received in

good weather.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15807+TN.

0194 Efficient Coding for Optical Communication:
Photon counting yields a higher capacity than
conventional linear amplification

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (B, J)

The possibility of using photon counting, rather than con-

ventional linear amplification, for optical communications is

raised by the results of a recent study at NASA's Jet Pro-

pulsion Laboratory. The study suggests that a combination

of pulse-position modulation and Reed-Solomon coding

would give a signaling efficiency of 3 or 4 bits + photon. Al-

though this is less than the theoretical maximum, it is sub-

stantially more than the 1.44 bits+ photon capacity of

linear-amplification methods.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15856+TN.

EM Field Strengths in and Around Police Cars
See 0561

0195 Estimates of Small Signal + Noise Ratios: A split-

symbol correlation technique improves precision

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (B)

A correlation technique promises to improve the estimation

of signal + noise ratios (SNR's) in telemetry and other

weak-signal systems. For SNR's much less than 1, the

measurement time required to obtain the SNR to a given

accuracy increases asymptotically as the inverse square of

the SNR. In the best previous method, the measurement
time grows as the inverse fourth power of the SNR, result-

ing in significantly longer measurement times. In an SNR
meter of the new type, the input signal (including noise) is

conditioned by analog circuitry, then digitized and sampled

at an even multiple of the known symbol rate. The digital

samples are then processed by standard statistical tech-

niques. The symbol period is split into two nonoverlapping

subsymbol intervals, the durations of which are fractions of

the total symbol period.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15653+TN.

0196 Estimating Effects of Flicker Noise in Clock

Signals: Two mathematical estimation techniques are

given

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (B)

Two techniques mathematically estimate the effects of flick-

er noise in pulse trains used as clock signals. Flicker noise

cannot be treated as Gaussian noise because in each in-

stance it is spread among several clock pulses. As a con-

sequence, the noise is correlated among all observations

with hopelessly-complicated correlation coefficients. In one
technique, a sequence of numbers is generated to simulate

the flicker noise, which is then treated as though it were a

systematic error that can be removed in computing the

cross-correlation function. In the other technique, a clock

fluctuation is expressed as a sum of uncorrelated triangular-

pulse trains, the statistics of which can be analyzed. When
tested with experimental radio-interferometric geodesic

data, the two techniques showed good agreement.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15525+ TN.

0197 Eye-Movement Tracker Would Reduce Video
Bandwidth: A small high-resolution image zone is

centered in the viewer's gaze
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (B)

The bandwidth required to transmit a closed-circuit-televi-

sion image would be reduced by transmitting a small por-

tion at high resolution and the remainder at low resolution.

The high-resolution portion would be centered in the view-

er's gaze, so that the entire image would seem to be of

high resolution. According to the concept, the viewer's eye

movements are tracked by reflected infrared light to deter-

mine the location of the spot on the display screen at

which the viewer is looking. This location is transmitted to

the control circuits, causing the camera to scan and the re-

ceiver to reconstruct the image at high resolution in the vi-

cinity of the location.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-
15432+TN. Inquiries concerning the cmmercial use of this

invention should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA
Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103, (818) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15432+TN.

0198 Fiber-Optic Equipment for Power-System Control:

Digital control signals would be transmitted by light

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (A, B)

A report surveys the state of the art in fiber optics and ex-

plores the use of microprocessors communicating over op-

tical fibers to control a complicated power system with

many producing and consuming units. The power system of

the study is that of a planetary spacecraft, and the fiber-

optic technology is an extension of that now under develop-

ment or used in military aircraft and ships. The study in-

cludes a cost+ benefit analysis for equipping a breadboard
spacecraft power system with digital fiber-optic controls in-

stead of wire controls.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15968+TN.

Hydrogen Masers as Time and Frequency Standards:
They track each other with 100 times more precision
than do cesium standards
See 1176

Interactive Digital Signal Processor: Analysts can
'experiment' with various operations for information
extraction
See 0234

0199 Multiple-User Adaptive-Array Communication
System: The weights for a K-beam system can be
computed K+6 times faster

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 "

(B)

In a single-frequency adaptive-array communication system
in which K mobile users communicate with a central station

(such as a satellite) equipped with an n-antenna array

(n>K), each of the K signals is recoverable by taking a

specific weighted sum of the n complex antenna voltages.

Assuming that the users provide the central station with

sufficiently frequent updates of their positions, the required

weights can be determined in a straightforward manner.

The new algorithm, however, performs this task much
faster: specifically it yields the K sets of n complex weights

in a time that is K+6 times shorter than that required by

currently known techniques. For a 60-user system, this is

an order-of-magnitude improvement. Such a system could

handle more or faster-moving users.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15765+TN.

NJE3.00: This program allows a VAX VMS system to

participate as an end-node in a standard IBM network
See 0248

Optical Communication System for Microprocessor-
Based Terminals: System uses highly efficient

components
See 0250

0200 Optical Quantum Receiver for Binary Signals: Both
phase and amplitude are measured to detect ones and
zeros

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A, J, K)

A proposed receiver for binary phase-modulated optical sig-

nals would perform at a level approaching that of an opti-

mum quantum receiver. In essence, the received optical

field interferes constructively or destructively with a replica

of itself generated in an optical Costas phase-locked-loop

local oscillator. Constructive interference corresponds to

binary '1', while destructive interference corresponds to

binary '0.' The received field and the replica field are com-
bined in a beam splitter and focused on a photomultiplier

tube. The combined fields either cancel each other or add
to produce double the received amplitude, depending on

whether the phase information in the received field repre-

sents a or a 1

.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15122+TN.

0201 Priority Queuing on a Parallel Data Bus: Algorithms
provide maximum service with a minimum number of

wires

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (B)

A queuing strategy for communications along a shared data

bus minimizes the number of data lines while always assur-

ing that the user of highest priority is given access to the

bus. The new system handles up to 32 user demands on
17 data lines that previously serviced only 17 demands.
The problem solved by the strategy is defined as follows: It

is assumed that m users have access to n wires along

which they send one of three demands to a central termi-

nal.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15005 + TN.
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0202 Rapid Growth Creates Need for Performance
Measurements of Data Communication Services

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
May 85 (A, B)

Rapid growth of distributed computing and the trend toward

competition and deregulation in the U.S. telecommucations

industry have created a need to uniformly specify and
measure the performance of data communication services

as seen by the end user. Over the past several years, the

Federal government and industry organizations have been
working together to meet that need through the develop-

ment of user-oriented, system-independent performance

parameters and measurement methods. Two related data

communication performance standards have been devel-

oped. The first, Interim Federal Standard 1033 or ANS
X3.102, specifies a set of user-oriented performance pa-

rameters. The second, Federal Standard 1043 or ANS
X3535+ 135, specifies uniform methods of measuring the

standard performance parameters. American National

Standard (ANS) X3.102 and its Federal counterpart are

unique in providing a set of performance parameters that

may be used to describe any digital communication service,

irrespective of features such as topology and control proto-

col. A report specifies and implements statistical proce-

dures to be used with the experiment design and test data

analysis (parts of the measurement standard). The meas-
urement of the performance of a communication system

always involves a conflict between precision and cost. The
report describes the design and use of an inter-active com-
puter program that implements such procedures. Statistical

theory is used to determine the minimum sample size nec-

essary to achieve a desired precision (from knowledge of

the dispersion and the dependence among sample values).

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: You can learn more de-

tails about this technology by ordering NTIS report: Sample
Size and Precision in Communication Performance Meas-
urements. Order number: PB85-114270+ NAC. Price code:

A07. Order from: National Technical Information Service,

5285 Port Royal Rd., Springfield, VA 22161. A copy of the

program is available from the author at duplication cost. For

information contact Mr. M. J. Miles, Institute for Telecom-
munications Sciences, National Telecommunications Infor-

mation Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce,
Boulder, CO 80303; (303)497-3567.

Reed-Solomon Encoder: VLSI structure incorporates a
bit-serial algorithm
See 0263

0203 Remote Control Radio Transmitter+ Receiver for

the Handicapped
Veterans Administration, Washington, DC
May 85 (B, E)

A device, the SONA-ECS, provides decentralized environ-

mental control through digital radio transmission. The
system has the potential for computer interaction for

access of control programs such as emergency dialing. The
battery-powered transmitter is approximately the size of a
hand-held calculator. It presently has a touch-tone keypad
interface from which a subset of 1000 codes may be en-

tered to control receivers that are located up to 75 feet

away. These receivers may perform a variety of switching

functions including automatic door locks and door openers,

a security system, lights, HVAC functions, van door+ lift op-

erations, and many other desired utilities. The SONA-ECS
system offers a degree of flexibility and portability not seen

in one single control system. Its modular nature and innate

flexibility provides a system that can be customized to meet
individual needs in software with a relatively fixed hardware

design of the basic system. This permits mass production

and the associated cost savings of economy of scale. The
first SONA-ECS system has been built and installed in a
quadriplegic's home and has now had approximately 6000
hours of use. Interested manufacturers are sought for the

SONA-ECS device.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Gary W. Kelly,

Atlanta Veterans Administration Medical Center, Rehabilita-

tion Research and Development Unit (151), 1670 Clairmont

Road, Atlanta, GA 30033; (404)321-6087.

Removing Drift From Frequency-Stability Measurements:
An estimate of the frequency drift is used to remove the

effects of this drift

See 1205

0204 Sideband-Aided Receiver Arrays: 'Slave' receivers

obtain modulation information from a 'master' receiver

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (B)

Sideband-aided receiver arrays (SARA's) offer a way of ex-

tracting greater energy per bit in radio data signals. Devel-

oped for the reception of telemetry from vehicles in deep
space, the SARA concept is applicable to commercial data-

signal reception whenever two or more antennas are com-
bined through diversity reception to improve reliability, to in-

crease effective antenna area, or to allow increased cover-

age time of a moving transmitter. Computer simulations

predict that SARA's will increase the apparent bit power

over that attainable in other systems. The SARA concept

offers improved performance particularly at high modulation

indices. A further advantage of the SARA concept is that it

can be effected with only small modifications to existing

hardware.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15873+TN.

0205 Signal Processor for Multirate PSK Signals: A hard-

limiting Costas loop improves performance for NRZ
and Manchester data

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (B)

Any of six different data formats at any of five different data

rates from a phase-shift-key (PSK) modulated input signal

is extracted by a digital radio receiver originally developed

for the Space Shuttle. The ability to handle 30 different

input combinations with a minimal number of filters is a

result of the use of a hard-limiting Costas loop in the re-

ceiver. The loop makes it possible for the receiver to

accept data in Manchester code as well as in nonreturn-to-

zero (NRZ) code. The hardlimiting loop outperforms the

conventional Costas loop for signal-to-noise ratios greater

than 2 dB in both NRZ and Manchester formats.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20195 + TN.
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0206 Stabilizing Crystal Oscillators With Melting Metals:

Heat of fusion provides an extended period of

constant temperature and frequency

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (B, J)

A quartz crystal can be kept at a constant temperature --

and hence constant oscillating frequency -- by exploiting

the heat of fusion of an immersion material. In the new
technique, the crystal is surrounded by a metal in a spheri-

cal container. As the outside temperature rises to the melt-

ing point of the metal, the metal starts to liquefy; but the

temperature stays at the melting point until no solid metal

remains. Potential applications might include low-power en-

vironmental telemetering transmitters and instrumentation

transmitters for industrial processes. Among the most suita-

ble materials are such metals as potassium, sodium, tin,

bismuth, cadmium, lead, and zinc. In the pure state and as

alloys, these metals can provide a range of melting points

from 60 to 427C.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15641+TN,
NPO-15642+ TN, and NPO-15643+TN.

0207 Synchronizing Data-Bus Messages: Scheme allows

'collision-free' communications without a central

controller

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (A)

An adapter allows communications among as many as 30
data processors without a central bus controller. The adapt-

er thus improves the reliability of a multiprocessor system
by eliminating a point of failure that could cause the entire

system to fail. A transceiver transfers data from a host

processor to the data bus. The adapter includes a 'state

machine' that requires four input signals and provides two
output signals.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20640+TN.

Telemetry Speeds Forest-Fire Control: An airborne
system rapidly delivers hard copy to firefighters

See 1116

Telephone Instrument for the Deaf: Letters and numbers
would be transmitted by tones to a decoder
See 0065

Test Sequences for Reed-Solomon Encoders: Repeating
input and output patterns verify operation
See 0281

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY &
SOFTWARE
Acquisition of Dynamic Stress+ Strain Data: Program
computes average strains, modulus of elasticity, and the
Poisson ratio

See 1151

0208 Adding Stale-Data Flag to an Error-Correcting

Code: A suitable constant can be 'exclusive-ORed' with

the ECC to flag data without impairing detection of

correctable errors

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A)

Two theorems lead to a way of modifying the error-correc-

tion code (ECC) stored with each datum to encode a 1 -byte

flag that can be used to indicate stale (not currently valid)

data. In the case considered, each datum comprises two 2-

byte words, each containing 1 data byte and 1 ECC byte.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to KSC-11134+ TN.

Aerodynamic Analysis of Low-Speed Wing-Flap Systems:
Performance analysis includes the effects of leading-

edge thrust and vortex lift

See 0002

0209 Algorithm for Constructing Contour Plots:

Contours are constructed from a set of irregularly

distributed points

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (A, D)

A general computer algorithm has been developed for the

construction of contour plots. The modular algorithm can

be modified for special applications. The algorithm accepts

as input data values at a set of points irregularly distributed

over a plane. The algorithm is based on an interpolation

scheme in which the points in the plane are connected by

straight-line segments to form a set of triangles. This pro-

gram is written in FORTRAN IV for batch execution..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404) 542-3265. Refer to

ARC-11441+TN.

0210 Algorithm Solves Constrained and Unconstrained

Optimization Problems: Algorithm features rapid

convergence and good numerical stability

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (A)

The BFGS algorithm solves both constrained and uncon-

strained optimization problems. It is a quasi-Newton iter-

ation utilizing the Broyden+ Fletcher+Goldfarb+Shanno
update on the inverse Hessian matrix. It is capable of solv-

ing constrained optimization, unconstrained optimization,

and constraints-only problems with from one to five inde-

pendent variables, from one to five constraint functions,

and one dependent function to be optimized. The BFGS
update, sometimes called the complementary
Davidon+ Fletcher+ Powell update, is a single-rank update.

BFGS is written in FORTRAN V for batch execution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404)542-3265. Refer to

MSC-20683+TN.
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0211 Algorithms for Finite-Element Equations: A
collection of algorithms is evaluated for linear

equilibrium problems
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A)

Five direct and five iterative algorithms for finite-element

equations in linear equilibrium problems are investigated for

a number of parallel computer architectures, and their basic

computation methods are compared. None of the algo-

rithms considered here for the solution of these equations

can be claimed to be superior to the others for all other

computer architectures. Cyclic reduction appears to be best

for reducing execution time when unlimited numbers of par-

allel processors are available.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-16029+TN.

0212 Algorithms for Software Development: A
management aid makes changes obvious

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (A)

A set of algorithms aids in controlling software develop-

ment and maintenance. With the algorithms, the people re-

sponsible for making changes in programs can easily spot

differences between a current version and previous ones.

When they are given a new release of a large program, for

example, they can readily identify new features without rer-

eading the entire document. Moreover, managers can de-

termine the rate of development and the amounts of new
code, modified code, and reused unmodified code. In addi-

tion, managers can control the issuance of new versions,

ensuring that only the prescribed form is released to cus-

tomers.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16079+TN.

0213 Analyzing Flow Fields in Axial-Compressor Rotors
and Stators: Three programs calculate three-

dimensional, inviscid, rotational flows with shock
waves in axial-compressor blade rows
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (A, D, F)

A computer program, BLADE3D, has been developed for

the analysis of inviscid three-dimensional flow fields in a
single blade passage of an axial-compressor rotor or stator.

The program is applicable to arbitrary axial-compressor

hub, tip, and blade geometries, including blades with part-

span dampers. A separate program, MESH3D, generates a
finite-difference grid from input coordinates of the hub, tip,

and blade and computes metric derivations and blade cur-

vatures at the grid points. A third program, GRAPH3D, is

used for postprocessing BLADE3D solution files. From
these files GRAPH3D calculates total pressures, mach
numbers, and streamline locations and produces some
printer+ plotter output. The programs are written in FOR-
TRAN IV.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404) 542-3265. Refer to

LEW-13910+TN.

Antenna Radiation-Pattern Program: The effects of

reflector deformations and feed characteristics are

computed
See 1155

0214 Assembly-Line Manufacturing Industry Simulation:

It assists in the economic analysis of production-line

manufacturing
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (A, G)

The Standard Assembly-Line Manufacturing Industry Simu-

lation (SAMIS) program was originally developed to esti-

mate the product price that would have to be received by a
hypothetical U.S. industry that manufactures silicon solar

modules for use in electricity generation. SAMIS has now
been extended and generalized to the extent that it can
simulate the operation of many different production-line

manufacturing industries and -for companies. The most im-

portant capability of SAMIS is its ability to simulate an in-

dustry based on a model developed by the user. The
SAMIS program is written in Simscript II.5 and has been im-

plemented on an IBM 370-series computer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to NPO-16032+TN.

Assessing Energy-Generating Systems: The economics
of user-specified thermal and electrical systems are

analyzed
See 0414

0215 BASELIB: This support library for developing high-

level library software is adaptable to other applications

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (A)

BASELIB is a support library for developing high-level li-

brary software. Its design is adaptable to such other appli-

cations as utility routines, compilers, loaders, and large ap-

plication systems. BASELIB functions perform commonly
used system and l+O requests available in LTSS operating

systems. This program is written in COMPASS for a CDC
7600 computer and also in CAL (86 percent) and
LRLTRAN (14 percent) for CRAY1 computer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Order from: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to 9899. For further information, contact: G.

Sutherland, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P.O.

Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550.

BOAST: The program is a three-dimensional, three-phase

black oil applied simulator
See 1095

0216 Calculating Closed-Loop Sensitivity to Parameter
Variations: Performance sensitivity is calculated by
back substitution

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (D)

The sensitivity to parameter variations of a closed-loop dy-

namic system employing a reduced-order controller can be

calculated directly after doing only one eigensystem analy-

sis. It is not necessary to solve a separate problem for
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each parameter change because the calculation can be put

in a form that involves the same matrix solved in the origi-

nal problem. The sensitivity to parameter variations of a
general dynamic system is related to the steady-state sta-

tistical response to white-noise inputs. This response is

found by solving the Lyapunov equation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15941 +TN.

CHEMKIN: This program describes arbitrary gas-phase
chemical reaction mechanisms
See 0095

CNVUFAC.GRAY: This is a set of two programs that

performs evaluations of radiation configuration factors
See 1159

COMENT: This program is used to analyze atom
dynamics, defect configurations, and solid-state

processes
See 1160

Comparative Assessment of Industrial Boiler Relative to

Air Emission Regulations
See 0551

Computation of Three-Dimensional Combustor
Performance: Modified program includes computations of

soot and nitrogen oxide emissions
See 0553

0217 Computer Programs Describing the Motions and
Loads of an OTEC Cold Water Pipe and Associated
Platforms
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

Washington, DO; Department of Commerce, Washington,
DC
Jan 85 (A, C, D)

A quasi-linear frequency domain analysis of the coupled
OTEC Cw pipe and platform system has been developed. A
finite element model of pipe structural dynamics is em-
ployed and the platform is modelled by contemporary ship

or stable platform motion theory. Nonlinear fluid forces are

included by means of the method of equivalent lineariza-

tion. The procedure has proven to be extremely versatile in

its ability to represent various platform configurations and
realistic directional random sea states. The program is writ-

ten in the FORTRAN programming language for implemen-
tation on a CDC 6700 computer using the CDC NOS 1.4

operating system.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: NTIS Comput-
er Products Center, National Technical Information Service,

Springfield, VA 22161; (703) 487-4763. Refer to PB84-
212661 +TN.

Computerized Interactive Harness Engineering: Manual
methods are emulated, making the user interface very
natural
See 0306

0218 CONTX: This program produces contour maps
from irregular data points
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (A)

CONTX is an interactive program that accepts random
points in three dimensional space and produces contour
maps. It creates a triangular mesh by using the data points

as vertices and then estimates a surface by using this trian-

gular mesh as the basis for the contour map. The maximum

number of data points that CONTX can handle is entered

via a PARAMETER statement. CONTX is written in

LRLTRAN for CDC7600, LTSS computers. The program
contains 3,421 cards.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to item 9921. For information about the pro-

gram, contact K. O'Hair, Lawrence Livermore National Lab-

oratory, P.O. Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550.

Convolutionally-Coded Unbalanced QPSK Systems: Bit-

error rates are derived for three systems
See 0189

Cost and Performance of Distributed Photovoltaic
Systems: Program compares the net present worth of a
PV system to the cost of purchasing electricity

See 0429

Cost Considerations in Nonlinear Finite-Element

Computing: The quasi-linear approach is evaluated in

various computer types
See 1163

Data-Generating Program for ASKA Modeling: Time and
data requirements are reduced for finite-element thermal
modeling
See 1223

0219 Deallocating Defective Space on Winchester Disks:

Data integrity is maintained in a two-operating-system,
partitioned-disk environment
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (A)

A method is given for locating and deallocating defective

sectors or tracks in a Winchester-disk system that is parti-

tioned into two regions, one for each of two operating sys-

tems (OS). The first is a real-time (on-line) OS, the second
a diagnostic (off-line) OS. Disk formatting for the first OS is

by sectors; for the second, by tracks. The program that

tests the disk surfaces for defects and creates a table list-

ing bad sectors operates under either OS. Application load

programs that execute under either OS will utilize the bad
sector information to ensure that no application programs
are stored on defective areas of the disk.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301 ) 621 -01 00 ext 241 . Refer to KSC-1 1 287 + TN.

0220 Design Primer for Reed-Solomon Encoders:
Conventional and Berlekamp architectures are

compared
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A)

The design and operation of Reed-Solomon (RS) encoders
are discussed in a document prepared for NASA's Jet Pro-

pulsion Laboratory as an instruction manual for computer
designers and others in the data-processing field. Engi-

neers who must equip computer memory chips with burst-

error and dropout detection and correction should find the

report especially useful.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: NASA-CR-
1 69754+ NAC, price code: A04.
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0221 Detection of Floating Inputs in Logic Circuits:

Modified oscilloscope probe applies a momentary
pullup voltage
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (B)

A simple modification to an oscilloscope probe allows easy
detection of floating inputs or tristate outputs in digital-IC's.

Floating inputs, especially in high-impedance CMOS logic,

can cause insidious problems that are difficult to trouble-

shoot. A floating CMOS input looks like a positive-logic low

on an oscilloscope, because the probe impedance is low

enough to 'pull' down the floating node. Commercially-avail-

able logic probes can detect floating inputs, but for some
applications it may be preferable to have a full oscilloscope

display, rather than just the LED readout of typical logic

probes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A copy of the original

Tech Note fact sheet containing more detailed information

and a diagram is available by ordering the monthly sub-

scription package, order number PB85-925203, price code
E02.

0222 Development of Software for a Fish Processing
Plant

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

Washington, DC; Department of Commerce, Washington,

DC
Jun 85 (A, G)

A software package was designed for use by businesses
interested in predicting the financial aspects of operation of

a dried squid processing plant. The model is designed for

input of variable financial and production data. It is sensitive

to ex-vessel, domestic and foreign price data, interest rates,

labor costs, production efficiency, economies of scale,

packaging and transportation costs, etc. A key feature of

this model is its adaptability to other fishery processing ac-

tivities. Plant operations and production functions for almost
any fishery product can be simulated by adaptation of

model parameters. Benefits of use of this simulation in-

clude: minimization of risk for potential investors in new
processing plants of programs; better information for

making comparative decisions between processing alterna-

tives; and enhanced credibility with banks and lending in-

stitutions for both securing loans and better interest rates

on loans.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: NOAA Office

of Research and Technology Applications. FB 4, Room
3316, Suitland, MD 20233; (301) 763-2418.

Dynamic Simulation and Stability Analysis: Actively-

controlled, coupled multiflexible systems are simulated
See 1224

0223 Dynamic-RAM Data Storage Unit: It stores 256K of

serial data, with independent read and write capability

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (A)

A dynamic random-access-memory (RAM) data delay and
storage unit was developed to insure that data received

from a satellite would be stored and not lost when the sat-

ellite was not within range of a ground station. The newly
developed data-store unit fits on one 13.8- by 19.7-cm

printed-circuit card and draws only 125 mW at 5 V. It has
complete flexibility in readout and recording. They are inde-

pendent. When the storage is full, the oldest data are

overwritten automatically. The data-store system uses
siate-of-the-art dynamic random-access memories,
DRAMS, to provide 262,144 bits of serial data storage with

independent read and write capability.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LEW-14017+TN.

DYNA2D and DYNA3D: Two programs analyze the large

deformation dynamic response of inelastic solids in two
and three dimensions
See 1166

Effect of Wind on the Aerodynamic Resistance of

Highway Vehicles: Program computes the effect on fuel

consumption of statistical wind and vehicle speed
See 1248

Efficient Coding for Optical Communication: Photon
counting yields a higher capacity than conventional linear

amplification
See 0194

Electric+ Hybrid Vehicle Simulation: Performance and
costs are analyzed for user-specified operating
conditions
See 1249

Elliptical Orbit Performance Computer Program: Program
simulates space booster performance as a function of

payload weight
See 1225

Estimates of Small Signal+ Noise Ratios: A split-symbol

correlation technique improves precision
See 0195

0224 Estimating Doppler Shifts for Synthetic-Aperture

Radar: Return signals are preprocessed to compensate
for motion
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (B)

The quality of synthetic-aperture-radar (SAR) imagery is en-

hanced by a pair of signal-processing techniques that com-
pensate for the relative motion between the target and the

vehicle. Combining vehicle trajectory data with radar-param-

eter and raw image data, these techniques generate Dopp-
ler estimates for use in constructing fully processed images.

In general, the relative phase between the vehicle and the

target is continuously changing during the imaging period.

To achieve the full resolution inherent in the SAR system,

the echoes from successive radar pulses within the syn-

thetic aperture are coherently added.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15990+TN.

0225 Estimating Health Services Requirements:
Population statistics are used to predict local hospital

and physician demand
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (A, E)

In the computer program NOROCA, population statistics

from the National Center for Health Statistics are used with

a computational procedure to estimate health service utili-

zation rates, physician demands (by specialty), and hospital

bed demands (by type of service). The computational pro-
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cedure is applicable to a health service area of any size

and may even be used to estimate statewide demands for

health services. The program provides planners with the

capability to use existing data to estimate future physician

and hospital bed demands. The program is written in MARK
IV Release 5 and has been implemented on an IBM 370.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to NPO-14151+TN.

0226 EVENT, Explosive Transients in Flow Networks:
The rapid addition of energy and mass at specified

ventilation system locations simulates accident

conditions

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (A, D, J)

A major concern of the chemical, nuclear, and mining in-

dustries is the occurrence of an explosion in one part of a

facility and the subsequent transmission of explosive ef-

fects through the ventilation system. An explosive event

can cause performance degradation of the ventilation

system or even structural failures. A more serious conse-

quence is the release of hazardous materials to the envi-

ronment if vital protective devices, such as air filters, are

damaged. The computer program EVENT was developed at

the Los Alamos National Laboratory to investigate the ef-

fects of explosive transients through such fluid-flow net-

works.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: EVENT is written in

FORTRAN programing language for the CDC 7600 comput-
er. To order documentation including a User's Manual and
the EVENT FORTRAN source and sample problem on
magnetic tape (NESC No. 9952), contact: National Energy
Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory, 9700 South
Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-7250.

Eye-Movement Tracker Would Reduce Video Bandwidth:
A small high-resolution image zone is centered in the
viewer's gaze
See 0197

Factory Automation Emulation Software Now Available
See 0790

FAST Computer Model to Predict Smoke, Toxic Gas
Spread
See 0072

0227 Fast Dual Analog-to-Digital Converter: Unit delivers
blocks of quadrature data to computer memory
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A, B)

A high-speed analog-to-digital converter automatically

transfers blocks of data from its memory to specific

memory locations in a computer. The unit contains 105 in-

tegrated-circuit packages in a 19-by 3 1+2-inch rack-

mounted drawer with internal forced-air-blowers. Intended
for synchronous sampling of quadrature pairs of data, it

samples with minimal skew (about 10 nanoseconds) using

video-type high-speed sampling technology. The unit is

equipped for computer-controlled self-testing. The convert-

er was originally developed for a planetary radar data-ac-

quisition system. It fills a need in gathering measurements
for the computation of high-resolution spectra (fast Fourier

transforms of more than 512 points) in the bandwidth range
of 5 to 350 kilohertz.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15006+TN.

Fiber-Optic Equipment for Power-System Control: Digital

control signals would be transmitted by light

See 0198

FINELM Architecture and Usage: Program solves

multigroup diffusion-theory problems
See 1125

0228 FORTRAN Static Source Code Analyzer: FORTRAN
code is assigned a figure of complexity

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (A)

The FORTRAN Static Source Code Analyzer program, SAP
(DEC VAX version), automatically gathers statistics on the

occurrences of statements and structures within a FOR-
TRAN program and provides reports of those statistics.

Provisions have been made for weighting each statistic and
to provide an overall figure of complexity. The program is

written in FORTRAN IV for batch execution and has been
implemented on a DEC VAX series computer with a central-

memory requirement of approximately 94K of 8-bit bytes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to GSC-12724+TN.

0229 FRAMIS: This program is a relational data base
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (A)

FRAMIS is a management tool that may be used to store,

retrieve, and manipulate data stored in a FRAMIS data

base. A FRAMIS data base is a set of tables or relations.

These tables normally contain information about a set of

real-world entities (e.g., persons, buildings, or computers).

Each table consists of one or more named columns and
zero or more rows. It is sometimes convenient to think of

the rows of a table as similar to records in a file and to

think of the columns as fields. Relationships between
tables are based on data values, not on physical connec-

tions between tables. This provides a great deal of flexibility

and the ability to utilize relationships inherent in the data

that may not have been known when the data base was
designed. FRAMIS is written in FORTRAN (98 percent) and
MACRO-11 (2 percent) for DEC VAX 11+780, 750, and
VMS 3.0 computers. The program has 1 ,066 blocks.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to 9915. For information about the program,
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contact S. Taylor, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,

P.O. Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550.

Free-Vibration Analysis of Structures: Numerical
procedure determines natural frequencies and
associated modes in structural design
See 0073

Front-End Program for SYSGEN: The interactive Front-

End Program for SYSGEN (FEPS) is used to create and
modify data bases for SYSGEN simulations
See 0451

FSGOMF: This is a set of three programs that performs
abinitio closed-shell calculations
See 0110

GAUSS7: This program determines gamma-ray energies

and intensities

See 1126

General Aviation Synthesis Program: Program performs
the preliminary design of fixed-wing aircraft

See 0017

General Maneuver Program: Attitude and orbit maneuvers
are modeled for spacecraft
See 1226

General Optical Systems Evaluation Program: Program
evaluates optical systems by geometrical ray tracing
See 1172

Generating Tables of Thermodynamic Properties: Tables
are obtained over a wide range of environmental
conditions
See 01 11

0230 Handling Software Requests for Commands:
Special software ensures orderly treatment of

simultaneous requests
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A)

A software component has been created expressly to pro-

vide an interface between a dedicated command buffer and
components requesting command issuance. This compo-
nent resolves the problems that can arise when the soft-

ware processes command requests from other subsystems,

and several requests are received at approximately the

same time. Lost commands, incorrect commands, and erro-

neous indication that the software has completed issuance

of a command are eliminated.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to KSC-11226+TN.

Heat-Exchanger Computational Procedure for

Temperature-Dependent Fouling: Fuel-vaporizer

exchanger performance is evaluated
See 0950

0231 Hidden-Line Computer Code: A new, efficient

solution minimizes run time
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (A, D)

The requirement for computer-generated perspective pro-

jections of three-dimensional objects has escalated signifi-

cantly in recent years. Drawings that show visible and
hidden lines are relatively easy to generate. However, in

most situations it is desirable to generate drawings from

which the hidden lines have been 'removed' so that the

renderings have no ambiguities of perspective that could be
misinterpreted by the viewer. A new solution to the hidden-

line problem is incorporated into the Hidden-Line Computer
Code. The approach is based on a proved theorem, which
provides a formal basis for assuring generality and rapid

execution. The program is written in FORTRAN IV for batch

execution. The code should be readily adaptable to any
computer supporting FORTRAN IV and any X-Y graphics

system.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404) 542-3265. Refer to

ARC-11446+TN.

Hydrologic Evaluation of Landfill Performance (HELP)
Model Version 1.0

See 0155

0232 Improved Ultrasonic Resolution Via Analog
Technique: Single-sideband analog processing is

simpler than digital processing
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (B, J)

High spatial resolution is obtained from reflected or trans-

mitted ultrasonic pulses by an analog technique that pro-

duces a signal proportional to the magnitude of the com-
plex-plane analytic representation of the signal. This magni-

tude represents the bare time-dependent scattering ampli-

tude, unmodulated by the fundamental ultrasonic frequency.

Without such modulation, it is easier to resolve closely

spaced peaks. The return signal is heterodyned to a fre-

quency much higher than the fundamental ultrasonic fre-

quency, then filtered to obtain the upper sideband. This

technique is simpler and faster than digitally computing the

Hilbert transform to obtain the quadrature signal.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15707+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove

Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15707 + TN.

0233 Integrated Procurement Management System,
Version II: An online system for managing and
disseminating procurement-related data

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 IS 'SOFTWARE; 'PROCUREMENT (A)

The Integrated Procurement Management System, Version

II, IPMS II) is an online+batch system for collecting, devel-

oping, managing, and disseminating procurement-related

data at NASA's Johnson Space Center. Although it is spe-

cific to the needs of Johnson Space Center, portions of

IPMS II may be adaptable to other procurement situations.

IPMS II provides an extensive data-base-management and

inquiry capability and a reporting capability to the procure-

ment division. Access to IPMS II is through online terminals

and batch processing. IPMS II is written in COBOL and As-

sembler and has been implemented on a UNIVAC 1108

computer operating under EXEC9.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,
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Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404) 542-3265. Refer to

MSC-20278+TN.

0234 Interactive Digital Signal Processor: Analysts can
'experiment' with various operations for information

extraction

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (A, B)

The Interactive Digital Signal Processor, I DSP, consists of a

set of time series analysis 'operators' based on the various

algorithms commonly used for digital signal analysis. The
processing of digital time series to extract information is

usually achieved by the application of a number of fairly

standard operations. Also, it is often desirable to 'experi-

ment' with various operations and combinations of oper-

ations to explore their effect on the results. IDSP is de-

signed to provide an interactive and easy-to-use system for

this type of digital time series analysis. IDSP is written in

VAX FORTRAN 77 for interactive or batch execution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404)542-3265. Refer to

GSC-12862+TN.

0235 Intercomputer Communication Link: Interface units

transmit, receive, and perform 'handshaking' functions

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A)

Two computers communicate over a distance up to 600
meters at average transmission speeds around 200 kilo-

baud with the help of a pair of programable interface units.

The interfaces use a form of pulse modulation and are pro-

gramed for full 'handshaking' capabilities. When transmit-

ting, a unit converts digital signals from a computer-inter-

face buffer into a serial data stream, adding a parity bit for

each 8-bit byte. A bit is represented by the deletion of one
cycle of a 1-MHz square-wave carrier, beginning at the

leading edge of the positive or negative half cycle. The
value of the transmitted bit (zero or one) is conveyed by
the sign (positive or negative, respectively) of the last half

cycle transmitted before the deletion.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-13446 + TN.

0236 Interstitial Digital-lmage-Point Generator: A digital

filter interpolates values in a two-dimensional array

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (B)

The apparent resolution of digital imagery (for example: visi-

ble, radar, or infrared) is increased by calculating estimated
values of the intensity at coordinate points between the

original intensity-data points. A proposed calculator would
implement an algorithm that generates such interstitial

points using a four-by-four array of convolute integer coeffi-

cients. These coefficients are multiplied by the intensities at

the 16 original image points nearest each interstice to

obtain a weighted average intensity at each interstice. The
method is equivalent to fitting a surface to the image data
by a regression calculation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25871 +TN.

IPINV.REV1: This program inverts resistivity data to two-

dimensional models for a dipole + dipole array
See 0346

ISTUM, Industrial Sector Technology Use Model:

Software projects energy use, efficiency, and technology
penetration for 27 industries through the year 2000
See 0467

0237 JAKEF, Symbolic Function Differentiation: A four-

pass language processor

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (A)

JAKEF is a language processor that accepts as input a

single or double-precision FORTRAN subroutine defining an

objective function, f(x), or a vector function, F(x), and pro-

duces as output a single- or double-precision FORTRAN
subroutine defining the gradient of f(x) or the Jacobian of

F(x). The processor accepts as input and produces as

output ANSI 1966 standard FORTRAN subroutines. It is

written in ANSI 1977 standard FORTRAN. It is a four-pass

compiler consisting of a lexical preprocessor, a parser, a
tree-building and flow-analysis pass, and a differentiator

and output-construction pass.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312)972-

7250. Refer to 9877. For other information contact: K.E.

Hillstrom, Argonne National Laboratory, Mathematics and
Computer Science Division, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Ar-

gonne, IL 60439.

Joywriter: A Communicator for the Severely Disabled

Person
See 0052

0238 Language for Allocation and Network Scheduling:

Useful in scheduling, it is also an efficient high-level

tree-manipulation language

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85

"
(A)

The Programming Language for Allocation and Network

Scheduling, PLANS, handles the many scheduling require-

ments of the Space Shuttle program. It is also a general-

ized, high-level tree manipulation language. PLANS allows

for the easy, direct expression of the kinds of functions fre-

quently found in scheduling and resource allocation pro-

grams, it has a unique capability to dynamically manipulate

tree data structures at execution time. Another important

feature is the ability to establish a close correspondence

between basic scheduling functional operations and PLANS
statements, making design and maintenance of PLANS pro-

grams a relatively simple task. These features also make
PLANS applicable to many areas in addition to scheduling.

The PLANS + PLUS processing system is written in FOR-
TRAN 77 for batch execution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404) 542-3265. Refer to

MSC-20633+TN.
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0239 Large Print Word Processor for the Visually

Impaired Person
Veterans Administration, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (B, E)

A report describes the development of a Large Print

Reading + Writing System for visually impaired persons who
have usable residual vision. The system differs from other

large print visual aids in that it is a microprocessor-based

information storage and retrieval system that is portable,

compatible with other systems, and cost competitive. The
system is based upon the battery powered portable Sony
word processor, the Typecorder. The Typecorder has been
modified to accept an intelligent interface and a large print

display suitable for use by visually impaired persons. A re-

search team concentrated its efforts on modification of that

machine to provide large print that was of a quality and a
size so it would have optimal utility to the population that

would need it. It was determined to utilize a display with a

character height of .2 inches, which is just slightly larger

than 18 point, and one that can be filtered to any desired

color. The display is a 40 character display which is the

same as is presently used on the Typecorder.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Gary W. Kelly,

Atlanta Veterans Administration Medical Center, Rehabilita-

tion Research and Development Unit (151), 1670 Clairmont

Road, Atlanta, Georgia 30033; (404) 321-6087.

0240 Lepricon System: Produces large print on
microcomputers for the visually impaired
Veterans Administration, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (A, E)

Visually impaired persons may soon be completely ex-

cluded from the mainstream of society unless a way is

found for these people to interact with computers easily

and effectively. It is not just the size of the print that is the

problem. The amount and type of information presented is

also critical. The format in which material is presented and
the dynamics of manipulating what is being presented are

also very important. The Lepricon System is a software

package under development which produces large print on
the Apple II series microcomputer. It provides a transparent

environment where most of the Apple computer's system
and software commands and programs can be used in a
normal fashion. The main limitation of Lepricon is that the

screen is limited to twelve rows of twenty columns of char-

acters.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Gary W. Kelly,

Atlanta Veterans Administration Medical Center Rehabilita-

tion Research and Development Unit (151) 1670 Clairmont
Road, Atlanta, GA 30033; (404) 321-6087.

0241 Library Information-Processing System: System
works with the Library of Congress MARC II format
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (A)

The Library Information-Processing System was developed
to support library facilities at Goddard Space Flight Center.

The system is composed of subsystems that provide a wide
range of library information-processing capabilities. The
system is designed to work with data in the Library of Con-
gress MARC II communications format. This library informa-

tion-processing system should be adaptable to any
medium-to-large library. The Bibliographic Products Subsys-
tem provides library users and staff with in-depth easy
access to the library collection through catalogs, keyword

indexes, and control tables. Several methods of information

access are provided, including call number, author+title,

subject, keyword, and control field. Output from this subsys-
tem includes both hardcopy reports and tapes. The Book
Acquisition Subsystem provides a front-end tracking system
for materials ordered by the library but not yet on the

shelves. The Journal Acquisition Subsystem provides simi-

lar tracking procedures for journal orders. Additional reports

include a master vendor list that serves as a backup to indi-

vidual purchase orders. The Library Statistics Subsystem
provides the library with management information relating to

holdings and use as well as aging characteristics of the

book collection. The programs in the Library Information-

Processing System are written in ANS COBOL (Level 3 or

4) and OS Assembler. The system is designed for batch

execution, has been implemented on an IBM 370-compati-

ble computer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404) 542-3265. Refer to

GSC-12861+TN.

0242 LINPACK: This program solves various classes of

systems of simultaneous linear equations

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (A, J)

LINPACK is a collection of FORTRAN subroutines that ana-

lyze and solve various classes of systems of simultaneous

linear algebraic equations. The collection deals with various

forms of matrices, least-squares problems, and the orthog-

onal-triangular and singular-value decompositions of rectan-

gular matrices. The package also includes a set of routines

to perform basic vector operations called the Basic Linear

Algebra Subprograms (BLAS). The program uses Gaussian

elimination, Cholesky decomposition, QR, and singular

value decomposition methods. LINPACK subroutines con-

tain no machine-dependent constants, input or output state-

ments, character manipulations, COMMON or EQUIVA-
LENCE statements, nor mixed-mode arithmetic. The pro-

gram can be executed on IBM 360 and 370 computers.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to No. 800. For further information, contact:

J.J. Dongarra, Mathematics and Computer Science Division,

Argonne National Laboratory, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Ar-

gonne, IL 60439.

LOTS: This program is designed to solve a wide variety

of problems in physical optics and beam propagation
See 1183

LRU Voltage Analysis: Program predicts the minimum
supply voltages that give predetermined LRU voltages
See 0354

LSTSQ: This is a set of three programs used for

determining the contribution of nuclides to an observed
gamma spectra
See 1130

0243 Man + Machine Interface: CRT Touch Panel: Touch-
sensitive display screen serves as a keyboard
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (A)

The operation of highly complex, state-of-the-art Magnetic

Fusion Facilities by the experimentalist at the Lawrence
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Berkeley Laboratory requires an effective man+ machine
interface to utilize the facility fully and efficiently and to ana-

lyze the scientific data. A new, touch-sensitive display

screen allows the computer to display pushbuttons on the

screen, which allows the operator to touch the screen at

the appropriate point to control the experiment. Not only is

this an efficient means of communication between the op-

erator and machine, but it also allows the interface to be

readily reconfigured as experimental needs dictate by

simply reprograming the computer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Kenneth Breg-

ger, Magnetic Fusion Energy Group, Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory, 1 Cyclotron Road, Bldg. 4-230, Berkeley, CA
94720; (415)486-5011.

MASEC1, MASEC2, Multi-Tech Life-Cycle Costing: These
are interactive models providing multi-technology

analysis of solar economics
See 0476

Mathematical Model for Assessing Pesticide Risks
See 0574

MAZE: This program is an interactive generator for two-
dimensional finite-element programs used in structural

analysis
See 1186

MCRT: This program serves as a thermodynamic data-

base system for aqueous geochemistry
See 0122

Measuring High Gas Temperatures: Radiation effects are

included for more accurate processing of thermocouple
data
See 0673

Meteorological Fortran (Metefor)
See 0044

Minimizing Weight of Structural Designs: Approximation
concepts are combined with dual-method algorithms
See 1189

0244 Modern Numerical Methods for Classical Sampled
System Analysis - SAMSAN: Program provides a set of

algorithms that can be readily integrated for solving
control-system problems
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (A)

SAMSAN aids the control-system analyst by providing a
self-consistent set of computer algorithms that support

large-order control-system design and evaluation studies,

with an emphasis placed on sampled system analysis. Con-
trol-system analysts have access to a vast array of pub-
lished algorithms to solve an equally large spectrum of con-
trols-related computational problems. The analyst usually

spends considerable time and effort bringing these pub-
lished algorithms to an integrated operational status only to

find them less general than desired. SAMSAN reduces the

burden on the analyst by providing a set of algorithms that

have been well tested and documented and that can be
readily integrated for solving control-system problems. The
SAMSAN algorithms are coded in FORTRAN IV for batch
or interactive execution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to GSC-12827+TN.

0245 NAMELIST Preprocessor Program: Input data can
be reviewed without elaborate formatting

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (A)

The NAMELIST Preprocessor Program, NPP, provides the

DEC VAX with capabilities identical to the IBM FORTRAN
IV NAMELIST feature. The preprocessor modifies FOR-
TRAN code containing NAMELIST statements acceptable

to the IBM FORTRAN IV compiler, to generate equivalent

code that is acceptable to the VAX FORTRAN IV compiler.

The NAMELIST feature provides the FORTRAN program-

mer with additional flexible input and output capabilities.

NPP software is written in FORTRAN IV and Assembler

code for batch execution and has been implemented on a

DEC VAX series computer with a central-memory require-

ment of approximately 74K of 8-bit bytes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to GSC-12711 +TN.

0246 NASSI: The NASSI computer program creates and
modifies structured flow charts

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A)

NASSI, a program written to create and modify structured

flow charts, uses the Nassi-Schneiderman flow chart sym-

bols, which are flow charting analogies to the structured

programming constructions IF-THEN-ELSE, CASE, DO-
WHILE, and DO-UNTIL. The user interacts with the pro-

gram through an alphanumeric terminal. The flow chart

symbols are chosen, dimensioned, positioned, and filled in

one at a time. The current flow chart page can be displayed

at any time during the session. Up to 15 flow chart symbols

may appear on a flow chart page.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to No. 9949. For further information, contact:

S. Wong, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P.O.

Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550.

0247 NASTRAN NASTPLT Plotting Post Processor: Post

processor reads plot files, checks contents for validity,

and translates commands for plotting systems
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (A, D)

The NASTRAN NASTPLT Plotting Post Processor reads

NASTRAN-generated NASTPLT plot files, checks the file

contents for validity, and translates the NASTPLT plot com-
mands into appropriate calls to plotting routines for either

CALCOMP, Tektronix PLOT10, or Versatec plotting sys-

tems. This program was originally written to generate a

summary of the contents of a NASTPLT plot file for the

purposes of debugging and checking the validity and char-

acteristics of the file contents. The summary generation

program was extended to include the plot routine calls for

the CALCOMP, Tektronix PLOT10, and Versatec plotting

systems. The Post Processor is written in FORTRAN IV-

PLUS for interactive execution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,
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Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404)542-3265. Refer to

GSC-12833+TN.

NEC2: The computer program analyzes the

electromagnetic response of antennas and other metal
structures

See 0365

0248 NJE3.00: This program allows a VAX VMS system
to participate as an end-node in a standard IBM
network
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (A)

NJE3.00 is a communications software developed to

enable a VAX VMS system to participate as an end-node in

a standard IBM network by emulating the Network Job
Entry (NJE) protocol. NJE3.00 supports job networking for

the operating systems used on most large IBM-compatible

computers (e.g., VM + 370, MVS with JES2 or JES3, SVS,
and MVT with ASP or HASP). Files received by the VAX
can be printed or saved in user-selected disk files. NJE3.00
is written in FORTRAN 77 (99 percent) and MACRO-1 1 (1

percent) for DEC VAX 11+780, VMS3.2 computers. The
program contains 233 blocks.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to 9916. For information about the program,

contact R. C. Raffenetti, Argonne National Laboratory, 9700
South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439.

0249 ODEPACK: This program solves initial-value

problems for systems of ordinary differential equations
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A)

ODEPACK is a systematized collection of five general-pur-

pose programs for solving the initial-value problems for sys-

tems of ordinary differential equations. One of the programs
is LSODE, which solves stiff and nonstiff systems given in

the explicit form, dy+dt=f(t,y). Another program is LSODI,
a variant of LSODE, and is a set of subroutines for solving

systems in the linearly implicit form, a(t,y) dy+dt=g(t,y),

where A is a square matrix, and matrices are treated in full

or band form. The third program solves systems dy+dt=f
with general sparse treatment of the Jacobian.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to Nos. 9935, 9939, and 9936. For further in-

formation, contact: A. C. Hindmarsh, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, P.O. Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550.

0250 Optical Communication System for

Microprocessor-Based Terminals: System uses highly

efficient components
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (A, B)

An infrared optical communication system allows up to 30
movable microprocessor-based terminals to be linked

through a central fixed terminal without the use of physical

connections. The system is designed for igloo type build-

ings 25 by 60 ft and 12.5-ft maximum ceiling height. The
movable terminals and the transceiver for the fixed terminal

are in sight of each other. The system also has low power
requirements so that the movable terminals can operate for

up to 5 years on batteries.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE84-002861 +NAB,
price code: A05. For further information, contact: N. J. El-

liott, Sandia National Laboratories, Division 5347, P.O. Box
5800, Albuquerque, NM 87185; (505) 844-7105.

Optical Logic Gates: Photonic analogs mimic digital

electronic logic

See 0368

0251 Optical Mass Memory System Specification

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A, B)

Specifications are given for a computer-controlled optical

mass memory system that stores and retrieves data from
silver halide fiches 148-mm-square and 7 mils thick at a
user bit density of 30 Mbit+sq in. Data can be simulta-

neously read from one fiche and recorded on another at

rates of approximately 5 x 10 to the 7th bits+ second.

Access to on-line fiche magazines is automated, but

access to off-line magazines requires an operator. System
design allows for expansion to 10 to the 15th bit capacity.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25592+ TN.

0252 Optical Scanner Reads Slender Cylinders: Internal

prisms are rotated to scan characters

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (K)

An optical scanner reads characters imprinted on a small-

diameter cylinder. Movement of the cylinder and of the

scanner housing is unnecessary. A collet and stop in the

scanner accurately receive the pinlike cylinder. They leave

the imprinted area on the cylinder unobstructed for scan-

ning. The characters are thus located in a cylindrical focal

plane.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: The patent

document on which this technical note is based is U.S.

Patent 4,376,582, which is available from: Commissioner of

Patents, Washington, DC 20231 for $1. For licensing infor-

mation, contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for

Patents, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC
20585.

Orbital Mechanics Analysis Program: Program computes
position, velocity, range, and range rate

See 1233

Panel Analysis and Sizing Code: Program is of particular

value in analyzing and sizing filamentary composite
panels
See 1234

0253 Parallel-Computer Architecture for Faster

Computation: Physics-model computations are nearly

10 times faster using a new computer with parallel

architecture

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (A)

Techniques for accelerating execution of practical computa-

tional problems by using parallel processing techniques on

an experimental computer have been successfully demon-
strated. Three problems common to the DOE activities in

computational modeling were addressed: a particle-in-cell

model, commonly used in plasma-physics models; a hydro-
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dynamics model, used in weapons design and combustion

modeling; and a Monte Carlo model, used in modeling criti-

cal phenomena in materials and in fundamental particle

physics. In each case, the problem was studied with the

aim of redesigning the algorithms into sets of independent

processes that could be executed concurrently.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE83-01 1294+ NAB,
price code: A02. For the LANL-J501; SC-4020 Emulation

Graphics Library (on magnetic tape), contact The National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory, Ar-

gonne, IL 60439.

PAXROU: This program analyzes and optimizes cutter

placement on drill bits

See 0841

0254 PCHIP: This program provides piecewise cubic

Hermite interpolation

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (A)

PCHIP - Piecewise Cubic Interpolation Package - is a set

of subroutines for piecewise cubic Hermite interpolation of

data. It features software to produce a monotone and a
'visually pleasing' interpol ation into monotone data. Such
an interpolation may be more reasonable than a cubic

spline if the data contain both 'steep' and 'flat' sections. In-

terpolation of cumulative probability distribution functions is

another application. The program is written in FORTRAN 77
for a CDC 7600 computer. PCHIP consists of 3,705 cards.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to 9917. For further information, contact: F. N.

Fritsch, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P.O. Box
808, Livermore, CA 94550.

0255 PRAXIS: A Systems Implementation Language:
This block-structured language is similar to PASCAL
but with features particular to control-systems
applications

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (A)

PRAXIS is designed especially for control and communica-
tions programing. It is a modem, strongly typed, block-

structured language similar to PASCAL, but with extensions
and features particular to control-systems applications. The
compilers are written in the PRAXIS language and can run

on any VAX.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The reference reports

and PRAXIS source, binary images, run-time libraries, ma-
chine-readable documentation, and sample problems on
magnetic tape, in VAX+VMS COPY and BACKUP formats,

are available on an 'as is' basis. Using Accession No. 9983,
order from: National Energy Software Center, Argonne Na-
tional Laboratory, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL

60439; (312) 972-7250. For further information contact: J.

R. Greenwood or J. M. Duffy, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, P.O. Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550.

0256 Price Estimation Guidelines: The cost of a
manufactured product is calculated

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (A, G)

The improved Price Estimation Guidelines, IPEG4, program
provides a comparatively simple, yet relatively accurate, es-

timate of the price of a manufactured product. It facilitates

extensive sensitivity studies of price estimates at consider-

ably less expense than would be incurred by using the

Standard Assembly Line Manufacturing Industry Simulation,

SAMIS, program. A difference of less than one percent be-

tween the IPEG4 and SAMIS price estimates has been ob-

served with realistic test cases. However, IPEG4 allows the

analyst with limited time and computing resources to per-

form more sensitivity studies than SAMIS would allow. Al-

though IPEG4 was developed for the photovoltaics industry

(as was SAMIS), it is readily adaptable to virtually any as-

sembly-line industry. The IPEG4 program is written in SIM-

SCRIPT 11.5 for interactive execution and has been imple-

mented on an IBM 370-series computer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to NPO-15569+TN.

0257 Priority-Based Dispatching Algorithm: Tasks are

assigned to different queues based on priority

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A)

A proposed algorithm controls the execution of transient

tasks of different priorities in real-time computation. Sepa-
rate dispatching queues are set up, one for each priority

level. As execution of a task is required, it is placed on the

appropriate priority queue. The task-dispatcher-system

module dispatches (allows the execution of) tasks on
higher priority queues more often than those on lower

queues. A dispatched task executes until it waits for a

system resource or until its time slice expires.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to KSC-11277+TN.

Program Upgrades X-Ray Fluorescence Software
See 0127

0258 Programmable Multicrate Controller: Weight and
power consumption are minimized

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A, B)

A high-speed, environmentally hardened controller has

been developed for use with commercially-available system
crates for both experiment control and data handling. The
programmable crate controller consists of three functional

areas-the control section that utilizes high-speed bit-slice

circuitry; memory that includes 1,024 16-bit words of

EPROM, 1,024 16-bit words of RAM, and 1,024 48-bit

words of SPROM; and a data-way interface. The system is

programmed in microcode, has an instruction cycle time of

400 nanoseconds, and offers the user maximum flexibility in

data multiplexing and formatting, time-line sequencing, and
in the control functions of multicrate operation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25533 + TN.

Propeller Design Program: Planform and propeller twist

with minimum induced loss are calculated
See 0022
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0259 Pseudo-Random Number Generators: Package
features a comprehensive selection of probabilistic

distributions

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (A)

High-speed computers make it possible to use probabilistic

simulation techniques. These Monte Carlo simulations are

resorted to whenever the systems being studied are not

amenable to deterministic analyses or when direct experi-

mentation is not feasible. Random numbers having a cer-

tain specified distribution characteristic are an integral part

of these simulations. This package consists of a collection

of 'pseudo-random' number generators for use in Monte
Carlo simulations. They are called 'pseudo-random' be-

cause they are generated by numerical algorithms. The
generators in this package are written in APL for batch exe-

cution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to MFS-27017+TN.

QUICK Interactive Graphics Analysis: Cross-section and
body-line plots are generated for error detection and
analysis
See 0023

Radar Imagery
See 1112

Rapid Growth Creates Need for Performance
Measurements of Data Communication Services
See 0202

0260 Real-Time Reed-Solomon Decoder: An RS decoder
uses dedicated hardware and data pipelining for high-

speed operation
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B)

A decoder for several formats of Reed-Solomon (RS)

codes is a dedicated hardware module that runs under the

control of a general-purpose host computer. Data are pipe-

lined throughout (both overall and within each stage) to

achieve the high speed (1 megabit per second) required to

decode messages as they are received. Parallel processing

techniques provide an equivalent of over one billion oper-

ations per second at one step in the decoding. The decod-
er should find commercial application in data

encoding+ decoding, telemetry, and radio communications.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15982+TN.

0261 Rectifying Multiple-Flash X-Ray Images:
Straightforward graphical procedures recreate images
in the true object size or at a known, constant
magnification
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (J, K)

Two simple methods are available for rectifying multiflash

radiographs, according to a study by the U.S. Army Arma-
ment Research and Development Center. Such a radio-

graph provides a record of the position of a moving object

is exposed to a sequence of X-ray flashes by a series of

sources. A series of images of the object is thereby created

on a photographic film. Because of a shadow effect, the

images are somewhat larger than the object, and data re-

duction or rectification, is necessary to determine the true

positions of features on the object. In one rectification

method, the product is an orthographic projection of the

object images on the film plane at a 1-to-1 scale. In the

other, more specialized method, an enlarged version is pro-

duced.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 45547+NAA,
price code: A02.

0262 Redundant Asynchronous Microprocessor System:
Configuration guards against permanent failures and
intermittent faults

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (A)

A fault-tolerant computer structure called RAMPS (for re-

dundant asynchronous microprocessor system) has the

simplicity of static redundancy but offers the intermittent-

fault handling ability of complex , dynamically redundant

systems. The new structure is useful wherever several mi-

croprocessors are employed for control - in aircraft, indus-

trial processes, robotics, and automatic machining, for ex-

ample. In such applications, the multiple-microprocessor

system can experience either permanent failure or - in

more than 90 percent of the cases - intermittent failure.

These failures can have serious consequences - in auto-

matic control of aircraft during landing, for instance. The
RAMPS protects against both types of failure.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to ARC-11348+TN.

0263 Reed-Solomon Encoder: VLSI structure

incorporates a bit-serial algorithm

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A, B)

A report presents the mathematical principles of the Berle-

kamp bit-serial multiplier algorithm and its application to the

desig n of very-large-scale integrated (VLSI) encoders for

Reed-Solomon error-correcting codes. In contrast with con-

ventional Reed-Solomon encoders for long codes, those

employing Berlekamp's algorithm do not require look-up

tables to multiply two elements: instead, they function with

only shifting and exclusive-OR operations. The report de-

scribes a VLSI structure for a code of 8 bits per symbol in

code words of 255 symbols, of which 32 are check symbols

and 223 are information symbols. The structure can be

made readily on a single chip of negatively-doped-channel

metal-oxide semiconductor.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-16074+TN.

0264 Research and Development Mission Analysis

System: Program forms a basis for solving complex
mission-analysis problems
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (A)

The Research and Development Mission Analysis System,

RADMAS, facilitates the solution of mission-analysis prob-

lems in a research and development environment.
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RADMAS provides a flexible data-management and control

structure from which existing mission-analysis programs

can be invoked and new R. & D. models can be developed

and executed. The system centers on an executive struc-

ture that controls function selection and execution.

RADMAS is written in FORTRAN 77 and Assembler for

batch or interactive execution. The system has been imple-

mented on a DEC VAX-11 +780 operating under VMS with

a central-memory requirement of approximately 820K of 8-

bit bytes. For graphics output the system supports the fol-

lowing devices: Tektronix, 12S, VT100, CALCOMP, and var-

ious user terminals.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to GSC-12847+TN.

0265 Research-Concept Evaluation: Concepts are

ranked according to their potential benefit+ cost ratios

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (A)

The ARINC Research Concept Evaluation Methodology

(ARCEM) program was developed to assist in the rank or-

dering of research concepts in terms of their potential ben-

efit-to-cost ratios. In particular, ARCEM resulted from the

development of a planning methodology that provides

NASA with a framework for generating and analyzing con-

trol- and guidance-system concepts and for selecting con-

cepts that maximize the benefits to the aviation community.

The ARCEM program and the methodology it supports can

provide a powerful tool for the organization and planning of

research activities. It can indicate which concepts should

provide the greatest benefit for the investment, and it can
determine the number of concepts that must be implement-

ed to justify expenditures for development of generic tech-

nologies. The ARCEM is written in BASIC for the TRS80
Model III microcomputer with a minimum configuration re-

quirement of 48K of memory and one disk drive. Program
use also requires a light-pen input device such as the 3-G
Company unit.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404)542-3265. Refer to

LAR-13143+TN.

Road Design System
See 01 57

0266 Root-Locus Algorithms: Algorithms for solving

root-locus problems are applicable to hand calculators

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A)

Two algorithms for use on programmable pocket calcula-

tors allow plotting of individual points on a root-locus dia-

gram with or without time delay. The coordinates of the

open-loop zeros and poles, the gain constant, and the time

delay are the data inputs. Both algorithms enable the

design of systems with up to 8 singularities a piece.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-16154+TN.

Save Money By Using The Heat Recovery Incinerator

(HRI) Cost Model
See 0511

SEAM 1: This program analyzes the performance of a
Stirling engine
See 0513

0267 Selecting the Right Programming Language
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A)

A recent two-volume set of publications issued by the NBS
Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology should

help data processing managers and users select the right

language for their special requirements. Volume I explains

the features of seven popular programming languages-
Ada, BASIC, COBOL, C, FORTRAN, Pascal, and P1+1--
and points out special advantages and disadvantages for

each. Selection criteria discussed are the language and
how it is to be used, the application to be programmed, and
the user's existing facilities and software. Volume 2 con-

tains program examples to help illustrate the features of the

various languages.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order numbers: PB85-122018+ NAC
and PB85-1 22000+ NAC, price codes: A05 and A09.

0268 Self-Checking Memory Interface: A VLSI chip

implements morphic Boolean algebra

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (B)

A memory-interface integrated circuit not only detects

errors in data from other circuits but also detects errors

within itself. Designed for VLSI (very-large-scale integra-

tion), the chip will be used in fault-tolerant computers under

development by NASA. The memory-interface chip con-

nects a memory array to the address, data, and control

buses of a 'self-checking' computing module. The combina-
tion of memory, self-checking computer module, and inter-

face forms a 'memory module' for a fault-tolerant computer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15889+TN.

SERI-RES: The computer program performs thermal
energy analysis of residential and small commercial
buildings
See 0081

0269 Sets: This program manipulates mathematical set

equations
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (A)

SETS - Set Equation Transformation System - is used to

achieve the symbolic manipulation of set (or Boolean)

equations, particularly the reduction of set equations by the

application of set identities. The SETS program is used to

read, interpret, and execute the statements of a SETS user

program, which is an algorithm that specifies the particular

manipulations to be performed and the order in which they
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are to occur. SETS is written in Extended FORTRAN for

CDC 6600 systems with extended core storage.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 604339; (312)972-

7250. Refer to No. 623. For further information, contact: R.

B. Worrell, Safety Assessment Technologies Division 1653,

Sandia Laboratories, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM
87115.

Software Available for Calculating Investment in Robotics
See 0866

0270 Software Design Analyzer System: Programs
support modular structured software development
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 (A)

The CRISP80 software design analyzer system is a set of

programs that supports top-down, hierarchic, modular,

structured design, and programming methodologies.

CRISP80 allows for the expression of th e design as a 'pic-

ture of the program'. Its use is not constrained by the

syntax of a computer language. A program design using

CRISP80 consists of short, English textual descriptions of

data, interfaces, and procedures that are embedded in a

simple, structured, modular syntax. The output from

CRISP80 displays the program as a set of modules hierar-

chically refined into algorithms, data structures, and inter-

faces. CRISP80 also prepares material that would be tedi-

ous and error-prone if extracted manually, such as a table

of contents, module directory, structure (tier) chart, cross-

references, and a statistics report on the characteristics of

the design. CRISP80 is written in Microsoft BASIC-80 com-
piled for rapid interactive execution. The system has been
implemented on a Z80-based microcomputer operating

under CP+M with a memory requirement of approximately

39K of 8-bit bytes for the largest program.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404) 542-3265. Refer to

NPO-16234+ TN.

0271 Software Document Inventory Program: Program
offers ways to file and locate sources of reference

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (A)

An information-storage and report-generation tool, DOCLIB,
supports the document inventory at the Goddard Space
Flight Center Software Engineering Library. The DOCLIB
system consists of two parts to serve the needs of two

types of users: the general user and the librarian. The gen-

eral-user part enables the user to examine the contents of

the inventory data base to locate or validate documents
currently maintained in the inventory. The librarian part of

the DOCLIB system enables the data-base librarian to add,

delete, or modify information in the data base concerning

the document inventory. The DOCLIB system is written in

FORTRAN IV-Plus and MACRO Assembler for interactive

execution and has been implemented on a DEC PDP-
11 +70 computer under RSX-11M with a central-memory

requirement of approximately 50K of 16-bit words.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to GSC-12803+TN.

Software For Analyzing NMR Data
See 0137

0272 Software for PROM Programing: Driver program
allows for the programing, reading, and verification of

various PROM's
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85

*
(A, B)

A driver program for the DATA l+O PROM Programmer
has been developed on the Motorola M6800 EXORCISOR
Development Workstation. The program allows for the pro-

graming, reading, and verification of various PROM's. This

driver program combines the file management capability of

the EXORCISOR with the flexibility of the DATA l+O
system. It provides the user with a way of reading, pro-

graming, and verifying PROM's, storing data on disk, modi-

fying files, and printing the data. This program is written in

Assembler for the Motorola EXORCISOR with EXORDISK
and 16K of RAM operating under MDOS. The program acts

as a driver for the DATA l+O System 19 PROM Program-

mer with the remote option..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404) 542-3265. Refer to

MSC-20641 +TN.

0273 Software-Implementation Plan: Methodology for

controlling software design uses hierarchical program
structures

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A)

A top-down implementation plan provides a methodology

for solving problems in, or aiding, software engineering

design. Specifically, the plan helps identify hierarchical rela-

tionships of individual software-design elements, aids the

development of a sequence of functional steps, allocates

subroutines, and helps objective-status reporting. The re-

sults are meaningful determination of milestones, improved

managerial visibility, and better project control.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-16123+TN.

Solar+Thermal Powerplant Simulation: Program provides

for consistent comparison of powerplant configurations
See 0519

SOLCOST3.0: This program is used for sizing and
evaluating solar systems for residential and commercial
buildings
See 0083

0274 Solving First-Kind Integral Equations With Noisy

Data: A computer program provides effective solutions

of ill-posed problems
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (J)

A report describes the development of an Automatically

Regularized Integral Equation Solver -- ARIES - a comput-

er program for the solution of first-kind integral equations

with noisy data. The development was motivated by a prob-

lem involving the adsorption of gas by a material. The po-
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rosity of the material cannot be measured directly. Essen-

tially, the obtainable data represent a function, which, when
differentiated twice, gives the pore size distribution of the

material.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number:DE84-003908+ NAB,
price code: A04.

0275 Source Pre-Processor or Interface-Specification

Language: Design aid for data structures works in

combination with a source program pre-processor
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (A)

A user's guide is now available for the source program pre-

processor (SPP) method for producing descriptions of data

structures or records. The SPP enhances the usefulness of

Program Design Language (PDL) - a software-design tool

that decreases debugging time and improves the quality of

source programs. By itself, PDL stresses control and proc-

essing actions in software design. The new method pro-

vides a way of integrating data and procedural designs and
performing cross-references between the two.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15814.

Spherical-Bearing Analysis Program: Program predicts

thermomechanical performance of spherical roller

bearings
See 0869

0276 SPIRE Data-Base Management System: Records
are set up according to the user's requirements
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (A)

The Spacelab Payload Integration and Rocket Experiment
(SPIRE) data-base management system (DBMS) is based
on a relational model of data bases. The data bases are

typically used for engineering and mission analysis tasks

and, unlike most commercially available systems, allow

data items and data structures to be stored in forms suita-

ble for direct analytical computation. The SPIRE DBMS is

designed to support data requests from interactive users as
well as from applications programs. The following descrip-

tion is related to interactive use of the DBMS via a 'Rela-

tional Calculus' known as Query-by-Example (QBE). The
important characteristic of the template, as far as the user
is concerned, is that it is in a record layout form. The QBE
allows each and every user to have a different 'view' of a
common set of data. The SPIRE data-base management
system is written in FORTRAN IV and MACRO Assembler
for interactive execution and has been implemented on a
DEC VAX-1 1 +780 under VMS 2.0.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to GSC-12684+TN.

Standard Fastener Library: Fastener details are inserted
as the drawing is constructed on a graphics terminal
See 0872

Structural Analysis of Cylindrical Thrust Chambers:
Extrapolation, plot, and restart routines for use with the
BOPACE program
See 1213

0277 Structured FORTRAN Preprocessor: A structured

language for the design of effective FORTRAN code
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (A)

SFTRAN3 supports structured programming in a FORTRAN
environment. The SFTRAN3 language is intended particu-

larly to support two aspects of structured programming -

nestable single-entry control structures and modularization

and top-down organization of code. Code designed and
written using these SFTRAN3 facilities have fewer initial

errors, are easier to understand, and are less expensive to

maintain and modify. Those experienced with FORTRAN
programming should have little trouble learning and employ-
ing the SFTRAN3 language. The SFTRAN3 preprocessor
can be readily installed on any computer supporting the

FORTRAN 66 or FORTRAN 77 standard and having at

least 80K 8-bit bytes of primary storage.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404)542-3265. Refer to

NPO-15726+ TN.

0278 SVDI: This program supports high-level graphics
packages at the Sandia National Laboratories
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (A)

The Sandia Virtual Device Interface (SVDI) is a set of

graphics functions designed to support high-level graphics

packages at the Sandia National Laboratories, such as the

DISSPLA graphics software and the GCS. It is device inde-

pendent, meaning it can produce plots on any graphics

device once an appropriate driver has been written. It is

computer independent, meaning it can be implemented on
a wide variety of computer systems. SVDI allows multiple

graphics packages on multiple computer systems to share

a single driver for each supported graphics device. The pro-

gram is written in FORTRAN 77 (99 percent) and VAX
MACRO Assembler (1 percent) languages.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The reference report;

documentation; sample problem output; and drivers for 23
graphics devices, interface routine, computer-dependent
routines, and test programs on magnetic tape are available

on an 'as is' basis. Using Accession No. 9985, order from:

National Energy Software Center, Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312)

972-7250. For further information, contact: D.L. Campbell,

Sandia National Laboratories, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque,

NM 87185.

Synchronizing Data-Bus Messages: Scheme allows
'collision-free' communications without a central

controller
See 0207

System for Structural Synthesis Combines Finite-Element
Analysis and Optimization Programs: Two programs are
combined to solve a variety of structural optimization
problems
See 1215

0279 Takeoff and Landing of Transport Aircraft:

Program assesses aircraft configurations for takeoff

and landing performance
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (A)
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A computer program provides a detailed analysis of the

takeoff and landing performance capabilities of transport-

category aircraft. The aircraft and flight constraints are rep-

resented in sufficient detail to permit realistic sensitivity

studies in terms of either configuration modifications or

changes in operational procedures. Representation of the

aircraft data by the program is extensive and includes real-

istic limits on engine and aircraft operational boundaries

and maximum attainable lift coefficients. This program is

written in FORTRAN IV for batch execution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404) 542-3265. Refer to

LAR-13086+TN.

TDC: TDC models gaseous combustion processes in two
dimensions
See 0183

0280 Techni-kits and Techni-kit Building Systems:
Concepts and tools are discussed that improve
software quality while reducing costs

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A)

A techni-kit consists of theories, methods, standards, and
computer-based tools that assist in the design of informa-

tion-intensive systems. A techni-kit 'building system' is a
techni-kit that builds techni-kits. The document is based on
the premise that the human must be considered as an inte-

gral part of the process to develop information-intensive

systems and that information systems engineering can be
advanced by the development of a set of conceptual

models for techni-kits. An information system, in the con-

text of the document, is defined as a computer-based proc-

essing system in which the major inputs are data and infor-

mation and the major output is information.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15956+TN.

Terrain Analysis Network Software: Program Allows the

Building and Editing of Geographic Data
See 1117

TERRAIN.REV.O: This program calculates terrain

corrections for various radial distances
See 1118

0281 Test Sequences for Reed-Solomon Encoders:
Repeating input and output patterns verify operation

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A)

The theory of Reed-Solomon codes yields sequences of

input test symbols. Two specific sequences have been
worked out for codes of 8 bits per symbol with 223 informa-

tion symbols and 32 parity-check symbols per code word.

The test patterns can also be used for decoders. In addi-

tion, any combination of errors up to the maximum correct-

able number can be added to the pattern to test a decoder.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15542+TN.

Thermal Radiation Analyzer System: System solves
radiation-related aspects of thermal-analysis problems
See 1217

Thermal Radiation Analyzer: Program handles internode
radiation exchange and heat from environmental radiant
See 1218

0282 TIDY3 and TIDY4.63: These utility programs
process FORTRAN source programs into a form that is

easy to read and modify
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (A)

TIDY is a utility program for processing FORTRAN source
programs into a standard form that is easy to read and
modify. In processing FORTRAN software, TIDY renumbers
statement labels so that they appear in increasing order; re-

moves statement labels from unreferenced statements and
deletes unreferenced FORMAT and CONTINUE state-

ments; indents DO loops and IF levels (IF levels by
TIDY4.63 only); and collects and groups TYPE, DATA, and
EQUIVALENCE statements (TIDY3 collects only TYPE
statements). Each group is alphabetized and rewritten in a
column-alined manner.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to No. 857. For further information, contact:

J.N. Diven, BCS Richland, Inc., P.O. Box 300, Richland, WA
99352.

0283 TOEPLITZ: This program solves linear system
problems
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (A, J)

TOEPLITZ is a collection of FORTRAN subroutines for

solving linear systems Ax=b, where A is a Toeplitz matrix,

a circulant matrix, or has one of several block structures

based on Toeplitz or circulant matrices. It can also perform

orthogonal factorization of a column-circulant matrix. Such
systems arise in problems of electrodynamics, acoustics,

mathematical statistics, algebra, in the numerical solution of

integral equations with a difference kernel, and in the

theory of stationary time series and signals. TOEPLITZ is

intended for use on many computers; both a single-preci-

sion release for long word-length machines (CDC) and a

double-precision release for short wordlength (IBM) ma-
chines are provided.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Order from: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to 9863. For further information, contact: B.

Garbow, Argonne National Laboratory, Mathematics and
Computer Service Division, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Ar-

gonne, IL 60439.

0284 Transfer-Function Simulator: Transfer function

may be simulated and adjusted to simplify feedback-
control loop analysis

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (B)
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A transfer-function simulator constructed from analog or

both analog and digital components can be used to substi-

tute for a device that may have faults that confound analy-

sis of a feedback-control loop. Two simulators with Lorent-

zian transfer functions have been designed for use in test-

ing a laser frequency-stabilization loop. In that application

the simulator is a substitute for a laser and spectrophone.

A total of nine transfer-function variations that can be simu-

lated is described.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15696+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning the commercial use of this invention should

be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resident Office-

JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasade-

na, CA 91103; (818)354-2700. Refer to NPO-15696+ TN.

0285 Transient Response Analysis: The damping
characteristics of electromechanical devices are

determined by analyzing transient response
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (A, D)

The Transient Response Analysis Program, TRAP, aids in

the analysis of the frequency response of force-transmis-

sion and shock-damping devices. Devices that might be
analyzed with TRAP include hydraulic actuators, automotive

shock absorbers, and electromechanical actuators. TRAP
handles second-order, nonlinear dynamic systems with a
nonconstant steady-state response curve. The system may
have variable damping characteristics with damping as a
function of position. TRAP is written in FORTRAN IV for

batch execution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404)542-3265. Refer to

MSC-20590+TN.

Transonic Airfoil Analysis: Program uses a fast iteration

scheme for solving the transonic flow field around
arbitrary airfoils

See 0027

TRIPOLI-2: Program is used to predict the behavior of
shields exposed to neutron and gamma radiations
See 1137

Turbine-Engine Transient-Rotor Analysis: The response
to blade loss or transients is calculated
See 0184

Turbulent Recirculating Flows in Isothermal Combustor
Geometries: Improved analyses of the combustor flow
fields are accomplished
See 0185

TVENT, Ventilation System Transient Analysis: Flows are
determined from a network model that includes damper,
duct, filter, and blower elements
See 0087

0286 Visually Oriented Text Editor: It includes special

features for editing FORTRAN source programs
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (A)

HERMAN employs an Evans & Sutherland Picture System
2 to provide a screen-oriented editing capability for a DEC
PDP-11 -series computer. Text is altered by a visual indica-

tion of the characters to be changed. A group of HERMAN
commands provides for higher level operations. Since FOR-
TRAN is a widely used language on the PDP-11 series,

HERMAN provides special features for editing FORTRAN
source programs. The HERMAN system is written in FOR-
TRAN IV, FORTRAN IV Plus, and MACRO for interactive

execution and has been implemented on a DEC PDP-11 -

series computer under the RSX-1 1 M operating system.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404) 542-3265. Refer to

NPO-15088+TN.

WECSAM: The program analyzes wind-energy conversion
systems
See 0539

0287 Workload Forecasting Essential to Managing ADP
System
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (A)

Forecasting of workload requirements increasingly is play-

ing an essential role in the life-cycle management of data

processing and should be an ongoing process, says a
recent report, Guide on Workload Forecasting. The guide

gives a step-by-step approach to the forecasting process
and describes forecasting techniques so that readers with

little or no statistical training should find them useful. The
report includes a suggested reading list.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PB85-1 77632+ NAC,
price code: A04.

ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
0288 Adjusting the Contour of Reflector Panels: The
contour can be adjusted manually
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (F)

Postfabrication adjustment of the contour of panels for a
reflector, such as a parabolic reflector for radio antennas, is

possible with a simple mechanism consisting of a threaded

stud, two nuts, and a flexure. A structural framework behind

a reflector panel is attached at several locations by thread-

ed studs. Each stud is supported by a flexure to minimize

the effect of temperature difference between the framework
and the panel. Contour adjustment is made with the two
nuts.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15319+ TN.

0289 Advanced dc-Traction-Motor Control System:
Features include high efficiency and regenerative

braking
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B, C, F)

A motor-control concept for battery-powered vehicles in-

cludes state-of-the-art power-transistor switching and sepa-
rate excitation of the motor windings in traction and in re-

generative braking. The switching transistors and other

components of the power-conditioning subsystem operate
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under the control of a computer that coordinates traction,

braking, and protective functions.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16118+TN.

Advanced X-Ray Lithography for IC Production: Higher
resolution and throughput are envisioned
See 0748

0290 Amorphous Metals for Electric Motor Cores: Ways
of fabricating these difficult materials are assessed
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (G, H)

A report discusses ways of forming and shaping amor-
phous, or 'glassy' metal alloys so that they can be used as
magnetic cores in electric motors. The report presents a

method for directly casting amor phous metals as a contin-

uous helix. The helix, bonded into a cylinder, would serve

as a stator core. A multiple lamination process would thus

be avoided. The study concludes that electron-beam cut-

ting is the most successful, technically and economically for

casting..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84009483+ NAB;
price code: A06.

0291 Antenna Coupling Calculated in the Near-Field

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (B)

Two computer programs, CUPLNF and CUPLZ, have been
developed at NBS which calculate, using far-field informa-

tion, the coupling loss in the near-field between two micro-

wave antennas as a function of transverse displacement
and longitudinal displacement, respectively. A recent study

compares coupling losses measured between two pairs of

antennas in a variety of positions and orientations to the

correspondent losses calculated using the computer pro-

grams. It was found that CUPLNF and CUPLZ 'give good
results for predicting the coupling between two antennas in

the near-field region.' A third computer program (ENVLP)
provides a useful estimate of the coupling loss provided

that certain conditions are met.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB85-1 05963 + NAC,
price: $10.

0292 Antenna for Imaging Sea Ice: An antenna for

imaging of the polar regions could have terrestrial

applications

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (B)

A synthetic-aperture-radar antenna operates at X-band and
provides a 360-km-wide continuous-image swath from a
700-km orbit. The antenna consists of four horizontally-po-

larized 19.0- by 0.6-m planar waveguide arrays and appro-

priate feed networks mounted on a single aluminum sup-

porting structure. The arrays are arranged in a 'W configu-

ration to point the antenna beams at the proper crosstrack

angles. The antenna is suitable for high-quality imaging of

sea ice in polar regions above 60 deg. latitude and should
be of interest to designers of similar antenna systems.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15352+TN.

Antenna Radiation-Pattern Program: The effects of

reflector deformations and feed characteristics are
computed
See 1155

0293 Antenna Subreflector Fed by a Line Source: A
subreflector converts cylindrical wave fronts to

spherical wave fronts

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B)

Additional antenna design options are made available by a
subreflector concept for converting cylindrical waves into

spherical waves. The waves would be used to feed a main
reflector that shapes the radiation pattern into a pencil

beam for point-to-point communication or into a fan beam
for aircraft tracking, space surveillance, or directional

beacon transmission. Previous dual-reflector antennas re-

quired spherical- or plane-wave feeds, but could not ac-

commodate cylindrical-wave (line-source) feeds.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20626+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Marvin F. Matthews, Lyndon B.

Johnson Space Center, Mail Code: AL-3, Houston, TX
77058; (713)483-4871. Refer to MSC-20626+TN.

Automatic Electrical-Component Tester: Computer-
controlled instrumentation improves accuracy and saves
time
See 0605

0294 Automatic Erection System for Antenna Masts: A
telescoping mast does not require the payout of guy
wires under tension

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D)

A proposed mechanism for erecting and retracting an an-

tenna mast is totally contained within the mast. Locking

systems automatically secure the mast elements, allowing

the guy wires to be tensioned after the element to which

they are attached is extended and locked. Thus, only a rel-

atively short length of the mast is unrestrained at any time

during the erection process, and the guy wires do not have
to be payed out while they are under tension. The mast ele-

ments can be either tubular or open-truss. The new device

is a separate component built into the stack of telescoping

elements.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-13115+TN.

0295 Automatic Monitoring of Switching Power
Supplies: Fast analysis of switching waveforms would
allow impending failures to be detected
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (B)

The well-being of dc-to-dc switching power supplies would
be determined with the aid of a proposed monitoring

system. Based on fast analog-to-digital converters and mi-
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croprocessors, the system would provide real time informa-

tion on such switching waveform characteristics as the am-
plitudes of selected spectral components, root mean
square amplitude, and peak value. Comparisons of the

values of these characteristics with nominal values yield

early warnings of impending equipment failure or degrada-

tion. It is suitable for power-conditioning equipment in air-

craft and in terrestrial photovoltaic power systems. The
concept can be adapted to acquire and analyze time re-

sponses of such other subsystems as those for attitude

control, heat control, propulsion, and life support.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25968+ TN. Inquir-

ies concerning the commercial use of this invention should

be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, Jr., George C. Marshall

Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01, Marshall Space
Flight Center, AL 35812; (205)453-0020. Refer to MFS-
25968+ TN.

0296 Automatic Phasing for Active Antenna Elements:

Beam focus would be maintained despite structural

deformations
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (B)

Phase changes at microwave antenna elements due to

component drift and structural deformations would be com-
pensated by a proposed feedback system. The system
would enable the antenna to maintain a desired fixed gain

pattern automatically. The principal use would be in focus-

ing large phased arrays for radar or point-to-point communi-
cations. The phasing system would ordinarily be used with

a nominally planar array of active antenna elements. The
normal operation of the antenna would be interrupted peri-

odically for calibration intervals during which the phase
measurements would be performed and compensating fac-

tors calculated.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15920+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15920+TN.

0297 Avalanche Transistors for High-Voltage, High-
Speed Switching
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (B)

In most cases, second breakdown in bipolar transistors is

an undesirable effect that leads to destruction of the device

in a matter of microseconds. If, however, the current in the

device is limited by external circuit components, it is possi-

ble to use the phenomenon to generate very fast pulses. A
project has been undertaken to determine the best device

structure to enhance nondestructive fast switching and to

understand the mechanisms so that the limits of operation

can be found. Particular attention has been devoted to the

switching speed achievable with the devices and the pa-

rameters that determine the speed. As a result, transistors

have been fabricated that reliably exhibit current-mode

second breakdown in pulse circuits without screening. With

these transistors, pulses of more than 500 V have been
generated into 50-ohm loads with 3- to 4-ns rise times.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE83-006745+ NAB,
price code: A02.

0298 Battery-Operated High-Voltage Power Supply:

Circuitry allows large multiplication of voltage

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 (B, C)

A new battery-operated power supply has several high-volt-

age outputs. The circuitry provides independently adjustable

voltages in the kilovolt range for X-ray tubes and other in-

struments. For three output voltages, the power supply is

formed by three circuits in parallel between the battery (or

other dc source) terminals on the input side and with a
common output terminal. The power supply is compact,
light-weight, and efficient. It can be housed in a container

having a volume of about 128 cubic inches. Since it draws
only 8 watts, it can operate for several hours on a dry-cell

battery.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to GSC-12818+TN.

0299 Binary Correlator for Electromagnetic Signal

Patterns: Modulation patterns are recognized without
extensive calculations

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (B)

A proposed method of correlating digitized radio-signal pat-

terns promises to be simpler and faster than conventional

mathematical techniques. The new concept was originally

developed for use in search-and-rescue operations in which

a passing satellite picks up a frequency-modulated distress

signal from a downed aircraft. In addition to the modulation

produced by the transmitter, the frequency shift of the

signal received by the satellite includes a Doppler compo-
nent due to satellite motion. To identify the transmitter, the

receiving system must separate the modulation component.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to GSC-12714+TN.
Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to John
O. Tresansky, Goddard Space Flight Center, Mail Code:
204, Greenbelt, MD 20771; (301) 344-7351. Refer to GSC-
12714+TN.

Bolometers 'Ideal' for Semiconductor Research
See 1 1 58

0300 Broadband, Solid State, High Power, RF Amplifiers

Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (B)

The NAVAIR Manufacturing Technology (MT) Office spon-

sored a project to improve the producibility of a broadband,

solid state, high power, RF amplifier. The basic objective of

this MT project (DNA 81044) was to establish methods by

which high power, RF amplifiers could be manufactured ef-

ficiently and inexpensively while improving their electrical

performance. Cost reductions were achieved by increasing

producibility, reliability, and repairability, while maximizing

yields. The RF amplifier modules were redesigned to con-

tain only three or four subassemblies each, resulting in sig-
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nificantly improved electrical performance. Changes to the

automated RF test equipment have reduced the required

operator skill.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Commander,
Naval Air Systems Command, Attn: Mr. Robert
Lewandowski(Air-5143K), Washington, D.C. 20362;

(202)692-5859.

0301 Calibrating the CCD's for Recording Fast
Transients: Microprocessor-assisted technique
calibrates out some of the fixed-noise sources
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85

A postcalibration technique restores the charge-coupled-

device (CCD) output data to its original input form. This

technique was applied to serial-parallel-serial CCD's that

were used for recording fast transients. The problem occurs

with the input data that become distorted by noise and non-

linear amplification introduced by various transformations of

serial-to-parallel and back-to-serial processes. The key ele-

ments are the CCD electronics, including dc biasing cir-

cuits, high-speed and low-speed clocks, and a transfer gate

driver.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE83-007153+ NAB,
price code: A02.

Capacitor-Test System: A microprocessor-based
capacitor-test system simultaneously monitors 80
capacitors
See 0612

Central Control of Local Oscillator Frequencies:
Microprocessor-based unit monitors and corrects

multiple frequencies
See 0187

0302 Circularly-Polarized Microstrip Antenna: Microstrip

construction is compact for mobile applications

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (B)

A circularly-polarized microstrip antenna under development
is compact enough for mobile use. Its radiation pattern is

azimuthally omnidirectional; in elevation it covers a swath
50 deg wide. NASA's prototype operates at 953 MHz. The
antenna is assembled from cylindrical elements, one for the

horizontal polarization and one for the vertical polarization.

Each element is slightly less than one-half wavelength long

and about one-twelfth wavelength in diameter.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15875+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818)354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15875+TN.

0303 Coaxial Noise Standard Has Been Developed for 1

To 12.4 GHz Range
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (B)

Electrical engineers who measure the performance of am-
plifiers used in modern communications systems will be in-

terested in a new coaxial noise standard developed by the

National Bureau of Standards. The standard is designed to

operate at the boiling point of liquid nitrogen with a noise

temperature accurate to + or - 1 K in the frequency range

from 1 GHz to 12.4 GHz. This is the first cryogenic, broad-

band noise standard in this high frequency range. Working-

level noise standards, calibrated with respect to the NBS
standard, are used to evaluate the signal-to-noise perform-

ance of amplifers and other components of communication

systems.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A publication, A Coaxial

Noise Standard for the 1 GHz to 12.4 Frequency Range
(TN 1074), explains the new standard. It is available for

$3.75 prepaid from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.

Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. Order

by stock no. 003-003-02564-0.

0304 Compact Superconducting Circuit Breaker: Device
handles kiloampere currents

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (B)

A solid-state superconducting circuit breaker controls and
limits current without a bulky, costly transductor. The break-

er consists of a thyristor bridge and a super-conducting dc-

biased coil. Under normal conditions when the dc coil cur-

rent exceeds the ac line current, the ac line current flows

through the bridge unimpeded. However, when the line cur-

rent is larger than the coil current, the superconducting coil

acts to limit the rate of current increase. By making the in-

ductance of the superconducting coil much greater than the

source inductance of the ac line, the increase in fault cur-

rent can be made very slow.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PAT-APPL-6-

408,1 08+ NAB, price code: A02. For licensing information,

contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Patents,

U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585.

0305 Components for High-Power, High-Pulse-Rate

Circuits: Although components generally are not up to

requirements, improvements are on the way
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (B)

Long-lived, fast-discharging components are essential to

such advanced new equipment as short-pulse radar modu-
lators. However, capacitors and switches now available

cannot meet the requirements for sustained high-repetition-

rate service, particularly for mobile-ground and airborne ap-

plications in which compactness, light weight, high reliabil-

ity, and low loss are prime needs. Researchers have devel-

oped data from recent capacitor tests at high pulse-repei-

tion rates and analyzed failure mechanisms. They have also

reviewed progress in high-voltage pulse transformer design,

examined the basic characteristics and problems associat-

ed with spark gaps and thyratron switches, and evaluated

properties of liquid and composite dielectric materials.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-007947+ NAB,
price code: A03. For further information, contact: Gerry J.

Rohwein, Division 1248, Sandia National Laboratories, Al-

buquerque, NM 87185; (505) 844-6058.
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0306 Computerized Interactive Harness Engineering:

Manual methods are emulated, making the user

interface very natural

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 (A, B)

The computerized interactive harness engineering program

is an inexpensive, interactive system for learning and using

an engin eering approach to interconnection systems. It is

basically a data-base system that stores information as files

of individual connectors and handles wiring information in

circuit groups stored as records. This directly emulates the

typical manual engineering methods of data handling. Data

files are created, viewed, manipulated, or printed in real

time. The printed output is in a form ready for use by fabri-

cation and engineering personnel. The program also con-

tains error-checking routines including connector contact

checks during hardcopy generation. The computerized

interactive harness engineering program is written in Pascal

and has been implemented on an Apple II microcomputer

with a memory of 64K of 8-bit bytes, two 5 1 + 4-inch floppy

disk drives.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404)542-3265. Refer to

NPO-16272 + TN.

0307 Continuity+ Isolation Checker: A buzzer indicates

very high or very low resistance between probes
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (B, K)

An instrument checks for either continuity or isolation be-

tween two points in an electrical circuit. A buzzer sounds
when the resistance between the continuity probe and cir-

cuit ground is less than 100 ohms, or if the resistance to

the isolation probe exceeds 100 megohms. The resistance

comparisons are performed by two CMOS comparators, the

outputs of which are ANDed into the audio transducer. The
inputs are protected from electrostatic discharge by resis-

tors and clamping diodes. The instrument is useful for a
technician making a series of rapid checks on circuit integri-

ty. The upper and lower resistance limits are easily modified

by replacing the appropriate resistors.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15632+TN.

0308 Controlling an Inverter-Driven Three-Phase Motor:

A speed control loop applies feedback to the inverter

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (B)

A control system for a three-phase permanent-magnet
motor driven by a line-commutated inverter uses signals

that are generated by integrating the back emf of each
phase of the motor. A full-wave rectifier provides feedback
signals to gain-compensation circuits, which are then ap-

plied to integrator circuits. The output of the integrators

control the firing angles for all three phases of the inverter.

A high-pass filter network eliminates low-frequency compo-
nents from the control loop while maintaining a desired

power factor.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25215+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its

commercial development should be addressed to Leon D.

Wofford, Jr., George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail

Code: CC01, Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812;

(205)453-0020. Refer to MFS-25215+ TN.

0309 Cooling Waveguide Flanges in Microwave
Transmitters: Flange appendage circulates coolant for

conductive heat removal
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (B, F)

Waveguides are normally cooled by water tubes, the cool-

ing passages of which bypass the flanges that hold the

guides together. During operation, the sharp temperature

rise in the flange reduces power transmission and can

result in breakdown or plasma arcing. To conductively cool

the flange, it can be modified by adding an appendage
through which coolant would circulate. The flange append-

age includes a bore that accommodates the coolant tube.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15401 +TN.
Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to Paul

F. McCaul, NASA Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601,

4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213) 354-

2700. Refer to NPO-15401 +TN.

0310 Demodulator for AM and SSB-SC Signals: Its

dynamic range is better than 60 dB for AM signals

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (B)

A demodulator called a Compatible Linear Demodulator

(CLD) detects either amplitude modulation (AM) or single-

sideband suppressed-carrier (SSB-SC) modulation. It is a

carrier-recovery homodyne product detector designed for

voice communication but easily scaled to other frequencies.

The signal-level range over which the CLD provides linear

demodulation of an AM signal is over 60 dB, which is sig-

nificantly better than that of a diode detector. The demodu-
lating linearity of the CLD exceeds 40 dB. A readily-avail-

able integrated circuit intended for quadrature detection of

frequency-modulated signals is used in the circuit to per-

form the functions of limiting and product demodulation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-12716+TN.

0311 Detecting Deformations in Phased-Array Antennas:
Deflections would be measured by shifts in Doppler
spectra and echo profiles

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (B)

A proposed Doppler technique would detect deformations

of a large phased-array radar antenna. By monitoring the

antenna Doppler spectrum and echo signals the technique

would enable continuous examination of the antenna stabil-

ity and would provide the information for correcting defor-

mations. In the new method, the antenna array is electrical-

ly divided into several subarrays as shown in the figure. The
Doppler spectrum of each subarray is obtained, using a

pulse repetition frequency consistent with the expected

width of the Doppler spectrum of that subarray. The re-
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ceived signal is spectrum-analyzed in the along track di-

mension.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15390+TN.

Detection of Floating Inputs in Logic Circuits: Modified

oscilloscope probe applies a momentary pullup voltage

See 0221

Determining the Slope Error of a Parabolic Reflector: The
approximate slope error is determined with minimal test

equipment
See 0434

0312 Digital Sequence Controller: The length and timing

of pulse sequences are user-controlled

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (B)

A digital circuit generates several pulse streams to control

loads that must be synchonized. It allows the duration and

phasing of each stream to be varied independently. The
original application of the circuit was to control a pump for

biomedical applications. In the digital controller, an astable

circuit drives cascaded BCD counters. The astable period

establishes the basic time resolution of the controller and,

together with the counter length, sets the maximum se-

quence length or period. The loads are controlled by solid-

state switches, which are driven by flip-flops. A prototype of

the circuit was used to drive two pairs of solenoids. Using a

555 timer as the astable element and CMOS logic and
counting circuits, power consumption was low enough for

battery operation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15725 + TN.

0313 Digital Stepping-Motor Control System: Maximum
acceleration can be achieved without sacrificing

synchronization

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (B)

A microprocessor-based control system permits higher ac-

celeration and maximum speed of stepping motors under

varying conditions while maintaining synchronization. Previ-

ously, automatically controlled stepping motors had to be
operated at less than optimum speed and acceleration. The
principal feature of the improved system is the digital proc-

essing circuit that is responsive to the output of the motor

and provides accurate input to the controller. An encoder,

located on the output shaft of the motor, generates signals

to the digital processor, which then interprets and identifies

the actual step position of the motor.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PAT-APPL-6-
394,558 + NAB, price code: A02. For licensing information,

contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Patents,

U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For

other information, contact: James E. Swansen, MS E540,

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545;

(505)667-2187.

0314 Direct-Current Unbalance Detector: Short circuits

to ground are indicated by voltage changes
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85

"
(B, K)

A current transducer connected in a bridge circuit with a
'floating' 30-Vdc power supply measures the voltage unbal-

ance between the positive and negative powerlines and
ground. The detection-circuit output swings higher or lower

than the normal balanced-condition voltage to signify unbal-

ance toward the positive or negative side, respectively. This

circuit configuration can be adapted to monitor 4- to 20-mA
current loops often found in industrial controls.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15978 + TN.

0315 Discriminator Aids Phase-Lock Acquisition: The
complexity of swept-frequency systems is avoided
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B)

The voltage controlled oscillator in a suppressed-carrier de-

tector acquires the carrier frequency and phase quickly with

the help of a frequency discriminator arrangment. To obtain

the discriminator function, the filter bandwidth in the quad-

rature (Q) leg of the detector is widened with respect to the

bandwidth of the filter in the inphase (I) leg. The input

signal is mixed with the voltage controlled oscillator signal

in the Q-leg and with a 90 deg phase-shifted oscillator

signal in the l-leg. In the l-leg the mixer output is low pass
filtered, then hard-limited to produce a square wave oscil-

lating at the frequency difference between the received and
oscillator signals.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-14311 +TN. Inquires

concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its com-
mercial development should be addressed to Paul F.

McCaul, NASA Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601,

4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818)354-

2700. Refer to NPO-1431 1 +TN.

0316 Doping Gallium Arsenide Integrated Circuits: Two
new methods for doping from thin films are studied

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B, J)

Two promising alternative methods for doping gallium arse-

nide have been explored in studies conducted for the U.S.

Army Research Office. Both are ultra-thin-film techniques

and may eventually prove useful in fabricating GaAs inte-

grated circuits. Both techniques eliminate the perennial

problem associated with doping GaAs by ion implantation:

stoichiometric disturbances that prevent complete anneal-

ing, particularly for high-dose implantation such as might be
useful for forming contacts and preparing source and drain

wells. One of the new methods employs the diffusion of sili-

con in GaAs by a rapid thermal-processing cycle. The other

method is based on monolayer surface doping from a
plated-zinc source.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 46846+ NAA,
price code: A02.
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0317 Dual-Mode Horn Antenna for Millimeter

Wavelengths: Beam has nearly equal shapes in the E-

and H-planes
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (B)

A millimeter-wave feed horn exhibits nearly equal beam-in-

tensity patterns in the E- and H-planes as well as low side-

lobe levels. The horn includes a circular waveguide, a step

transition, and a conical section. The feed waveguide re-

ceives energy in the TE11 mode, and the step transition

converts some of this energy to the TM11 mode. The TE11
and TM11 modes radiate from the horn aperture with their

main lobes in phase. The design is a simplified version of

the Potter feed-horn design, which includes a matching iris

in the circular waveguide and a step transition to an inter-

mediate larger circular-waveguide phasing section adjacent

to the cone. The new feed horn is easier to construct in

part because of the simpler shape. In addition, a reduction

in the phase change between the step transition and the

aperture increases the bandwidth, thereby reducing the pre-

cision required to manufacture the phase-sensitive dimen-

sions of the horn.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16297+TN.

Dynamic Calibration of Pressure Transducers: Sinusoidal

calibration signal is produced in 4- to 100-Hz range
See 0627

0318 Dynamic High-Current Spark-Gap Switch: Switch
can operate up to 10,000 pulses per second
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (B, J)

An improved spark-gap switch uses a continuous stream of

ionizable 'seed' gas to produce pulses of up to 100 kA at

very high repetition rates. These characteristics are a com-
bination of two factors: (1) fast rise times and high current-

carrying capacities of conventional high-pressure spark

gaps and (2) fast recovery times of conventional low-pres-

sure spark gaps. The switch design employs a concentric

configuration with a cylindrical anode positioned at the

center surrounded by a cathode and an ion-trigger plate.

Gases suitable for the switch include hydrocarbons with

good dielectric properties, sulfur fluoride, and argon.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PAT-APPL-6-
41 3,639+ NAB, price code: A02. For licensing information,

contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Patents,

U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For

other information, contact: Daniel S. Prono, Lawrence Liver-

more National Laboratory, L-436, Building 315, Room 110,

P.O. Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550; (415) 423-0738.

Eddy-Current Reference Standard: An eddy-current
reference standard is stable over long time periods
See 1167

0319 Edge Labels for Multilayer Circuit Boards: A quick
visual inspection identifies out-of-place layers

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B)

Position coded edge labels added to stacked printed-circuit

boards make it easy to determine whether the boards have

been assembled in the correct order. It is essential that the

proper sequence of layers be maintained during assembly,

or else electromagnetic interference can occur between

layers. In the new method, a small marker is affixed before

assembly to each layer of a multilayer circuit board, at a

predetermined location on the edge of that layer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20704+ TN.

0320 Effects of Impurities on VHSIC's: A study
investigates the effects of impurities on electrical

properties of metal + silicon interfaces

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (B)

The backbone of current LSI + VLSI technology and the

next generation of VHSI technology is the n-channel, silicon

gate MOS transistor. To reduce device dimensions below 1

micro m lateral line widths, however, new limitations on
device performance must be considered. Some of these

limitations are inherent in the device scaling process, but

many are associated with defects present in the device

structure. Some of these defect-related limitations have
been addressed in a study performed for the U.S. Army Re-

search Office. In this program, the effects of interfacial im-

purities were investigated on the properties of ohmic and
Schottky contacts for a selected number of electrode sys-

tems. The basic approach was to apply interface microana-

lysis to investigate the chemical nature of the silicon metal

interface and electrical characterization of the same speci-

mens so that changes in electrical properties could be di-

rectly related to chemical changes at the interface.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A140814+ NAA,

price code: A02.

0321 Efficient Reflector Antenna: An off-axis, clear-

aperture design has high gain-to-noise-temperature

ratio

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B)

An efficient antenna is applicable to systems where the

main reflector diameter is at least 500 wavelengths. This

design can provide a 2- to 3-dB improvement in gain divid-

ed by noise temperature (G+T) over that of centeriine

symmetric designs. The aperture efficiency of a large new
antenna of this type is expected to be about 90 percent.

The performance improvement is largely due to a clear-ap-

erture, off-axis dual-reflector design.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16262+ TN.

0322 Electroformed Electrodes for Electrical-Discharge

Machining: Copper electrodes are easier and cheaper
to make
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (F, G)

Copper electrodes may replace graphite electrodes in many
instances of the electrical-discharge machining (EDM) of

complex shapes. One of the advantages is that the same
electroforming mandrel can be used repeatedly to make a
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number of electrodes. The complicated shape, therefore,

has to be machined only once in making the mandrel, and
the electrodes nearly duplicate the machining precision.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19651 +TN.

0323 Eliminating False Signals from Electromechanical
Keyboards: Bounce eliminator scavenges its power
from keyboard lines

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85

"
(B)

Contact switches in electromechanical keyboards are prone

to bounce - the creation of unwanted pulses that interfere

with digital systems. A new adapter unit eliminates bounce
without a separate power supply. The debouncer is placed

in series, via standard connectors, with the cable joining the

keyboard to the digital system. No other modification is

needed. The debouncer draws its electric power from the

unactivated keyboard signal lines. Because complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) integrated circuits are

used in the unit, the power consumption is very low.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20429+TN.

0324 Ellipsoidal Balloon Antenna: A direct-broadcast

ellipsoidal antenna would be 40 percent smaller than a

spherical reflector

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B)

The geometry of an ellipsoidal balloon antenna is such that

the antenna feed-point can be located on the surface of

the ellipsoid rather than inside the balloon. Conventional

spherical balloon antennas, in contrast, must be energized

from an interior point. Ellipsoidal antennas would thus be
easier to assemble and easier to deploy if used in 'self-

erecting' configurations. They would require simpler feed

mountings and would not have to be penetrated by signal

cables.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15931 +TN.

0325 Energy-Saving Inverter: Commutation by a field-

effect transistor allows more efficient operation
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (B)

In a proposed inverter circuit, a high-voltage field-effect

transistor (FET) controls silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR's).

The circuit requires only one capacitor and one inductor in

its commutation circuit: It is simpler, more efficient, and
more economical than conventional inverters. The principle

can also be adapted to dc-to-dc converters. The inverter is

intended for such applications as dc-to-dc converters, bat-

tery chargers, and polyphase motors. It provides both com-
mutation and control of the time rate of voltage change
(dV+dt) during commutation. The FET handles the main
switched current during the commutation interval.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15291 +TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213)354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15291 +TN.

0326 Error-Compensated Integrate and Hold:

Differencing circuit cancels the error caused by
switching-transistor capacitance

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (B)

Differential compensation reduces the error in an improved

integrate-and-hold circuit. The new configuration could be
applied in systems where very low voltages are sampled or

where there are many integrate-and-hold cycles before the

circuit is reset.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to ARC-11303+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Darrell G. Brekke, Ames
Research Center, Mail Code: 200-11 A, Moffett Field, CA
94035; (415) 965-5104. Refer to ARC-11303+TN.

0327 Fabricating Underwater Electroacoustic

Transducers: Use of retainer ring instead of adhesives
simplifies assembly and disassembly

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (G)

An underwater electroacoustical transducer assembly uses

a precast silicone rubber compressed between the ceramic

crystal and metal container. A removable retainer ring holds

the assembly in place. This method provides for proper

stress loading, speed and ease of assembly, and a way of

removing the transducer without damaging the crystal. The
new fabrication method achieves a superior coupling coeffi-

cient and avoids the problems of in-place casting.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-13007+TN.

0328 Fabrication of High-Voltage Multiplier Modules: An
improved manufacturing technique increases reliability,

reduces the number of components, and lowers rework

costs

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B, G)

A project performed for the U.S. Army Electronics Re-

search and Development Command established an im-

proved manufacturing approach to the high-voltage multipli-

er modules. These modules, required for the operation of

night-vision image-intensifier tubes, were fabricated integral-

ly with the power supply and were therefore tested only as

a part of a completed power supply. Because of the im-

proved process, however, the modules now can be tested

separately before installation in the power supply.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: U.S. Army
Night Vision Electro-Optics Laboratory, Attn. DELNB-AC (J.

L. Evans), Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-5677; (703) 664-1551.
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0329 Fabrication of Thick Gold Strip Lines: Ion-beam
etching and masking techniques fabricate micron-sized

gold strip lines

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (G)

Ion-beam etching allows micron-sized gold strip lines and
other microgeometric structures to be deposited without

edge damage. A strip-line electrode which is on top of Si02
consists of a 100-A layer of Cr followed by a thick (3

microm) layer of gold, on top of which is deposited a Cr or

Ti layer that is subsequently oxidized. The resulting Cr02 or

Ti02 oxidized layer provides a mask for the strip-line pat-

tern during subsequent etching of the gold.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16238+TN.

0330 Failure Analysis of Microelectronic Wires: Gold
and aluminum wires are evaluated and compared
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (B, H)

In microelectronic circuits, pulses arise sporadically or by

design. The designer should know the approximate toler-

ance of the circuit for high-voltage transient electrical

stresses. An investigation of circuits subjected to extremely

short pulses showed that the most prevalent damage was
burnout or melting of the fine gold or aluminum wires, ac-

cording to a report by the U.S. Army Missile Command. The
temperature profiles of gold and aluminum wires were cal-

culated using equations based on heat flow, electrical con-

ductivity, and electrical power dissipation. Manufacturers of

microelectronic products can apply this information to inte-

grated circuits. Designers should be able to calculate wire

size more accurately.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 34592+ NAA,
price code: A02, or contact project officer: Vernon A. Nie-

berlein (205) 876-5176.

0331 Fast Two-Dimensional Digital-Filter Hardware: A 5-

by-5 convolute-integer filter could process 4 x 10 to

the 6 image points per second
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 "

(B)

A report describes the principles of the hardware imple-

mentation of a two-dimensional 5-by-5 convolute-integer

low-pass filter. Such a filter could process 4 x 10 to the 6
image data points per second, a speed fast enough for

real-time use in image analysis and enhancement. By using

sets of convolute integers, the hardware can perform low-

pass (noise-reduction), high-pass, or band-pass filtering.

Still other sets of convolute integers can be used to

produce various partial derivatives of the data. Most gener-

ally useful is the low-pass convolute-integer filter: It sup-

presses image noise with minimal loss of resolution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25876+TN.

0332 Fast Way Devised to Find Printed Circuit Defects
Department of the Air Force, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (B, K)

A process using microencapsulated dye to find printed cir-

cuit board failures is being developed and tested by the

Aeronautical Systems Division. Inspectors now use micro-

scopes to detect problems, a process which may take up to

six hours per printed circuit board. With the new process,

inspection time would be reduced to three to five minutes

per board. Detection of mechanical faults has become in-

creasingly difficult due to complexity of printed circuit

boards, primarily the result of increased packaging density

of electronic components and narrower conductive lead

path cross sections. The new process uses microencapsu-

lated dye penetrant materials to detect mechanical and
structural defects on the boards with and without compo-
nents mounted. The components are resistors, transistors,

and capacitors. The solid dye penetrant, sheathed in minis-

cule polymeric capsules, is sprayed on the board and
wedges itself into imperfections as small as one micron.

Under ultraviolet light, cracks, delaminations, bad solder

joints and other defects marked by the encapsulated dye

are clearly visible. The process has an additional advan-

tage: in cleaning the boards, it's easier to flush out the

larger, microencapsulated dye particles than it would be to

try to get rid of a regular powder hidden in cracks and crev-

ices.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Jo Ann
Rumple, U.S. Air Force, Aeronautical Systems Division,

Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433; (513) 255-2725. Refer to

PAM84-136+ TN.

Fiber Optic Standards
See 1169

0333 Finding Open Faults in CMOS Circuits: Spurious

memory requires a series of test inputs

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (B)

An algorithm specifies a sequence of input test signals and

the interpretation of the resulting output signals for identify-

ing stuck-open faults in complementary metal-oxide-semi-

conductor (CMOS) integrated logic circuits. It can be incor-

porated in software for online production testing of CMOS
circuits.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15838+ TN.

First Composite Superconductor SRM on Sale

See 0637

0334 Hardware Fault Simulator Generates Test Vectors
for Complex IC's: It is faster and more cost effective

than software simulation

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (A, B)

A final report describes a technique that uses a fault simu-

lator implemented entirely in hardware to generate and op-

timize test vectors for a microprocessor. The hardware fault

simulator approach reduces test time, while maintaining

high reliability in detecting faults. The development and op-

timization of test vectors was done with the fault simulator

plugged directly into the test head. The fault simulator auto-

matically injected over 1,000 faults in the sequential and
combinatorial circuits of the microprocessor.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15362+TN.

0335 High-Common-Mode-Rejection Differential

Amplifier: The circuit features inexpensive components
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (B)

A high-common-mode-rejection differential amplifier ampli-

fies low-level signals in the presence of high-frequency

noise. The amplifier can be used in power systems that re-

quire current monitoring on the high side of a high-voltage

powerline. The circuit comprises inexpensive standard re-

sistors, transistors, and operational amplifiers. The amplifi-

er, which is accurate to 1 percent, functions with an applied

common-mode voltage of up to 500 V and a corresponding

full-scale differential voltage of up to 0.2 V.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25868+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, Jr., George
C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01 , Marshall

Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205)453-0020. Refer to

MFS-25868+TN.

0336 High-Energy Overcurrent Protection Coil: Size,

weight, and cost are reduced
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (J)

An inductor protects a 120-kV neutral-beam source from

capacitive overcurrents when the source sparks to ground.

The overcurrent protector has a magnetic core constructed

of inexpensive materials and does not require magnetic
biasing or reset circuits to operate. The inductor coils are

placed between the capacitors and the load with a diode

connected across one of the windings. Each coil is wound
with a bifilar set of conductors that establishes a circuit be-

tween the capacitor and the load. During fault conditions

such as a short in the load, however, both conductors in

the winding carry the capacitive fault current, thereby excit-

ing the inductance of the magnetic core.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The patent document
on which this technical note is based is U.S. Patent

4,358,808, which is available from: Commissioner of Pat-

ents, Washington, DC 20231 for $1. For licensing informa-

tion, contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Pat-

ents, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585.
For further information, contact: Walter F. Praeg, FPP-ET
360, Argonne National Laboratory, 9700 South Cass
Avenue, Argonne, IL 60464; (312) 972-6543.

0337 High-Frequency, High-Power Capacitor: The
capacitor will increase the efficiency of high-frequency
circuits

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B)

A high-energy-density, high-power 75-kvar transfer capaci-

tor has been developed that provides a very-low-loss,

space-type design for use at high frequencies (10 to 40
kHz). The specifications of the capacitor developed are 0.8

micro F, 600 Vrms with a 600-Vdc bias. Using a split foil

and a floating foil plus multiple coils, the voltage drop

across the film was reduced to a few hundred volts, which

enhanced the lifetime (design life - 10 years). The outstand-

ing features of this capacitor are its high current capability

(125 A) at 40 kHz, its light weight (0.5 kg+ kvar), and its

very low loss (a 22-watt design loss at operating condi-

tions).

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: N83-27127+ NAC, price

code: A05.

0338 High-Voltage Feedthrough Assembly: Variable

diameter insulation improves voltage-carrying capacity

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (B)

Feedthrough assemblies are used to conduct high voltages,

in the range of 50 kilovolts and up, into the interior of en-

closed and grounded chambers. Previously, assemblies

using cylindrical insulation were unable to withstand the

stresses of the high-voltage electric fields created between
the conductor and chamber housing, resulting in holes

burned through the insulator and pitting of the conductor

rod. An improved design, which uses a bell-shaped insula-

tion layer to accommodate the electric fields between con-

ductor and chamber, reduces these destructive stresses

and increases the load-carrying capacity of the assembly.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PAT-APPL-6-397,736,

price code: A02. For licensing information, contact: Office

of Assistant General Counsel for Patents, U.S. Department

of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For further information,

contact: Chester D. Pike, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,

Building 47, 1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA 94720; (415)

486-7254.

Human Capabilities Vs. Visual Displays Subject of Manual
See 0051

Improved HgCdTe Photoconductive IR Reflectors: A dual-

layer coating improves passivation without increasing

reflectance
See 1178

0339 Improved Hollow Cathode: It can be rapidly

started and kept in an idling state

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (B, F)

An improved hollow cathode for neutral-beam injector ion

sources is rapidly started by the dielectric breakdown of an

ignitor plug located at one end of an open-ended tube. The
arc discharge initiated by the breakdown heats the cathode

to electron-emitting temperatures in about 1 to 2 seconds.

The compact size and moderate power level of this new
cathode make it a suitable replacement for filament cath-

odes. It can be used in low-current ion implantation, ion

milling, ion sputtering, and ion bombardment for surface

treatment. Also, the cathode can be kept in a low power-on

(idling) condition, by maintaining only a cathode+ keeper

discharge.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15560+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA
Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213) 354-2700.
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0340 Improved RF Isolation Amplifier: Circuit has high

reverse isolation and a wide bandwidth
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (B)

A new radio-frequency (RF) isolation amplifier has a fre-

quency response of 0.5 to 400 MHz dB. It does not require

selected or matched components or a directional coupling

device. The circuit can be used in applications requiring

high reverse isolation, such as receiver intermediate-fre-

quency (IF) strips and frequency distribution systems. The
circuit is a two-stage amplifier. Both stages use comple-

mentary-symmetry transistor arrangements. The input stage

is a common-base connection for the complementary cir-

cuit. The output stage, which supplies the positive gain, is a

common-emitter circuit using emitter degeneration and col-

lector-base feedback for impedance control.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16026+TN.

0341 Improved Thick Dichroic Reflector for Microwave
Feeds: The geometry of a reflector plate is adjusted to

compensate for undesired effects

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (B)

A small design change reduces depolarization and noise in

a thick microwave dichroic reflecting plate that is tilted 30

deg from an orientation broadside to the incident beam. For

all incident polarizations, the change makes the tilted plate

exhibit the same electrical thickness that is presented by

the unmodified, untilted plate. The unmodified dichroic re-

flector is a thick plate with a hexagonal array of holes.

When a circularly polarized beam is normally incident, the

plate is nearly transparent at the resonant frequency. How-
ever, the plate is ordinarily tilted in use so that there is a

geometric difference between the discontinuities in the

free-space-to-circular-waveguide transitions in the E- and
H-planes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-
13506+TN. Inquiries concerning the commercial use of this

invention should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA
Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-801, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103, (818) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
13506+TN.

Improving Divider Calibration Techniques
See 0651

0342 Inexpensive Generator Produces Picosecond
Pulses
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (B, J, K)

An electronic pulse generator has been developed for use
in radar, testing of electronic circuits, and in other applica-

tions where extremely short electrical pulses are needed.
This simple and inexpensive device produces pulses about

35 picoseconds long, with shorter pulses possible with al-

teration of dimensions. In the device, two sections of stri-

pline transmission line, placed side-by-side, are separated

by a common wall (wide dimension). When a step function

signal is passed through one of the striplines, the time de-

rivative of the input signal is coupled into the other stripline

through a transverse slot in the common wall. Output

pulses of opposite polarity are available at opposite ends of

the second stripline. The length of the output pulse is de-

pendent on the rise time of the step function, which is com-
monly generated by tunnel diodes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Robert J.

Morris, 50A-4112, Office of Research & Technology Appli-

cations, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA
94720; (415) 486-6502. Refer to DOE+ LBL+ AF-9 + TN.

0343 Infrared-Responsive Monolithic MOS Circuit: Lead
chalcogenide photoresistors are integrated with FET
amplifiers

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (B)

A monolithic interconnection technique incorporates infra-

red-sensitive lead chalcogenide photoresistors into metal-

oxide-semiconductor (MOS) integrated circuits. This avoids

the use of welded interconnection wires and separate pre-

amplifier circuits. By thus saving space, the technique ex-

tends the benefits of high detector-packing density to infra-

red wavelengths between 1.65 and 2.3 micro m which are

not detected by present monolithic extrinsic silicon infrared

detectors.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to Inquiries concerning non-

exclusive or exclusive license for its commercial develop-

ment should be addressed to John O. Tresansky, Goddard
Space Flight Center, Mail Code: 204, Greenbelt, MD 20771;

(301)344-7351. Refer to GSC-12782+ TN.

0344 Integrated Laser and Light Detector: A monolithic

structure combines a beam deflector and position

indicator

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B)

A proposed infrared optical transmitter would track a distant

beacon and automatically point the transmitted beam
toward the beacon. An essential part of the transmitter is

an integrated gallium arsenide device containing an elec-

tronically-steerable semiconductor injection laser and a po-

sition detector that senses the direction to the beacon.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15943 + TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15943+TN.

Interstitial Digital-Image-Point Generator: A digital filter

interpolates values in a two-dimensional array
See 0236

0345 Ion Beam Milling and Up-Plating are Novel
Approaches to Microwave Circuit Production
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (B, G)

Increased complexity of modem military microwave sys-

tems compel higher density packaging. Historically this has
been reflected in changes in the transmission medium from

waveguide to stripline to microstrip. However, the 2.5

micron (0.0001 in) tolerance required for the line width and
gap dimensions for a microstrip inter-digitated coupler was
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difficult to achieve using the conventional wet etch process.

In addition, uncertain dimensional regulation for the process

limited the yields, making the costs prohibitive. These con-

ditions resulted in investigation of two other processes to

manufacture microwave circuit films on hard dielectric sub-

strates--and each proved superior to the conventional wet
chemical etching process. Ion beam milling is the primary

method used to pattern microwave integrated circuits on
hard dielectric substrates such as alumina and fused silica.

Up-plating, with its lower capital investment (approximately

$100,000) appears better suited for low volume production

facilities. This process uses polyimide which is plasma
etched in a parallel plate etcher with an oxygen plasma to

form the channels into which gold is electroplated to

produce a circuit film.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 45237+NAC,
price code: A03.

0346 IPINV.REV1: This program inverts resistivity data
to two-dimensional models for a dipole+dipole array

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (A, B)

IPINV is a batch mode program that is capable of inverting

resistivity data to two-dimensional models for a
dipole+dipole array. The forward problem is computed
using a transmission surface analogy or network analogy al-

gorithm. The inversion technique is a linearized least-

squares algorithm with either Box-Kanemaesu or Marquardt

stepping. The program is written in FORTRAN IV for PRIME
400 and PRIMOS IV computers. The program size is 1,704

cards, 224K bytes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to 9987. For information about the program,

contact A.C. Tripp or C. Nutter, University of Utah Research
Institute, Earth Science Laboratory, 420 Chipeta Way, Salt

Lake City, UT 84108.

0347 Isolation Mounting for Charge-Coupled Devices:
CCD's are suspended by wires under tension
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 (B, K)

A support for small imaging devices provides both cooling

and vibration isolation. Developed for charge-coupled
devices(CCD's) in infrared telescopes, the support is adapt-

able to sensors in a variety of environments - for example,
sensors in nuclear reactors, engine exhausts, and plasma
chambers.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15551 +TN.

0348 Laboratory Explores IC Electromigration: This
laboratory features new equipment for examining
problems that curtail the lives of IC's

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B)

Sandia National Laboratories has opened a new laboratory

that is charged with looking into the high-technology 'dis-

eases' that are peculiar to the IC's found on silicon chips.

There are three distinct aspects to the current program of

the new lab. One is to examine different alloys that are (or

could be) used in metalization, another is to look at the

problems of the very fine-lined circuits that might be typical

of the IC's of the 1990's, and the third is to support San-
dia's IC process development effort.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Public Infor-

mation Division 3161, Sandia National Laboratories, P.O.

Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM 87185; (505)844-4207.

0349 Large Diameter GaAs Wafer Costs Reduced
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (B, G)

The availability of high volume polished GaAs wafers for

the preparation of millimeter, microwave and digital devices

and integrated circuits has been limited by a lack of suita-

ble preparation methods including wafer cutting, polishing,

and handling. Flatness requirements were beyond the

state-of-the-art achieved in silicon technology since GaAs
devices require geometric control in the submicron dimen-
sions. The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) has recently

completed a project to reduce wafer costs. The project has
resulted in a dramatic reduction in wafer processing costs.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Commanding
Officer, Naval Research Laboratory, Attn: Mr. Howard Les-

soff, Washington, D.C. 20375; (202) 767-3097.

0350 Leadless Components on PC Boards: A study
results in more reliable solder joints on PC boards
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B)

Mismatched coefficients of thermal expansion of the lead-

less chip carriers (LCC's) and those of the printed-circuit

(PC) boards often produced solder joint stresses that re-

sulted in joint failures. An investigation of the problem by

the U.S. Army Missile Command has shown ways to in-

crease the survival life of the solder joints. The program
was conducted in three phases: Phase I involved material

evaluation and selection, phase II was concerned with fabri-

cation process improvement, and phase III covered envi-

ronmental testing. Environmental tests conducted in phase
III showed that the assembled PC boards withstood the hu-

midity testing and vibration tests. Shock and acceleration

tests were also conducted and showed improved reliability.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: U.S. Army
Missile Command, Attn. AMSMI-ET (P. Wanko), Redstone
Arsenal, AL 35898-5270; (205) 876-5619.

Lensless Image Scanner: Pictures are produced by
Fourier transformation of fringe patterns
See 0664

0351 Light-Activated Microwave Device: Chip would
switch, generate pulses, and detect at microwave
speeds
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B)

A conceptual laser-activated microwave semiconductor

device could switch at microwave speeds, generate pulses,

or detect optical pulses with fast response. The device con-

sists essentially of back-to-back metal + thin oxide+ silicon

(MTOS) capacitors on a silicon chip. Light from a laser

(which may be a semiconductor laser integrated with the

microwave device) is absorbed through the thinned areas

of the aluminum electrodes of the capacitors. (The alumi-

num is less than 10 nm thick in these areas.) A layer of sili-
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con dioxide about 10 nm thick under the electrodes pro-

vides a large capacitance per unit area, and this capaci-

tance is coupled to the capacitance of the depletion layer

in the silicon beneath the oxide. Operation of the device is

based on the change in carrier-generation rate in the deple-

tion layer caused by illuminating the MTOS capacitors.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16112+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
16112+TN.

0352 Lightweight Regulated Power Supply: An error

voltage alters the frequency in a ferroresonant

transformer.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B)

A new power supply circuit regulates its output voltage by

adjusting the frequency of a chopper circuit according to

variations in the input voltage. The supply is light in weight

and responds q uickly to input variations. Currently installed

in a battery charger for an electric wheelchair, the circuit is

well suited to other uses in which light weight is important -

for example, in portable computers, radios, and test instru-

ments. The sample voltage is fed to a voltage controlled

oscillator, which changes the frequency of the oscillations

in the ferroresonant transformer in such a way that the

output voltage returns to its original value.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15977+TN.

0353 Low-Noise Submillimeter-Wave Diode: Low noise
may be achieved without the usual high resistance

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (B)

A proposed mixing diode for millimeter- and submillimeter-

wavelength receivers would have low noise and low resist-

ance. Heretofore, the same doping that minimized noise

also resulted in high resistance. Low noise is essential for

sensitivity in reception, and low resistance (interacting with

the junction capacitance) is necessary to maximize the

cutoff frequency. In the new diode structure, a barrier of p-

type material 200 to 300 A thick is placed between the

metal anode and heavily-doped gallium arsenide. The n-

type epitaxial layer is eliminated. The barrier prevents quan-

tum tunneling of electrons between the semiconductor and
the metal.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15935+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15935+TN.

Low-Stress Sealing of Pressure Transducers: Compliant
washer seals high pressures without excessive
compressive stress on transducer
See 0667

0354 LRU Voltage Analysis: Program predicts the

minimum supply voltages that give predetermined LRU
voltages

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 (A, B)

A program for analyzing Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) vol-

tages in the Shuttle orbiter predicts the minimum voltage

level of the main power distribution bus needed to meet the

predetermined LRU voltages. The loads can be constant-

power or resistive. In some cases, they may be fed from

two or three sources through diodes. This program is writ-

ten in PL+1 for batch execution and has been implement-

ed on an IBM 370-series computer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404)542-3265. Refer to

MSC-20699+TN.

0355 Magic T-Coupled Magnetrons: Output powers are

combined, and the output spectrum is clean

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B)

The outputs of two magnetrons are added coherently in a
scheme based on resonant waveguide coupling and injec-

tion phase locking. In addition, the magnetron filaments are

turned off after starting. The combination of these estab-

lished techniques may eliminate the need for klystron tubes

in some carrier signal generators

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15061 +TN.

Man+ Machine Interface: CRT Touch Panel: Touch-
sensitive display screen serves as a keyboard
See 0243

0356 Manufacture of Nonplanar PC Boards: A study
established the materials and processes for producing
these compact boards
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (B, G)

A study by the U.S. Army Missile Command established

source processes and procedures for producing nonplanar

printed-circuit (PC) boards. These boards can be an eco-

nomical alternative to the conventional flat boards, particu-

larly in systems requiring many PC boards with complex,

expensive interconnections. Two configurations were used
to demonstrate the results of this effort: A Cassegrain an-

tenna system and an eight-layer cylindrical circuit board.

The antenna system consisted of four major types of com-
ponents: A parabolic main reflector approximately 6in in di-

ameter, a hyperbolic subreflector, a four-port waveguide,

and a set of 1-in. diameter broadband spiral antennas. The
second part of the effort was to find a material + process

system for producing multilayer cylindrical circuit boards.

The material selected was a polyimide base double-sided

board with 1 ounce copper.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Commanding
General, U.S. Army Missile Command, System Engineering

and Production Directorate, Attn: AMSMI-ET (R. Brown),

Bldg. 5400, Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898-5270; (205) 876-

8608.
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0357 Measuring Tracking Accuracy of CCD Imagers:
Light spots are moved in small increments to

determine system response
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (B)

The tracking accuracy and resolution of charge-coupled

device (CCD) imaging arrays are measured by an instru-

ment originally developed for measuring the performance of

a star-tracking telescope. It operates by projecting one or

more artificial star images on the surface of a CCD array,

moving the stars in controlled patterns, and comparing the

star locations computed from the CCD outputs with those

calculated from the step coordinates of a micropositioner.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15665+TN.

0358 Membrane Switches Check Seal Pressure: Door
and hatch seals can be monitored electronically

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (F)

An array of flexible membrane switches can be used to in-

dicate the closure of a seal. A switch membrane responds

to the pressure exerted by a rigid surface on a compliant

sealing medium and provides switch contacts that can be
monitored electronically. The principle can be used to

ensure the integrity of seals on refrigerator and oven doors,

on weatherstripping, and on hatches on spacecraft, air-

planes, and submarines. A membrane switch includes three

layers of polyester film bonded together. The top and
bottom layers carry conductor pads and circuitry. The
method of pressure sensing is particularly suitable for thin

gaps. It is clean and provides fast 'go+ no-go' measure-
ments.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A copy of the original

Tech Note fact sheet containing more detailed information

and diagrams is available by ordering the monthly subscrip-

tion package, order number PB85-925602, price code E02.

Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Marvin F. Matthews,
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Mail Code: AL-3, Hous-
ton, TX 77058; (713) 483-4871. Refer to MSC-20468+TN.

0359 Memory-Metal Electromechanical Actuators:
Memory metals are used to generate fast mechanical
response to electrical signals

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (F)

A proposed electrically controlled actuator would produce a
predetermined force, torque, or displacement without

motors, solenoids, or gears. Using memory-metal elements,

such an actuator would respond to a digital input without

electronic digital-to-analog conversion. In its simplest form,

the actuator comprises several identical memory elements
in parallel. Each element is selectively heated by electric

current when its series switch is closed. When the tempera-
ture of an element rises above the critical temperature, the

element reverts to its hot-formed shape. The change is

rapid, since its source - heat - arises within the element
itself. As it changes shape or attempts to do so, the actua-

tor applies a force to a load.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD

21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15960+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA
Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213) 354-2700. NPO-
15960+TN.

0360 Memory-Metal Stepping Motor: A spring clutch is

driven by a memory-metal actuator

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (B)

A compact stepping motor for applications that require high

torque at slow speeds might be made with a helicalspring

clutch and an electrically-heated memory-metal actuator.

According to a proposal, the helical spring is anchored at

one end and wound around the motor shaft. The other end
of the spring is attached to an anchored memory-metal ac-

tuator that is horseshoe-shaped when hot, but relaxes to a
straighter shape when cold. An electric current heats the

actuator, curling it into a horseshoe shape and causing it to

pull on the spring.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15482+ TN. Inquir-

ies concerning the commercial use of the invention should

be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resident Office-

JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasade-

na, CA 91103; (818) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-15482+TN.

0361 Microwave Resonator Developed
Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (B)

Army researchers have developed improved piezoelectric

crystal resonators which are particularly adapted for use

with spread spectrum and fast frequency hopping communi-
cations systems. The microwave resonators, as described

in the patent application, use lateral excitation to trap vibra-

tion energy in a region between the electrodes. Recessed
electrodes are adjacent to a relatively raised piezoelectric

region on at least one major face or surface of the crystal.

The recessed electrodes oppose one another in either a

horizontal or a vertical direction to generate a lateral field in

the body of the crystal upon excitation. In addition, curved

edge interfaces are provided between the recessed elec-

trodes and the piezoelectric crystal material to reduce field

gradients. One variation uses tapered electrodes which

have the effect of increasing the energy trapping produced

in the gap between the electrodes. This development re-

lates particularly to the field of acoustic bulk wave crystal

resonators operating with lateral field excitation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of Gov-
ernment Inventions and Patents, National Technical Infor-

mation Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA
22161; (703) 487-4732. Refer to PAT-APPL-6-

664,267 + TN.

0362 Miniature Temperature-Control Circuit: It operates
on any power-supply voltage from 6 to 28 volts

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (F)

A miniature thermostat circuit controls an electric heating

element so as to maintain a constant temperature in an
oven or other thermal environment. The circuit contains a

comparator IC, a Darlington power transistor, a linearized
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thermistor temperature sensor, and resistors and capaci-

tors. It operates on any power-supply voltage from 6 to 28
volts and can be made small enough to be installed within

the temperature stabilized enclosure it controls.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-12900+TN.

0363 National Bureau of Standards Electronics and
Electrical Engineering Bulletin

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (A, B)

Metrology programs in semiconductor technology, signals

and systems, electrical power, and electromagnetic interfer-

ence are among those described in a publication from NBS.
The CEEE Technical Progress Bulletin covers the bureau's

Center for Electronics and Electrical Engineering and its

programs, which provide national reference standards,

measurement methods, supporting theory and data, and
traceability to national standards. In each issue, abstracts

of papers and published works are arranged by topic (with

phone numbers of contacts). Semiconductor topics covered

include silicon materials, dimensional metrology, integrated

circuit test structures, and process and device modeling.

Also included are sections on waveform, antenna, noise,

microwave, optoelectronic, and power systems metrology.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Center for

Electronics and Electrical Engineering, B358 Metrology

Building, National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD
20899; (301)921-3357.

0364 NBS Issues Small Particle SRM for

Microelectronics Industry

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (A, B, J, K)

Producers of microelectronic components, computer chips,

and others who use particle-size measuring instruments

such as electron microscopes, have a new primary particle-

size standard reference material (SRM) for use in quality

control during manufacturing. SRM 1691, Nominal 0.3 Mi-

crometer Polystyrene Spheres, which is a 5-milliliter vial

with several million spheres in water at a concentration of

0.5 percent weight, will assist industry in calibrating measur-
ing devices, identifying surface pollutants on materials, and
sizing circuits.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Available for $227,

order from the Office of Standard Reference Materials,

B311 Chemistry Building, National Bureau of Standards,

Gaithersburg, MD 20899; (301) 921-2045.

0365 NEC2: The computer program analyzes the
electromagnetic response of antennas and other metal
structures

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (A, B)

The Numerical Electromagnetic Code (NEC2) uses both an
electric-field integral equation (EFIE) and a magnetic-field

integral equation (MFIE) to analyze the electromagnetic re-

sponse of antennas and other metal structures. The EFIE is

well suited for thin-wire structures of small or vanishing

conductor volume, while the MFIE is more attractive for vo-

luminous structures, especially those having large smooth
surfaces.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to No. 9941. For further information, contact:

G.J. Burke, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P.O.

Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550.

0366 Negatively Coupled Inductors for Odd-Phase
Choppers: A modification of the output inductor circuit

is required

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (B)

Splitting the windings of the output inductors of a negative-

ly-coupled 'boost' chopper extends its applicability to an
odd number of phases - including three phases, the number
most frequently used. The new version concatenates the

output inductors of each phase with those of neighboring

phases, achieving a negative coupling effect that suppress-

es unwanted harmonics.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15380+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning the commercial use of the invention should

be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resident Office-

JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasade-
na, CA 91103; (818) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-15380+TN.

0367 Normalizing VFO Frequency by Non-Power-of-2
Division: PLL oscillator with VFO operating at one
frequency yields any one of four frequencies by
dividing by 4, 7, 21, or 52.5

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 ~

(B)

A radiation-resistant phase-locked-loop oscillator that gen-

erates an output frequency 32 times any 1 of 4 specific in

put reference frequencies can be constructed without in-

creasing component count over that of a conventional cir-

cuit. The radiation resistance of the voltage-controlled oscil-

lator in the loop is maximized by designing the loop so that

the oscillator works at the same relatively low frequency

(12.9024 MHz) for each of the four output frequencies.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15330+TN.

0368 Optical Logic Gates: Photonic analogs mimic
digital electronic logic

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (B)

Logic gates for light signals would be constructed from

combinations of prisms, polarizing plates, and quarterwave

plates, according to a proposal. The signals would be trans-

mitted to and from the gates along optical fibers. A basic

optical logic gate is shown in the figure. Unpolarized light

from a remote monochromatic source arrives along two
input paths of equal optical length. One or both paths may
include an optical transducer or logic gate that turns the

signal off (logic '0') or on (logic '1'). The input signals from

both paths are transmitted through a sheet of linearly polar-

izing material.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15134+TN.
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0369 Optical Testing of Integrated Circuits:

Nondestructive test uses digital analysis of weighted
photoresponse image
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (B)

An optical spot-raster scanner is used to produce a weight-

ed photoresponse image (PI) of an operating CMOS IC.

Digital analysis of Pi's, which correlates differences in Pi's

with electrical behavior of the IC, shows promise both as a
100-percent screening method for use in IC manufacture

and as a diagnostic tool in IC development.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25489+TN.

0370 Overvoltage Protector for Electronic Circuits:

Overvoltage protector that bypasses high currents in

coaxial cables to ground
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (B)

This device features a varistor-initiated arc that shunts high

currents that occur on the line as a result of lightning

strikes and other accidents. The protector can be adapted

to a variety of cable connectors. The protector uses varis-

tor materials that are prepared by pressing a mixture of

ZnO, CoO, and BaO powder into a pellet with a binder.

When the varistor threshold voltage is reached, these con-

tact points form a conductive path between the electrodes.

The voids between the particles are filled with an arc-sus-

taining gas such as air.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The patent on which
this technical note is based is U.S. Patent 4,365,282, which
is available from: Commissioner of Patents, Washington,

DC 20231 for $1. For licensing information, contact: Office

of Assistant General Counsel for Patents, U.S. Department
of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For additional informa-

tion, contact: John P. Brainard, Division 2562, Sandia Na-
tional Laboratories, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM
87185; (505) 844-6462.

0371 Permanent Solder Masks for High Reliability

Applications Evaluated

Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (B)

With more dense packaging of electronic subassembly
printed wiring boards, it has become necessary for the mili-

tary to fully understand materials and application problems
of solder masks. The Naval Weapons Center (NWC), in an
attempt to experience and understand the problems associ-

ated with dry film and liquid permanent solder masks, con-

cludes that solder mask should be used only over bare

copper circuitry and that liquid solder mask should not be
used as an electrical insulating barrier. Problems such as
registration, adherence, bubbles and voids, and environ-

mental protection were examined.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Navy Domes-
tic Technology Transfer, Code E411, Naval Surface Weap-
ons Center, Dahlgren, VA 22448. Refer to D91204+TN.

0372 Phased-Antenna-Array Conical Scanning: Antenna
pointing is faster than in mechanical scanning
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (B)

A proposed technique for pointing the beam of a phased-
array antenna system would combine the advantages of

single-antenna conical scanning and dual-beam phased-
array scanning. Fine antenna pointing with the new tech-

nique would be much faster than is possible by mechanical

rotation. The technique should have many uses in military

and civilian radar, principally in tracking aircraft, balloon-

borne weather instruments, and other moving signal

sources or reflectors. In its simplest form, the new tech-

nique would employ three antennas. The sharp central lobe

(the beam) of the phased array points in a direction that de-

pends on the relative phase shifts of the signals received

or transmitted by the three antennas.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15899+TN.
Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to Paul

F. McCaul, NASA Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601,

4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213) 354-

2700. Refer to NPO-15899+TN.

0373 Porcelain-Enameled Steel Substrates for Hybrid
Electronics: A handbook presents results of a study of

ceramic+ metal substrates for hybrid microelectronic

circuits

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (B, H)

Ceramic+ metal substrates were evaluated for Harry Dia-

mond Laboratories. A report describes the methods and
techniques used in mass production of thick-film hybrid-

electronic assemblies made with ceramic+ metal (C+M)
substrates. The handbook focuses on the selection, specifi-

cation, and use of commercially available porcelain-enam-

eled steel (PES) substrates and thick-film inks. Several ma-
terials were compared for suitability as core metals. Enam-
eling steel, 16Cu-68+ lnvar-16+Cu(Cu+ lnvar+Cu), or

equivalent; Carpenter Alloy 42 or equivalent; and stainless

steel 303 are suitable for porcelain enameling. Compared
to PC boards, PES and C+ M substrates are more rugged,

dissipate heat better, withstand hostile environments better,

and have greater circuit density. PES and C + M substrates

also are stronger, larger, and cheaper than alumina sub-

strates. In addition, PES and C+M substrates can be
formed into bent or curved shapes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 40689+ NAA,
price code: A04, or contact project officer Albert Lee (202)

394-2840.

Power Calibration Capabilities Extended to 400 Hertz
See 0701

0374 Precision Differential Digitizer: Unit captures a

small signal in a large background noise

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (B, J, K)

A digitizer, originally developed for Raman spectroscopy ex-

periments and other laser-related measurements, automati-

cally corrects for background noise and nonrandom back-

ground signals while maintaining high dynamic range, low

noise, and maximum signal integrity. The usefulness of the

digitizer is not limited to Raman experiments, however; it

can be used in capturing almost any type of small signal
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that occurs with large ac or dc background. The main func-

tion of the digitizer is differential noise cancellation in data-

acquisition systems.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE83-01 3864 + NAB,
price code: A04. For information not in the report, contact:

Arthur Van Hook, Sandia National Laboratories, Division

8348, Livermore, CA 94550; (415)422-3263.

0375 Processes for VLSI Circuits: Advanced fabrication

methods are described and evaluated

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (B, G)

A four-volume document reviews key technologies for inter-

connections in very-large-scale integrated (VLSI) circuits.

The document also discusses current and proposed re-

search into novel fabrication techniques for interconnec-

tions. Part 1 covers lift-off processes for forming dense
interconnection patterns. Part II covers multilevel metal

inter-connections for VSLI circuits, with polyimide as the

interlayer dielectric material. It characterizes polyimide ma-
terials and discusses experiments with a double-level test

pattern. It also presents a novel double-exposure polyimide

patterning process. Part III covers dry-plasma processes,

including plasma etching, reactive ion etching, reactive ion

milling, and plasma deposition processes. Part IV presents

results of a study aimed at finding the material or combina-
tion of materials that will exploit the full potential of the

double-layer metal process.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25857+ TN.

0376 Producing Dot Matrix Display Panels: Fabrication

of light-emitting diode (LED) arrays is simplified

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (B)

In a recent development by the U.S. Army Communications
Research and Development Command, a new method was
proposed for producing LED display modules. The task re-

quired the emplacement of 143,360 LED's and wire con-

nections in an 8-hour shift. Fabrication experiments were
conducted with a commercially produced FOTON machine.

This machine has a peak rate of 6,400 dies per hour. The
LED's are supplied on a 5-in. diameter loop, and the

FOTON machine transfers them to the substrate. The
diodes are placed one color at a time; i.e., the substrate is

populated with the first color, and then the sequence is re-

peated with the second color.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Commander,
U.S. Army Communications+ Electronics Command, Attn.

AMCPM-ATC-TM (R. Miller), Fort Monmounth, NJ 07703;

(201)532-5341.

0377 Production of Composite Radome Structures: An
improved process eliminates machining and bonding
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (G, H)

An all-fluoropolymer continuous-filament-reinforced radome
was studied by the U.S. Army Missile Command. This

radome structure needs no machining or bonding to join

the inner and outer jackets as does the Pershing II radome.

The improved design simplifies fabrication and therefore re-

duces the costs, which may appeal to the aircraft and com-
munication systems manufacturers who produce radomes.

Two types of processes were used in this study: In the first

process, the inner shell was densified (premolded) following

the application of the longitudinal mats. Latex bags were
carefully drawn over the layup and sealed. In the second
process, the cold isostatic press was omitted. Since the un-

densified longitudinal mat reduced the slippage of the circu-

lar windings, a much greater tension was possible.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Commanding
General, U.S. Army Missile Command, Attn. AMSMI-RLM(P.
Ormsby), Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898-5247; (205)876-

2952.

0378 Projected Digital Test Requirements: Testing of

future digital systems will demand higher speed, longer

test patterns, and greater accuracy
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (B)

In work conducted for the U.S. Army Communications-Elec-
tronics Command, digital automatic test equipment (ATE)

development was projected for 1988 through 1991. The
first report, 'Army Digital Test Requirements Analysis

Report,' (AD-A1 37394+ NAA), describes the preliminary

findings of the study. The report gives the conclusions of

the study. Rapid systems development is expected in the

following areas: 1- to 3-V logic families, 32-b data buses, 1-

Mb memory chips, dynamic VLSIC's operating at 100 MHz,
and special chips such as digital correlators. These ad-

vances will strain the capability of existing ATE systems to

test communications equipment. Twelve technologies were
investigated: TTL, Schottky TTL, IL, ECL, PMOS, NMOS,
bulk CMOS, CMOS+ SOS (CMOS+ silicon-on-sapphire),

ISL (integrated Schottky logic), STL (Schottky transistor

logic), VHSI, and GaAs.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 37393+ NAA,
price code: A04.

0379 Protective Cover for IC Packages: Aluminized
plastic protects integrated circuits from static

discharge
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (B)

A snap-on cover shorts the leads of an integrated-circuit

flatpack to prevent damage from electrostatic discharges

during transport, installation, or other handling before final

testing. The cover is removed only during lead bending and
testing. Although originally developed by NASA for use with

flatpacks for spacecraft electronics, the design can be
adapted to other package shapes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15537+TN.

0380 Radiation-Hardened Electric Coils: Rugged coils

can be used routinely for long periods of time in a
high-radiation environment
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (B)

An insulated, radiation-hardened coil is suitable for use in

electromagnets in particle accelerators and nuclear reac-
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tors. A copper conductor is wrapped with thin-gage alumi-

num, then wound in a tight coil. Aluminum wrapping serves

to maintain a uniform spacing between turns. The conduc-

tor is annealed to relax it in the coiled condition. The alumi-

num is dissolved in an aqueous solution. Finally, the bare

coil is insulated by first coating it with a vitreous enamel

and then potting the enameled coil in a refractory-ceramic

concrete such as alumina grit in calcium aluminate binder.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order PAT-APPL-6-393.287+ NAB,
price code: A02. For licensing information, contact: Office

of Assistant General Counsel for Patents U.S. DOE, Wash-
ington, DC 20585. For further information contact: Don
Liska, Los Alamos National Laboratory, P.O. Box 1663, Los

Alamos, NM 87545; (505)667-3286.

0381 Radiation-Hardness Data for Semiconductor
Devices

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (B, H)

A document presents data on, and analysis of, the radiation

hardness of various semiconductor devices. The data

specify the total-dose radiation tolerance of the devices.

The radiation data were obtained specifically for a space

mission to Jupiter, but are applicable to other ionizing radi-

ation environments. The document offers a useful compari-

son of the radiation response of devices that might be con-

sidered in the design and development of electronic circuits

for radiation-hardened systems. It can also assist an engi-

neer in determining quickly the weak links in an existing

system and the radiation tolerance of a system as a whole.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15787+TN.

0382 Reciprocating Linear Electric Motor: Features

include structural simplicity and good
force + displacement characteristics

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (B, F)

A new approach to the design of reciprocating electric

motors promises to improve performance while eliminating

some of the deficiencies of earlier versions. The new
motors are constructed in a simple, rugged cylindrical con-

figuration. Originally intended to provide drivers for long-

lived Stirling-cycle cryogenic refrigerators, the concept may
also have less exotic applications, such as fuel pumps. A
nonmagnetic yoke attached to a shaft holds two ring-

shaped permanent magnets that are radially polarized in

opposite directions. The assembly of magnets, yoke, and
shaft is free to move axially.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to GSC-12773+TN.
Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to John
O. Tresansky, Goddard Space Flight Center, Mail Code:

204, Greenbelt, MD 20771; (301) 344-7351. Refer to GSC-
12773 + TN.

0383 Recovering Energy From Relays: Circuit returns

inductively stored energy to the powerline

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (B)

The magnetic energy stored in a relay is recovered with the

aid of a simple circuit. The circuit recovers more than 20

percent of the energy stored in the relay winding and re-

turns it to the pow erline. Ordinarily, a standard commercial

single-coil relay is equipped with a suppression circuit con-

sisting of a diode and a resistor. When the relay coil current

is turned off, the suppression circuit disposes of the energy

stored in the coil and thereby prevents arcing and transient

voltages. It would be possible to recover the energy by

adding a winding that is inductively coupled to the original

winding. However, the extra winding would add consider-

ably to the cost of the relay.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16268+TN.

0384 Remote Coupling of Electrical Connectors: Device

alines a plug and receptacle axially and radially

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (F)

An automatic mechanism connects and disconnects a self-

alining electrical plug and receptacle. Designed for umbilical

cables between the Space Shuttle and a payload, the

mechanism is adaptable to other remote or hazardous situ-

ations in which a human is not available to connect mating

parts by hand-underwater or in poisonous atmospheres, for

example. A principal advantage is that precise prealinement

of the mating parts is not necessary. The parts are merely

brought near each other, after which sets of petals and

swivels aline the parts as one is inserted in the other.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20414 + TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Marvin F. Matthews, Lyndon B.

Johnson Space Center, Mail Code: AL-3, Houston, TX
77058; (713) 483-4871. Refer to MSC-20414+TN.

0385 Repairable Encapsulated Electronic Modules:

Syntactic foam protects modules but is easy to remove
and replace

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (B, G)

A new packaging technique seals electronic modules as ef-

fectively as does potting in epoxy, yet permits the removal

of the encapsulant when a component change is neces-

sary. The technique encloses a module in a thin, rigid

epoxy+ fiberglass shell containing a lightweight syntactic

foam. The foam is made from glass microballoons and an

epoxy powder that cures at 1 00 C.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15079+TN.
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0386 Resistive Fine Tuning of Resonant Circuit:

Frequency is continuously adjustable over a narrow
range
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (B)

A simple fixed-inductance+ fixed-capacitance tank circuit is

modified for fine adjustment of the resonant frequency by

the addition of a small inductance with a potentiometer

across it. The additional winding could be built into the full

winding as an integral part or could be added externally. A
typical value of the additional inductance would be about

10 percent of the main inductance. This technique provides

a quick way of tuning the reactance out of a power-trans-

former circuit to maximize power transfer or to adjust the

frequency of an oscillator. Likely applications include rotary

transformers, servo amplifiers, and analog computer mod-
ules.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16276+TN.

Reversing Optical Damage in LiNb03 Switches: Higher

operating power can be tolerated after treatment
See 1206

Roof Polishing of Optical Fibers: A beveled tip gives

optimum coupling efficiency
See 1207

0387 Room Temperature Inputs to Squids Now Possible

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (B)

Since Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices

(SQUIDs) must be operated at liquid helium temperatures, it

has always been a problem to introduce signals from room
temperature areas into the SQUID for processing. Stray DC
magnetic fields and RF signals must be shielded out of the

SQUID in order to take advantage of its extraordinary sen-

sitivity as a detector or amplifier, yet the signals of interest

must be transmitted into the SQUID with minimal attenu-

ation. NBS research on shielding techniques to accomplish
these goals has been under way for a short time, and its

results have already allowed the use of SQUIDs with room-
temperature inputs in several interesting new applications.

They have been used: to map the magnetic fields of small

(3mm) air-core and ferrite-core coils at frequencies as high

as 50 kHz; to detect electric current flow paths in compos-
ite structures; and as amplifiers for conventional and new
design eddy current coils for nondestructive evaluation.

These techniques also are being investigated for use with

microscopic Hall-effect devices and multiple-loop gradio-

meters.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: F.R. Fickett,

Div. 724, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colo.

80303; (303)497-3785.

0388 Samarium+ Cobalt Magnets: High coercivities of

SmCo5 magnets are achieved by eliminating oxygen
contamination
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 (H, J)

Intrinsic magnetic coercivities of samarium cobalt magnets
can be made to approach their theoretical limit of 350
kA+m by carefully eliminating oxygen from the finished

magnet by hot isostatic pressing (HIP). The HIP process is

a viable alternative to the currently-used sintering process.

Since there is substantial lowering in oxygen pickup during

densification of the powder compact, there is little grain

growth from processing, and much coarser powder size can

be used. The composition range over which the magnet
properties remain more or less constant eliminates the ne-

cessity of careful and costly composition control.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-27006 + TN.

Sampling of Silicon Powder for Impurity Analysis: An
electron beam forms dense pellets of powdered silicon

for Zeeman analysis

See 0135

0389 SAW-Modulated Image Device: Image resolution is

varied by adjusting the modulation frequency
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (B)

A proposed imaging device uses surface-acoustic-wave

(SAW) charge transfer for image readout. The spatial reso-

lution of the image can be changed electronically by chang-

ing the frequency of an applied signal. In the proposed
device surface acoustic waves create traveling longitudinal

electric fields. These fields, in turn, create potential wells

that carry along stored charges. The charges are injected

into the wells by photoelectric conversion when light strikes

the device.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Further information

may be found in the U.S. Patent referenced below, which

may be purchased for $1.00 a copy from the U.S. Patent

and Trademark Office, Washington, D.C. 20231. This inven-

tion has been patented by NASA (U.S. Patent No.

4,279,001). Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive

license for its commercial development should be ad-

dressed to Howard J. Osborn, Langley Research Center,

Mail Code 279, Hampton, VA 23665. Telephone: (804)865-

3725. Refer to LAR-12633 + TN.

0390 Selecting Flatpack Lead-Forming Dies: The die is

selected optically

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (G)

An optical instrument accurately records the unformed-lead

offset for each flatpack and provides better fit of the flat-

pack to the printed-wiring board. The lead-forming operator

enters the data into a prepared tabular matrix to determine

which lead-forming die is best to use. Due to the usually

low variation in lead offset from sample to sample, the

measurements of only one or two flatpacks per lot are suffi-

cient to determine acceptance or rejection of the entire lot.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25951 +TN.

0391 Self-Righting Objects: A book-shaped object

always springs open with its 'pages' upward
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 '(D)

A technique devised for righting small spacecraft after land-

ing could possibly be applied terrestrially in transmitters for
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rescue beacons. A device that must transmit after landing

must be able to orient its antenna upward, independent of

its landing orientation. This would be achieved by construct-

ing the device in the shape of a book with a hinged cover,

the transmitter and antenna being inside as the 'pages.'

Because of the flat shape of the book, it would tend to

come to rest lying on one of its covers. Then a latch would
release a spring, which would open the book; the antenna
would then face upward no matter which cover the device

had come to rest on when it landed.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15023+TN.

Semiconductor Laser Phased Array: Oscillations are

synchronized and modulated individually for beam
steering

See 1208

0392 Servo Lead Compensation: Lead compensation in

a servosystem can be adjusted continuously

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (B)

A circuit for continuously varying the lead compensation in

a servosystem is operative even when the integrating am-
plifier goes into saturation. Previous lead-compensation cir-

cuits either become inoperative when the integrator satu-

rates or are not continuously adjustable. The circuit incor-

porates an operational amplifier wired as a voltage follower.

The operational amplifier is placed in the summing-resistor

portion of the integrator circuit. Its function is to allow a
continuous change in the value of the integrator coupling

capacitor.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19614+TN.

0393 Shielding Electric Connectors from Lightning: A
grounding shell is made from steel tubing

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (B)

A metallic shield for plastic-body electrical power connec-
tors, with provision for attaching the cable shielding, pre-

vents lightning-induced overvoltages from damaging sensi-

tive electronic equipment. The shell is fabricated from a
plated, cylindrical section of steel tubing or a pipe. It is at-

tached to the plastic housing by four screws. An L-shaped
flange on the shell is for attachment of a ground wire.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15688+TN.

0394 Simplified High-Power Inverter: Only one gate-

turnoff device commutates all thyristors in the circuit

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (B)

A solid-state inverter is simplified by the use of a single

gate-turnoff device (GTO) to commutate multiple silicon

controlled rectifiers (SCR's). By eliminating conventional

commutation circuitry, the GTO reduces cost, size, and
weight. GTO commutation is expected to be generally ap-

plicable to inverters of greater than 1 -kilowatt capacity. Ap-
plications include emergency power, load leveling, drives

for traction and stationary polyphase motors, and photovol-

taic-power conditioning.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15961 +TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213)354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15961 +TN.

0395 Solder Bonding for Power Transistors: Indium
solder boosts power rating and facilitates circuit

changes
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B)

Mounting power transistors with indium solder allows the

devices to be operated at higher power levels than does
conventional attachment by screws. At the same time, the

low melting point of indium solder (141 C) allows a power
transistor to be removed, if the circuit must be reworked,

without distrubing other components mounted with ordinary

solder that melts at 181 C.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20570+TN.

Stabilizing Crystal Oscillators With Melting Metals: Heat
of fusion provides an extended period of constant
temperature and frequency
See 0206

0396 Stable Optocoupler: Feedback circuit minimizes
changes in current-transfer ratio

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B)

A circuit stabilizes the current-transfer ratio (CTR) of an op-

tically coupled isolator used as a linear transducer. (The

CTR is defined as the ratio of output current to input cur-

rent.) The optocoupler produces a voltage output that is

proportional to - but electrically isolated from - the voltage

input. However, the output voltage is directly affected by

changes in the CTR, and the CTR can change substantially

with temperature and current. To a lesser extent the CTR
changes with time over the life of the optocoupler.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25927+TN.

0397 Strain-Resistant Superconductors are Found
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (B, H, J)

Researchers from the Commerce Department's National

Bureau of Standards (NBS) and Westinghouse Electric Cor-

poration have discovered that superconductors from the B1

and C15 crystal structure classes offer greatly improved

strain characteristics. The discovery means that the wind-

ings of superconducting magnets, coils, motors, and gen-

erators and other superconducting devices such as trans-

mission lines can be made to withstand much more tension

or compression than present design limits allow without

losing their superconductivity. B1 and C15 superconductors

withstand mechanical strain much better than those of the
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A15 class. A recent study by Ekin shows that they also

resist strain degradation much better than the Chevrel-

phase superconductor lead molybdenum sulfide. B1 super-

conductors include niobium nitride, recrystallized niobium

nitride, molybdenum carbide, niobium carbide, and niobium

carbonitride, zirconium, and vanadium+ hafnium-zirconium.

All of the B1 and C15 superconductors we have tested so
far show no measurable decrease in their critical current or

critical field characteristics when stretched by as much as
1.2 percent, unless they fracture before that. In compres-
sion, they should tolerate even larger strains..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A description of the re-

sults of this effort are contained in the U.S. Patent

4,437,080 available for $1.00 from the Commissioner of

Patents, U.S. Patent Office, Washington, DC 20231. Poten-

tial licensees who would like to have more information

about the patent or about licensing arrangements should

contact Robert Auber, Office of Federal Patent Licensing,

Box 1432, National Technical Information Service, Spring-

field, VA 22151, (703) 487-4732. Both exclusive and non-

exclusive licenses will be considered. Refer to PATENT-
4,437,080 +TN.

0398 Stress Analysis of Vacuum-Tube+Transformer
Cracks: Analysis identifies what causes cracking

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (B, H, K)

A stress-analysis technique using a strain gage interfaced

to a desk-top computer has been used to identify the

source of tensile stress that causes cracking during the

production of a glass vacuum-tube+ transformer assembly.
The assembly consists of a small glass tube mounted into

a powdered-iron cup around which the transformer is

wound. The cracks consistently occurred along the vertical

axis of the glass tubes during either encapsulation of the

tube or testing of the assembly at temperature cycling.

Stress analysis consisted of attaching a general-purpose
strain gage onto the outer wall of the tube to measure ten-

sile stress in both the longitudinal and circumferential direc-

tions. The system was used to determine the stress re-

quired to crack the tube, stress due to encapsulation, and
stress due to temperature cycling..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE84-003852+ NAB,
price code: A03.

0399 Stress Coefficients of Frequency of Quartz
Resonators: Simple polynomial coefficients permit
computation of stress-frequency effects

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (B)

A report prepared by the U.S. Army Electronics Technology
and Devices Laboratory has put into simple engineering
terms complex calculations that determine fundamental ma-
terial constants from the stress-frequency effect on both
bulk and surface acoustic wave devices. Usually, the

stress-frequency effect depends upon rather elaborate cal-

culations involving nonlinear elastic coefficients that are

often inconvenient in analytic expressions. A simple expres-

sion of stress coefficient of frequency was developed for

the AT cut based on least-squares curve fit. The report ex-

tends the method to doubly rotated quartz disks vibrating in

three thickness modes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-P002476+NAA,
price code: A02, or contact project officer Arthur Ballato

(201) 544-2773.

0400 Stripline Antenna Beam-Forming Network: Many
contiguous beams would give even coverage to a large

area

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (B)

A new stripline antenna beam-forming network would in-

clude 87 beam ports and 136 feed-element ports and
would be contained on only two microstrip boards. Both
uplink and downlink strips would be supported on the same
boards. Originally proposed for the communications cover-

age of the continental United States for the Land Mobile

Satellite System, the structure should be of interest to an-

tenna designers in other applications. To illuminate the an-

tenna paraboloid properly and obtain low side-lobe levels,

the feeds associated with each beam have spacings of

about 2 wavelengths but with apertures of about 6 wave-
lengths.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15743+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA
Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15743+TN.

0401 Superconducting 'In-Situ' Alloys Studies

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (H)

For several years the International Copper Research Asso-

ciation has sponsored studies at NBS of the properties and
production methods of 'in-situ' superconductors. These are

produced by rapidly cooling a melt of copper or bronze

containing a significant proportion of nonmiscible supercon-

ductor. On cooling, the superconductor precipitates as

small particles, which form long filaments when the boule is

drawn into wire. Since the filaments are not generally in

contact with each other, it is not understood how they

produce a good superconducting wire-but they do. The ad-

vantages of this form of wire are easier manufacturing and
higher resistance to strain degradation; the disadvantages

include higher AC losses.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A final report summa-
rizing the results of NBS investigations is available free

from INCRA, 708 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017. The
report also contains a reduced-format copy of the popular

wall chart 'Cryogenic Properties of Copper,' along with

background information and explanations of the chart's fea-

tures. Order by title, Investigation of a Practical Supercon-
ductor with a Copper Matrix, Projects 255B and C.

0402 Superconducting Device Performance Improved
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (J)

A team of scientists from the Naval Research Laboratory

(NRL), the Naval Coastal Systems Center (NCSC) and the

Florida State University (FSU) has detected and corrected

a major source of noise that has hampered the perform-
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ance of superconducting devices. The noise was caused by

the temperature fluctuations produced during the operation

of a Superconducting Quantum Interference Device

(SQUID). These fluctuations cause spurious signals to be
transmitted through thermally sensitive components of any
device employing the SQUID. Realizing the thermal effect

in SQUID sensors presented an unsolved problem, the

team members developed a model based on intrinsic mate-

rial parameters which incorporated thermal effects and led

to nonintegral field changes (i.e. noise) in the SQUID
device. The model proved successful in explaining a major

component of the electronic noise and indicated the need
to improve materials used in certain SQUID components.
The science team developed a multilayer shield of niobium

and tin (NbSn) which was a factor of ten less sensitive to

thermal effects than lead shields. The Navy has tested this

shield and is currently evaluating its effectiveness in reduc-

ing the noise problem.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. L. Carter,

Information Services Branch, Code 2610, Naval Research
Laboratory, Washington, DC; (202)767-2541.

Surface Acoustic Wave Device Aids Nondestructive
Semiconductor Testing
See 0723

0403 Temperature-Stabilized Phase Detector: Precise

phase detector is stable over large ambient-
temperature ranges
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (B)

A precise temperature-stabilized phase detector for clock-

signal distribution maintains a 100-MHz signal with stability

of 5 parts in 10 to the 16th even for step changes of 20 C
in ambient temperatures. Temperature stabilization is

achieved by heating the unit to 45 C and maintaining the

temperature through a bridge circuit. A conventional therm-

istor bridge is set with the bridge resistance equal to the

thermistor resistance at 45 C. As ambient temperatures
rise, power input to the heaters is reduced. When ambient
temperatures drift downward, the unbalance of the thermis-

tor bridge is amplified and converted to current to drive the

heater circuit. Stabilization of this sort is useful in phase-
locked-loop receivers.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15766+TN.

0404 Test Chip Design Procedures Detail

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (B)

Electronics firms interested in designing test chips and
methods for automated measuring of material and process
properties in integrated circuit fabrication will find a new
NBS report helpful. The product of a detailed study per-

formed by the bureau's Center for Electronics and Electri-

cal Engineering, the report is a recounting of how NBS sci-

entists designed the 5-millimeter square TERRY-2 chip for

testing charge-coupled device (CCD) imagers. Included are

descriptions of chip components-resistors, capacitors, tran-

sistors, and other test structures. There are also hints for

developing and implementing a test program for drop-in

test chips, which have a wide range of applications in elec-

tronics equipment, from miniature television cameras to sat-

ellite guidance systems.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PB85-1 37701 +NAC,
price code: A07.

0405 Thin-Film Resistors with Precise Temperature
Coefficients: Processing is compatible with that of

other thin-film components
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (B, H)

Resistors composed of layers of two alternating metals

have precisely controllable temperature coefficients of re-

sistivity ranging from negative to zero to positive. The resis-

tors are made by conventional thin-film technology, in

which the thin metal layers are deposited on a substrate

such as sapphire by ion-beam sputtering. Suitable pairs of

metals are copper and niobium, nickel and tungsten, and
nickel and molybdenum. Each layer forms epitaxially on the

preceding layer, without forming in intermetallic compounds.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PAT-APPL-6-
41 3,637+ NAB, price code: A02. For licensing information,

contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Patents,

U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For

other information, contact: Dr. Ivan Schuller, MST-223, Ar-

gonne National Laboratory, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Ar-

gonne, IL 60439; (312)972-5469.

0406 Tuning Concept for Resonant Cavities: Deviations

from resonance are detected by sampling phases
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (B, J)

A resonant cavity would be adjusted in response to the

phase difference between the signals in the E and H
planes, according to a concept for hydrogen-maser tuning.

The signals would be sampled by probes so as to disturb

the maser operation as little as possible. The concept relies

on the principle that at resonance the E (electric) and H
(magnetic) fields are in spatial and temporal quadrature,

while at a slightly off-resonance frequency the phase differ-

ence between E and H varies roughly as the inverse cotan-

gent of the frequency offset divided by the cavity band-

width. A tuning system based on this principle would auto-

matically tune the cavity to resonance at the maser fre-

quency, thereby compensating for gradual changes in

cavity dimensions with age and preventing the frequency-

pulling effect that would normally result from such changes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15890 + TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove

Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15890+TN.

0407 Using a PFET To Commutate an SCR: Accidental

turn-on is prevented
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (B)

A power field-effect transistor (PFET) can limit the rate of

forward voltage application to a silicon-controlled rectifier

(SCR). The PFET does not exhibit secondary breakdown,
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which can destroy bipolar transistors performing the same
function. It is desirable to limit the increase of forward volt-

age because at higher than specified values, the SCR can

accidentally switch on, even in the absence of the firing

signal. The new circuit can be used in all types of single-

phase and polyphase inverters and in buck-, boost-, and
flyback regulators.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15282 + TN.

Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA
Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15282+TN.

0408 VHSIC Transition Program Gets Underway
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B, G)

A Manufacturing Technology Program sponsored by the

Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command and Naval

Air Systems Command is currently underway to support the

Very High Speed Integrated Circuits (VHSIC) Program. The
VHSIC program is a high priority DOD effort to develop new
silicon integrated circuit design and manufacturing technol-

ogies which will enable DOD contractors to design very ad-

vanced signal processing subsystems. Many of the specific

manufacturing problems to be resolved result from the fact

that the VHSIC efforts have introduced advanced technol-

ogies which push the state of the art of semi-conductor fab-

rication beyond current production practice.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Commander,
Naval Ocean Systems Center, Attn: Mr. Pat Reaves, Code
551, San Diego, CA 92152; (619) 225-2752.

0409 Virtual-Center Antenna-Arraying System: Separate
signals are averaged to produce a reference frequency
and phase
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (B)

The reception of weak radio signals and the measurement
of the source location or direction would be enhanced by a
new way of combining signals from multiple antennas. The
outputs of the receivers associated with the separate an-

tennas are added to produce an average signal from which
a reference signal is derived. The phase and frequency of

each of the separate antennas relative to the reference are

then tracked by the separate receivers. This system is ex-

pected to have lower phase jitter with consequently higher

signal+ noise ratios than the older 'master+ slave' system
where the reference is generated at a single (master) an-

tenna and tracked by the other (slave) antennas.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15874+TN.

0410 X-Band Strip-Line Power Divider+Combiner: Foil

transmission line matches impedances
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (B)

A strip-line circuit for X-band signals both divides and com-
bines microwave power for a distributed amplifier. Eight dis-

tributed input and output ports are located at half-wave-

length points along the transmission-line segments of the

pattern, and a quarter-wave stub at the main input or output

port matches the distributed impedances to the main im-

pedance. The application for which the pattern was de-

signed calls for both a dividing and a combining strip line.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16086+TN.

ENERGY
Air-Conditioning for Electric Vehicles: The evaporative
cooling uses solar heat and motor waste heat
See 1241

0411 Airflow Assists Solar Receiver: Heat loss by
convection would be reduced
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (C, D)

A proposed receiver for a hot-air solar energy-concentration

system would operate with an inwardly directed airflow and
an 'air door' across the aperture to minimize the loss of

heat by convection. The unit could be constructed from in-

expensive materials, using ordinary sheetmetal fabrication

techniques. The receiver components are generally conical

in shape but some variation is possible, as the design is not

particularly critical. The radiation-absorbing and heat-ex-

change medium is a mass of stainless-steel wool retained

by a screen. Closed-cycle versions have also been envi-

sioned, including those using working fluids other than air.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15784+ TN.

0412 Alining Solder Pads on a Solar Cell: The back-

surface location is marked while the front pad is

screened
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (C, G)

A mechanism consisting of a stylus and hand-operated

lever can be incorporated into a screening machine to pre-

cisely register the front and back solder pads during solar-

cell assembly. An operator moves the lever as the front

panel is being screened. The stylus, under spring pressure,

contacts the back surface and marks it at the location of

the solder pad. Although not directly applicable to automat-

ed solar-cell assembly, the technique may interest those

assembling solar cells manually for research or prototype

work.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15298+ TN.

Altering Flashlamp Output for Realistic Solar Simulation:

Filter in large-area simulator ensures long-term accuracy
See 0601

0413 Alternator for Low-Head Hydropower: Modified
alternator may increase national hydropower
production by over 10 percent
Department of Health and Human Services, Washington,

DC
Jan 85 (B, C)

A recently proposed variable shaft-speed alternator (VSSA)
promises to increase the exploitation of low-head hydro-
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power sources. The alternator design takes into account
variabilities in waterflow that have generally made these

less-than-20-m-in-height sources uneconomical in the past.

The VSSA consists of an ordinary unmodified 1.5-horse-

power wound-rotor motor, with polyphase excitation con-

trolled by solid-state switching and hybrid analog and digital

circuitry.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE82-01 2334+ NAB,
price code: A09. For information not in the report, contact:

Peggy A. M. Brookshier, U.S. Department of Energy, Idaho

Operations Office, 550 Second Street, Idaho Falls, ID

83401; (208)526-1403.

0414 Assessing Energy-Generating Systems: The
economics of user-specified thermal and electrical

systems are analyzed
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 (A, C)

OMEGA, a program for the economic evaluation of energy-

generation systems under a variety of tax environments is

now available. OMEGA finds normative prices and break-

even values of system parameters. It applies to electrical

and thermal energy-generation systems owned by a utility,

a business, or a consumer. The systems under evaluation

may be new construction or retrofit construction. They may
be grid-connected or stand-alone. OMEGA can perform

parametric studies and compare systems. Use of the

system as a tax shelter is among the issues that can be
studied. OMEGA is written in Microsoft BASIC-80 for inter-

active execution and has been implemented on a Z80-
based microcomputer with CP+M. The program requires

64K of memory and about 200K bytes of disk storage.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404) 542-3265. Refer to

NPO-16159+TN.

0415 Automated Assembly of Solar Panels: A robot
places photoelectric cells in a lamination chamber and
then removes the cured panel

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (C, F, G)

An array of vacuum cups mounted on a robot arm places

an interconnected string of photoelectric cells on a sheet

substrate. Another sheet is placed over the cells and cut to

size. After an hour of thermal-curing under vacuum, the

robot arm removes the laminated panel from the chamber.
The automated process is expected to lower the cost of

solar-panel fabrication.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16206, 7, 8, 9+TN.

0416 Battery-Charge-State Model: Equations
approximate the effects of electrochemical processes
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (C, J)

A charge-state model for lead + acid batteries has been
proposed as part of an effort to make the equivalent of a
fuel gage for battery-powered vehicles. The model is based
on equations that approximate the observable characteris-

tics of battery electrochemistry. In contrast with earlier,

non-linear models, this one uses linear equations, is easier

to simulate on a computer, and gives smooth transitions

between charge, discharge, and recuperation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16158+TN.

Bend Flow Analysis for Coal+ Water Mixtures: A report

discusses mathematical relationships between different

pipe bends and coal+ water concentrations
See 1243

Better Thermal Insulation in Solar-Array Laminators:
Glass marbles improve temperature control

See 0762

Catalytic Coal Liquefaction With Iron Sulfate:

Recoverable catalyst promises high conversion yields

See 0093

Ceramic Bag Filters for Cleaning Coal-Combustion Efflux:

Filters perform effectively at high temperature and
pressure and withstand repeated cleaning
See 0548

0417 Charge Efficiency Tests of Lead+ Acid Batteries:

Current, voltage, and gas evolution were measured
during charge+ discharge cycles

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (C, K)

A series of standardized tests for evaluating the charging

efficiency of lead+ acid storage batteries is described. The
purpose of these tests was to provide information for the

design of a battery charger that will allow maximum re-

charge efficiency for electric-vehicle batteries consistent

with other operating parameters, such as range, water loss,

and cycle life. A report contains numerous graphs of cycle

tests and other data concerning the performance of

lead+ acid batteries in electric vehicles. Recommendations
are presented both for charging and for measuring the

state of charge.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15869+TN.

0418 Circuit for Monitoring Cell Voltages: It uses two
multiplexers and a differential amplifier

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (B, C)

A circuit monitors the voltage of each cell in an electrical

battery within a few millivolts. It includes two bipolar analog

multiplexers that repeatedly sample the outputs of 12 1.5-

volt cells. The terminals of multiplexer 1 are connected to

the positive sides of the cells, and the terminals of multi-

plexer 2 are connected to the negative sides. The outputs

of the multiplexers are connected to a differential oper-

ational amplifier, which provides signals for recording and

display.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25924+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, Jr., George
C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01, Marshall
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Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205) 453-0020. Refer to

MFS-25924+TN.

0419 Coal Gasifiers and Gas Treatment Systems:
Processes of historical research and commercial
significance are described

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (C, D)

In 1976, the first edition of Handbook of Gasifiers and Gas
Treatment Systems was published. The intent of that hand-

book was to provide a ready reference to systems that are

or may be applicable to coal gasification technology. Now,
the handbook has been revised to reflect the current status

of the technology. Several new projects have progressed

far enough to warrant inclusion in the handbook. In all, 38
gasifiers and 40 gas-treatment processes are included in

the new edition.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE83004846+NAB,
price code: A12. For other information, contact Dr. C.

Lowell Miller, U.S. Department of Energy, FE-24, Washing-
ton, DC 20545; (301)353-3498.

0420 Coal-Derived Fuels as Diesel Fuel Extenders:
Medium-speed diesel engines can operate on coal-

derived liquid fuel+ diesel fuel blends
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (C)

The feasibility of operating a medium-speed stationary

diesel engine on coal-derived liquid fuels was demonstrated
recently. The overall objective of the program was to formu-

late control system algorithms for three middle-distillate al-

ternative fuels, namely SRC-2, Exxon Donor Solvent (EDS),

and H-Coal, for an optimum utilization of these fuels as
diesel fuel extenders without adversely affecting engine
performance and operation. A general expression was de-

rived relating minimum fuel consumption as a function of

fuel blend characteristics, and algorithms were derived to

expres injection timing for minimum brake specific fuel con-

sumption in terms of engine speed and horsepower.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84006063 + NAB;
price code: A07. For other information, contact: Creighton

Knudson, Bartlesville Project Office, P.O. Box 1398,

Bartlesville, OK 74003; (918)745-4407.

0421 Coculture Production of Butanol by Clostridium
Bacteria: Butanol concentration is higher when two
species are used
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (E)

According to preliminary experiments, the production of bu-

tanol by the anaerobic fermentation of sugars is enhanced
by the use of two Clostridium species, one of which feeds
on a metabolic product of the other. The renewed interest

in a fermentation process for making butanol is stimulated

by the potential use of butanol as a surfactant in enhanced
oil recovery. Butanol can also be used as a fuel or as a
chemical feedstock and is currently produced synthetically

from petroleum. The yield of butanol can be increased with

the help of a precursor species that produces butyric acid

for consumption by the butanol-producing species. In the

preliminary experiments, the precursor species were C. bu-

tyricum and C. pasteurianum, which produce high concen-

trations of butyric acid from glucose.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16203+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to James T. English, NASA Resi-

dent Office, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Mail Stop 201-110,

4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109; (818) 354-

2240. Refer to NPO-16203+TN.

Combined-Cycle Pressurized Fluidized-Bed Combustion:
Two process designs are compared to conventional coal-

fired processes
See 0550

Combustion Characteristics of Fine-Ground Coal: Finest

coal particles produce the most intense flame but are the

most difficult to feed
See 0162

0422 Combustion of Residual Fuels in Diesel Engines:

Heavier, residual-type diesel fuels may be economically
advantageous
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (C)

Because of the present high cost of premium diesel fuel,

the use of heavier residual-type fuels in larger diesel en-

gines is economically advantageous. Residual fuels have
traditionally been used in large marine diesel engines and
are now being considered for smaller marine and railroad

diesel engines. The combustion quality of these fuels de-

pends on the origin of the fuel and, in particular, the refin-

ing processes used. Several heavier diesel representative

fuels were chemically characterized and tested for combus-
tion quality in a small, diesel test engine. Also, two fuel ad-

ditives for improving combustion were tested. These results

will help in selecting residual fuels for diesel engine oper-

ation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Robert

Sawyer, 6157 Etcheverry Hall, Department of Mechanical

Engineering, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720;

(415)486-6634.

0423 Compact Concentrators for Solar Cells: Each cell

in an array has its own concentrator

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (C)

A lightweight solar concentrator accepts energy from the

Sun over a relatively wide range of pointing-angle error.

Unlike older designs that call for a single large optical

system to gather solar energy over a wide area and direct it

at a relatively small area of photovoltaic cells, the new con-

centrator uses many small optical systems for this purpose
- one optical system for each solar cell. The new concen-

trator therefore requires far less height than its predeces-

sors. No cooling fins, fans, pumps, or heat pipes are

needed, not even in a vacuum.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Technology
Transfer Division, P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 Ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25511 +TN.
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0424 Comparison of Soiar Hot-Water Systems:
Performance of a variety of sites nationwide is

presented

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (C)

A report provides data and information on 13 solar hot-

water sites in the National Solar Data Network. The sites

cover a range of system types and solar applications. The
report provides an overview of the sites and presents per-

formance evaluations for collection subsystems and hot-

water subsystems. Parameters and performance indices

discussed in the report include overall system-delivered

loads, solar energy delivered to the loads, solar fraction of

the load, coefficients of performance, energy collected,

solar-energy losses, and various subsystem efficiencies..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-001750+ NAB,
price code: A08, or contact T. T. Bradshaw, Vitro Corp,

14000 Georgia Ave, Silver Spring, MD 20910.

0425 Component Performance for a Coal Liquefaction

Plant: Several critical process components are

discussed

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (C, D)

A compilation of the two-year operating performance of var-

ious process components and materials is available for the

Exxon Coal Liquefaction plant at Baytown, Texas. The com-
pilation, which provides a description of component devel-

opment and a chronological history of component perform-

ance, covers pumps, valves, instruments and controls, ma-
terials, heaters, and heat exchangers. Three types of

pumps are discussed in the first section of the report: cen-

trifugal, reciprocating, and rotary screw. In the second sec-

tion, slurry valves are covered including high-pressure

blocking and checking valves and high-pressure let-down

and control valves. Under instrumentation and control,

methods for measuring and controlling fluid flow, tempera-

ture and pressure, viscosity, and liquid level are discussed.

In the section on materials, topics on corrosion racks, cor-

rosion probes, components materials, and methods of cor-

rosion monitoring are covered. The last section presents

the performance of the process preheaters and heat ex-

changers.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE84-005502+ NAB,
price code: A15. For further information, contact: Dr. Ted
Simpson, U.S. Department of Energy, FE-34, Washington,

DC 20545; (301)353-3913.

Computer Programs Describing the Motions and Loads of

an OTEC Cold Water Pipe and Associated Platforms
See 0217

Condensate Pump As A Steam Meter - An Inexpensive
Approach to Energy Management
See 0616

Contoured Orifice for Silicon-Ribbon Die: Die

configuration encourages purity and stable growth
See 0774

0426 Controlling Solar-Power Systems with Distributed

Processors: Many local processors offer advantages
over a single central processor
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (B, C)

A system undergoing development at NASA's Jet Propul-

sion Laboratory uses distributed microprocessors to monitor

and control a photovoltaic power system. The equipment
increases the life expectancy and reliability of the power
system and decreases costs. Originally designed for use in

spacecraft, it can be adapted to vehicular, residential, and
commercial solar and nonsolar power systems. Equipment
of this type is especially desirable in systems with overall

power levels above a few kilowatts. The equipment man-
ages loads, determines the power capacity of the array, de-

termines battery charge, controls recharging, detects and
corrects faults, and checks and diagnoses its own perform-

ance. Unique algorithms were developed for the equipment
for monitoring relay positions, the status of power-conver-

sion equipment, and the power margin (available power
minus demand).

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15101 +TN.

0427 Conversion of Organic Wastes to Unleaded, High-

Octane Gasoline

Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (C, D, G)

The possibility of converting organic waste material into

high-value liquids, such as gasoline, diesel fuel, fuel oils,

and premium-quality lubricating oils, was the impetus for a

project which demonstr ated the compatibility of two tech-

nologies previously considered to be unrelated-the pyroly-

sis of organic wastes and the low-pressure polymerization

of low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons to form polymer gas-

oline. Specifically, this project developed a multistep chemi-

cal process to convert solid organic materials into a liquid

hydrocarbon product high-octane gasoline. Through selec-

tive pyrolysis, organic wastes were converted into gases
rich in reactive hydrocarbons. A benchscale system demon-
strated the selective pyrolysis, the gas purification, and the

polymerization aspects of the process.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB84-1 48865+ NAC,
price: 414.50. For other information contact Walter W. Li-

berick, Jr., EPA Project Officer, Industrial Environmental Re-

search Laboratory, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,

Cincinnati, OH 45268.

Corrosion of Metals in Coal Liquefaction Processes:

Study determines factors governing corrosivity of coal

liquefaction process liquids to iron-based and nickel-

based alloys

See 0916

0428 Cost Analysis of Structures for Tracking Solar

Cells: Three types of support structures are examined
and compared
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (C)

Costs have been developed for the fabrication, transporta-

tion, and installation of three different photovoltaic concen-

trator tracking structures: A pylon torque tube structure; A
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second-generation end-post structure; and A second-gen-

eration pedestal-mounted structure. Total production costs

for the tracking structures, drives, wiring, electronic compo-
nents, module mounts, and foundations were determined.

From the detailed results of the study, areas of apparent

high cost can be reviewed and targeted for cost reduction.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-006318 + NAB,
price code: A1 7.

0429 Cost and Performance of Distributed Photovoltaic

Systems: Program compares the net present worth of a

PV system to the cost of purchasing electricity

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 (A, C)

The Lifetime Cost and Performance (LCP) Model assists in

the design of photovoltaic (PV) systems. LCP is a simula-

tion of the performance, cost, and revenue streams associ-

ated with distributed PV power systems. It provides the

user with substantial flexibility in specifying the technical

and economic environment of the PV application. User-

specified input parameters are available to describe PV
system characteristics, site climatic conditions, utility pur-

chase and sellback rate structures, discount and escalation

rates, construction timing, and lifetime of the system. Such
details as PV array orientation and tilt angle, PV module
and balance-of-system performance attributes, and the

mode of utility interconnection are user-specified. The Life-

time Cost and Performance Model is written in Simscript

11.5 for batch execution and has been implemented on a

IBM 370-series computer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404)542-3265. Refer to

NPO-16001+TN.

0430 Cost Uncertainties of Alternative Energy
Technologies: Probabilistic techniques provide cost
and performance evaluations

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (C)

Quantitative methods have been developed to assess the

cost and performance uncertainties of advanced electricity-

generating technologies to allow more reliable comparisons
between alternative technologies. Cost and performance
uncertainties of advanced electricity-generating technol-

ogies to allow more reliable comparisons between alterna-

tive technologies. Cost and performance uncertainties are

major factors in such comparisons, and probability esti-

mates help identify the lower-cost alternatives. Unlike deter-

ministic approaches, which do not use statistical analysis

for comparison, probabilistic methods are able to treat com-
plete ranges of possible values for the key parameters, pro-

viding a more comprehensive basis for comparison.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE81-027137 + NAB,
price code: A03. For information not provided in the report,

contact: J.C. VanKuiken, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

3281.

0431 Dense Electrodes for Lithium Cells: Fabrication

from a slurry of alloy particles offers many advantages
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (C, H)

A new method for fabricating electrodes for rechargeable

electrochemical cells is inexpensive and yields high packing

densities and complex shapes. For making negative elec-

trodes for lithium-based molten-salt cells, the method in-

volves forming a slurry of lithium + aluminum particles in a
carrier, such as dry-petroleum ether, toluene, or kerosene,

forming a spreadable and extrudable paste that can be
shaped to the desired electrode countour and dried. In the

slurry, a closer particle-packing density is obtained in com-
parison with dry-powder packing, the commonly used fabri-

cation method.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The patent document
on which this technical note is based is U.S. Patent

4,386,019, which is available from: Commissioner of Pat-

ents, Washington, DC 20231 for $1. For licensing informa-

tion, contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Pat-

ents, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585.

For further information, contact: Thomas D. Kaun, Chemical
Technology Division, Argonne National Laboratory, 9700
South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-7550.

Design Data Base for Hydrogen-Fueled Automotive
Engines: Engine performance and exhaust emissions are
investigated
See 0165

0432 Designing Flat-Plate Photovoltaic Arrays: Different

approaches to designing solar modules and arrays for

terrestrial applications are summarized
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (C)

A study presents an overview of the state of the art in

design techniques for flat-plate solar photovoltaic modules
and arrays. It discusses the design requirements, design

analyses, and test methods that have been identified and
developed for this technology over the past several years in

an effort to reduce cost and improve the utility and reliabil-

ity for a broad spectrum of terrestrial applications. First, the

requirements at the subsystem level are addressed where
system, application, and user needs are most easily defined

and judged. Next, array support structures and modular

design requirements are reviewed. Integrated into the dis-

cussion are references to available analytical tools and test

methods that have been found useful in designing array

elements.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15729+ TN.

0433 Destroying Toxic Wastes: Poisonous materials are

converted to useful fuels

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (D)

Toxic pesticides and halogenated hydrocarbons are con-

verted to fuels and harmless waste by catalyzed combus-
tion. The toxic materials are partially oxidized with air. This

forms gases such as hydrogen sulfide, phosphine, hydro-

gen chloride, and ammonia; these gases are subsequently

reacted with each other or oxygen, or both, and scrubbed
in a conventional manner to clean hydrogen and carbon
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monoxide. These product gases can be used directly as
fuel or can be catalytically converted to methanol..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15655+TN.

Desulfurizing Fuel Gases at High Temperature: Hot
process improves efficiency
See 0557

0434 Determining the Slope Error of a Parabolic

Reflector: The approximate slope error is determined
with minimal test equipment
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (K)

The slope error of a parabolic reflector is determined by

using just a pinhole camera and photographic color film.

Conventional determination of the slope error, in contrast,

involves the use of a complex laser-scanning system to plot

the deviation of a reflected beam as it is moved over the

entire surface. The pinhole is located at the center of cur-

vature of the dish and at the center of a group of concen-

tric colored rings on an illuminated target normal to the axis

of the dish. The colored rings represent ranges of slope

errors. The reflected image of the target formed by light

passing through the pinhole is recorded on the color film.

The new procedure, although not exact, provides a good
approximation of the reflector slope error and is an excel-

lent tool for comparative analysis of reflectors used as solar

collectors and as collectors for microwave receivers.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15713+TN.

Developing High-Performance Oxygen Electrodes: A
report summarizes a 4-year development project
See 0104

0435 Differential Temperature Control of Electrical

Heaters: Energy savings are realized from heaters that

maintain low humidity in electrical equipment
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (B, C)

Differential temperature controllers significantly reduce
energy use by heaters that prevent moisture condensation
in electrical equipment (e.g., wind-tunnel motors). Normally,

these heaters are energized at all times except when the

electrical equipment is operating; however, they need not

be energized as often if differential temperature controllers

are included to maintain the equipment at a fixed tempera-
ture above the ambient. A prototype of the differential con-

troller consisted of two thermocouples, a Burr Brown Model
3357 amplifier, a Burr Brown Model 4032 comparator, a
Burr Brown Model 553 power supply, a stock relay, and
miscellaneous passive circuit elements. The unit applies

power to the electrical-equipment heater only when the

equipment temperature drops below a preset differential

above ambient.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-13047+ TN.

Disposal of Powerplant Waste in Strip Mines: Guidelines
are provided for disposal and results of onsite ground
water-quality measurements
See 0560

0436 Drying Milk With Boiler Exhaust: Considerable
energy could be saved in the powdered-milk industry

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (C, G)

In a proposed modification of the customary process for

making powdered skim milk, boiler flue gas would be recy-

cled to the milk-spray drier instead of vented to the exhaust

stack. Because the milk-processing industry consumes
large amounts of heat, this simple economy measure could

be a substantial energy saver. The only special requirement

is that the boiler be fired with natural gas or other clean

fuel, so that the combustion products will not contaminate

the milk.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15923+TN.

Economics of Residential Energy Use for Space
Conditioning and Water Heating
See 0071

Effect of Wind on the Aerodynamic Resistance of

Highway Vehicles: Program computes the effect on fuel

consumption of statistical wind and vehicle speed
See 1248

0437 Elastomer Encapsulant for Solar-Cell Arrays:

Liquid encapsulant polymerizes to a transparent,

protective rubberlike coat

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (C, H)

Butyl acrylate syrups are useful potting compounds for en-

capsulating photovoltaic cells in modular arrays. The mate-

rial is a pourable liquid that can be pumped into a module,

then cured to a rubbery consistency. The cured material is

a thermoset elastomer that is highly transparent, low cost,

flexible, and with good low-temperature properties. The
basic butyl acrylate syrup is modified to increase greatly the

gel content, decrease the time and temperature for curing,

and give the user a wide range of formulations and proper-

ties. The cured surface is nontacky. These desirable char-

acteristics are provided by the addition of small amounts
(about 5 percent) of diacrylate compounds.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15663+TN.

0438 Electric Generators Sized by Computer
Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (A, B)

Equipment developers will soon be able to more accurately

size electric generators for their systems by computer. En-

gineers in the Power Systems Assessment Office at the

Troop Support Command s Belvoir (Va.) Research and De-

velopment Center are developing a standard for generator

selection that will use a computer program to determine

electric power requirements under various operating condi-

tions. The program uses system load data, such as electric

motor starting and running characteristics to provide a read-

out of the system's operation in various scenarios; i.e.

system maintenance, standby, training, and alert. Each item

of equipment is also assigned one or more service factors,

according to the probability that it will be used in each sce-

nario. The computer then calculates the power and phase

angle and predicts the total power requirement for each
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scenario. The scenario requiring the highest power deter-

mines the generator size for the system.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Public Affairs

Office, US Army Troop Support Command's Belvoir Re-

search and Development Center, Fort Belvoir, Virginia

22060-5606; (703)664-5813.

0439 Electric Power-Superconducting Energy Storage:

Superconducting magnets stabilize electrical-power

transmission

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (B, C)

Large superconducting magnets can store energy with little

loss~i.e., they can be used as a very large 'battery' in a

short time mode like a surge tank. The Magnetic Fusion

Energy program has develop ed large, pulsed, supercon-

ducting magnets as one of the technologies for a fusion

power plant. Two of the fusion contractors have developed

a large superconducting energy-storage system to stabilize

a high-voltage ac transmission line to California. The super-

conducting energy-storage system offers high availability

with rapid electrical-energy transfer. Superconducting

energy-storage units can be used to stabilize power trans-

mission on long, high-voltage lines and thus allow higher

power transmission, delay the need for the installation of

additional, expensive powerlines, or both.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-01 1335+ NAB,
price code: A03. For other information, contact: John
Rogers, Controlled Thermonuclear Research Division, Los
Alamos National Laboratory, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM 87545, (505)667-5427.

0440 Electric-Power System Simulator: It shows
different combinations of generation, storage, and load
components
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (C)

A simulator gives a quick overview of power system oper-

ation. It is useful in viewing total system performance for 1

day, as it shows different combinations of generation, stor-

age, and load components and their effects on an electric

utility. The simulator hardware consists of a display, a video

monitor with keyboard input to a microprocessor, and a
video monitor for the display of load curves and power gen-
eration.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15515+TN.
Inquiries concerning the rights for the commercial use of

this invention should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul,
NASA Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak
Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213) 354-2700. Refer
toNPO-15515+TN.

0441 Energy and Chemicals from Florida Wood: Studies
show that wood plantations are practical and
economical in the state

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (C)

The results of field experiments on wood farming in Florida

have been published in a recent report. The wood is intend-

ed as a source of energy and chemicals. Plantation sites

throughout the state were used in the experiments. Fifteen

species of Eucalyptus, Pinus, Casuarina, Melaleuca, Alnus,

and Taxoidium were evaluated for biomass quantity and
quality and for the effects of various management
schemes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84002377+ NAB;
price code: A10.

Energy Recovery From Refuse-Derived Fuel:

Precombustion processing of refuse offers a number of

advantages
See 0563

0442 Energy-Related Inventions Program
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (C)

The program is to provide an opportunity for independent
inventors and small businesses with promising energy-relat-

ed inventions to obtain Federal assistance in developing

and commercializing their inventions. NBS evaluates the in-

ventions and recommends those considered sufficiently

promising to DOE for support. DOE determines whether

and how the recommended inventions should be supported

and takes the necessary support action. DOE expects to

support almost all NBS-recommended inventions. Although

individual grant or contract awards have exceeded
$100,000, the average award is for $70,000. A description

of any new concept, device, product, material, or industrial

process may be submitted. The invention need not be pat-

ented. If use of the invention would result in saving energy,

more efficient use of energy, or increasing energy supplies

from nonnuclear sources, the invention would be consid-

ered energy-related under this program. If the submission is

acceptable, First-Stage evaluation is conducted in which

brief technical opinions are obtained, usually independently,

from staff evaluators, other Government scientists or engi-

neers, or consultants or contractors outside Government. In

the Second-Stage evaluation a more in-depth analysis is

conducted, and a formal report prepared.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: To submit an energy-

related invention to NBS for evaluation, write to: Office of

Energy-Related Inventions, National Bureau of Standards,

Washington, D.C. 20234. Ask for an Evaluation Request
Form (NBS-1019).

0443 Environmental Degradation of Solar Reflectors:

Corrosion, dust buildup, and other contamination are

evaluated

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (C)

A report presents results of a study of atmospheric degra-

dation of large solar reflectors for power generators. Three

general types of reflective surfaces were investigated:

second-surface-silvered glass mirrors, first-surface-alumi-

nized reflectors, and second-surface-metallized polymeric

surfaces. The report also describes a computer model of

natural buildup and removal (by rain and dew) of contami-

nation from reflectors. The data from the study can be used
to determine the effects of soil buildup and the best

method and frequency of washing at various geographic lo-

cations. An example illustrates an application of the model
in estimating the effects of the mirror-replacement interval

and slope error on energy costs.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16053+TN.

0444 Estimating the Lifetimes of Nickel+ Cadmium Cells:

The equation is based on a model of flaw growth
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (B, C)

An equation has been developed for estimating the life ex-

pectancy of sealed nickel+ cadmium electrochemical cells.

The equation relates the depth of charge and discharge,

temperature, charge and discharge rates, and the number
of cycles to failure. The equation is based on a model in

which it is assumed that a cell fails by the growth of preex-

isting flaws. Flaws are described by three important quanti-

ties: total number of flaws, the distribution of flaw sizes, and
the rate of flaw growth. When the flaw reaches a critical

size, failure occurs. The model provides insight into the

nature of flaw growth in electrochemical cells. It shows that

the calculated value of activation energy is appropriate for

a diffusive or transport process of growth but is too low for

a chemical reaction.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15145+TN.

0445 Ethanol + Water Solar Fractioning System
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (C, D)

A most significant cost and energy-consuming factor in the

production of ethanol (ethyl alcohol) as a motor fuel is the

distillation. Application of solar energy as a heat source
could reduce the cost of ethanol and make it a truly renew-

able resource. To demonstrate the feasibility of vacuum dis-

tillation of ethanol by using flat-plate collectors to provide

the energy, an experimental solar still was designed, con-

structed, and tested. The results confirm that such a
system is technically practical for the production of better

than 90 percent ethanol. A farming community could

become self-sufficient in the production of liquid fuels for

farming operations.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of

Technology Applications, Information Service, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, P.O. Box Y, Oak Ridge, TN 37831;

(615) 574-4192. For publications, request support package
on4831X+TN.

0446 Eutectic Contact Inks for Solar Cells: Contacts are
formed without harming photovoltaic devices

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (B, C, H)

Low-resistance electrical contacts can be formed on solar

cells by melting powders of a eutectic composition of semi-

conductor and dopant. The process will improve cell per-

formance without subjecting a cell to processing tempera-
tures high enough to degrade other characteristics. An ink

made from the powder is applied to the base of a solar cell

by screening. As the molten liquid cools back toward the

eutectic melting point, it can hold less and less of the semi-

conductor. The silicon or germanium thus precipitates epi-

taxially on the cell. When completely solidified, the contact

consists of a thin layer of aluminum on a thin epitaxial layer

of semiconductor on the silicon cell.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Director,

Technology Transfer Division, P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport,

MD, 21240; (301)621-0100 Ext. 241. Refer to: NPO-
15171 +TN.

0447 Evaluating the Performance of Filter Separators
With Gasohol: They were effective in removing solids

but not water from gasohol
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (C, D)

The performance of filter separators in removing solids and
water from regular unleaded gasohol (10 percent ethanol in

gasoline) was evaluated by the U.S. Army Mobility Equip-

ment Research and Development Command. Filter separa-

tors are designed to remove suspended water and solids

primarily from aircraft fuels. They are also recommended
for use with diesel fuel and motor gasoline. In solids remov-
al, the filter separators performed better with gasohol than

with gasoline. However, the opposite was true in the case
of water removal. The filters were effective in coalescing

the water droplets suspended in gasoline but there was no
evidence that any water coalescence took place in gasohol.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 39645+ NAA,
price code: A02, or contact project officer William R. Wil-

liams (703)664-2576.

0448 Experience With Components in Coal Liquefaction

Plants: Operating problems and solutions are reviewed
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (C, D, F)

Operating experiences with critical components at an H-

coal liquefaction pilot plant have been recently compiled in

a report. In addition to performance summaries, the report

gives a history of si gnificant operational events for each
component. The histories serve to trace component prob-

lems, propose solutions, and assess the effectiveness of

the selected solutions. The report also serves as a locator

of information that has appeared in the various pilot-plant

reports and provides a fast overview of the operating prob-

lems.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-004352 + NAB,
price code: A07, or contact Dr. Ted Simpson, U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy, FE-34, Washington, DC 20545; (301)353-

3913.

0449 Flux Coupling for Wheelchair Battery Chargers:

Mobile units plug in magnetically instead of electrically

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (B, C, E)

A battery-charger concept for wheelchairs includes magnet-

ic-flux coupling instead of electrical connections between
power sources and wheelchairs. The concept is meant to

facilitate operation by patients whose disabilities make it

difficult or impossible to maneuver common electrical plugs

into or out of ac wall outlets. In the new charger concept,

the transformer core is split. The primary winding and half

the core are mounted at the charging station at a standard

distance above the floor. The secondary winding and the

remaining half of the core are mounted on the wheelchair

at the standard height.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16269+TN.

0450 Free-Piston Stirling Engines: Research shows how
to improve performance of the potentially widely useful

internal-combustion engines
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (C, D, F)

Two studies present the results of analytical and experi-

mental work on free-piston Stirling engines. These engines

are hermetically sealed and are therefore not subject to the

difficult sealing problems of kinematic (mechanical drive)

Stirling engines. One discusses extensive test and develop-

ment work on the Technology Demonstrator Engine (TDE),

a laboratory engine used to demonstrate the potential of

the free-piston Stirling-engine-linear-alternator power-con-

version systems. A second presents data from a series of

tests that established the operating characteristics of the

engine and determined performance repeatability. The op-

erating envelope of the engine was used to determine max-
imum parameter range and repeatability.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: James G.

Daley, Argonne National Laboratory, Building 330, 9700 S.

Cass Ave., Argonne, IL 60439; (312)972-6162.

0451 Front-End Program for SYSGEN: The interactive

Front-End Program for SYSGEN (FEPS) is used to

create and modify data bases for SYSGEN simulations

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (A, C)

SYSGEN, the Power Generation System Production Cost-

ing and Reliability Analysis program, simulates the produc-

tion costs and reliability of an electric utility with and without

time-dependent generating units. FEPS transforms in-puts

into the proper formats, builds the data files, and adds the

Job Control Language necessary for running the SYSGEN
program. In addition, all inputs are checked for internal con-

sistency and for program limits. The SYSGEN package has
been modifed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and has
been used in calculating the break-even cost of photovol-

taic and solar+ thermal electric systems in grid-connected

applications. FEPS is written in FORTRAN 77 for interactive

execution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404)542-3265. Refer to

NPO-15782+TN.

0452 Fuel Spray Analysis Techniques: An analysis of

complex mixing and combustion processes is

described
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (D, K)

A continuing study, sponsored in part by the AVRADCOM
Research and Technology Laboratory, analyzes fuel sprays

in advanced combustor systems. Current combustion stud-

ies are organized into two categories: Combustion funda-

mentals research and applied combustion research. The
activities under the combustion fundamentals category are

classified under the subject areas of fuel sprays, mixing,

radiation + chemistry, and combustion dynamics. The long-

range objective is to obtain predictive computer codes for

use by industry in its combustion design systems. The re-

mainder of the study focuses on experimental studies of

fuel sprays.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-P003140 + NAA,
price code: A02.

0453 Gas Atmospheres Improve Silicon-Ribbon Quality:

The growing crystal is surrounded by a gas containing

carbon or oxygen
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (G, N)

The quality of silicon ribbon grown from molten silicon may
be improved if a gas containing oxygen, carbon, or both

surrounds the emerging ribbon. This conclusion is suggest-

ed by experiments in which silicon grown in atmospheres
containing CO or C02 had a longer diffusion length and
contained fewer large silicon carbide particles on the sur-

face. Solar cells made from the material should have supe-

rior performance as a result.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15129+TN.

0454 Gas Hydrate Core Characterization

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (C, J)

Gas hydrate, a white icelike crystalline substance, is formed

when methane is trapped in the cagelike lattices of ice.

This phenomenon occurs in specific temperature and pres-

sure regimes, which make the existence of this form of nat-

ural gas most likely beneath the world's oceans and in the

Arctic (permafrost) region and could potentially exist below

approximately 75 percent of the Earth's surface. METC lab-

oratory characterization experiments will focus on a series

of nondestructive tests for measuring the sonic velocity and
electrical resistivity of a gas hydrate core recovered during

drilling in the Middle America's Trench near Guatemala.

These tests could lead to the development of improved

remote sensing and down-hole logging equipment specifi-

cally for gas hydrate detection.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE83-000580 + NAB,
price code: A06. For information not provided in the report

contact: Rodney D. Malone, Morgantown Energy Technolo-

gy Center, P.O. Box 880, Collins Ferry Road, Morgantown,

West Virginia 26505; (304) 291-4723.

Gasification of Low-Rank Coal
See 0565

0455 Gasification Technology Data Base
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (C)

The Data Base provides a central data base for all gasifica-

tion information generated by DOE's research efforts. The
data are available to all government, industrial, and finan-

cial entities by request. This data base consists of several

independent, but complementary, data bases. The Major

Plants Data Base stores information required to build and
operate a full-scale gasification-based plant. The Test Data-

Data Base provides a repository for results of research op-

erations of process, hardware, or laboratory facilities, rang-

ing from pilot plant scale to laboratory glassware. The Li-
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brary Data Base provides a common reference base with

report citations and abstracts. The Mathematical Modeling

Data Base provides a central source of information on
many process and mathematical models used.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-003055+NAB,
price code: A05, or contact Larry C. Headley, Morgantown
Energy Technology Center, P.O. Box 880, Collins Ferry

Road, Morgantown, West Virginia 26505, (304)291-4314.

Handling Fixture for Solar-Cell Arrays: Thin cells can be
processed and stored safely

See 0802

0456 Heat-Pipe Thermal Switch: A new design isolates

components from vibrations

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (D)

A new heat pipe lengthens to connect an object with a heat

sink, then contracts when the heat sink is no longer

needed. It was originally designed for cooling vibration-sen-

sitive electronic components. The heat pipe isolates the

components mechanically from the heat sink, except when
cooling is actually required.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to GSC-12644+TN.
Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to John
O. Tresansky, Goddard Space Flight Center, Mail Code:

204, Greenbelt, MD 20771; (301) 344-7351. Refer to GSC-
12644+TN.

Heating System Options for Energy-Efficient Homes:
Approaches to system selection are presented
See 0075

0457 High-Cycle-Life Lithium Cell: A new, stable

electrolyte solvent allows many more
charge+ discharge cycles

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B, C)

A new lithium-anode electrochemical cell offers an in-

creased number of charge+ discharge cycles. Although

older types of secondary lithium cells are characterized by
high energy-storage capacity, they have poor cycle life be-

cause the cell components are physically and chemically in-

compatible and the cathode tends to disintegrate after only

a moderate number of cycles. The new cell uses compo-
nents selected for compatibility with the electrolyte solvent:

These materials are wettable and chemically stable. The
low vapor pressure and high electrochemical stability of the

solvent improve cell packaging, handling, and safety. The
new cell includes a titanium disulfide (TiS2) cathode and an
electrolyte composed of LiAsF6 in a sulfone-based nona-

queous organic solvent.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15921 +TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove

Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818)354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15921 +TN.

High-Efficiency Compressors for Refrigerators:

Redesigned units save substantial energy and are at

least as reliable as conventional units

See 0076

0458 High-Temperature Ceramic Heat Recuperator:
Study reveals an average of 44 percent can be saved in

fuel consumption
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (C, G)

Significant energy and economic savings can be realized

with the use of high-temperature ceramic heat recuperators

on industrial furnaces, according to a demonstration study

of 38 host sites equipped with different furnace types and
sizes, from small-burner aluminum pot melters to very large

box, carbottom, and rotary furnaces. The recuperator con-

sists of a crossflow ceramic heat exchanger made with a
magnesium + aluminum silicate ceramic core.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE83-01 5021+ NAB,
price code: A06. For program-related information other than

that provided in the report(s) described here, contact:

James Osborne, U.S. Department of Energy, Office of In-

dustrial Programs, Room 5F-035, 1000 Independence Ave.,

Washington, DC 20585; (202) 252-2085.

High-Temperature Gas Turbine Program: Substantially

greater efficiencies are obtained over conventional
steam turbines
See 0168

0459 High-Temperature Helical-Tube Solar Receiver: A
gas is heated in a thin-walled sintered silicon nitride

tube
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (C, D)

A solar-thermal receiver is proposed for use with a circular

parabolic concentrator to supply about 58 kW thermal

power to a Brayton engine or an industrial process. The
solar radiation would be foe used into the open end of a

cylindrical ceramic thermal inertial sleeve 8 in. in diameter

that reradiates the energy to a helical heat-exchanger tube

surrounding the sleeve. Rigidized fiber insulation would sup-

port the heat exchanger. The helical tube could be pro-

duced from sintered silicon nitride.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15768+TN.

0460 High-Temperature Thermal Recuperators: A
chemical-vapor-deposition heat pipe holds promise of

recovering high-temperature waste heat

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (C D)

A high-temperature chemical-vapor-deposition (CVD) heat

pipe would permit the manufacture of effective recuperators

that could operate at extremely high temperatures above
1,900 F and save 1 to 2 quads of energy annually in the

United States. At present, no satisfactory equipment exists

on the market for recuperation of energy from high-temper-

ature unclean sources; therefore, this type of heat pipe

could have a large market potential and substantially im-
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prove the efficiency of some industrial process heaters.

The pipe consists of a trilayer structure (silicon

carbide+ carbon+ tungsten) fabricated by CVD. The wick is

either a microstructured surface formed by varying the CVD
parameters at the end of the run or a tungsten screen

bonded to the wall using CVD. These pipes would offer

energy savings in steel-soaking pits, reheat furnaces, iron

and forging furnaces, non-ferrous-remelt furnaces, and
glass-melting furnaces.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE83-0 17893+ NAB,
price code: A05. For further information, contact: Marvin

Gunn, U.S. Department of Energy, Forrestal Building, CE-
142, Washington, DC 20585; (202) 252-1501.

0461 Hot Water Tank Combines Three Energy Sources:
Solar energy, energy from a heat pump, and
conventional electrical heating are combined to reduce
energy costs

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (C)

A hot water storage tank, designed to maximize heat input

from nonpurchased energy sources, relies mainly on solar

energy an d energy from superheated gas from a heat-

pump compressor. When these two sources become inad-

equate, particularly in winter months or during heavy
demand for hot water, the system is augmented with pur-

chased energy supplied by a conventional electrical heater.

The three sources act in concert to maintain the water at

its proper temperature. The tank contains a baffle that

sinks in hot water and floats on cold water. Sliding on a
guide or stanchion in the middle of the tank, the baffle ef-

fectively separates the hot from the cold water.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The patent on which
the technical note is based is U.S. Patent 4,390,008, which
is available from: Commissioner of Patents, Washington,
DC 20231 for $1. For licensing information, contact: Office

of Assistant General Counsel for Patents, US DOE, Wash-
ington, DC 20585. For further information, contact: William

Marcuse, 29 Cornell, Brookhaven National Laboratory,

Upton, NY 1 1 973; (51 6) 282-21 03.

How Alcohol Supplementation Affects Diesel Engines:
Fumigation system shows no effects on engine wear
See 0169

0462 Hydrogen Donor Strength of Potential Coal
Liquefaction Solvents: A scientific method has been
established for assessing the hydrogen-donor strength
of solvents for coal liquefaction

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (J)

A new procedure has been developed to assess how effec-

tive various solvents might be as sources of hydrogen in

coal liquefaction. Since well-established chemical principles

involving bond-dissociation energies form a basis of the

new procedure, it can be used reliably to guide the produc-
tion of better hydrogen-donor solvents. In this new proce-

dure, a reactive chemical fragment, the orthoallylbenzyl rad-

ical, is generated. In the presence of a hydrogen donor or

coal liquefaction solvent, this radical can either abstract hy-

drogen from the donor solvent or undergo an intramolecu-

lar rearrangement reaction. The two processes form two
very different hydrocarbon products. Measurement of the

yield or concentration ratio of these two products allows

direct comparisons to be made of the hydrogen-donor ca-

pacity of potential coal liquefaction solvents.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84005494+ NAB;
price code: A02.

Improved Downhole Steam Injector, Device incorporates
advances in combustion and steam generation
See 1103

Improved Flocculation Method for Dewatering Coal + Clay
Waste Material

See 0569

0463 Improved Heat-Engine Solar-Energy System: A
buffer loop and overcapacity heat exchanger is used
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (C, D)

A heat engine solar-energy system is improved by installing

an overcapacity heat exchanger and a buffer loop between
the engine fluid and the solar-heated fluid. The buffer-loop

fluid is always in the liquid state. As a result of the improve-

ment, the engine heat exchanger has low and nearly con-

stant flow resistance.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15762+TN.

Improved Heat-Engine Solar-Energy System: A buffer

loop and overcapacity heat exchanger is used
See 0170

Improving the Energy Efficiency of Clothes Dryers:

Experiments were conducted to evaluate four techniques

to improve the energy efficiency of electrically-heated

residential clothes dryers
See 0078

0464 In Situ Cross-Linking of Polyvinyl Alcohol Films:

Three methods can create hydrophilic films, without

using undesirable organic solvents

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (H)

The coulombic and energy efficiency, cycle life, and power
output of secondary alkaline batteries are dependent upon
effective low-resistance battery separators. One of the

most common separators in use today is regenerated cellu-

lose film, which is well suited for use in nickel+ zinc-type

cells. These films, however, rapidly deteriorate in the oxida-

tive environment of silver+ zinc-type cells. Research was
conducted to provide low-cost, easily-fabricable, highly-ion-

conductive battery separators. This work resulted in the de-

velopment of techniques for the in situ cross-linking of poly-

vinyl alcohol films. An important feature of the in situ cross-

linking method is that insoluble thin hydrophilic membranes
can be made from aqueous systems, and the use of unde-

sirable organic solvents is not required.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to LEW-13135 + TN.

Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to

Norman T. Musial, Lewis Research Center, Mail Code: 500-

311, 21000 Brookpark Road, Cleveland, OH 44135; (216)
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433-4000, Ext. 346. Refer to LEW-13135+TN (Patent

4,272,470).

0465 Instrumentation and Control for Fossil-Energy

Processes: A working document fosters development
of instrumentation and control technology
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (B, C, D, K)

The instrumentation and control requirements for fossil-

energy processes are discussed in a working document.

Advanced conversion processes for fossil fuels have cre-

ated an urgent need for plant equipment beyond the

present state of the art. The document is published to

foster the advancement of instrumentation and control

technology by making equipment suppliers and others

aware of specifications, needs, and potential markets.

Technical requirements for critical instruments and controls

are presented on the basis of information supplied by proc-

ess designers and operators. The document will be revised

and disseminated from time to time.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15581 +TN.

0466 Ion Engine With Solid-Electrolyte Ion Generator:

The working fluid would be utilized efficiently

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (D, J)

Fuel-cell technology may provide a new way to generate a

beam of ions for implantation in semiconductors or other

applications. Using a solid-state ion generator that operates

on the same ion-conduction principle as that of fuel cells, a
large flux of ions would be produced. In comparison with

other contact-ionization generators, the proposed apparatus

should waste little working fluid. The system should convert

all working-fluid atoms to accelerated ions, the efficiency of

conversion being 1 00 percent.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15809 + TN.

0467 ISTUM, Industrial Sector Technology Use Model:
Software projects energy use, efficiency, and
technology penetration for 27 industries through the
year 2000
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (A, C)

The ISTUM software was developed to provide a credible

and unbiased analytical framework for understanding the

impacts of publi c policy and corporate decisionmaking

issues on the industrial sector. The model and its related

data bases provide 5-year projections of energy use, effi-

ciency, and technology penetration for 27 industries in 10
regions for the period of 1985 to 2000. Over 450 different

processing, energy-conversion, and heat-recovery technol-

ogies, both proven and emerging, are characterized in the

model to represent industrial technology choices in 52
energy services (e.g., steam generation, machine drive, iron

making, and distillation). The basic premise in the model is

that technology choice decisions are aimed at minimizing

the total cost of production (or of providing required energy

services, if that is the critical factor) by investing in the least

life-cycle cost technology among competing technologies in

every applicable market.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: ISTUM is an
APL program written for the IBM 3033 computer. To order

documentation and the ISTUM APL source and sample
problems input and output on magnetic tape (NESC No.

9895+TN), contact: National Energy Software Center, Ar-

gonne National Laboratory, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Ar-

gonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-7250.

0468 Labeling Solar-Cell Modules: A photocopying
machine produces a durable identification label

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (C)

Solar-cell arrays can be labeled by using a standard elec-

trostatic copying machine. The process has been used for

double-glass photovoltaic-cell modules, in which a matrix of

cells is sandwiched between thin, flexible glass mats and
covered above and below by protective sheets of glass.

The label contains such information as manufacturer,

model number, voltage and power ratings, and serial

number. It may also contain an electrical-shock hazard

warning and an identification of positive and negative termi-

nals. The glass mats are loaded in the copying machine in-

stead of paper.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15997+TN.

Laboratory Evaluation of a High-Efficiency Air-to-Air Heat
Pump
See 0079

Light Oil Gas Miscible Displacement, Enhanced Oil

Recovery
See 1105

0469 Liquefaction and Saccharification of Explosively-

Dried Corn With and Without Adsorbed Ethyl Alcohol

Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D, E)

Grains such as corn are significant, renewable sources of

oxygen containing chemicals when petrochemical feed-

stocks are in short supply and + or when grains are in sur-

plus. Although technical means such as fermentation can

successfully convert these grains to desired chemicals,

there is a need for more efficient and simple methods to

convert these grains to useful products. It was found that

ordinary popping of corn grains is an effective pretreatment.

This increased the surface area of the corn, broke down
the starch, and greatly increased the speed of reaction of

enzymes used in the alcoholic fermentation. This simple

pretreatment can reduce the time needed for the conver-

sion and + or increase the capacity of existing fermentation

equipment.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. George H.

Robertson, USDA+ARS, Western Regional Research

Center, 800 Buchanan Street, Berkeley, CA 94710;

(415)486-3230.

0470 Liquefied-Petroleum-Gas Safety: Areas in

prevention and control are identified for research and
development
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (C)

An extensive study has been published that discusses the

characteristics and hazards of liquefied-petroleum gas

(LPG). in response to a consensus in both industry and
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Government that more safety-related research and devel-

opment should be undertaken, the study addresses the

risks associated with the use of LPG as a fuel and chemi-

cal feedstock and identifies areas in accident prevention

and control that require further attention.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE83-000800 + NAB,
price code: A20. For information not in the report, contact:

John G. DeSteese, Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories,

P.O. Box 999, Richland, WA 99352.

0471 LNG Fire and Vapor Control: State-of-the-art

systems are reviewed

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (C, D)

A summary is available of current fire- and vapor-control

practices used in the liquefied natural gas (LNG) industry.

The document describes the types and locations of these

control systems used in a typical peakshaving facility and
import terminal and, in addition, a general evaluation proce-

dure for determining the effectiveness of various alternative

LNG systems.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE83000527+ NAB,
price code: A05. For information not in the report, contact:

John G. DeSteese, Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories,

P.O. Box 999, Richland, WA 99352.

0472 Locking Corners Speed Solar-Array Frame
Assembly: Interlocking parts are simply pushed
together

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (C, D)

The mitered corners of solar-array frames are joined to-

gether by a single angle brace and two springs. Previously

the frames were held together by welds, rivets, or screws,

all of which required special tools for installation. The new
fastening system could also possibly be used to assemble
window screens and picture frames. The corner brace and
springs are inserted into channels in the ends of the two
frames to be joined. The springs compress as they are in-

serted and slide into the channel. If an attempt is made to

reverse the motion, the spring expands and digs into the

soft aluminum frame, locking it in place.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15750+TN.

0473 Long-Life Lithium+ Sulfur Dioxide Battery: Battery
that operates 5 years results from glass development
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (C)

Engineers at Sandia National Laboratories have perfected a
lithium+ sulfur dioxide battery that will operate continuously

for 5 years or more, thanks, in large part, to development
of a new corrosion-resistant glass, TA-23. Except for use of

the new glass as an electrical insulator and hermetic seal,

the battery is almost identical to some conventional models
of this type. The TA-23 glass is not nearly as susceptible to

corrosion. It contains about 20 percent less silica and sig-

nificantly more alumina than glasses typically used as elec-

trical insulators.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Rod K. Quinn,

Division 1846, Sandia National Labs, Albuquerque, NM
87185; (505)844-1933.

0474 Low-Cost Modular Photovoltaic Installation:

Modular photovoltaic array field features low balance-
of-system costs
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (C, D)

A photovoltaic array field, consisting of three 10 kW build-

ing blocks taken from a design developed in a preceding

phase of this program, was evaluated in terms of balance-

of-system (BOS) and site-specific design costs associated

with the installation of this block concept. The results were
intended to show the cost-effectiveness and technical at-

tributes of this test-bed array field..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE84-009504+NAB,
price code: A05. For further information, contact: Harold N.

Post, Sandia National Laboratories, Division 6223, Albu-

querque, NM 87185; (505) 844-2433.

0475 Magnetic Measurements in Boreholes: Probe is

used in development of geothermal energy
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (C, K)

A magnetic detection apparatus based on superconducting

quantum interference devices (SQUID's) determines the di-

rection of a hydrofracture in rock adjacent to a borehole.

The apparatus is used in the development of hot dry rock

(HDR) geothermal energy. With the aid of the new appara-

tus, the proper location for the second borehole can be
found. The apparatus contains a pair of SQUID units, gradi-

ometer coils, a motor to rotate the coils, a gyroscope to

provide a position reference, logging instrumentation, and
an electronic unit to transmit data to and receive control

signals from the surface.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PAT-APPL-6-266,

247+ NAB, price code: A02. For licensing information, con-

tact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Patents, U.S.

Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For further

information, contact: Dr. William A. Steyert, Jr., Air Products

and Chemicals, Inc., 1833 Vultee Street, Allentown, PA
18034; (215)481-3700.

0476 MASEC1, MASEC2, Multi-Tech Life-Cycle Costing:

These are interactive models providing multi-

technology analysis of solar economics
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (A, C)

MASEC1 (Multitechnology Analysis of Solar Economics) is

an interactive model providing economic life-cycle cost

analysis for the following: Low-temperature active systems,

wood combustion versus oil burners, alcohol fuel produc-

tion systems, and nonspecific or general investments. The
model provides cash flow analysis including discounted cu-

mulative net cash flow and net present value over the life

of an investment. MASEC2 is an interactive model provid-

ing a models library containing the following programs:

Solar Radiation Calculator, which calculates solar insolation

in Btu's per square foot for a given site and date; Passive

Design Tool, which calculates heat loads and design heat

losses for user-supplied building designs; Anaerobic Diges-
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tion, which provides life-cycle cost analysis for anaerobic di-

gestion systems; Wind Speed Data Base, which allows the

user to build a site-specific wind data base; and Wind
Energy Conversion System Analysis (WECS), which pro-

vides life-cycle cost analysis of wind systems. The pro-

grams are written in FORTRAN IV (92 percent) and COM-
PASS (8 percent) for MASEC1, and in FORTRAN V for

MASEC2.
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to 9870. For other information, contact: L. Lau-

lainen and S. Robbins, Mid-American Solar Energy Center,

8140 26th Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN 55420.

0477 Mathematical Storage-Battery Models: Eventual

applications include electric-vehicle 'fuel' gages and
powerline load leveling

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (B, C)

An empirical formula represents the performance of electric

storage batteries. The formula covers many battery types

and includes numerous coefficients that can be adjusted to

fit the peculiarities of each type. Battery and load param-
eters taken into account include power density in the bat-

tery, discharge time, discharge rate, and electrolyte temper-

ature. Representative lead+ acid batteries were studied in

laboratory tests and computer simulations with models that

include elements of the generic formula.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15615+TN.

0478 Maximum Outputs of Solar Photovoltaic Arrays:

Simulated operating data are derived for different sites

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (C)

A report presents electrical data for solar photovoltaic

arrays operating at different locations in the United States.

The data are useful in designing power-conditioners for

matching the output of an array to a load. In a typical resi-

dential solar-cell power system, a power-conditioning sub-

system converts the direct current from a photovoltaic array

into alternating current for household appliances. The
power-conditioning subsystem must accommodate the

widely varying output of the array and must maximize
energy production.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15966+ TN.

0479 Measuring Recombination Velocities in Solar Cells:

A scanning-electron-microscope beam would probe
BSF cells

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (B, C, J)

An electron-beam scanning method has been suggested
for determining the back-surface recombination velocity,

S(B) of a back-surface-field (BSF) solar photovoltaic cell.

The recombination velocity is important because a smaller

value is correlated with smaller saturation current and
therefore higher cell efficiency. The method involves ana-

lyzing the short-circuit current measured while an electron

beam is scanned along an edge of the cell.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16243+TN.

0480 Measuring the Contact Resistances of

Photovoltaic Cells: Test method is only slightly

destructive

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (B, C)

A simple method has been devised to measure the contact

resistances of photovoltaic solar cells. The method uses
readily available equipment and is applicable at any time

during the life of a cell. The method enables the evaluation

of cell contact resistance, contact-end resistance, contact

resistivity, sheet resistivity, and sheet resistivity under the

contact. A test contact pattern is applied to the cell during

manufacture. Only standard pieces of test equipment are

required: a low-resistance ohmmeter and a combination

current source + voltmeter; alternatively, a multi-meter with

four-wire resistance-measurement capability.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16168 + TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
16168+TN.

Miniature Temperature-Control Circuit: It operates on any
power-supply voltage from 6 to 28 volts

See 0362

0481 Modeling of Solar Concentrators: Computer
modeling helps optimize performance before building

scale models
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (C)

An algorithm has been developed for predicting the power
output, uniformity of intensity, and operating temperature of

concentrator-enhanced photovoltaic solar-cell arrays. Opti-

mum values for parameters such as reflector geometry can

be found prior to constructing scale models for testing. A
ray-trace routine determines the intensity of the solar radi-

ation arriving at each cell. An iterative calculation deter-

mines the steady-state operating temperature. A solution is

found that is consistent both with steady-state energy flow

and the known relationship between cell temperature and
efficiency. After the power output of each cell is deter-

mined, the output of the entire array is predicted by com-
bining the individual cell outputs using the single-diode

solar-cell model.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15034+TN.

0482 Monitoring Methods for Injection of Geothermal
Wastewater: Several methods are compared
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (D)

A computer simulation study compared different dc resistivi-

ty techniques for monitoring the location of chemical and
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thermal fronts from injection of geothermal wastewater into

geothermal wells. Wastewater injection is necessary in

fields where environmental constraints prohibit surface dis-

posal. The study used a three-dimensional finite-difference

computer program and an idealized representation of a res-

ervoir to model the injections. The methods investigated in-

cluded both surface and downhole techniques with vari-

ations in wastewater flow rate, salinity, and location of the

dc resistivity sensors. The findings clearly indicated that

downhole measurements can better detect the effects of

injection than surface measurements.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-001817+NAB,
price code: A02, or contact Norman E. Goldstein, Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, Building 50A-1140, Berkeley, CA
94720; (415)486-5961.

0483 New Standard for Measuring Energy Content in

Solid Wastes
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (C, J)

Test laboratories that examine the energy content of

refuse-derived fuels have a new standard reference materi-

al (SRM) for calibrating combustion bomb calorimeters

used to determine the energy content of fuels. The SRM
consists of three refuse components that are blended to re-

semble a sample of refuse-derived fuel. The SRM composi-
tion is approximately 80 percent microcrystalline cellulose

(paper, wood, and vegetable matter), 15 percent silica, and
5 percent alumina (glass, ceramics, and metal).

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: SRM 1657, Synthetic

Refuse-Derived Fuel Combustion Calorimetric Standard, is

available for $135 from the Office of Standard Reference
Materials, B311 Chemistry Building, National Bureau of

Standards, Gaithersburg, MD. 20899; (301)921-2045.

0484 One-Step Coal Liquefaction: Steam injection

improves yield and quality of product
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (C, D, G)

A single-step process for liquefying coal increases liquid

yield and reduces hydrogen consumption. The principal dif-

ference between this and earlier processes is that it in-

cludes the injectio n of steam into the reactor. The steam
lowers the viscosity of the liquid product, so that further up-

grading is unnecessary. The new one-step process has
been tested in a laboratory-scale fluidized-bed reactor

system.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15891 +TN.
Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to Paul

F. McCaul, NASA Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601,

4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213) 354-

2700. Refer to NPO-15891 +TN.

0485 Parabolic Solar Collectors: Tutorial document
reviews technology for nonspecialists

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (C, D)

A paper presents a tutorial overview of point-focusing para-

bolic reflectors for solar-energy collectors. The optical and
thermal characteristics of such collectors are discussed in

detail. Data representing typical collector efficiencies are

presented, and the importance of balancing collector cost

with concentrator quality is argued through the develop-

ment of a figure-of-merit for the collector. The impact of re-

ceiver performance is assessed, and the general observa-

tion is made that temperatures much in excess 1,500 to

2.000F can actually result in decreased performance. Vari-

ous types of two-axis-tracking collectors are described, as
are two forms of fixed-mirror collectors with articulating re-

ceivers.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15674+TN.

0486 Passive-Solar-Cooling Concepts: Passive-cooling
concepts make potentially attractive energy savings
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (C)

Studies show that modest to substantial annual energy sav-

ings for small office buildings can be obtained with passive-

solar-cooling technologies. During the study, nine concepts
were developed for three passive-cooling technologies and
an integration of technologies. Preliminary estimates indi-

cate investment paybacks in to 5 or 10 years. The pas-

sive-solar-cooling technologies studied were beam daylight-

ing, mass with night ventilation, and evaporation cooling.

One conclusion reached by the study was that daylighting

systems can be installed in single-story office buildings at

no increase in first cost over conventional design. It was
also found that mass with night ventilation was more or

less cost-effective, depending on the area utility rate.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE83-01 7461 + NAB,
price code: A01 (Microfiche only). For further information,

contact: Janet Neville, U.S. Department of Energy, San
Francisco Operations Office, 1333 Broadway, Oakland, CA
94612; (415)273-7947.

Performance Testing of the DOE Electric Test Vehicle:

Report describes the total system testing and evaluation

of an electrically powered automobile
See 1256

0487 Permeable Partitions for Solar Ponds: Efficiency

can be increased and maintenance costs reduced
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (C)

A simple method of installation of thin plastic sheets im-

proves the operation of salt-gradient solar ponds. Such
ponds, which are used to collect and store solar heat, re-

quire the maintenance of a salt gradient to counteract the

loss of heat by convection as the bottom layer of the pond
absorbs sunlight and heats up. In the past, various types of

barriers have been tried to control the depth of the gradient

layer and prevent its disruption from external disturbances.

One type of barrier that has been proven successful is a
thin plastic membrane perforated with holes ranging in size

from 0.1 to 10 mm. Any strong plastic, such as fluorinated

ethylene propylene, is suitable as long as it can withstand

tearing with up to 50 percent proportion of perforation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-
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ing the NTIS report, order number: PAT-APPL-6-426,

362+ NAB, price code: A02. For licensing information, con-

tact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Patents, U.S.

Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For further

information, contact: John R. Hull, Argonne National Labo-

ratory, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312)

972-6246.

0488 Phase-Change Materials in Wall Panels: Passive
solar heating is enhanced by materials with high heat-

absorption capacity

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (CD)
A report presents the results of a heat-storage building ma-
terial for passive solar heating. The study evaluated three

different phase-change materials (PCM's) for use in double-

wall hollow-channel plastic panels as replacements for

standard wall and ceiling panels. In general, the study dem-
onstrated that integral PCM-filled wall panels are a practi-

cal, near-term alternative for passively storing and retrieving

solar energy. The panels were shown to be capable of pro-

viding almost all the heat energy needed by the structure.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84009121 +NAB;
price code: A04.

0489 Photovoltaic Roofs: Solar cells would perform two
functions: waterproofing the roof and generating

electricity

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (C, D)

A proposed rooftop photovoltaic array would serve as a wa-
tertight south-facing roof, replacing shingles, tar, and
gravel. The concept would thus reduce the cost of a resi-

dential solar-cell array. The modules are stacked in overlap-

ping fashion like ordinary shingles to allow rainwater to run

off. The east-to-west (horizontal) seam between two solar-

cell modules is sealed as an overlapping joint. The north-to-

south joint (running along the roof slant) between two mod-
ules is sealed by clamping P-shaped rubber extrusions in a
roll-formed steel channel section. Water is prevented from

leaking into the house by three distinct sealing or drainoff

mechanisms.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15881 +TN.

0490 Plastic Heat Exchangers for Waste Heat Recovery:
Waste heat from acidic flue gases may be recovered
economically
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (D)

Over 3.7 quads of thermal energy contained in flue gases
are lost each year in the industrial sector of the economy.
Above the dewpoint of sulfuric acid, metal heat exchangers
function well; below it, condensed H2S04 corrodes the

metal, allowing soot to cling. Plastics can survive in this

highly corrosive, cooler environment without becoming
fouled by soot. Plastic-coated metal exchangers combine
metallic strength, thermal conductivity, and melting point

with the acid resistance and smooth surface of plastic. Six

plastics and four metals, formed into four cylindrical

shapes, were tested as heat exchangers in concentrated

H2S04 vapor and high temperature environments. Coatings

0.004- to 0.01 6-in. thick protected the metal without imped-

ing heat flow.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-004192+NAB,
price code: A03. Robert Holtz, Argonne National Laborato-

ry, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312)972-

4465.

Pollution Control Technology for Coal Energy: Current
development programs are described
See 0582

0491 Positive Electrodes With Uniformly Distributed

Carbon: A method of distributing carbon or graphite

flakes in the electrodes improves electrochemical-cell

performance
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (C, H)

Positive electrodes in electrochemical cells retain their cur-

rent-collecting efficiency when the gray cast iron is included

in the electrode material. The gray cast iron contains

carbon or graphite flakes at about 3.6 percent by weight.

By conversion of this gray cast iron into iron sulfide, the

flakes become uniformly distributed throughout the elec-

trode. This uniform distribution of the carbon flakes pre-

vents the carbon particles from agglomerating and drifting

as they do in conventionally fabricated electrodes that lose

their efficiency with repeated cell cycling.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The patent document
on which this technical note is based is U.S. Patent

4,367,159, which is available from: Commissioner of Pat-

ents, Washington, DC 20231 for $1. For licensing informa-

tion, contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Pat-

ents, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585.

0492 Powerline Coupler for Windmill

Motor+ Generators: Efficiency at low windspeed is

increased by firing-angle control

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (B, C)

Power is coupled from a wind-driven " induction

motor+ generator to an ac powerline with the help of the

circuit shown in the figure. The circuit reduces the power

consumed by the field windings, thereby improving efficien-

cy at low windspeeds. The control circuit includes a zero-

crossing detector, ramp generator, and comparator similar

to those used to set the firing angles for thyristors in

power-factor motor controllers. The ramp and comparator

reference voltage are adjusted so that the thyristor is

switched on when the line voltage is about 150 deg into

each half cycle. Because of the phase lag between the line

voltage and the motor current, a positive current continues

to flow during part of the following negative voltage half

cycle. During that time, power is returned to the line.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25944+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, Jr., George

C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01, Marshall

Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205) 453-0020. Refer to

MFS-25944+TN.
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0493 Predicting Solar Deficits: Deviations from long-

term averages are determined

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (C)

A statistical method uses available long-term solar irradi-

ance data at selected sites in the United States to predict

probable deviations from long-term monthly averages. The
technique should be useful in sizing solar collectors and
backup storage systems to cover solar deficits. Statistically

probable deviations are developed by computer analysis of

available data for 10 years of hourly irradiance for each of

the sites. Because irradiance deviations vary with time of

year, the statistics are analyzed separately for six consecu-

tive 60-day periods.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15667 + TN.

0494 Predicting the Reliability of Solar-Cell

Interconnections: The reduction of life expectancy by
thermal cycling is calculated during design

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (C, D)

A design procedure makes it possible to predict the life ex-

pectancy of solar-cell interconnections and to determine

the cost-effectivenes s of redundancy. The new procedure

employs a series of algorithms for calculating interconnec-

tion displacement and strain. Then, on the basis of empiri-

cal fatigue curves for the interconnection material (copper),

the displacements are used to calculate the failure probabil-

ities for individual interconnections. The individual failure

probabilities are used in another algorithm for predicting the

loss of power output for the array. An energy+ cost analy-

sis program determines the best compromise between re-

dundancy and cost. The procedure is not limited to solar-

cell interconnections. It can be used to predict the stress-

cycle lifetimes of such structures as arches, walkways, cy-

lindrical ribbing of aircraft fuselages and submarine hulls,

and pipeline expansion loops. In automobile design, for in-

stance, a few samples of a new dashboard could be fa-

tigue-cycle tested in a laboratory instead of being built into

cars that would be cycled and tested as units. Testing

costs might be reduced by about 90 percent.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15976+TN.

0495 Pressure+Vacuum Bonding for Low-Curvature
Mirrors: Reflecting surfaces are attached to

nonreflecting substrates

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (C, G)

A pressure+vacuum bonding technique facilitates the as-

sembly of large solar-concentrator mirrors. Reflectors with

radii of curvature of approximately 600 in. are made by

bonding glass or metallized-plastic reflecting material about

0.060 in. thick to rigid substrates of the desired surface

figure.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15613+TN.

0496 Pressure-Letdown Plates for Coal Gasifiers:

Rotating plates would reduce erosion and clogging

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (D)

A variation of the pseudoporous plates used with coal gasi-

fiers in the pressure-letdown stage of processing would

minimize clogging. Rotating plates containing variable-gap

annuli continually change the flow path to enable an ero-

sionless reduction of gas pressure. Particles that otherwise

would clog the porous plugs pass through the gaps. The ro-

tation of the plates changes the tortuous path from plate to

plate. This rotation discourages agglomeration of the exiting

particulates and minimizes the tendency for them to clog

the plates.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15965+ TN.

0497 Preventive Maintenance: Solar Energy Thermal
Systems
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (C, K)

Solar energy systems, like other heating systems, require

some periodic preventive maintenance to maintain optimum
performance. A recent study showed a lack of preventive

maintenance to be responsible for much of the down time

of solar systems. A checklist was made of the most
common reported problems. A procedure is given that will

evaluate the heart of a solar domestic hot water system,

namely the control system.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Edward R.

Durlak, Code L63, Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory, Port

Hueneme, CA 93043; (805) 982-4207. Refer to Techdata

Sheet 84-1 4 +TN.

0498 Producing Anhydrous Ethanol from Methanol:

Metal carbonyl-amine catalyst produces ethanol

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D, G)

A process of converting methanol to ethanol involves a

catalytic reaction of methanol in a homogeneous catalytic

system consisting of a transition metal carbonyl and a terti-

ary amine. Methanol is reacted with a carbon

monoxide+ hydrogen mixture to produce ethanol and

carbon dioxide. The key to the process is the selection of

proper catalytic materials. The choice among transition

metal carbonyl includes iron, rhodium, ruthenium, and man-
ganese in combination with iron and possibly osmium. The
choice among the amines includes trimethylamine, N-meth-

ylpyrrolidine, N-methylpiperidine, and derivatives of N-meth-

ylpiperidine.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The patent, U.S. Patent

4,386,009, is available from: Commissioner of Patents,

Washington, DC 20231 for $1. For licensing information,

contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Patents, U.

S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For fur-

ther information, contact: Michael Chen, Argonne National

Laboratory, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439;

(312)972-5258.
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0499 Production Line for Dendritic-Web Solar Cells:

Proposed machinery would process 0.5 sq m of silicon

each minute
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85

-
(C, G)

A manufacturing concept has been worked out for produc-

ing 1-by 3-m solar-cell panels from dendritic-web silicon of

5-cm useful web width. The direct inclusion of web-growth
furnaces in the production line is expected to result in lower

costs than those of current production processes using sili-

con wafers sliced from Czochralski boules. The silicon-web

input capacity of the line is 0.5 sq m+ min, which corre-

sponds to a total peak-power output of about 25 MW for 1

year of production.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15098+TN.

0500 Production of Microalgal Lipids: The future of this

potential alternative to petroleum depends on the

abundance of C02
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (C)

A combination of natural resources and climatic conditions

makes the Southwest favorable for the production of mi-

croalgae. Microalgae are used to produce lipids, which can
be refined and used to replace petroleum. The key ques-

tion, however, is the abundance of C02 as a source of

carbon for microalgae. This need for carbon can be met
with C02 in either pure form or as a product of flue gases.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-004195 + NAB,
price code: A03. For further information, contact: Alan M.
Wolsky, Argonne National Laboratory, EES-362, 9700 S.

Cass Ave., Argonne, IL 60439; (312)972-3783.

Properties and Occurrences of Gas Hydrates: Handbook
presents extensive data on this potentially valuable
resource
See 01 28

0501 Protecting Anodes in Alkaline Cells: Nickel, silver,

or gold films deposited on the edges extend the life

and efficiency of anodes
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (C)

Aluminum and lithium anodes used in refuelable electrome-
chanical cells are protected from premature corrosion by
thin metal films that are chemically inert in alkaline electro-

lytes. The films are deposited around the edges, consid-

ered the most vulnerable locations to corrosion attack. In

unprotected anodes these edges are depleted first, reduc-

ing the anode-surface area and therefore cell efficiency.

The metal films leave no detrimental residues as do paints

and plating masks.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PAT-APPL-6-
420,052 + NAB, price code: A02. For licensing information,

contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Patents,

U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For
further information, contact: Richard W. Joy, Lockheed Mis-

siles & Space Co., Inc., Research and Development, 3251
Hanover Street, Palo Alto, CA 94304.

0502 Prototype Space Heater: A 16.1-kW heater capable
of burning diesel fuel cleanly is being developed for

field use
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (C, D)

In a program conducted by the U.S. Army Natick Research
and Development Center, two prototype heaters intended

to replace the existing space heater were designed, built,

tested, and evaluated. One of the prototypes proved suc-

cessful. It can burn any liquid fuel without generating the

amount of smoke and soot given off by the existing heater.

A gate also allows wood and coal to be burned. The tested

unit, which is 77 cm long, 27 cm wide, and 47 cm high, is

made of aluminized steel for longer service life.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 35448+ NAA,
price code: A03.

Rapid Freezing-Point Measurement: A technique to

determine the freezing point of fuels could be the basis

of a portable instrument
See 0705

0503 Rapidly Refuelable Fuel Cell: A metal + air fuel cell

features a replaceable anode
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (C)

A rapidly refuelable fuel cell has a consumable anode that

is easily replaced. The fuel cell is compact and lightweight

and provides close electrode spacing and excellent electri-

cal contact with the anode at all times during the electrolyt-

ic reaction. The cell consists of two sets of electrodes

pressed together by an inflatable bladder. Rib-shaped insu-

lated separators on the cathodes keep the anode and the

cathode electrically separated and promote free and effi-

cient flow of the electrolyte horizontally across the face of

the anode.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The patent document
on which this technical note is based is U.S. Patent

4,389,466, which is available from: Commissioner of Pat-

ents, Washington, DC 20231 for $1. For licensing informa-

tion, contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Pat-

ents, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585.

0504 Rapidly Refuelable Fuel Cell: Dual-cell

configuration uses half as many anodes for quicker

replacement

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (C)

A rapidly refuelable fuel cell utilizes a dual-cell arrangement

in which one anode placed in the middle services two cath-

odes at each of its opposite sides. The configuration has

half as many anodes as conventional fuel cells, which re-

duces the anode replacement time by half. Automatically

retractable cathodes simplify the removal of consumed
anodes and the insertion of new ones.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PAT-APPL-
6,420,053+ NAB, price code: A02. For licensing informa-

tion, contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Pat-

ents, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585.

For further information, contact: Richard W. Joy, Lockheed
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Missiles & Space Co., Inc., Research and Development,
3251 Hanover Street, Palo Alto, CA 94304.

0505 Raw Producer Gas as a Furnace Fuel: Several

problems must be overcome before the extra heat and
fuel content of hot unscrubbed producer gas is

harnessed
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (C, D)

In a pilot study conducted for the U.S. Army Armament Re-

search and Development Center, hot unscrubbed producer

gas was evaluated as a fuel for ketene-manufacturing fur-

naces. Several problems currently preclude using this gas
as a fuel. Heat loss is one major drawback. In the pilot

plant, even insulation rated at 1 ,500F could not prevent sig-

nificant loss of heat from the gas to the ambient air. When
gas booster fans and other equipment that are suitable for

handling and transporting hot unscrubbed producer gas
become available, hot gas could be an economical alterna-

tive fuel for ketene-manufacturing furnaces and perhaps
other types of furnaces as well.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 40662+ NAA,
price code: A04, or contact project officer Sam M. Moy;

(201)724-3065.

0506 Receiver for Solar Air Turbine: Heat-exchanger
design should assure long life

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (Q D)

A proposed solar receiver would heat air to a temperature
high enough to drive a gas turbine. The receiver would
have a thermal output of about 70 kilowatts. The concept is

based on alloys, insulators, and heat-storage mediums that

are commercially available and have been proved in indus-

try for high-temperature service. The materials are weather-

resistant. Moisture, dust, sand, ice, and snow will not cause
appreciable damage or long-term degradation of perform-

ance. The receiver is designed for 30-year life without

scheduled maintenance or replacement. The receiver con-

sists essentially of a cylindrical shell and rear bulkhead
containing serpentine heat exchangers and a thermal-stor-

age unit. The primary design problem was reducing thermal

stresses below those that would cause creep rupture in 30
years or less. The problem was a difficult one because of

the high temperatures in the receiver and because the re-

ceiver undergoes a nightly cooling cycle.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15124+TN.

Recovering Iron Oxide From Coal Fly Ash: The process
produces high-quality iron-oxide concentrate that is

suitable as a feed for reduction furnace
See 0587

Recycling Methods for Scrap Tires: Better alternatives to

pyrolysis are needed
See 0588

Reducing Corrosion in Positive Electrodes: Fine iron

powder reduces corrosion rate in secondary
electrochemical cells

See 1001

0507 Reducing Oil Consumption of Oil-Fired Heating
Systems
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (C, D)

Most oil-fired furnaces and hot water boilers in Navy resi-

dential housing have Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency

(AFUE) of only about 60% because of large quantities of

excess air required in conventional burners to ensure com-
plete combustion. Flame retention head burners, however,

provide better mixing of oil and combustion air, thereby re-

ducing the excess air requirements. To improve efficiency

of conventional systems, courses of action include adjust-

ment, modification, or outright replacement of the heating

system with a more efficient type. A simple procedure to

improve the efficiency of oil-fired space heating systems
was developed.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Dr. Suresh C.

Garg, Code L73, Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory, Port

Hueneme, CA 93043; (805)982-4675. Refer to Tech Data
Sheet 85-17.

Removing Respirable Dust From Combustion Products:
Combining electrocyclones with acoustic agglomerators
cleans dust from fluidized bed and pulverized coal-fired

plant stack exhaust
See 0589

0508 Research Center for Surface Modification: A
collaborative research center for surface modification

and advanced processing of materials to improve their

performance characteristics has been established

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (B, C, H, J)

The Center uses high-powered lasers and particle accelera-

tors to alter a few atomic layers at the surface of metals,

ceramics, and semiconductors. Such modifications are de-

signed to change physical characteristics in beneficial

ways, including improved hardness and corrosion and wear
resistance. The modifications also can enhance electrical

conductivity, enabling scientists to 'tailor' the properties of

semiconductors, for example, to particular electronic appli-

cations or devices - or to improve the efficiency and fabri-

cation economy of solar cells. It allows industrial research-

ers to perform proof-of-principle experiments before making
large capital investments in particle accelerators or lasers.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Bill R. Apple-

ton, Surface Modification and Characterization Facility, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, P.O. Box X, Oak Ridge, TN
37831; (615)574-6283.

0509 Reusable Thermal Batteries Developed
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (C)

A concept for a reusable, ambient-temperature, extended-

life thermal battery has been developed by chemists at the

Naval Weapons Laboratory, China Lake, CA. The project

has progressed to the point where 'proof-of-principle' cells

have been demonstrated. The ambient-temperature thermal

battery concept offers many of the advantages of the

present devices with the additional benefits of repeated use
after activation, long discharge lifetime, and ambient-tem-

perature discharges. Research thus far has concentrated

on using a calcium anode, although zinc and lithium anodes
have also been studied. In cells using calcium anodes,
open circuit cell voltages as high as 2.1 V have been
achieved when silver compounds were used as cathode
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materials. Researchers have also demonstrated a reserve-

battery configuration that uses the new ambient-tempera-

ture electrolyte and allows higher current discharge capabil-

ity.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Navy Technol-

ogy Transfer, Code E211, Naval Surface Weapons Center,

Dahlgren, VA 22448. Refer to 1 00402 +TN.

Roller Bearings Restored by Precision Regrinding
See 0859

0510 Saltless Solar Ponds: Honeycomb cover improves
heat storage
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (C)

Several problems associated with heat storage in solar

ponds are eliminated by a transparent insulating cover at

the surface of the pond. The cover would make unneces-

sary the salt gradient that suppresses natural convection

within the pond to promote thermal storage. The transpar-

ent cover consists of air-filled plastic cells arranged in a
honey-comb configuration. In addition to suppressing natu-

ral convection, the cover enhances transmission of solar

energy into the fluid, reduces conductive heat losses, and
retards reradiation of infrared energy to the atmosphere..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15808+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213)354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15808 + TN.

Samples Will Help Oil Industry Detect Refinery Poisons
See 0134

0511 Save Money By Using The Heat Recovery
Incinerator (HRI) Cost Model
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (C, D)

Considerable Public Works money can be saved by burning

solid wastes and generating steam from the heat produced.

About 1.2 barrels of oil can be saved from each ton of

trash fired, solid waste outhaul volume can be reduced by
80 to 90%, and 2 to 3 pounds of steam can be generated
for each pound of solid waste combusted. The HRI Cost
Model computes the economics and fossil fuel savings in

operating a heat recovery incinerator plant for converting

solid wastes into service steam. Used in conjunction with

the HRI Decision Guide, the model helps develop the opti-

mum conceptual plant design that the decision-to-construct

process requires. The HRI Cost Model is written in BASIC
for use on an APPLE II microcomputer having a CP + M op-

erating capability.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mike Roberts

or Karl Swanson, Code L71, Naval Civil Engineering Lab,

Port Hueneme, CA 93043, (805) 982-4193. Refer to Tech-
data Sheet 84-18.

0512 Schottky-Barrier Photocell With Intermediate Metal

Layer: Device output and durability are increased
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (B)

The design of a photosensitive GaAs Schottky-barrier

device has been modified by the addition of an intermedi-

ate layer of refractory or alkaline earth metal. Photovoltaic

cells and photosensors made with the new design will put

out higher short-circuit currents and be better able to with-

stand the rigors of handling and connection to other circuit

components. A previous design includes a GaAs substrate

with a thin epitaxial layer of semiconducting GaAs, followed

by a layer of oxide, followed next by a layer of noble metal

thin enough to transmit appreciable light. The new design is

similar to the older version but includes a thin, transparent

metallic layer that adheres well to both the oxide and
noble-metal layers.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to GSC-12816+TN.
Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to John
O. Tresansky, Goddard Space Flight Center, Mail Code:

204, Greenbelt, MD 20771; (301) 344-7351. Refer to GSC-
12816+TN.

0513 SEAM 1: This program analyzes the performance
of a Stirling engine
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A, F)

SEAM 1 is a general purpose program for analyzing the

performance of a Stirling engine. It is based on a program
originally developed by P. A. Rios. Different engine configu-

rations are easily specified, or the user may use the data

provided for existing engines, both kinematic and free

piston. For given engine parameters and operating condi-

tions, the program models heat transfer and fluid mechan-
ics throughout the engine. Engine volumes, pressures,

masses, and temperatures during a cycle are computed as

well as power, efficiency, and energy flows. The user can

specify engine design, drive, dimensions, average pressure,

initial temperature, gas type, metal type, speed, and other

parameters.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to No. 9943. For further information, contact:

T.J. Heames, Argonne National Laboratory, 9700 South

Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439.

Silicon Nitride Antireflection Coatings for Photovoltaic

Cells: Chemical-vapor deposition is adapted to yield a

graded index of refraction

See 1008

Small-Scale Waste-to-Energy Systems: Case studies are

provided for seven commercial operations
See 0592

0514 Solar Cells With Multiple Small Junctions: As
junction area is reduced in relation to total cell area,

efficiency should go up
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (B, C)

A concept for improving the efficiency of photovoltaic solar

cells, based on decreasing the p + n junction area in rela-

tion to the total surface area of a cell is proposed. Instead

of a single continuous junction underlying the entire surface

of the cell, multiple round junctions would be formed. The
junctions would be 10 micrometers in diameter. Their cen-

ters would be spaced 50 micrometers apart. Their total sur-

face area would be about 3 percent of the surface area of
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the cell. Because of the reduced junction area, the surface

leakage should drop, and the saturation current density

should decrease. The surface passivation should help to

ensure that short-circuit current remains at a high value and
that the response of the cells to blue light increases.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16126+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to James T. English, NASA Resi-

dent Office, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Mail Stop 201-110,

4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109; (818) 354-

2240. Refer to NPO-16126+ TN.

0515 Solar Collector Durability, Reliability

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (C, D)

Eight different types of flat-plate solar collectors were ex-

posed outdoors at four sites in different climates. Indoor

laboratory aging tests also were conducted on the same
materials so they could be compared with the outdoor ex-

posure tests. A final report, NBS Solar Collector

Durability+ Reliability Test Program: Final Report presents

the results of the research. Recommendations are made
regarding the use and limitations of performance measure-
ments and environmental exposure tests for assessing the

durability of solar collectors and absorber and cover materi-

als.

Solar Heated Beehives
See 0037

Solar Heating and Cooling Development Program:
Heating is practical now, but cooling needs more
development
See 0082

0516 Solar Powerplant Using Molten Salt: Sandia Central

Receiver Test Facility generates electricity with the aid

of a molten salt receiver and a steam generator
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (C)

Electricity is now flowing into a New Mexico utility grid from
the Nation's newest solar central receiver system - the

Molten Salt Electric Experiment (MSEE) - which has been
incorporated into Sandia National Laboratories' Central Re-
ceiver Test Facility (CRTF). The system, the only one of its

kind in the U.S., uses solar-heated nitrate salt to generate
steam that drives a turboelectric generator. Through the

end of the year, the MSEE will continue to generate elec-

tricity on a regular basis as researchers characterize and
optimize this advanced system.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Public Infor-

mation Division, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque,

NM 87185; (505)844-8065.

0517 Solar Retorting of Oil Shale: A relatively

economical process eliminates some problems
encountered in direct solar retorting

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (C, D)

An improved solar retorting process uses direct solar

energy to preheat oil shale to a retorting temperature of

500 to 550 C for a short time before the actual retorting

process. This preheating step supplies about 80 percent of

the total energy necessary for retorting the oil shale, yet

prevents oil degradation from hotspots and reradiation of

the incident solar energy, both encountered in direct solar

retorting processes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The patent on which

this technical note is based is U.S. Patent 4,382,850, which

is available from: Commissioner of Patents, Washington,

DC 20231 for $1. For licensing information, contact: Office

of Assistant General Counsel for Patents, U.S. DOE, Wash-
ington, DC 20585. For further information, contact: David

W. Gregg, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P.O.

Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550; (415)422-7337.

0518 Solar Thermal Energy Systems: A Summary of

lessons learned from Navy, DOE, and other
installations

Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (C, D)

The basic decision to install a solar energy heating system
usually depends on the answers to the questions: how
much does it cost, how well does it perform, how long will it

last. Much of the current research centers around cost and
performance, but little is available to answer the question of

system life expectancy, which depends upon the operation

and maintenance of systems already installed. To obtain

data on operational solar systems NCEL has initiated on-

site evaluations of installed solar energy systems. These
preliminary data and other data available in the literature of

DOE and other installations have begun to show trends in

system operational characteristics. A list was developed to

identify common mistakes and failures and thereby improve
future designs.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A special fact sheet

giving full examples is available from Edward R. Durlak,

Code L63, Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory, Port Huene-
me, CA 93043; (805) 982-4207. Refer to Techdata Sheet
84-12+TN.

0519 Solar+Thermal Powerplant Simulation: Program
provides for consistent comparison of powerplant
configurations

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (A, C)

A simulation program evaluates the performances and
energy costs of diverse solar+ thermal powerplant configu-

rations. The methodology provides for a consistent compar-
ative evaluation of solar+ thermal powerplants. The ap-

proach is based on optimizing the sizes of the collector and
storage subsystems to give the minimum energy cost for

specified plant rating and load factor. A major feature of

this program is the connection between the performance
and economics codes that allows for the optimization of the

solar+ thermal powerplant configuration. This program is

written in FORTRAN V and Assembler for batch execution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404)542-3265. Refer to

NPO-15440+TN.

0520 Solar-Array Substrate from Glass-Reinforced
Concrete: Design eliminates a glass superstate and
associated metal framing
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (C, D, H)

A strong glass-reinforced concrete panel has a smooth flat

surface suitable for a solar substrate. It includes structural
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bracing for rigidity and a design adaptable to mass produc-

tion. The glass-reinforced panel might also be used for

solar concentrators and exterior wall panels. The panel has

two trapezoidal stiffening ribs for structural support. The
strategic placement of the ribs with embedded support

tubes (standard PVC tubing) minimizes bending moments
and resulting stresses produced by installation and wind-

loads.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15077+TN.

SOLCOST3.0: This program is used for sizing and
evaluating solar systems for residential and commercial
buildings
See 0083

0521 Solvent Extraction of Furfural From Biomass:
Energy and material consumption would be reduced
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (C, D)

A proposed solvent-extraction method would reduce the

energy required to remove the furfural produced during the

acid hydrolysis of biomass. The objective of the hydrolysis

is to make sugars for subsequent fermentation to alcohols.

The byproduct furfural must be extracted before fermenta-

tion because it is poisonous to micro-organisms and there-

by inhibits fermentation. The proposed solvent extraction

would replace the costly and time-consuming double steam
distillation now used by industry. Suitable solvents include

biphenyl and diphenyl oxides.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15987+TN.

0522 Solvent-Refined Coal: A Component History:

Performance synopses for pumps, valves, instruments,

and many other components are given for pilot plant

operation
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (C D)

A compilation of operating experience with critical compo-
nents at a solvent-refined coal(SRC) pilot plant was recent-

ly published. The component information is presented as a
performance synopsis - a performance summary followed

by a chronological listing of the significant component oper-

ational events. The report can serve as a convenient loca-

tor of information that has appeared in the various pilot

plant reports as well as an overview of the history of com-
ponent problems at the SRC pilot plant.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-004978+ NAB,
price code: A08, or contact Dr. Ted Simpson, U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy, FE-34, Washington, DC 20545; (301) 353-

3913.

0523 Space Heating with a Ground-Coupled Heat Pump:
A buried coil can provide ample heat energy from the

ground
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (C, D)

A report presents the results of a study of a ground-cou-

pled heat pump having a 200-meter-long horizontal serpen-

tine coil buried in the ground. Experimental results showed
a seasonal performance factor (SPF) of 2.60. This value is

encouraging in view of the fact that a smaller, less efficient

water-to-air coil was used part of the time and that com-
mercially available water-source heat-pump equipment is

not designed for efficient performance in ground-coupled

service.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-007918+ NAB,
price code: A04.

0524 Stand-Alone Photovoltaic Collector: Cost-

competitive system offers remote power
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (C)

A concentrator photovoltaic array, which uses high-perform-

ance lenses to focus Sunlight onto solar cells, is economi-

cally competitive with diesel-engine generators and other

sources of electricity for rural and remote applications. After

an initial manual alinement each day, the collector, de-

signed to operate without utility power, can provide power
for telecommunication repeaters; cathodic protection of

pipelines, remote homes, and park facilities; and water

pumping for irrigation and potable water. Under 1 kW+sq
m of direct normal insolation, the collector can generate

684 W of peak power at 48 V.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-005860+ NAB,
price code: A07.

0525 Sun Tracker Operates a Year Between
Calibrations: Modified tracker compensates for

seasonal variations in solar declination

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (Q K)

A low-cost modification of a Sun tracker automatically com-
pensates for the equation of time (the change of apparent

solar time or time of Sunrise and Sunset) and for seasonal

variations in the declination of the Sun. The modified track-

er can operate unattended for a year before it needs cor-

rections. It can be used for industrial solar-energy monitor-

ing and in remote meteorological stations. The basic solar

tracker is a relatively-inexpensive commercial model that

ordinarily requires daily adjustment. A Scotch-yoke drive

mechanism was added to the tracker to supply declination

motion.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15810+TN.

0526 Super-Efficient Water Heater: Pulse combustion
yields close to 100 percent efficiency

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (C, F)

A commercial gas-fired water heater was developed that is

significantly more efficient than appliances now on the

market. The development program also included a market

assessment in which the target market was defined, prod-

uct characteristics were specified, potential market share

was analyzed, and implications for energy conservation

were examined.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-
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ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-002403 + NAB,
price code: A07.

Supplemental Air for Gas-Fired Home Appliances: Advice
is offered on detecting and correcting oxygen shortages
See 0084

0527 Support System for Solar Receivers: Hinged split-

ring mounts insure safe support of heavy receivers

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 *

(C)

Solar receivers mounted on conventional rigid ring supports

that have stationary struts can be easily damaged when in-

stalled in the field. A split-support mounting ring held in

place by hinged legs allows the support-ring assembly to

open and in effect to lock the two split rings into position.

With this split ring the receiver can remain on cable mounts
and still slip between openings provided by the split-ring ar-

rangement. In addition to safer operation and damage-free
mounting, this system provides more accurate focusing,

and small incremental adjustments of the ring are more
easily made.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15749+TN.

Technology Stretches Irrigation Water
See 0039

0528 Telescoping Shield for Point-Focusing Solar

Concentrators: Concentrated heat is diffused when aim
is incorrect

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (C)

A telescoping shield that is normally stowed around a solar

receiver protects the heat engine and supporting structure

from overheating when the concentrator is aimed a few de-

grees away from the line to the Sun. When extended, the

shield intercepts the offcenter concentrated solar radiation.

The heat is spread out over the thermally conductive shield

and reradiated diffusely so as not to cause structural

damage. Shields based on a bellows concept have been
proposed. These would also require three cables for retrac-

tion. The bellows might be constructed of glass-fiber cloth

or wire mesh.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16236+ TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818)354-2700. Refer to NPO-
16236+TN.

Temperature-Adaptive Textiles
See 1019

0529 Test Frame Simulates Zero Gravity:

Counterweighted frame simulates zero gravity in tests

of solar-array wing
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (D)

Solar-array wings up to 32 meters long extend and retract

from satellites under conditions of zero gravity. The
extension+ retraction and stowage mechanisms are tested

on Earth by suspending the flexible array panels from an

overhead track. The net effect is a close simulation of the

zero-gravity environment in which the wing must function.

The frame also facilitates testing and replacement of solar-

cell elements and panels.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25518+TN.

0530 Thermal Systems for Energy Recovery From
Refuse: Study covers various installations and predicts

future growth
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (C, D)

Stricter control of landfills, scarcity of landfills, and a great-

er social awareness of energy and resource recovery have
led to the increasing interest in burning municipal solid

waste (MSW) to produce energy. To date, the most suc-

cessful technology for burning MSW for energy recovery is

mass incineration using water walled boilers. The process

involves burning bulk refuse, with little or no pretreatment,

in furnaces lined with pipes carrying water. Heat is trans-

ferred to the water from the hot combustion gases and
converts the water to steam, which can be used for power
generation, industrial processes, or industrial heating or

cooling. A principal feature of these boilers is the moving
grate that transfers the refuse through the furnace while

agitating and mixing it with air to improve combustion.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-002305+ NAB,
price code: A10, or contact James E. Helt, Argonne Nation-

al Laboratory, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL

60439; (312)972-7335.

0531 Thermally-Rechargeable Electrochemical Cell:

Sodium ions would be driven across a membrane with

the aid of a temperature differential

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (B, C)

A proposed liquid-sodium + sulfur electrochemical cell

would be recharged by heat, rather than by an electric gen-

erator. The concept is suitable for energy storage for utili-

ties, mobile electronic equipment, and solar thermoelectric

power systems. According to the concept, a second solid-

electrolyte membrane would be added to a sodium + sulfur

cell. The second membrane would separate the compart-

ment containing sulfur and sodium+ sulfur products from

the compartment containing the cooled condenser surface.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16273 + TN. Inquir-

ies concerning the commercial use of this invention should

be addressed to James T. English, NASA Resident Office,

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Mail Stop 201-110, 4800 Oak
Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109; (818)354-2240. Refer to

NPO-16273+TN.

Thermodynamic Data Sources Listed in New NBS
Bibliography
See 0148
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0532 Thermodynamic Performance of Heat-Pump
Systems: Study applies an available-energy-efficiency

concept as a realistic performance indicator

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (C, D)

An available-energy-efficiency concept permits a direct

comparison of different heat-pump systems that are consid-

ered for recovering energy from industrial waste heat. Use
of heat pumps to upgrade low-temperature waste heat to

produce process steam at temperatures of 400 to 600 F

has been considered for some time. The approach holds

promise in a wide range of industrial applications. The
choice of the most efficient system, however, was compli-

cated because of three different classes of heat pumps and

because of different standards heat-pump manufacturers

used in evaluating their products. The available-energy-effi-

ciency approach eliminates these obstacles.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-005188+ NAB,
price code: A04. For other information, contact: Carl J.

Bliem, EG and G Idaho, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID

83415; (208) 526-9895.

0533 Thermoelectric Generator: A thermoelectric

generator features conversion efficiency of up to 40

percent

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (C)

A small modular alkali-metal thermoelectric generator with

no moving parts directly converts heat to electrical energy

with an efficiency of 20 to 40 percent. The unit uses a

closed regenerative electrochemical concentration cell

based on the sodium-ion conductor, beta alumina. The unit

promises simplicity, high power-to-weight ratios, and poten-

tially long maintenance-free life. Power-density efficiency

and electrochemical performance characteristics are out-

lined in a published report.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16164+TN.

0534 Top-Coating Silicon Onto Ceramic: Polycrystalline

silicon for solar cells may be produced at low cost

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (G, H)

In a promising new method of making silicon for solar cells,

molten silicon is poured on a moving substrate. The molten

material solidifies to form a sheet of polycrystalline silicon

having a photovoltaic conversion efficiency greater than 1

percent. The method produces 100 micro m thick silicon

coatings at a speed of 0.15 centimeter per second. The
substrate is a carbon-coated, silicon dioxide rich, aluminum
silicate ceramic, selected for its similarity to silicon in ther-

mal expansion. This ensures that there is minimal strain in

the solidified silicon layer. The ceramic is in the form of a
long, narrow strip and is coated with graphite so that the

molten silicon will wet it.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15125+TN.

Transportable Pumps Could Save Oil Cargoes:
Helicopter-carried pumps for firefighting can serve a dual

purpose
See 0596

0535 Two-Stage Off-Axis Cylindrical Solar Concentrator:
The reflector for a photovoltaic power supply uses off-

axis geometry for efficient uniform illumination

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (C)

A two-stage off-axis parabolic cylindrical concentrator has
been designed for the illumination of photovoltaic cells.

Nonimaging secondary concentrators in combination with

focusing primary elements achieve maximum concentration

for an acceptance angle of 4.25 deg. while maintaining rel-

atively uniform illumination of the cell plane. The cylindrical

geometry permits easy furling and unfurling of the mirrors

for transport and deployment. The foldable cylindrical struc-

ture has potential for both terrestrial and space applica-

tions.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15484+TN.

Ultrafast Hydropyrolysis of Powdered Coal: Up to 86
percent of coal can be converted into gaseous products
in a matter of milliseconds
See 0150

Unconventional Gas Resources Bibliography
See 1119

0536 Unfired Brick for Thermal Energy Storage: Olivine

can be molded and used without costly firing

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (Q D, N)

A heat-storage brick was studied that does not require firing

- the most costly operation in production of bricks. The
report on the results of this work presents a recipe for fabri-

cation and results of thermophysical property measure-

ments. The brick aggregate consists of crushed olivine from

Washington state and a phosphate compound as a binder.

Olivine is a ferromagnesium silicate mineral.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84001528+ NAB;
price code: A02.

0537 Waste-Heat Recuperator: System provides up to

37 percent savings in fuel consumption
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (C, G)

A published report describes a high-efficiency heat recuper-

ator that improves the thermal efficiency and fuel economy
of industrial furnaces in the steel industry. The report also

presents a method for calculating the payback period for

the recuperator system installed on any type of industrial

furnace. The recuperator consists of a metallic crossflow

heat exchanger fabricated with a stainless-steel core. Alter-

nate layers of the heat exchanger are furnace brazed to

form its rectangular structure. Mounted on top of the fur-

nace, the recuperator recovers heat from the flue gases to

preheat air for recycling to the combustion chamber.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE83-01 3394+ NAB,
price code: A03.

0538 Waste-Heat-Driven Steam-Compression Heat

Pump: An industrial host is sought for a newly
developed heat pump
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (C, D)

Three Department of Energy sponsored industrial heat

pumps are now completing performance testing and are

available to industrial users. The development objectives

were to recover and upgrade energy from low-temperature

waste streams to produce clean process steam or to recov-

er energy-intensive materials normally lost.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: D. S. Plaster,

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, P. O. Box 1625,

Idaho Falls, ID 83415; (208) 526-0766.

0539 WECSAM: The program analyzes wind-energy
conversion systems
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (A, C)

WECSAM is a wind turbine performance and economic
analysis model. The model with accompanying data bases
has been used to determine the economic potential of eight

residential, agricultural, commercial, and industrial applica-

tions. Designed for analysis at the county level, it accesses

data bases containing wind resource data, application

loads, Wind Energy Conversion Systems (WECS) perform-

ance characteristics, utility rates, state taxes, and state sub-

sidies for a six-state region. WECSAM is written in FOR-
TRAN V for CDC7600 and Scope 2.1 computers. The pro-

gram size is 5,363 cards, 70,500 (octal) words.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The reference report

and WECSAM source, sample problem input and output,

data bases, and control information on magnetic tape are

available on an 'as is' basis. Using Accession No. 9982
order from: National Energy Software Center, Argonne Na-

tional Laboratory, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL

60439; (312)972-7250. For further information, contact:

W.T. Downey, P.L Hendrick, or S.M. Hock, Solar Energy
Research Institute, 1617 Cole Boulevard, Golden, CO
80401.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION &
CONTROL
0540 Affordable Plan Offered for Municipal Water Plants

with Nitrate Problems
Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (D)

The Environmental Protection Agency recently obtained a
patent on a method to remove nitrate by passing the water

to be treated through a bed of strong-base anion exchange
resin which is a tributyl amine derivative of a copolymer ex-

emplified by styrene-divinyl benzene. This tributyl species

has an unusually high selectivity for nitrate over sulfate and
is economical due to the ability to operate with only a par-

tially regenerated resin bed. The process is suitable for use

with municipal water supplies with about 200 ppm or more
nitrate, about 50 ppm or more sulfate, and about 1 000 TDS
(Total Dissolved Solids) or less.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of Gov-
ernment Inventions and Patents, National Technical Infor-

mation Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA
22161; (703) 487-4732. Refer to PATENT-4,479,877 + TN.

0541 Analysis of Pyrotechnic Mixer Bays: A study
shows ways to improve mixer bay safety

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (G)

Pyrotechnic accidents, some fatal, have occurred at several

pyrotechnic manufacturing facilities, indicating that person-

nel exposure to these operations (particularly during mixing

and transport) must be reduced to acceptable safety levels.

A test plan to analyze the hazards posed by pyrotechnics

was being developed for the U.S. Army Armament Re-

search and Development Center. It included recommenda-
tions for improving the design of these facilities to contain

the pyrotechnic propagation as well as increase operator

survival.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 39485+ NAA,
price code: A03.

0542 Aquatic Plants Aid Sewage Filter: Superior water
treatment is obtained at low cost

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 (D, E)

A method of wastewater treatment combines micro-orga-

nisms and aquatic-plant roots in a filter bed. In the first step

of the process, anaerobic settling takes place in a septic

tank, a covered anaerobic lagoon, an Imhoff tank, or any
sludge-collecting and sludge-digesting chamber. After a

minimum treatment period of 6 hours, the supernatant liquid

from the sludge-collecting tank is pumped into the bottom

of the hybrid filter system consisting of microorganisms and
plants. Treatment occurs as the liquid flows up through the

system. Micro-organisms that have attached themselves to

the rocky base material of the filter act in several steps to

decompose organic matter in the wastewater under treat-

ment.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25808+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its

commercial development should be addressed to Leon D.

Wofford, Jr., George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail

Code: CC01, Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812;

(205)453-0020. Refer to MFS-25808+ TN.

0543 Assessment of Fluidized-Bed Combustion Solid

Wastes for Land Disposal

Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (D)

Fluidized-bed combustion (FBC) is an emerging energy

technology that holds promise for both high efficiency of

energy conversion and minimization of adverse air quality

impacts. A major advantage of FBC is that high-sulfur coal

can be burned without the use of flue-gas desulfurization

equipment to meet air quality standards. The objectives of

an investigation were to obtain and analyze representative

samples of FBC wastes, assess the characteristics of lea-

chates generated from the wastes under laboratory and
field (landfill) conditions, and characterize the attenuation of
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the leachates by earth materials that are typical of disposal

settings.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PB85-1 75867; price

code A12. For other information contact John O. Milliken,

Air and Energy Engineering Research Laboratory, U.S. En-

vironmental Protection Agency, Research Triangle Park, NC
27711.

0544 Assessment of Hazardous Waste Surface

Impoundment Technology: Case Studies and
Perspectives of Experts

Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (D)

Nine hazardous waste surface impoundments (Si's) were
assessed in a case study to compare actual and projected

performances. The goal was to produce data that can sig-

nificantly improve the design, construction, and operation of

these facilities. The nine facilities represent a range of in-

dustries, waste types and volumes, ages, environmental

settings, linear types and designs, and systems for leak de-

tection and groundwater monitoring. The successful per-

formances of Si's at two facilities are attributable to the use

of a very impermeable clay liner after extensive compatibil-

ity studies; use of competent contractors; close scrutiny of

all phases of design, construction, and inspection by the

owner+ operator; excellent quality assurance and control

recordkeeping; and good communication among all parties

involved.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB85-117059+NAC,
price code: A14, or Contact Carlton Wiles, EPA Project Offi-

cer, Hazardous Waste Engineering Research Laboratory,

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Cincinnati, OH
45268.

0545 Automated Coliform Analysis: The hydrogen
evolved by coliform bacteria is transferred to a
separate measurement cell

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (E)

A method for determining coliform-bacteria concentration in

water samples is included in a prototype system that auto-

matical ly monitors 15 water-quality characteristics. The
complete system is housed in an 8- by 30-ft van. The new
method measures the electrode potential change both in a
cell containing the growth medium and again in a similar

cell containing a buffer solution to which the evolved hydro-

gen is vented and in which the hydrogen dissolves. In the

second cell, any change in potential is due solely to the

evolved hydrogen.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to ARC-11322+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Darrell G. Brekke, Ames
Research Center, Mail Code: 200-11 A, Moffett Field, CA
94035; (415) 965-5104. Refer to ARC-11322+TN.

0546 Biodegradation of NDMA in Industrial Wastewater:
A trickling filtration process shows promise of

eliminating this chemical from wastewater
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (D)

N-nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA), a toxic and hazardous ni-

trosamine that occurs in some wastewaters, is biodegrada-
ble under certain conditions, a study for the U.S. Army
Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency has found. In batch
experiments with aqueous and soil incubations, initial rates

of mineralization increased with increasing concentration of

NDMA (from parts per trillion to parts per thousand). How-
ever, the total percent or extent of mineralization decreased
with increasing initial concentration of NDMA. A continuous-

flow column containing granular activated charcoal (a simu-

lated trickling filter) mineralized NDMA at feed concentra-

tions of 50 and 100 parts per million. It may warrant further

investigation to evaluate its potential for full-scale treatment

of NDMA-laden wastewaters.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A146415+ NAA;
price code: A03, or contact project officer David L. Kaplan
(617)633-4983.

0547 Capture-and-Containment Systems for Hazardous
Material Spills on Land
Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (D)

Methods were investigated for sealing the surface of soils

and thereby preventing the intrusion of spilled hazardous
materials into the underlying ground water. Such techniques

were sought to provide immediate, short-duration protection

of spill sites (such as transportation accidents) until more
permanent cleanup could be initiated. Three classes of sea-

lants were evaluated, including non-reactive, reactive, and
repellent or surface-modifying coatings. Tests with polyeth-

ylene waxes and films suggested that the latter would be a

useful barrier for a wide spectrum of hazardous waste
spills. Thus evolved the use of polyethylene tubes, which

appeared to meet the project's requirements of capacity,

portability, ease of deployment, and safe operation. Based
on several iterations, a preliminary design was generated

that consisted of a double-walled polyethylene bag or one-

end-closed tube about 6 ft in diameter and 20 ft long.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB84-1 86089+ NAC,
price: $11.50. For information not in the report, contact Mr.

John Brugger, Municipal Environmental Research Laborato-

ry, U.S. En vironmental Protection Agency, Cincinnati, OH
45268.

0548 Ceramic Bag Filters for Cleaning Coal-Combustion
Efflux: Filters perform effectively at high temperature
and pressure and withstand repeated cleaning

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (D, H)

A development program has contributed to the understan-

ds g of ceramic filters for particulate removal in hot gases
generated by pressurized-fluidized-bed combustors
(PFBC's). The tests conducted under this program have in-

dicated that nonwoven ceramic filters have very high col-

lection efficiencies and can be pulse cleaned properly. Col-
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lection efficiencies greater than 99.9 percent have been re-

ported for particles as low as 6 micro m mass median di-

ameter at temperatures up to 1 ,450 F. The filter developed

and tested under this program consisted of Saffil alumina

blankets.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-003081 +NAB,
price code: A13, or contact K.E. Markel, Morgantown
Energy Technology Center, P.O. Box 880, Collins Ferry

Road, Morgantown, WV 26505; (304)291-4505.

0549 Chemical Analysis of Oil-Shale Wastewater:
Standard procedures for several methods are

presented
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (J)

A manual presents a variety of quantitative analytical tech-

niques for measuring the quality of oil-shale wastewater

and other environmental water sources. Composed of

seven sections, the manual provides discussions on theory,

literature reviews, comparisons, validation data, and stand-

ardized procedures for each of the methods.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-015967+ NAB,
price code: A12, or contact Christian G. Daughton, Universi-

ty of California, Berkeley, 47th & Hoffman Blvd, Richmond,
CA 94804.

Coal Gasifiers and Gas Treatment Systems: Processes of

historical research and commercial significance are

described
See 0419

0550 Combined-Cycle Pressurized Fluidized-Bed

Combustion: Two process designs are compared to

conventional coal-fired processes
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (C)

An extensive study examines the potential benefits of pres-

surized fluidized-bed combustion (PFBC) technology to utili-

ty power generation. Application of PFBC to utility power-
plants has the advantages of increased combustion effi-

ciency, an expanded range of fuels, reduced emission of

sulfur and nitrogen oxides, and increased cycle efficiencies

compared to conventional boiler+ steam-turbine power-
plants. Two principal types of PFBC processes were exam-
ined in this study: an air-cooled PFBC and a steam-cooled
PFBC.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE83-005643 + NAB,
price code: A14. For information not in the report, contact

R.L. Scott, Morgantown Energy Technology Center, P.O.

Box 880, Morgantown, WV 26505.

0551 Comparative Assessment of Industrial Boiler

Relative to Air Emission Regulations
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (A, C, D)

A report projects the economics of new industrial steam
boilers on a regional basis for different fuels, boiler sizes,

boiler capacity factors, emission control methods, and
emission levels. The technologies considered include

stoker and pulverized coal-fired boilers, fluidized-bed boil-

ers, oil- and gas-fired boilers, as well as low and medium

Btu coal gasification plants. Various methods for controlling

S02, particulate, and NOx emissions were examined. The
capital cost data developed for the various steam supply

options are available to the general user through the new
INDCEPT computer program. These results are of interest

to industrial energy planners.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of

Technology Applications, Information Service, Oak Ridge

National Laboratory, P.O. Box Y, Oak Ridge, TN 37831;

(615) 574-4192. For publications, request support package
480X+TN. The INDCEPT package, including auxiliary pro-

grams and cost-model and historical cost-data sets can be
obtained from: National Energy Software Center, Argonne
National Laboratory, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL

60439.

0552 Comparison of Spectral Response for Porous and
Pyrolytic Graphite Tubes in GFAA Analysis of Arsenic
Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (J, K)

A HPLC-GFAA system is used for speciation and quantita-

tion of As in many different kinds of samples. In an attempt

to increase the number of firings before tube replacement
and increase the spectral sensitivity for As, porous graphite

tubes were replaced by pyrolytic graphite tubes. Results in-

dicated that, unlike the porous tube, various As species

gave different responses (units peak height+ng As) when
pyrolytic graphite tubes were used. In fact, trivalent As
could not be detected much of the time. Detection and sen-

sitivity for methanearsonic acid (MAA), cacodylic acid (CA),

or arsenate (+5) could be stabilized by varying the GFAA
conditions. This did not help trivalent As response. Further

testing indicated that, with pyrolytic tubes, trivalent As vola-

tilizes during drying and charring steps GFAA analysis and
escapes undetected. Addition of Ni (N03)2 held arsenite for

analysis with all types of graphite tubes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Edwin A.

Woolson, USDA-ARS, Bldg. 050, BARC-West, Beltsville,

MD 20705; (301)344-2702.

0553 Computation of Three-Dimensional Combustor
Performance: Modified program includes computations
of soot and nitrogen oxide emissions
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (A, D, J)

An existing steady-state 3-D computer program for calculat-

ing gas-turbine flow fields was modified to include computa-
tion of soot and nitrogen oxide emissions. In addition, the

radiation calculation was corrected for soot particles. Signif-

icant advances have been made in combustor analytical

modeling. These advanced tools, while still in their early

stages, offer the potential of reducing the design and devel-

opment time required for gas-turbine combustors. Also, the

analytical models increase the understanding of the phe-

nomena affecting combustor performance.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404) 542-3265. Refer to

LEW-13930 + TN.

0554 Computer Program Calculates Shielding

Effectiveness of Buildings

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A, B)
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Electrical engineers and others concerned with the effec-

tiveness of buildings in shielding their interiors from electro-

magnetic (EM) radiation will be interested in a new publica-

tion from NBS. A computer program was developed which
calculates building attenuation of EM radiation over the fre-

quency range 10 kHz to 10 GHz. Attenuation is computed
from building shape, dimensions, room layout, and the elec-

trical properties of the construction materials; no electro-

magnetic measurements are required. Although performed
for the U.S. Army, the work is applicable to almost any situ-

ation where it's desirable to estimate the extent of penetra-

tion of EM radiation into a multi-room, one-story building. A
310-page publication includes listings of computer pro-

grams.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PB85-1 26001 +NAC,
price code: A14.

Conversion of Organic Wastes to Unleaded, High-Octane
Gasoline
See 0427

0555 Data File for Marine Toxic Substances and
Pollutants

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

Washington, DC; Department of Commerce, Washington,

DC
Jun 85 (E)

A substantial quantity of data on toxic substances and pol-

lutants in the marine environment is now available from the

National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC). These data

include measurements of hydrocarbons, heavy metals, or-

ganochloride pesticides, polycholorinated biphenyls, and
other pollutants detected in the water column, in sediments,

and in samples taken from marine organisms. At a specific

site data are generally limited to only one of these

'spheres' (i.e., either water, sediment, or biota). After re-

ceipt and processing by NODC, these data are incorporat-

ed in the NODC Marine Toxic Substances and Pollutants

Data File (NODC File 144). Data from this file can be selec-

tively retrieved to meet user specifications such as geo-
graphic area, particular chemical substance, or specific

cruise+ data set. Selected data can be provided as a com-
puter printout (on paper, microfiche, or microfilm) or on
magnetic tape.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Oceanographic Data Center, User Services Branch,

NOAA+ NESDIS E+ OC21, Washington, DC 20235; (202)
634-7500. General information about NODC marine pollu-

tion data holdings, as well as information on other Federal

marine pollution programs, can also be provided by
NODC's Central Coordination and Referral Office. Contact:

Ocean Pollution Data and Information Network+CCRO,
NODC, NOAA+ NESDIS E + OCx8, Washington, DC 20235;
(202)634-7510.

0556 Description and Operation of a Thermal
Decomposition Unit-Gas Chromatographic System
Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (J, K)

Controlled high-temperature incineration is recognized as
one of the most promising methods for the permanent dis-

posal of industrial organic wastes. However, before accept-

able incineration procedures can be fully implemented, in-

formation is needed concerning the thermal decomposition
properties of the immense variety of organic materials. In

response to this need, laboratory-scale thermal instrumen-

tation has been designed and developed for experimentally

determining the high-temperature gas-phase decomposition
properties of toxic organic substances. A thermal decompo-
sition unit-gas chromatographic (TDU-GC) system has been
designed and assembled to provide data rapidly and safely

on the gas-phase thermal decomposition behavior of organ-

ic substances.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB84-246362+ NAC,
price: $16, or contact Richard A. Carnes, Industrial Environ-

mental Research Laboratory, U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency, Cincinnati, OH 45268.

Design Data Base for Hydrogen-Fueled Automotive
Engines: Engine performance and exhaust emissions are
investigated
See 0165

Destroying Toxic Wastes: Poisonous materials are
converted to useful fuels

See 0433

0557 Desulfurizing Fuel Gases at High Temperature: Hot
process improves efficiency

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (D)

A new process removes sulfur-containing gases from gase-

ous fuel mixtures at high temperatures - as high as 700C.
Unlike the conventional sulfur-removal methods, the new
process does not require cooling of the fuel gases to 1 50C
or less. Thus, fuel gases produced in high-temperature coal

or shale gasifiers can have their hydrogen sulfide and other

sulfur gases removed and then be fed directly to high-tem-

perature fuel cells. The inefficiency involved in cooling and
reheating the fuel gases before use is eliminated. The fuel

gas is treated by contact with a solid absorbent-containing

copper and zinc oxide.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PAT-APPL-6-
395,895+ NAB, price code: A02. For licensing information,

contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Patents,

U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For

further information, contact: J. E. Young, Building 205, Ar-

gonne National Laboratory, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Ar-

gonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-4922.

Detecting Hazardous-Gas Clouds: A proposed detection

system would produce video images
See 0623

0558 Development of a Fate+ Toxicity Screening Test

Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (E)

A shake-flask screening test was designed to rapidly evalu-

ate the relative degradation rates of a wide spectrum of

chemicals, each compared to methyl parathion. Test chemi-

cals evaluated were bolero, bravo, dibutylphthalate, dimilin,

dursban, endosulfan, hoelon, pentachlorobenzene, phorate,

and trifluralin. Diverse regimes of salinity, pH, TOC, and mi-

crobial biomass were encountered across space and time.

The experimental design for the screening test embodies
four treatments: active sediment, sterile sediment, active

water, and sterile water. Decay curves were produced and

rate constants and half-life values determined.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB84-246370+ NAC,
price: $8.50. For information not in the report, contact Mr.

C. Richard Cripe, Environmental Research Laboratory, U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency, Sabine Island, Gulf

Breeze, FL 32561.

0559 Dialysis Extraction for Chromatography: Batch or
continuous processing would be done in the field

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 (J, K)

A proposed chromatographic-sample pretreatment by dialy-

sis would detect traces of organic contaminants in water

samples analyzed in the field, with minimal analysis equip-

ment and minimal quantities of solvent. The aqueous
sample solution is placed on one side of a dialysis bag or

membrane while a non-polar solvent such as dichlorometh-

ane is placed on the other side. Low levels of lipophilic,

high-boiling-point organic compounds (for example, poly-

chlorinated biphenyls, identified as carcinogens) readily dia-

lyze into the solvent. With a slow, uninterrupted flow of the

sample or solvent or both, this pretreatment technique

could enable the continuous chromatographic or other

monitoring of pollution in water. The technique may also be
of value wherever the aqueous sample and the solvent

must not make direct contact.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15691 +TN.

0560 Disposal of Powerplant Waste in Strip Mines:

Guidelines are provided for disposal and results of

onsite ground water-quality measurements
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (D)

A manual provides a summary of characteristics of power-
plants equipped for flue-gas desulfurization (FGD), disposal

of flue-gas cleaning (FGC) wastes at Western strip mines,

and the regulatory framework regarding FGD and FGC. In

addition, the manual provides guidelines, based on geologic

and hydrologic criteria, for use in establishing FGC waste
disposal sites. Increased use of coal for production of elec-

tricity is resulting in the generation of large volumes of solid

waste, mainly in the form of fly ash and FGD waste as resi-

dues from control systems for atmospheric emissions.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE83-01 1387 + NAB,
price code: A06. For information not in the report, contact

Harvey M. Ness, U.S. Department of Energy, Grand Forks

Project Office, P.O. Box 7206, University Station, Grand
Forks, ND 58202; (701) 795-8170.

Effects of Pollutants on Human Viral Respiratory Disease
See 1046

0561 EM Field Strengths in and Around Police Cars
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
May 85 (B)

Public safety agencies and other organizations that use
mobile radio equipment will be interested in a new publica-

tion that provides indications of the levels of field strength

that may exist in and around automobiles that use mobile

radio transmitters. The report was prepared by NBS for the

National Institute of Justice in response to a request from

the Technology Assessment Program Advisory Council of

the International Association of Chiefs of Police. Using the

NBS-designed, calibrated probe, NBS engineers made field

strength measurements at 10 locations within the test vehi-

cle, with and without the driver's door open, and with and
without front seat occupants. The measurements were
made at a frequency representing common frequency

bands in use by public safety agencies. In addition, special-

ized field strength measurements were made. The study

notes that the measurement results are indicative of what
may be expected, and are not definitive.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Copies of

Field Strength Levels in Vehicles Resulting from Communi-
cations Transmitters are available from the Law Enforce-

ment Standards Laboratory, B157 Physics Building, Nation-

al Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899.

0562 Emergency Modeling of Hazardous Air Pollutants

Department of the Air Force, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D, J)

An updated atmospheric diffusion modeling capability has
been developed for responding to accidents which emit

toxic vapors into the atmosphere. The microcomputer-

based Complex Hazardous Air Release Model (CHARM)
has been adapted for use in Air Force propellant, fuel, and
chemical handling operations. Air Force personnel can use
the model to assess potential exposure to airborne toxic

clouds which result from a possible replacement for the

currently used model, an empirically derived equation which
gives erroneous results when applied to circumstances dif-

ferent from the experimental conditions used to develop the

equation. CHARM features proven evaporation and atmos-

pheric dispersion algorithms and contains a procedure for

modeling denser-than-air gases.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Capt. Law-
rence E. Key, HQ Air Force Engineering and Services

Center, Environics Division, Tyndall AFB FL 32403;

(904)283-4234.

0563 Energy Recovery From Refuse-Derived Fuel:

Precombustion processing of refuse offers a number
of advantages
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (C, D)

Processing municipal solid waste into a transportable fuel,

known as refuse-derived fuel (RDF), offers communities an
environmentally acceptable way of waste disposal and an
economically attractive way of producing energy. RDF can
be used as a supplementary fuel in existing boilers fired

with coal or oil or as the sole fuel in specially designed
boiler systems. The processing of refuse into RDF involves

first shredding the incoming materials into a more uniform

size, then magnetically removing ferrous metals. Screening

then separates larger-sized combustibles for additional

shredding and smaller-sized particles that are separated in

an air column. Sometimes, the RDF fractions are pelletized

or briqueted to make handling, transportation, and storage

easier. Advantages of converting refuse to RDF include im-

proved pollution emissions compared to refuse disposal by

mass burning and economic benefits stemming from lower

landfill hauling and disposal costs.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-01 0490 + NAB,
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price code: A08, or for further information, contact: James
E. Helt, Argonne National Laboratory, 9700 South Cass
Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-7335.

0564 Evaluation and Development of PCB Removal
Processes
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D)

Chemical methods for removal of polychlorinated biphenyl

(PCB) from waste oils have been developed and tested

using a solvent-extraction process. Pilot-sized equipment

has been operated. The solvent-extraction process involves

contacting the oil-PCB with dimethyl formamide (DMF), with

PCB being transferred into the DMF. The DMF is then con-

tacted with water, releasing the PCB to a smaller volume of

oil. The DMF-water phase is evaporated, and the DMF is

recycled to the extraction column. The process has been
pilot tested. Implementation of the process could result in

significant cost savings for disposal of some PCB-contami-

nated waste oils. It is not a PCB destruction process; there-

fore, the concentrated PCB will require destruction using

conventional methods.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: U.S. Patent 4,405,448

has been issued. Information regarding licensing is avail-

able from the Assistant General Counsel for Patents, De-

partment of Energy, Washington, D.C. 20545. For informa-

tion, contact: Office of Technology Applications Information

Service, P.O. Box Y, Oak Ridge, TN 37831; (615)574-3896.

Refer to 489+Y+TN.

Flexible Mirror Mount for Michelson Interferometer:

Interferometer mirrors are mounted on flexible spring

strips

See 0639

0565 Gasification of Low-Rank Coal
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (C, D)

The purpose of a surface gasification program is to develop
environmental data on fixed-bed gasification effluent char-

acteristics needed to satisfy permitting and siting require-

ments and to validate the adequacy of various combina-
tions of alternative physical, chemical, and biological fixed-

bed gasification wastewater treatment methods to meet cri-

terion for reuse of wastewater and contaminant disposal.

The research will aid in design of wastewater treatment fa-

cilities for commercial gasification plants using lignite as a
fuel stock.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Leland E.

Paulson, Grand Forks Project Office, Morgantown Energy
Technology Center, P.O. Box 7206, University Station,

Grand Forks, ND 58202; (701) 795-8165.

0566 Guide to Indoor Air Quality: A reference manual
discusses indoor air quality and its relationship to air

infiltration and energy use in residential buildings

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (C, D, K)

A reference manual was prepared to assist electric utilities

in helping homeowners, builders, and new home buyers to

understand a broad range of issues related to indoor air

quality. The manual contains information gathered from
technical studies; manufacturers' information; and other

materials from professional societies, institutes, and asso-

ciations. The first part of the manual provides background
information and examines the key issues of indoor air qual-

ity. The remainder of the manual covers issues related to

the monitoring and control of indoor air quality. Techniques
and equipment are discussed.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE84-007439+ NAB,
price code: A02. For further information, contact: David

Grimsrud, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Applied Science
Division, Berkeley, CA 94720; (415) 486-6591.

0567 Guide to Noise Standards
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (D, K)

NBS has compiled and edited a new index to national and
international standards for noise, sound measurement, and
acoustics. The 168-page compilation, prepared by Marilyn

Cadoff of the NBS Center for Manufacturing Engineering for

the Acoustical Society of America, indexes international

standards; American National Standards; U.S. professional

organization, trade association, and industry group stand-

ards; and non-U.S. national standards.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Copies of the Index to

Noise Standards are available for $20 prepaid from: Publi-

cations Sales, American Institute of Physics, 355 East 45th

Street, New York, N.Y. 10017. Request catalog number
ASASTDS INDEX 3-1985.

0568 Hearing Conservation Workshop Handbook: A
handbook provides guidelines for setting up a
workshop
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (E)

A handbook, prepared by the U.S. Army Environmental Hy-

giene Agency, provides guidelines for U.S. Army hearing

conservation workshop directors conducting military training

equivalent to that required by the Council for Accreditation

in Occupational Hearing Conservation (CAOHC). Audiome-
tric testing conducted to support the Army's Hearing Con-
servation Program will be administered by physicians, au-

diologists, or personnel who are certified by CAOHC.
Lesson plans in the handbook can help organize sessions

and save time for course directors preparing the work-

shops. In the workshop, which lasts 4 1+2 days, partici-

pants receive the training required to implement and main-

tain a comprehensive hearing conservation program. Sub-

ject matter includes the physics of sound, physiology of

hearing, physiological effects of noise, noise measurement
and analysis, hearing protective devices, engineering con-

trol of noise, audiometric techniques, recordkeeping, the

care and calibration of audiometers, and procedures for es-

tablishing effective hearing conservation health education

programs. The workshop meets the requirements of

CAOHC and is accredited by the American Association of

Occupational Health Nurses.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A141382 + NAA,
price code: A09.

Heat Index Describes Health Dangers in Heat Waves
See 1052

High-Flow Asymmetric Reverse-Osmosis Membranes: A
water-soluble polymer membrane is insolubilized by a

transition-metal salt

See 0112
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0569 Improved Flocculation Method for Dewatering
Coal+ Clay Waste Material

Department of the Interior, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (D)

At the present time many coal preparation plants handle

coal-clay wastes in one of two methods. In one method,

the waste is processed in a thickener, followed by further

dewatering through filtration, and subsequent blending with

coarse waste refuse from the preparation plant. The other

method often used requires thickening and impoundment of

the thickened slurry behind earthen dams which poses
safety risks if structural failure of the dams occurs. To over-

come these two problems, a flocculation method was de-

veloped which produces a stable agglomerated material re-

sistant to reslurrying. The new method involves treating

coal-clay waste with lime to raise the pH and flocculating

the slurry with a nontoxic polymer of polyethylene oxide.

The resulting floes are dewatered on a static screen and
agglomerated.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Dr. Bernie J.

Scheiner, Research Supervisor, Tuscaloosa Research

Center, P.O. Box L, University, AL 35486; (205) 758-0491.

Refer to Technology News No. 217+TN.

In Situ Analysis of Corrosive and Passive Surfaces by
Laser-Excited Raman Spectroscopy
See 0962

0570 In Situ Vitrification - Technology for Waste
Treatment: Responsible management of hazardous
waste burial sites often involves extensive and costly

cleanup measures - excavating, transporting, treatment
and reburial

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (D)

At Battelle's Pacific Northwest Division scientists and engi-

neers have developed this concept into a practical and ef-

fective technology. The process uses an electric current

passed between electrodes placed in the ground to convert

soil+ permafrost and buried hazardous waste to a stable

glass material. The heat generated by the electric current

melts the waste, soil and rock, decomposes organic materi-

als and dissolves or encapsulates inorganic materials. This

advanced technology has a number of commercial applica-

tions: immediate disposal and treatment of radioactive and
hazardous chemical wastes, remedial action for hazardous
waste disposal sites and accidental leaks or spills, soil sta-

bilization, barrier construction, and footings and foundations

construction - particularly suitable for remote areas.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. Vincent

Fitzpatrick, Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory, U.S.

DOE, P.O. Box 999, Richland, WA 99352; (509) 376-0023.

0571 In-line Aeration and Treatment of Acid Mine
Drainage
Department of the Interior, Washington, DC
May 85 (D)

Conventional treatment of acid mine drainage consists of

plants requiring large mixing and aeration tanks, mechanical

aerators and large, shallow settling ponds. Such plants are

usually very costly to construct, maintain and operate. The
Bureau of Mines has developed a simple, low-maintenance,

highly efficient system to treat acid mine drainage which

mixes, aerates, and neutralizes mine water simultaneously

in the existing discharge pipeline by using the pressure

generated by the deep mine discharge pumps. The mixing

and aeration action of the in-line system significantly in-

creases oxidation rates of ferrous iron. Iron and manganese
are removed, even at near neutral pH levels, due to the

high efficiency of this system. The U.S. Department of the

Interior is currently applying for a patent on this technology.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. Terry

Ackman, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh Research Center,

P.O. Box 18070, Pittsburgh, PA 15236; (412) 675-6566.

Refer to Tech News 215+TN.

Integrated Exhaust-Gas-Analysis System: Self-contained

unit includes data processing and automatic calibration

See 0656

0572 Land Treatment of an Oily Waste-Degradation,
Immobilization, and Bioaccumulation

Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D)

Land treatment of an industrial oily waste was investigated

to determine the loss and immobilization of waste constitu-

ents and the impact of the waste and the application proc-

ess on soil biota. The objectives of the study were attained.

The results indicated that the soil has the capacity to treat

wastes such as those used in the study. Many of the organ-

ics in the applied waste were removed (lost) and the metals

were immobilized when the wastes were applied to the soil

intermittently and at varied rates. The soil cultivation

method (rototilling) and the applied waste had an immedi-

ate adverse impact on the soil biota (earthworms and mi-

croarthropods), but the soil biota recovered with time.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PB85-1 66353 + NAC,
price code: A07, or contact John E. Matthews, EPA Project

Officer, Robert S. Kerr Environmental Research Laboratory,

U.S. EPA, P.O. Box 1198, Ada, OK 74820.

0573 Liquid Waste Composting
Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D)

A research project was conducted to examine the feasibility

of adapting and using the sludge composting technique to

compost liquid waste collected in National Parks. This study

evaluated the composting of two problematic liquid raw

wastes-sanitary toilet pumpings and septic tank

pumpings(septage). The aerated static pile composting

system provided adequate treatment for septage and sani-

tary toilet pumpings.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number PB85-1 60406 + NAC,
price code: A05, or contact Mr. Robert P. G. Bowker, Water
Engineering Research Laboratory, EPA, Cincinnati, OH
45268.

0574 Mathematical Model for Assessing Pesticide Risks

Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A, E)

A mathematical model for use in assessing potential pesti-

cide risks to ground water and in evaluating other chemical

leaching problems is presented in a manual published re-

cently by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Envi-

ronmental Research Laboratory in Athens, GA. The Pesti-

cide Root Zone Model (PRZM) simulates chemical move-
ment in the unsaturated soil system within and below the

plant root zone. PRZM can be used to generate frequency

distributions of the mass of pesticides leaching from the
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plant root zone as a basis for assessing potential ground

water risk. Other useful applications are to provide guid-

ance for monitoring compliance with conditional registra-

tions, to develop information for selecting alternative land

management practices to reduce leaching, and to evaluate

the leaching potential of new chemicals. The model allows

the user to produce a time-series of estimated chemical

mass or concentration. This estimate reflects both the

properties of the pesticide itself and the daily changes in

precipitation, evapotranspiration, cropping practices, land

management activities, and pesticide application timing.

PRZM also permits the consideration of pulse loads and
the prediction of peak events.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Copies of the manual
(EPA-600+ 3-84-1 09) are available, while supplies last,

from ORD Publications, Center for Environmental Research
Information, USEPA, Cincinnati, OH 45268. Copies of the

computer code are available from the Environmental Re-

search Laboratory, USEPA, Athens, GA 30613.

Monitoring Fluidized-Bed Combustion Emissions: An
advanced jet-luminescence analysis technique is found
feasible
See 0682

Monitoring of Reactive Atmospheric Species: Reactive

atmospheric species are produced and detected to

provide reference spectra
See 0684

0575 New Chemical Solutions Will Aid Analysis of Acid
Rain

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
May 85 (J)

Determinations of rainwater composition, as well as other

factors such as pH and acidity, should be more reliable with

a new research material (RM) now available from NBS.
Called RM 8409, Simulated Rainwater, the new material is

intended as a control standard for calibrating laboratory in-

struments and assessing analytical methods. A stable, ho-

mogeneous material, the RM differs from standard refer-

ence materials (SRMs) sold at NBS in that it has been
issued with only recommended values for composition.

(NBS plans to develop a rainwater SRM later this year with

certified values.) Prepared by dissolving high-purity salts

and acids in high-purity distilled +deionized water, the RM
consists of two 50-milliliter solutions in polyethylene bottles:

Level I at a pH of 4.3 and Level II at 3.6. Besides having

numbers for acidity and pH, the RM also includes values for

specific conductance and several major cations and anions

found in rainwater.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: RM8409 is

available for $130 from the Office of Standard Reference
Materials, B311 Chemistry Building, National Bureau of

Standards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899; (301)921-2045.

0576 New Spray System Reduces Dust for Continuous
Miner Operator
Department of the Interior, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (D)

It was desired to decrease dust levels at the continuous

miner (CM) operator position, particularly in mines where
respirable dust standards are more stringent because of

silica in the coal, and where conventional ventilation meth-
ods are not effective in controlling dust or minimizing 'roll-

back'. Research has shown that many water spray systems

produce air turbulence high enough to overwhelm the pri-

mary airflow, causing dust rollback. A series of techniques

were developed to solve this problem.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Natesa I.

Jayaraman, at the Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh Research
Center, P.O. Box 18070, Pittsburgh, PA 15236; (412) 675-

6676.

New Standards Available for Priority Pollutants
See 0688

Novel Device Invented for Measuring Marine Aerosols
See 0690

0577 Optical Measurement of Soot Formation: Soot
formation at elevated temperatures has been studied
using a laser probe
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (J)

Using advanced laser diagnostic techniques, considerable

advances are being made in understanding the complex
phenomena involved in the behavior of flames. Applying

advanced laser techniques, direct evidence has been ob-

tained that soot formation increases at high pressures, not

because the particles become larger, but because there are

more of them.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE83-002212+ NAB,
price code: A03.

0578 Packed Alumina Absorbs Hypergolic Vapors:
Activated alumina particles act as filters

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (D)

Beds of activated alumina have been found effective as fil-

ters to remove hypergolic vapors from gas streams. The
beds absorb such substances as nitrogen oxides and hy-

drazines. They may also absorb acetylene, ethylene, hydro-

gen sulfide, benzene, butadiene, butene, styrene, toluene,

and xylene. Purification by activated alumina particles offers

many advantages. The bed has no moving parts, such as

pumps, blowers, and mixers, and is therefore reliable and
energy-conservative. Activated alumina is inexpensive, non-

toxic, and easy to handle. The bed can be readily adapted

to any size, from small portable units for use where little

vapor release is expected to large stationary units for ex-

tensive transfer operations..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to KSC-11278 + TN.

Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to James O. Harrell, John F.

Kennedy Space Center, Mail Code: SA-PAT, Kennedy
Space Center, FL 32899; (305) 867-2544. Refer to KSC-
11278+TN.

0579 Passive Technique for Removing Trace Metals

from Mine Drainage
Department of the Interior, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (D)

A low-cost alternative to conventional treatment of metallic-

sulfide mine drainage was developed. The approach taken

was to mix low-sulfide tailings with waste rock and vegetate

the pile surface to reduce the release of trace metals. The
availability of tailings from ore benefication and the ease
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with which they might be incorporated into the pile during

rock disposal makes this strategy a cost-effective alterna-

tive to conventional drainage treatment.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. Daniel J.

Millenacker, Bureau of Mines, Twin Cities Research Center,

5629 Minnehaha Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN 55417;

(612)725-4500.

0580 Pinpointing Chemical Residues
Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (E, J, K)

When honey bees die from accidental pesticide poisoning,

beekeepers are often at a loss to pinpoint the exact chemi-

cal cause of bee deaths. A new laboratory test may help

solve this problem, at least when the chemical responsible

is 1 of up to 31 organophosphate insecticides. The identifi-

cation technique can be used to find members of this group

of pesticides in both fatty and nonfatty samples. The tech-

nique uses a gas chromatograph.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Jack Harvey,

USDA-ARS Honey Bee+ Pesticide Research Unit, Universi-

ty of Wyoming, Laramie, WY 82071.

0581 Plant Bioassays to Predict Contaminant Uptake
Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (E)

Movement of contaminants into plants is one mechanism
by which contaminants in dredged material may spread into

the environment. When the sediment to be dredged is con-

taminated, potential for plant contamination must be deter-

mined to evaluate possible impacts from disposal in wet-

land or upland environments. Research is providing a labo-

ratory procedure to predict plant uptake of contaminants.

The plant bioassay procedure uses the freshwater plant Cy-

perus esculentus, commonly known as yellow nutsedge, as

the freshwater index plant. Use of an index plant eliminates

the need for testing every type of plant found in an area.

Research is being conducted on the bioassay procedure

and to relate tests with the index plant to tests with agro-

nomic plants.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. C.C. Cal-

houn, Jr., Environmental Laboratory, U.S. Army Engineer

Waterways Experiment Station, P.O. Box 631, Vicksburg,

MS 39180, (601) 634-3428.

Plastic Heat Exchangers for Waste Heat Recovery: Waste
heat from acidic flue gases may be recovered
economically
See 0490

0582 Pollution Control Technology for Coal Energy:
Current development programs are described
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (C, D)

The goal of the Gas Stream Cleanup Project (GSCP) is the

optimal development of coal energy resources through im-

proved conversion processes. The thrust has been the con-

trol of contaminants in the hot high-pressure gas streams

associated with emerging conversion technologies. The
GSCP encompasses three elements: turbine cleanup,

molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC) cleanup, process modifi-

cation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE84-000216+NAB,
price code: A21.

0583 Pollution Monitoring Using the Health of Striped

Bass
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

Washington, DO; Department of Commerce, Washington,

DC
Mar 85 (E)

The relationship of pollutants to the physiological condition

(health) of striped bass, Morone saxatilis, in the San Fran-

cisco Bay-Delta estuary is discussed in a manual developed

by the Physiological Ecology Investigation staff of the Ti-

buron Laboratory, Southwest Fisheries Center. A series of

standard and new techniques are presented to quantitative-

ly and qualitatively assess the health of prespawning

striped bass with emphasis on reproductive condition while

simultaneously sampling tissues for pollutant residues. The
autopsy techniques are refined to include measurements
and characteristics that are indicative of pollutant-induced

stress but are relatively easy to assess in a routine monitor-

ing program. Included in the manual are guidelines for the

presentation and preparation of data for computerized anal-

yses. This manual, or appropriate modifications, can be
used to assess the condition of any fish species in relation

to pollutant burdens. The techniques described in this

manual are applicable to any agency, research, or monitor-

ing program addressing the relationship of fish species to

pollutant burdens, such as pollution regulatory agencies

(federal and state environmental quality departments), re-

search laboratories (federal and state fish and wildlife serv-

ices), and private environmental consulting firms.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For more information

on pollution monitoring using striped bass please contact

the NOAA Office of Research and Technology Applications,

Federal Building 4, Room 3316, Suitland, MD 20233;

301 +763-2418. Refer to 84+NMFS+ 080+TN.

0584 Predicting Pesticide Pollution Potential

Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (E, J)

As a pesticide takes shape in a laboratory, a computer may
predict if it will be safe in the soil, water, and air. A comput-

erized crystal ball for such pesticides is being developed.

The computer can trace all possible routes a pesticide

might take, just as though it were released in the environ-

ment. That includes a pesticide's path in the soil, air, and
water. The model will give a comprehensive picture of how
compatible new pesticides will be with our environment.

The researchers will be able to spot new pesticides that

have excessive mobility, persistence, or toxicity before they

are released into the environment.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Dr. William F.

Spencer, Soil and Water Management Research, Agricultur-

al Research Service, USDA, Riverside, Calif. 92521. (714)

787-5145.

0585 Process Design Manual for Stripping of Organics

Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (D)

Procedures and correlations for designing and costing strip-

ping towers for the removal of organics from aqueous
streams are presented. The emphasis is on practical meth-

ods suitable for engineering estimates. The designs cover

steam strippers with and without condensers and reflux, as

well as air stripping. Steam stripping is treated as an iso-

thermal process and simplified equations for determining

tower height may be used. Determination of the height adi-
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abatic air strippers involves a tedious, iterative solution of

heat and material balances. A BASIC computer program for

carrying out these calculations is provided. Capital costs

are determined, essentially, by estimating the quantity of

materials required in conjunction with material costs. Cost

factors for a range of materials and installation factors are

suggested. Methods for costing ancillary equipment such as

heat exchangers, pumps, compressors, and storage ves-

sels are included.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB84-232628+NAC,
price code: A07. For other information contact Kenneth A.

Dostal, Industrial Environmental Research Laboratory, U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency, Cincinnati, OH 45268.

Quieter Tracked Vehicles: A prototype idler and an
experimental sprocket reduce noise by 15 and 8 dB,
respectively
See 1259

Raw Producer Gas as a Furnace Fuel: Several problems
must be overcome before the extra heat and fuel content
of hot unscrubbed producer gas is harnessed
See 0505

0586 Receptor Modeling for Long Range Air Pollution

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (J)

There are two approaches in modeling air pollution. A dis-

persion model starts at the sources and projects their ef-

fects onto selected geographical locations. A receptor

model, on the other hand, starts from the geographical lo-

cation affected by pollution and projects it back to the pos-

sible sources. Receptor modeling techniques can be useful

supplements to dispersion modeling in the investigations of

long-range pollutant transport phenomena. A recently pub-

lished report presents receptor modeling techniques and
provides a comprehensive summary of the progress being

made in this area. The report covers an overview of recep-

tor modeling methods, issues in the use of receptor model-
ing, research needs and applications, and a description of

various models.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-004686+NAB,
price code: A06.

0587 Recovering Iron Oxide From Coal Fly Ash: The
process produces high-quality iron-oxide concentrate
that is suitable as a feed for reduction furnace
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (D)

The expanding use of pulverized coal by the electric-pow er

industry is creating an environmental concern about fly-ash

disposal. Fly ash, formed from the inorganic constituents

present in coal, contains trace toxic elements. Attempts to

treat fly ash to recover its constituent metals have already

been made but remain uneconomical. An improved process
can alleviate the disposal problem by recovering iron oxide

from fly ash through leaching with a hot, strong alkali solu-

tion. The process begins with the separation of the magnet-
ic component of the fly ash from the nonmagnetic. The
magnetic component is leached with a strong alkali solu-

tion..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: The patent

document on which this technical note is based is U.S.

Patent 4,386,057, which is available from: Commissioner of

Patents, Washington, DC 20231 for $1. For licensing infor-

mation, contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for

Patents, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC
20585. For further information, contact: M. J. Murtha, 272
Metals Development, Ames Laboratory, Iowa State Univer-

sity, Ames, IA 50011.

0588 Recycling Methods for Scrap Tires: Better

alternatives to pyrolysis are needed
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (C, D)

Scrap automotive tires represent a substantial resource of

energy and petroleum products. The tire industry produces
and sells 240 million tires annually, with each tire containing

about 300,000 Btu of energy. At present, about 70 percent

of scrapped tires are dumped in landfills or junkyards, while

the remaining 30 percent are recycled as recapped tires or

used for rubber reclamation. One attempt at energy recov-

ery is pyrolysis, which involves decomposition of tire rubber

into organic chemical derivatives by heating. Both oxidative

and reductive pyrolytic processes have been developed
with reactors ranging from retorts, rotary kilns, and fluidized

beds to hot-oil baths and molten-salt baths. A published

report discusses these issues in detail. It includes an ap-

pendix that gives an estimate of scrap-tire generation by
geographical areas in the U.S., state regulations affecting

tire-conversion facilities, and individual pyrolysis process
descriptions applied by various companies both here and
abroad.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE84-003924+NAB,
price code: A06. For further information, contact: Julianne

Dodds, EG & G, Inc., P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID 83415;

(208) 526-9747.

Reference Materials Designed for Thin' Specimens
See 0706

0589 Removing Respirable Dust From Combustion
Products: Combining electrocyclones with acoustic

agglomerators cleans dust from fluidized bed and
pulverized coal-fired plant stack exhaust

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (D)

A study examines ways of controlling respirable-size dust

particle emissions - particle sizes of 0.03 to 3 micro m - by

means of electrocyclones and acoustic agglomerators. The
electrocyclone combines electrostatic with inertial forces of

conventional cyclones to achieve improved performance.

The acoustic agglomerator, on the other hand, uses an os-

cillating acoustic flow field to cause particle collision and
agglomeration. The agglomerated particles become suffi-

ciently large to be separated by conventional methods.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE81 -026609+ NAB,
price code: A07.

0590 Removing Sulfur Dioxide From Flue Gases: The
process uses a regenerable molten salt supported on
porous pellets

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (D)
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In situ removal of S02 in flue gases and fluidized-coal com-
bustors, with no waste product, is possible using NaO+LiO
as a regenerable supported molten sorbent. Under the new
method, S02 in the presence of 02 is rapidly absorbed in

the melt, forming sulfates; the sulfates are then reduced

and desorbed as elemental sulfur and carbonyl sulfide.

After removal of the elemental sulfur, the carbonyl sulfide is

recycled to the reduction stage. For removal of S02 from

coal combustion, the coal is burned in a fluidized bed of the

sorbent..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15758+TN.

0591 Replacement for Xylene in Histological Techniques
Department of the Interior, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (E)

Concern regarding the health hazards associated with the

use of xylene for tissue processing and staining tissue sec-

tions led manufacturers of diagnostic reagents to develop a

safe replacement derived from citrus byproducts. Use at

the National Fish Health Research Laboratory indicates

these new products are indeed more pleasant to work with

and slides prepared with them are equal in quality to slides

prepared with xylene. The reagent is available commercially

under at least three trade names - Histo-Clear; Poly-Clear;

and Xyless.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Roger L
Herman, National Fish Health Research Laboratory, Box
700, Kearneysville, WV 25430; 304-725-5300.

Save Money By Using The Heat Recovery Incinerator

(HRI) Cost Model
See 051 1

Semiautomatic Nondispersive Infrared Analyzer
Apparatus for C02 Air Sample Analyses
See 0709

Single-Color Transmissometer Mean Particle Diameter
Code
See 0712

Sludge Sampler: This unit collects sludge samples at

selected depths
See 0713

0592 Small-Scale Waste-to-Energy Systems: Case
studies are provided for seven commercial operations
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (C, D)

Waste-to-energy systems are steam-or electricity-generat-

ing facilities that burn solid municipal waste instead of tradi-

tional fossil fuels. Small-scale waste-to-energy systems can
be attractive to communities that face increasing waste dis-

posal problems and to small industrial firms looking for an
inexpensive, reliable, and long-term supply of energy. A
report containing the current status of small-scale waste-to-

energy technology and case studies of seven commercial
systems was compiled to provide a decisionmaking guide

for the planning and implementing of this technology. The
seven systems selected represent different configurations

of the two basic types of processes - the starved air and
the excess air - used for burning solid waste.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-003663+ NAB,
price code: A08, or contact James E. Helt, Argonne Nation-

al Laboratory, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL

60439; (312)972-7335.

0593 Soil Water Extractor Minimizes C02 Degassing and
pH Errors

Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (J)

Extractors presently used to collect water from the unsatu-

rated zone cause substantial C02 degassing within the

sampler. The resultant pH errors are sufficiently large that

the measured pH values are unacceptable for determining

specific mineralogical controls on solution composition. The
pH increases can also result in oxide and carbonate pre-

cipitation within the extractor thereby altering solution com-
position. An improved soil water sampler has been con-

structed which reduces C02 degassing by maximizing the

liquid+ gas ratio in the extractor and allows several vol-

umes of solution to flush through the liquid-filled sampling

container before a sample is removed.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Donald L.

Suarez, USDA-ARS, PBA, U.S. Salinity Lab, 4500 Glen-

wood Drive, Riverside, CA 92501; (714)683-0170.

0594 Solar-Assisted Oxidation of Toxic Cyanide:
Illuminated platinized Ti02 is used to treat industrial

wastewaters
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D, J)

Cyanide is a very hazardous waste product of many indus-

trial processes such as electroplating, case hardening of

steel, ore refining, and scrubbing of stack gases from blast

and producer-gas furnaces. The currently preferred method
of removing this toxic material from industrial wastewater is

by alkaline chlorination. Another treatment method is by

direct electrolytic oxidation. In the solar-assisted oxidation

technique, oxygen-bearing air is bubbled through the cya-

nide solution in which platinized powdered Ti02 is suspend-

ed. Results suggest an effective and inexpensive method
for oxidizing cyanide in industrial wastewaters.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-13171 +TN.

Thermal Systems for Energy Recovery From Refuse:

Study covers various installations and predicts future

growth
See 0530

Thermally Modulated Electron Affinity Detector for

Priority Pollutant Analysis
See 0730

Thermocline Storage System: A moving barrier in a heat
storage tank separates hot and cold liquid

See 0146

Thermodynamic Data Sources Listed in New NBS
Bibliography
See 0148

0595 Tracing Pollution Aerosols From Distant Regions:
Elemental tracers can help locate distant sources of

pollution aerosols
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (J)

Research evaluated elemental tracers for monitoring pollu-

tion aerosols over long distances. The first report describes
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boron tracers; the second describes a seven-element tracer

system. Boron promises to be nearly specific for coal (the

B+ S ratio in coal is 6,000 times greater than in oil) and
secondary aerosol (because it is emitted as a gas, like

sulfur, from coal combustion). The first regional tracer (non-

crustal Mn + V ratio) was designed to determine whether
Arctic aerosol originated mainly from Europe or Eastern

North America. Potential applications include verifying

transcontinental air-mass trajectories and evaluating large-

scale diffusion. A particularly valuable application would be
determining the sources of acid contaminants in precipita-

tion.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-004708+ NAB,
price code: A03. For other information contact: Dr. Bernard

D. Blaustein, U.S. Department of Energy, Pittsburgh Energy
Technology Center, P.O. Box 10940, Pittsburgh, PA 15236;

(412) 675-6076.

0596 Transportable Pumps Could Save Oil Cargoes:
Helicopter-carried pumps for firefighting can serve a

dual purpose
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (F)

Transportable pumps designed for firefighting can also be
used to salvage crude oil from tankships that are leaking,

burning, or grounded, according to a feasibility study. Such
a pump would be incorporated into a self-contained trans-

portable module along with the engine and controls. A
module would be carried by a helicopter, a boat, or a van
to the site of a fire. It would provide large quantities of

water at high pressure in the firefighting mode or would
pump the oil into a barge in the salvage mode. The use of

such a pump to unload cargo into a barge will allow a
vessel to be refloated or allow the trim or hull of a vessel to

be corrected. It can prevent large monetary losses for the

cargo owner.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25881 +TN.

0597 Treating Oil-Shale-Retort Wastewater: The process
economically removes biorefractory and odoriferous
compounds
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (D)

An improved process for purifying wastewater from oil-shale

retorting removes compounds resistant to conventional pu-

rification. The process conserves useful organic matter

such as the products of pyrolyzed kerogen. Wastewater is

passed through columns of fragmented oil shale. Before

the shale is packed into the column, it is activated by vari-

ous agents. The preferred activating agents are lower alco-

hols, aromatic ethers, and oxides such as methanol, tetra-

hydrofuran, and dimethyl sulfoxide.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The patent on which
this technical note is based is U.S. Patent 4,387,025, avail-

able from: Commissioner of Patents, Washington, DC
20231 for $1. For licensing information, contact: Office of

Assistant General Counsel for Patents, U.S. DOE, Washing-
ton, DC 20585. For further information, contact: Christian

Daughton, U.C. Berkeley, 112 RFS, SEEHRL, Richmond,
CA 94804; (415)231-9597.

0598 Treating Sludges in Industrial Waste: Polysilicates,

polyepoxides, and polysulfides are effective in fixing

sludges containing wastes from explosives and heavy
metals

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D)

A study has examined the chemical and physical bonds
created in the process of encapsulating and fixing sludges

from ammunition manufacturing. Typical compositions were
selected for detailed study after review of sludges generat-

ed during wastewater treatment and related operation at 22
manufacturing facilities. The study was done for the U.S.

Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency. Candidate
fixatives included polysilicates, amine-cured polyepoxides,

and polysulfides. A limited study was also conducted on
nonionic resins for sludges containing TNT and RDX and
on cationic exchangers for sludges containing heavy
metals. The Environmental Protection Agency's toxicity test

was used as the measure of effectiveness of the sludge-

fixative combination. The results with polysulfides and ion-

exchange resins were encouraging: These compounds pro-

duced chemically fixed sludges of high contaminant density

and resistance to leaching.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A146177+ NAA,
price code: A11. For other information, please contact

project officer Marian Carr (301)278-3677.

0599 Use of Short-Term Bioassays to Evaluate

Environmental Impact of Land Treatment of Hazardous
Industrial Waste
Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (E)

Research has demonstrated the utility of a combined test-

ing protocol using biological analyses to measure genotoxic

potential of waste fractions and chemical analyses to identi-

fy major organic constituents. These results have also dem-
onstrated the inability of chemical analyses to provide a

comprehensive evaluation of the genotoxic potential of a

hazardous industrial waste. Results also indicate that chem-
ical analyses are a necessary component of a hazardous-

waste analytical protocol. Chemical analyses are necessary

to identify waste constituents and to verify the absence of

artifacts generated in the collection or extraction process.

Bioassays provide an effective analytical tool for evaluating

when mutagenic potential of runoff water or soil from a haz-

ardous waste land treatment facility has returned to back-

ground levels.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB84-232560+ NAC,
price code: A17. Other information is available from John E.

Matthews, Robert S. Kerr Environmental Research Labora-

tory, U.S. Environmen tal Protection Agency, Ada, OK
74820.

0600 UV-Ozonation of Paraquat

Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (D, J)

A major problem faced by the American farmer and com-
mercial pesticide applicator is safe and effective waste dis-

posal technology. Scientists in the Pesticide Degradation

Laboratory have been working on a new approach involving
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the use of UV irradiation and ozone to break up the pesti-

cide molecule so that it can be easily metabolized by soil

microorganisms. The system was successfully tested. In-

depth studies were conducted on the chemistry of the para-

quat breakdown process, specifically looking at the effect

of concentration, photosensitizers, and products. Two reac-

tion pathways were elucidated. Some new procedures in

separation science were also developed.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Philip C. Kear-

ney, USDA-ARS, Pesticide Degradation Laboratory, Belts-

ville, MD 20705; (301) 344-3533.

INSTRUMENTATION & TESTING
0601 Altering Flashlamp Output for Realistic Solar

Simulation: Filter in large-area simulator ensures long-

term accuracy

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (C, K)

A commercial glass optical filter corrects the spectrum of

xenon flashtubes used to test photovoltaic solar cells. The
filter withstands thousands of flashes without perceptible al-

teration of its passband characteristics. The filter is a 2-

mm-thick Schott GG-4 (or equivalent) colored glass. It is

used in conjunction with a modified version of the originally-

designed intensity slit in a large-area pulsed solar simulator.

While the filter reduces the spectral irradiance of the simu-

lator, the modified slit restores the available illumination

and ensures uniformity of illumination at the target plane

where the solar cells under test are located.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16167+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning the commercial use of this invention should

be addressed to James T. English, NASA Resident Office,

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Mail Stop 201-110, 4800 Oak
Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109; (818)354-2240. Refer to

NPO-16167+TN.

0602 Angle-Measurement and Ranging System:
Projected 'rainbows' and stereo ranging determine
altitude and position

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (D, K)

A proposed optical system automatically supplies informa-

tion on the angular position and range of an object. Al-

though originally developed for spacecraft rendezvous and

guidance, features of the system can be adapted to angle-

measurement and ranging problems on Earth. For example,

these techniques could be used for tool alinement, inspec-

tions and color recognition. In the new optical system, it is

assumed that a 'chase vehicle' is seeking out a 'target' to

dock with it. To do this, it needs relative position and range

information. A beacon on the target vehicle projects 'rain-

bows' of light. The apparent color of the beacon, viewed

from the chase vehicle, depends on the angle between the

docking axis and the line of sight. If the light from the

beacon appears blue, the chase vehicle is to the left of the

docking axis; if the light appears yellow, the chase vehicle

is on the docking axis; if the light appears red, the chase
vehicle is to the right of the axis.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25912+ TN.

0603 Automated Magnetic-Susceptibility Analysis:

Alternating current susceptibility of small samples is

determined as function of temperature
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (K)

A microprocessor-controlled susceptometer measures the

cryogenic temperature dependence of the ac magnetic sus-

ceptibility of small cylindrical samples (0.1 to 5 mm in diam-

eter). The cryostat sample chamber, heating rod, and tem-

perature sensor are made of single crystal sapphire. The
high thermal conductivity of the sapphire allows rapid equili-

bration and a short turn-around time between samples. The
sample ac or dc resistivity may be monitored, and the fine

structure in the susceptibility data can give qualitative infor-

mation on the number and volume percentage of macro-

scopic superconducting inclusions.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25935+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, Jr.,

George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01,
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205) 453-0020.

MFS-25935+ TN.

0604 Automated Mercury Dilatometer: Volume changes
are recorded on a strip chart

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (J, K)

The task of reading and recording the indications of a mer-

cury dilatometer, usually a manual operation, is simplified

by an automatic system in which the volume change of the

sample under test is converted into an electrical signal. The
signal is suitable for strip-chart recording or other process-

ing. The original configuration is preserved; that is, mercury

is in contact with the sample, and the change in sample

volume causes a change in the height of mercury in a

column that has been calibrated in terms of volume.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-14884+TN.

0605 Automatic Electrical-Component Tester: Computer-
controlled instrumentation improves accuracy and
saves time

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (B, K)

A general-purpose data-acquisition system can be used for

testing such electrical components as resistors, thermistors,

and capacitors automatically. The system uses a microcom-

puter to control data acquisition and to perform the neces-

sary calculations for determining various electrical property

measurements. Previously, the testing of a large number of

components required manual measurements and calcula-

tions, a time-consuming task vulnerable to errors. A scan-

ner facilitates the testing of component groups and is capa-

ble of scanning two circuits of 36 positions each with cur-

rents ranging up to 2 A.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-
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ing the NTIS report, order number: DE84-004928+ NAB,
price code: A06.

0606 Automatic Optoelectronic System for Inspecting

Cavities: The part-handling portion of the system
works well, but the optoelectronic portion needs
further development
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (K)

An automatic inspection system has been developed to

check the interior surface of cylindrical objects such as ar-

tillery shells for defects. Although not entirely successful,

the development program yielded equipment that could be
adapted to other systems. The program was conducted for

the U.S. Army Armament Research and Development
Center. The system seeks such defects as scales, fins,

burrs, embedded material, draw marks, pits, and sharp pro-

trusions. A television camera and wide-angle lens on a
probe obtain a video image, which is processed by elec-

tronic logic for an automatic accept or reject decision.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 45770+ NAA,
price code: A02.

0607 Beam Window for Pressure Chambers: Window
resists products of combustion experiments
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (J, K)

A sodium chloride window seals over chamber pressures

from 0.1 to 13.8 MPa while absorbing minimal energy from

a C02 laser beam that passes through it into the chamber.
The window is inexpensive and easily replaceable. The
chamber is used for combustion experiments in an oxygen
atmosphere.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25961 +TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, George
C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01 , Marshall

Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205) 453-0020. Refer to

MFS-25961 +TN.

0608 Brazing Alloys Indicate Turbomachinery
Temperatures: Foils serve as consumable
thermometers
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (D, F, K)

Foils of brazing alloy are used in a new technique for meas-
uring temperatures in hot gas turbines. The technique can
be used for temperature measurements on moving engine
parts, in industrial process equipment, or at other locations

where more complex instrumentation cannot be installed or

the expense of such instrumentation is not justified. The
technique does not give precise or time-resolved tempera-
ture, but rather indicates approximately the maximum tem-
perature reached during a test. The measurement is done
with foils of brazing alloys having known melting tempera-
tures in the range of 1,160 to 2,136 F.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19792+TN.

0609 Brushless Low-Speed dc Tachometer: A coil

moving in a homopolar field generates an emf
proportional to shaft angular velocity

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (B, K)

A proposed tachometer would produce voltages proportion-

al to shaft angular velocity and (by differentiation) accelera-

tion. A potentiometer provides a voltage proportional to

shaft angular position. Coil leads and a magnetic-field

return path limit shaft-rotation angle to a 270 deg range.

Calculated accuracy is 0.1 percent of full-scale maximum
absolute error at a shaft speed of 1 radian per second.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15706+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA
Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15706+TN.

0610 Calibrating Droplet Generator for Pressurized

Testing Vessel: Device helps to aline a laser for a
droplet-sizing interferometer

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D, K)

A droplet generator has been adapted to alining and cali-

brating a laser beam, the focal point of which lies inside a

high-pressure tank. The tank is used for injector cold-flow

tests by a laser droplet-sizing interferometer. The alinement

procedure automatically corrects for the deflection of the

laser beam that occurs when the internal tank pressure dis-

torts the tank. This deflection could not be corrected by ex-

ternal alinement and calibration procedures. The alinement

and calibration device is a monodispersing droplet genera-

tor (MDG), which provides a stream of uniformly sized drop-

lets through a small orifice in a vibrating piezoelectric crys-

tal ring. The laser beam is adjusted so that it intersects and

focuses on the droplet stream.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25992+TN.

0611 Calibration Service for Conductivity Standards

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (B, K)

NBS is offering a new special test service for the calibration

of electrical conductivity standards for eddy current conduc-

tivity meters. Such meters are used widely in the aerospace

and automotive industries for testing and sorting nonferrous

metals and alloys. The new service provides conductivity

calibrations for standards ranging from 15 percent to 100

percent IACS (International Annealed Copper Standard),

measured at frequencies between 10 and 100 kilohertz.

Special arrangements can be made for calibrations at user-

specified frequencies.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. George
Free, B146 Metrology Building, National Bureau of Stand-

ards, Gaithersburg, MD. 20899; (301) 921-2715.
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0612 Capacitor-Test System: A microprocessor-based
capacitor-test system simultaneously monitors 80
capacitors

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 (B, K)

Polycarbonate-film capacitors can be tested for leakage

paths with a microprocessor-controlled multiplexer test se-

quence. The system indicates leakage factors and capaci-

tor quality by sampling and sequentially measuring the volt-

age across a resistor in series with each capacitor under

test. The measurements are taken at the rate of 20 times

per second. Any change in voltage across the capacitors,

such as that produced by an internal breakdown, is immedi-

ately detected. Up to 80 capacitors can be tested simulta-

neously for momentary microdischarge pulses as low as 1

microjoules of energy.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15485+TN.

0613 Coating Bond Testing Apparatus
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (H, K)

A patent was just granted for an apparatus for measuring

the bonding strength of building and structural coatings

such as paint, varnish, or adhesives. The device uses com-
pressed air to pull away a stainless steel fixture, about the

size and shape of a button, from the surface to which it has
been bonded. Since the other parameters, such as air pres-

sure and contact area, are known, the force required to lift

the fixture away from the surface can be determined accu-

rately. The apparatus has advantages over the other such
devices because it is small, inexpensive, has few parts, and
can reliably measure bond strengths on irregular surfaces.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of Fed-

eral Patent Licensing, NTIS, Box 1423, Springfield, Va.

22151; (703)487-4732. Refer to PATENT-4,491,014+TN.

0614 Collecting Light From Point Images: Light from
sources at varying positions is brought to a fixed

opening
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (J, K)

In a proposed spectrograph-feed instrument, light from
many point-image sources would be collected and present-

ed at the spectroscope entrance slit. The light would be
transmitted over optical fibers, with the fiber from each
source terminating at a fixed designated position along the

slit. Thus, the spectra of the several point sources would be
displayed simultaneously, with each source identified by its

position along the axis perpendicular to the wavelength axis

of the spectrogram. The concept was originally developed
to enhance the efficiency of spectrographs on astronomical

telescopes by allowing the spectrograph to view many ob-

jects in the sky simultaneously. The concept is not limited

to astronomical spectrography. The principle of movable
optical fibers can be adapted to such applications as mi-

croscopy, measurements by television camera, photograph-
ic analysis, thermal analysis, and surveying.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15887 + TN.

0615 Computer-Controlled X-Ray and Auger
Spectroscopy: Equipment and software make possible

combined spectroscopies

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun85 (J, K)

Improved software has been developed for controlling a

computerized system for handling data in X-ray photoelec-

tron and Auger spectroscopies. The software is intended

for studies of catalytic activity on surfaces. The software

controls the instrument, acquisition of the data, and trans-

formation of the data into a form compatible with a comput-

erized data-handling system. The main program generates

the values for an Assembler-language program that oper-

ates an X-ray photoelectron spectrometer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE84-003912+NAB,
price code: A04.

0616 Condensate Pump As A Steam Meter - An
Inexpensive Approach to Energy Management
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (C, D, K)

A relatively inexpensive method of measuring the steam
consumption of a building by using the condensate pump
as the meter was developed. With this method, an electric

elapsed time meter is installed across the pump and the

pump is calibrated so that its run time can be directly corre-

lated to steam consumption. Conventional steam meters

are expensive to install and the results of the metering may
not warrant installation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Delmer M.

Sneed, Code L73, Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory, Port

Hueneme, CA 93043; (805) 982-5085. Refer to Techdata

Sheet 84-1 6+TN.

0617 Constant-Operating-Resistance Hot-Wire Probe:

Effects of lead-wire-resistance changes with

temperature are nullified

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (J, K)

In hot-wire anemometry, it is desirable that all changes in

resistance be in the sensing element. Unfortunately, the re-

sistance of the leads to the probe changes with tempera-

ture. A proposed constant-operating-resistance hot-wire

probe uses two sets of leads, one to the sensing element,

the second to a temperature-invariant resistance. Since the

two sets of leads are exposed to identical conditions, a

comparison of resistance gives the change in the sensing

element itself. The proposed probe consists of an active

wire for measuring fluctuations in gas flow and a second,

auxiliary, wire that has nearly constant resistance over a

given ambient temperature range. The auxiliary wire main-

tains the 'overheat' or resistance ratio of the active probe

to the desired value.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-13144+TN. Inquiries

concerning rights for the commercial use of this invention

should be addressed to Howard J. Osborn, Langley Re-

search Center, Mail Code: 279, Hampton, VA 23665;

(804)827-3725. Refer to LAR-13144+TN.
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0618 Continuous Laminar-Smoke Generator: A single

smoke filament is used to study flow in low-speed wind
tunnels
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (K)

A continuous laminar-smoke generator was developed at

Langley Research Center to better visualize flow details in

low-speed wind-tunnel tests. The use of a small-diameter

single laminar smoke stream allows the examination of flow

structures at higher resolution, and continuous operation fa-

cilitates use. The generator is capable of producing a single

filament of smoke and uses a small-diameter feed tube, the

wall of which acts as the heater element. The main fea-

tures of this technique are the combination of continuous

operation; a thin, single laminar filament of smoke; ease of

use; and minimal adjustment and control. The continuous

laminar-smoke generator in its basic form and in modified

configurations will be used to study flow over models in a

variety of low-speed wind-tunnel tests.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-13014+ TN. Inquiries

concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its com-
mercial development should be addressed to Howard J.

Osborn, Langley Research Center, Mail Code: 279, Hamp-
ton, VA 23665; (804) 827-3725. Refer to LAR-13014+TN.

0619 Continuous Monitoring of Melt Composition:
Compositions of glasses and alloys may be analyzed

and corrected in real time

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (G, J, K)

A proposed spectrometer would determine the composition

of molten materials. The instrument could be used to moni-

tor molten glasses and metals to control manufacturing

processes. According to the concept a plasma is created at

the surface of the melt by a high-power laser beam or an

electric arc. The melt surface is cleared of slag by a jet of

argon and hydrogen, a combination of gases that inhibits

oxide formation (which would alter the emissivity of the

melt). The gases are heated so that they do not lower the

melt temperature. Optical radiation from the plasma is car-

ried to the entry slit of an emission spectrometer or spec-

trophotometer by a light pipe. The radiation delivered by the

pipe to the spectrometer is a combination of the blackbody

thermal radiation of the melt and the line-emission spec-

trum of the excited plasma that characterizes the composi-

tion of the melt.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15896+ TN.

0620 Continuous-Reading Cryogen Level Sensor: Tank
contents are indicated accurately despite variations in

liquid density

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (K)

Two pressure transducers are used in a system for measur-

ing the amount of cryogenic liquid in a tank. The system
provides continuous measurements accurate within 0.03

percent. Vibrating-cylinder pressure transducers are situat-

ed outside the tank -- at the bottom and at the top. Each
sensor communicates with the interior of the tank through a

narrow tube. Cryogenic vapor transmits the local liquid

pressure to the sensor. The new system allows continuous

sensing, not just at the discrete heights at which level sen-

sors are located. Moreover, the new method is unaffected

by localized variations in composition and density as are

capacitance-sensing schemes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25873+TN.

0621 Crystal Microbalance Monitors Relative Humidity:

Sensor could monitor water evaporation in industrial

drying processes
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (K)

A moisture sensor made by modifying a quartz-crystal mi-

crobalance could measure the relative humidity of the ambi-

ent atmosphere near drying paper, food, textile fabrics, and
pulp to optimize the water-drying portion of the processing

cycle. Test data show excellent measuring capability for the

technique. The sensitivity can be varied by using crystals of

different resonant frequencies or by applying different

amounts of coatings of lithium fluoride with varying solution

concentration.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15493+TN.

0622 Deriving Strain Modes From Vibrational Tests:

Measurements and theoretical analysis complement
each other

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (D, K)

A hybrid method of vibration analysis combines experimen-

tal and theoretical techniques to find the strains due to the

normal vibrational modes of an object. The method should

be useful in fatigue life and reliability analyses of buildings,

pumps, engines, vehicles, and other systems subject to vi-

brations and loud noises during operation. The experimen-

tal data for the hybrid model are obtained from acoustical

frequency vibration tests. For machinery or other objects

with complicated structures, this approach offers advan-

tages over fine-mesh finite-element analysis of the normal

modes and the associated strains. The method requires no

analytical prediction of strain at welds, corners, fasteners,

and other stress-concentration points.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20587+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Marvin F. Matthews, Lyndon B.

Johnson Space Center, Mail Code: AL-3, Houston, TX
77058; (713)483-4871. Refer to MSC-20587 + TN.

0623 Detecting Hazardous-Gas Clouds: A proposed
detection system would produce video images
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (J, K)

A new concept for detection and tracking of toxic or flam-

mable gases resulting from accidental spills and leaks inte-

grates a laser and a flying-spot scanner. Called backscat-

ter-absorption gas imaging (BAGL), the concept allows nor-

mally invisible gases to be visualized on a standard televi-

sion monitor. The BAGL technique is based on the irradia-
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tion of a field of view by a laser of a wavelength corre-

sponding to an absorption line of the gas species to be de-

tected.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-001782+NAB,
price code: A02.

0624 Detection of Gas Slugs in Heat Pipes: Slugs 1 in.

(25 mm) in length can be detected

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (K)

A temperature-sensing system detects the presence of gas

slugs in heat pipes. The system is designed for operation

between zero and -70C and can detect noncondensable

pockets of gas that result from the decomposition of am-
monia cooling fluid. A manifold is positioned concentrically

around the heat pipe. It contains holes 1+16 in. in diame-

ter spaced 1+2 in. apart along a straight line for the entire

length of the condensing section of the heat pipe. Vapor-

ized liquid nitrogen is passed through the holes to produce

a high, uniform heat-transfer rate along the pipe outer sur-

face, and multiple thermocouples are used to detect the

temperature discontinuities that result from internal gas

slugs.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-
16064+TN.

0625 Determining Thermal Diffusivities of Radiating

Specimens: Two heat-pulse techniques eliminate

uncertainties due to radiation losses

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (J, K)

Two heat-pulse techniques have been proposed for the

measurement of thermal diffusivity and heat capacity in

solid specimens at 700 C or hotter. These special tech-

niques are needed because the radiation heat losses in this

temperature range introduce uncertainties into conventional

heat-flux measurements. In the heat-pulse method, thermal

energy is suddenly deposited in a thin surface layer on one
side of a specimen while the temperature is monitored as a
function of time on the opposite surface. In the other

method, the heat pulse is applied by electron bombard-
ment.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15441 +TN.

0626 Digital Soldering-iron Tester: Instrument reads the

tip temperature and contact potential in just a few
seconds
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (B, K)

An instrument measures the temperature and voltage of a
soldering-iron tip and provides a digital readout of both

measurements. The instrument thus quickly gives assur-

ance that conditions are correct for reliable soldering. With

the new tester, a tinned soldering tip is touched to a tem-

perature-sensitive button for 4 seconds and to a voltage

probe for 1 to 3 seconds. The tip temperature (in degrees
Fahrenheit) and voltage (in millivolts) appear on digital dis-

plays. The measurements are more accurate than with the

previous method and together require only 15 to 20 sec-

onds per iron. The instrument is compact.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25863+TN.

0627 Dynamic Calibration of Pressure Transducers:

Sinusoidal calibration signal is produced in 4- to 100-Hz

range

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (K)

A portable oscillating-pressure device measures the dynam-
ic characteristics of pressure transducers installed in

models or aircraft at the frequency and oscillating-pressure

ranges encountered during unsteady-pressure-measure-

ment tests. In unsteady aerodynamic pressure measure-

ments, a dynamic measurement of the transducer sensitivi-

ty is needed to establish that the static and dynamic sensi-

tivities are the same and to determine if the installation

configuration affects the amplitude and phase response

corresponding to conditions on the model surface. The ap-

paratus consists of a hydraulic actuator, a linear variable-

displacement transformer (LVDT), a bellows with an internal

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) shaft, a Moog valve, a cali-

bration head, and a control console.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-13094 + TN. Inquiries

concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its com-
mercial development should be addressed to Howard J.

Osborn, Langley Research Center, Mail Code: 279, Hamp-
ton, VA 23665; (804)827-3725. Refer to LAR-13094 + TN.

0628 Eddy-Current Inspection of Ball Bearings: A
custom eddy-current probe locates surface anomalies

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 (F, K)

An eddy-current probe reliably detects surface and near-

surface cracks, voids, and material anomalies in bearing

balls or other spherical objects. Because of the small size

of the bearing balls and the minute nature of the defects,

an accurate inspection of the entire ball surface has previ-

ously been a problem. The new inspection apparatus in-

cludes a nonabrasive high-friction base and a ballholder

with an eddy-current probe mounted on one side. A recess

in the holder in the shape of an inverted cone accommo-
dates different ball sizes. During inspection, the probe is

normally spaced about 0.08 mm from a ball. A regulated

supply introduces pressurized air at about 1 psi to reduce

the friction between the surface of the cone-shaped cup

and the ball. When the holder is moved over the base in a

predetermined pattern, the eddy-current probe inspects the

entire surface of the ball.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25833 + TN.

0629 Eddy-Current Inspection of Narrow Metal Tubes:

Changes in wall properties affect pickup-coil

inductance

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (K)
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An inspection technique for narrowbore metal tubing in-

volves the use of a small internal eddy-current probe. The
probe consists of one or a pair of copper-wire coils wound
on a bobbin. Changes that affect electrical conductivity and
magnetic properties, such as high strain, surface wear, or

magnetic transitions, are detected as changes in coil in-

ductance. The amount of change is determined by compari-

son with similar measurements on standard tubes with

known properties. The eddy-current technique is particularly

useful for strain measurements where operating conditions

or inaccessibility prevent the use of such conventional

methods as X-ray diffraction, electrical-resistance measure-
ments, strain gages, or holography.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19742+TN.

0630 Effects in Fracture Toughness Testing are Studied
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (H, K)

Since full-scale fracture toughness tests of structures are

expensive and sometimes wholly impractical, it is necessary

to conduct tests using reduced-scale specimens. However,

specimen geometry has a significant effect on the meas-
ured toughness, so test results often do not scale up direct-

ly to allow accurate performance predictions. This problem

is examined by NBS in Effect of Crack-Tip Region Con-
straint on Fracture in the Ductile-to-Brittle Transition

(NBSIR 84-3001), which presents a theoretical model to ac-

count for the discrepancy. An approach to a solution of the

problem, based on critical crack-tip opening displacement

and J-integral measurements as a function of temperature

in ABS grade EH36 steel also is presented.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Available from the Na-
tional Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161,
for $19 prepaid. Order by PB84-237395+NAC.

0631 Electronically-Scanned Fourier-Transform
Spectrometer: Instrument is efficient, lightweight, and
stable

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (J, K)

A proposed Fourier-transform spectrometer configuration

uses electronic, instead of mechanical, scanning. This

makes the configuration insensitive to vibration-induced

sampling errors that are introduced into mechanically

scanned systems. The interferometer of the instrument

forms the Fourier transform of a spectrum on an array of

photodetectors. The array is scanned electronically, and
the output data is Fourier-transformed into a visible or infra-

red spectrum.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15844+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA
Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15844+TN.

0632 Environmental-Monitoring System: Instrument
analyzes and stores environmental information
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (K)

A transportable environmental-monitoring system (EMS) ac-

quires environmental information in real time. This system
processes the information from its various sensors and
converts it into engineering units; then it either displays that

information in real time or stores it on cassette tape for

future analysis. The system is designed to aid analysis of

environmental effects on various developmental and manu-
facturing processes. The EMS is a microprocessor-con-

trolled instrument that accumulates, analyzes, and records

the following environmental data: Air temperature, Air hu-

midity, Barometric pressure, Air velocity, Surface tempera-
ture, Suspended particle sizes, Suspended particle counts,

and Real time and date.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-006222+ NAB,
price code: A02. For other information, contact: Elias

Spyrou, Mound Laboratory, Miamisburg, OH 45342; (513)

865-4424.

0633 Fabricating Thin-Shell Heat Transfer Models:
Freestanding shells have been produced for

experimental aerodynamic-heating tests

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (D, K)

Heat-transfer effects from aerodynamic heating generated

in the interfile gaps of the Space Shuttle orbiter thermal-

protection system can be studied using freestanding shells

as models. Such models have become available recently

through a new fabrication technique that is an extension of

earlier techniques developed at the Johnson Space Center.

The result is a 6-by 6-by 2.5-in. freestanding shell, 0.025 in.

(0.64 mm) thick, instrumented with single-wire thermocou-

ples. This fabrication is not limited to any particular geome-
try and results in a seamless heat-transfer model.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-13087+TN.

0634 Facility is Opened to Promote Clinical

Spectrometry
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (E, J, K)

The CLINSPEC (CLINical Mass SPECtrometry) facility at

the Medical University of South Carolina in Charleston is

one of several resources in the United States dedicated to

clinical research applications of gas chromatography-mass

spectrometry (GCMS), a technique that can be used to

identify and quantify compounds in biological samples. The
facility offers training in the operation of GCMS, help in per-

forming such GCMS analyses, and advice in the planning of

research protocols in which GCMS analyses are applied.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Dr. Daniel

Knapp, Department of Pharmacology, Medical University of

South Carolina, 171 Ashley Avenue, Charleston, SC 29425;

(803)792-2471.

0635 Fatigue Testing of Heat-Exchanger Tubes: Thermal
stress is simulated mechanically

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (D, K)

Accelerated fatigue-life testing of heat-exchanger tubes is

simplified by a technique tha substitutes a mechanical side
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load for thermally-generated axisymmetric stress. The load

is applied to a sample tube via two lengthwise clamping

bars that are contoured to fit the tube and are placed dia-

metrically opposite each other.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19599+TN.

0636 Fiber Optic Bearing Monitor Developed
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (F, K)

The monitor (FOBM), developed at the David Taylor Naval

Ship R&D Center (DTNSRDC), can be used to make direct

measurements of a bearing's condition and its operational

performance. The monitor indicates when the bearings

have been installed incorrectly in rotating machinery, de-

tects defective bearings, and alerts of bearing degradation.

The monitor uses a fiber optic sensor to measure the vibra-

tions of the external surface of the outer bearing race. By
the application of this technique, the bearing condition can

be established in 60 seconds. The following bearing proper-

ties are determined: noise level, defect factor, and speed
ratio. Based on these properties, anomalous conditions can
be detected and corrected before the bearing is damaged,
thus leading to longer bearing service life.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Navy Domes-
tic Technology Transfer, Code E411, Naval Surface Weap-
ons Center, Dahlgren, Virginia 22448. Refer to

091001 +TN.

0637 First Composite Superconductor SRM on Sale

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (B, K)

The first composite superconductive wire standard refer-

ence material (SRM 1457) has been certified for critical cur-

rent at various magnetic fields from 2 to 8 tesla and tem-
peratures between 3.9 and 4.24 K. The SRM consists of

2.2 m of multifilament niobium-titanium wire, stabilized with

copper, and evaluated for 34 parameters relating to current,

voltage, magnetic field, temperature, strain, and physical

sample characteristics. Used with ASTM standard test

method B714-82 (D-C Critical Current of Composite Super-

conductors), the SRM will provide calibrations of instrumen-

tation used for measuring key parameters of superconduc-
tor products, and thus will aid manufacturers, users, and re-

searchers in superconducting technology.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Orders may be placed
with the Office of Standard Reference Materials, B311
Chemistry Bldg., National Bureau of Standards, Gaithers-

burg, MD 20899, (301) 921-2045. Price is $219 per unit of

2.2 m, billed or prepaid, including shipping.

0638 Flame-Test Chamber: It simulates atmospheric
flame propagation
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (K)

An experimental chamber 14 ft. long and 96 in. in diameter
provides a controlled environment for the observation and
measurement of flames propagating in an expanding plume
of flammable air+ fuel mixture under atmospheric condi-

tions. The chamber consists of galvanized-steel walls and
thin polyethylene endpieces. The plastic ends blow out

when the mixture is ignited. The chamber has been de-

signed to evaluate the quenching capability of screen-type

flame arresters in atmospheric vents of fuel cargo tanks

aboard marine cargo vessels..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15407+ TN.

0639 Flexible Mirror Mount for Michelson
Interferometer: Interferometer mirrors are mounted on
flexible spring strips

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 "

(K)

Front-surface mirrors for an airborne Michelson interferom-

eter are mounted on flexible spring strips. The strips lie in

the vertical plane of the instrument, and set screws allow

adjustment of the angle of elevation. Azimuth and vertical

elevation are adjusted with conventional clamps. The mirror

mounts are unusually compact and rugged. The spring

strips hold the mirrors rigidly in place, but allow easy aline-

ment. The mounts are used in a folded-beam Michelson in-

terferometer designed to monitor pollutants at an altitude of

40,000 meters.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15746+TN.

0640 Frequency-Modulation Correlation Spectrometer:
Electro-optical phase modulator sinusoidally shifts

frequencies of sample transmission spectrum
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (J, K)

A new type of correlation spectrometer eliminates the need
to shift between two cells, one empty and one containing a

reference gas. Instead, the effect of an empty cell is ob-

tained when needed by phase modulating the beam trans-

mitted by the sample at an amplitude and frequency that

shift a given absorption line into sidebands on either side of

the original line, reducing the absorption dip at the original

line position.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15558+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA
Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15558+ TN.

0641 Handbook of Optical Testing Methods for

Diamond-Turned Mirrors

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (J, K)

This handbook describes some of the optical testing proce-

dures that were used at the Oak Ridge Plant for interfero-

metrically measuring the figure of diamond-turned mirrors.

Volume 1 of the Handbook of Optical Testing Methods For

Diamond-Turned Mirrors was written to provide engineers

and technicians with basic information in the theory of oper-

ation of interferometric test equipment. Volume 2 of this

handbook pursues further the concept on interfering wave-
fronts that result in fringe patterns. The test wavefront can

be affected by many different conditions, especially the ac-

curacy of focusing the interferometer, or the intentional de-

focusing of the interferometer. The information presented in

this handbook should be useful to technicians in optical
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testing laboratories, and to optical and mechanical engi-

neers. The text and illustrations relate the fringe patterns

observed in a test to the actual surface figure of the mirror

and to the data of a computer analysis.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of

Technology Applications, Information Service, Oak Ridge

National Lab., P.O. Box Y, Oak Ridge, TN 37831; (615)

574-3896. Request support package on 421 +Y (update).

0642 Heater Ensures Strain-Gage Bond Reliability:

Adhesive cure temperature is controlled by an
embedded heater

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (D, K)

An aluminum block with an embedded heating element pro-

vides concentrated and controllable heat for curing strain-

gage adhesives. The device replaces heat lamps and hot-

air guns: It provides higher temperatures, allows shorter

curing times, and ensures a more reliable bond. Low tem-

peratures and wind do not significantly affect the operation

of the heater. It is therefore suited to outdoor use. The
block measures 1.75 by 0.75 by 0.5 inches. Unlike a suc-

tion-cup heat applicator, it can be used on specimens of

radius less than 3 inches; and unlike a heat gun, the block

can be used when the path to the bond area is partly ob-

structed.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19859+TN.

0643 High Power and High Speed Test Stand for

Rotating Machinery
Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (F, K)

New equipment gives the Center an unusual test capability.

Engineers in the Center's Tactical Energy Systems Labora-

tory are now able to drive rotating machinery of more than

1500 horsepower at speeds ranging from 10,000 rpm to

more than 1 5,000 rpm. The first use of the new equipment
will be for the evaluation of an experimental electric gener-

ator being developed as part of the Center's pulsed electri-

cal power source technology base. The test equipment
consists of a gas turbine engine, gear boxes and a 160 kil-

owatt hour flywheel. The large flywheel makes the speed of

the system change very slowly, while the gear boxes pro-

vide a choice of output speeds that are both faster and
slower than the engine's speed. Possible speeds include

2400, 4500 and 18,000 rpm. Other speeds can be obtained

by varying the speed of the engine..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. Michael

Mando, Army Belvoir R&D Center, STR8E-HS, Fort Belvoir,

VA 22060, (703)664-5587.

0644 High-Temperature Hall-Effect Apparatus: A
compact furnace minimizes thermal gradients and
electrical noise
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (B, K)

A semiautomatic Hall-effect apparatus takes measurements
on refractory semiconductors at temperatures as high as
1,100 C. Intended especially for use with samples of high

conductivity and low charge-carrier mobility that exhibit low

signal-to-noise ratios, the apparatus is carefully constructed

to avoid spurious electromagnetic and thermoelectric ef-

fects that could further degrade the measurements. The ex-

ternal electronic instruments are controlled by a computer
that automates the measurements and performs all the

Hall-effect calculations.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16279+TN.

0645 Hot-Wire Probe for Compressible Subsonic Flow:

A probe measures velocity, density, and total

temperature fluctuations

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (J, K)

A hot-wire probe and calibration and data-reduction tech-

niques measure the velocity, density, and total temperature

fluctuation in compressible subsonic flows. Until recently,

very few measurements were reported for compressible

subsonic, transonic, and low supersonic flows. One of the

reasons is that, for a given probe, the heat transfer from a
heated wire oriented normal to the flow is a function of the

three fluid variables: velocity, density, and total tempera-

ture. Calibration of the hot-wire probe, therefore, is very

time consuming. The new hot-wire probe was calibrated,

and the test-section free-stream fluctuations were meas-
ured. It reduces many of the difficulties mentioned earlier.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301 ) 621 -01 00 ext 241 . Refer to LAR-1 3051 +TN.

0646 Identifying Boundary-Layer Transitions on Aircraft

Skin: Airflow characteristics are determined from
coating patterns on the aircraft skin

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (D, K)

Sublimating chemicals offer an accurate, low-cost way of

indicating laminar-to-turbulent flow transitions on the sur-

faces of aircraft. The aerodynamic surfaces are coated with

a thin film of such volatile chemical solids as naphthalene,

diphenyl, acenaphthene, or fluorene. The film sublimes rap-

idly because of high local shear stress and heat transfer in

the boundary layer. The coating appears white in the re-

gions where the chemical has remained on the surface, in-

dicating laminar flow; the regions where the chemical has

disappeared indicate turbulent flow. The chemical patterns

can be used to identify the locations of leading-edge stag-

nation and of flow separation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to LAR-13089+ TN.

0647 Ignition-Spark Detector for Engine Testing: An
optical fiber views sparks directly

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (F, K)

A photodetector linked by optical fiber to a combustion

chamber determines whether or not an ignition spark has

occurred. Useful in engine testing, the detector helps deter-

mine the reason for engine failure. If no spark is observed,

then the problem is probably in the ignition circuit. If a

spark is detected, it is likely that the problem is in the fuel

system.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19890+TN.

0648 Imaging Fluid Flow: Four beam splitters are used
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (J, K)

An electro-optical system allows simultaneous viewing of

schlieren, shadowgraph, and interferometric images of a
volume of fluid under test.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A copy of the original

Tech Note fact sheet containing more detailed information

and diagrams is available by ordering the monthly subscrip-

tion package, order number PB85-926102, price code E02.

Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, George
C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01, Marshall

Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205) 453-0020. Refer to

MFS-25897+TN.

0649 Improved Gamma- and X-Ray Pinhole Camera:
Electronic additions increase image quality

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (B, K)

An imaging system that gives low-resolution three-dimen-

sional views of radioactivity distributions has been improved

by the addition of electronic image processing. When fully

developed, the system will be useful in nuclear medicine or

radioisotope imaging, tomography, and the nuclear industry.

In addition to analog 3-D viewing, the digitized information

from the detector can be used to produce quantitative to-

mograms of the object. Image digitization also allows the

visualization of X-ray and gamma-ray objects of very low in-

tensity through long integration times.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to GSC-12851 +TN.
Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to John
O. Tresansky, Goddard Space Flight Center, Mail Code:
204, Greenbelt, MD 20771; (301) 344-7351. Refer to GSC-
12851 +TN.

0650 Improved Infrared Multispectral Scanner:
Modifications provide greater capabilities

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (J, K)

A spectrometer scan head, operating in the infrared range
of 8 to 13 micro m, has been redesigned to accommodate
a larger spectrometer and two blackbody reference sources
while remaining within the space limitations of its aircraft

mounting. The scan head retains many of the features of its

predecessor, including an optical mounting for primary tele-

scope components, structural rigidity to maintain optical

stability, and temperature compensation to maintain optical

focus over a wide range of operating temperatures.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-16143+TN.

0651 Improving Divider Calibration Techniques
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (B, K)

A method has been developed for calibration of precision

dc voltage dividers that are intended for subsequent cali-

bration of high-accuracy voltage-measuring equipment. An
example is given for the calibration of a Leeds and North-

rup 4399 Seven Dial Divider using NSB-type resistors and a

digital nanovoltmeter detector. This method should be
useful in standards and metrology laboratories where high-

accuracy resistance and voltage measurements are made.
It can be used for calibration of universal ratio sets, Kelvin-

Varley dividers having a wide range of input resistances,

and dc voltage dividers of other designs.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of

Technology Applications Information Service, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, P.O. Box Y, Oak Ridge, TN 37831;

(615)574-3896. Refer to FTS 624-3896. Refer to 490 + TN.

0652 In Situ Measurement of Ground-Surface Flow
Resistivity: The flow resistivity of the Earth's ground
surface is measured onsite

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (K)

A new instrument allows in situ measurement of flow resis-

tivity on the Earth's ground surface. Flow resistivity is the

ratio of the pressure gradient across a test specimen to the

volume of air flowing through the specimen per unit time.

Because flow resistivity is an important parameter appear-

ing in acoustical models of the Earth's ground surface, it is

desirable to accompany measurements of acoustic ground
impedance with measurements of flow resistivity..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to LAR-13053 + TN.
Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to

Howard J. Osborn, Langley Research Center, Mail Code:

279, Hampton, VA 23665; (804) 827-3725. Refer to LAR-
13053 + TN.

0653 In-Place Calibration of Instrumentation

Microphones: Accidental damage and decalibration are

prevented
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B, K)

Flush-mounted instrumentation microphones and dynamic-

pressure transducers can be calibrated without being re-

moved from their mountings. The linearity, sensitivity, and
frequency response of a microphone are measured with a
commercial sound generator that has been modified so,

that it can be placed directly over or under the microphone.

Besides being convenient, in-place calibration prevents

damage to the microphone that might otherwise occur

when it is removed. It also precludes the decalibration that

might occur when the microphone is reinstalled.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to ARC-1 1463 + TN.

0654 Industrial Guide to Accurate Mass Measurement
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (J, K)

Researchers from NBS and the Lockheed Missiles and
Space Company, Inc., have collaborated on A Primer for

Mass Metrology, which outlines fundamental concepts and
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equations and good metrology practice for the measure-

ment of mass. The text also serves as a bibliography of

more detailed NBS publications on mass measurement. It is

the first of the new Industrial Measurement Series of NBS
publications, which will feature treatises on topics of special

interest to industrial metrologists, prepared jointly by NBS
and industrial specialists.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB85-121424+ NAC,
price code: A05.

0655 Infrared Spectroscopy Applied in Biomedicine

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (J, K)

Advanced Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy

instruments and techniques are now available. The center

applies state-of-the-art FT-IR spectroscopy to biomedical

research. The technique is used to identify compounds or

to determine features of molecular structure. It assists other

investigators in conducting their research programs by pro-

viding the unique capabilities developed by the center.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Ms. Susan M.

Toth, National Center for Biomedical Infrared Spectroscopy,

Battelle's Columbus Laboratories, 505 King Avenue, Colum-

bus, Ohio 43201-2693; (614)424-5581.

0656 Integrated Exhaust-Gas-Analysis System: Self-

contained unit includes data processing and automatic

calibration

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (J, K)

The output of continuous-sample-flow gas analyzers is a
function of many variables. As a result, frequent adjust-

ments are needed in many cases before every reading.

When eight analyzers are operated together in one system,

manual operation becomes unwieldy and automation is

needed to insure reliability and accuracy. An integrated gas-

analyzer system has been developed that is designed for

nearly unattended operation. Two microprocessors range

the analyzers, calibrate the system, process the raw data to

units of concentration and make all system information

available to the facility research computer and to the opera-

tor.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LEW-14062+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Norman T. Musial, Lewis Re-

search Center, Mail Code: 500-311, 21000 Brookpark
Road, Cleveland, OH 44135; (216)433-4000, Ext. 346.

Refer to LEW-14062+TN.

0657 Integrated System for Environmental Simulation:

Wind, rain, vibration, and other factors closely

resemble those of actual use
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (K)

An integrated testing system subjects ground-support

equipment for the Space Shuttle to the conditions that pre-

vail during a launch. The concept may also apply to testing

other equipment that must function faultlessly in a difficult

environment.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to KSC-
11274+TN.

0658 Interferometer Detects Acoustic Emissions in

Composites: Embedded single-mode optical fibers

sample internal-stress fields directly

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (D, H, K)

Acoustic emission in prestressed composite panels has

been detected using embedded single-mode optical fibers.

A statically loaded composite matrix emits pulsed ultrasonic

waves, which mechanically modulate the embedded fiber

and phase-modulate the transmitted optical field. This mod-
ulation, detected by optical interferometry and Fourier opti-

cal processing, is converted to an electronic signal propor-

tional to the acoustic field amplitude integrated along the

length of the fiber embedded in the specimen. In the tech-

nique, the embedded fibers sample the internal stress fields

directly. Wave motion therefore is not inferred from surface

motions, and surface loading is eliminated..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-12965+TN.

0659 Interferometer for Measuring Acoustic Signals: An
optical-fiber interferometer measures the wave
amplitude without contacting the specimen surface

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (J, K)

An optical-fiber wideband differential interferometer is a

sensitive measuring instrument for broadband acoustic

waves on the surfaces of materials. Acoustic waves can

also be measured by mechanical transducers; however, the

interferometer offers two distinct advantages: (1) The opti-

cal-probe does not load the specimen surface and thus

does not interact with system observables, and (2) the opti-

cal beams may be focused on small spots on the measured

surface so that integration effects due to large transducer

area do not occur.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-13030+TN.

0660 Internally Mounting Strain Gages: An inflated tube

evenly distributes pressure against the gage

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (F, K)

A technique for mounting strain gages inside a bolt or cylin-

der simultaneously inserts the gage, an attached dowel

segment, and a length of expandable tubing. The expanda-

ble tubing holds the gage in place while an adhesive cures,

assuring even distribution of pressure on the gage and area

to be gaged.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to GSC-12824+TN.
Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to John

O. Tresansky, Goddard Space Flight Center, Mail Code:

204, Greenbelt, MD 20771; (301) 344-7351. Refer to GSC-
12824+TN.
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0661 Laser Rangefinder and Remote Profilometer: Path

lengths for pulse travel-time comparisons are

controlled with optical-waveguide switches

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (B, K)

A proposed laser rangefinder and profilometer would oper-

ate with a precision of about 1 mm at ranges of up to

100m. With scanning optics, the device could track objects

or accurately measure the shapes of objects in the field of

view. The new microprocessor-controlled design uses a

variable-length fiber-optic delay line as a distance refer-

ence. The new rangefinding method could be used in vision

systems for industrial robots. The instrument would com-

pare the time of flight of laser pulses reflected from an

object to that of pulses traveling through a reference fiber-

optic delay line.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15865+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove

Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818)354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15865+TN.

0662 Laser Spectroscopy for Identifying Radionuclides:

System is demonstrated as a potential monitor of 12

and Csl

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (J, K)

A low-noise spectrometer system, originally designed for

Raman spectra studies in vapors reaching temperatures up

to 1,500 K, has been demonstrated as a potential monitor

of 12 and Csl vapor species in simulated nuclear powerplant

accidents. Preliminary results showed that a laser-induced

fluorescence (LIF) technique can monitor 12 and Csl to tem-

peratures of at least 1,100 K. The spectrometer system

used in this evaluation included an argon laser producing

488.0- or 514.5-nm wavelengths.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE84-001783 + NAB,
price code: A02.

0663 Leak Test for Pressure-Sealing Zippers: Test jig

checks either side of pressure-sealing zippers for leaks

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (K)

Pressure-sealing zippers must withstand pressure applied

to either side of the rubber sealing lips. Zippers are tested

by clamping them between two aluminum unistruts faced

with laminated gaskets. A vacuum pump evacuates one
side of the jib, and the pressure differential is monitored on

a vacuum gage. A flowmeter indicates any air leakage

through the zipper. The procedure takes little time, and seal

failure may be determined before the zipper is incorporated

into a suit.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to KSC-11247+TN.

0664 Lensless Image Scanner: Pictures are produced by
Fourier transformation of fringe patterns

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (J, K)

A proposed image scanner uses moving and stationary par-

allel slits to produce pictures of visible, infrared, X-ray,

microwave, or acoustic sources. No lenses or mirrors are

required. A single detector views all parts of the image si-

multaneously, rather than as a raster, making relatively-

short exposure times possible. The detector views a source

through two sets of parallel slits. The spacing between the

sets is varied and the resulting Moire fringe patterns are re-

corded. A computer produces a picture of the source by

Fourier transforming and plotting the recorded signals. Po-

tential applications of the system include medical X-ray im-

aging.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-16004+TN.

0665 Liquid Sampling Device: New Design has
applications in analyzing blood, urine, or water

Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (E, K)

The Army has developed technology relating generally to

an indexing drive mechanism for a sampling device. The in-

vention relates to a device, for sequentially processing dis-

crete samples, in which all operational functions of an in-

dexing mechanism are activated by a single rotatable shaft.

It is particularly useful in the processing, testing and analyz-

ing of liquid samples, such as blood, urine or water. A
probe is inserted into each sample container in succession.

During probe insertion, a portion of the sample to be ana-

lyzed is withdrawn by the probe from the respective con-

tainer and moved to a station where it can be analyzed and

tested. The drive mechanism for the apparatus is character-

ized by the fact that all indexing mechanisms and actuator

cams are mounted on a single rotatable shaft and arranged

such that each periodic function performed by the mecha-
nism is directly coupled to the rotation of the shaft. The ap-

paratus provides a rugged supply sample device of reduced

complexity which is small and compact and adaptable for

field use in military operations.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of Fed-

eral Patent Licensing, Center for the Utilization of Federal

Technology, P.O. Box 1423, Springfield, VA 22151. Refer to

PAT-APPL-6-348.539+TN.

0666 Liquid-Nitrogen Test for Blocked Tubes: A simple

method is based on retention of frost

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (K)

A nondestructive test identifies an obstructed tube in an

array of parallel tubes. The method is especially useful

when the intake or exhaust ends of the tubes are obscured

by a manifold or when the tubes are bent and no direct line

of sight between intakes and exhausts exists. In such an

array, conventional methods, such as inspection by X-rays,

dye penetration, ultrasonics, or fluid flow, will not pinpoint

individual blocked tubes. Applications of the new method
include the inspection of rocket nozzles, solar panels, heat

exchangers, boilers, heaters, water-feed systems, gaslines,

and other flow systems having parallel legs. A trickle of
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liquid nitrogen is allowed to flow through the tube array until

the array accumulates a substantial formation of frost from

moisture in the air. Warm air flows readily through the un-

obstructed tubes and melts the frost. However, partially or

completely plugged tubes will inhibit airflow and retain their

frost for a longer time. Thus, tubes that are still frosted

after others are defrosted are identified as obstructed

tubes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: No further information

is available.

0667 Low-Stress Sealing of Pressure Transducers:
Compliant washer seals high pressures without

excessive compressive stress on transducer

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (F, K)

A washer for pressure transducers seals at high-pressure

without subjecting the transducer to excessive stress. The
transducer may be used at pressures of 15,000 Ib+sq. in.

or more. Yet only a low torque - about 15 Ib-in. - need be
applied to the nut that holds the transducer on the pressure

vessel. The washer can also be used to seal mountings for

temperature sensors and other devices. The washer in-

cludes a core ring of such low-yield-strength material as

copper surrounded by a hoop of such high-strength materi-

al as steel.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19877. Inquiries

concerning rights for the commercial use of this invention

should be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, George C. Mar-

shall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01, Marshall

Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205)453-0020. Refer to

MFS-19877.

0668 Maintaining Constant Load Cell Temperature: An
insulated enclosure allows accurate weight
measurements under varying environmental conditions
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (K)

A thermal-insulation and temperature-compensation device

maintains a constant temperature environment for load

cells. At constant temperature, the cells measure weight

accurately and reproducibly. A box encloses the load cell

and allows an 8 in. clearance around the cell. Both floor-

type and hanging-type load cells use the same basic insu-

lated box. Special holes must be added for supports or

eyebolts for hanging.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20333+TN.

0669 Masked Multichannel Analyzer: A new device that

greatly accelerates the analysis of complex mixtures of

organic compounds has been developed
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (J, K)

The device is part of a larger instrument, wherein it serves

as a link between an analytical device, called a time-of-

flight mass spectrometer (TOFMS), and a computer. The
masked multichannel scaler enables the instrument to iden-

tify the individual components which make up a complex or-

ganic mixture, such as fuel oil, with greater speed and reli-

ability than was previously possible. Tests have shown that
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a TOFMS used with the masked multichannel scaler is ap-

proximately 10 to 100 times faster than a conventional

scanning mass spectrometer in obtaining a mass spectrum
of a substance. In addition, the mass spectra are free of

the distortions that plague conventional scanning instru-

ments.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. Dick Ivins,

Argonne National Laboratory, Office of Industry Interaction,

OTD-201, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439;

(312) 972-7694. Refer to Energygram 84+ 508+TN.

0670 Measurement Assurance Program for

Spectrophotometric Transmittance
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (J, K)

A new Measurement Assurance Program (MAP) has been
established for laboratories measuring spectral transmit-

tance. The program makes it possible to check the abso-

lute calibration of spectrophotometers against the NBS
scale over a transmittance range of 0.92 to 0.001, as well

as the wavelength accuracy of the spectrophotometers.

MAPs are special calibration programs developed by NBS
that make it possible to evaluate the entire measurement
system and procedures of a participating laboratory, rather

than simply the instruments used by that laboratory.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PB85-206050+ NAC;
price code: A04. The cost of the spectrophotometric trans-

mittance MAP is $17.00. For more information on this MAP,
contact Kenneth Eckerle, Center for Radiation Research,

B306 Metrology Building, National Bureau of Standards,

Gaithersburg, MD 20899.

0671 Measuring Absolute Oxygen Pressure: A reference

voltage or current replaces a reference pressure
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 "

(J, K)

A sensor determines the absolute pressure of oxygen with-

out the need for a reference pressure source. A prototype

measures oxygen pressure to control the air+ fuel ratio of

an automobile. The device has a small sensing volume and

one or two solid-electrolyte membranes through which

oxygen enters the sensing volume. The oxygen flows back

into the surrounding atmosphere through a narrow duct.

Electrodes on both sides of the membranes sample the

current through or voltage across each membrane. The
measuring device can be adapted for direct control of the

oxygen pressure in a combustion mixture.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16131 +TN.

0672 Measuring Delay in Lasers: The resolution of the

instrumentation is about 5 picoseconds
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (J, K)

A technique measures the delay; i.e., response time of a

modulated diode laser, as a function of temperature by

comparing the excitation signal to the laser output signal

with a vector voltmeter. The diode is contained in a temper-

ature-regulated chamber. The voltmeter uses phase-locked

coherent sampling at a rate that preserves the phase rela-

.
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tionship, waveshape, and amplitude of the original laser

signal. Vector addition of the reference and the output sig-

nals produces a signal that is representative of the delay. A
delay is exhibited as a phase difference between the refer-

ence and the output vectors. The instrument is sensitive to

changes in delay as small as 5 picoseconds.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15242+TN.

0673 Measuring High Gas Temperatures: Radiation

effects are included for more accurate processing of

thermocouple data

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (A, J, K)

A program provides extrapolation calculations of high gas

temperatures based on a theoretical heating curve of

pulsed thermocouples. A pulsed thermocouple is used for

measuring gas temperatures above the melting point of

common thermocouples. This program is based on a theo-

retical heating curve that includes the effect of radiation in

the extrapolation. The equation that describes the pulsed-

thermocouple wire temperature is derived from basic heat-

transfer relations. The theoretical heating curve includes

heat transfer by radiation from the hot walls of the duct to

the wire, from the gas to the wire, and from radiant heat

emitted by the wire. It is written in FORTRAN IV for batch

execution and has been implemented on an IBM 370-series

computer with a central-memory of approximately 66K of 8-

bit bytes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404) 542-3265. Refer to

LEW-13819+TN.

0674 Measuring Large, Fast-Changing Strain: An
instrument is designed expressly for high-rate strains

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (B, K)

A pulsed power supply and Wheatstone bridge circuit for

measuring high-rate strains with foil-type resistance strain

gages has been designed, constructed, and evaluated. The
unit, which was developed for the U.S. Army Armament Re-

search and Development Center, is intended primarily for

impact testing. However, it can be readily adapted for use
with other types of resistive-element transducers such as
pressure gages and temperature sensors. The unit has a

signal-to-noise ratio up to six times better than conventional

strain-gage signal-conditioning equipment. It can measure
static strains by discrete sampling or dynamic strains at

rates up to 1 0,000 per second over a sample time of 35 to

200 microseconds.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 46248+NAA,
price code: A04.

0675 Measuring Metal-Film Thickness Automatically:

Instrument uses beta-particle backscatter to determine
microinch thicknesses
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (K)

A report describes a nondestructive testing system that

performs automated thickness gaging of very thin layers of

copper. The films, which are only 50 to 200 microin. thick,

are vapor deposited on 35-millimeter-wide polyimide tape.

The system operates on the beta-backscatter principle. The
report presents theory and applications of the instrument. It

discusses plans to significantly reduce measurement time.

In addition, it compares the backscatter technique with an

alternative method of thickness measurement based on

eddy currents.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-001678 + NAB,
price code: A02, or contact: Walter A. Dudley, Monsanto
Research Corporation, Mound Laboratory, P.O. Box 32,

Miamisburg, OH 45342, (513)865-3675.

0676 Measuring the Liquid Content of a Gas: Instrument

is an adaptation of the hot-wire anemometer
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (J, K)

A hot-wire anemometer - ordinarily used to measure the

speed of flowing gas - can be used to detect droplets of

liquid entrained in the gas. The instrument might be used in

steam turbines to check for condensation that could

damage the blades or to detect entrained droplets in lique-

fied natural gas when tankers are being filled. It might also

be used to detect fog at airports and highways, generating

a control signal to turn on fog lights. The key element of

the instrument is a platinum wire wrapped on a ceramic

mandrel contained in a probe.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25990+ TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, Jr., George

C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01, Marshall

Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205)453-0020.

0677 Method for Residual-Stress Measurements
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (D, H, K)

A two-year effort to develop a novel approach to measuring

residual stresses in welded plates has produced a tech-

nique which uses horizontally polarized ultrasonic shear

waves. An electromagnetic acoustic transducer (EMAT)
produces the waves, which propagate at oblique angles to

the surface normal. Analysis of the velocities of the waves,

as detected by a second EMAT, allows the effects of mate-

rial variations to be separated from those of residual

stresses. Five technical papers on in-place and arbitrary

plane residual-stress measurements are compiled in Resid-

ual-Stress Measurements Using Shear-Horizontal Waves
from Electromagnetic Acoustic Transducers (NBSIR 84-

3002). The papers deal with the theoretical development

and experimental verification of the technique.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The 57-page publica-

tion is available from the National Technical Information

Service, Springfield, VA 22161, for $10 prepaid. Order by

PB84-1 90636+ NAC.

0678 Micro-Size Glass Spheres Certified for Fine

Powder Producers
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (H, K)
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NBS has certified a glass spheres standard reference ma-
terial (SRM) for use by manufacturers in calibrating sieves

to produce fine powder products and by others who cali-

brate equipment and evaluate methods for measuring parti-

cle size in the 8- to 58-micrometer range. SRM 1003a, Cali-

brated Glass Spheres (8- to 58-Micrometers), consists of

25 grams of material with certified values based on the mi-

croscopic measurements of nearly 8,000 individual spheres

that were taken from 1 randomly selected bottles of identi-

cal material. The SRM is part of a series of small particle

measurement standards that are being developed by NBS
under the American Society for Testing and Materials

(ASTM) Research Associate Program.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Available for $90, order

from the Office of Standard Reference Materials, B311

Chemistry Building, National Bureau of Standards, Gaithers-

burg, MD 20899, (301) 921-2045.

0679 Microphone Detects Boiler-Tube Leaks: Unit is

simple, sensitive, rugged, and reliable

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (D, K)

A leak detector for boiler fireboxes senses leaks in boiler

tubes by their characteristic sound. Such leaks eject jets of

water or steam at high pressure. The jets emit sound at

peak frequencies rangi ng from 2 kHz for a 5-mm leak to

10 kHz for a 1-mm leak. When the unit detects the leak

sound above the low-frequency background noise of com-
bustion, it sounds an alarm. Unlike previous microphone-

type leak detectors, the new unit contains no metal dia-

phragm. It has greater life expectancy than the previous de-

tectors, in which the diaphragms each corroded after only

about a month of service.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16027+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818)354-2700. Refer to NPO-
16027+TN.

0680 Miniature Airflow Sensor: Accurate, tape-mounted
sensor uses electro-optics

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (K)

Miniature sensors are needed for rapid installation on light

aircraft in stability research programs. One particularly diffi-

cult sensor to miniaturize has been a flow-angle and veloci-

ty sensor for measuring the local flow ahead of a wing. A
miniature sensor using an electrooptical technique fills this

need. The sensor operates as a free-trailing wind vane that

self-alines in the airstream through two independent axes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to LAR-13065+TN.
Inquiries concerning licensing should be addressed to

Howard J. Osborn, Langley Research Center, Mail Code:

279, Hampton, VA 23665; (804) 827-3725. Refer to LAR-
13065 + TN.

0681 Monitoring Acoustically Levitated Samples: A
sample is viewed through a sapphire window
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (G, K)

The physical behavior of a sample acoustically levitated in

a high-temperature oven is optically monitored by a system
developed at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The opti-

cal system allows visible and infrared monitoring of an
acoustically levitated sample. Optical sources and detectors

provide silhouette, surface feature, and radiometric images
of the levitated object.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15193 + TN.

0682 Monitoring Fluidized-Bed Combustion Emissions:

An advanced jet-luminescence analysis technique is

found feasible

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (J, K)

A study was conducted to develop on-line instrumentation

for real-time monitoring of polynuclear aromatic hydrocar-

bons in stack emissions from a fluidized-bed coal combus-
tor. The instrumentation employs a gas-phase lumines-

cence technique that produces sharp-line, highly specific

spectra of inorganic gases and large organic molecules.

The technique uses supersonic jets to provide rotationally

cooled molecules. The absorption of dye-laser radiation by

the narrow absorption lines of rotationally cooled molecules

leads to the excitation of highly selective luminescence

spectra. The technique was found to be highly selective

and sensitive. The technique is potentially useful for the de-

tection of a variety of inorganic, organic, and organometallic

compounds.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE84-01 5007+ NAB,
price code: A03.

0683 Monitoring Fluids in Pressure Vessel: Sensing a

pressure difference provides a variety of data

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (D, K)

This instrument monitors coolant conditions at one or more

points within a pressure vessel. The instrument measures

coolant level, ratio of gaseous phase to liquid phase, and

temperature. Orifice tube is positioned at each point in the

vessel to be monitored. Each tube leads through the vessel

wall to a cooling coil that condenses the vapor from the

coolant and delivers the resulting liquid to a sensing unit. In

the sensing unit, an identical orifice creates a pressure drop

that is measured by a differential pressure sensor.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The patent document

on which this technical note is based is U.S. Patent

4,405,559, which is available from: Commissioner of Pat-

ents, Washington, DC 20231 for $1. For licensing informa-

tion, contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Pat-

ents, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585.

For further information, contact: R. D. Tokarz, Battelle Pa-

cific Northwest Laboratory, P.O. Box 999, Richland, WA
99352; (509) 375-3914.
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0684 Monitoring of Reactive Atmospheric Species:

Reactive atmospheric species are produced and
detected to provide reference spectra

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (J, K)

A laser-based apparatus for atmospheric studies generates

short-lived, unstable or highly reactive atoms or molecules

of interest in a radio-frequency discharge or electrical dis-

charge and uses optogalvanic detection as a simple, sensi-

tive, and reliable means of providing precise wavelength

calibration spectra. The compact device is insensitive to

scattered light and has low power consumption.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15981 +TN.

0685 Multipurpose Photonic Transducers: Their features

include smallness and noise immunity
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (J, K)

Proposed transducers for measuring temperature, accelera-

tion, and other physical properties are based on changes in

optical interference patterns produced by small displace-

ments. The new transducers differ from conventional elec-

tromechanical units in that they are smaller (typical size

less than 1 cm) and are coupled to monitoring equipment

with optical fibers instead of wires. A device based on the

same interferometric principle might be used to measure
acceleration. Similarly, the measurement of small differen-

tial elastic displacements could be detected for the meas-
urement of strain, force, and pressure. The small size of

the photonic transducers should suit them well to biomedi-

cal instrumentation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15135+TN.

0686 Neutron Probe of Building-Wall Composition: Walls
of historic buildings are charted by neutron
radiography
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (B, K)

Neutron radiography aids the preservation and restoration

of historic buildings by producing a map showing the pres-

ence of contaminants and chemical changes in a wall. The
map indicates the nature and extent of changes in the

building materials so that the proper treatment can be ap-

plied. A neutron source such as californium-252 is posi-

tioned on the rear wall surface, opposite a gamma-ray de-

tector on the front wall surface. The detector is part of a
gamma-ray spectrometer. For metal testing, the neutron

source and gamma-ray detector can be positioned at oppo-
site sides of a ladle, flowing metal, or moving slab or

ribbon. The composition of the metal can then be moni-

tored continuously by the ratios of the measured intensities

of the spectral lines. In steel, for example, the ratios of iron

to carbon, iron to nickel, and iron to chromium would be
measured.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to Inquiries concern-

ing nonexclusive or exclusive license for its commercial de-

velopment should be addressed to John O. Tresansky,

Goddard Space Flight Center, Mail Code: 204, Greenbelt,

MD 20771; (301) 344-7351. Refer to GSC-12808+TN.

0687 New Generation of Gravity Meters Developed
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (K)

Scientists at the Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics

(JILA) have developed a new generation of portable abso-

lute gravity meters which have been designed for geodetic,

geophysical, geological, tidal, and tectonic studies. The in-

struments use the free fall method and consist of four

parts: a drag-free dropping chamber, a long-period isolation

device, a stabilized laser, and the necessary timing elec-

tronics. Special emphasis was placed on making the latest

group of gravity meters durable and easy to use.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A copy of a paper de-

scribing the new gravity meters is available from Fred

McGehan, Division 360.2, National Bureau of Standards,

Boulder, Colo., 80303; (303)497-3246.

0688 New Standards Available for Priority Pollutants

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (J, K)

Laboratories that measure chemicals on the U.S. Environ-

mental Protection Agency (EPA) list of 'priority pollutants'

can check their analytical methods and calibrate instru-

ments with a standard reference material (SRM) now avail-

able from NBS. Known as SRM 1586, Isotopically Labeled

and Unlabeled Priority Pollutants in Methanol, the new ma-
terial was developed primarily to evaluate a laboratory's

use of techniques described in EPA analytical methods
524, 525, 624, 625, 1624, or 1625. These require a combi-

nation of gas chromatography+ mass spectrometry and iso-

topically labeled standards. Pollutant compounds certified

for concentration in the SRM are carbon tetrachloride, ben-

zene, chlorobenzene, phenol, nitrobenzene, 2-nitrophenol,

2,4-dichlorophenol, napthalene, bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate,

and benzo(a)pyrene.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The cost of SRM 1586,

Isotopically Labeled and Unlabeled Priority Pollutants in

Methanol, is $161 and may be ordered from the Office of

Standard Reference Materials, B3111 Chemistry Building,

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899;

(301)921-2045.

0689 New Tool Tested for Measuring Azimuths
Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (D, K)

When surveyors establish a control station, they determine

the latitude, longitude and elevation of the point in question.

They must also find an azimuth - the direction of a line be-

tween their control point and a second point in relation to

true north. Surveyors can use magnetic compasses or as-

tronomic observations to calculate azimuths. Compass
readings, however, are not accurate enough for most jobs.

Researchers are testing a modified north-seeking survey

gyro that can free the surveyor from these constraints. Sci-

entists have evaluated the instrument's accuracy and de-

veloped procedures for using it in the field. Although this

gyro has been on the market for some time, accuracies

that could be achieved with the instrument limited its use.

In recent years, however, scientists at England's Royal

School of Mines added a finely graduated optical scale to

the device. This modification improved the gyro's accuracy,
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decreasing its margin of error from 30 to 5 arc seconds.

Mounted on a theodolite, the modified gyro provides an
easy way to measure azimuths. The gyro points to the spin

axis of the earth - true north. The surveyor uses the scale

of the theodolite to determine where a reference line is in

relation to north and calculate its azimuth.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. Richard

Foreman, Engineer Topographic Laboratories, Building

2592, Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060; (202)355-2632. Refer to Tech
Tran 10-1 +TN.

0690 Novel Device Invented for Measuring Marine
Aerosols
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (J, K)

A team of scientists at the Naval Research Laboratory

(NRL) reports the development of a unique scientific instru-

ment that measures the size distribution of marine aerosols

and gives scientists data to evaluate aerosol extinction for

various Navy systems. The instrument is known as the dif-

ferential mobility size spectrometer coupled with a continu-

ous flow, single-particle counting cloud chamber. Together
these two devices, for the first time, make it possible to ac-

curately measure very small aerosol particles even at low

concentrations.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Navy Domes-
tic Technology Transfer Fact Sheet, Code E41 1 , Naval Sur-

face Weapons Center, Dahlgren, VA 22448. Refer to

090901 +TN.

0691 Novel Methane Gas Sensor Invented
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (J, K)

A team of scientists at the Naval Research Laboratory

(NRL) has developed an economical, compact, and highly

sensitive optical waveguide sensor capable of detecting

methane gas in concentrations as low as 2000 parts per

million (ppm) at room temperature and atmospheric pres-

sure. The device detects methane gas by means of a
unique physisorption surface phenomenon. The reseachers
add that the present device can be further adapted to a
battery-powered portable leak detection configuration for

use by both the military and industry. Since the NRL device
can detect methane at a level far below the minimum
49000 ppm gas concentration (at STP) required for an ex-

plosion, the sensor may have potential as an industrial

safety monitoring device. The new sensor is of further inter-

est to the scientific community because it allows, for the

first time, the optical detection of a hydrated non-polar gas
immobilized as a thin film on a solid (glass) substrate under
dynamic equilibrium flow conditions.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Navy Technol-
ogy Transfer, Code E21 1 , Naval Surface Weapons Center,

Dahlgren, VA 22448. Refer to 1 00202 +TN.

0692 Optical Measurement of Particle Size and Velocity:

Diffraction grating simulates Doppler interference in

proposed low-cost anemometer
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (J, K)

Dual-beam laser-Doppler anemometers can simultaneously

determine the velocity and size distribution of particles in a
flowing fluid. In a preliminary study, a single laser beam
passing through a Ronchi ruling projected fringe patterns

onto a rotating disk. Either sandpaper or glass beads were

attached to the disk to provide known particle size distribu-

tions. The reflected light was focused onto a photomultiplier

tube and the velocity signal amplitude was determined via

an oscilloscope.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-27036+TN.

0693 Optical Technique Determines Creep and Fatigue
Limits

Department of the Air Force, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (M, K)

The turbine disks of air-breathing jet engines are complicat-

ed components that operate in a severe environment and
the many holes, fillets, turbine blade mounting locations,

etc., are prime candidates for crack initiation. These com-
ponents are expensive and are critical to the operation of

an aircraft since a shattered disk means, at least, loss of

the engine. If turbine disks are regularly inspected for

cracks, the question is what should be done once a crack

of a certain size is found. This knowledge of material be-

havior in the presence of cracks is also useful in designing

an inspection program. Research undertaken by the Materi-

als Laboratory, Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories,

was concerned with measurement techniques for determin-

ing crack growth behavior more rapidly and accurately.

Such techniques will permit more extensive material testing

and the development of more reliable criteria for replace-

ment. The interferometric strain+ displacement gage (ISDG)

used is quite stable for even long term measurements.
There was no drift in a test of 500,000 cycles lasting six

hours and 45 minutes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 42675+ NAC,
price code: A06.

0694 Optical Turbopump Speed Sensor: An optical

tachometer measures shaft rotation from outside the

turbopump housing
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (F, K)

A proposed optical tachometer measures turbopump shaft

speed from outside the pump housing. A laser-diode beam
passes through a quartz lens onto a shaft nut with alternat-

ing reflective and nonreflective surfaces. The reflected

pulses are collected by the lens and transmitted to a photo-

detector. The photodetector signal is amplified and proc-

essed to give the rpm. A prototype showed low transmis-

sion losses and gave clear signals at - 150F.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19794+TN.

0695 Oxidation Protection for Thermocouples: A thin

platinum film covers the thermocouple sheath
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (H, K)

A thin platinum film on a thermocouple sheath protects

non-noble-metal thermocouples from deterioration in

oxygen-rich atmospheres. The coating should work on
nickel-alloy sheathed thermocouples that would otherwise

be destroyed by corrosion in pure oxygen at 1,000C. Ther-

mocouples with the platinum coating can be used in blast
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furnaces, glass furnaces, and high-temperature oxygen-pro-

ducing solid-electrolyte ceils.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15605+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA
Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15605+TN.

0696 Paint-Thickness Checker: An eddy-current flaw

detector with a cathode-ray tube (CRT) can be used to

compare layer thicknesses of conductive paint on
metallic substrates

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (B, K)

The layer thicknesses of a zinc-rich anticorrosion paint on
various stainless-steel fittings, plates, and tubing were de-

termined using an NDT6 eddy-current system, or equiva-

lent, and a Nortec SP-100 100-kHz, or equivalent, probe. In

eddy-current testing, each metal or alloy gives a slightly dif-

ferent impedance curve. The amplitude of the endpoint of

the curve decreases as the probe is raised off the surface.

Measurement of paint-film thickness was based on a proce-

dure using shims of known thickness to correlate spot posi-

tion on the CRT screen with film thickness.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to KSC-11270+ TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to James O. Harrell, John F.

Kennedy Space Center, Mail Code: SA-PAT, Kennedy
Space Center, FL 32899; (305) 867-2544. Refer to KSC-
11270+TN.

0697 Passive Sampling Device for Ambient Air and
Personal Monitoring

Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (J, K)

A high performance passive dosimeter was developed to

meet the rapidly expanding needs of ambient air and short-

term, low-level, personal monitoring. This device, employing
a porous polymer as the sorbent medium, satisfies the

stringent requirements imposed by ambient air sampling.

Detection sensitivities in the part-per-trillion (ppt) to part-

per-billion (ppb) range have been demonstrated for seven
halogenated organic compounds at exposure times of

about one hour. Retention time and detector response data
for twenty-four halogenated compounds were developed to

extend compound recognition capabilities. This simple, in-

expensive monitor demonstrates multicomponent sampling
capabilities.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB84-210046+ NAC,
price: $10.00. For information not in the report, contact Mr.

James Mulik, Environmental Monitoring Systems Laborato-

ry, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Research Trian-

gle Park, NC 27711.

0698 Photothermal Deflection Spectroscopy: Laser
techniques provide high sensitivity and resolution

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (J, K)

Improved spectroscopic techniques have been developed

based on the deflection of a laser beam for investigating

the optical and thermal properties of solids, liquids, gases,

and thin films. Advantages of photothermal deflection spec-

troscopy (PDS) over other photothermally based spectros-

copic techniques such as laser interferometry, thermal lens-

ing and photoacoustic spectroscopy, include high resolution

and sensitivity, less difficulty with background noise, and
the potential for remote monitoring in harsh environments.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Nabil M.

Amer, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Building 70, Room
1 1 0A, Berkeley, CA 94720; (41 5) 486-5601

.

0699 Photothermal Radiometry Offers New Technique
for Noncontact Inspection

Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (H, K)

Photothermal Radiometry (PTR) is a sensitive technique for

noncontact spectroscopy and inspection. Its principle is the

following: a modulated beam of photons (or other particles)

produces temperature transients in a sample; the corre-

sponding transients in the infrared thermal radiation emitted

from the sample are analyzed. This can provide absolute

absorption coefficients, as well as information on thermal

diffusivity, layered structure, and dimensions. Variations of

PTR are possible with continuously-modulated or pulsed

excitation, and with transmission or back-scattering detec-

tion. A research report by IBM Research Laboratory for the

Office of Naval Research reviews variations of PTR, de-

scribes in detail the recent technique of pulsed PTR with

back-scattering detection, and discusses some important

single-ended remote sensing applications. New applications

of Photothermal Radiometry include absolute absorption

spectroscopy, excitation spectroscopy, thickness or thermal

diffusivity measurements, monitoring of layered structure,

and sensing of degree of contact between materials.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 44640 + NAC,
price code: A03.

0700 Portable Fatigue-Testing Machine: Piezoelectric

crystal stack adds an oscillatory force to a constant

force

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (D, F, K)

A portable machine has been constructed for the fatigue

testing of structural materials or machinery parts that are

subjected to fatigue loads. It applies both a constant force

and a 2-kHz oscillatory force through a rod to a test sample
that is held in a grip. The rod applies a constant force from

a ram and an oscillatory force from a piezoelectric crystal

stack in the rod. The magnitude of the oscillatory force is

controlled by a power regulator. The machine can test a
wider variety of objects than can be tested with the usual

rotating-beam fatigue test.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19459+ TN.

0701 Power Calibration Capabilities Extended to 400
Hertz

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (B, K)
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The NBS Center for Electronics and Electrical Engineering

(CEEE) has developed new capabilities for calibrating

power-measuring instruments at 400 hertz. There are nu-

merous applications at this frequency since commercial and
military aircraft, as well as spacecraft, are powered at 400
hertz. Industries such as aerospace and power instrument

manufacturers need accurate meters for measurements at

this elevated frequency level. To develop this specialized

capability, the bureau has used NBS power measurement
standards, which were shown to have overall calibration un-

certainties of less than 0.05 percent, and the NBS-devel-

oped phase-angle calibration standard. The phase-angle

standard is a precise and stable two-channel signal source

which generates phase-related voltages.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Dr. Robert E.

Hebner, National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD
20899; (301) 921-3181.

Power-Measurement Errors Due to Instrument Lag: Short-

risetime pulses contain frequency components above the

flat-response region of typical instrumentation amplifiers
See 1258

0702 Precision Manometer: Instrument measures low
positive-gas pressures
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (J, K)

A precision manometer measures small positive pressures

up to 18 in. of water (4.5 kPa). A null-reading instrument,

the manometer does not have to be corrected for changes
in ambient pressure. With its water tank at ambient pres-

sure, the meniscus of water in a flexible, open-ended tube
is zeroed on a calibration line through adjustment of the

water level in the reservoir. When pressure is applied to the

water tank, the water rises in the tube.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PAT-APPL-6-
425,1 44 + NAB, price code: A02. For licensing information,

contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Patents,

U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For
further information, contact: Malcolm J. McPerson, Depart-

ment of Materials Science and Mineral Engineering, Univer-

sity of California, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley,

CA 94720; (415)642-5650.

0703 Proposed ATE Development and Support Facility

Plan: A report describes how to organize an ATE
software development and support facility

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (K)

A study for the U.S. Army Communications Electronics

Command, proposes a plan for the design of Automatic
Test Equipment facilities. These facilities will be utilized to

effect controls over the test program set (TPS) life cycle,

provide dramatic cost savings offer the TSP life cycle, and
significantly increase the effectiveness of deployed auto-

matic test equipment (ATE) systems. Several plans were
developed to support the ATE software development and
support facilities. A concept plan documents the need for

these facilities and their functional capabilities. The concept
plan also illustrates how these facilities fit into the scheme
of prime-system and support-system acquisitions. The study

confirms that changing maintenance requirements call for

current assets to be upgraded.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 42005+NAA,
price code: A03.

0704 Quick-Change Holder for Aeronautical-Research
Microphones: Mounting holds microphone flush with
aircraft surface and maintains a pressure seal

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B, K)

A mounting for microphones used in aeronautical research

reduces erroneous output caused by airframe vibration. The
microphones, which measure dynamic pressure and shock
waves as they pass over an aircraft fuselage or other ex-

perimental body, are mounted through the fuselage so that

they are flush with the outside surface. The mounting also

allows the microphones to be changed quickly. With the

new mounting method, a microphone can be removed and
replaced ready for use, in 1 5 minutes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to FRC-11072+TN. Inquiries

concerning license for its commercial development should

be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resident Office-

JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasade-
na, CA 91103; (818) 354-2700. Refer to FRC-11072+TN.

0705 Rapid Freezing-Point Measurement: A technique to

determine the freezing point of fuels could be the basis

of a portable instrument

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (C, J, K)

A technique has been developed for the rapid determina-

tion of the freezing-point temperature of fuels. The freezing

point of aviation fuels is currently determined by the ASTM
D-2386 laboratory standard. However, this method is rela-

tively slow and not suitable for in-the-field measurements.
The technique described here can determine a freezing

point in under 10 minutes and is suitable for use in the

design of a portable device.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: N83-10207+TN; price

code: A06.

0706 Reference Materials Designed for 'Thin' Specimens
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (J, K)

Laboratories that use X-ray fluorescence spectrometry for

elemental analysis of 'thin' specimens such as airborne pol-

lutants or toxic particles in waste water can now calibrate

instruments reliably using either of two new NBS standard

reference materials (SRMs). Developed in cooperation with

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the mate-

rials were produced initially to assist EPA in measuring vari-

ous elemental particles from ambient air samples gathered

on filters. Besides being used to calibrate X-ray spectrom-

eters, the SRMs may be used by manufacturers as a yard-

stick in the production of commercial secondary standards,

which before now have not been traceable to an interna-

tionally recognized standard. Each SRM consists of a 0.55-

micrometer-thick glass film deposited onto a polycarbonate

filter mounted on an aluminum ring and containing known
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concentrations of various elements. One of the new materi-

als, SRM 1832, is certified for the concentrations of alumi-

num, silicon, calcium, vanadium, manganese, cobalt, and

copper. Its companion, SRM 1833, contains certification for

silicon, potassium, titanium, iron, zinc, and lead.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The new SRMs are

$398 each and are available from the Office of Standard

Reference Materials, B311 Chemistry Building, National

Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899; (301) 921-

2045.

0707 Reflecting Schmidt+ Littrow Prism Imaging
Spectrometer: High resolution is achieved with a wide
field of view
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (J, K)

An imaging spectrometer includes off-axis optics that give

an unobstructed 1 5 deg field of view and a resolution of 4.3

arc-seconds. The instrument operates at wavelengths from

0.4 to 2.5 micrometers. This wide spectral range is possible

because the imaging optics are reflecting (as opposed to

refracting) to avoid unwanted dispersion. For each image
point along the spectrometer slit, a spectrum is obtained.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15801 +TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818)354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15801 +TN.

0708 Residual-Stress Measurements in Metal Parts: Flat,

curved, and cylindrical parts can be evaluated
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (F, G, K)

An incremental drilling technique was investigated for

measuring the residual-stress profile in metal components.
The destructive-evaluation method was originally intended

for curved aluminum parts, though it is applicable to flat or

curved parts made of any metal. The method involves drill-

ing small flat-bottom holes into the testpiece an increment
at a time and measuring the strain around the hole resulting

from an applied load. Following each increment of drilling,

the load is applied with a tensile machine in increments so
that strain measurements can be taken at various loads.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE83-01 1408+ NAB,
price code: A03.

0709 Semiautomatic Nondispersive Infrared Analyzer
Apparatus for C02 Air Sample Analyses
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

Washington, DO; Department of Commerce, Washington,
DC
Sep 85 (J, K)

A Semiautomatic nondispersive infrared analyzer apparatus
has been developed for analysis of up to 50 C02 air sam-
ples per day. The samples are collected in 500-ml glass

flasks and are transferred to the analyzer with a novel, free-

floating piston pump. Sample and calibration gas transfer

operations are controlled by a microprocessor, and data
are recorded, analyzed, and output by a Hewlett-Packard
9845A+S desktop computer. The C02 flask sample appa-

ratus has performed very satisfactorily during 2 years of op-

eration. Results typifying C02 flask sample analyses indi-

cated short-term analysis precision is about 0.1 ppm.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact:

NOAA+NESDIS Office of Research and Technology Appli-

cations, Room 3316, FB No. 4, Suitland, MD 20233;

(301)763-2419.

0710 Sensor Provides New Insight Into Fog + Haze
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (J, K)

A saturation hygrometer capable of sensing relative humidi-

ty (RH) that exceeds 100-percent (supersaturation) in a
haze or fog has been developed and patented at the Naval

Research Laboratory (NRL). An important need exists to

understand the formation of hazes and fogs because of

their adverse effects on naval operations, the operations at

commercial airports and shipping, and all traffic in general.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Navy Domes-
tic Technology Transfer Fact Sheet, Code E41 1 , Naval Sur-

face Weapons Center, Dahlgren, VA 22448. Refer to

090802 +TN.

0711 Shear-Panel Test Fixture Eliminates Corner
Stresses: A new design eliminates corner stresses

while maintaining uniform stress across the panel

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (D, K)

Fixtures for performing shear-panel tests include the biax-

ially-loaded picture frame and diagonal-tension, cantilever-

beam, and three-point bending fixtures. All of these

produce relatively-uniform shear-stress distribution in the

center of the test panel but large normal and shear

stresses in the corners. A new shear-panel test fixture is

composed of eight frames and eight corner pins. The as-

sembly is put together in two halves (picture frames) with

the shear panel sandwiched between them. The shear-

panel test fixture was originally designed for testing struc-

tural panels under a shear loading. Its features could be in-

corporated into a smaller fixture for determining the charac-

teristic material properties, such as shear modulus, and
shear-stress and strain ultimates. Test results generated

from the use of this fixture should result in a good data

base for the design of efficient aircraft structures and other

applications.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to LAR-12930+TN.

0712 Single-Color Transmissometer Mean Particle

Diameter Code
Department of the Air Force, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (J, K)

Developing methods to retrieve rocket exhaust particulate

properties is of ongoing study at the Air Force Rocket Pro-

pulsion Laboratory (AFRPL). Of practical interest is the ap-

plication of a single-color laser transmissometer extinction

method to gain effective particle Sauter mean diameters

(i.e., the volume-to-surface mean ratio) in two-phase low

visibility propellant rocket exhaust plumes. A retrieval

method has been developed which give these mean diame-

ters and their associated error bounds subject to uncertain-

ties in the following input parameters: size distribution, real

and imaginary indices of refraction, transmittance bounds,

plume diameter, plume mass loading and particulate materi-
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al bulk densities. The single-color transmissometer algo-

rithm has been codified for a computer program,

A32CODE. Pending verification the code is being used to

get preliminary mean particle diameter results from a trans-

missometer experiment on metallized, low-visibility propel-

lant solid rocket motor plumes. Some ab initio analyses on
applying two- and three-color and other Mie scattering tech-

niques to yield more particle property information has also

been done. In addition to retrieving rocket exhaust particle

sizes, this method can be applied to determine particle

sizes of low mass loaded effluents with a variety of flows

(e.g., automobile or smokestack emissions).

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Lt James A.

Misener, AFRPL+DYSO, Stop 24, Edwards AFB CA
93523; (805) 277-5584.

0713 Sludge Sampler: This unit collects sludge samples
at selected depths
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (K)

A recently developed sludge sampler collects sludge at se-

lected depths by simple turning of a pressure-release valve.

Samples collected this way reveal a more accurate cross

section of pollution in cesspools, streambeds, and rivers.

The unit is a glass, plastic, or metal cylinder with a disk-

shaped baffle hermetically sealed to the inside cylinder

wall. A small hole through the center of this baffle is con-

nected to a plastic tube. Air pressure applied through an

opened pressure-control valve compresses a ball-check

valve against a seat at the bottom endplate. When the

pressure-control valve is closed, the trapped pressure in

the lower cylinder chamber keeps the ball-check valve shut.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The patent document
on which this technical note is based is U.S. Patent

4,367,657, which is available from: Commissioner of Pat-

ents, Washington, DC 20231 for $1. For licensing informa-

tion, contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Pat-

ents, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585.

For further information, contact: Ralph C. Ward, 324 Potrillo

Drive, Los Alamos, NM 87544.

0714 Soil Tester Combines Two Important
Measurements
Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (D, K)

Soil moisture and salinity can be measured simultaneously

with a device first developed to find breaks in underground

telephone cables. Previously, two separate instruments

were needed, and each was complicated, expensive, and
time consuming. The tool is easier to use and more accu-

rate because it measures soil water content and salinity in

the same soil sample, rather than two different samples.

Also, there is no radiation hazard as there might be with

the neutron probes that are currently used to measure
water content. The cable tester, which is commercially

available, uses a technique called time-domain roflectome-

try. Dalton uses portable equipment to send electrical sig-

nals through a pair of soil probes, measuring soil water

content by the amount of time it takes the signal to travel

through the soil and back and salinity by the strength of the

returning signal.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Francis N.

Dalton and James D. Rhoades, U.S. Salinity Laboratory,

4500 Glenwood Drive, Riverside, CA 92501.

0715 Space Plate for Coordinate-Measuring Machines:
The plate is used for estimating measuring
uncertainties of these machines
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (F, K)

A stable three-dimensional space plate is used for estab-

lishing the measuring uncertainties of coordinate-measuring

machines (CMM's). The space plate resembles a sine

plate. The design accommodates CMM's with hard probes,

touch probes, measuring probes, or control probes. A
single support is incorporated to handle CMM's with hard

probes because of the force the Z-spindle exerts downward
on the space plate. Structural-steel tubing is used through-

out the design for reduced weight at no expense to struc-

tural rigidity. This design allows the space plate to be cali-

brated in the horizontal down position with less uncertainty.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-006999+ NAB,
price code: A04.

0716 Specimen Holder for Analytical Electron

Microscopes: It reduces spectral contamination by
spurious X-rays

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (J, K)

A specimen holder machined from a single block of com-
pressed carbon retains a standard electron-microscope grid

and reduces the formation of spurious X-rays near the

specimen. A new specimen holder absorbs the backscat-

tered electrons and low-energy X-rays. Because of its low

atomic number, it does not produce high-energy line radi-

ation that would contribute to the X-ray detector output.

Since the holder is inexpensive, it can be dedicated to a

single specimen when numerous samples are to be exam-
ined.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20398+TN.

0717 Spill-Detector-and-Shutoff Device: Overflow in

liquid chromatography systems is rapidly detected and
stopped
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (J, K)

A system shown minimizes the amount of liquid spilled from

a liquid-chromatography system. It can also be adapted to

other systems that transfer electrically conductive liquids.

During normal operation, liquid is pumped through a pliable

tube into the chemical-component detector of the chroma-

tography apparatus. The detector sends signals to the frac-

tionator, which rotates sample tubes into position under the

liquid-output nozzle to receive the liquid fractions. If a

sample tube overflows or if a malfunction prevents the

placement of a tube under the nozzle, the liquid will spill

onto the liquid sensor that is placed under the tubeholder.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20206+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning license for its commercial development

should be addressed to Marvin F. Matthews, Lyndon B.

Johnson Space Center, Mail Code: AL-3, Houston, TX
77058; (713)483-4871. Refer to MSC-20206 + TN.
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0718 Standard Developed for Measuring Image Quality

in Film

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (H, K)

The sensitivity of x-ray systems and radiographic film used

to detect internal defects in metals can be evaluated more
accurately using a new standard reference material (SRM)
developed by NBS at industry's request. Producers of in-

dustrial x-ray film, manufacturers of x-ray systems, and
metals producers and fabricators will be prime users of the

new SRM. It consists of a precision image quality indicator

(four thin steel plates with rows of tiny holes) and a 200 x

250 mm (8x1 Oin.) by 19-mm (3+4 in.) thick mild steel plate.

It is designed for use with ASTM E-746, Standard Method
for Determining Relative Image Quality Response in Indus-

trial Radiographic Film.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: SRM 1844,

Radiographic Image Quality Reference Materials, B311

Chemistry Building, National Bureau of Standards, Gaithers-

burg, MD 20899; (301)921-2641.

0719 Standard for Performance Evaluation of

Coordinate Measuring Machines
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (F, G, K)

A coordinate measuring machine (CMM) is an expensive,

complex piece of equipment, easily affected by temperature

and vibration. How do you as a prospective purchaser write

technical specifications for a CMM to be sure that it will

meet your company's needs. How do you as a vendor deal

with a different kind of acceptance test for each machine
you sell. How do you both decide who is responsible for the

effects of environment on CMM measurements. These are

questions which motivated representatives of twenty-one

companies to join with technical consultants from the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards to develop a Method for Per-

formance Evaluation of Coordinate Measuring Machines.
The result is an Interim Standard written by ASME Subcom-
mittee B89.1.12. Machine performance specification in-

cludes repeatability, linear displacement accuracy, and
socketed ball bar measurement performance. In addition,

the standard gives a unified treatment of terminology, gen-

eral machine classification, and environmental effects. The
new standard makes a significant contribution to handling

the effects of environmental factors on measurement re-

sults.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. Thomas
Charlton, Room B106, Bldg. 220, National Bureau of Stand-

ards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899; (301) 921-2983.

0720 Steam Line Leaks: Early Detection Systems Save
Money
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (D, K)

Steam distribution systems represent a major investment in

the Navy. Maintenance and replacement of these lines also

represent a major expenditure. A techdata sheet reports on
two nondestructive leak detection systems that can be
used as part of a comprehensive preventive maintenance
program. The two leak detection systems evaluated are: A
sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) gas system that uses a model
61 lontrack Leakmeter and a calculator program run on an
HP41C calculator, and a methane-nitrogen gas system that

uses a flame-ionization hydrocarbon detector.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: J. King, Code
L73, Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory, Port Hueneme, CA
93043; (805) 982-5085. Refer to Techdata Sheet 84-

19+TN.

0721 Submicron-Particle Generator: Device operates at

high pressure and flow

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (K)

A particle generator supplies submicron-size particles to a
high-pressure airstream. The generator uses extremely

small injection slits. The increase in velocity between the

microslit wall (where vel ocity is zero) and the center of the

microslit (where velocity is sonic) provides a shear force

large enough to break up already small particles into even
smaller ones, about 0.45 micrometer in diameter. The parti-

cles serve as light scatterers in a laser velocimeter for

ultra-high-speed gas. A major advantage of the generator is

that it produces a cloud of uniform, submicron particles at

both high ambient pressures and high flow rates, unlike al-

ternative devices such as smoke generators.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to LAR-12785+TN.
Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to

Howard J. Osborn, Langley Research Center, Mail Code:
279, Hampton, VA 23665; (804) 827-3725. Refer to LAR-
12785+TN.

0722 Superconducting-Cavity Accelerometer: The
resonant frequency of a microwave superconducting
cavity is sensitive to gravitation and acceleration

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (K)

A sensitive accelerometer would be assembled by combin-

ing a superconducting microwave cavity and a conventional

microwave semiconductor oscillator. The cavity would serve

as the resonant element of the oscillator circuit. It is esti-

mated that the proposed device could measure accelera-

tions as small as 10 to the -10th cm+ s squared. It could

also be configured to measure small gradients in the gravi-

tational field of the Earth. Changes in the cavity dimensions

caused by an acceleration alter the resonant frequency of

the cavity and therefore the oscillator frequency; ie, a rela-

tive change in the length of the cavity causes a relative

shift in frequency, which can be measured very easily.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to GSC-12797+TN.

0723 Surface Acoustic Wave Device Aids
Nondestructive Semiconductor Testing

Department of the Air Force, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (B, H, K)

Properties of semiconductor surfaces and interfaces play a
vital role on the electrical characteristics of the devices fab-

ricated on semiconductor surfaces. Considering today's

rapid advancements in the area of planar fabrication proc-

esses used in VIHISIC and VLSI chips, the effect of sur-

faces on device performance is of increasing importance. A
new report encompasses both the theoretical and experi-

mental aspects of the research carried out by Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute for the Air Force Office of Scientific
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Research. It relates to the characterization of silicon and
compound semiconductors (such as gallium arsenide, cad-

mium sulfide) surfaces and interfaces. The major emphasis
is on a new and novel surface acoustic wave (SAW) device

which has been developed for use in the nondestructive

determination of the electronic properties of semiconduc-
tors. The technique uses surface acoustic waves on a pi-

ezoelectric substrate. By observing effects while varying ex-

ternal parameters such as temperature, applied acoustic

power, SAW frequency, semiconductor surface irradiation

and bias voltage, the desired information is obtained. The
properties that can be determined by this non-contact tech-

nique include the bulk and surface conductivity, generation

lifetime, surface recombination velocity, the location in the

energy gap of traps, surface states, and interface states,

trap emission and absorption times and storage times in

the depletion layer. The technique can be used to perform

depth profiling of electrical properties.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 43559+ NAC,
price code: A1 2.

0724 Surface-Streamline Flow Visualization: Streaks in

an array of ink dots show key flow characteristics

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (D, K)

A new surface-streamline flow-visualization technique has
been developed that is suitable for use in low-speed wind

tunnels or other low-speed gas flows. The technique pro-

vides a permanent record of ink traces that show surface

streamline direction and shape. The new technique is

suited to the low-speed (up to a hundred meters per

second) flow of agas; e.g., flow over surface in a low-speed

wind tunnel. The ability to visualize the fluid flow near a

solid surface is a valuable experimetal technique. When
properly interpreted, the flow visualization can provide an
experimenter with a great deal of information about the flow

fairly simply and in a relatively short period of time. The re-

sults of the new technique were compared with those ob-

tained from a conventional flow visualization technique.

Good agreement was found between the two, with the new
technique appearing to give more accurate surface stream-

lines.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LEW-
13875+TN.

0725 Synchronized Radar-Target Simulator: A radar is

presented with a test signal that varies with antenna
motion
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (B, K)

An apparatus for testing a radar system generates signals

that simulate the amplitude and phase characteristics of

target returns and their variation with antenna-pointing di-

rection. The antenna movement causes the equipment to

alter the test signal in imitation of the behavior of a real

signal that would be received during tracking. The test

equipment offers several advantages: An outdoor 'roof-

house' test range with a real target is unnecessary; test

costs are lower because simpler facilities can be used;

schedules can be compressed because the simulator

equipment is ready to be used any time; and test data are

more repeatable and reliable because the test environment
is controllable.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20240+TN.

0726 Temperature Reference Point for Clinical Labs
Available

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (J, K)

NBS has issued a new standard reference material for ac-

curately calibrating thermometers near 58 degrees C. SRM
1 970, Succinonitrile Triple-Point Standard, consists of about
60 grams of 99.999+ percent pure succinonitrile, certified

for a triple-point temperature of 58.0793 degrees C. The
reference material is vacuum-sealed in a specially desig-

nedborosilicate glass cell. SRM 1970 provides a reference

temperature in a region important to clinical chemistry-co-

agulation studies in hematology are often done at 56 de-

grees C. Together with the ice or triple-point of water, and
the NBS Gallium Temperature Reference (SRM 1968), the

succinonitrile SRM provides enough fixed points to calibrate

thermistors to an accuracy of about 2 millikelvin over the

important to 60 degrees C temperature range.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: SRM 1970, Succinoni-

trile Triple-Point Standard, is available for $388 per cell

from the Office of Standard Reference Materials, B311
Chemistry Building, National Bureau of Standards, Gaithers-

burg, MD. 20899.

0727 Temperature-Averaging Thermal Probe: An
embedded temperature sensor measures long-term

temperature fluctuations

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (K)

A temperature-averaging thermal probe measures long-term

temperature fluctuations in a fluid environment. It consists

of a temperature probe embedded inside a thermally mas-
sive material. The mass, in turn, is enclosed in a sealed

housing to suppress the effects of cyclical and short-term

fluctuations in temperature. The probe measurements can

be used to estimate powerplant heating and cooling loads,

to map temperature profiles, and to calibrate more-sensitive

temperature probes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to GSC-12795+TN.
Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to John
O. Tresansky, Goddard Space Flight Center, Mail Code:

204, Greenbelt, MD 20771; (301) 344-7351. Refer to GSC-
12795+TN.

0728 Temporary Sealing of Cavities for Leak Testing:

Wax seals cavity openings to permit helium leak test of

cavity welds
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (K)

The testing of repaired pinhole leaks with helium in the

Space Shuttle main-engine combustion chamber necessi-

tated a way to seal off passages leading to a manifold that

was not yet installed. A wax, such as Rigidax or equivalent,

proved to be effective in sealing the passage. This tech-
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nique facilitates leak testing of cavities in components of

larger systems that cannot be otherwise sealed off at the

time the leak testing should be done. Testing separate

components also avoids the potentially higher costs of de-

laying the test until after final assembly.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19646+TN.

0729 Testing Ceramics for Diesel Engines: Concept
offers safe, convenient simulation of operating

conditions

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (H, K)

A proposed adaptation of a diesel engine would allow pres-

tressed ceramic materials to be evaluated under realistic

pressure, temperature, and stress without introducing extra-

neous stress. Such materials are under consideration as

cylinder liners for diesel engines because they would allow

operation at higher temperatures and therefore higher effi-

ciencies. They tend to be brittle, however; and careful eval-

uation is necessary. When the diesel engine is running, the

specimen is subjected to essentially the same temperatures

and pressures as in the combustion chamber, and the axial

and radial stresses can be varied by the experimenter. The
effects of stress risers can be determined by introducing

notches, holes, or impurities into the specimens.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-
15824+TN.

0730 Thermally Modulated Electron Affinity Detector for

Priority Pollutant Analysis

Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (J, K)

In the area of environmental monitoring, a need exists for a
rapid, sensitive, and selective method to analyze for chlor-

inated organic compounds such as pesticides, PCB, PCDD,
and PCDF at trace levels in complex samples. In response
to this need, a program was conducted to determine the

feasibility of using a new detector concept in the gas chro-

matographic analysis of certain priority pollutants. The con-

cept is based on the thermal alteration of a compound's
electron affinity in a flow-through reactor, which can be
used to modify the selectivity and sensitivity of the ECD to

certain compounds. The Thermally Modulated Electron

Capture Detector (TM ECD) consists of two ECDs connect-
ed by a temperature-controlled reactor. A prototype was
developed.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PB85-158145+ NAC,
price code: A04, or contact Stephen Billets, Environmental
Monitoring Systems Laboratory, U.S. Environmental Protec-

tion Agency, P.O. Box 15027, Las Vegas, NV 89114.

0731 Thin Film Thermocouple Improvements
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;
Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (B, K)

Research into the improvement of thin film thermocouples,
which are used as sensors to measure the temperature of

hot gas turbines in aircraft engines is explained in a new
report. On behalf of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, NBS' chemical engineering and materials

science centers investigated problems with the electrical in-

sulation and adhesion properties of oxides on which thin

film thermocouples are bonded. Engine manufacturers have
had problems with the dependability and durability of this

new technology which uses 'sputtered' 1 -micrometer-thick

thermocouples. The research focuses on ineffective insulat-

ing barriers as the culprits and suggests ways to improve

these insulators. Also examined in the report are four types

of thin film coatings and their effectiveness as thermocou-
ples.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PB85-1 32322+NAC,
price code: A05.

0732 Three-Dimensional Profiling of Solids. The first

nondestructive three-dimensional composition analysis

of elements in solid material has been reported

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (H, J, K)

The Sandia Laboratories' nuclear microprobe, a powerful

tool for materials and solid-state scientists, opens new hori-

zons in medicine, environmental science, archeology, geol-

ogy, and electronics. The microprobe is an instrument used
to determine the atomic composition of the near-surface

region of materials. It scans the materials with high-energy

ions and uses the resulting nuclear interactions to measure
the atomic composition from hydrogen to uranium. The
measurement is nondestructive, and, because the detected

nuclear signals are depth-sensitive, the method provides

three-dimensional concentration profiles of the elements in

the near-surface region of solids.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE83-005363 + NAB,
price code: A03.

0733 Tiltmeter Indicates Sense of Slope: The output of

a dc bridge circuit depends on the tilt angle

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (B, K)

A tiltmeter that indicates the sense as well as the magni-

tude of a slope can be used in locations where the incline

is not visible to the operator. Use of direct rather than alter-

nating current greatly simplifies the design of an instrument

capable of indicating the sense of the slope. Since the

electrodes are immersed in an electrolyte that remains level

while the sensor follows the tilt of the body on which it is

placed, more of one outer electrode and less of the other

are immersed and their resistances fall or rise, respectively.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16153 + TN.

0734 Tomographic Reconstruction New Tool for

Nondestructive Testing

Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (D, G, K)

Application of computer-aided tomography to the problem
of nondestructive inspection of industrial components is de-

scribed in a new report. The report discusses the applica-

tion of tomographic techniques to neutron radiography and
includes a comparison of neutron and X-ray tomography. It

also describes the capability for three-dimensional visualiza-

tion of inspection data, made possible by the use of this
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technique. The use of tomography was of particular interest

to researchers due to the possibilities of increased contrast

sensitivity and 3-D visualization during field inspection of

aircraft components. Until now X-ray projection radiography

has been widely used for nondestructive testing (NDT) in

industrial inspection whereas X-ray imaging or computer-

aided tomography (CT) has been very successful in provid-

ing cross-sectional images of the internal structure of three-

dimensional objects. With increasing availability of cheaper,

improved radiation sources and detectors, and with im-

provements in general-purpose tomographic reconstruction

software, CT techniques are increasingly applicable to NDT
inspection tasks.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 45682+ NAC,
price code: A04.

0735 Trace-Level Solid-Polymer Electrolyte Hygrometer:
Water vapor absorbed by a solid polymer electrolyte is

detected by measuring the current required to

electrolyze the water
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (J, K)

An absolute electrolytic hygrometer for measuring traces of

water vapor in vacuum is under development. The electro-

lytic cell is constructed on a slit glass tube. A gold foil inner

electrode surrounds the tube. A strip of solid polymer elec-

trolyte, such as a sulfonated fluorocarbon polymer, is

wrapped over the foil. After clamping the tube to compress
the slit, an outer electrode of gold-plated nickel wire is

wound over the polymer. Releasing the clamp lets the tube

compress the polymer layer tightly between the electrodes

(with guard electrodes).

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15722+TN.

0736 Tropical Field Tests Versus Laboratory Tests: A
strong correlation is found to exist between the two
kinds of tests

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (K)

A 3-year study has compared the effects of exposing prod-

ucts to a natural tropical environment with the effects of ex-

posing identical products to simulated environments in lab-

oratory test chambers. The study, which was conducted for

the U.S. Army Armament Research and Development
Center, was intended to resolve uncertainty as to whether
chamber testing was too severe for realistic evaluation of

service life. The study found that a correlation does exist

between the number of days of exposure required to

produce failure in a test chamber and the number of days
of exposure required to produce failure in the tropics.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A142817+ NAA,
price code: A07.

0737 Two-Liquid Mixer: Device provides thorough
mixing of liquids, the proportions of which vary with

time
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (J, K)

A high pressure mixer blends two liquids, producing an ac-

curate and precise concentration gradient that varies linear-

ly or exponentially with time. The mixer was developed for

liquid chromotography, in which one solvent must be gradu-

ally switched to another at a constant flow rate. The mixer

consists basically of a premixing T-fitting that feeds a main
mixing chamber. The premixed fluids enter the main mixing

chamber. There, five or six spirally wound strands of wire

create turbulent flow and enhance mixing. Finally, the thor-

oughly mixed fluids pass through a filter. The mixer handles

flows ranging from near-zero to 10 ml+ min. Pressures

range from several hundred kPa to about 5,000 Ib+sq in.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PAT-APPL-6-
41 5,946+ NAB, price code: A02. For licensing information,

contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Patents,

U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For

further information, contact: Christian G. Daughton, Univer-

sity of California, Berkeley, RFS 112, 1301 South 46th

Street, Richmond, CA 94804; (415) 231-9597.

0738 Ultrahigh-Vacuum Sample-Transfer System: Low-
cost system features short-term sample transfer

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (J, K)

An ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) sample-transfer system devel-

oped and in use at Langley Research Center features

short-term (less than 30 minutes) transfer of samples from

atmospheric pressure into a sample manipulator within the

UHV analysis system without significantly degrading the

system pressure. The system allows the samples to be

transferred to a 5-degree-of-freedom manipulator at UHV
levels of 10 to the -9th torr. This new system is an austere

approach to sample transfer, involving no automation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-12993+TN.

0739 Ultrasonic Thick-Weld Inspections Now Automated
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (D, H, K)

A thick-weld inspection system recently developed uses ul-

trasonic shear waves, polarized parallel to the surface of a

plate, to detect flaws in butt welds and to determine their

size. Non-conta cting electromagnetic-acoustic transducers

(EMATs) generate ultrasonic probe signals and detect

waves scattered from defects in the welds. EMATs, unlike

conventional transducers, do not require fluid couplants or

special surface preparation, so they can be used on virtual-

ly any surface: rough or smooth, hot or cold, rusty or paint-

ed. The system automatically scans the inspection site

under computer control, and processes the reflected waves

to aid in determining flow size. The computer uses synthet-

ic-aperture waveform reconstruction techniques to reduce

interference in the noisy welding environment.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A report (NBS+TN
1075) describes the concept, design, and operation of the

sytem. Order by stock no. 003-003-02578-0 for $4.75 pre-

paid from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
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0740 Uniform-Temperature Walls for Cloud Chambers:
Flat heat pipes rapidly transfer heat to and from
experimental volumes
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (D, K)

Flat-plate heat pipes are used as the walls of spaceborne
atmospheric cloud chambers. On Earth, they might find use

as isothermal floors for environmental test chambers. The
heat pipes offer the advantages of flat walls, low thermal

mass, vibration resistance, and strength. They allow precise

control of the temperature in the volumes they enclose, re-

sulting in uniform wall temperature.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25931 +TN.

0741 Unmanned Instrument Platform for Undersea
Exploration: Instruments are accommodated on a
moving underwater platform
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (K)

A remotely operated, unmanned, towed platform serves as

a test-bed for the development of ocean-measuring instru-

ments and sonars at depths to 20,000 feet (6 kilometers).

An instrumented platform of this type could also be used
for undersea mining and for detailed surveys of underwater

routes for cables and pipelines. The platform is towed and
operated from a ship by an armored coaxial cable that car-

ries power and two-way communications. The platform data

link transmits 250,000 bits of data per second to the ship. A
van on the ship houses the platform depth control data

processing, display, and recording facilities. Since the

image data are in digital form and are processed digitally,

other useful data can be appended to images. For exam-
ple, such information as position, course, speed, and
elapsed time aids in the preparation of mosaic composite
pictures of the seafloor. These mosaics provide coverage
comparable to wide-area aerial photographs.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15878+TN.

0742 Wire-Identification Instrument: Unit identifies

unconnected wires in a cable and searches for

preselected wires
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (B, K)

An instrument automatically tests each wire in a multiwire

cable and identifies a specified wire so that it can be segre-

gated or labeled. It also locates the wire connected to a
specified connector pin. The battery-powered instrument in-

corporates a digital display, a thumb-wheel switch, an audio
transducer, and a probe. The cable to be tested is connect-
ed to the instrument by an adapter cable wired to match
the connector on the instrument. For example, if the cable

to be checked has only 37 pins, the first 37 pins on the test

instrument would be used. Each of the wires in the cable is

routed, via the adapter cable, to one of the inputs of a digi-

tal multiplexer. The instrument uses a liquid-crystal display

and complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)
chips throughout. Since the instrument produces no high

voltages that could cause electrical overstress, no damage
to the wires is possible.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15633+TN.

0743 Zero-Net-Charge Air Ionizer: Positive and negative

ion outputs are controlled to produce neutral ionized

air

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85

~
(K)

An instrument monitors the air supplied by an air ionizer

and regulates the ionizer to ensure that the net charge is

neutral. It is useful where integrated-circuit chips are manu-
factured, inspected, tested, or assembled since it prevents

a localized buildup of electric charge and thus protects

against damage from electrostatic discharge. The instru-

ment includes a probe, an electrometer, and an amplifier.

As the ionizer blows air over a metal plate attached to the

probe, the electrometer continuously measures the probe
voltage and sends the measurement signal to the amplifier.

The amplifier then sends a control signal to each of the

ionizer high-voltage supplies, adjusting the outputs of posi-

tive and negative ions so that they are equal.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15937+TN.

0744 15-Kilojoule Laser Calorimeter Developed
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (J, K)

NBS has developed a broad-band, high-energy calorimeter

design for measuring the output of pulsed lasers. The two
reference calorimeters built by NBS are set up for measure-
ments at 340 nm and 10.6 micrometers, but other wave-
lengths can be easily accommodated by changing the ab-

sorber and mirror. Each accepts pulses from 1 kJ to 1 5 kJ,

and beam sizes up to 30 cm by 1 5 cm. The unique aspect

of these calorimeters is that they are designed to measure
pulses large enough to damage ordinary pulse calorimeters

using conventional volume absorbers. In these devices, the

volume absorber is in the form of small pieces, so that

even if a pulse breaks them up further, no permanent harm
is done. Measurements are electrically calibrated and can

be referred to basic SI standards. For those who may wish

to construct their own system, both systems are described

in detail, along with listings of the computer programs to

operate them.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB85-1 60695+ NAC,
price code: A08.

MANUFACTURING & INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING
0745 Acoustic-Levitation Chamber: A sealed chamber

eliminates contamination in ultrapure-materiai

processing

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (F, G)

Uncontaminated environments for highly-pure material proc-

essing can be provided within a completely sealed levita-
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tion chamber that suspends particles by acoustic excitation.

The chamber is designed for processing semiconductor

and integrated-circuit materials at high temperatures in an
environment where even minute contamination and nuclea-

tion are unacceptable. This technique is ideally suited for

material processing in the low gravity environment of

space. The entire acoustic chamber is vibrated to excite its

levitation modes. With the proper chamber geometry, only

one acoustic transducer, producing longitudinal, transverse,

or a combination of the two oscillations, is required to sus-

pend the particles.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16142+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213)354-2700. Refer to NPO-
16142+ TN.

0746 Acousto-optic Extensometer for Bolts: Bolt torque
or tension is deduced from noncontacting
measurements
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (F, K)

A noncontacting extensometer determines the length of a
bolt with the help of optically-induced sound waves. By
comparing the length of the bolt when tightened with the

length when loose, the axial strain of the bolt is determined.

From the relationship between axial strain, tension, and
tightening torque, the latter two quantities can be deduced.
This totally noncontacting extensometer for measuring bolt

tension or extension can be applied to difficult-to-reach

bolts. The solid-state position detector is relatively inexpen-

sive and keeps down the cost of the extensometer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Title to this invention

has been waived under the provisions of the National Aero-

nautics and Space Act (42 U.S.C. 2457(f)) to the Rocket-

dyne Division of Rockwell International Corp., 6633 Canoga
Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304. MFS-19914+TN.

0747 Advanced Joining Techniques
Department of the Air Force, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (G, H)

The fatigue behavior of aircraft fabricated using adhesive

bonding or produced from monolithic aluminum castings

was compared to that of conventionally fastened 2024 alu-

minum alloy components. Spectrum load fatigue tests were
used to evaluate the different components and a methodol-

ogy was developed that permitted a comparison of the dif-

ferent types of joining methods. Adhesively bonded compo-
nents were found to provide the best overall joint charac-

teristics. Although the initial flaw size was usually large,

crack growth rates were low which provided appreciable

time for detection of a growing crack before it reached a
critical size. It was found that significant improvements in

fatigue properties of adhesively bonded joints could be ob-

tained by using unscrimmed adhesive. This also facilitated

the nondestructive inspection of joints for the presence of

unbonded regions.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 52241 +NAC,
price code: A09.

0748 Advanced X-Ray Lithography for IC Production:

Higher resolution and throughput are envisioned

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (B, G)

Substantial improvement in the manufacturing capabilities

of IC's is possible with X-ray lithography systems that use
bending magnet synchrotron sources. Such sources, also

known as insertion devices, offer the advantages of in-

creased radiation flux and wavelength flexibility over con-

ventional electron-beam X-ray sources. In addition, insertion

sources make possible the design of high throughput sys-

tems, which operate in the soft X-ray region where very

high contrast is obtainable. Two candidates for the ad-

vanced lithography systems are the wiggler and the undula-

tor insertion sources.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-001875+NAB,
price code: A02; or contact A. R. Neureuther or A. C.

Thompson, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Building 80-223,

Berkeley, CA 94720; (415) 486-5590.

0749 Air Bearing for Small Planar Vibrations: Air-cushion

device provides vibrations along axes 90 deg apart

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (F)

An air bearing allows small linear displacements in any di-

rection in a horizontal plane as well as rotation about a ver-

tical axis. It can support a large mass at the end of a long

arm, yet it transmits no microphonic or other vibrations to

the mass. The bearing was originally developed for stirring

crystal-growth liquids in containers.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-26003+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, George C.

Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01, Marshall

Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205)453-0020. Refer to

MFS-26003+TN.

0750 Air Force Studies Latest Developments in

Robotics

Department of the Air Force, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (D, F, G)

Robotics will be a major driving force of the defense indus-

trial base as industrial robots grow and mature into an inte-

gral part of next generation computer-integrated manufac-

turing processes. The Aerospace Industrial Modernization

(AIM) Office of Air Force Sy stems Command has recently

completed a technology assessment of robotics. With

regard to current technology, the report presents an update

of the U.S. robotics industry, current capabilities of a gener-

ic robot, state of practice by application, robotic usage by

industry, and a composite picture of present information.

The chapter on R&D activities looks into trends in both the

U.S., Japan, Western Europe, and Soviet Bloc countries.

The technological forecast of robotics considers methodol-

ogy, capability projection and application projections.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 46672+ 1NAC,
price code: A09.
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0751 Air Guide for Sheet-Metal Grinder: Tool attachment
reduces heat distortion of the sheet

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (F, G)

A small trough attached to a hand-held grinder directs cool-

ing air to the grinding wheel and workpiece. The cooling air

reduces thermal distortion of the workpiece due to localized

frictional heating. It is particularly useful when grinding

sheet metal. The attachment alters the direction of airflow

from a port on the motor housing.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A copy of the original

Tech Note fact sheet containing more detailed information

and diagrams is available by ordering the monthly subscrip-

tion package, order number PB85-925601, price code E02.

Aircraft Canopy Lock: Mechanism is easy to open
intentionally but resists accidental opening
See 0003

Alining Solder Pads on a Solar Cell: The back-surface

location is marked while the front pad is screened
See 0412

0752 Aluminum Soft-Soldering

Department of the Interior, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (G, H)

The formation of stable solder joints between aluminum or

aluminum alloy surfaces has been difficult and costly due to

the inability of the soft-solder used to adequately 'wet' the

aluminum surfaces to be joined. A technique for solder join-

ing of aluminum surfaces using conventional tin-lead solder

and fluxes has been developed by the Bureau of Mines.

Using a simple three-step process, soft-solder joints of

strength and durability comparable to those routinely

formed between brass or copper surfaces can be formed
between aluminum surfaces. The aluminum soldering tech-

nique involves the preparation of the surfaces to be joined

by application of a thin zinc layer. Application of this tech-

nology makes possible the inexpensive repair of aluminum
assemblies which were too difficult or too expensive to

repair before the development of the aluminum soldering

procedure.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: TECTRA fact

sheets, School of Business and Public Administration, Cali-

fornia State University, Sacramento, CA 95819; (916) 454-

6640. Refer to case C19-02+TN.

Analyzing Flow Fields in Axial-Compressor Rotors and
Stators: Three programs calculate three-dimensional,
inviscid, rotational flows with shock waves in axial-

compressor blade rows
See 0213

0753 Annular-Tube Reinforcer: A tube inserts support
sleeves between coaxial tubes
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (F)

A cylindrical tool inserts support sleeves into the annular

space between coaxial tubes to provide local reinforce-

ment. The tool is particularly useful when the space be-

tween the outer ends of the coaxial tubes is narrow, requir-

ing a thin sleeve. Both the sleeve and the tool are con-
structed to slip through the narrow annular opening and be
pushed to the base of the inner tube. A soft metal, such as
a copper ring, is used for the sleeve so that when the for-

ward end of the tool is forced against the base of the inner

tube, the ring expands to form a tight-fitting support sleeve.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-
19738+TN.

0754 Attaching Chuck Keys to Machine Tools: Chuck
keys are attached to portable machine tools by
retracting lanyards

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (F)

Each machine tool must have its chuck key available for

use at all times. If it is attached to the tool by a dangling

cord, both convenience and safety are compromised. One
end of the grasping pin is welded to a lanyard and the

other fits into a hole drilled in the base of the tool. The lan-

yard is held taut by a recoil caddy attached to the tool

base. The chuck key is thus available for use when needed
and is safely secured during operation of the tool.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to KSC-11249+TN.

Automated Assembly of Solar Panels: A robot places
photoelectric cells in a lamination chamber and then
removes the cured panel
See 0415

0755 Automated Narrow Gap Welding System
Developed
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (D, G)

Presently, aircraft-carrier flight decks and hangar decks are

fabricated by joining the thick plate sections using a bev-

eled welded joint. The bevel on the plate edges is flame cut

in the shop, and the deck sections are welded in place in

the field. The flame cut bevel ing, the welding time, and the

material required to join the plates are costly and require

many manhours of labor. To reduce the cost of ship con-

struction and repair, and David Taylor Naval Ship R&D
Center (DTNSRDC) is conducting a Manufacturing Technol-

ogy Program to develop and implement an automated
narrow gap welding (ANGW) system for use on aircraft car-

rier decks and other thick steel plate applications.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Navy Technol-

ogy Transfer, Code E211, Naval Surface Weapons Center,

Dahlgren, VA 22448. Refer to 100301 +TN.

0756 Automated Process Planning: Three types of

computer aid are available, ranging from simple and
general to complex and specialized

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (A, G)

Automation of process planning is both possible and practi-

cable, a study has shown. Process planning consists of

converting a completed design of an end product into in-

structions that describe and control the processes that gen-

erate the end product from raw material. The study, which

was conducted by the U.S. Army Armament Research and
Development Center, considered three distinct categories.

One such category is aids, which are general-use tools,

such as computerized drafting and word processing, not

specifically designed for the process-planning task. The
second category, variant computer-aided process planning,
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takes a previous process plan and changes it to meet the

current need, thereby creating a variation of the original

plan. The third category is generative computer-aided proc-

ess planning.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 45628 + NAA,
price code: A03.

0757 Automated Variable-Polarity Plasma-Arc Welding:

Plasma-arc method produces better welds at lower

cost
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (G)

The variable-polarity plasma-arc method produces better

welds at lower cost than gas-shielded tungsten-arc welding

in the assembly of the Space Shuttle external fuel tank.

The plasma jet allows 'open-keyhoie' welding., where con-

taminants escape to the far side of the aluminum alloy

workpiece. Weld porosity is very low and costs of joint

preparation, depeaking, inspection, and weld repair are

minimized. Thick workpieces may be welded in one pass in-

stead of the multiple passes required by the tungsten-arc

process.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-27042+ TN.

0758 Ball-and-Socket-Bearing Wear Test: Service life

under severe load was measured
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (F)

A series of experiments to measure the wear life of a
spherical bearing is summarized in a brief report. The ex-

periments were required because adequate wear data were
not available in the literature. In particular, it was desired to

establish clearance, contour, finish, and lubricant param-
eters for a highly-loaded, compact, plain spherical bearing.

This information should be useful in the design of bearings

for helicopter control linkages, business machines, nuclear

reactors, and rotor bearings.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19737+TN.

Barrier Seals for Hydraulic Actuators: Severe fluid loss is

delayed
See 0902

0759 Beam-Cap-Forming Machine: Graphite-reinforced
plastic strip is transformed into a continuous beam cap
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 "

(F, G)

A report describes a machine that fabricates beam caps
from graphite-reinforced thermoplastic materials supplied as
strip stock. Suitable materials include graphite + polysulfone

and graphite + polyethersulfone. Beam caps are essentially

long beams of generally V-shaped cross section with

inward-folded flanges at the ends of the vee. The machine
is a prototype of one that would function in space. On
Earth, a version of the machine might be used to fabricate

lightweight trusses at a remote site.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: NASA-CR-
1 70642 + NAC, price code: A04.

0760 Bearing Wear in Large Thermal Gradients: Spring
preloading is important

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (F)

A report presents the results of a study of bearing distress

resulting from a malfunction of the spring-preloading ar-

rangements. In particular, the study examined the effect of

thermal growth on wear depth of a bearing. Such growth

occurs in large thermal gradients and can cause eventual

lockup of the bearing cartridge. The report considers bear-

ing-failure modes, the relationship between growth and
wear, maximum stresses as a function of load, and the

effect of thermal growth on spring-load deflections.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25879+TN.

0761 Bellows with Longitudinal Seams: Bellows
constructed with longitudinal side seams ease
assembly and repair

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (G)

Bellows assembled using two longitudinal side seams will

allow seam joints to be placed in axial directions of bellows.

Bellows segments may be joined by welding, folding, crimp-

ing, or adhesives. This design is of particular importance in

difficult situations where frequent assembly or repair is re-

quired or in limited-access areas where it is not desirable to

disassemble the total unit to replace a one-piece bellows.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19633+TN.

0762 Better Thermal Insulation in Solar-Array

Laminators: Glass marbles improve temperature
control

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (C, G)

A modified vacuum laminator for photovoltaic solar arrays

includes thermal insulation made of conventional glass mar-

bles. The marbles serve as insulation for the temperature

control of a lamination process at cure temperatures as

high as 350F. They replace the original insulation made of

an asbestos cement. The use of standard insulation materi-

als for this purpose would have been much more expen-

sive.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15925+TN.

0763 Better Way to Chrome Plate

Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (G, H)

Hard chrome plating is the process of applying a chromium
deposit to a part to obtain one or more of the following

properties: hardness, low coefficient of friction, corrosion

resistance, nongalling and nonwetting qualities, wear resist-

ance, and rebuilding of worn surfaces. The two fundamen-
tal elements controlling Navy hard chrome plating are: (1)

the engineering quality of the completed product, and (2)
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operator response time. Economies in operation, so impor-

tant in commercial plating, are of little significance com-
pared to the value of the reliability of the weapon part being

plated. Navy hard chrome plating may require layers of

greater than 1 +4 inch and plating times measured in days.

An innovative hard chrome plating process which is highly

applicable to Navy hard chrome plating is the reversible

rack, two bus bar system. This system combines the use of

special racks, conforming anodes, and a spray rinse to pro-

vide increased productivity (up to six times), very even plat-

ing (variation can be less than 0.001 inch over a 6-foot

length), high quality plating, and zero-discharge rinsing.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: C. Carpenter,

Code L71, Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory, Port Huene-
me, CA 93043; (805) 982-4116. Refer to Techdata Sheet
84-17+TN.

0764 Bonding Heat-Resistant Fabric to Tile: Acid
etching, densification, and silica cement ensure a
strong bond
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (G, H)

Procedures have been developed for bonding quartz fabric

to silica tiles, both glazed and unglazed. The procedures

use high-temperature materials exclusively and are there-

fore suitable for securing flexible seals and heat barriers

around doors and viewing ports in furnaces and kilns. The
bond withstands temperatures in excess of 1.200F. It pro-

vides a peel strength of 3 pounds per linear inch on glazed

tile and 7.4 pounds per linear inch on unglazed tile.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20540+TN.

0765 Bonding Technique for Stiffened-Skin Structures:

Consistent bond thickness is achieved even in large,

complicated parts

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (G)

An adhesive bonding technique uses commercially-avail-

able spring clamps to hold stiffened-skin structures together
during adhesive cure. It is useful in the fabrication of large

and small rib-stiffened structures. This method provides
controlled and constant pressure during cure, resulting in

consistent bondline thickness. The technique involves tem-
porarily replacing the rivets in a structure with spring

clamps that fit through the rivet holes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;
(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15994+TN.

0766 Cable-Insulation Wrapper: Fully automatic controls
permit high flexibility

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (F, G)

The winding of magnetic coils with superconducting cable
requires that the cable be wrapped with a thin layer of insu-

lation, such as plastic tape, prior to the winding. Typically

the cable is wrapped separately and stored on the reel for

later use with a coil-winding machine. Because of the

amount of handling in the process, the risks of damage to

the cable or entrapment of dirt and metal chips around the
cable are high, which can lead to short circuits or changes
in the dielectric characteristics in the wound coil. A wrap-

ping system designed to work with the coil-winding machine
eliminates these problems by combining the wrapping and
winding processes into one. The wrapping system consists

of a movable spindle assembly incorporated onto the feed

of the coil-winding assembly. Flexibility in the arms allows

the wrapping system to accommodate a wide range of coil

sizes and configurations.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PAT-APPL-6-
408,998+ NAB, price code: A03. For licensing information,

contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Patents,

U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For

further information, contact: Thomas Young, Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, 46 S., One Cyclotron Road, Berkeley,

CA 94720, (415)486-6236.

0767 Clamp for Attaching Equipment to an l-Beam: A
quick-connect+ disconnect clamp is applied without

tools or significant force

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (F)

A quick-connect+ disconnect clamp attaches instruments

or equipment to an I-beam, or similar flanged structures,

without the use of tools or much force. Equipment can be
temporarily mounted, regardless of the orientation of the I-

beam, and then can be removed quickly or secured to an-

other location on the beam, without any modification to the

beam. The equipment to be mounted is attached to one
face of the clamp baseplate, for example, by bolts. Hinged

locks on the baseplate secure the clamp to the I-beam. A
pressure pad on the baseplate keeps the clamp from slip-

ping.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25510 + TN.

Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to Leon

D. Wofford, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail

Code: CC01, Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205)

453-0020. Refer to MFS-25510 + TN.

0768 Clamp Secures Material to Cylinder Base: Two-part
clamp can be assembled around a pipe or post, the

ends of which are not free

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (F)

A two-part clamp effects repairs that require screen materi-

al to be clamped around the base of a closed-end post.

The clamp functions at temperatures from 360 degrees to

1,040 degrees F. The clamp is forced against the screen

material from one side of the post. To secure the clamp, its

upper part, which is a knurled locking ring, is rotated 180

degrees around the post. Resistance welding the clamp to

the post and the locking ring to the lower part of the clamp

permanently fixes the clamp in place, preventing thermal

cycling from loosening the clamp.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-
19479+ TN.
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0769 Computer-Aided Design is Being Used for

Weapons Systems
Department of the Air Force, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (A, G, K)

Computer-aided design (CAD) has great potential to im-

prove the supportability of weapon systems. As part of their

ongoing effort to improve the logistic characteristics of

weapon systems, the Air Force Human Resources Labora-

tory helped to document a contractor's independent re-

search and development project. The videotape produced

as part of this effort shows a number of potential uses of

CAD to address reliability and maintainability (R&M) and lo-

gistics in the design phase. The videotape has proven very

useful in educating people to the great potential of CAD to

address R&M issues. It is now being used as part of the

curriculum at the Defense Systems Management College.

The work described in the videotape forms the foundation

for major maintenance and logistic factors consideration in

a CAD demonstration.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Alan E.

Herner, AFHRL+LRA, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,

OH 45433, (513) 255-3871.

0770 Computer-Aided Process Planning: Computer
systems can capture the expertise of experienced

engineers

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (A, D, F)

A report describes a study of computer-aided process plan-

ning (CAPP), which can be defined broadly as the effective

use of the computer to automate many of the manual tasks

required in process planning. The purpose of CAPP is to in-

crease the capability and productivity of the process engi-

neer. A CAPP system captures the knowledge of experi-

enced process engineers and stores it in a computer. CAPP
was found to have good potential for use in mechanical en-

gineering.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE84-000302+ NAB,
price code: A02.

0771 Computer-Aided Processes for Cold-Forged Gears:

Computer-aided design and manufacturing promise
reduced costs of gear forming

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (A, G)

A study conducted for the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive

Command resulted in development of a computer-aided

design + computer-aided manufacturing (CAD+ CAM)
system called GEARDI. GEARDI is an interactive computer
program that allows engineers to design optimum spur- and
helical-gear-forming dies. The program incorporates the

necessary gear profile geometries and metal-forming equa-

tions in a variable format from which the user can design

dies for specific applications.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A141018 + NAA,
price code: All, or contact project officer D. Ostberg

(313)574-6065.

0772 Conserving Purge Gases: A two-step flow control

adjusts to dimensional changes in purged equipment
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 "

(D, F)

Programming the flow rate of helium purge gas in two steps

helps conserve the supply of the gas. The helium flows

over the seals in a turbopump, preventing oxidizing gases
from contacting them. At the start of the operation, pump
clearances are relatively large; however, as the parts heat

up, the clearances decrease and less flow of purge gas is

needed. Two pressure-actuated valves provide the two-step

control. As the pump operates and back pressure builds up,

one of the valves closes, reducing the helium flow.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19625+TN.

0773 Continuously Variable Transmission: A chain slides

along two cones, in a novel transmission concept
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (F)

A transmission proposed at Langley Research Center in-

cludes a chain drive between two splined shafts. The chain

sprockets follow the surfaces of two cones. As one chain

sprocket moves toward the smaller diameter, the other

chain sprocket moves toward the larger diameter, thereby

changing the 'gear' ratio. The movement is initiated by ten-

sion applied to the chain by a planetary gear mechanism.
The speed ratio between drive and driven shafts is a func-

tion of the position of the chain with respect to the conical

surfaces. Previous devices such as spur gears, belt and

chain-link drives, and conventional hydraulic and mechani-

cal automobile transmissions do not provide a simple, com-
pact, or efficient method for continuously varying the speed

ratio between driving and driven components. This device

is positive, simple, and efficient over a wide range of speed

ratios.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-12844+ TN.

0774 Contoured Orifice for Silicon-Ribbon Die: Die

configuration encourages purity and stable growth
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (F, G)

A die for silicon ribbon growth has an unusual shape. Over

most of the orifice, the tips are vertically displaced from

one another. At the ends of the orifice, however, the tips

are flush. The die is part of a furnace being developed to

produce high-quality, low-cost material for solar cells. It

shapes the silicon into a ribbon as the silicon is pulled from

the die. The tip displacement ensures that carbon impurities

are segregated to one side of the ribbon.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15126+ TN.

0775 Control of Chip Form
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (G)

Complete control of chips is essential for successful auto-

mated manufacturing. A joint effort by NBS and the Univer-

sity of California, Berkely, is addressing measurement and
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control of chip form in single-point turning. Acoustic emis-

sion from the evolving chip is used to distinguish chip char-

acteristics. Results of this work are used to facilitate the

untended operation of a turning center. Algorithms for de-

tecting the transition from small, manageable chips to long

continuous chips depend upon analysis of the acoustic

emission signal produced during the cutting process. In

order to predict chip formation, an Acoustic Emission Event

(Rate) Counter was constructed. This counter was de-

signed expressly as an experimental tool to be used for the

counting of acoustic emission signal bursts which exceed a

threshold during a selected time interval.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Don Blom-

quist, Building 233 - Room B106, National Bureau of Stand-

ards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899; (301)921-3381.

0776 Controlling the Focus in Electron-Beam Welders: A
set of parallel whirling wires samples the beam to

determine its focus
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (F, G)

A detector using two whirling wires measures the focus of

the beam in an electron-beam welder. Conventional beam-
focus detectors employ only a single whirling tungsten wire.

The multiple-wire beam-sampling method provides for a
simple null-meter focus indication that is easily controlled

by the operator. The detector not only operates at high

beam currents but also eliminates the need for an oscillo-

scope.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19814+TN.

Convection-Cooled Turbine Airfoils: Coolant channels
close to surface ensure efficient heat transfer
See 0164

Cooling Waveguide Flanges in Microwave Transmitters:
Flange appendage circulates coolant for conductive heat
removal
See 0309

0777 Countersink Drill: Tool performance and service
life are increased
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 "

(F, G)

An efficient drill design for countersinking or metal drilling

uses only two flutes instead of three and is made of car-

bide instead of high-speed steel. The design improves the

drill tolerance and increases effective tool life. Since the

tool can operate at approximately twice the drill speed of

previous three-flute, high-speed steel designs, the amount
of drill time required is reduced. Improved tool wear and
more accurate machining are projected.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;
(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19852+TN.

0778 Cutthrough Warning Circuit: Damage to an
underlying layer is averted
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (G, K)

A simple, inexpensive electrical circuit prevents overcutting

when one of two close parts must be cut away; for exam-
ple, when a liner must be removed from the wall of a cham-

ber. The circuit can be used where there is enough space
between the liner and the wall for the insertion of a shim

before machining. The shim is made of metal coated with

polytetrafluoroethylene or other suitable insulator. The shim

metal is connected through an insulated wire to a 6-volt

battery, a warning light, and a metal part of the air motor
that drives the liner cutter.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19900 + TN.

0779 Decontaminating Aluminum +Ammonia Heat Pipes:

Internal gas slugs are reduced or eliminated

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (G)

A manufacturing method increases the efficiency of alumi-

num heat pipes in which ammonia is the working fluid by

insuring that the pipe is filled with a nearly pure charge of

ammonia. Such heat pipes are used to cool scientific instru-

ments, operating at typical temperatures of -70 to + 1 00 C.

Often, a slug of noncondensable gas forms inside a pipe

and is swept to the condensing end, where it interferes with

condenser operation. The noncondensable gases include

contaminants that remain from the manufacturing process,

plus nitrogen or hydrogen that forms when some of the am-
monia decomposes on trace catalysts or other metals in

the pipe. In the new manufacturing process, the heat pipe

is initially closed with a stainless-steel valve instead of a
weld, so that the pipe can be put through several cycles of

filling, purging, and accelerated aging. Next, the heat pipe is

cooled to room temperature and tilted such that the valve

stem is somewhat higher than the rest of the pipe. By heat-

ing the lower end and cooling the upper end, any trace

noncondensable gases are gathered near the valve. The
valve is opened to 'burp' out the noncondensable gas,

taking care not to let out any liquid ammonia..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-
16066+ TN.

0780 Depth Gage for Threaded Holes: Tool gives a

direct reading of depth, eliminating estimates and
calculations

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (F, K)

A tool for measuring the threaded depth of tapped holes is

accurate and easy to use. The depth is read from a grad-

uated scale on the tool. The threaded end of the tool is

screwed into the hole to be measured. A measuring sleeve

is pushed up the shaft of the tool by the surface surround-

ing the tapped hole as the tool is screwed into the hole.

Finally, the tool bottoms out in the hole as the thread ends.

At this point, the top edge of the sleeve indicates the hole

depth on the scale. When the tool is removed from the

hole, the spring-loaded sleeve returns to zero.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19884 + TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, Jr.,

George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01,
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205) 453-0020.

Refer to MFS-19884 + TN.
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0781 Designing More-Efficient Spur Gears: Gear-power
losses are used to determine the most efficient design
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (D, F)

A relatively simple method to calculate spur-gear system
power loss for a wide range of gear geometries and operat-

ing conditions has been developed. The method can be
used to determine design requirements for an efficient

gearset. The effects of spur-gear size, pitch, ratio, pitch-line

velocity, and load on efficiency are readily predictable with

this method. The analysis uses simple algebraic expres-

sions to determine gear sliding, rolling, and windage losses

and also incorporates an approximate ball-bearing power-

loss expression. Predicted results have shown good agree-

ment with published data.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: NASA-TM-81625+ NAC,
price: $7.00.

0782 Detection of Worn Tools
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
May 85 (F, G, K)

Detection of worn or dull tooling is a significant problem in

metal removal by machine tools, since a worn tool can
produce unfit parts. Prediction of end-of-life for tools is im-

portant even for operator-tended machines, where a single

unfit part may be produced. In unattended operations, tool

management is even more critical. When a tool fails and no
operator is available to stop the machining center, many
parts or the machining center itself can be damaged. Auto-

mated measurement of tool wear is currently under investi-

gation in the NAVY + NBS program at the National Bureau
of Standards. Considerable progress has been made in re-

search on predicting end-of-life for drills. For applications

using drill sizes greater than about 1 +8 inch, sensing end-

of-life is important to prevent deterioration of hole size,

form, or finish. Experiments are under way to determine a
method for predicting end-of-life of high-speed steel end
mills.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. Don Blom-
quist, Room B108, Bldg. 233, U.S. Department of Com-
merce, National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD
20899; (301) 921-3381.

Differential Pressure Helps Seal Ball Valve: Leakage is

suppressed despite O-ring wear
See 0924

0783 Displaying Force and Torque of a Manipulator:

Video graphics display shows force and torque values
in easy-to-comprehend form
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (D, F, G, K)

A video system displays the values of forces and torques

exerted by the end effector of a manipulator. Both magni-

tude and direction are displayed. The system allows an op-

erator to control the manipulator and avoid damage to ob-

jects being handled. It is especially helpful when the opera-

tor's view of the end effector is obscured. The operator can
change coordinate axes, scales, labels, colors, and other

aspects of the display by voice command or via a key-

board. The system records end-effector signals, raw or

processed, in digital or analog form.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15942+TN.

0784 Double-Poppet Valve: Two coactuated poppets
seal redundantly

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (F)

A new valve design includes two poppet+ seat combina-

tions that are actuated simultaneously. If one fails, the

other continues to seal against fluid flow. As with the triple-

seal valve described in the following article, the valve is pri-

marily useful for handling dangerous fluids and is lighter

and more compact than comparable redundant-valve sys-

tems used at present. The new valve contains two oppos-

ing poppets with conical sealing surfaces and an O-ring

groove in each such surface. Each poppet seals against

one of the two conical surfaces of an annular seating pro-

jection that is part of the valve body..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MSC-20627+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to James O. Harrell, John F.

Kennedy Space Center, Mail Code: SA-PAT, Kennedy
Space Center, FL 32899; (305) 867-2544. Refer to MSC-
20627 +TN.

0785 Drilling Holes on a Large Bolt Circle: A centering

plate allows precise adjustment

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (F, G)

A special machine tool creates a circle of holes that are

spaced and bored to an accuracy of a few thousandths of

an inch. It includes a milling machine head mounted on a

swivel base that can be moved readily to the hole loca-

tions. The base is equipped with four leveling bolts and an

adjustable journal block, which holds the boring bar in posi-

tion. The tool was built for finish-boring holes to a diameter

of 2.875 in.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to KSC-11115+TN.

0786 EDM Electrode for Internal Grooves:

Electroerosive process is an inexpensive alternative to

broaching

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (F, G)

An inexpensive tool allows electric-discharge machining

(EDM) of lengthwise grooves on the internal surfaces of tu-

bular parts. The tool can be used on tubes already in place

in equipment. The tool consists of thin tubular brass elec-

trodes bonded by an epoxy adhesive in premachined

grooves in a polytetrafluoroethylene mandrel. The tool is in-

serted in a part to form grooves on the inside surface adja-

cent to the brass electrodes. The tool can be redesigned

for electric-discharge machining of grooves on outside sur-

faces.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19733+TN.

Electrogravimetric Analysis of Metal-Plating Solutions:

Technique aids in accounting for use of precious-metal-

plating materials
See 0930

0787 Energy-Efficient Compressors: A study
investigates the technical and commercial feasibility of

energy-efficient, back-pressure compressors
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (C, D, F)

A study investigated ways to reduce energy consumption of

high-back-pressure compressors and examined what
impact this improvement would have on manufacturers and
users. The compressors are used in vending machines, de-

humidifiers, and water coolers. Improved-efficiency com-
pressors using commercial refrigerants R-12 and R-500
were developed in four capacity sizes, the largest capacity

being 4,000 Btu+h. The more efficient models compared
quite favorably with conventional production models and of-

fered energy-efficiency ratio improvements of 5 to 34 per-

cent.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-01 1827+ NAB,
price code: A05.

0788 Explosive Welding for Remote Applications:

Explosive seam welding produces up to 100-percent
joint strength

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (G)

A fully contained method was developed to join structures

remotely for such applications as structural assembly in

toxic atmospheres and in radioactive or otherwise hazard-

ous environments. Ribbon explo sive is installed inside a
cylinder on a 'V'-notched welding interface. The conical

apex alines and receives a second cylinder and closes off

the cylinder. The opposite end of the first cylinder is closed
and attached to one of the two structural elements to be
joined. The second cylinder, attached to the other structural

element, slides over the conical guide and covers the area
opposite the ribbon explosive.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;
(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-1 311 9+TN.

0789 Fabrication of Hollow Spheres: A nozzle forms
gas-filled spherical shells of high dimensional
uniformity

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (G)

An improved apparatus forms uniform gas-filled spheres.
The apparatus contains a nozzle through which a liquid and
a gas flow simultaneously, with the liquid becoming the

constituent material of the shell wall. The design exploits

and optimizes the inherent tendency of a liquid column or

filament to breakup into droplets, which are hollow in the

present case.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15798+TN.

0790 Factory Automation Emulation Software Now
Available

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (A, D, G)

NBS has released Version 2.3 of its Hierarchical Control

System Emulator, a set of computer programs which allow

the user to emulate or simulate a wide variety of possible

automated manufacturing systems that can be controlled

by modular hierarchical control systems. The HCS Emulator
follows the design principles of the NBS Automated Manu-
facturing Research Facility (AMRF) and has been used in

the design of control systems for that project. To date, 23
copies of the HCS Emulator have been distributed to uni-

versities and private companies for use in their own re-

search. The original HCS Emulator was designed for NBS
by Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., of Cambridge, Mass.
Version 2.3 of the emulator includes improvements to make
the program faster and more flexible.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: NTIS Comput-
er Products Center, National Technical Information Service,

Springfield, VA 22161, (703) 487-4763. Refer to PB85-
1 52759+ NAC. Price: $240. Price includes documentation.
Tapes can be prepared in most recording modes for one-
half inch tape.

0791 Fastening Parts Having Mismatched Thermal
Coefficients: Fastener eliminates thermal stresses and
maintains snug fit

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (F)

A fastener developed at Langley Research Center is used
where the material to be fastened has a thermal-expansion

coefficient very different from that of the fastener. Conven-
tional metal fasteners require a snug-fitting shank to trans-

mit shear effectively. When heated, the shank tends to

expand considerably more than the hole in a material with

a much lower coefficient of thermal expansion. Conse-
quently, the material attempts to restrain the growth of the

fastener, which is the source of large thermal stresses.

Moreover, the clamping force of the fastener is lost at ele-

vated temperature as the fastener grows in length more
than the material being fastened increases in thickness.

This problem is solved through the application of conically-

configured metal fasteners.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-13009 + TN. Inquiries

concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its com-
mercial development should be addressed to Howard J.

Osborn, Langley Research Center, Maii Code: 279, Hamp-
ton, VA 23665; (804) 827-3725. Refer to LAR-1 3009+ TN.

0792 Faster Response for Memory-Metal Actuators:

Cooling is accelerated by attaching a Peltier junction

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (F)

Active thermoelectric cooling via the Peltier effect has been
proposed to speed the response of memory-metal actu-

ators. The operation of these devices is based on cycling

between rigidity or springiness above the critical tempera-
ture and limpness or malleability at lower temperatures. The
response of a memory-metal actuator can be made very
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rapid during the heating portion of the cycle because the

electrical heating current can be made to flow in the

memory element itself. The heating response can also be
speeded by maintaining the element at a standby tempera-

ture slightly below critical.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16120+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
16120+TN.

0793 Flexible Heat Pipe: A narrow tube carries 10 watts

or more to moving parts

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85

"
(D, F)

A flexible heat pipe carries heat to articulating machinery.

Such a pipe can conduct heat to the moving segment of a
thermal switch, for example. The heat pipe is 12 inches

long and has a diameter of 0.312 inch. It can be bent to a
minimum radius of 2.5 inches. Its tapered evaporator and
condenser ends plug into mating copper blocks.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to GSC-12864+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its

commercial development should be addressed to John O.

Tresansky, Goddard Space Flight Center, Mail Code: 204,

Greenbelt, MD 20771; (301)344-7351. Refer to GSC-
12864+TN.

0794 Flow-Straightener Sleeve for Pump Valve: Vaned
tube smooths the flow from a pump
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (D, F)

A sleeve reduces turbulence in the high-pressure discharge

from a pump. The fluid in the sleeve flows more uniformly

than it would in an open pipe and generates less of the

noise that is otherwise charac teristic of turbulent flow. As a
result, a valve downstream from the sleeve performs more
reliably and quietly. The possibility of damage to internal

valve parts from nonuniform, turbulent flow is greatly re-

duced. Valve life expectancy is also increased, and the

time between overhauls can be extended.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19781 +TN.

0795 Fluorescent Gage Indication: Transfer of dye
shows the quality of contact between two mating parts

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (F, G)

Fluorescent dye may replace red-lead powder as the visible

component in a contact transfer coating used to check the

fit of machined parts. The dye offers greater visibility under

ultraviolet illumination, allowing a better indication of how
precisely the parts match and what areas interfere. The
extent of the contact can be estimated from the portion of

the total gage area that glows, and the quality of contact is

seen in the pattern or spottiness of that glowing area. The
brightness of the dye makes it possible to take photo-

graphs for reference in the subsequent machining oper-

ations.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to ARC-11397+TN.

0796 Forklift Support Dolly: Long, heavy loads are

handled safely

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (F, G)

Large metal plates (typical dimensions 6 ft by 12 ft by 3 in.)

are safely moved between machine-shop work areas by a
forklift truck, an auxiliary dolly, and four large C-clamps.

These items are used if an overhead crane is not available.

The plate is laid out lengthwise along the truck axis, with

one end clamped to the forklift and the other end clamped
to the dolly. With the arrangement, the minimum width of

passage is determined by the short side of the plate rather

than by the long side. The pivoting wheels on the dolly

allow the forklift to move the plate around corners and to

maneuver it through doors or other tight spaces. As an ad-

ditional advantage, the technique can be used to move
plates that weigh twice the lifting capacity of the forklift, be-

cause the forklift and the dolly each support half the

weight.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to GSC-
12916+TN. Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive

license for its commercial development should be ad-

dressed to John O. Tresansky, Goddard Space Flight

Center, Mail Code: 204, Greenbelt, MD 20771; (301) 344-

7351. Refer to GSC-12916+TN.

0797 Furnace for Rapid Heating and Cooling:

Compressed solid reactant provides the heat, liquid

carbon dioxide provides the cold

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (F, G)

A furnace rapidly heats and quenches materials, controlla-

bly and reliably. Developed for processing foamed metals,

the furnace can heat a specimen to above 1 ,200C and then

cool it to below 900C in just a few minutes. Several seg-

ments of exothermic material are stacked so that when ig-

nited they produce the requisite temperature profile. The
specimen is cooled by liquid carbon dioxide introduced into

the furnace chamber.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25707+TN.
Inquiries concerning license for its commercial development

may be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, Jr., George C. Mar-

shall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01, Marshall

Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205) 453-0020. Refer to

MFS-25707+TN.

Gas Atmospheres Improve Silicon-Ribbon Quality: The
growing crystal is surrounded by a gas containing

carbon or oxygen
See 0453
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0798 Generation of Base Machining Surfaces: Ten major
criteria are established toward a design of a stock
verification machine for machining breechrings
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (F, G)

A project conducted by the U.S. Army Armament Research
and Development Center investigated the possibility of sim-

plifying a layout phase during the manufacturing of breechr-

ings. These rings are produced in nearly net shape. Before

any final machining, however, the rings are inspected on a
layout table so that the operator can develop a model for

the finished part. In this process, the operator must make a
value judgment while manipulating the part, which can
weigh as much as 1,500 lb. The proposed solution to this

problem is a system that will permit the layout of the part

accurately without manual effort. The study resulted in a
fundamental description of the mandatory and detailed

technical requirements. The system is called the Stock Ver-

ification Machine (SVM). The layout method uses the forg-

ing surface as the reference surface. The proposed ma-
chine will separate the forgings into two groups. The first

group will consist of those forgings the machine can lay

out; the second group will be the forgings the machine
cannot lay out.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Brian Rose,

Advanced Technology Directorate, Design Division Bldg.

24, Watervlirt Arsenal, Watervliet, NY 12189-5000;

(518)266-5082.

0799 Grinding and Lapping of Diamond Tools
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (F,G)

A method was developed for grinding and lapping single-

crystal, single-point diamond tools to specific geometries
with a chip-free cutting edge for producing mirrorlike sur-

faces on nonferrous materials. For quality assurance pur-

poses, it became necessary to develop an improved
method for lapping the diamond tools to chip-free cutting

edges when viewed at 480 times magnification. Also, meas-
uring techniques were developed that would assure the

user of very accurate and repeatable tool geometries. The
information gathered should be useful to engineers and fab-

ricators of reflective optic products and to fabricators of

gem-quality diamond cutting tools, capable of machining
mirrors with a surface finish of 1 .3 nm peak-to-valley.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of

Technology Applications, Information Service, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, P.O. Box Y, Oak Ridge, TN 37831,
(615)574-3896. For publication, request support package
on491+Y+TN.

0800 Guide for Inspecting Packaged Goods
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;
Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (G)

Quality control specialists in packaged goods industries,

such as foods, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and other con-
sumer products, will be interested in the new, second edi-

tion of NBS Handbook 133, Checking the Net Contents of

Packaged Goods. Adopted by the National Conference on
Weights and Measures, the handbook is an easy guide,

with improved tables, for testing packaged goods to deter-

mine that net contents conform to packaging label require-

ments. Procedures are provided for statistical sampling
techniques to test individual lots of packages which include

anything put into a container, wrapped or banded, and la-

beled as to quantity. While developed primarily for weights

and measures officials in the states, counties, and cities,

the handbook also is helpful for establishing content com-
pliance by commercial and industrial firms involved in pack-

aging, distribution, and the sale of packaged commodities.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: You can learn more de-

tails about this technology by ordering NTIS report: Order
number: PB85-129153 + NAC. Price code: A13. Order from:

National Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal

Rd., Springfield, VA 22161.

0801 Guidelines for Remanufacturing: A two-volume
report focuses on aspects of remanufacturing not
normally encountered in conventional ventures
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (G)

Two reports discuss various aspects of remanufacturing.

One report examines the nature and extent of remanufac-
turing, the little-known sector of the economy where wor-

nout products (called cores) are restored to like-new condi-

tion. The report sets up guidelines for the critical success
factors as they apply to the original equipment manufactur-

er (OEM). A companion report treats the same subject but

addresses remanufacturers other than the OEM's. The ob-

jective is to encourage additional remanufacturing ventures

as a way to recapture energy, materials, labor, and capital

and to create jobs (at both the entry-level and skilled-tech-

nician level), reduce solid wastes, lower prices for users,

and return (frequently substantial) profits.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order numbers: DE83-01 6624+ NAB
and DE83-01 6625+ NAB, price code: A08. For other infor-

mation contact: Stuart L. Natof, U.S. Department of Energy,

Forrestal, Building, CE-121, Washington, DC 20585;

(202)252-2370.

0802 Handling Fixture for Solar-Cell Arrays: Thin cells

can be processed and stored safely

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (C, G)

A concept for handling photovoltaic cells would allow many
such cells to be held in a fixture for support and protection

during production, transport, and storage. Since the con-

cept would allow the handling of thin, relatively-fragile cells,

it offers potential for savings in silicon material and in cost.

The fixture comprises a registration tool, a vacuum ring, a
base, a cover, and a handling cover.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15908+ TN.

0803 Heat Recovery From Ketene Gas Cooldown: The
profitability index and payback period do not justify

the expense of heat recovery at the current production
rate

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (C, G)

A project conducted by the U.S. Army Armament Research
and Development Center investigated the possibility of re-

ducing energy costs in an acetic anhydride manufacturing

process by recovering heat from ketene stream leaving a
ketene furnace. The recovered heat was used to preheat
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combustion air entering the furnace. The investigation in-

volved a gas-to-gas heat exchanger installed in the ketene

line between the crucible coil of the furnace and the

water+ glycol condensers. The heat-recovery process

simply routed air at ambient temperature through the heat

exchanger.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A142 821+NAA,
price code: A05, or contact project officer Sam M. Moy
(201)724-3065.

0804 High-Pressure Coupling for Open-Ended Tubes: A
temporary fitting is easily installed and removed
without damage to tubes
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (D, F)

New high-pressure couplings are quickly installed or re-

moved from round metal tubes. In contrast to compression
fittings, the new couplings require no wedge rings or other

permanent change in the ends of the tubing. The couplings

are useful mainly for such repeated temporary connections

as may be necessary for high-pressure testing or prestress-

ing of tubes with finished ends. The coupling includes a
plug consisting of a standard high-pressure fitting installed

in a flanged body with O-rings on the shank.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20451 +TN.

High-Temperature Ceramic Heat Recuperator: Study
reveals an average of 44 percent can be saved in fuel

consumption
See 0458

0805 High-Temperature, Low-Gravity Casting Furnace:
Up to six different samples can be processed
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (F, G)

An experimental melting and casting furnace has been de-

signed to perform metallurgical studies in low gravity. The
furnace is held on a rotatable support in a canister, which
also contains six crucible holders and a movable quenching
cup. During processing, the furnace is lowered over the cru-

cibles one at a time and maintained at the prescribed tem-
perature. At the end of the heating period, the furnace is

raised, moved to the next crucible, and lowered for the

start of the next experiment.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25605+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, Jr.,

George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01,
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205) 453-0020.
Refer to MFS-25605 + TN.

0806 Hinged Shields for Machine Tools: Flaps guard
against flying chips, but fold away for tool setup
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (F, G)

A hinged shield deflects flying chips on a horizontal-spindle

milling machine. Made of clear plastic, it allows the opera-

tor to view the machining process. The shield is permanent-

ly mounted on a vertical platen. When the machine opera-

tor requires access to the workpiece, the shield is folded

back out of the way.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to GSC-12915+TN.

0807 Holder for Straightening Bent Tubes: Metal tubes
are straightened only where needed
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (F)

A one-piece holder restrains a bent metal tube against fur-

ther bending during a straightening operation. The holder

consists of a handle 16 in. long welded to a short, strong

tube that fits aroun d the tube to be straightened. For clear-

ance, the handle axis is at an angle a few degrees from the

tube axis. The holder is slipped with one hand onto the

bent tube and slid to the position at which bending is not

allowed. A rod or tube with an end of smaller diameter is

slid with the other hand into the tube and used to apply a
corrective bend.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-
19705+TN.

0808 Hybrid Contactless Heating and Levitation:

Acoustic and electromagnetic fields would be applied

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (G)

A contactless material-processing concept involves the levi-

tation, heating, and cooling of a sample of material through

the coordinated use of electromagnetic and acoustic fields.

The electromagnetic field would be used for both levitation

and heating, while the acoustic field would be turned on to

levitate the sample whenever the electromagnetic field

must be weakened below the minimum strength required

for levitation. Radio-frequency (RF) power is applied to a

coil in the levitation apparatus. Eddy currents induced in the

sample by the RF field heat the sample and interact with

the RF field to levitate the sample. Many variations are pos-

sible; for example, heating and cooling gradually or in spec-

ified increments, maintaining a specified temperature for a

preset interval, and alternating cycles of heating and cool-

ing. The apparatus could provide rapid heating and cooling

or slow heating and cooling for such processes as nuclea-

tion, crystallization, incubation, deep undercooling, and het-

erogeneity control.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15657 + TN.

0809 Hydraulic Tube Expander: Versatile tool is useful

in hard-to-reach locations

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (F)

A portable hydraulic tube expander expands small, thick-

walled tubes in hard-to-reach locations. The tool is particu-

larly useful in situations where a mechanical expander is

too fragile to produce the desired expansion; for example,

in the small tubular elements of preburner injectors. The
tool consists of a long, thin tube attached to a firing mecha-
nism for discharging a 22-caliber cartridge. The thin tube,

inserted into a tube designated for expansion, has four
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small outlets located at its end. These outlets release the

pressure from the fired cartridge, causing the desired ex-

pansion.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19731+TN.

0810 Ice as an Abrading Agent: Solvent-induced

corrosion is avoided by grit-blasting with frozen pellets

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (G)

A proposed grit-blasting method may make it unnecessary

to disassemble equipment for cleaning. There is no reactive

solvent to become entrapped in the recesses in the equip-

ment and cause corrosion. A stream of small, frozen pellets

is directed at the assembly to be cleaned. The pellets could

consist of deionized-water ice, carbon dioxide ice, or an-

other substance that does not react chemically with the

parts to be cleaned and leaves no residue. The pellets

abrade away dirt and contaminants. Stubborn stains and

flaking are removed readily. The method is well suited to

cleaning titanium and parts that touch liquid oxygen. Stand-

ard halogenated solvents are incompatible with titanium be-

cause they cause rapid corrosion.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19837+TN.

Improved Coulomb-Friction Damper: Equal damping is

provided on forward and reverse strokes
See 1253

0811 In Situ Composite Fastener: Fasteners are installed

prior to curing

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (G)

The in situ composite fastener provides a low-cost alterna-

tive method of point fastening composite components. It

would be used in lieu of mechanical fasteners or stiching.

The in situ composite fastener can be a polymeric, graph-

ite, glass, or metallic thread; a pin; or a stape. The selected

fastener is pressed through the thickness of the composite

component while the composite is in the prepreg or B-

stage state.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Inquiries concerning

nonexclusive or exclusive license for its commercial devel-

opment should be addressed to Howard J. Osborn, Langley

Research Center, Mail Code: 279, Hampton, VA 23665;

(804) 827-3725. Refer to LAR-12939+TN.

Increasing the Ductility of Electroplated Metals: Applying
pressure during heat treatment helps plated layers retain

their ductility

See 0964

0812 Inert-Gas Electrical-Discharge Machining: A dry
EDM process uses inert gas as the dielectric

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (G)

Holes in complicated hardware can be successfully drilled

by a dry EDM process that uses a tubular copper electrode

and argon or helium gas as the dielectric medium. In this

procedure bright contamination-free holes have been drilled

in a testpiece of a nickel alloy, using the inert gas to flush

debris from the holes. The fittings and supplies required for

this operation are simple and inexpensive; the apparatus is

portable.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19778+TN.

0813 Inexpensive Pressure-Relief Valve: Simple device

vents excess low-pressure gas
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (F)

An inexpensive pressure-relief valve can be built from poly-

vinylchloride pipe. The valve is suitable for low-pressure-25

to 50 cm of mercury-and flow rates up to 14 cu m+min.
The valve operates on the principle of a deadweight plug in

a gas column. A pipe 8 inches in diameter is mounted verti-

cally on a horizontal pipe. The vertical pipe contains a ring

of slots above the sealing surface. A pipe 6 inches in diam-

eter and capped at its lower end is positioned inside the 8-

inch pipe so that it rests on a sealing ring at the junction

with the horizontal pipe. The 6-inch pipe is loaded with lead

shot to press it tightly against a sealing ring. As the gas
pressure increases, the weighted pipe rises, allowing gas to

escape from the slots.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-
20518+TN.

08 1

4

I nstallation + Removal Tool for Screw-Mounted
Components: Parts are positioned in otherwise-

inaccessible places

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (F)

A tweezerlike tool simplifies the installation of screws in

places that can be reached only through narrow openings.

With changes in size and shape, the basic tool concept is

applicable to the mounting and dismounting of transform-

ers, sockets, terminal strips, and mechanical parts. The tool

is made from two pieces of steel wire.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A copy of the original

Tech Note fact sheet containing more detailed information

and diagrams is available by ordering the monthly subscrip-

tion package, order number PB85-925605, price code E02.

Integrally Cast Low-Cost Compressor: Development of

integrally cast rotors with blades having thin leading and
trailing edges reduces cost of compressor
See 0171

0815 Integrated Manufacturing Operations Information

System
Department of the Air Force, Washington, DC
May 85 (A, G)

Most aerospace manufacturers producing Air Force

weapon systems use computers to help speed production

and make it more efficient, however, each different comput-

er system and data base 'speaks a different language.'

Since the average major aerospace manufacturer uses be-

tween 300 and 500 data bases for production of a single

aerospace system, transferring and translating data from

one software system to another takes a lot of time and
effort and is sometimes not even technically possible. The
Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD) Materials Laboratory

has put into test operation the Integrated Information Sup-

port System which will tie together various manufacturing
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application programs so that the computer user will be able

to obtain any information with a single command and pro-

gram. The ASD laboratory has designed and developed a
software system which takes into account many of the

types of data base management systems used in manufac-
turing operations: quality assurance, facilities, assembly op-

erations, fabrication, in-process inspection, forecasting, pro-

duction control, data collection, inventory control, logistics,

maintenance, finance and business management systems.

Working with the Materials Laboratory, a coalition of gov-

ernment contractors has developed a generic system of

software which can be used to translate from one data

base type to another and may be used on different types of

computers for various types of product and types of manu-
facturing. The software is comprised of four major subsys-

tems: a common data model, communications, a network

transaction manager, and a user interface.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Ms. Joe Anne
Rumple, Aeronautical Systems Division, (ASD+ PA), Wright-

Patterson AFB, OH 45433, (513) 255-2725. Refer to

PAM85-017+TN.

0816 Integrated Tactile Sensor for Robots: A silicon

wafer would transduce, compute, and communicate
touch information
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (B, F)

A proposed large-scale integrated (LSI) circuit would give

robots, parts-handling machines, and remote-control de-

vices a sense of touch. The LSI circuits, placed on the con-

tact surfaces of manipulators, would combine the functions

of transduction, computing, and communicating. The entire

surface of an LSI wafer would be used as an array of tac-

tile sensors with sensing material connected directly to

computation elements in the wafer. A key feature of the

concept is that computation at the site of transduction per-

mits useful information to be extracted from the raw tactile

image and selectively communicated to a central controller.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15094+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA
Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15094+ TN.

0817 Internal Welder for Pipes and Tubes: Welds are
smooth and easy to inspect
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (F, G)

An arc-welding machine joins cylindrical tube or pipe sec-

tions internally. Internal welding ensures full penetration of

the internal joint and makes the joint easier to inspect,

since the weld root is visible from the outside. In addition,

the interior is smoother than it would be with external weld-

ing because the surface tension of the molten metal pro-

motes a flush surface as the metal solidifies. The joint thus

presents minimal resistance to flow.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PAT-APPL-6-
401,285+ NAB, price code: A02. For licensing information,

contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Patents,

U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For

further information, contact: J. O. Mitchell, Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratory, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos, NM 87545;

(505) 667-5479.

Ion Beam Milling and Up-Plating are Novel Approaches to

Microwave Circuit Production
See 0345

0818 Isometric Graphics for Investment Casting Design:
Tooling and unit costs can be substantially reduced
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (F, G)

A three-dimensional solid-modeling computer program,

called SynthaVision, produces 'three-dimensional' rendi-

tions of parts to aid manufacturers in estimating the costs

of designing and building wax-pattern dies and the associ-

ated tooling required for precision investment casting. Pre-

viously, sufficient time to study the complex design draw-

ings was not available to the estimator; therefore, tooling

estimates often were inflated to cover unforseen costs. The
graphics program takes the design and generates isometric

pictures of the part from different angles.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-002421+NAB,
price code: A03.

0819 J-R Curves and Load-Drop Method in Quality

Control: J-integral analysis and precracked Charpy
samples are examined for quality control in fracture

toughness
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (G, H, K)

A study by the U.S. Army Armament Research and Devel-

opment Center examined the possibility of adopting J-inte-

gral analysis and load-drop method as a more widely ac-

ceptable quality-control procedure than it actually has been
in the industry. To date, size limitations of material stock

and elaborate analysis procedures have restricted fracture

measurements to fracture-critical applications. The study

concluded that J-analysis incorporating the load-drop esti-

mate of crack extension on precracked Charpy samples

produces a good estimate of toughness in a variety of ma-
terials with a wide range of properties.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 42507+ NAA,
price code: A02, or cotact project officer Jospeh A Kapp,

(518)266-53419.

0820 Joining Tubes with Adhesive: Tapered ends and
spacing wires ensure strong joints

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (G, H)

Cylindrical tubes can be joined together, end to end, by a

method employing an adhesive, tapered ends, and spacing

wires. The method was developed for assembling structural

elements made of composite materials. Thin wires are

clipped on the tapered end of a tubular element. A liquid

adhesive is then applied to the tapered section. The ta-

pered section is inserted in a tapered counter-sunk hole in

a tube of slightly larger diameter. The adhesive is allowed

to cure, and a strong joint is formed..
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25958+TN.

0821 Joint for Erectable and Collapsible Frames:
Mechanism is self-energized, rigid, and reversible

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (D, F)

A joint mechanism allows a truss structure to be folded and
stowed in a small space. On command, the joint mecha-
nisms unfold, erecting the structure and locking its mem-
bers in place. The joints can also be collapsed so that the

structure can be restowed. Developed for structures to be

erected in space (for example, antennas, solar panels,

solar sails, and masts), the joint mechanism can be readily

adapted to window-opening struts, folding furniture, and tel-

evision antennas. The joint mechanism includes a hinge at-

tached to two truss elements that are also connected by

two links, a tension bar, and a compression bar. When the

folded elements are released, the springs in the joint mech-
anism rotate the truss elements about the hinge and lock

the mechanism to form a single member.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-
20635+TN.

0822 Kick-Free Pressure-Release Valve: A movable
energy-absorbing sleeve improves safety

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (F)

A release valve for smoothly venting the buildup of gas
pressure has been modified to reduce the kickback of the

mechanism during discharge. The valve consists of a
spring-loaded piercing lance connec ted to a pair of rollers

that are held apart by a separator for keeping the lance in

the cocked position. Removal of the separator actuates the

lance to puncture a venting diaphragm and release the

pressure.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-
16078+TN.

0823 Laser-Welding Missile-Storage Containers: The
process is feasible but needs larger production volume
to be economical
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (G, H)

Laser welding of missile-storage containers was investigat-

ed by the U.S. Army Missile Command as a possible alter-

native to manual welding by the gas+ metal arc-welding

(GMAW) process. The GMAW process involved six opera-

tors and, at times, two welders. It was anticipated that an
automated laser-welding process would be simpler and
more economical. The primary objective of the project,

therefore, was to demonstrate the application of high-

energy lasers by establishing the welding parameters and
associated costs of the missile container manufacturing

process. The secondary objective was to establish the

effect of high-energy laser beams in welding aluminum.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: U.S. Army
Missile Command, Attn: AMSMI-RLM (Phillip Ormsby), Red-
stone Arsenal, AL 35898-5247; (205)876-2952.

0824 Latch for Stored Cargo: Spherical latch elements
distribute the load over broad area

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (F)

Heavy cargo can be secured for storage by lightweight

spherical latches originally developed for spacecraft pay-

loads. Convex hemispherical latch elements attached to the

cargo mate with concave latch elements secured to the

cargo-bay floor. The elements automatically aline and
engage with one another when the payload is moved into

the storage position. The spherical shape of the latching

elements distributes the cargo weight over a broad surface

so there are no 'hotspots' when the cargo is secured.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25837+TN.
Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to Leon
D. Wofford, Jr., George C. Marshall Space Flight Center,

Mail Code: CC01, Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812;

(205) 453-0020. Refer to MFS-25837+TN.

Liquid-Droplet Radiative Cooler: A fine spray acts as a
large-area, low-mass radiator
See 1228

0825 Low-Thermal-Resistance Baseplate Mounting: A
convex baseplate flattens into large-area contact when
bolted down
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (F)

A mounting technique improves the thermal contact be-

tween a heat-producing device and a heat sink, yet allows

mounting bolts to be conveniently located around the edge
of the heat sink. The baseplate of the hot device is pre-

loaded to force it to assume a slightly convex shape. Then
when it is bolted to the flat heat-sink plate, the two sur-

faces flex slightly, coming into intimate contact over the

entire surface, thereby enhancing heat transfer. The convex
curvature of the baseplate could be introduced, for exam-
ple, by machine screws threaded through a beam. In other

applications the curvature might be introduced by stamping

or machining the plate itself. Furthermore, it does not

matter which of the two plates is convex: indeed, they

could both be made slightly convex.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25908+TN.

0826 Low-Vibration Oscillating Compressor: The
momenta of opposed pistons cancel
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (F)

An oscillating compressor is momentum-compensated so
that it produces little vibration in its supporting structure.

The compressor requires no lubrication and is virtually free

of wear. It can compress working fluids such as helium, ni-

trogen, or chlorfluorocarbons for Stirling-cycle refrigeration

or other purposes. The proposed compressor includes two
mutually opposed ferromagnetic pistons of the same shape
and mass. An electromagnet - the main driving coil ~ gen-
erates a magnetic flux that links both pistons, thus causing

a magnetic attraction between them.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to GSC-12799+TN.
Inquiries about licensing should be addressed to John O.

Tresansky, Goddard Space Flight Center, Mail Code: 204,

Greenbelt, MD 20771; (301) 344-7351. Refer to GSC-
12799+TN.

0827 Magnetic Chuck for Precise Grinding: Handling
time is substantially reduced
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 "

(F, G)

A magnetic grinding chuck is used for fabricating parts that

have thin, delicate geometries requiring close tolerances.

Previously, the use of conventional clamps to produce such
parts required highly-skilled machine operators and exten-

sive setup and indication time. The principal features of the

chuck are the slots and forms that are milled onto its face

for precise positioning of the workpiece. During grinding,

the recessed slots hold tabs ground into the backside of

the piece to secure it tightly. After grinding, the piece can

be turned over, fit into another chuck, and finished without

inducing the stresses that would occur from clamping.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19764+TN.

Manufacture of Nonplanar PC Boards: A study
established the materials and processes for producing
these compact boards
See 0356

0828 Matching Impedances and Modes in Acoustic
Levitation: Temperature differences could be
accommodated with tunable couplers
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (G)

A report now available discusses schemes for coupling

sound efficiently from a cool outside atmosphere into a hot

acoustic-levitation chamber. These theoretical studies have
practical implications for material-processing systems that

employ acoustic levitation. For mathematical simplicity, the

problem is treated as though the ambient and furnace tem-
peratures are spatially uniform and that the interface region

between them is infinitesimally thick - a piane surface for

the purpose of the analysis. Since the speed of sound is

proportional to the square root of the absolute temperature,

the normal acoustic modes are calculated separately for

the two temperature regions using the speed of sound ap-

plicable in each..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16022+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of the technol-

ogy described in this report should be addressed to Paul F.

McCaul, NASA Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601,

4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818)354-

2700. Refer to NPO-16022+TN.

0829 Measuring Robot Accuracy and Precision: In test,

robot is made to touch objects at known positions

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (F)

A program was conducted to develop a technique for char-

acterizing the positional accuracy of a robot, to evaluate

the technique for possible application to other robots, and
to determine whether the technique can be used to identify

sources of robot error. The Latin-square three-dimensional

ball plate, originally devised to determine the accuracy of

coordinate-measurement machines, was employed as the

measurement tool.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE84-004920+NAB,
price code: A03.

0830 Measuring Side Loads on Bolts: Transverse
loading can be correlated with torque data
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85

"
(D, F)

Side loads on a clevis bolt can be measured quickly and
easily. Such loads can be introduced during assembly of

the bolt and can affect its operation. Now, unwanted loads

can be determined quantitatively and corrected. A hexago-
nal wrench socket is machined into the end of the clevis

bolt. The bolt and fittings are brought together at points

where side loads are created, and the relationship of the

side load versus torque is measured and plotted. The clevis

bolt is then assembled to its mechanism, and with a torque

wrench inserted in the hexagonal wrench socket, a torque

reading is made. The load is estimated from the load-

versus-torque calibration. If the load is too high, fasteners

on the clevis are loosened, adjusted, and retightened.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15705+TN.

0831 Measuring the Runout on a Rotary Shaft: The
measuring system uses two orthogonal pistons

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (F)

The runout on a shaft, such as on a pump shaft in a liquid

oxygen environment, can be measured by a device employ-

ing a pair of pistons placed 90 degrees apart and in contact

with the shaft. The piston displacements are measured and
compared to their initial positions to determine the total

runout. Measurements with accelerometers will indicate if

the runout occurred during a transient, a resonance, or a

steady operation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19694+TN.

0832 Metal Forming - Magneform: Metal parts are

formed with pulsed-magnetic fields

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (G)

It has been known for a long time that magnetic fields can

exert strong forces on conductors carrying electrical cur-

rent. However, the usefulness of the effects of transient

forces on the conductors in pulsed-magnetic fields was not

fully appreciated in the early days of the Magnetic Fusion

Energy Program. Early experimenters found that the metal

liner of a fusion experiment could be collapsed by these

transient forces. From this initial experience, companies
have developed means to form metal parts with pulsed-

magnetic fields. This technique has been widely applied,

especially where parts are joined by shrinking rather than

by heat+ weld bonding. Many diverse automotive parts
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such as fuel pumps, steering gear, oil filters, fan clutches,

and speed-control diaphragms are assembled by pulsed-

magnetic fields. Electric motors, cigarette lighters, electrical

insulators, aircraft control rods, and breeder-reactor fuel-

pin-end closures are other examples.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-008873+ NAB,

price code: A02, or contact Michael M. Plum, Magneform

Business Development, Maxwell Laboratories, Inc., 8835

Balboa Ave, San Diego, CA 92123; (619)269-5100.

0833 Microfissuring in Alloys During Welding:

Concentrated strain on grain boundaries results in

intergranular brittleness

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (G, H)

It is possible to evaluate the cause of intergranular cracking

(microfissuring) in high-temperature alloys during welding by

measuring the number of microcracks as a function of tem-

perature and plastic strain. Two mechanisms of microfissur-

ing in the heat-affected zone are suggested: One is based

on the separation of intergranular liquid; the other involves

tearing of solid ligaments separating pools of liquid on the

grain boundaries. Both mechanisms concentrate strain on

the grain boundaries, resulting in low-strain intergranular

brittleness.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25604+TN.

0834 Miniature Rotator: It provides precise rotation in

tight spaces
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (F)

A device for making a small, precise rotation of objects in

cramped spaces consists of a V-groove machined in a
block of aluminum (or nylon) and a flat, slotted bar clamped
across the groove. A cylindrical object to be rotated rests in

the groove, with the slotted bar bearing on its surface.

Using a drivescrew, the bar is moved horizontally, causing

the cylinder to rotate because of friction between the bar

and the cylinder. The device has been used to rotate

lenses until they are in precise alinement with the optical

axis of an injection laser.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-12765+TN.

0835 Motorized Cryogenic Valve: An electronic

controller operates a modified cryogenic angle valve

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (F)

A remotely-controlled cryogenic valve operates over a tem-

perature range from room temperature to 2 K. The valve

can be used in helium dilution refrigerators, cryostats, and
adiabatic-demagnetization refrigerators. A standard cryo-

genic angle valve, the major component, is machined to

reduce its weight. The valve seat is made of copper. The
valve is operated by a miniature dc motor and an integral

gearset that is coupled to a power transmission.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to ARC-11452+TN.

0836 New Laser Tracking System on Robots
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (F, G)

A new laser tracking system has been developed to use in

precision measurement of robot position and motion. Con-

tinuously measuring in real time, the new system directly

determines the position and wrist orientation of a robot arm
moving at a normal pace to an accuracy of .0005 in. over

the entire work volume. Currently most measurements of

robot arm position are obtained from static position. The
system uses a tracking mirror to bounce a laser beam off a

target mirror mounted on the robot wrist, back to an inter-

ferometer. Precision transducers measure the angular rota-

tion of the mirrors and a laser interferometer measures the

path length of the beam. From this information, the system

calculates the changing position of the arm. NBS will use

the new system to define robot standards, but applications

could be used on the factory floor within one or two years.

The system could also be used for feedback control of mill-

ing machines and lathes. A coordinate measuring machine
equipped with the new system could attain an accuracy of

one-part-in-1 00,000.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Kam Lau,

Building 220 - Room A207, National Bureau of Standards,

Gaithersburg, MD 20899; (301) 921-3218.

0837 Novel Heat-Flow Regulator Designed
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D, F)

A patent was granted for the design of a heat transfer

device that may have applications ranging from metals

preparations to materials processing in space. The temper-

ature-controllable heat valve, proposes a novel control grid

that can vary the thermal flow through a heat pipe. Unlike

existing controllable heat pipes, which use mechanical or

electrical parts that could malfunction, the proposed design

has no internal moving parts and needs no external energy

sources. The device could be used to tap stored quantities

of high-temperature heat energy-such as vapors of metallic

elements like sodium or silver in insulated tanks--for metal-

lurgical or chemical processing.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of Fed-

eral Patent Licensing, Center for the Utilization of Federal

Technology, P.O. Box 1423, Springfield, VA 22151;

(703)487-4732. Refer to: Patent 4,494,595 + TN.

0838 Off-Resonance Acoustic Levitation Without
Rotation: Orthogonal acoustic-levitation modes are

excited at slightly different frequencies to control

rotation

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (G)

Laboratory tests have demonstrated that the rotation of an

object in a square-cross-section acoustic-levitation chamber
is stopped by detuning the two orthogonal (x and y) excita-

tion drivers in the plane of the square cross section. The
detuning can be done using the fundamental degenerate

modes or the odd harmonic modes. The high temperatures

necessary for some applications can introduce uncontrolled

phase shifts in the x and y acoustic waveguides, causing
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uncontrolled rotation. The off-resonance method eliminates

unwanted rotation and allows controlled rotation when de-

sired.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15634 + TN.

0839 One-Hand Nut and Bolt Assembly Tool: C-clamp-
shaped box- and socket-wrench assembly holds nut on
blind side in alinement to receive bolt from open side

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (F)

A special wrench speeds nut and bolt assembly when there

is insufficient room to hold the nut behind the bolthole with

a standard tool. A C-shaped part with a box-wrench head
(located in the same position as the anvil in a C-clamp)

holds the nut behind the bolthole. A shaft with a socket-

wrench head to hold the bolt passes through a close-fitting

hole in the near end of the C-shaped part (like the screw in

a C-clamp). As the shaft is turned, it advances the bolt

through the bolthole into the nut.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19691 +TN.

0840 Optical-Fiber-Welding Machine: Technique yields

joints with average transmissivity of 91.6 percent
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (G, H)

Single-mode optical fibers are joined by a technique that

combines fusion arc welding with micromanipulation. The
technique was demonstrated with stepped-index glass

fibers of 80 micro m outside diameter and 4.5 micro m core

diameter. The transmissivities of 60 experimental joints

ranged from 70 to 98 percent, with an average of 91.6 per-

cent. As a result of these experiments, a practical welding

machine under development will enable the heretofore deli-

cate and tedious joining operation to be performed routine-

ly. The machine includes all the equipment necessary for

manipulation, preparation, and fusion of the fibers.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15004+TN.

0841 PAXROU: This program analyzes and optimizes
cutter placement on drill bits

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (A, F, G)

PAXROU is an interactive program used to analyze and op-

timize cutter placement on drill bits. PAXROU was devel-

oped to facilitate designing of drill bit configurations without

graphical layouts. Drill bits already in the field with cutter

wear problems can be analyzed to determine the solutions

to those problems. The interactive program incorporates an
integration method that is independent of the cutter shape.

Cutter shapes can be taken to be elliptical to account for

varying back-rake angles. A linear programming method is

used to optimize, locally, cutter placement.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to No. 9931 +TN. For further information, con-

tact: E.A. Aronson, Sandia National Laboratories, P.O. Box
5800, Albuquerque, NM 87185.

0842 Perforating Thin Metal Sheets: Sheets only a few
mils thick are bonded together, punched, then
debonded
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (G)

Metal sheets and foils as thin as 0.003 inch are perforated

by a mechanical punch with the aid of a new technique.

Previously, such foils were perforated while they were 10

times thicker, and excess material was then removed by

chemical milling. The perforation technique was developed

for fabricating a conductive layer on blankets that collect

and remove ions; however, perforated foils have other ap-

plications -- as conductive surfaces on insulating materials;

stiffeners and conductors in plastic laminates; reflectors in

antenna dishes; supports for thermal blankets; lightweight

grille cover materials; and material for the mockup of com-
ponents.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Refer to: ARC-
11280+TN. Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial

use of this invention should be addressed to Darrell G.

Brekke, Ames Research Center, Mail Code: 200-11 A, Mof-

fett Field, CA 94035; (415)694-5104. Referto ARC-
11280+TN.

Polyurethane Filler for Electroplating: Bath contamination
is lower than with wax
See 0987

Polyurethane Masks Large Areas in Electroplating: Foam
masking agent reduces contamination
See 0988

0843 Portable Power Broach: Openings can be cut at

remote or confined places

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (F)

Small holes or grooves are broached by a portable tool that

runs on hydraulic or pneumatic power. The tool is designed

for use on parts that previously had to be brought to a sta-

tionary broaching machine. The tool is a hand-held version

of the larger stationary broaching machines. It is equipped

with fittings and hoses to connect to a power source and is

small enough to be carried in the field or used in confined

spaces.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19679+ TN.

Positioning Vise for Crystal Cleavage: Smoothly moving
parts ensure correct orientation of crystals

See 1195

0844 Positive-Shutoff Fuel Valve: This ball valve is shut

by a pneumatic actuator

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (F)

A pneumatically-actuated ball valve utilizes continuous-con-

tact ball-seat seals and dynamic delta seals in lieu of bel-

lows to seal against low-pressure leaks in fuel-supply lines.

The seat seal is pressure-balanced as well as spring-

loaded by the delta seal springs. The higher the inlet pres-

sure becomes, the better the sealing characteristics.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-
19779+TN.

Pressure+Vacuum Bonding for Low-Curvature Mirrors:

Reflecting surfaces are attached to nonreflecting

substrates
See 0495

0845 Pressure-Driven Waterflow Cleaning Device: High-

pressure gas mixed with water is an effective cleaner

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (F, G)

When a gas at high pressure is mixed with water, the ex-

panding gas bubbles in the jet give more vigor to the liquid.

This fluid agitation can be effectively used to clean a small,

normally inaccessible cavity or passage. Internal contami-

nation can be removed by flowing and backflushing with

the high-pressure water jet.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19638+TN.

Processes for VLSI Circuits: Advanced fabrication

methods are described and evaluated
See 0375

Production Line for Dendritic-Web Solar Cells: Proposed
machinery would process 0.5 sq m of silicon each minute
See 0499

0846 Proximity Indicator for Remote Manipulator: The
operator receives a sensation of depth and orientation

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (F, K)

A display indicates the pitch, yaw, and distance of a remote
manipulator with respect to an object to be grasped. It dis-

plays numerical values and a bargraph simulation of the po-

sition and orientation of the hand. When the errors in posi-

tion and orientation are small enough to ensure a success-
ful grasp, the unit alerts the operator with audible and visi-

ble signals. The display unit is intended for a four-claw

hand.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;
(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15064.

Purifying Silicon During Crystal Growth: Current causes
impurities to electromigrate from growing crystal
See 1 202

0847 Quick-Change Wrist for Robots
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (F, G)

Researchers are now developing a compact (two inches

long), lightweight (15 lbs) and reliable device that uses the

rotation of the robot's wrist to perform the locking and un-

locking functions ordinarily performed by an actuator. The
prototype will allow for through passage of four 1+4 inch

diameter and one 1 +2 inch diameter pneumatic channels
and 24 electrical paths. Compliance techniques have been
developed and demonstrated which provide broad toler-

ance to robot drift and programming inaccuracy during stor-

age and acquisition of end effectors.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: John Vranish,

Room A353, Bldg. 220, U.S. Department of Commerce, Na-

tional Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899;

(301)921-3691.

0848 Reactionless Winch: Hand-held tool serves a
variety of uses
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (F)

A lightweight, hand-held winch designed for use by astro-

nauts on the Space Shuttle has a reaction crank braced
against the housing, in addition to a ratcheting crank. To
pull on the load, the operator squeezes handles of the two
cranks toward each other (as with pliers or scissors). Since
all forces are thereby reacted into the tool, there is no need
to restrain or brace the operator against an external object.

The winch features retracting polyester straps instead of

the cables and pulleys found on 'come-along' ratcheting

pullers. In its present form, the total length is adjustable out

to 15 ft. The ends of the straps are equipped with pintle

hooks. The winch could be used by divers working under-

water. It also might be used for pulling vehicles out of mud,
lifting heavy objects, or tightening cables.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20440+TN.

0849 Reciprocating Saw for Silicon Wafers: Concept
would increase productivity and wafer quality

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (G)

A concept for cutting wafers from silicon ingots promises to

produce smooth wafers at high rates with reduced blade

wear. The concept involves a straight reciprocating saw
blade and a slight rotation of the ingot between cutting

strokes. Many parallel blades can be combined to cut many
wafers simultaneously from the ingot. In reciprocating cut-

ting, a blade saws back and forth through the ingot. On the

return stroke, however, there is a tendency for the diamond
particles on the cutting edge of the blade to become dis-

lodged. Consequently, the cutting edge quickly becomes
dull and leaves a rough surface on the wafer. With the new
cutting scheme the return stroke is through a different

ingot. The blade passes between upper and lower ingots.

As the blade moves to the left, the upper ingot engages the

top cutting edge of the blade. As the blade moves to the

right, the lower ingot engages the bottom cutting edge. At

the end of each stroke, the ingots are moved vertically as
required to engage or disengage them with the blade. Each
ingot is therefore sawed in one direction only.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15863+ TN.

0850 Remotely Operated Gripper Tracks Applied Force:

Operator 'feel' is incorporated into a new design
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (F)

A remotely controlled gripper grasps, holds, and maneuvers
items that are not equipped with a grapple fixture and have
no preplanned interface with the gripper. The parallel jaws

of the gripper have elastic surface pads. Force sensors are

mounted in the fixed jaw. The force applied by the operator

at the control lever produces an output from the command
potentiometer, which is proportional to the applied force. A
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potentiometer tracks the moving-jaw position. The com-
mand moves the jaw until the output of the force sensors in

the jaw balances the command signal.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-
20241 +TN.

0851 Remotely-Controlled Docking System: Spring-

loaded drogue cones tolerate and correct misalinement

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (F)

A docking mechanism for launching and retrieving payloads

includes a passive probe attached to the host vehicle and
an active assembly attached to the payload. Originally de-

veloped for the Space Shuttle, the mechanism could be

adapted for robot manipulator arms, trailer hitches, and
docking devices for in-flight refueling of airplanes. The
latches are locked by action of the rotary cam on the ball

cam followers. This cam has two regions in addition to the

one shown. The second region permits free radial motion of

the cam followers to allow the spring-loaded latches to be
depressed by the probe as it enters the drogue cone. The
third region forces the cam followers radially outward to re-

tract the latches for undocking.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-18969+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its

commercial development should be addressed to Marvin F.

Matthews, Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Mail Code:
AL-3, Houston, TX 77058; (713)483-4871. Refer to MSC-
18969+TN.

0852 Removing Burrs by Robot: Robots are faster and
more consistent than human operators but pose
special problems
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (F, G)

A study has explored the capabilities of robots for deburring

complex investment castings of stainless steel or alumi-

num. The study is the first of a series intended to define

robot capabilities, define inherent requirements, describe a
rationale for certain approaches, describe differences from
hand deburring, and recommend approaches suitable for

production parts. Deburring of holes, straight edges, curvi-

linear edges, and threads was considered. Machined parts

such as housings, valves, mechanism components, and
plates usually require burr-free edges to ensure dependable
operation and fit.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-01 0766 + NAB,
price code: A05.

0853 Repairing Hidden Cracks in Coolant Tubes:
'Fishmouth' inserts stop leaks in hidden walls of tubes
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (D, G)

A repair technique closes leaks in tubes or conduits where
access is limited to the wall opposite the crack. The tech-

nique is applicable to any tubular assembly where tubes are

bundled together or bonded to a supporting shell, such as
in heat exchangers. The repair procedure provides structur-

al support to the area that has failed and uninterrupted flow

without significantly altering the heat-transfer profile.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Inquiries concerning

rights for the commercial use of this invention should be
addressed to Leon D. Wofford, Jr., George C. Marshall

Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01, Marshall Space
Flight Center, AL 35812; (205) 453-0020. Refer to MFS-
19796+ TN.

0854 Retention Mechanism for Spinning Objects: The
mechanism holds securely but allows release of a

rotating body or shaft

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (F)

A mechanism enables the controlled release of two rotating

objects. Designed to retain a spin-stabilized satellite during

launch and spinup in orbit and eject it into space at high

velocity, the mechanism may be applicable to some kinds

of motor starters, drive shafts, or other drive systems that

must be released while rotating. The mechanism consists

of three lugs on the driven object that reach through the

spin table and engage three spring-loaded pins pressing

outwardly against a stationary retaining cylinder.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25957+TN.

0855 Reusable Release Mechanism: Lightweight unit

replaces exploding bolts in applications where reuse is

an advantage
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (F)

Although activated by an explosive charge, a new release

mechanism differs from an exploding bolt in a key respect -

the new mechanism is reusable, whereas an exploding bolt

is not. Only the charge has to be replaced for the new
device to be ready for service. Advantages of the new
mechanism include: Large areas carry the tensile load; The
friction load decreases as the pressurized-chamber volume
increases; The shank is completely relaxed before release;

and There is no appreciable wear or surface work harden-

ing. The device has potential industrial applications; for ex-

ample, in the emergency release of lifting cables from heli-

copters, cranes, and hoists.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MSC-20080 + TN.

Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to Marvin

F. Matthews, Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Mail Code:

AL-3, Houston, TX 77058; (713) 483-4871. Refer to MSC-
20080 + TN.

0856 Ribbon Reduces Spiking in Electron-Beam
Welding: Finer welds are made by increasing the vapor
pressure
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (G, H)

Spiking in electron-beam welding is reduced by placing a

high-vapor-pressure substance along the path of the elec-

tron beam. The technique has been used successfully on
nickel alloys and aluminum alloys and may be effective on
steel and titanium. In the new technique, a strip of metal
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having a vapor pressure higher than that of the base metal

at the same temperature is placed in a slot machined along

the weld line. The strip vaporizes as the beam strikes it,

and its vapor pressure keeps surface tension from closing

off the top of the channel.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19701 +TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, Jr. George C.

Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01, Marshall

Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205) 453-0020. Refer to

MFS-19701 +TN.

0857 Robotic Drilling and Trimming
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (F, G)

Sponsored by a NAVAIR manufacturing technology project

(A1349), Grumman Aerospace Corporation has demonstrat-

ed an automated robotic cell for drilling access panels. The
robot is expected to achieve major increases in productivity

and accuracy over the use of manual pro cessing and tool-

ing. The objective of the project is to reduce aircraft acqui-

sition costs by using a precision robot to perform basic

labor intensive operations encountered in the fabrication of

air-frame structures, such as sub-assembly drilling, trim-

ming, routing, and deburring. The robotic system eliminates

the need for drilling templates. Drilling and routing aircraft

parts with this robotic system resulted in a labor savings of

68 percent as compared to conventional manual methods.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Commander,
Naval Air Systems Command, Attn: Ms. Oreta B. Stinson

(AIR 5143J), Washington, DC 20361; (202) 692-7640.

0858 Robotized Benching Operation: A proposed robot
system promises to reduce direct labor costs and
improve safety

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (F, G)

A study performed by the U.S. Army Armament, Munitions,

and Chemical Command investigated the possibility of im-

proving safety of benching operations on breechblocks and
rings. Conventional benching operation was unsafe be-

cause of poor visibility of some surfaces that had to be
ground. A preliminary review of the grinding operations

showed that electric robots were most suitable for the task

because of the precision required and the restriction of

movement inherent in a confined workspace. The operation

involved grinding in an area 8 in. in diameter and 6 in. deep
to produce a series of 0.050 in. radii. The package would
include a 5-axis industrial robot that would be modified to

accommodate a sixth axis to hold the air-driven, commer-
cially produced grinding tool.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: V. Montuori,

Benet Weapons Laboratory, Bldg. 40, Watervliet Arsenal,

Watervliet, NY 12189; (518)266-5507.

0859 Roller Bearings Restored by Precision Regrinding
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (F)

The extensive use of ball and roller bearings in high per-

formance turbomachinery has led to the development of

technology which allows cost effective restoration of bear-

ings removed from units in overhaul. The bearing restora-

tion technology developed by NASA Lewis Research
Center, the Army Aviation Systems Command, and the

Corpus Christi Army Depot has resulted in a significant de-

crease in the number of ball and roller bearing assemblies

discarded due to wear beyond tolerance limits. Prior to the

introduction of the restoration by grinding technology, bear-

ings were disassembled, cleaned and inspected during tur-

bine or transmission overhaul and units not meeting specifi-

cations were scrapped. Restoration by grinding is accom-
plished by regrinding the rolling-element raceways and
other critical surfaces to restore the unit to the same speci-

fications as required for newly manufactured units. Grinding

is completed using machinery identical to that required for

manufacture of new units and is subject to the same preci-

sion controls. Application of this technology for the restora-

tion of complex ball and roller bearings has resulted in sig-

nificant savings when compared to the cost of bearing re-

placement with newly manufactured assemblies. This tech-

nology is applicable to organizations which operate many
turbomachinery units which require frequent overhaul and
bearing replacement.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: TECTRA,
School of Business and Public Administration, California

State University, Sacramento, CA 95819; (916) 454-6640.

Refer to TECTRA-Case-M08-18+TN.

0860 Round the Clock Unattended Machining
Demonstrated
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (F, G)

A turning workstation has completed a 25-hour test run of

unattended operation. A disaster sensor system and a
workstation controller that corrects for a limited set of error

conditions made the test possible. During the test run,

more than 125 parts were made, all conforming to specifi-

cations. The workstation consists of a Hardinge Brothers

Superslant CNC turning center and a Bendix AA robot with

an NBS-developed gripper. The activities of this equipment

are coordinated by an NBS-developed workstation control-

ler which can accept commands and manufacturing data

from the higher-level AMRF units during integrated runs of

the whole system.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Don Blom-

quist, Room B106, Bldg. 233, National Bureau of Stand-

ards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899; (301)921-3381.

0861 Safety Pedal for Foot-Operated Machinery: A
hinged structure prevents inadvertent use
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (F, G)

A pedal for turning on a metal-forming power brake can be

moved quickly, yet resists inadvertent operation. Previously,

power-brake pedals had to be covered by safety screens to

prevent inadvertent use. The screens had to be removed to

permit pedal operation. The new pedal thus improves both

the productivity and safety of power brakes and such other

machines as metal shearers and punch presses.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20535+ TN.

0862 Self-Locking Coupler Engages and Moves Loads:
Self-locking coupler prevents accidental release of load

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (D, F)
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A ba!l-and-knob coupler self-locks when engaging a load,

preventing its accidental release. The coupler housing con-

tains a turnable ball with an opening and a slot. The open-

ing receives or releases the knob, which is attached to the

load through a neck. The slot engages and locks the knob.

To pick up a load, a remote-controlled motor drives the ball

via chain and worm gearing to aline the opening with the

guide passage. To release a load after transport, the motor

drives the ball back to the receive+ release position. The
self-locking coupler ensures safe transport of heavy loads

by precluding accidental release.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: The patent

document on which this technical note is based is U.S.

Patent 4,360,230 which is available from: Commissioner of

Patents, Washington, DC 20231 for $1. For licensing infor-

mation, contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for

Patents, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC
20585. For further information, contact: R.L. Wood, 2003 Il-

linois Street, Golden, CO 80401; (303) 231-7344.

0863 Self-Regulating Valve: Changes In flow create

compensating changes In pressure drop and hydraulic

loss coefficient

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (F)

A self-regulating valve has a hydraulic loss coefficient pro-

portional to a positive exponential power of the flow rate.

The valve dampens fluid-flow disturbances automatically.

However, failure of the valve will not completely block flow.

The valve contains a cylindrical channel, a fixed sphere,

and a movable sphere. If the flow through the valve in-

creases from a steady value, the drag on the movable
sphere will increase. The movable sphere will compress a
return spring, thereby increasing its distance from the fixed

sphere. This movement increases both the pressure drop

and the hydraulic loss coefficient. The flow is thus reduced.

If, on the other hand, the flow through the valve decreases
from a steady value, the pressure drop and the hydraulic

coefficient are thus decreased, and the flow increases.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE83-013187+NAB,
price code: A02. For licensing information, contact: Office

of Assistant General Counsel for Patents, U.S. Department
of Energy, Washington, DC 20585.

0864 Setup Aid for Electrical-Discharge Machining: An
interlock assures that the workpiece is correctly

assembled in the machining fixture

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (F, G)

An interlock ensures that parts are completely assembled
and properly positioned for electrical-discharge machining

(EDM). The interlock prevents power from being applied to

the electrodes unless the parts have been set up correctly.

The interlock includes a switch that signals when all the

mating parts are assembled in their correct positions about

a positioning pin. The pin can be fully inserted only if the

parts are in the correct orientation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;
(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19874+TN.

Silicon-Film Growth by Continuous Edge-Supported Melt
Skimming: A proposed technique would grow thin sheets
of silicon at high speeds with minimal contamination
See 1210

0865 Silicon-Web-Growing Machine: Silicon is

replenished automatically as the web is withdrawn
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 (F, G)

The design of a semiautomatic silicon-web-growing ma-
chine has been set down in detailed engineering drawings.

The machine has not been built in its entirety, but critical

subsystems have been tested successfully on other web-
growing machines. The automatic melt-replenishment sub-

system greatly reduces the demand upon the operator's

time. The melt level is sensed with a He+Ne laser beam
and the melt-level error signal is used to control a motor-

driven pellet feeder, speeding it up when the level is low.

With this feedback control system, the melt level remains
nearly constant, and silicon is replaced at about the rate at

which it is consumed.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15870+TN.

Silicone-Rubber Tooling for Hollow Panels: A wave-free
contour surface is obtained by using a flexible mold
See 1010

0866 Software Available for Calculating Investment in

Robotics
Department of the Air Force, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (A, D, F, G)

A recently-published report, Robotics Investment Decision

Model, prepared by Applied Concepts Corporation for the

Air Force, is a computerized model for assessing the eco-

nomic attractiveness of such investments. The model is

written as a template for Lotus 1-2-3, one of the popular

electronic spreadsheet programs, and can be used with

microcomputers which can run Lotus 1-2-3, have a disk

drive that can read the data diskette on which the model

has been installed, and have 256 kilobytes of random
access memory (RAM). Users with less than 256K RAM
can still run the model, but will need to break it into smaller

files. Intermediate level working knowledge of Lotus 1-2-3

is required of the user. The model provides for up to a 1 5-

year analysis period and is based upon real economic
events. The cost of robot hardware, for example, is consid-

ered to be its purchase price (plus shipping, set up, etc.)

plus the interest expense for any funds borrowed to make
the purchase. The publication includes step-by-step instruc-

tions on how to operate the model. The user first inputs the

costs under the old method of production for each year to

be considered, then under the robotic+ flexible manufactur-

ing system (FMS) approach. A list of recommended cost

elements is provided for guidance. The model computes
nominal cash flows for investment (the differences in

costs). The user can make a production quantity adjust-

ment and has the option of adjusting for changes in quality

or value added at the workstation. The model then per-

forms a before-tax analysis, providing undiscounted and
discounted cash flows, internal rate of return, and net
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present value at a user specified discount rate. For the

after-tax analysis, the user inputs the investment schedule

for depreciable property, by asset class, for both the old

and new methods.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 45467+ NAC,
price code: A05.

0867 Sonic-Pump Levitator: An audiospeaker drives the

gas and rapidly responds to corrective signals

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (G)

A pressure transducer for a gas levitator responds rapidly

to computer-generated corrective signals to position a levi-

tated object accurately for containerless processing. The
levitating gas is driven by an audiospeaker. The speaker in-

tensity, and hence the height of levitation, is controlled by

adjusting the power to the speaker. Speaker response time

is on the order of a tenth of a millisecond. With appropriate

scaling up of the hardware, the sonic pump could function

as a levitator for containerless processing of more massive
specimens of higher densities and of different materials.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25828+TN.
Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to Leon
D. Wofford, Jr., George C. Marshall Space Flight Center,

Mail Code: CC01, Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812.

(205) 453-0020. Refer to MFS-25828+TN.

0868 Sorting Titanium Welding Rods: Three types of

titanium welding wires are identified by their resistance
to current flow
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (G, H, K)

An instrument sorts out titanium-alloy welding wires by
monitoring the current that flows when an aluminum cath-

ode contacts the wire. Each of the three alloys (Ti40, 5AI-

2.5 5n, and 6AI-4U) produces a different electrical re-

sponse, permitting positive identification. The tester in-

cludes a 9-Vdc source, a milliammeter (0 to 100 mA), an
anode, and an aluminum cathode tipped with a cotton pad
that has been moistened with an electrolyte (4 percent by
weight ammonium nitrate). The welding wire closes the

path for electric-current flow.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;
(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20588+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Marvin F. Matthews, Lyndon B.

Johnson Space Center, Mail Code: AL-3, Houston, TX
77058; (713)483-4871. Refer to MSC-20588 + TN.

0869 Spherical-Bearing Analysis Program: Program
predicts thermomechanical performance of spherical
roller bearings
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (A, D, F, H)

Computer program SPHERBEAN, has been developed to

predict the thermomechanical performance characteristics

of double-row spherical roller bearings over a wide range of

operating conditions. The analysis allows six degrees of

freedom for each roller and three for each half of an op-

tionally split cage. Program capabilities provide sufficient

generality to allow the detailed simulation of both high-

speed and conventional bearing operation. Emphasis has
been placed on detailing the effects of roller skew, roller

end-to-flange contact, and changes in clearance as func-

tions of speed, mounting fits, and temperature. The
SPHERBEAN program is written in FORTRAN IV.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to LEW-13626+TN.

0870 Square-Cutting Grinder: A modified grinder easily

makes square cuts in pipes

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85

*
(F, G)

An attachment to a grinder may be used to cut small pipe

ends square and smooth, ready for welding. The attach-

ment is a simple plate bracket fastened to an air pencil

grinder, which is held against the pipe flange to guide the

grinder. Using the flange face as a guide, the square cut

could be made at the required position from either the

inside or outside diameter. This technique is especially

useful for cuts of short length.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to KSC-11257+ TN.

0871 Stalled-Flow and Head-Loss Model for Diffuser

Pumps: The inlet transition zone is modeled as a two-
dimensional cascade
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (D, F)

A modeling procedure approximates the inlet transition

zone (blade leading edge to blade throat) of a diffuser

pump as a two-dimensional cascade, the properties of

which are well known. (The stall phenomenon starts in the

transition region when the pump operates far enough below
design flow.) The model can be applied to stators as well

as rotors. The procedure is much faster than previous

methods.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19748+TN.

0872 Standard Fastener Library: Fastener details are

inserted as the drawing is constructed on a graphics
terminal

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (A, F)

When available software packages do not provide for

graphic representation of details of fastener hardware, the

operator must individually construct each nut and bolt used
on the drawing. This is a time-consuming operation, espe-
cially when large assembly or installation drawings are in-

volved. A program for use with a graphics system creates a
library of standard fastener hardware. The programs are

categorized by fastener geometric shape with tabulated

sizes. This program is written in PEP (Parametric Element
Processor) for the Computer Vision Model 109S computer
with the CADDS 3 graphics software.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to MSC-20645+TN.

0873 Statistical Models of Production-Machine
Maintenance Systems: Two types of models can be
used to characterize the maintenance of industrial-

production systems
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (F, G)

The U.S. Army Armament, Munitions, and Chemical Com-
mand developed statistical models to describe the probabil-

ity distribution of service time in maintenance systems. The
following assumptions were made: The number of ma-
chines is finite; repairmen work individually and can repair

any machine; a failure constitutes the birth of a service

demand; and completion of repair marks the death of the

service action. Markov birth+ death process was used to

generate two types of models: exponential and Erlang or

gamma probability distribution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 36580+ NAA,
price code: A05, or contact project officer George J.

Schlenker (309) 794-5075.

0874 Stepped-Pin Clevis Resists Jamming: Pin

modification may allow pyrotechnic release devices to

operate more smoothly
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (F)

Quick-release mechanisms that incorporate explosively-

driven clevis pins may be less vulnerable to jamming with a
new stepped-pin design. Pin ejection should also require

less energy because the pin bears a frictional side load

during a shorter portion of its travel. The stepped-pin

design is suitable for explosive- and possibly hammer-
driven pin pullers, but may not work with manual pin pullers.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-
15834 + TN.

0875 Stripping the Sheath from Stranded Cables: A
device similar to a tubing cutter removes the tough
plastic cover

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B, F)

A new cable stripper uses a rotary cutter and two bearings

to remove Kapton (or equivalent) plastic sheathing from a
multiwire stranded cable without damaging the insulation of

the individual conductors. The sheath is cut part of the way
through by the cutter, and the insulation is then 'worked' off

the end of the wire by hand. Some newer types of stranded

cables are covered with a tough plastic sheath. Two or

more wires are twisted together to form a cable, producing

a cross section that is not quite circular. This shape makes
conventional wire strippers unsuitable for removing the

sheaths.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15082+TN.

0876 Structural Turnbuckle Bears Compressive or

Tensile Loads: The length of a structural member is

readily adjusted

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (D, F)

A proposed column-length adjuster is based on the turn-

buckle principle. The new device differs from the conven-
tional turnbuckle in that it is more stable under compressive

loads and requires less clearance for installation. Like the

turnbuckle, it is readily accessible for adjustments. The
device consists of an internally and externally threaded

bushing, a threaded housing, and a threaded rod. The
housing is attached to one part of a structure, and the

threaded rod is attached to the other part of the structure.

With its more-direct load path and shorter overall length,

the device makes a stiffer structural member than does a
conventional turnbuckle. The device can be used for axially

loaded members requiring length adjustment during installa-

tion.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-
25939 +TN.

0877 Surface Roughness Study Conducted
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (D, G)

A surface roughness study was conducted at the Naval

Surface Weapons Center (NSWC) to obtain a prescribed

roughness on a metal surface through control of a grit-

blasting technique. The grit-blasting technique was used to

generate a desired surface roughness height and distribu-

tion on wind tunnel models. The technique provides a pre-

dictive capability which facilitates obtaining repeatability of

surface roughness. It is particularly advantageous in the

preparation of models for comparing results from different

tests and testing facilities.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Navy Technol-

ogy Transfer, Code E211, Naval Surface Weapons Center,

Dahlgren, VA 22448. Refer to 1 00303 +TN.

0878 Temperature-Gradient Furnace for Solidification

Experiments: Gradients are controllable from zero to

500 C + cm
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (G, H, J, K)

A cylindrical furnace provides axial temperature profiles for

material-processing experiments. Temperature gradients

inside the central ceramic furnace tube can be varied local-

ly from isothermal (zero gradient) to 500 C per centimeter

by controlling the electric power to five independent heating

elements and a heat-removal plate. The furnace is made up

of eight zones. A zone is heated, cooled or passive, de-

pending on the required temperature profile.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25963+ TN. Inquir-

ies concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its

commercial development should be addressed to Leon D.

Wofford, Jr., George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail

Code: CC01, Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812;

(205)453-0020. Refer to MFS-25963+TN.
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0879 Tool Enlarges Hard-to-Reach Holes: Tool centers
itself and cuts to a precise depth
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (F)

A cutting tool makes it possible to enlarge valve seats or

other orifices in hard-to-reach locations. The tool consists

of a crosscut carbide bur; a sleeve that serves as a depth

stop and pilot; a length of flexible, strong piano wire; and a
standard drive socket. The parts are brazed together. The
piano wire transmits torque and axial force to the cutting

tool. Before the cutting of an inaccessible orifice is started,

the tool is used to machine a simulated orifice in a metal

block. A mold is then made of the machined surfaces and
is observed on a comparator. If the shape is correct, ma-
chining can proceed.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A copy of the original

Tech Note fact sheet containing more detailed information

and a diagram is available by ordering the monthly sub-

scription package, order number PB85-925602, price code
E02.

0880 Tool for Inserting and Removing Tube Plugs:

Simple handtool can be used with both straight and
bent tubes
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (F)

A tool inserts a plug deep inside a tube to protect the inner-

most section of the tube from contamination during inspec-

tion or testing. With the plug inserted, the end of the tube

can be subjec ted to inspection by penetrant dyes, to grind-

ing, the casting of internal molds, and other operations.

After debris and residue have been rinsed away by a sol-

vent, the tool is used to remove the plug, leaving the entire

tube clean. The plug includes two expandable fluorelas-

tomer O-rings on a short threaded shaft.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19871 +TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, Jr., George
C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01, Marshall

Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205) 453-0020. Refer to

MFS-19871 +TN.

0881 Tool Guide for Manifold Piping Systems: Guide
provides access to hard to reach areas
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (D, F)

A cylindrical tool guide allows access to pipes, tubes, and
conduits in a manifold system for inspection and cleaning.

The tool, which contains locking mechanisms for securing

its position, can be inserted into a large-diameter pipe and
provide access to smaller diameter pipes located at 90 deg
or other angles to the large pipe. Such access is necessary
in manifold systems that carry and distribute rock, oil, or

other sediment-bearing fluids and require periodic mainte-

nance. Once the tool guide and locking mechanisms are

positioned, a variety of equipment can be introduced

through the guide and into the manifold tube.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PAT-APPL-6-
396191+ NAB, price code: A02. For licensing information,

contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Patents,

U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For

further information, contact: Alex Djordjevic, Rocketdyne Di-

vision, Rockwell International Corp., 6633 Canoga Avenue,
Canoga Park, CA 91304.

0882 Tool Releases Optical Elements From Spring
Brackets: Threaded hooks retract the bracket arms
holding an element
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (F)

Using a new tool, one person can easily insert or remove
an optical element (such as a prism or lens) from a spring

holder or bracket with minimal risk of damage. Previously,

pliers, wires, or even fingers were used to remove an ele-

ment. However, these techniques often required two people

and entailed some risk of damaging the optical element.

The new tool uses three hooks with threaded shanks
mounted in a ring-shaped holder to pull on the tabs to re-

lease the optical element. The bracket is slipped down into

the tool and rotated slightly to engage the hooks on the

tabs. For additional stability, the bracket may be centered in

the tool by the engagement of a threaded tool center post

with a matching threaded hole at the center of the bracket.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to GSC-12794+TN.
Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to John
O. Tresansky, Goddard Space Flight Center, Mail Code:

204, Greenbelt, MD 20771; (301) 344-7351. Refer to GSC-
12794+ TN.

0883 Tool Support Ring: A slotted ring maintains tool

alinement over holes on a circle

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (F, G)

A tool support ring requires only a single repositioning to

give a broaching tool access to a series of 66 holes located

on a circle. It could permit the use of tools designed for

hand-held use (such as an electric drill) where a less porta-

ble setup (such as a milling machine) might otherwise be
required.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A copy of the original

Tech Note fact sheet containing more detailed information

and a diagram is available by ordering the monthly sub-

scription booklet, order number PB85-925604, price code
E02.

0884 Toroidal Ellipsoid Float-Zone Heater: The heated
zone is visible for process control or experimentation

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (F, G)

An experimental furnace heats and melts a circumferential

ring of material (the 'float zone') on a round bar. In float-

zone processing, the bar is pulled through the furnace so

that the zone travels along the bar. Heating wires lie at the

near focuses of two toroidal reflectors that are coaxial with

the rod. The far focuses of the reflectors coincide at the

heated ring. Since there is a space between the reflectors,

the float zone is visible from all azimuthal angles from a
range of viewing angles on either side of the plane of the

float zone.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25771 +TN.

Torque-Sensing Device Permits Operation of Rotary
Drive System Under Load Forces
See 1265

0885 Transformer and Meter Tester: The components
that determine and indicate home position on a
numerically-controlled machine tool are tested

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (F K)

A numerically-controlled 5-axis machine tool (Sunstrand

OM-3, or equivalent) uses a transformer and a meter to de-

termine and indicate whether the tool is in home position,

but lacks a built-in test mode to check them. The tester

makes it possible to test and, if need be, repair these com-
ponents at the machine rather than replace them when
their operation seems suspect. This reduces the number of

new units used and reduces the number of units required

for backup.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19708+TN.

0886 Triple-Seal Valve: All flow paths include three

barriers to leakage

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (F)

The handling of poisonous, flammable, or corrosive fluids

should be made safer by a new triple-seal valve concept.

Three valves would be assembled in series, with the stem
mechanism for one valve serving as the body of the next

valve. The new design is lighter and more compact than

the conventional three-series-valve combinations used with

hazardous fluids. According to the new design, the three

valves would be stacked along a common cylindrical axis.

Each valve has three stem seals, with each seal at a differ-

ent diameter so that a scratch on one cylinder wall is un-

likely to cause a leak in all three..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MSC-20628+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Marvin F. Matthews,
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Mail Code: AL-3, Hous-
ton, TX 77058; (713) 483-4871. Refer to MSC-20628+TN.

0887 Tube Alinement for Machining: Tubes are quickly

alined with the machine-tool axis

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (F G)

A tool with stepped shoulders alines tubes for machining in

preparation for welding. Alinement with the machine tool

axis is accurate to within 5 mils and is completed much
faster than visual setup by the machinist.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A copy of the original

Tech Note fact sheet containing more detailed information

and a diagram is available by ordering the monthly sub-

scription booklet, order number PB85-925604, price code
E02.

0888 Two-Pulse Stitch Welding: A second welding pulse

at about 20 percent higher energy repairs bad single-

pulse welds
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (G)

A capacitance-discharge stitch-welding method makes a
weld in the normal manner and then restrikes the weld with

a second higher energy pulse. This two-step process re-

pairs bad welds that may have occurred due to variabilities

in the wire, terminals, and weld machine. The method has
been used successfully to weld polytetrafluoroethylene-in-

sulated nickel wire to stainless-steel terminals in back-plane

wiring.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25716+TN.

0889 Ultrasonic Inspection of Threaded Holes:

Ultrasonic-transducer mounting wedge provides the

necessary smooth coupling surface for flaw detection

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (G, K)

A semicircular, threaded mounting wedge allows ultrasonic

inspection of threaded surfaces, previously considered in-

accessible for this method of nondestructive testing. The
wedge is made from plastic with a threaded side as well as

a flat side on which an ultrasonic transducer is mounted.

The wedge is screwed into the threaded hole to be inspect-

ed. Rotation of the wedge in the threaded hole varies the

orientation of the transducer allows inspection of the mate-

rial surrounding the hole for flaws. Several parameters can

be varied to adapt the fixture to particular types of inspec-

tion. In particular, parameters such as the distance of the

transducer from the center of the threaded hole, the radius

of the threaded hole, the amount of bending or refraction of

the sound wave, and the refractive index of the wedge can

be adjusted.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: The patent

document on which this technical note is based is U.S.

Patent 4,359,905, which is available from Commissioner of

Patents, Washington, DC 20231 for $1. For licensing infor-

mation, contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for

Patents, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC
20585. For further information, contact: Donald A. Gavin,

17 Rivercrest Drive, Rexford, NY 12301; (518) 399-0695.

0890 Ultrasonic Measurements
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (G, H, K)

A microcomputer-based system has been developed to

automatically digitize and analyze ultrasonic C-scan data to

determine the penetration of aluminum-to-aluminum welds.

The system consists of an LSI-11 microcomputer, dual

floppy disk, standard video camera and digitizer, and a

stepping motor-driven rotary table. The system has reduced

analysis time from approximately 1 h to 3 to 4 min+weld.
The calibration procedure has been reduced from 2 h to 1

min. Operator fatigue was dramatically reduced while im-

proving certification repeatability. This type of system can

be used to digitize many types of high-contrast images for

subsequent computer analysis. It would be of particular use

in measuring areas of defects in an ultrasonic C-scan

image.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of

Technology Application, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

P.O. Box Y, Oak Ridge, TN 37831; (615)574-3896. Request

support package 492+Y+TN.

0891 Vented Compression Molding of Granule-Filled

Resins: Production cost is reduced by a process that

uses a perforated mold
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (G, H)

Resins filled with granules are formed to final size and
shape in a new process called vented compression mold-

ing. Suitable for making a variety of parts with simple

shapes, vented compression molding takes less time and
costs less than older processes. The new method will find

use where low- and medium-density parts are to be molded
from particulate composite materials. The molding of partic-

ulates presents a complex problem. In its mechanical be-

havior, a typical particulate molding material resembles a
lightweight, wet, rubbery sand. Large shear strength and
compressibility make it difficult to achieve large material

flows. In vented compression molding, the limitations of or-

dinary compression molding are overcome without introduc-

ing many time-consuming extra steps or complicated mold-

ing machinery. The new technique involves the use of a
perforated mold.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25975+TN.

Waste-Heat Recuperator: System provides up to 37
percent savings in fuel consumption
See 0537

0892 Welding Many Thin Metal Layers: Electron-beam
welding yields reliable, ieakproof joints

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (G)

Electron-beam welding has been proposed as a substitute

for resistance welding of the ends of concentrically stacked

sheet-metal cylinders or bellows. The technique was devel-

oped for fuel lines in which metal bellows are used at re-

strained-pin or gimbaled joints to allow for stress- or heat-

induced motion between parts. So that the bellows can
withstand many cycles of expansion and contraction, they

are made of two or more plies of sheet metal - for exam-
ple, a nickel alloy 0.006 in. thick. The new technique en-

sures repeatable Ieakproof assemblies.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20698.

0893 Wire Electrical-Discharge Machining Aid: Rerouting
cutting wire by adding idler rollers permits some cuts
that would otherwise be blocked
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (F, G)

The wire in a standard wire electrical-discharge machine
(WEDM) goes in a straight line from one wire spool to the

other. Accordingly, only simple straight-through cuts are

possible. By adding two idler rollers, which put two right-

angle bends in the wire path, the WEDM can be temporarily

modified to permit some types of cuts that would otherwise

be blocked by projections on the part being machined, such

as an overhanging lip or flange.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19643+TN.

0894 X-Ray Determination of Weld Misalinement: A
simple technique uses ordinary X-ray equipment
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (D, G, K)

Misalinement between two hidden welded parts can be
checked in many cases with the help of industrial X-ray

equipment. The inspection technique was developed for

spherical thin-wall nickel-alloy or aluminum pressure ves-

sels that are fabricated by welding hemispheres together,

then surrounded by insulation and encased in outer protec-

tive shells. The pressure vessel is placed in a holder so
that the central ray of the X-ray beam can be aimed tan-

gent to the inner weld line at the point to be inspected.

Beam aiming is done optically by reference to external fea-

tures on the assembly that have known positions relative to

the weld line. The technique is not limited to spheres. It can
also be used, for example, to check alinement between in-

sulated sections of pipelines or chemical-reaction vessels

without removing the insulation or interrupting the flow or

process.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20418+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its

commercial development should be addressed to Marvin F.

Matthews, Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Mail Code:

AL-3, Houston, TX 77058; (713) 483-4871. Refer to MSC-
2041 8 +TN.

MATERIALS
Abrasion of Composite and Aluminum Airplane Skins:

Composites have lower coefficients of friction but wear
more than aluminum in simulated aircraft belly landings
See 0001

0895 Accurate Spectroscopy of Carbon-Filled Rubbers:
A germanium internal reflectance element allows more
light to reach the detector

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (H, J, K)

An easy new method of obtaining quality infrared spectra of

styrene-butadiene rubbers heavily loaded with carbon black

filler (50 parts carbon black per 100 parts of rubber) was
developed by the U.S. Army Materials and Mechanics Re-

search Center. The method uses a standard attenuated-

total-relectance accessory in which germanium is the inter-

nal reflectance element. The germanium element allows

more radiation to reach the detector. The resulting spectra

allow absolute identification of an unknown elastomer. The
spectra are of sufficiently high quality that subtle spectral

changes of the elastomer can be detected. These changes
are associated with the interaction of the polymer with the

carbon black filler and were particularly difficult to observe

with previous internal reflectance elements. Carbon black

fillers are widely used in the rubber industry to improve

such mechanical properties as tensile strength, tear resist-
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ance, and abrasion resistance. The new method offers the

advantage of a rapid and easy means of determining quan-

titative differences in composition between standard and
unknown styrene-butadiene rubbers by absorption-band

ratios.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 45836+ NAA,
price code: A02, or contact project Officer James M. Sloan

(617)923-3466.

0896 Addition Type Polyimides
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (G, H)

The Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) Manufacturing

Technology Office successfully demonstrated addition-type

polyimides for aircraft radomes. Currently, the high perform-

ance, radar-transmitting radomes are produced using glass-

reinforced condensation polyimide (CPI) adhesives and pre-

pregs. To reduce high costs and time, a bismaleimide (BMI)

addition-curing system was developed offering shorter and
fewer cure+ post cure cycles, a void-free barrier skin, and
easier repairability.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Commander,
Naval Air Systems Command, Attn: Mr. Brian Scolpino

(AIR-5143D), Washington, D.C. 20362; (202) 692-5859.

0897 Adhesives Bonding
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
May 85 (D, H)

In order to make more practical information on structural

adhesives available to Navy users, the Naval Civil Engi-

neering Laboratory (NCEL) initiated an Independent Explor-

atory Development study of selected commercial adhe-
sives. This investigation was designed to provide compara-
tive strengths and short-term durability data of various com-
mercially available adhesives for use by Navy shore activi-

ties in construction or repair. A report, Laboratory Investiga-

tion On Adhesives For Naval Facilities Construction, sum-
marizes three years of laboratory findings on the compara-
tive bonding strengths of adhesives to representative con-
struction materials (steel, wood, concrete, and others) and
the effects of simulated weathering on adhesive bond
strength. Although the work was limited to laboratory test-

ing, the results on bond strength should provide some guid-

ance to field personnel on the selection of various adhe-
sives or sealants for specific field applications until the time

that field tests can be conducted. There are more than

1 0,000 adhesives marketed today. Selecting the best adhe-
sive (e.g., the strongest, most durable, etc.) for a given set

of materials to be bonded (adherends) is a difficult task for

those unfamiliar with the technology. Commercial sales lit-

erature, although often detailed, is oriented toward the ven-

dor's products, with little or no comparative data on other

related adhesives. The report classifies commercially avail-

able adhesives in 5 or 6 smaller groups based on individual

chemical or physical properties. It shows adhesive strength

differences between individual adhesives and different ad-

herends (metal, wood, concrete, etc.) and determines adhe-
sive strengths for various adhesive types (epoxy, polyester,

urethane, etc.) with single sets of adherends (aluminum,

steel, concrete, etc.).

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 47453+ NAC,
price code: A03.

0898 Advanced Ceramics Offer Large Market if

Technological Barriers Can Be Overcome
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (H, K)

U.S. shipments of advanced ceramic products could grow
more than five-fold to reach $10 billion annually by the end
of the century if key technological barriers can be over-

come, according to a new study. The development of this

new class of high performance materials could bring about

substantial productivity and market gains for a variety of in-

dustrial sectors, leading to improved U.S. competitiveness

in world markets. Advanced ceramics also could reduce

U.S. dependence on foreign sources of supply for scarce or

critical resources, although not to the extent some have
suggested previously, says the report. This study shows
that new, advanced types of ceramic materials offer a wide

range of applications for industry with a substantial market
value. At the same time, intense activity by other nations

poses a serious competitive challenge to American indus-

try. The study examines five existing and potential applica-

tions: heat engine components, multilayer capacitors, inte-

grated optic devices, toxic and combustible gas sensors,

and cutting tools. In each case, the resulting productivity

gains from using advanced ceramics will outweigh the ma-
terials' cost, the study predicted.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For a copy of the sum-
mary volume and ordering information on the complete six-

volume report, send a self-addressed mailing label to Dr.

Gregory C. Tassey, A1002 Administration Bldg., National

Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899.

0899 Antivortex Inlet Ribs for Fluid Seals: Instability in

rotating machinery is reduced
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (F)

Flow-straightening ribs in the inlets of annular-cross-section

fluid pressure seals have proved successful in reducing tur-

bine-rotor instability. The ribs are easy to manufacture and

are usually easy to install in existing equipment. Like a film

of lubricating fluid in a journal bearing the working fluid in

such a pressure seal produces spring forces that help to

suppress vibrations..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19793+TN.

0900 Applying Uniform Polymer Coatings to

Microspheres: Acoustic levitation yields an even
coating on glass microspheres

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (G)

Acoustic levitation aids in applying uniform coatings of poly-

mer to inertial-confinement fusion targets. The targets-

stalk-mounted glass spheres containing deuterium and triti-

um - are used in research on fusion power generation. A
sphere is about 200 microns in diameter, and the polymer

coating is 10 to 50 microns thick. Dipping a sphere in liquid

polymer is unsatisfactory because the coating becomes
thicker at the bottom, where the stalk joins the sphere. The
acoustic levitation method, in contrast, gives a coating of

even thickness.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16075+TN.

0901 Attaching Strain Gages to Composite Materials: A
polyurethane adhesive works well at liquid-nitrogen

and ambient temperatures
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (H, K)

A polyurethane adhesive bonds strain gages reliably to

graphite +epoxy composites. The adhesive is easy to

apply, may be used over a wide temperature range (ambi-

ent to cryogenic), and is applied in a short time.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A copy of the original

Tech Note fact sheet containing more detailed information

is available by ordering the monthly subscription package,

order number PB85-925801, price code E02.

0902 Barrier Seals for Hydraulic Actuators: Severe fluid

loss is delayed
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (F)

A barrier seal slows the loss of pressurized hydraulic fluid

due to leakage in a primary seal. The barrier seal, placed

downstream of the primary O-ring seal, serves as a second-

ary obstacle to leakage. The barrier seal could be a ring

(similar to an automotive piston ring) past which the fluid

leaks at a rate determined by the fluid pressure and the

precise seal dimensions. Alternatively, the barrier seal could

consist of a scupper seal, essentially a secondary O-ring

seal with volume between the primary and secondary O-
rings vented through an orifice. The orifice size would be
chosen to allow leakage at a predetermined rate.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MSC-20390+TN.

0903 Belleville Spring+ Seal: Metallic Belleville seals can
be used in liquid nitrogen environments
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (F)

A metallic seal for cavity openings in liquid-nitrogen envi-

ronments uses a Belleville-spring preloaded washer. Due to

preloading, Belleville spring + seal washers slide and deflect

to accept radial and axial movement between two sealing

surfaces while remaining in sealing contact. The
spring + seal design also operates as a relief valve. As
pressure against the spring overcomes the preload, the

spring lifts off one sealing surface, allowing fluid to flow.

This design of washers has been tested to 460 psig with no
measureable leakage.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19596+ TN.

Better Way to Chrome Plate
See 0763

0904 Binder for Carbon-Fiber Coating: An insoluble,

even coating is formed by soaking in polyacrylic acid
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (G, H)

Thin, even coatings of divalent metal ions on carbon fibers

are applied with the help of a common ingredient of floor

wax. The metallic ion coatings serve as catalysts for the

gasification of the fibers in composite structural materials

that are destructively heated, as in accidental fires. An even
catalytic coating is necessary for even gasification, or else

small, electrically-conductive fiber fragments will be re-

leased and pose an electrical short-circuit hazard. In the

new coating the calcium ions are polymerically bound in

place instead of simply precipitated from solution. The
metal ions cross-link the chains of the acrylate polymer,

forming an insoluble metal catalytic coating on the fiber.

The last wash in distilled water removes any calcium that is

not strongly bonded.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-14988 + TN.

Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to Paul

F. McCaul, NASA Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601,

4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213) 354-

2700. Refer to NPO-14988+TN.

0905 Bonded and Bolted Graphite + Polyimide

Composite Joints: Four types of high-temperature
joints are designed for control surfaces

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (H)

Advanced designs for high-speed aircraft and space trans-

portation systems require efficient structures for operation

in the 500 to 600F temperature range. Design concepts

and data for bonded and+ or bolted composite joints are

needed to support advanced structural development.

Design, analysis, and testing were performed to develop

four types of graphite+ polyimide bonded and bolted com-
posite joints for lightly loaded control surfaces on advanced
transportation systems that operate at temperatures up to

550F. Approximately 10 concepts were analyzed for each
of the 4 generic attachment types.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: LAR-13090+TN, price

code: A05.

Bonding Heat-Resistant Fabric to Tile: Acid etching,

densification, and silica cement ensure a strong bond
See 0764

Building Industry Experts Critically Eye Foamed Plastics

for Federal Construction
See 0070

0906 Cadmium Plating To Prevent Corrosion: Low-alloy-

steel screws are best protected with electrodeposited
cadmium
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (H)

In a study conducted by the U.S. Army Armament Research
and Development Center, cadmium plating was compared
with other materials and methods for protecting low-alloy-

steel screws from corrosion. The comparison was made
because cadmium was electrodeposited, and the electrode-

position is known to cause hydrogen embrittlement. The
protective coatings were as follows: Electrodeposited

cadium, Zinc phosphate, Electrodeposited zinc, Manganese
phosphate, Converted manganese phosphate, and lon-

vapor-deposited aluminum. Results showed that electrode-
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posited cadmium was the best corrosion protection for the

steel bolts.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 42504+NAA,
price code: A02. project officer Richard A. Farrara (518)

266-5507.

0907 Cavitation Erosion Resistant Coatings for Pumps
Department of Transportation, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (H)

Research carried out for the Maritime Administration in

Washington, D.C. has concluded that the use of covering

systems is a viable method for extending the life of, or re-

pairing pump components which are damaged by cavitation

erosion. Urethane covering 504 with the AD 1147
adhesive + primer system and the appropriate substrate sur-

face preparation appears to be an excellent system. These
results come from a program designed to conduct a labora-

tory evaluation of selected coverings, primers + adhesives,

and Monel and bronze surface treatments. Damage caused
by cavitation erosion affects the service life of many parts

and components on ships in the American Merchant Marine

and United States Navy. Typical of these are propellers,

sonar domes, bow thruster channels, sea chests, rudders,

rudder horns, propellers, and water pumps. The coverings

were principally polyurethane, Neoprenes, and plastisols

and were evaluated for moisture resistance, cavitation ero-

sion resistance, and bondability to a Monel substrate with a

variety of adhesives+ primers.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PB85-120110+ NAC,
price code: A07.

Ceramic Bag Filters for Cleaning Coal-Combustion Efflux:

Filters perform effectively at high temperature and
pressure and withstand repeated cleaning
See 0548

0908 Ceramic Turbine Materials

Department of the Air Force, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (H)

Silicon-base ceramics, silicon nitride and silicon carbide,

and zirconia ceramics have potential structural application

in advanced heat engines such as gas turbines and diesel

engines. Such utilization of ceramics offers several poten-

tial advantages. For ceramics to become a reality in struc-

tural applications, however, various requirements must be
met including: the development of overall life prediction

methodology; employment of realistic design methodology;
and demonstration of fabrication process feasibility for the

required ceramic component configurations. Thermal and
mechanical property data were measured on candidate ma-
terials, and the results interpreted with respect to micros-

tructure, purity, secondary phases, environmental effects,

and processing methods. Measured properties were related

to microstructure. A report gives an overview of the perti-

nent properties obtained on over 60 silicon-base and zir-

conia ceramics that are candidates for advanced heat

engine applications. Emphasis is placed on predominant
behavioral trends for each material type to aid in materials

selection.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 42739+ NAC,
price code: A07.

Ceramic-Composite Liners for Gas-Turbine Combustors:
The integrity of the ceramic is maintained even when
exposed to near-stoichiometric combustion temperatures
See 0161

0909 Charring, Nonmelting Epoxy Foams: The addition

of some vanadium compounds prevents melting

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (H)

For safety, a structural plastic foam should turn into a rigid

char when it burns, without melting. The addition of small

amounts of vanadium compounds to some epoxy resins

has been found to promote such char formation. Normally,

when epoxy foams are exposed to high heat fluxes or

flames, they melt before they char. Cured epoxy foam sam-
ples were treated with methylene chloride solutions of va-

nadium acetylacetonate, vanadyl acetylacetonate, and va-

nadium trisacetylacetonate. In each case, about 2 percent

by weight of the vanadium compound was added to the

foam sample.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25911 +TN.

Coating Bond Testing Apparatus
See 0613

Coilable-Column Development: Design changes for

longeron columns allow fabrication of larger structures
See 0096

Component Performance for a Coal Liquefaction Plant:

Several critical process components are discussed
See 0425

Composite Rear Fuselage for Helicopters: Composite
fuselage is 38 percent more economical than the metal

one
See 001 1

Composite-Material Wheels for Trucks: A replacement for

steel wheels is made by compression molding
See 1245

0910 Computer Code Offered for Composite Materials

Problems
Department of the Air Force, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A, D, H)

A FORTRAN computer code for the solution of composite

materials problems has been written to provide users with

results with a minimum of effort. The computer program is

explained in the revised 150-page manual Digital Algorithm

for Composite Laminate Analysis - FORTRAN. Material

properties of five well-known composite materials are

stored in the program and can be used by giving the rele-

vant material name for pure laminates and by giving the

material property identification number of hybrid laminates.

New material properties can be easily substituted. The
effect of hygrothermal and mechanical loads on the

strength of composite laminates can be studied using this

program as well as point stress analysis of general lami-

nates, including hybrid laminates. Plotting capabilities to in-

vestigate the in-plane strength of layered composites based
upon six commonly used failure theories have been incor-

porated. A large number of options to obtain failure sur-
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faces are included. CALCOMP plotter is used. A complete

listing of the computer program is given as well as a

number of typical laminates treated for numerical and

graphical illustrations. Input and output parameters are ex-

plained in detail. The algorithm is written in an easily under-

standable format.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 45833 +0+ NAC,
price code: A07.

0911 Conductive Plasma-Sprayed Coatings: Thin,

electrically-conductive plasma coatings have good
emittance and adhesion

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (H)

Coatings originally designed for spacecraft plume shields

may be useful on turbine blades and other metal surfaces

exposed to high temperatures. The normal emittance of ox-

idized titanium foil used as plume shields at high tempera-

ture can be significantly increased by plasma coating with

specific ceramic materials.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15927+TN.

0912 Containerless Processing of Advanced Glasses:

New compositions with remarkable properties are

possible

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (G, H)

A report describes an investigation of containerless proc-

essing of glass, conducted in preparation for gravity-free

processing experiments on board the Space Shuttle. A total

of 105 candidate glass materials were screened. In particu-

lar, a mixture of oxides of niobium, titanium, and calcium

(Nb205+Ti02+CaO) was found to be rich in new contain-

erless glass compositions. A large number of oxide propor-

tions were studied, and a ternary phase diagram of glass

formation was developed as a result.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-27002+TN.

0913 Containerless Solidification of Amorphous Metals:

A proposed method could produce large amorphous
alloys

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (G, H)

In a proposed containerless method of producing amor-
phous metals, spheres of the molten metal fall through a
drop tube, are coa ted with a polymer, and then the com-
posite is cooled both cryogenically and by an acoustically-

excited Jetstream before being collected at the bottom of

the drop tube. The containerless melting and the polymer

coating minimize nucleation at the surface of the melt.

Amorphous specimens 5 mm in diameter or larger are pos-

sible.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15776 + TN.

Continuous Monitoring of Melt Composition:
Compositions of glasses and alloys may be analyzed and
corrected in real time
See 0619

0914 Continuous-Filament Isogrid Composite Panel:

Damaged panels do not fail catastrophically when
fabricated this way
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (D, G)

In a new fabrication method for composite structural

panels, the isogrid stiffener is formed in a slotted silicon-

rubber tool. At grid intersections, the slots are offset to pre-

vent excessive buildup of the composite material and are

widened to give room for the overlapping filaments to

spread when compressed. An isogrid-stiffened panel de-

signed for a moderately loaded structure, such as an air-

craft fuselage, was built using graphite +epoxy material.

Tests showed that a stronger attachment was needed be-

tween the skin and stiffener to prevent skin + stiffener sepa-

ration. To prevent this failure mode, strip reinforcements

composed of two layers of graphite cloth and an adhesive

film were laid over the isogrid stiffeners and onto the skin

between the grid intersections.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-12975 + TN.

0915 Copper Embrittlement of Steel: Copper sliding

over hot, stressed steel can cause cracking

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (H)

A study has found that the embrittling effects of copper,

commonly associated with hot-working processes, are also

evident when metallic copper is in contact with steel at high

temperature and in the presence of tensile stresses. In

some cases, the embrittlement is a result of classical re-

duction in cohesion at the grain boundary by liquid copper.

However, penetration of copper along grain boundaries at

temperatures below the copper melting point can also

result in reduction in the grain boundary cohesion and rup-

ture. Cracks initiated by copper liquid + solid metal embrit-

tlement may continue to propagate during cooling under the

influence of thermally induced stresses. The metallographic

study, which was conducted by the U.S. Army Armament
Research and Development Center, showed direct correla-

tion between the presence of copper and cracking of the

steel surface.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 45889+ NAA,
price code: A02, or contact project officer M. H. Kamdar
(518)266-5932.

0916 Corrosion of Metals in Coal Liquefaction

Processes: Study determines factors governing
corrosivity of coal liquefaction process liquids to iron-

based and nickel-based alloys

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (C, H)
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Corrosion tests to determine the effect of coal liquefaction

process liquids on iron-based and nickel-based alloys have
been conducted at six pilot plants. Six alloys were tested at

temperatures ranging from 350 to 650. Results of corrosion

tests indicate that corrosion rates of alloys decrease as the

chromium content of the alloys increases. Analysis of tests

on carbon steel indicates that the concentrations of phen-

ols, water, water-soluble chlorides, and total nitrogen deter-

mine the corrosion rate in a coal liquefaction process liquid.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-004874+TN, price

code: A07.

0917 Corrosion-Resistant Glass: This glass can be made
commercially
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (G, H)

Sandia National Laboratories scientists have shown that

their corrosion-resistant glass, TA-23, can be made with

commercial manufacturing techniques. This development

has already stimulated industrial interest in the low-silica

glass, which was originally developed for use on extremely

long-life lithium+ sulfur dioxide batteries. In this specialized

application, the glass is used as an electrical insulator in a

hermetic seal. Research during the past year showed that

the differences between parts fashioned from powdered
and solid preforms presented no significant problems.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Public Infor-

mation Division 3161, Sandia National Laboratories, Box
5800, Albuquerque, NM 87185; (505)844-4207.

0918 Crack-Free Chromium Deposits: Controlled current

interruptions during plating reduce or eliminate

residual stress of the deposits
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (H)

A report covers the effects of current-interruption cycles

and current density on the crystal structure and internal

stress of chromium deposits. These deposits have been
limited by large tensile stresses and crack networks. By
means of controlled current interruptions, the cracks can be
reduced or eliminated. The plating parameters are the criti-

cal factors that control residual stress of the deposits. In a
study conducted by the U.S. Army Armament Research and
Development Center, the residual stresses measured were
found to correlate with the electrodeposition rate due to

current density and the preferred orientation due to the

interruption cycle. By varying the on + off duty-plating cycle

and current density, deposits with very different structures

and properties were observed.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A136118 + NAA,
price code: A02, or contact project officer G. P. Capsimalis

(518)266-5641.

0919 Cryogenic Pressure Seal for Wires: A special

fitting is filled with polyurethane
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (F)

Polyurethane is the sealant in a high-pressure feedthrough

for use at cryogenic temperatures. A fitting filled with the

sealant passes electrical leads through a wall between

high- and low-pressure chambers. In the particular situation

in which this technique was first used, the high-pressure

chamber contained liquid hydrogen at 6,000 psi. The wire

or cable is routed through the fitting and then through a
tightly fitting cap. The wire insulation is left intact. The cap
is filled with the sealant and forced onto the fitting: This

pushes the sealant into the fitting so that it seals the wire

or cable in the fitting as well as in the cap. The sealant is a
two-part polyurethane (Uralite-3124 or equivalent). Other

elastomers or polymers may work, depending on the pres-

sure differential and the fluid to be contained.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A copy of the original

Tech Note fact sheet containing the same information plus

diagrams is available by ordering the monthly subscription

package, order number PB85-925602, price code E02.

0920 Cryogenic Separation of a Ceramic From Its

Mandrel: The technique takes advantage of the

difference in expansion coefficients

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (G)

A thermally sprayed ceramic can be released from its man-
drel by immersing the ceramic part and mandrel in a cryo-

genic liquid, such as liquid nitrogen. The technique takes

advantage of the relative difference in expansion between
the mandrel and the ceramic; for example, a brass mandrel

shrinks considerably compared to the ceramic material.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-12904+ TN.

0921 Cyclic Deformation of Al Alloys and Ni-Based
Superalloys: Experiments on polycrystalline Al alloys

and monocrystalline Ni-based superalloys can be
applied to commercial alloys

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (H)

A final report describes progress in studying the stability of

precipitates in Al+Ag alloy systems under cyclic stress and

the strain-localization behavior of Al+ Cu alloys containing

shearable precipitates and nonshearable precipitates. In

this study, which was conducted for the U.S. Army Re-

search Office, the cyclic responses of these alloys were

compared to those of commercial Ni-based superalloys. In

none of these alloys did precipitate dissolution occur. At 78

K, Al+Ag alloys did not soften under cyclic deformation;

however, fatigue-induced precipitation did occur. A theoreti-

cal model based on yield-stress anisotropy of Ni(AI,Nb)

monocrystals was developed to explain observations of an-

isotropic fatigue hardening in a Ni-based superalloy. A
breakthrough in handling samples of Al+Cu alloy during in-

terferometry promises to be a method for studying Ni-based

superalloys more effectively.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 38052+ NAA,
price code: A02, or contact project officer George Mayer

(919)549-0641.

Design and Fabrication of Truck Trailer Side Racks:

Composite plastics were used to replace existing

plywood or hardwood trailer side racks

See 1246
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0922 Determination of Water Concentration in Glass

Ceramics: Method provides accurate results

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (H, J, K)

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy provides an easy

way of measuring the water content of glass ceramics.

Such analysis is useful in ceramic component fabrication

since excessive water can react with metals in the ceramic

composition to form hydrogen gas bubbles that are detri-

mental to the final product. In a study using 10 samples of

a lithia+ alumina+ silicate ceramic, excellent agreement

was obtained between the values from the infrared tech-

nique and values published from previous research.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-004294+NAB,
price code: A02. For information other than that in the

report contact: Allan B. Nease, Monsanto Research Corp.,

Mound, Miamisburg, OH 45342, (513)865-3618.

0923 Developing a Multipurpose Grease for Outdoor
Equipment: Correlation of laboratory and field tests will

allow a successful lubricant to be formulated for

general use
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (H)

A project is aimed at developing a long-lived multipurpose

grease for lubricating vehicles and other outdoor equip-

ment. The project, which is conducted by the U.S. Army
Belvoir Research and Development Center, has examined
a variety of greases, including those based on mineral oil

and on synthetic hydrocarbons. Several candidate products

have been developed and tested in the laboratory. Several

grease-related problems have been identified and are the

subject of large-scale research efforts. The problems in-

clude high failure rates of engine-cooling fan bearings,

washout of gear oil in greased rear bearings in trucks, high

replacement rates for universal joints, and poor results

when replacing oil with grease on tracked vehicles.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A146214+ NAA,
price code: A04.

0924 Differential Pressure Helps Seal Ball Valve:

Leakage is suppressed despite O-ring wear
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (D, F)

An improved three-way ball vacuum valve uses atmospher-
ic pressure to force the sealing parts together. The new
design eliminates leakage in a vacuum selector valve on
the Space Shuttle waste-contro I subsystem. It could be ap-

plied to improve sealing in laboratory and industrial vacuum
systems and other plumbing that involves switching among
lines with pressure differentials of the order of 1 atmos-
phere. In contrast with prior vacuum ball valves, seals do
not depend on spring loading, elastic packing, or the main-
tenance of precise dimensions on wearing parts. Instead,

the ball seals against standard O-rings seated in ring

grooves in floating sealing plates. In addition to long life

with no detectable leakage, the new valve design offers

other advantages: The seals are easy to design and fabri-

cate; Manual operation is facilitated by low torques; The O-
ring material can be selected without special regard for re-

silience or compression setting; and The seals are easily

replaced.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20615+ TN.

0925 Diverter Lip for Seal: Thermal gradients in

hydrogen-cooled platform seals are reduced
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (F)

A proposed one-piece design change for cooling turbine

rotor disks eliminates the temperature differential that nor-

mally causes thermal stresses and cracks. The design adds
a diverter lip to the plat form seal, which strips off the cold

boundary layer of hydrogen on the disk before the hydro-

gen gets to the shank region. Holes in the lip structure

allow the hydrogen to exit. Analysis shows that average

temperatures in the shank base area should increase from

583 R to 1,300 R. This significantly reduces thermal gradi-

ents in the blade shank area and should eliminate cracks.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19891 +TN.

Dok-Blok Hull Coating System Saves Fuel, Money
See 1139

0926 Effect of Humidity on Wear of Pure Metals

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (H)

The effect of relative humidity on the fretting wear of sever-

al pure metals has been studied at NASA Lewis Research
Center. The fretting wear tests were conducted in air at 23

C and consisted of an oscillating flat specimen in contact

with a fixed hemispherical specimen. The usual contact

load was 2.94N, peak-to-peak amplitude of fretting motion

was 80 micro m, the frequency was 60 Hz. Based on

weight loss measurements, the results indicated that maxi-

mum fretting wear occurred at different humidities for differ-

ent pure metal systems.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: N85-13006+NAC, price

code: A02.

0927 Effect of Marine Environments on Epoxy
Resin+ Polyurethane Studied

Department of Transportation, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (D, H)

The high strength-to-weight ratio of fiber reinforced epoxy
(FRE) combined with potential economics of construction

has made it desirable for an ever greater number of appli-

cations for commercial and defense related hardware. The
Maritime Administration (MARAD) and the U.S. Navy are

particularly interested in its use as possible material re-

placement for a number of metallic structures. In a marine

environment, structures of FRE materials would be acutely

sensitive to several types of damage, including abrasion,

cavitation erosion, and impact. Research was carried out

on the combination of epoxy resin, primer, and polyure-

thane which would provide the strongest and longest last-

ing adhesion values; alternative bonding + adhesion en-

hancement techniques; and the physical tests and their re-

sults.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB84-231059+NAC,
price code: A06.

0928 Efficient Joints for Graphite+ Epoxy Structures:

Bonded joints perform well through a wide temperature
range
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (D, H)

Single lap joints that minimize stress concentrations were
designed for graphite +polyimide material. Tests indicate

that a significant improvement in joint efficiency is available

through geometric modifications and hybrid material addi-

tions at the adherend interfaces. Specimens were fabricat-

ed for baseline single lap joints and for joints with geomet-
ric or material modifications at the bonding interface. Two
geometric concepts were investigated: preforming adher-

ends and scalloping the ends of the adherends.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: N83-16787+TN, price

code: A05.

0929 Elastomer-Modified Polyimides: New resins yield

laminates with improved mechanical properties

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (H, J)

Phosphorus-containing imide resins have now been tough-

ened by the inclusion of elastomers. The inclusion of phos-
phine oxides has been known to increase fire retardance in

this and other polymer systems, while the incorporation of

elastomers in other polymer systems has been observed to

increase toughness. For composites made with the modi-

fied polymers, environmental effects upon performance
have yet to be determined.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to ARC-11400+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Darrell G. Brekke, Ames
Research Center, Mail Code: 200-11 A, Moffett Field, CA
94035; (415) 965-5104. Refer to ARC-11400+TN.

0930 Electrogravimetric Analysis of Metal-Plating

Solutions: Technique aids in accounting for use of
precious-metal-plating materials

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (G, J, K)

A report describes an electrogravimetric method for inven-

tory control of precious-metal-plating baths. The procedure
is applicable to in-process control in plating shops. After a
short review of techniques for sample preparation and anal-

ysis, the report deals with the basic 'how to' approach for

developing a practical system of analytical control of pre-

cious-metal-electroplating baths. The method permits an
accountability of 99 percent or greater.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE83-016772+ NAB,
price code: A02. For program-related information other than
that provided in the report(s) described here, contact: W.
Graham Yelton, Division 7473, Sandia National Laborato-

ries, Albuquerque, NM 87185; (505) 844-3308.

0931 Embrittlement of 4340 Steel by Lead and
Antimony: The susceptibility to embrittlement depends
on temperature and relative concentration of each
element
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (H)

A study by the U.S. Army Armament Research and Devel-

opment Center investigated the embrittlement of type 4340
steel by liquid lead and antimony and lead+ antimony solu-

tions. It showed that the mechanisms of embrittlement and
the primary embrittling agent vary depending on the tem-
perature and the relative concentration of lead and antimo-

ny. The materials used in this study were high-strength type

4340 steel and high-purity (99.9999 percent) lead and anti-

mony. Antimony-induced embrittlement occurs in the same
temperature range in which antimony temper embrittles

steel. This suggests that some common process may
cause both liquid and temper embrittlement of steel and
that temper embrittlement may be considered solid-antimo-

ny induced embrittlement of steel.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 43785+NAA,
price code: A02, or contact project officer M.H. Kadmar
(518)266-5932.

Enhancing Combustion Efficiency with Oxygen: Study
examines how oxygen enhances various combustion
processes
See 0166

Environmental Degradation of Solar Reflectors:

Corrosion, dust buildup, and other contamination are

evaluated
See 0443

0932 Etchants for Some Corrosion-Resistant Metals:

Surface material is removed without intergranular

attack

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (G, H)

Solutions that etch some corrosion-resistant metals are de-

scribed in a test report. The etchants selected are those

that remove at least 0.4 mil of surface material per hour

from nickel alloys, austeniti c stainless steel, and annealed

titanium alloys, without intergranular attack. All the recipes

include HN03. The solution, the application method the

temperature, and the etching time are determined accord-

ing to the metal, the part configuration, and other specific

factors.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25467+TN.

Ethynyl-Terminated Ester Oligomers and Polymers: Use
temperature and solvent resistance of polyesters are

increased
See 0107

0933 Eutectic-Alloy Morphology: Lower solidification

limit for controlled growth of Bi + Mn alloys is 1

centimeter+ hour
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (H)
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A deviation in controlled-rod eutectic morphology anticipat-

ed for diffusion-only crystal growth has been characterized

at low solidification velocities. Naturally-induced, gravity-re

lated convective instabilities result in nonalined irregularly-

dispersed fibers or platelets. This determines a lower useful

growth-velocity limit of 1 centimeter+ hour for cooperative

growth of eutectic bismuth+ manganese and other related

alloys.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25937+TN.

0934 Evaluating Mildew Resistance of Paints: General-

purpose test units are compared with specialized ones
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (H, K)

A study has shown that a general-purpose walk-in tropical

chamber for testing antifungal resistance paints offers im-

portant advanta ges over specialized test cabinets with

specific test organisms. In the study, which was conducted

by the U.S. Army Natick Research and Development

Center, various paints on wood, metal, and other substrates

were exposed to tropical conditions in a general-purpose

tropical chamber. The chamber minimizes the importance

of deciding which organism must be included for a test ino-

culum to be valid for a given test material. It permits orga-

nism selection from a diverse population, and it therefore

more closely approximates natural selection processes that

occur during outdoor paint exposure tests.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 45490+NAA,
price code: A03. For other information, contact project offi-

cer David Kaplan (617)633-4983.

0935 Evaluation of Used Crankcase Oils Using
Computerized Infrared Spectrometry
Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (H, J, K)

A study was conducted to determine whether computerized

infrared spectroscopy is a feasible technique for oil condi-

tion monitoring. The study addresses the major factors that

influence the performance of a lubricant in service and
demonstrates that these factors may be monitored with in-

frared spectroscopy. The study identifies specific regions

and peaks within the infrared spectra to be monitored in a
routine oil condition monitoring program and proposes ab-

normal thresholds for quantitative measures of these re-

gions and peaks. Evaluation criteria for five Army combat
and tactical vehicle engines and one Air Force administra-

tive engine are developed. The study has addressed the

major factors that influence the performance of a lubricant

and lubricant condition. Further it has demonstrated that

most of these factors may be monitored with infrared spec-

troscopy.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A152993+2+NAC,
price code: A05.

0936 Fabrication of Multi-Ply Birefringent Fibrous

Composite Laminates: Transparent composites
facilitate stress analysis involving anisotropic

photoelasticity

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (G, H)

A fabrication method produces unidirectional, multi-ply,

transparent birefringent fibrous composite laminates for use

in macromechanical stress analysis conducted by means of

anisotropic photoelasticity. Before this development, the

material for anisotropic photoelastic studies has not been
readily available. Existing fabrication techniques produced

materials with limitations in mechanical and optical proper-

ties. The new laminates are glass-fiber-reinforced plastics

for which the matrix and fibers have the same index of re-

fraction. The properties of transparency and birefringence

can be utilized in studying failure modes in notched and un-

notched laminates, failure initiation, and failure propagation.

The study of failure initiation in the form of microcracks be-

tween fibers in various piles during cyclic fatigue is of great

importance and could be greatly facilitated with transparent

composites.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: NASA-CR-
1 65709+NAC, price code: A05.

0937 Fabrication, Processing and Characterization of

Multidlmensionally Braided Graphite+Epoxy Composite
Materials

Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (G, H)

The report describes research concerning the braiding,

resin impregnation, and characterization of multidimension-

ally braided fiber reinforced composite materials. These
materials are an alternative to conventional laminated com-

posite structures and have the potential for being more

damage tolerant. The braiding process is initially described,

indicating the methodology used and the potential applica-

tions for this material. Next, three processes are described

which have been used for resin impregnation of the multidi-

mensionally braided panels characterized in this study. Two
were resin transfer techniques utilizing vacuum or pressure

as the transferring mechanism while the third was a resin

film lamination technique. While all three methods are pre-

sented, the latter technique was chosen for impregnating

the test specimens due to the consistently low void content

and superior surface quality achieved. The report address-

es three aspects which are necessary for an overall investi-

gation of X-D composite materials. These are the require-

ments of impregnating and rigidizing the X-D skeletal pre-

forms to make them usable structural ly, developing a me-

chanical property data base on the rigidized X-D composite

panels, and validating the damage tolerance characteristics

of this material.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 48729+ 7 + NAC,
price code: A04.
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0938 Feedthrough Seal for High-Pressure Vessel:

Combination of ceramic and plastic withstands many
depressurizations

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (B)

A new high-pressure electrical feedthrough can withstand

repeated pressurizations and depressurizations. Previously,

insulators for the feedthroughs were machined from lime-

stone and crushed into place with an arbor press. Although

a good seal can be made this way, machining the lime-

stone is difficult. Moreover, gas becomes trapped in the

limestone at high pressure and rips the insulator apart

when the pressure is released. Thus, new insulators must
be made for every use of the vessel. The new seal is com-
posed of washers of neoprene, polytetrafluoroethylene,

nylon, and high-purity, high-density commercial alumina ce-

ramic.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: N83-18999+ NAC, price:

$7. For information not in the report, refer to Technology
Transfer Division, P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100. Refer to MSC-20625+ TN.

0939 Fire-Resistant TFE Extrusions: A new wetting

agent improves product quality while it reduces
flammability

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (G, H)

The fire resistance of extruded tetrafluoroethylene (TFE)

polymers can be improved by the substitution of a chlorin-

ated hydrocarbon as the wetting agent. TFE-insulated wire

and cable and TFE tubing, tape, and forms can benefit by
the substitution. In the conventional manufacturing process,

an aliphatic petroleum hydrocarbon (naphtha) is routinely

used to wet the TFE resin powder when it is formed into

billets for ram extrusion. However, sometimes evaporation
is incomplete: Entrapped fluids and gases then form pin-

holes in the insulation to escape or, worse, remain as flam-

mable contamination. The finished product may then ignite

at a low temperature and may support flames by releasing

the entrapped gas or volatile liquid. Replacement of the

naphtha with perchloroethylene yields a polymer that ex-

trudes well and generates fewer pinholes. More important,

since perchloroethylene is not flammable, the product is

less susceptible to fire during manufacturing and in service.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25917+ TN.

0940 Fitting Flexible Coverings to Contoured Surfaces:
Contour-transferring technique simplifies precise fitting

of flexible insulation

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (D, G)

A method using two transparent plastic sheets and a poly-

ethylene foam spacer produces flat templates from con-
toured surfaces. Once prepared, the templates are laid flat,

and insulation inserted between the two templates is cut to

shape to fit the contoured surface. The procedure can also

be used for tailoring protective covers or for the installation

of vibration-absorbing material over contoured surfaces.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20503+TN.

0941 Flame-Resistant Foam
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (H)

A flame-resistant foam material was developed as a means
to minimize the fire hazard potential associated with the in-

teriors of space vehicles. The material is versatile in that it

not only exhibits superb fire-resistant characteristics, but it

is also an efficient sound absorbent medium and vibration

damper. This material has been used effectively in numer-
ous other applications which include thermal insulation of

aircraft interiors and insulation of ducts and pipes. The po-

lyimide foam is a lightweight material characterized by flexi-

bility and resilience. It can be manufactured with a variety

of density, thickness, and width specifications depending
upon the nature of the intended application. The foam
weighs from 0.6 to 1.1 pounds per cubic foot, its weight

being a function of its density. The foam retains its valuable

properties of flexibility and resilience throughout a range of

temperature from -300 degrees F. to +500 degrees F. Po-

lyimide foam can be used with various facing materials

without difficulty and it is compatable with many available

adhesive substances.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: TECTRA fact

sheets, School of Business and Public Administration, Cali-

fornia State University, Sacramento, CA 95819; (916) 454-

6640. Refer to Tectra - Case C08-35+TN.

0942 Flammability of Epoxy Resins and Fiberglass

Composites: The potential fire hazards of some organic
formulations were evaluated

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (H)

Casting resins and fiberglass composites were test ed be-

cause their high resin concentration presents a greater fire

hazard than other applications such as coatings and adhe-

sives. Four tests were performed by the U.S. Army Materi-

als and Mechanics Research Center: thermogravimetric

analysis, oxygen-index+ temperature-index analysis, smoke-
density measurement, and flash-ignition temperature meas-
urement. In thermogravimetric analysis, the weight loss of

samples in a 50 cu cm + m in airflow was measured as a

function of temperature or time.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 35282+ NAA,
price code: A02, or contact project officer: Domenic P. Ma-
caione, (617) 923-5147.

Fluoropolymers For Human Joints Developed
See 0108

0943 Foam Insulation for Cryogenic Flowlines: Weight is

less, and assembly is less critical than with vacuum
jacketing

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D, H)

Welded stainless-steel vacuum jackets on cryogenic ducts

can be replaced by plastic foam-insulation jackets that

weigh 12 percent less. The foam insulation, which is 1 1+2
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inches thick, has 85 percent of the insulating ability of

stainless-steel jacketing enclosing a vacuum of 10 microns

of mercury. The foam insulation is easier to install than the

vacuum jacket. Moreover, the foam is less sensitive to

damage and requires minimal maintenance. It resists vibra-

tion and is expected to have a service life of at least 10

years.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20552+TN.

0944 Foam Stability: Factors affecting liquid drainage

are studied

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (H, J)

In many applications, the utility of a foam depends on its

ability to suspend water in its internal structure. These ap-

plications range from geothermal drilling to the control of

shock waves and the combustion of hydrogen released in

nuclear-reactor accidents. A direct way of determining

water retention, which characterizes the stability of a foam,

is the measurement of liquid drainage. In a recent study, an

idealized model of a foam was developed to study the prin-

cipal factors that affect drainage. Results of the study indi-

cated that the drainage half-life, which is the time required

for one-half of the liquid to drain out of the foam, was in-

versely proportional to the square of the cell diameter, illus-

trating the importance of generating small cells during foam
formation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-004137+NAB,
price code: A03, or contact Andrew Kraynik, Sandia Nation-

al Laboratories, Division 1813, Albuquerque, NM 87185;

(505) 844-3305.

0945 Frame Alines Fibers in Multilayer Composites:
Laminae are stacked in oriented rectangular holes

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (G, H)

A jig ensures that the layers of fiber-reinforced preimpreg-

nated tape are correctly oriented in the assembly of com-
posite panels. The jig enables the fast and reproducible

alinement of fibers in multiaxis layups.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25959+TN.

0946 Fungal Susceptibility of Military Paints: Eleven
military paints are evaluated for fungal resistance

characteristics

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (H)

A study performed by the U.S. Army Natick Research and
Development Laboratories evaluated 11 military paints to

determine which ones had the least fungal susceptibility.

The evaluation was performed in plate and tropical-cham-

ber tests before and after weathering and leaching. Of the

1 1 evaluated paints, two were olive drab enamel alkyd; four

were forest green enamel alkyds, camouflage; and four

were chemical-agent-resistant aliphatic polyurethanes. The
paints were applied to metal panels. The formulation varia-

bles included polymer base, grind, beads, and fungicide.

Accelerated weathering tests were run under fluorescent

and xenon-and carbon-arc exposures.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A143314+ NAA,

price code: A03, or contact project officer D. L. Kaplan

(617)633-4983.

0947 Further Tests of 38 Bali-Bearing Greases:

Perfluoroalkylpolyether lubricants continue to perform
best

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (H)

An interim report presents recent results in a program of

long-term testing of ball-bearing greases in vacuum, oxidiz-

ing, and otherwise hostile environments. The greases have

been tested in ball bearings of electric motors that were

subjected to a variety of operating conditions, including

humid oxygen, vacuum at 38 C, vacuum at 93.3 C, vacuum
at ambient temperature with start+ stop operation, and low-

temperature start (various temperatures). The lubricants

were evaluated qualitatively in terms of the occurrence or

nonoccurrence of bearing failure and quantitatively in terms

of bearing weight loss. As earlier the class of lubricants

based on perfluoroalkyl-polyether (PFPE) gave the best re-

sults in vacuum operation in both 1-year and 5-year tests.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: N83-31020+ NSP, price

code: A02.

0948 Glass+Epoxy Door Panel for Automobiles:

Lightweight panel is cost-effective

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (D, H)

An experimental outer panel for an automobile door, made
of a glass +epoxy composite material, is lighter than a con-

ventional steel door panel, meets the same strength re-

quirements, and is less expensive. With a weight of 14.6

pounds, the panel weighs 43 percent less than its steel

counterpart. The composite panel consists of a contoured

epoxy sheet filled with chopped glass fibers and comolded

with an intrusion strap of continuous glass fibers. The intru-

sion strap helps to protect occupants from side collisions. It

replaces the intrusion beam of the steel door and accounts

for the thickness reduction and a large part of the weight

reduction in the composite panel.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15057 + TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove

Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818)354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15057+TN.

Graphite-Fiber+ Epoxy Composite Propeller Shaft

Evaluated
See 1140
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0949 Hazards of Polyvinyl Chloride Pipe: Despite its

many advantages and its widespread use, PVC must be
applied with caution
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (D, H)

PVC pipe can be hazardous and should be used with fore-

thought, a study indicates. PVC pipe should be used only

for low-pressure liquid systems in which the liquid is at or

near ambient temperature. PVC pipe, because of its brittle

nature, should be used only in unstaffed areas or where it

is isolated from people. It should be protected so that it is

not exposed to ultraviolet light, subjected to temperature

cycling, or damaged after installation. Heat, particularly

from welding and cutting, should be avoided in the immedi-

ate vicinity of the pipe. PVC pipe should not be used where
it would be exposed to vibration. In general, pipes made
from other materials should be seriously considered before

the PVC pipes are selected.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84003249+ NAB;
price code: A02. For other information, contact: Margaret

M. Carroll, Division 3442, Sandia National Laboratories, Al-

buquerque, NM 87185; (505)844-1462.

0950 Heat-Exchanger Computational Procedure for

Temperature-Dependent Fouling: Fuel-vaporizer

exchanger performance is evaluated

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (A, D)

A computer program has been generated that predicts

heat-exchanger performance under a variety of conditions.

The novel computational procedure was developed for use
with a heat exchanger that vaporizes fuel prior to the fuel

ignition. It provides a rapid means of calculating the distri-

bution of fluid and wall temperatures, fuel deposit forma-

tion, and pressure losses at various locations in the heat

exchanger. The computational procedure is unique in that it

is capable of treating wide variations in system geometry
without unduly restrictive assumptions concerning heat-ex-

changer type (e.g., coflow, counterflow, and crossflow). The
program also permits consideration of the variation in fluid

properties, including rapid changes in liquid viscosities. The
procedure has been adapted to the special case of a

phase change in the fluid and to the evaluation of transient

inflow conditions in heat-exchanger performance.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404)542-3265. Refer to

LEW-13874 + TN.

0951 High-Temperature Encapsulant: Polymethylene
polyphenylisocyanate foam withstands temperature
approaching 135 C
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (B, H)

An improved encapsulant for electronic components is po-

lymethylene polyphenylisocyanate (PAPI) foam that can
withstand temperatures of 135 C. Polyurethane foam, which
is currently being used as an encapsulant, has a tempera-

ture limit of only 1 1 5 C and is therefore not suitable for cir-

cuits that must withstand higher temperatures. Four filter-

pack assemblies were fabricated using PAPI foam. Results

of observations during the curing cycle showed that the

foam had no detrimental effects on the glass seals of the

filters or on aluminum housings. The strains caused by ther-

mal expansion were within acceptable limits of glass seals

and aluminum housings.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-006998+ NAB,
price code: A03.

0952 Hollow Plastic Spheres Improve Fluid

Compressibility: A 40-percent (w+w) dispersion of

spheres shows ideal emulsion behavior
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (H)

In an experimental study conducted for the U.S. Army Ar-

mament Research and Development Center, hollow poly-

styrene plastic spheres were evaluated as energy-absorb-

ing components when dispersed in a compressible silicon

hydraulic fluid. The spheres were chemically treated with

silicon (silanized) to enhance their dispersion. Compressible
hydraulic fluids studied here to improve the performance of

recoil mechanisms can also be used on automotive shock
absorbers. The fluids feature better shock absorption for a
smaller volume of fluid. The 0.35-to 0.4 micro m diameter

spheres were prepared by spray-drying an emulsion of non-

crosslinked liquid polystyrene and aqueous base ammoni-
um hydroxide. A stable 40-percent (w+w) dispersion of

hollow plastic spheres in silicon fluid can be produced. This

dispersion is shown to exhibit ideal emulsion behavior by

viscosity measurements.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A139 135+ NAA,
price code: A03.

0953 Hollow Spheres of Metallic Glass: Controlled

cooling yields uniform hollow spheres of metallic glass

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (G, H)

Uniform hollow spheres of gold+ lead+ antimony glass are

formed by blowing bubbles of the molten metal into a

helium-filled drop tube. The bubbles fall first through a high-

temperature zone, where their shape is stabilized. The next

two zones are cryogenic, quenching the spheres before nu-

cleation can set in. The spheres are 1 .5 millimeters in diam-

eter, with a wall thickness of 15 microns.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15991 +TN.

0954 Hot Microfissuring in Nickel Alloy: Correct process
design may reduce cracking

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (G, H)

Experiments in the intergranular cracking of a nickel alloy

near the solidus temperature are discussed in a contractor

report. The purpose of this and similar investigations is to

eventually develop a schedule (for example, temperature

and + or strain versus time) for welding, casting, forging, or

other processing of the alloy without causing microfissuring.

An interim goal is to draw the boundaries of microfissuring

regions on plots of plastic strain versus temperature.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-
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ing the NTIS report order number: NASA-CR-
161878+ NAC, price: $8.50.

0955 Hybrid Seals for Transmissions: Seals that

combine the best features of elastomeric and carbon
types can be manufactured in quantity

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (F, G)

Manufacturing technology has been developed for produc-

tion of hybrid seals for helicopter transmissions. The seals

consist of segmented carbon rings in an elastomeric lip-

seal structure. The hybrid seals combine the low cost of

elastomeric seals with the high rotational speed capacity of

a carbon rubbing surface. The technology, which was de-

veloped for the U.S. Army Aviation Research and Develop-

ment Command, includes processes and techniques for the

following: Fabricating the carbon ring segments, Molding

the elastomeric elements, and Assembling the seal compo-
nents. Two sizes of seal were produced with the technolo-

gy - one with a 139.2 millimeter bore, the other with a 63.5

millimeter bore. The technology can be employed for lots of

500 to 1,000 units without modification. After the molded
elastomers and carbon ring inserts were successfully pro-

duced, specialized assembly tools were constructed for

rapid and accurate insertion of the carbon rings into the

elastomers.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 46394+NAA,
price code: A06.

0956 Implementation of Polymer Impregnation as a
Bridge Deck Sealant
Department of Transportation, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (D)

A research and development program successfully demon-
strated a polymer surface impregnation process it had de-

veloped on a bridge deck. This was the first field applica-

tion of polymer to a full-size bri dge deck and resulted in

polymer penetrations of 25 to 38 mm, to provide the con-
crete deck with greatly improved resistance to chloride-in-

duced corrosion of the reinforcing steel and freeze-thaw
damage. Several new techniques of supplying drying and
polymerization heat were evaluated and used. The most
convenient and economical techniques of heating were
found to be those utilizing infrared radiation, while a tech-

nique using electric resistance heating blankets was also

found to be fully satisfactory. The surface impregnation
technique and treatment appear to provide significant im-

provements in freeze-thaw and abrasion resistance for ex-

isting concrete not exposed to chlorides.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PB85-185718+ NAC;
price code A05.

0957 Improved Polyimide Intumescent Coating:
Nucleating agents yield better char foam when fire

strikes

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (H)

A new polyimide intumescent coating uses titanium dioxide

(Ti02) and glass microballoons as nucleating agents to im-

prove the foaming characteristics of a commercially-avail-

able polyimide precursor resin. The polyimide precursor

resin is a partially-polymerized, low-molecular-weight, resin

formed by reacting a half ester of an aromatic tetracarboxy-

lic acid. One use proposed for the new formulation is coat-

ing interior surfaces in commercial aircraft. If there were a

fuel fire outside the plane, inside air temperatures might be
kept low enough to allow the fire to be put out and the pas-

sengers to escape. Also, combustible overhead racks and
ceiling panels with intumescent polyimide surface coating

would not overheat, burst into flames, and add their fuel

and smoke to an inside fire.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to ARC-11369+TN.

0958 Improved Silicon Nitride Unsintered Compacts: A
new method of uniformly blending ceramic powders
with sintering additives improves properties

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (H)

A method was developed for the homogeneous addition of

sintering aids to silicon-nitride powders. Submicron-sized
silicon-nitride powder, when sintered or heated under de-

fined conditions, becomes a high-temperature structural ce-

ramic. Sintering aids promote this process. Homogeneity of

the unsintered compacts is an essential requirement in

order to properly sinter silicon nitride to obtain uniform, reli-

able, ceramic components. The method developed is based
on the use of colloidal dispersion forces first, to break
down and prevent the formation of agglomerates in unsin-

tered compacts of silicon-nitride powder and second, to

promote mixing by causing uniform dispersion of submicron
powder mixtures of silicon nitride and the sintering aids yt-

trium oxide and magnesium oxide.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-006599+ NAB,
price code: A06.

0959 Improved Spacecraft Material Developed
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (H)

A team of scientists has developed a new technique to im-

prove metal matrix composites for use in advanced air-

borne and space structures. The aerospace materials are

light weight yet have high stiffness and strength combined
with dimensional stability. Using generic techniques, the re-

search has demonstrated that low mass-density composite
materials, including fiber-reinforced metal matrix compos-
ites, have the potential to satisfy many of the design re-

quirements of advanced airborne and space structures. Ma-
terials developed through this process are proving to have
lower density and thermal expansion and several times the

strength and stiffness of conventional materials now being

used in spacecraft.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Loyd Carter,

Information Services Branch, Code 2610, Naval Research
Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375; (202) 767-2541 . Refer

to Release 44-84T+TN.

0960 Improving Emittance of High-Temperature
Insulating Tile: An additive protects the tile even when
the surface coating fails

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (H)
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A simple addition to ceramic insulating tiles provides

backup properties that minimize the transfer of heat

through the tiles when their surfaces become damaged. If a

tiie becomes damaged and loses part of its coating, it no

longer protects the underlying structure, because the emit-

tance of the white interior ceramic is less than that of the

coating. The addition of 3 percent by weight of 320- or 600-

grit silicon carbide powder to the ceramic during production

results in an impregnated tile material that resists overheat-

ing. The silicon carbide increases the emittance and de-

creases the transmittance of the ceramic. As a result, in-

creased radiation outward from the surface reduces the

surface temperature, and less radiant energy is transmitted

from the tile surface through the ceramic insulation to the

aluminum structure.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20714+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Marvin F. Matthews, Lyndon B.

Johnson Space Center, Mail Code: AL-3, Houston, TX
77058; (713)483-4871. MSC-20714+TN.

0961 Improving the Density of Silicon Nitride Ceramics:
Certain additives produce a denser sintered material

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (H)

Additives can greatly increase the densities of sintered ce-

ramics for possible use as gas turbine rotors, a study has
found. Conducted for the U.S. Army Materials and Mechan-
ics Research Center, the study examined Si3N4 containing

berylium, BeSiN2, and Y203 as sintering aids. Sintering this

mixture yielded, on a routine basis, a ceramic having a den-

sity of 99 percent of the theoretical maximum. Although the

use of BeSiN2 as a sintering additive requires special han-

dling procedures to deal with possible toxicological issues,

it appears to be the best additive yet identified in terms of

high-temperature strength retention and creep and oxida-

tion resistance. The use of Y203 in conjunction with

BeSiN2 served to reduce grain size and thereby increased

room-temperature strength.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 40795+ NAA,
price code: A04.

Impurity Effects on Dendritic Growth: Effects of argon
additions in succinonitrile agree with theory
See 0116

0962 In Situ Analysis of Corrosive and Passive Surfaces
by Laser-Excited Raman Spectroscopy
Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (J, K)

From both laboratory and field investigations it has been
found that protective films can be formed or deposited on
lead and asbestos-cement pipes. The purpose of a project

was to determine the chemical and+ or crystalographic

composition of surface films on these pipes. Both laborato-

ry and field samples of lead were investigated by Raman
and infrared spectroscopy. Visible films either form or they

are deposited on these pipes. These films can be part of

the corrosion process or they can be protective, i.e., inhibit

further corrosion. Conclusions from this project suggest that

lead corrosion can be at least reduced with higher pH
values or with the addition of phosphate buffers. Moreover,

the spectroscopic results support the use of these molecu-

lar spectroscopic techniques for identifying the composi-

tions of surface films.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB84-229756+ NAC,
price code: A07. Further information is available from

Marvin C. Gardels, EPA Project Officer, Municipal Environ-

mental Research Laboratory, U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency, Cincinnati, OH 45268.

In Situ Composite Fastener: Fasteners are installed prior

to curing

See 0811

0963 Increasing Fire Safety of Epoxies: Fire-retardant

moieties are incorporated into the molecules

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (H, J)

An epoxy with increased resistance to fire is made by re-

acting any of three commercial epoxide monomers with a

curing agent consisting of a mixture of the isomers 1-(di(2-

chloroethoxyphosphonyl)methyl)-2,4- and -2,6-diaminoben-

zene (the mixture is called 'DCEPD'). The curing agent in-

corporates phosphorus and chlorine directly into the cross-

linking part of the polymer: Previously, the fire retardance of

some epoxies had been improved by introducing various or-

ganophosphorous and phosphorous+ halogen compounds
as chemically separate additives that degraded mechanical

properties.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to ARC-11506+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Darrell G. Brekke, Ames Re-

search Center, Mail Code: 200-11 A, Moffett Field, CA
94035; (415)694-5104. Refer to ARC-11506+TN.

0964 Increasing the Ductility of Electroplated Metals:

Applying pressure during heat treatment helps plated

layers retain their ductility

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (G, H)

Hot isostatic pressing may be effective in improving the

ductility of metal plating, if the results of a preliminary ex-

periment can be extrapolated. Previously, hot isostatic

pressing has been used on powder-metallurgy parts and

castings but not on electroplated parts. When electroplated

metals are heat-treated, they often become porous, particu-

larly at grain boundaries. This localized porosity reduces

the ductility of the electroplated metal. One cause of the

porosity is the release during heat treatment of gases en-

trapped during the electroplating process. Therefore, a

likely solution is to subject plated parts to hot isostatic

pressing, which is a heat treatment involving the simultane-

ous application of high pressure.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19873+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, Jr., George

C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01, Marshall
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Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205) 453-0020. Refer to

MFS-19873+TN.

Interferometer Detects Acoustic Emissions in

Composites: Embedded single-mode optical fibers

sample internal-stress fields directly

See 0658

Internal Corrosion of Water Distribution Systems: Basic

theory of causes and practical advice on control are

offered

See 0156

0965 Investigating the Irradiation Behavior of Iron: The
dose dependence for the defect production

mechanism was found by using the Argonne National

Laboratory high-voltage electron microscope
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (H)

The unique capabilities of the Argonne National Laboratory

(ANL) High-Voltage Electron Microscope (HVEM) Tandem
Van de Graaff have recently been employed in attacking a

controversial issue involving the nature of defects formed in

the alphaphase of iron during neutron irradiation. The basic

character of the defect structure produced during neutron

irradiation was reproduced by ion bombardment and exam-
ined in situ at 40K in the microscope. The defect-formation

mechanism observed differs from what had been assumed
previously and is different from that for most other metals.

It was found that the defect-producing mechanism caused

by high-energy knock-ons (in either ion or fast neutron irra-

diation) changes when the dose is high enough.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84000584+NAB,
price code: A02.

J-R Curves and Load-Drop Method in Quality Control: J-

integral analysis and precracked Charpy samples are

examined for quality control in fracture toughness
See 0819

Land Treatment of an Oily Waste-Degradation,
Immobilization, and Bioaccumulation
See 0572

Laser-Initiated Combustion of Alloys in Pressurized

Oxygen
See 0172

0966 Lightweight Metal Mirrors: Two eggcrate halves
are brazed together

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (G)

Flat mirrors fabricated by a new process are less than half

the weight of previous constructions. The new design is a
nearly symmetrical version of the eggcrate structure that is

often used when fabricating large, lightweight reflectors.

Flat mirrors of the new type were made with a thickness of

4 cm, elliptical profiles of 53 by 41 cm, and masses of 2 kg.

The same mirrors made by the previous design would have
masses of 5.2 kg.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to GSC-12743+TN.

0967 Low-Cost Filler Metals for Welding High-Strength

Steels

Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (H)

A two-year program concerned with the development of

low-cost filler metals for welding high-strength steels was
recently concluded at the Ohio State University for the

Navy. HY-130 is a quenched and tempered steel designed

for high strength and good fracture toughness in the as-

welded condition. While filler metals have been developed
for welding HY-130 with some processes, they are quite ex-

pensive and are available from only a few sources. To
reduce filler metal costs, research was directed toward de-

termining the feasibility of synthesizing the desired compo-
sition in the weld pool using the following processes:

shielded metal-arc welding, gas metal-arc welding, and sub-

merged-arc welding.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A141724 + NAC,
price code: A06.

0968 Low-Density High-Strength Foamed Materials:

Strong, lightweight materials are made from bubbles of

metal or plastic

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (G, H)

Molten bubbles of metal or plastic coalesce into strong,

lightweight materials that look like solidified foam. The ma-
terials can be used for construction and can be extruded

into molds, sawed, nailed, and generally handled as wood.
The bubbles are formed in a compartment that receives the

molten material and the compressed gas that fills the bub-

bles. The compartment has a matrix of nozzles. The matrix

can be almost any dimension, and the nozzles are sized for

the desired material density or bubble size. After leaving

the nozzles, the bubbles fall into an acoustic chamber,
where they coalesce. The foamed materials have very high

strength-to-weight ratios and have uniform elastic moduli

throughout because of the uniformity of the spheres pro-

duced by precision nozzles. The process can tailor materi-

als for different end uses by varying the combinations of

gases, gas pressures, and base materials.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15411 +TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA
Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213) 354-2700. NPO-
15411 +TN.

0969 Making Si(x)N(y)C(z) Fibers by Pyrolysis: Report
presents experimental results

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (G, H)

A report presents the results of experiments in making
Si3N4+SiC fibers by the controlled pyrolysis of organosili-

con polymeric fibers. This investigation is part of a continu-

ing effort to produce fibers strong enough to replace graph-

ite in fiber+ polymer composites. Unlike graphite, the mate-

rial must be electrically resistive enough not to disrupt deli-
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cate electronic circuits when a stray fiber falls on two con-

tacts.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25621 +TN.

0970 Managing for Corrosion Control: Responsibilities

are assigned to implement sound material selection

practices and finish treatments for helicopters

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (D, H)

Management procedures have been established for ensur-

ing that anticorrosion practices are followed in designing

and manufacturing helicopters. The procedures, which were

developed for the U.S. Army Materials and Mechanics Re-

search Center, are embodied in Aeronautical Design Stand-

ard ADS-13C. The steps taken in establishing the needed
control mechanism were first to recognize principal organi-

zations in the information-flow process and then tie them in

a loop with appropriate regulations and contracts that as-

signed responsibilities.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-P003629 + NAA,
price code: A02.

0971 Manufacturing Discontinuously Reinforced Metal

Matrix Composites Billets

Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (G, H)

A project was conducted to improve the manufacturing

methods for producing composite billet stock of sufficient

size and quality for the subsequent production of light-

weight components and other fleet hardware. The program
focused on improving the quality of the 6061 composite in

billet size sufficient to produce forgings for lightweight tor-

pedo hardware. Process variables studied included powder
pre-compaction densities, evacuation and backfill cycles,

backfill gas species and time + temperature cycles.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Commander,
Naval Surface Weapons Center, ATTN: Mr. John Tydings,

Code R32, Silver Spring, MD 20910; (202)394-2488. For

further information on the metal matrix composite Mantech
program, contact: Commander, Naval Surface Weapons
Center, Attn: Dr. James F. Goff, Code R301, Silver Spring,

MD 20910; (202)394-1535.

0972 Mathematical Model for Gas Dissolution in Glass:

This model calculates dissolution of gas bubbles in

glass melts

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (H, J)

A mathematical model calculates the rate of small oxygen-

bubble contraction in soda+ lime+ silicate melts in the

presence of a foreign nondiffusing gas. The process is of

interest in optical-glass fabrication. Gas bubbles must be
removed from this type of glass before it is optically accept-

able.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15104 + TN.

0973 Measuring Loss Factors in Metal-Matrix

Composites: Loss factors in most of the tested

composites are lower than those of the corresponding
base metals

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (H, K)

A study performed for the U.S. Army Materials and Me-
chanics Research Center evaluated some metal-matrix

composites to determine their total measured damping
(loss factors). The program was conducted in two phases:

First, nine composite materials and three unreinforced

matrix alloys were evaluated, then in the second phase,

only FP(AI203)IZE41AMg composites were evaluated. The
tests were conducted with the resonant dwell technique.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 43542+ NAA,
price code: A04, or contact project officer John Nunes
(617)923-5000.

0974 Measuring Rind Thickness on Polyurethane Foam:
Hardness is a good indicator of thickness

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (H, K)

A nondestructive test determines the rind thickness of poly-

urethane foam. The surface hardness of the foam is meas-
ured by the Shore durometer method: The hardness on the

Shore D scale correlates well with the rind thickness. A
Shore D hardness of 20, for example, indicates a rind thick-

ness of 0.04 inch (1 millimeter). The thickness of the rind-

the tough, relatively-unfoamed surface layer-affects the

properties of the polyurethane foam. The new hardness

test makes it easy to determine the rind thickness of a

sample nondestructively and to adjust the fabrication varia-

bles accordingly.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25941 +TN. Inquir-

ies concerning the commercial use of this invention should

be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, Jr., George C. Marshall

Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01, Marshall Space
Flight Center, AL 35812; (205)453-0020. Refer to MFS-
25941 +TN.

0975 Metal-Matrix Composites: A report introduces

readers to the basics of these modern materials

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (D, H)

Metal-matrix composites offer higher strength and higher

temperature resistance than conventional plastic-matrix

composites, according to a survey report. The report, which

was prepared for the U.S. Army Armament Research and

Development Center, reviews the theory, processing, prop-

erties, and applications of metal-matrix composites. The
most encouraging recent advance in reinforcement for

metal-matrix composites is the commercial development of

a wide-diameter boron filament. Metal-matrix composites

are now being used in production and prototype aircraft for

such components as wing and fuselage sections, empen-
nage and helicopter rotors. Other applications include gear-

wheels for lubricating and coolant pumps, gearcase hous-
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ing for turbine engines, golf club shafts, rackets, and fishing

rods.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 44274 + NAA,
price code: A04.

0976 Microyield Stress in Composite Materials:

Multibeam laser interferometer resolves displacements
of plus or minus 3 micro in

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (H, K)

A new interferometric method for measuring microyield

stress -- the stress level that causes a permanent strain of

10 to the -6th times specimen length - is faster and more
accurate than a previous strain-gage method. Multiple laser

beams are reflected from corner-cube reflectors arranged

in triangular patterns 5 in. from each end of a tubular speci-

men 37 in.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25709+TN.

0977 Modifying the Surface of Carbon+ Graphite Fibers:

Plasma treatment improved mechanical properties of

the fibers

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (G, H)

A plasma polymerization method can tailor the surface of

carbon+ graphite fibers and pyrolytic graphite blocks with

relatively simple operations. In a study, which was spon-

sored by the U.S. Army Materials and Mechanics Research
Center, surface modifications of acrylonitrile and styrene

monomers were carried out with plasma in a tubular plasma
reactor. The plasma-treatment setup consists of a 1.5kW
radio-frequency generator, an impedance matching box, a
tubular plasma reactor 3 ft long and 4 in. in diameter cou-

pled with an induction coil, a monomer evaporator with

flowmeters, and vacuum pumps. Compared to unmodified

fibers, the plasma-treated carbon+ graphite fibers showed
improvements in both the interlaminar shear strength and
flexural strength when incorporated uniaxially in epoxy mat-

rices.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 36558+ NAA,
price code: A04.

Monitoring Marine Microbial Fouling: An epifluorescence-
microscopy method takes only 10 minutes
See 1142

0978 NBS Analyzes Data on Thermal Conductivity of

Metals
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;
Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (H, J)

The National Bureau of Standards has critically analyzed
published data on the thermal conductivity of commercially
pure aluminum, copper, iron, and tungsten. The results of

this analysis are presented in Thermal Conductivity of Alu-

minum, Copper, Iron, and Tungsten for Temperatures from
1 K to the Melting Point (NBSIR 84-3007), which includes

an extensive bibliography of the sources of the data, an ex-

planation of the methods used in the analysis, and discus-

sions of the effects on thermal conductivity of chemical im-

purities, physical defects, specimen size, and magnetic

fields. 'Smoothed values' for conductivity are calculated

from the best data and listed for various temperatures and
residual resistivity ratios.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Copies of the report

may be ordered from the National Technical Information

Service, Springfield, VA 22161, $22. Order by PB84-
235878+ NAC.

0979 New Coating Prevents Ice Formation Navy Ships
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (D, H)

The David Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center has applied a
new low-ice adhesive coating to selected exposed areas on
several Navy surface ships during a recent cold weather
exercise. The copolymer coating, developed by the U.S.

Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory,

reduces surface tension by a factor of 700, thus permitting

easy shedding of accumulated ice. Previously, coatings

have been applied to prevent icing on satellite antennae
and on lock walls located in the Sault Sainte Marie canal. A
brushed-on coating provided adequate protection during pe-

riods of light ice accretion. This low-ice adhesive coating

has significant potential since it is light, easy to apply and
can protect both the ship's hull and exposed deck equip-

ment.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Navy Technol-

ogy Transfer, Code E21 1 , Naval Surface Weapons Center,

Dahlgren, VA 22448. Refer to 1 00504 +TN.

0980 New Load Capacity Test for Glass from Small

Samples
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (D)

Researchers have developed a method for using tests on
small glass samples to determine the capacity of full-sized

glass panels to withstand wind forces. The new method
uses ring-on-ring tests and state-of-the-art statistical proce-

dures to determine the strength of glass. This information is

then used in conjunction with basic fracture mechanics re-

lations and numerical methods for calculating stress in

glass plates to determine the total load capacity of the

panels. The method can be used to improve current design

charts which traditionally have been based on a relatively

small number of tests of full-sized panels and have signifi-

cant inconsistencies.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB85-1 06391 +NAC,
price code: A04.

0981 New Rubber Compounds for Tracked Vehicles:

Formulations offer high performance, including greater

wear resistance and longer life

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (H)

Experimental rubber compounds for the tracks of vehicles

have been developed and evaluated. The new compounds
were found to be superior in many ways to currently used
compounds. Six formulations were chosen after laboratory

testing of more than 110 samples in a program conducted
for the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command. The six were
evaluated for tensile strength, elongation, tensile modulus,
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hardness, tear strength, compression set, low-temperature

brittleness, ozone resistance, heat buildup, blowout, abra-

sion, crack growth, and cut growth.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 45873 + NAA,
price code: A02.

0982 NiFe Aluminide (Nickel-Iron Aluminide)

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (H)

NiFe aluminide is a new type of metallic material having a

unique combination of high-temperature properties for

structural applications. The yield strength of the aluminide

increases sharply with temperature and reaches a maxi-

mum of 11,000 psi around 600C. The aluminide is, there-

fore, much stronger than commercial solid solution superal-

loys at elevated temperatures. NiFe aluminide is resistant

to oxidation and corrosion because of its capability to form

protective aluminum oxide scales. The material density of

the aluminide is 7.5 g+cu cm, which is lower than that of

most superalloys by 20 percent. The aluminide can be

readily prepared and fabricated by conventional techniques.

Thus, the material and fabrication cost of this aluminide is

substantially lower than that of high-temperature superal-

loys. The NiFe aluminide is designed to be used as struc-

tural material in the temperature range of 300 to 1,0000
Principal applications of this product include heat exchang-

er and duct materials for energy conversion systems,

header heads and tubes for Stirling engines, hot-section

components for turbines, inlet turbine materials for ad-

vanced steam powerplants, and gun-barrel materials for

weapon systems.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of

Technology Applications, Information Service, Oak Ridge

National Laboratory, P.O. Box Y, Oak Ridge, TN 37831;

(615) 574-4192. For publications, request support package
on4861X+ TN.

0983 Nonyellowing Polycarbonate for Outdoor Use: An
antiyellowing stabilizer is generated from the polymer
and bound to it

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (H)

A two-step photochemical process prevents the yellowing

of polycarbonate plastics. The use of polycarbonate plas-

tics is growing in windows, aircraft glazing, and streetlight

globes. However, outdoor exposure of originally-clear poly-

carbonate panels leads to undesirable yellowing, often

within a few days. Even highly stabilized polycarbonates

turn yellow after a few weeks or months of weathering. The
new photochemical process causes the formation of stabi-

lizers that become bound to the polymer chains and there-

fore cannot be leached out. In a series of outdoor tests,

many treated and untreated samples were examined for

yellowing. Only the ultraviolet-treated samples remained

clear.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15836+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to James T. English, NASA Resi-

dent Office, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Mail Stop 201-110,

4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109; (818)354-

2240. Refer to NPO-15836+TN.

NSWC Establishes Major New Thermal Analysis Facility

See 0125

0984 Optical Evaluation of Elastomers: Polyurethanes
made of methylene bis (4-cyclohexylisocyanate) are

good candidates for flexible lenses

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (H)

In work conducted by the U.S. Army Materials and Mechan-
ics Research Center, polyurethane and polyurethaneurea

elastomers based on methylene bis (4-cyclohexylisocyan-

ate) (H12MDI) were evaluated as flexible-lens materials.

The elastomers were formed by combining diols and triols

of low molecular weight, polyols, and an amine with

H12MDI. Soft- and hard-segment glass-transition tempera-
tures of all elastomers were determined. One mixture ex-

ceeded the desired values of tensile strength, extension,

elastic modulus, compression set, and Shore A-2 hardness.

Bend-recovery results at -21 C were poor, however, and
new mold-release materials and procedures are required.

Light transmission and haze results were significantly better

than the desired values.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 37645+ NAA,
price code: A02, or contact project officer Nathaniel S.

Schneider (617) 923-3434.

Optical Technique Determines Creep and Fatigue Limits

See 0693

Oxidation Protection for Thermocouples: A thin platinum

film covers the thermocouple sheath
See 0695

0985 Oxidation-Resistant Slurry Coating for Carbon-
Based Materials: New process uses a paint sprayer and
vacuum furnace to produce a silicon carbide outer

layer

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (G, H)

Carbon-based materials, such as graphite or

carbon + carbon composites, are very lightweight, possess

excellent mechanical properties at high temperatures

(1,200 to 1,800C), and are resistant to thermal shock. How-
ever, above about 480C, these materials oxidize rapidly

unless they are coated with oxidation-resistant materials. A
process produces an oxidation-resistant SiC outer layer; but

it may be produced more easily, using only a paint sprayer

and a conventional vacuum furnace. Fine nickel and silicon

powders are blended in proper proportions, mixed with ni-

trocellulose lacquer, and sprayed on the graphite parts to

be coated. It is expected that these materials and coatings

could find application in areas where short exposures to

high-temperature oxidative gases are experienced. The
fused-slurry process offers some flexibility over convention-

al CVD processing in terms of coating composition and lo-

calized application. The process may be especially useful in

coating repair.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to LEW-13951 +TN.
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Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Norman T. Musial, Lewis

Research Center, Mail Code: 500-311, 21000 Brookpark

Road, Cleveland, OH 44135; (216) 433-4000, Ext. 346.

Refer to LEW-13951 +TN.

Paint-Thickness Checker: An eddy-current flaw detector

with a cathode-ray tube (CRT) can be used to compare
layer thicknesses of conductive paint on metallic

substrates
See 0696

Permanent Solder Masks for High Reliability Applications

Evaluated
See 0371

0986 Plastic Foams and Concretes as Cryogenic
Insulators

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (D, H)

NBS has studied the thermal and mechanical properties of

several kinds of insulators for storing liquefied natural gas

(LNG). Rigid polyurethane foams, of various densities from

32 to 96 kg+ cu m, were tested for thermal conductivity

and expansion; elastic moduli, proportional limit, yield,

shear, and ultimate strength in compression and tension;

gas content; and other characteristics. From these data,

procedures were developed to estimate the temperature-

dependent thermophysical properties of the foams. Similar-

ly, screening tests were done to determine the thermal con-

ductivity, modulus of rupture and compressive strength of

several polyester-based materials with glass bead or perlite

aggregate and of port-land-cement-based materials with

vermiculite, polystyrene, and expanded shale aggregates.

These structural materials are useful for constructing basins

and dikes around LNG storage facilities.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number PB85-1 00949 + NAC,
price code: A08.

0987 Polyurethane Filler for Electroplating: Bath
contamination is lower than with wax
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (G)

Polyurethane foam has proved suitable as a filler for slots

in parts to be electroplated with copper or nickel. The poly-

urethane causes less contamination of the plating bath and
of the cleanin g and filtering tanks than do the wax fillers

used previously. The direct cost of maintenance and the in-

direct cost of reduced operating time during tank cleaning

are therefore reduced. A polyurethane-foam filler is easily

prepared by mixing an isocyanate with a polyol. It is also

easily removed with methyl chloride. Since the foam filler is

less dense than wax, foam-filled parts are lighter in weight

than wax-filled parts. The use of polyurethane foam also

speeds the preparation of parts to be plated: Considerable

time must otherwise be spent waiting for the wax to cool

after pouring into the slots before masking can be done.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301 ) 621-01 00 ext 241 . Refer to MFS-1 9851 +TN.

Polyurethane Foam Roofing Systems
See 0080

0988 Polyurethane Masks Large Areas in Electroplating:

Foam masking agent reduces contamination

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (G)

Polyurethane foam provides an effective mask in the elec-

troplating of copper or nickel. The material is especially

suitable where large areas must be masked. If the usual

waxy maskants are used on large areas, contamination of

the plating bath can result. First, a thin layer of Turco mas-
kant (or equivalent) is painted on the area to be masked:
This layer ensures that the polyurethane foam can be re-

moved easily after it has served its purpose. Component A,

isocyanate, and component B, polyol, are then mixed to-

gether and brushed or sprayed on the mask area. The mix-

ture reacts, yielding the polyurethane foam. The foam pre-

vents the deposition of nickel or copper on the covered

area. After the workpiece is removed from the plating bath,

the masking materials are removed. The new method saves

time, increases productivity, and uses less material than do
older procedures.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-1 9825 + TN.

0989 Polyurethane-Foam Maskant: Handling difficulties

and contamination are substantially reduced
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 "

(B, G)

The brown wax previously used to mask hardware can now
be replaced with a polyurethane foam in electroplating and
electroforming operations. The foam is much easier to

apply and remove than the wax (which must be hot), and
does not contaminate the electrolytes. The foam resin is

applied to sections of the part where metal deposition is

not desired and is allowed to foam in place. The foam can

then be cut after hardening to shape the material and
obtain precise patterns. A protection coating is then applied

to protect the foam during processing and prevent electro-

lyte contamination.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19786 + TN.

Positive Electrodes With Uniformly Distributed Carbon: A
method of distributing carbon or graphite flakes in the

electrodes improves electrochemical-cell performance
See 0491

0990 Predicting Crack Growth Under Different Loads:
Analyses are presented for random and ordered
loadings

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (H)

A report by the U.S. Army Materials and Mechanics Re-

search Center describes how to predict the life of material

limited by cyclic crack growth and crack failure as a func-

tion of the different sequences of loading. The loading may
occur under random, quasi-random, or controllable loading

conditions. The analysis assumes that the incremental

growth, as well as the criterion of failure, is independent of

the history of loading and environment. The method covers

the most commonly used law of crack growth and of crack

failure. The report presents the conditions for maximum and
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minimum crack growth. If the loading spectrum is irregular

in shape, each rise in stress is defined as a cycle. The rate

of crack growth is assumed not to decrease as the crack

increases.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number AD-A1 42951 +NAA, price

code: A02. For other information, contact project officer

Charles P. Gazzara (617)923-3479.

0991 Predicting Effects of Impacts on Confined
Explosives: Scaling relationships may make full-scale

experiments unnecessary
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D)

A study aimed at improving the safety of explosive storage

has examined the relationship between small-scale experi-

ments and actual explosions. The object of the study was
to develop scaling laws that would eliminate the need for

full-scale explosion tests and reduce the need for small-

scale tests. The results of the study make it possible to

predict explosive behavior from small tests and numerical

simulation. The study focused on detonation of stored ex-

plosives caused by the impact of fragments or projectiles or

by the accidental impact of one explosive container on an-

other, as in a shifting cargo. As a first step toward fully un-

derstanding the ignition process, the study examined the

stress and deformation propagation in a confined explosive

medium.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16258 + TN.

0992 Predicting Moisture Absorption in Composite
Materials: Heat-transport programs are adaptable for

absorption analysis

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (H, J)

Computer programs that solve complex problems in heat

transport can be adapted to solve what may appear to be
an unrelated pro blem - the prediction of moisture absorp-

tion by composite materials, such as graphite-fiber-rein-

forced epoxy. Since moisture content seriously affects the

strength and other mechanical properties of composites,

manufacturers and users could benefit substantially from

the abundance of software available for solving heat-trans-

port problems. The differential equations that describe heat

transport by conduction and mass transport by diffusion

(the mechanism of water absorption in composites) are of

the same mathematical type.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MSC-20109 + TN.

0993 Prestressed Thermal-Protection Panels: Panels are

held securely with a minimum of mounting hardware
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (D)

Hexagonal panels of high-temperature-resistant composite

material can be mounted in a prestressed condition to pre-

vent vibration or distortion under load. Although originally

developed for the Space Shuttle thermal-protection system,

the technique may be adaptable to industrial thermal pro-

tection systems as well. Furthermore, the panel shape and
mounting arragement are not limited to thermal protection

systems but can also be used on aircraft, building walls, or

wherever large surfaces must be covered with stiff, flat

sheets that can be easily removed for maintenance.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20254 + TN. Inquir-

ies concerning nonexlusive or exclusive license for its com-
mercial development should be addressed to Marvin F.

Matthews, Lyndon B.Johnson Space Center, Mail Code:

AL-3, Houston TX 77058; (713)483-4871. Refer to MSC-
20254 +TN.

0994 Process ot Synthesizing Mixed BaO-Ti02 Based
Powders for Ceramic Applications

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (H)

A process for producing any desired Ba+Ti mixture to be
formulated as an amorphous solid which crystallizes at very

low temperatures has been developed. The process yields

products free of undesirable impurities and allows macro-

scopic production of certain phases in the baria-titania

system. These exceptional high frequency dielectric proper-

ties were previously unattainable through solid-state high

temperature production techniques. This process relates to

electronic ceramic compounds in the BaO-Ti02 system.

Different phases in the BaO-Ti02 system are of strategic

and industrial importance for transducer and microwave di-

electric applications. The barium titanate (BaTi03) phase

exhibits ferroelectric behavior, i.e., a spontaneous align-

ment of electric dipoles within the material which is analo-

gous to the alignment of magnetic dipoles in ferromagnetic

materials. The BaTi03 phase has been used as a transduc-

er material and as a basis for very high dielectric constant

ceramics in ultrasonic devices, microphones, phonograph

pickups, accelerometers, strain gauges and sonar devices.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of Fed-

eral Patent Licensing, Center for the Utilization of Federal

Technology, P.O. Box 1423, Springfield, Va 22151. Refer to

PAT-APPL-6-671.539 + TN.

Production of Composite Radome Structures: An
improved process eliminates machining and bonding
See 0377

0995 Progress in Electrostatic Spinning Research

Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (G)

A new concept for the spinning of fibers into textile yarns

has been developed and patented. The new system offers

significant advantages over current methods, and has been

identified as the most promising candidate for development

into a commercial high-speed spinning process. The new
apparatus includes old and proven methods in new combi-

nation, along with innovative features which control prob-

lems that were limitations in earlier systems. The new
system produces yarn about five times faster than previous

electrostatic systems. Electrostatic spinning is important be-

cause it provides an alternative spinning method which

does not rely on inertial forces for control of the individual

fibers. This offers the possibility for improved appearance

of the textile yarns produced, and more efficient processing

in terms of throughput and energy consumption. The new
design consists of a miniature card-type fiber feed system,
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a rotating grounded tail electrode, a conical insulating

chamber, and a high-voltage twisting electrode located at

the apex of the conical chamber.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Kearny Q.

Robert, USDA, ARS, Southern Regional Research Center,

1100 Robert E. Lee Blvd., P. O. Box 19687, New Orleans,

LA 70179; (504) 589-7541.

0996 Properties of Low-Expansion Laminates:
Mechanical and thermal properties of thermally stable

laminates are calculated

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (H)

Laminate elastic constants and coefficients of thermal ex-

pansion have been calculated for near-zero-expansion

graphite+ aluminum and graphite+ magnesium composites.

Analysis was performed using a micromechanical approach
to determine properties of unidirectional core material and
the lamination theory for total laminate properties.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25859 + TN.

0997 Properties, Performance of Urea Formaldehyde
Foam Reviewed
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D, H)

In a study for the U.S. Department of Energy, NBS re-

searchers reviewed and summarized more than 100 reports

from many different organizations around the world on the

use, properties, and performance of urea-formaldehyde

foam insulation. Included among the factors discussed are

release of formaldehyde, shrinkage, corrosiveness to

metals, effects of moisture, and resistance to fungus. The
report reviews standards for urea-formaldehyde foam insu-

lations developed in North America and Europe. In addition,

the report covers measures being developed primarily in

Canada to reduce or eliminate formaldehyde levels in foam-
insulated homes. These measures include reducing mois-
ture in walls, sealing air leakage paths, ventilating the resi-

dence, and removing the foam.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PB85-1 95311 +NAC,
price code: A04.

Protecting Anodes in Alkaline Cells: Nickel, silver, or gold
films deposited on the edges extend the life and
efficiency of anodes
See 0501

0998 Protective Coatings for On-Site Repair of Ships
Studied
Department of Transportation, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (D, H)

Damage caused by cavitation erosion affects the service

life of many parts and components of ships in the American
Merchant Marine and the U.S. Navy. Typical of these are

sonar domes, bow thruster channels, sea chests, rudders,

rudder horns, propellers, and water pump impellers. This

type of damage is caused by the impact of high velocity mi-

crojets (formed during cavitation bubble collapse) onto the

surfaces. In experiments, certain polyurethanes, Neoprene
and other elastomeric materials have displayed outstanding

resistance to cavitation erosion. Their chief limitation has

been a tendency to delaminate from the marine hardware

during in-service operation. A study was conducted to iden-

tify protective coating systems and techniques for their ap-

pliction to a salt-water pump impeller. Another class of ma-
terials was identified which possesses not only good cavita-

tion erosion resistance and hydrolytic stability, but also has

demonstrated superior bond strengths to substrates. This

class of compounds is the vinyl plastisols.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB84-241413 + NAC,
price code: A04.

0999 Pure Glasses from Multicomponent Gels:

Containerless melting of gels could yield low-loss glass

for optical fibers

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (H)

A report describes experiments with multicomponent ge's

for the preparation of pure glass. The experiments are

aimed at developing a zero-gravitation process for the fabri-

cation of low-loss optical fibers. In the proposed container-

less process, the chemical precursors of the glass are

mixed at low temperature, and a gel is formed to keep the

precursors properly mixed. The gel is heated to form the

glass, thus maintaining the original purity. Because the

components are already intimately mixed in the gel, no fur-

ther mixing is required.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16160 + TN.

1000 Rapid Adhesive Bonding for Metals and
Composites: A toroidal induction heater is the key
element in a rapid bonding technique

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (G, H)

A technique similar to that used for spot welding in metallic

structures has been used for rapid bonding of

graphite+ polyimide and graphite +epoxy composites, titani-

um and aluminum alloys, and metallic and composite speci-

mens with adherends of unlike materials. High-strength ad-

hesive bonds in standard overlap-shear specimens have

been made with polysulfone and polyimide thermoplastic

adhesives and with an epoxy+ phenolic thermosetting ad-

hesive. The technique is also suited to the bonding of end

tabs onto material test specimens. The technique may be

suitable for the buildup of an assembly of components
when the properties of a high-temperature-curing adhesive

are needed but when the assembly cannot withstand the

long time at temperature required for conventional process-

ing. The process is more controllable and more energy con-

serving than conventional bonding with a heated-platen

press or autoclave..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-13066+TN. Inquiries

concerning rights for the commercial use of this invention

should be addressed to Howard J. Osborn, Langley Re-
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search Center, Mail Code: 279, Hampton, VA 23665; (804)

827-3725. Refer to LAR-13066 + TN.

Recycling Methods for Scrap Tires: Better alternatives to

pyrolysis are needed
See 0588

1001 Reducing Corrosion in Positive Electrodes: Fine

iron powder reduces corrosion rate in secondary
electrochemical cells

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (B, H)

An improved positive electrode for high-temperature, sec-

ondary electro-chemical cells includes fine iron powder as a

corrosion inhibitor. Electrodes with this inclusion can oper-

ate without detrimental corrosion of the associated hard-

ware. Low-carbon steel can substitute for expensive corro-

sion-resistant materials, such as molybdenum, nickel, and

alloys containing chromium. The electrode is a particulate

mixture of FeS, Li2S, Fe, and alkali metal halide electrolyte.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The patent document

on which this technical note is based is U.S. Patent

4,401,714, which is available from: Commissioner of Pat-

ents, Washington, D.C. 20231 for $1. For licensing informa-

tion, contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Pat-

ents, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, D.C. 20585.

For further information, contact: John A. Smaga, Argonne

National Laboratory, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL

60439; (312) 972-4519.

1002 Reducing Thermal Expansivity of Composite
Panels: Finished parts are heat-treated

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (G, H)

The coefficient of thermal expansion of laminated

graphite + epoxy composite panels can be altered after the

panels have been cured by a postcuring heat treatment.

The treatment makes it possibl e to reprocess costly panels

for the requisite thermal expansivity instead of discarding

them. Previously, it had been assumed that once a thermo-

setting epoxy resin was cured, its physical properties were
fixed. Apparently, however, the postcure decreases the co-

efficient of thermal expansion by increasing the cross-link-

ing between molecules. For specific laminates having ex-

acting dimensional requirements, the post-curing procedure

can be used to lower the coefficient of thermal expansion

until it is in the desired range.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25793 + TN.

1003 Repairing Thermal Tiles: Method reduces cure time

and temperature requirements

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (H)

Small chips and depressions in the surfaces of surface in-

sulation tiles can be repaired using Ludox (or equivalent)

colloidal silica solution and silica powder. Loose material is

brushed from the damaged area. The silica solution is then

brushed over the damaged area and allowed to dry. No
waiting time is necessary between mixing the filler and
using it. The patch cures quickly without heat being applied.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20336+TN.

Research Center for Surface Modification: A collaborative

research center for surface modification and advanced
processing of materials to improve their performance
characteristics has been established
See 0508

1004 Resin Characterization in Cured Composite
Materials: A spectroscopic method of characterizing

polymeric matrix resins determines resin performance
on a molecular level

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (H, J, K)

A molecular-level characterization of the polymeric matrix

resin in cured graphite-reinforced composite materials can
now be determined through the analysis of diffuse reflec-

tance (DR) with Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectros-

copy. In the past, such characterizations could only be pos-

tulated because these materials are both insoluble and
opaque and cannot be analyzed by conventional methods
that depend either on the ability to dissolve the sample or

to detect transmitted radiation. The improved analytical

method is based on diffuse reflectance. This reflectance

arises from radiation that penetrates into the opaque
sample and reemerges after being scattered numerous
times. Because some wavelengths are absorbed during this

process, the emerging radiation contains valuable optical

information about the sample.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-13172 + TN.

Resin Concentration and Lamination Affect Composite
Helmets: Higher resin content and low-pressure

lamination increase the resistance to ballistic impact
See 0060

1005 Reversing Glass Wettability: A silicone treatment

makes the surface hydrophobic
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (J, K)

A treatment reverses the wettability of glassware: With the

treatment, liquids that normally wet glass no longer do, and

those that do not wet glass are made to do so. The treat-

ment is useful in research on container effects in the nucle-

ation and growth of a secondary phase from solution. The
treatment consists of spreading a 3 percent (by weight) so-

lution of silicone oil in hexane isomers over the glass,

drying it in air, and curing it at 300C in a vacuum for 1 hour.

The silicone oil should have a viscosity of 500 to 1,000

centi-stokes. The vacuum cure prevents entrapment of hy-

drocarbons in the silicone film that forms on the surface:

Such entrapped material could otherwise form sites for rup-

tures in the film.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-26006+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, Jr., George
C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01, Marshall

Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205)453-0020. Refer to

MFS-26006 + TN.
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1006 Rubberized, Brominated Epoxies: New composites
are tougher and more resistant to fire

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (H, J)

New graphite +epoxy composite materials have been made
with resins containing bromine and rubber additives. Previ-

ously, the impact resistance of epoxies had been increased

by adding reactive liquid rubber to the resins to form phase-

separated rubber domains. In the new composites, flame

resistance is increased by introducing bromine via commer-
cial brominated flame-retardant polymeric additives. Each of

the formulations tested was based on one of two epoxy

resins: tetraglycidyl 4,4-diamino diphenyl methane
(TGDDM), a commercial resin, and tris-(hydroxyphenyl)

methane triglycidyl ether (also called 'tris epoxy novolac' or

TEN'), an experimental resin. Laminates made from new
TEN containing brominated rubber additives show some-
what lower flammability and higher impact resistance than

were shown by laminates made from other formulations.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to ARC-11427+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Darrell G. Brekke, Ames Re-

search Center, Mail Code: 200-11 A, Moffett Field, CA
94035; (415 ) 694-5104. Refer to ARC-11427 + TN.

1007 Si(x)N(y)C(z) Fibers for Safer Composites: High-

strength, high-electrical-resistance fibers are proposed
in place of graphite to make safer composites
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (H)

Graphite fibers are widely used to construct fiber-reinforced

composites. However, because of the high electrical con-

ductivity of graphite fibers, there are potential hazards

during the manufacture, application, and disposal of rein-

forced composites made with them. Silicon nitride+ silicon

carbide fibers prepared by the pyrolysis of polycarbosila-

zanes are a proposed substitute for carbon fibers. Tests

show the new fibers to have physical properties compara-
ble to graphite but with a lower conductivity.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25721 +TN.
Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to Leon
D. Wofford, Jr., George C. Marshall Space Flight Center,

Mail Code: CC01, Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812;

(205) 453-0020. Refer to MFS-25721 +TN.

1008 Silicon Nitride Antireflection Coatings for

Photovoltaic Cells: Chemical-vapor deposition is

adapted to yield a graded index of refraction

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (C, G, H)

Antireflection coatings that increase the efficiency of silicon

solar cells are formed by the plasma-enhanced chemical-

vapor deposition (PECVD) of silicon nitride coatings. The
silicon nitride is deposited in layers, the refractive index of

which decreases with distance away from the cell + coating

interface. The changing index of refraction allows adjust-

ment of the spectral transmittance for the wavelengths at

which the cell is most effective at converting light to electric

current. The new PECVD technique is the first to vary nitro-

gen concentration to control the index of refraction. In one
instance, multiple layers of PECVD silicon nitride decreased

the total reflectance of polished silicon from 35 percent to

3 percent over the wavelength range of 0.4 to 1 .0 micro m.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to ARC-11447+ TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Darrell G. Brekke, Ames
Research Center, Mail Code: 200-11 A, Moffett Field, CA
94035; (415) 965-5104. Refer to ARC-11447 + TN.

1009 Silicone Coating on Polyimide Sheet: A protective

layer is applied by ordinary methods
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (N)

Silicone coatings can be applied to polyimide sheeting for a

variety of space-related applications. The coatings are in-

tended to protect the flexible substrates of solar-cell blan-

kets from degradation by oxygen atoms, electrons, plas-

mas, and ultraviolet light in low Earth orbit and outer space.

Since the coatings are flexible, they should be generally

useful in forming flexible laminates or protective layers on
polyimide-sheet products.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to GSC-12913. Inquiries

concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its com-
mercial development should be addressed to Donald S.

Friedman, Goddard Space Flight Center, Mail Code 702.1,

Greenbelt, MD 20771; (301)344-6242. Refer to GSC-12913.

1010 Silicone-Rubber Tooling for Hollow Panels: A
wave-free contour surface is obtained by using a

flexible mold
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (F, G)

A technique that uses a flexible silicone-rubber mold pro-

duces fluted composite substructures for porous titanium

wing panels. The flexible rubber sheet contains a trapezoi-

dal rib pattern. A rigid submold provides the overall contour.

The release of the finished part from the mold is facilitated

by the flexible rubber material. The silicone-rubber tooling

technique overcomes past difficulties. In addition to provid-

ing a porous hollow-panel wing structure that acts as a duct

for transporting the sucked boundary layer, the tooling can

be used to fabricate high-strength lightweight door panels

and any single- or compound-contour panel.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LAR-12974+TN. Inquiries

concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its com-
mercial development should be addressed to Howard J.

Osborn, Langley Research Center, Mail Code: 279, Hamp-
ton, VA 23665; (804) 865-3725. Refer to LAR-12974+ TN.

1011 Soil Bacteria Can Point Way to Deposits of Gold,

Other Metals
Department of the Interior, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (E, J)

Preliminary studies show that one of the most common
types of soil bacteria can often be a natural signpost point-

ing to buried deposits of gold and other metals. The studies
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show that the bacterium, Bacillus cereus, can help in locat-

ing new deposits of gold, copper and other metallic miner-

als. Bacillus cereus is only one of many naturally occurring

bacteria in soils, but is probably more common than others.

Most other soil bacteria are killed by penicillin and other

antibiotics produced by fungi in the soil. But, Bacillus

cereus can break down penicillin molecules and convert

them to metal chelates. This means that above and near

gold and other metal deposits, the Bacillus cereus is able

to survive, while most other bacteria in the soil are killed

either by the penicillin produced by the fungi or by toxic

metals. This occurs near the land surface, even when the

metal deposits are buried tens or in some cases even hun-

dreds or thousands of feet deep, because minute amounts
of the metals are transported to the surface by water and
other means.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Don Finley,

United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey,

National Center, Reston, Virginia 22092; (703) 860-7444.

1012 Solution Potentials Indicate Aluminum-Alloy
Tempers: Potential is plotted as a function of aging

time

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85

~
(H, J)

A report from the Marshall Space Flight Center discusses

the use of solution potential as a measure of the temper of

aluminum alloys. The technique is based on the fact that

different tempers or heat treatments exhibit different solu-

tion potentials as a function of aging time. Samples were
solution-heat-treated to the desired tempers by heating in

an oven at the temperatures and for the times of the

temper specifications, then quenched in cold water. After

potential measurements were made, the samples were
placed in an oven for aging.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: NASA-TM-82459 + NAC,
price code: A02.

1013 Specialty Zinc Oxide Cements
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (B, H)

Fast-setting cements based on the reaction of zinc oxide

with liquid mixtures were evaluated. The usable tempera-
ture range of these cements was -35C to +75C. Both

paste-type and flowable cement compositions were devel-

oped, and tentative phase diagrams were constructed for

the reactive liquid mixtures. The best cements were charac-

terized by X-ray diffraction, mercury intrusion densitometer,

and scanning electron microscope techniques; chemical re-

sistance of the cements was cursorily investigated. Possible

applications include electronic-package encapsulation and
cements for extreme ambient environments. The costs of

zinc oxide and the reactive liquids used are relatively low.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of

Technology Applications Information Service, Oak Ridge

National Laboratory, P.O. Box Y, Oak Ridge, TN 37831;
(615)574-3896. Refer to 488-Y-f TN.

Stabilized Aqueous Foams: Low-viscosity, stable aqueous
foams can be produced with improved formulas
See 0138

1014 Static-Suppressing Optical Paint: Flat black and
conductive, a primer and topcoat adhere to a variety of

properly prepared surfaces

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (H)

An electrically conductive flat black paint adheres well to

magnesium, aluminum, fiberglass, and other materials. The
paint absorbs stray light in optical instruments while pre-

venting the buildup of electrostatic fields and arcing. The
paint consists of a primer and a topcoat, both containing

electrically-conductive carbon-black powder. The primer

has a two-part epoxy base, and the topcoat has a polyure-

thane base.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15992+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to James T. English, NASA Resi-

dent Office, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Mail Stop 201-110,

4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109; (818)354-

2240. Refer to NPO-15992 + TN.

1015 Strain Analysis of Graphite + Epoxy Pressure
Vessels: In some situations, a lightweight composite
could be substituted for steel

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (H, K)

A technical paper discusses the stiffness parameters of fila-

ment-wound graphite + epoxy pressure vessels. Although

the study is motivated by the problem of replacing a rocket-

motor case with a lighter case of adequate rigidity, some of

the subject matter is transferable to pressure vessels in

general. The study takes account of the filament-wound-

case configuration, including its mass and mass distribution

compared to those of a steel case. Design-stiffness criteria,

the stiffness-degrading effects of manufacturing processes

and vessel operation, nonisotropic stress + strain analysis,

testing with scale models, and case dynamics are all con-

sidered.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: N83-16400+ NAC, price

code: A02.

1016 Streaming-Potential Studies: Surface coatings

reduce electro-osmotic flow

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (J)

An apparatus and experimental technique that is based on

measurements of streaming potentials evaluates the effects

of surface coatings for reducing or eliminating electro-os-

motic flow. The streaming-po tential apparatus design as

well as the variables involved in measurement show that

coating the glass capillaries with a glycidoxy silane base
upon which the methylcellulose is applied shows a sixfold

decrease in streaming potential over those of uncoated

glass tubes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-
25657 + TN. Inquiries concerning the commercial use of this

invention should be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, Jr.,

George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01,
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Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205) 453-0020.

Refer to MFS-25657+ TN.

Synthesis of Ceramics in Vacuum: A self-propagating

high-temperature synthesis can be conducted in vacuum
See 0141

1017 Taking the Stick Out of Latex
Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (H)

Manufacturing products from natural and synthetic rubbers

can be a sticky business. But a series of patented process-

es for encasing latex particles in a thin film of starch-based

compounds results in a powdered latex that is nontacky

and free-flowing. The starch is in small enough amounts
that it does not act as a filler. At quantities of less than 8

parts per 100 parts of latex solids, it has little effect on the

properties of filled vulcanized rubber and only small effects

on nonfilled rubber such as gum rubber.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Thomas P.

Abbott, Northern Regional Research Center, 1815 N. Uni-

versity, Peoria, IL 61604. If you are interested in applying to

obtain the license on a patent, contact Office of Federal

Patent Licensing, Room 11R, National Technical Informa-

tion Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161.

Refer to PATENT-3.941.767+TN.

1018 Tapered Ring Seal: Centering force is maximized
by decreased seal clearance in the flow direction

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (F)

An optimum-geometry ring seal has been designed that

maximizes the seal centering force generated by the sealed

fluid. Ring seals are commonly used to restrict fluid leakage

between a rotating shaft and a nonrotating housing. Seals

may be either fixed to the housing or floating, in order to

accommodate shaft misalignment and vibration. The con-

vergent tapered ring seal is a significant advance in seal

technology. For a fixed ring seal, it can be used to serve

the function of a bearing to assist in shaft support and
move shaft critical speeds to less harmful frequencies. For

a floating ring seal, the increased centering force can pre-

vent contact between seal and shaft, thus eliminating seal

wear.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: N80-19495+ NAC, price

code: A03. Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial
use of this invention should be addressed to Norman T.

Musial, Lewis Research Center, Mail Code: 500-311, 21000
Brookpark Road, Cleveland, OH 44135; (216)433-4000,

Ext. 346. Refer to LEW- 1 4055 + TN.

1019 Temperature-Adaptive Textiles

Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (H)

Fibers, yarns, and fabrics can now be effectively treated

with materials that store heat when the temperature rises

and release heat when the temperature drops. In some
cases, the textiles can absorb or release up to four times

as much heat as ordinary fibers through as many as 150
heating and cooling cycles. Modified textiles made from

these fibers could be used in cold-weather clothing, build-

ing insulation, and a variety of materials to protect animals,

plants, and food from wide swings in temperature. The tex-

tiles are produced by dissolving phase-change or plastic

crystalline materials in a solvent such as water and then fill-

ing hollow fibers or impregnating nonhollow fibers with the

solution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Tyrone L.

Vigo, Textiles and Clothing Research Laboratory, 1303 W.
Cumberland Ave., Knoxville, TN 37916. Patent Application

Serial No. 626,850. If you are interested in applying to

obtain the license on a patent, contact Office of Federal

Patent Licensing, Room 1 1 R, National Technical Informa-

tion Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161.

Refer to the patent or serial number provided.

Temporary Sealing of Cavities for Leak Testing: Wax
seals cavity openings to permit helium leak test of cavity

welds
See 0728

Testing Ceramics for Diesel Engines: Concept offers

safe, convenient simulation of operating conditions
See 0729

Tests of Composite Wheels for Tracked Vehicles:

Stresses and strains prove to be less than those
predicted by a computer mode!
See 1264

1020 Theory for Eccentric and Misalined Annular Seals:

Behavior under nonideal operating conditions is

examined
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (D, F)

An approximate theory describes the behavior of eccentric

and angularly-misalined incompressible-fluid shaft seals.

The direct and cross-coupled stiffness and damping coeffi-

cients are expressed in terms of the degree of eccentricity

and the coefficients of the concentric system. Leakage is

estimated for eccentric and misalined seals with laminar or

turbulent flow by applying eccentricity and turbulence cor-

rection terms to the concentric laminar value.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19892+ TN.

1021 Thermal Spray Coatings for Corrosion Protection

and Machinery Restoration Evaluated

Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (H)

The ability of thermal spray coatings to protect metals from

corrosion and to restore worn machinery components is

being evaluated at the David Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center

(DTNSRDC). Two programs have been initiated that are in-

tended to reduce both maintenance labor by ships' crews
and the usual life cycle costs. The first program was de-

signed to evaluate aluminum thermal-sprayed coatings for

corrosion control. The aluminum thermal-spray coatings

successfully provided a two-fold protection for these com-
ponents. The coatings acted as both a barrier layer and,

when damaged, as a sacrificial anode to the steel. In the

second program, 26 worn machinery components were re-

furbished with thermal-spray coatings. Two years into a 5-

year evaluation program, no failures attributed to the ther-

mally sprayed components have been reported.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Navy Technol-

ogy Transfer, Code E211, Naval Surface Weapons Center,

Dahlgren, VA 22448. Refer to 100204 + TN.
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1022 Thermosetting Phthalocyanine Polymers: Some
formulations resist thermal degradation up to 500C
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (H, J)

A group of phthalocyanine polymers resist thermal degrada-

tion. Based on earlier work with similar materials, the poly-

mers are expected to be semiconducting, with conductiv-

ities of the order of .01 + (ohm-cm). Their principal applica-

tions will probably be in molded or laminated parts that

have to withstand high temperatures.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to ARC-11 511 +TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Darrell G. Brekke, Ames Re-

search Center, Mail Code: 200-11 A, Moffett Field, CA
94035; (415)694-5104. Refer to ARC-1 151 1 +TN.

1023 Trioxane-Initiated Formic-Acid Denitration: A
procedure for controlled low-temperature chemical
denitration of acidic solutions has been developed
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (J)

A procedure was developed for long-term storage of a cor-

rosive plutonium solution. Slowing the corrosion of storage-

tank cooling coils required reduction of HN03 from 10.3 to

3 M of H. An efficient alternative to current methods is den-

itration with formic acid, which converts HN03 to nitrogen

oxides, NOx. Formic acid reacts relatively fast, introduces

no saits to the solution, and increases solution volume only

slightly. The normally long induction period can be safely

controlled with trioxane, a cyclic trimer of formaldehyde.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-005330+ NAB,
price code: A03.

1024 Two-Layer Glass Thermal-Control Coating: Optical

properties endure at high temperatures

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (G, H)

New all-glass thermal-control coatings withstand repeated

exposure to temperatures as high as 2,000F with only mini-

mal degradation of optical properties. The coating helps to

prevent excessive solar heating of spacecraft or other ob-

jects at moderate operating temperatures, typically room
temperature to 150F. The new coating may have industrial

uses in solar-energy equipment, some high-temperature

chemical processing systems, laboratory equipment, and
high-temperature instrumentation. The coating is a frit made
from a reactive borosilicate glass, an emittance agent such

as silicon tetraboride, and a flux glass.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to ARC-11 164+ TN.

Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to Darrell

G. Brekke, Ames Research Center, Mail Code: 200-11 A,

Moffett Field, CA 94035; (415) 965-5104. Refer to ARC-
11 164+TN.

1025 Ultrahigh-Carbon-Steel Laminated Composites:
The results of a 4-year study are summarized
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (H)

The U.S. Army Research Office has sponsored a 4-year

program to synthesize and prepare laminated composites
based on ultrahigh carbon (UHC) steel and to evaluate the

mechanical behavior of these ferrous composites. The
most important results are summarized in a published

report. The ferrous laminated composites were manufac-
tured by roll bonding below the A1 transition temperature.

This procedure resulted in the development of sharp and
discrete layer boundaries because no interdiffusion oc-

curred during rolling. Good bonding was achieved due to

the presence of ultrafine grains in the UHC steel. The com-
posites were evaluated for their Charpy V-notch impact
properties and for their superplastic characteristics. The
mechanical properties of a ferrous laminated composite
consisting of alternating layers of a superplastic UHC steel

and nonsuperplastic I.F. iron were studied at intermediate

temperatures of 600 to 725 C.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 37807 + NAA,
price code: A02.

1026 Ultraviolet Chemical Processes-Electrodeless
Microwave Lamp: New ultraviolet light features fast

drying and curing of various coatings and plastics

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (G)

By correctly choosing the gas and other parameters, the

Fusion Systems Corporation has adopted a plasma process

to generate powerful ultraviolet light. This light is used for

curing and drying various coatings, such as varnishes,

enamels, and plastics. The company was formed by partici-

pants in the Magnetic Fusion Energy program. The ultravio-

let light has emerged as a coat-effective, approved process

in many segments of the printing, converting, and decorat-

ing industries.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-008873+ NAB,
price code: A02, or contact Donald Spero, Fusion Systems
Corp. 12140 Parklawn Drive, Rockville, MD 20852;

(301)881-5400.

1027 Unique Class of Electroactive Polymers Developed
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (H)

A team of scientists at the Naval Research Laboratory

(NRL) reports they have developed a new class of poten-

tially low-cost polymers which can be easily processed into

thermosetting electrically conductive materials for use by

the Navy and industry. These unique phthalonitrile and
acetylenic-based polymers have potential usage in a wide

range of applications. These applications include structural

composites, light weight batteries, electrical devices, and
electromagnetic interference shields for computers and
sensitive electronic circuitry. In addition, the new polymers

could provide substantial benefits in military and space ap-

plications where light weight, corrosion-resistant, and envi-

ronmentally stable materials are important. The NRL-devel-

oped materials are intrinsically conductive. In addition, the
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room temperature electrical conductivity of these polymers

can be varied in a controlled manner giving them properties

ranging from an insulator to a semi-conductor and ap-

proaching metallic behavior. Laboratory tests have shown
that the electrical conductivity in the new materials does
not change significantly when the polymers are exposed to

air or boiling water for prolonged periods of time.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. L. Carter,

Information Services Branch, Code 2610, Naval Research
Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375; (202) 767-2541. Refer

to 7-85T+TN.

1028 Vacuum Baking To Remove Volatile Materials:

Outgassing is reduced in some but not all nonmetallic

materials

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (H)

Eleven polymeric materials were tested by determining the

outgassing species as the temperature of conditioned and
unconditioned materials was raised to 300C. The condition-

ing process consisted of a vacuum bake for 24 hours at

80C in addition to the usual cure. Conditioning significantly

reduced outgassing in six commercial tapes and paint prod-

ucts.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15648+TN.

1029 Vacuum Seal Permits Limited Rotation: All-metal

seal allows 45 deg rotation

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (F)

A flexible metal seal permits 45 deg rotation of an object in

a vacuum chamber. It was originally designed for rotation of

sample probes in electron spectroscopy for chemical analy-

sis (ESCA), although other applications are likely. The seal

is made from two cylindrical azimuthally fluted bellows at-

tached to the ends of a cylindrical axially fluted bellows,

with connecting tubes at both ends. In ESCA, the sample
probe is inserted into the connecting tube at one end and
welded in place.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-
15115+TN. Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive

license for its commercial development should be ad-

dressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resident Office-JPL, Mail

Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA
91103; (818) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-15115+TN.

Vented Compression Molding of Granule-Filled Resins:
Production cost is reduced by a process that uses a
perforated mold
See 0891

Waterproofing Agents for Silica Tiles: A new silyiating

agent is easy to apply and withstands high temperatures
See 0151

1030 Weld Penetration in 304 L Stainless Steel: Depth of
weld penetration is determined by the percentage of
minor elements in stainless steel

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (H)

Literature search, weld testing, and metallographic investi-

gation were used to determine the reasons for variations in

weld penetration in 304 L stainless-steel sheets. The prob-

lem appeared to be related to different heats or lots of

stainless steel.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-007915 + NAB,
price code: A02.

1031 Wound Elastomer Insulator Process: A proposed
process uses a microprocessor-controlled tire-winding

machine to extrude an elastomer to precise thickness
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (G)

A new insulator fabrication process is proposed by the U.S.

Army Missile Command to simplify the lining of rocket

motors. Rocket motor walls were lined with rubber insula-

tors by relatively expensive processes that demanded ex-

tensive labor and tooling. An additional problem with the

conventional processes was the difficulty of implementing
engineering design changes. Various insulator formulations

were evaluated for ease of processing, physical properties,

characteristics, and adhesion to case and propellant. Two
baseline formulations were selected: An EPDM + silica for-

mula and an EPDM + Halo-HC(halogenated hydrocarbon)

formula.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Commanding
General, U.S. Army Missile Command, Attn. AMSMI-ET(T.
Shaw), Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898; (205) 876-2147.
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Analysis of Pyrotechnic Mixer Bays: A study shows ways
to improve mixer bay safety
See 0541

1032 Antibiotic-Supplemented Bone Allograft--A New
Treatment for Avulsive, Infected Bone Fractures
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (E)

Antibiotic-supplemented bone allograft (ASBA) is a new ex-

perimental grafting system for the immediate treatment of

infected open fractures. Although no currently available

treatment has been shown to be effective in the immediate

care of comminuted, partially avulsive, contaminated frac-

tures resulting from gunshot wounds, the ASBA system has
been shown to be successful in three different models. In

the guinea pig, ASBA was shown to be comparable to non-

ASBA in the stimulation of osteogenesis in calvarial de-

fects. In the dog model, ASBA treatment of comminuted,
partially avulsive fractures of the ulna infected with Staphy-

lococcus aureus and Pseudomonas aeruginosa resulted in

fracture union, while conventional treatment, which consist-

ed of wound debridement, fracture stabilization, and paren-

teral antibiotic therapy resulted in osteomyelitis and non-

union.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Navy Domes-
tic Technology Transfer, Code E411, Naval Surface Weap-
ons Center, Dahlgren, VA 22448. Refer to 100104+TN.

1033 Antiprotons Studied for Biomedical Applications
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (E)

Beams of subatomic particles called antiprotons someday
may be used with nearly pinpoint accuracy to destroy

cancer tumors in the brain, eye, and other sensitive tissues.
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Computer simulations indicate that tightly focused antipro-

ton beams-like the ones high-energy physicists use to

probe the interior of the atom--could deliver concentrated

doses of radiation to small tumors while leaving unaffected

much of the healthy tissue nearby. Although additional re-

search and great strides in engineering are necessary

before antiproton beams could be used for treating tumors,

exploratory studies suggest that the unique particles war-

rant consideration for biomedical applications.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Research Re-

sources Information Center, 1601 Research Blvd., Rock-

ville, MD 20850; (301) 984-2870. Refer to IX-1 +TN.

Applicator for Postemergence Weed Control
See 0028

Aquatic Plants Aid Sewage Filter: Superior water
treatment is obtained at low cost
See 0542

Automated Coliform Analysis: The hydrogen evolved by
coliform bacteria is transferred to a separate
measurement cell

See 0545

1034 Basic Research Findings May Lead to New Malaria

Treatment
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (E)

Studies on DNA replication (duplication of the genetic ma-
terial) by National Institute of General Medical Sciences
(NIGMS) have unexpectedly led to the discovery of a po-

tential new treatment for malaria. This disease, long a

major world health threat, currently affects more than 300
million people and causes over a million deaths annually. It

was realized that disruption of the parasite's DNA replica-

tion enzymes could be the Achilles heel of the parasite. If

the key enzymes are altered, the parasites can't make
more DNA and multiply, so they will eventually die. The an-

tibiotic novobiocin was shown to have a high potential in

disrupting such enzymes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National Insti-

tute of General Medical Sciences, Building 31, Room 4A52,
9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20205; (301) 496-7301.

Biological Specimens Available from NCI Tumor Virus

Epidemiology Repository
See 0049

1035 Biomedical Sensors: Measuring Body Functions
With Microelectronics

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (E, K)

A group of researchers has developed a variety of biomedi-

cal sensors that measure biological activities. The sensors
include a miniature implantable pressure transducer for

measuring pressure within either the uterus or the bladder

and urethra; a force sensor to measure grasping forces at

the thumb tip; an instrument to measure elasticity of the

uterine cervix; biopotential electrodes for monitoring new-
borns; and miniature metal-metal oxide sensors for measur-
ing pH. The sensors were designed to conform to the area

of the body in which they are placed and constructed the

sensors of materials that minimize reactions with body
fluids and tissues. In turn, the biological surroundings of the

sensor should not affect their function.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Research Re-
sources Information Center, 1601 Research Blvd., Rock-
ville, MD 20850; (301) 984-2870.

1036 Blood Clot Dissolving Drugs Being Tested for

Limiting Extent of Heart Attacks
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (E)

Physicians at the University of Texas Health Science
Center at Dallas, supported by the National Heart, Lung
and Blood Institute, are attempting to save heart attack pa-

tients by using two drugs, thrombolytic agents, to dissolve

blood clots. The drugs, streptokinase and tissue plasmino-

gen activator (TPA), both work to restore blood circulation

and can limit the damage to heart muscle. TPA is the

newer drug and is more expensive to manufacture but may
be safer. As part of the three-year multicenter study, the re-

searchers are hoping to discover which drug is better and
to determine if limiting the size of the heart attack - with

either drug - will affect the mortality rate. The drug study

will involve 50 patient volunteers recruited locally over a
nine month period who will enter Parkland Memorial Hospi-

tal for severe chest pain.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, Bldg. 31, Rm. 4A21, 9000
Rockville Pike, Bethesda, Md. 20205; (301) 496-4236.

1037 Cell Culture Center Offers Customized Service

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (E)

Custom-grown cultures of mouse leukemia virus, Sindbis

virus, human fibroblast cells, and rat liver cells are some of

the hundreds of specimens that the Cell Culture Center at

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology provides to re-

searchers nationwide. In addition to the bottle cultures, the

center uses an electrically charged microcarrier to grow
large quantities of cells that require surface contact to

thrive. Samples of many familiar specimens-such as SV-80

cells (a human fibroblast cell line transformed by the SV40
monkey virus) and HeLa, a human cervical carcinoma line-

are kept on hand at the center and can be grown in large

quantities on relatively short notice. The center also pro-

duces human interferon, induced from large quantities of

normal human fibroblasts cultured at the Cambridge labora-

tory. Researchers also send their own samples of virus or

cell lines to the laboratory, requesting that large quantities

be grown..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Donald J.

Giard, Director, Cell Culture Center, E1 7-321, Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02130;

(617)253-6430.

1038 Cell Culture Test Developed for Vulnerability to

Depression
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
May 85 (E)

Scientists at the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH)

have developed a test that may detect a genetic vulnerabil-

ity to manic-depressive illness and related mood disorders

which afflict up to 15 million Americans. Since environmen-

tal factors also play a role in such affective illness, the

test-which is based on a sample of skin cells-cannot pre-

dict with certainty who will develop the illness. However, if
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its validity is confirmed in future studies, it may, for the first

time, enable doctors to identify individuals who are at risk

because they carry predisposing genes. Manic-depressive

patients and their relatives with a history of affective disor-

der were found to have more receptors for acetylcholine in

their skin cells than their never-depressed relatives and
normal controls.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National Insti-

tute of Mental Health, ADAMHA, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rock-
ville, MD 20857; (301) 443-4536.

1039 Cheap Field Test for CAP in Milk

Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (E, J)

Federal inspectors could soon have an easy-to-use test to

detect chloramphenicol (CAP)--an antibiotic that is restrict-

ed from use in dairy cattle and meat animals. The test-

which costs only about 25 cents in materials-detects possi-

ble illegal use of the drug. The test could be used on farms

or at milk-bottling plants. Milk sample flows through a pi-

pette containing non-ionic resin which traps certain chemi-

cals. The trapped chemicals are removed and a sensitive

color test reveals whether CAP is present.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Daniel

Schwartz, Contaminant Research, USDA-ARS Eastern Re-
gional Research Center, 600 East Mermaid Lane, Philadel-

phia, PA 19119.

Coculture Production of Butanol by Clostridium Bacteria:

Butanol concentration is higher when two species are

used
See 0421

1040 Compedium of Articles on Epidemiology of

Rheumatic Diseases Available

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
May 85 (E)

For the first time in nearly 20 years, a compendium of arti-

cles on the epidemiology of the rheumatic diseases in book
form will be available for researchers in the field. The book
contains papers that were updated by their authors in 1 983,
in addition to new papers on multi-institutional studies and
data resources, which were prepared especially for the

publication.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National Insti-

tute of Arthritis, Diabetes, and Digestive and Kidney Dis-

eases, Bldg. 31, Rm. 9A04, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda,
MD 20205; (301) 496-3583.

1041 Computer Identifies Disease Patterns In Patient
Data

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (A, E)

A computer system that can identify patterns of disease in

data derived from the analysis of patient urine samples will

soon be available to physicians and hospitals throughout
the country. The system, which was developed by re-

searchers at Michigan State University during the past 10
years, can identify more than 40 genetic disorders and, in

the future, might have diagnostic applications for various

endocrine diseases, Alzheimer's disease, and certain kinds

of cancers. Almost any disease will disturb cellular metabo-
lism in some way that disrupts the normal patterns of meta-
bolites in urine. The computer can recognize some of the

abnormal patterns and identify exactly what is wrong with a

patient.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Research Re-

sources Information Center, 1601 Research Blvd., Rock-
ville, MD 20850; (301) 984-2870. Refer to: IX-3 + TN.

Computerized Assay for B Vitamins
See 0098

Development of a Fate+ Toxicity Screening Test
See 0558

1042 DNA Storage And Specimens Available

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (E)

A facility for processing and storing the DNA of patients

with genetic diseases as well as their family members was
established recently at the Indiana University School of

Medicine in Indianapolis. The processing and storage serv-

ices are available to researchers conducting family studies

of Huntington's disease as well as other genetic diseases

with identified DNA markers. These include phenylketon-

uria, Duchenne muscular dystrophy, myotonic dystrophy,

one form of osteogenesis imperfecta, certain types of dia-

betes, hemophilia B, and other blood diseases including

certain types of thalassemia. Researchers also may be able

to obtain DNA from the bank for approved studies of Hun-
tington's disease. Banking of DNA is particularly important

for carrier detection tests now available and for the devel-

opment of new tests.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Requests for services

or additional information can be addressed to: Dr. M. E.

Hodes, Professor of Medical Genetics and Medicine, De-

partment of Medical Genetics, RR 241, Indiana University

School of Medicine, 702 Barnhill Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana

46223; (317) 264-2242.

1043 Early Detection of Mononucleosis: Blood test

distinguishes the illness from leukemia

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (E)

A new test detects infectious mononucleosis in patients,

distinguishing it from lymphocytic leukemia that is often

confused with the disease. A patient's blood sample is ana-

lyzed for a particular protein, called Inmono: 1, that is

present with infectious mononucleosis. The white cells in

the sample are separated from the serum, red cells, and
other components so that Inmono: 1 is detected more
readily. The white cells are radioactively labeled to detect

the protecin at low levels. Gel electrophoresis is used to

separate proteins in the white-cell sample in a first dimen-

sion. When the two-dimensional protein map is made visi-

ble by autoradiography, the result is a gridlike series of pro-

tein spots.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PAT-APPL-6-
406,830 + NAB, price code: A02. For licensing information,

contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Patents,

U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For

further information, contact: Dr. Karen E. Willard-Gallo,

Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research, Avenue Hippocrate

74 UCL 7459, B1200 Brussels, Belgium; Telephone No.:

(02) 764-7443.
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1044 Effect of Alfalfa and Cholesterol on Arterial Plaque
in Monkeys is Studied
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (E)

Diet or the drug cholestyramine can dramatically shrink ar-

terial plaque in cynomolgus monkeys, according to scien-

tists at the Oregon Regional Primate Research Center in

Beaverton. Most adult people in the United States experi-

ence some degree of atherosclerosis. Although the physio-

logical mechanisms of the plaque buildup are not under-

stood completely, animal research indicates that its

progress can be arrested and reversed. Results suggest

that alfalfa protects arteries from the detrimental effects of

excess cholesterol in the diet.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Research Re-

sources Information Center, 1601 Research Blvd., Rock-

ville, MD 20850; (301) 984-2870.

1045 Effect of Hydration on Nitrogen Washout in

Humans: While hydration may reduce decompression
effects, nitrogen removal is not the reason
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (E)

A series of experiments showed that drinking water before

breathing nearly pure oxygen has little or no effect on the

rate of removal of nitrogen from the body. The experiments

were undertaken because data from some earlier experi-

ments suggested that, under some conditions, hydration

might help prevent decompression sickness.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: N83-26448 + NAC, price

code: A02.

1046 Effects of Pollutants on Human Viral Respiratory
Disease
Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (E)

Many epidemiologic studies have shown excessive respira-

tory disease morbidity in areas of high atmospheric pollu-

tion. A study was designed to develop and characterize an
animal model and to investigate the possible interactive ef-

fects of infection and particulate air pollutants using small

laboratory animals. Models of human parainfluenza virus

type 3 disease were established by aerosol inoculation of

hamsters and cotton rats. The temporal course of the fol-

lowing were examined: lung virus titers; pulmonary histo-

pathology; alveolar macrophage function; changes in pul-

monary mechanics; serum antibody development; and
upper respiratory tract histopathology. The models devel-

oped in these studies may be useful for future work on
chronic exposure to the same or other pollutants and on
the pathogenesis of virus + pollutant interactions.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PB85-1 22455 + NAC,
price: $8.50, or contact Mary Jane Selgrade, Health Effects

Research Laboratory, U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency, Research Triangle Park, NC 27711.

1047 Elevated Numbers of PAS-Positive Granulocytes in

Peripheral Blood Signify Presence of Disease in Certain

Fish Species
Department of the Interior, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (E)

Several investigators have in recent years reported the

presence of a unique cell type in blood of some fish spe-

cies, and the absence of these cells in other fishes. Be-

cause the cells react with the periodic acidSchiff reagent,

they are sometimes called PAS-positive granulocytes. Stud-

ies have shown that appearance of great numbers of these

cells begins with the onset of bacterial infections, reaching

many millions per milliliter of blood in advanced infections.

Conversely, very few or none of these cells are to be found

in blood of healthy specimens. It is proposed to use these

cells as indicators of disease at early stages of infection

when external signs are not evident. They may be clearly

seen when small blood samples are applied to density gra-

dients, and may be obtained thus virtually free of other

types of blood cells-a great advantage permitting detailed

biochemical characterization. It is apparent that these cells

are important in response to disease in such species as the

common carp, and the channel catfish, among others.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Raymond C.

Simon or W. Bane Schill, National Fish Health Research
Laboratory, Box 700, Kearneysville, WV 25430; 304-725-

5243.

1048 Enzymatic Hydrolysis of Bacillus Thuringiensis Cell

Walls

Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (E)

The bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis is the source of a
number of biological compounds used to control insects.

Research is needed to develop new strains to make more
useful and efficient biological control materials. This is pos-

sible using DNA technology. However, in order to use this

new technology it is necessary to remove the cell wall of

the bacteria and add genetically engineered DNA into the

cell. Commercially available enzymes were identified and

used which now make this procedure possible. A new proc-

ess makes it easier to remove the cell wall and to do the

genetic manipulation necessary to produce new biological

control materials. This research advances the adoption of

modern technique in molecular genetics to the production

of B. thuringiensis, an economically important bacterium for

insect control.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. Kevin B.

Temeyer, USDA, ARS, U.S. Livestock Insects Laboratory,

P.O. Box 232, Kerrville, TX 78028; (512)257-3566.

1049 Experimental Ecosystems Sealed in Glass: Analogs
of the Earth's biosphere survive in isolation for years

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (E)

A report now available describes an investigation of the dy-

namics of microbial ecosystems sealed in 1 -liter flasks and

exposed to Sunlight or artificial light for extended periods.

Many of the organisms survived for more than 15 years.

Such systems have primary productivity and quantum effi-

ciencies comparable to estimates for Earth's ecosystems.

Material closure with sustained biological activity is not re-

stricted to microbial systems but can be extended at least

to Crustacea and macroalgae. For example, Crustacea to 14

mm in length have so far kept in synthetic brackish water

with a variety of algae under absolute material closure for

more than 3 years.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
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21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15712+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of the

technology described in the report should be addressed to

Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code:

180-601, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103;

(818) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-15712 + NAC.

Facility is Opened to Promote Clinical Spectrometry
See 0634

1050 Freezing of Newly Created Cells Can Aid

Researchers
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (E)

The frantic testing and heavy workload that often follow

creation of large numbers of hybridomas can be avoided if

the hybrid cells are frozen soon after fusion. Freezing does
not damage the newly created cells, which may deteriorate

if left in culture too long while awaiting screening or cloning.

Rather, freezing preserves the hybridomas until researchers

and technicians can carefully evaluate monoclonal antibody

production of the new cell lines.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Research Re-

sources Information Center, 1601 Research Blvd., Rock-

ville, MD 20850; (301) 984-2870.

1051 Genetic Markers of Neurological Diseases
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (E)

Combining classical family genetic studies with the newest
in recombinant DNA techniques has enabled researchers to

begin locating the genes that produce some inherited neu-

rological disorders. Through such research, scientists at

Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) in Boston have
found a genetic marker for Huntington's disease (HD). Re-
searchers at MGH say that the narker could lead within 1

or 2 years to an accurate diagnostic test for Huntington's

disease. In addition, scientists now should be able to iso-

late the gene that causes the disorder and perhaps unravel

the molecular events that produce its symptoms-involun-
tary movements, emotional disturbance, and intellectual im-

pairment.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Research Re-
sources Information Center, 1601 Research Blvd., Rock-
ville, MD 20850; (301) 984-2870.

Hearing Conservation Workshop Handbook: A handbook
provides guidelines for setting up a workshop
See 0568

1052 Heat Index Describes Health Dangers in Heat
Waves
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

Washington, DC; Department of Commerce, Washington,
DC
Feb 85 (E)

A new Heat Index for alerting local officials and the public

to health hazards of excessive heat and humidity during

heat waves has been developed by NOAA's National

Weather Service. The index is a measure of the contribu-

tion that high humidity makes with abnormally high tem-
peratures in reducing the body's ability to cool itself. For

example, the index shows that for an actual air temperature
of 100 degrees Fahrenheit and a relative humidity of 50
percent, the effect on the human body would be the same
as 120 degrees. Sunstroke and heat exhaustion are likely

when the heat index reaches this level. Local offices of

NOAA's National Weather Service in most areas of the

country will include heat index values in their forecasts and

statements when the index is expected to exceed 105 de-

grees for two days or more. The Heat Index, given in terms

of degrees Fahrenheit, is sometimes referred to as the 'ap-

parent temperature.' It describes what hot weather 'feels

like' to the average person for various combinations of high

temperature and humidity. It also includes the dangers

posed by heat stress. A Heat Index Chart identifies four

categories of effects on people in higher risk categories.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of Re-

search and Technology Applications, FB-4, Room 3316,

Suitland, Maryland 20233; (301) 763-2418. Refer to

84+ NWS+ 036+ TN.

1053 Herbicide Wiper Wipes Away Wayward Weeds
Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (D, E)

A rotary herbicide wiper may do for tree crops what the

rope-wick applicator and other devices have done for row
crops - allow a more efficient and safe way to apply herbi-

cides. The wiping pad on the device is made of polyure-

thane foam in the shape of a large, somewhat flattened

donut lying on its side. A strong, heavy brushed denim
covers the foam pad, which is held in place by a wooden
disk above and below the pad's horizontal surfaces. The
wiping pad rotates parallel with the ground, at adjustable

heights and speeds, and a circular pipe, with very small

holes about 4 inches apart, distributes the herbicide inside

the pad. The wiping disk rotation and the forward motion of

the wiper combine to give excellent contact with weeds.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: William V.

Welker and Donald L. Peterson, USDA-ARS, Appalachian

Fruit Research Station, Route 2, P.O. Box 45, Kearneys-

ville, WV 25430.

1054 High Tech Used In Insect Battle

Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (E, J)

High technology lasers and computers are giving entomolo-

gists an edge in the battle against range caterpillars. The
key to caterpillar control is target spraying. That means
spraying specific areas only when infestation reaches a

level requiring treatment and using a very specific droplet

size of insecticide to reduce waste. Scientists use a laser to

measure insecticide droplet size and a computer to analyze

various aspects of the droplets. The analysis allows them
to apply the spray so that it lands where it is most effective.

A synthetic pyrethroid which acts as a nerve poison has

proven effective against range caterpillars at even lower

rates than recommended. Precise amounts of the insecti-

cide are applied with a modified commercial sprayer. The
rig is no larger than a small suitcase and the nozzle is

easily fitted to the back of a pickup truck. The scientists es-

timate they can cover about 600 acres in an hour. Scouting

showed the entomologists that there are usually areas

within large sections which are not infested. By target

spraying only when and where necessary, researchers cut

the total area which would have been sprayed by aerial

methods by about 50 percent.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Department of

Agricultural Information, Drawer 3A1, NMSU, Las Cruces,

New Mexico 88003; (505) 646-3228.
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1055 High-Speed Chromosome and Cell Sorting: New
laboratory instrument is an order of magnitude faster

than previous units

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (E, J)

An apparatus sorts chromosomes and cells at high speed --

10 to 50 times faster than previous instruments. An aque-

ous solution containing fluorescently-stained objects is

ejected from a nozzle so that the solution forms droplets.

Those droplets containing chromosomes or cells are de-

tected and separated. Immediately after emerging from an

orifice, the jet carrying the cell or chromosomes to be

sorted passes through a laser beam that excites the fluo-

rescent dye within each object. Objects are selected for

sorting according to their fluorescence intensities. Droplets

containing the objects to be sorted are charged as they

separate from the liquid jet. Two classes of objects can be

separated simultaneously by charging the droplets carrying

one class of objects negatively and the droplets carrying

the other class of objects positively.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The patent document
on which this technical note is based is U.S. Patent

4,361,400, which is available from: Commissioner of Pat-

ents, Washington, DC 20231 for $1. For licensing informa-

tion, contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Pat-

ents, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585.

For further information, contact: Joe Gray, Lawrence Liver-

more National Laboratory, Biomedical Sciences Division,

P.O. Box 5507, Livermore, CA 94550; (415) 422-5610.

1056 HLA Reagents Available from NIAID Serum Bank
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (E)

Standard reagents that define the HLA antigens of the

major histocompatibility complex are available to research-

ers in the United States and abroad from the Serum Bank
of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
(NIAID). The use of these well-characterized and well-

known HLA typing reagents is limited to quality control work
standards. Further limitations are placed on the quantity of

reagents available to each research laboratory or investiga-

tor to avoid impeding commercial development in this area.

Examples of valid research projects include population ge-

netics, some disease association studies, and biochemical

analysis of the antigen complex.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Dr. John Lee,

NIAID HLA Serum Bank, American National Red Cross,

4915 Auburn Ave., Bethesda, MD 20814; (301) 652-4754.

1057 Hormone May Reduce Need For Cesarean Section

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
May 85 (E)

A hormone secreted by swine ovaries during pregnancy
can accelerate the cervical changes necessary for rapid de-

livery of a human baby, according to research done at the

University of Chicago. Altho ugh known to the medical com-
munity for more than 50 years, the hormone, called relaxin,

was not isolated until recently in a form pure enough for

adequate testing. Relaxin increases the rate of cervix ef-

facement or thinning in women induced to labor.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Research Re-
sources Information Center, 1601 Research Blvd., Rock-
ville, MD 20850; (301) 984-2870.

Hydroxyguanidine Derivatives Have Been Developed
See 0113

1058 Improved In Vivo Radionuclide Measurement
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (E, K)

As an alternative to Nal(TI) detectors for in vivo uranium
lung burden analysis, a trio of closed-end coaxial n-type

HPGe detectors was assembled, complete with a system of

liquid nitrogen (LN2) level monitors and logic-controlled

valves to automatically maintain a LN2 supply to the detec-

tors. Using anthropomorphic phantom torsos for study with

the germanium system, researchers have established de-

tection limits, derived sensitivity curves, measured the ef-

fects of chest wall thickness and composition, and deter-

mined optimal detector placement. Implementation of this

system has drastically reduced the incidence of false de-

tection of uranium in vivo because it easily distinguishes be-

tween uranium gamma rays and those of medical or envi-

ronmental radionuclides.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of

Technology Applications, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

P.O. Box Y, Oak Ridge, TN 37831; (615) 574-3896. Re-
quest support package 493 + Y + TN.

1059 Indicator for Brain Tumor Growth Rates
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (E)

A new and potentially accurate indicator of brain tumors

and their growth rates has been developed by scientists at

New York University in New York City. The radioactively la-

beled substance, putrescine, may enable physicians using

positron emission tomography (PET) to assess response of

brain cancer to radio- or chemotherapy. Labeled putrescine

appears to be a nearly ideal indicator of brain cancer

growth rates. Only actively dividing cells, such as those in

brain tumors, metabolize putrescine. Therefore, the amount
of radioactivity emitted by the metabolites of labeled putres-

cine should enable physicians to calculate the growth rate

of the tumor.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Research Re-

sources Information Center, 1601 Research Blvd., Rock-

ville, MD 20850; (301) 984-2870.

1060 Information About PHS Scientific Projects is

Available Through Computer Retrieval System
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (E)

CRISP (Computer Retrieval of Information on Scientific

Projects) provides the scientific community with technical

and administrative information on projects supported by the

Public Health Service (PHS). Through the use of sophisti-

cated query software and special program routines, the

CRISP generates reports on a wide variety of scientific sub-

jects. These include topics such as sickle-cell disease, cat-

egories such as neoplastic disease, and complex biomedi-

cal areas such as all research activities of a particular NIH
institute.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For more detailed infor-

mation on CRISP or to request a search, contact: William J.
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Holliman, Research Documentation Section, National Insti-

tutes of Health, Westwood Building, Room 148, Bethesda,

MD 20205; (301)496-7543.

Infrared Spectroscopy Applied in Biomedicine
See 0655

Injection Sprayer Reduces Handling Risks
See 0033

1061 Intelligent Computers Help Clinicians

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (A, E)

Artificial intelligence (Al) is no longer a laboratory curiosity.

Computers programmed to make decisions as humans do
are helping physicians diagnose blood infections, plan drug

therapy for cancer patients, and interpret lung function

tests. Still evolving are expert programs to help diagnose

more than 750 diseases of internal medicine and hundreds

more in ophthalmology, rheumatology, and clinical patholo-

gy-

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Research Re-

sources Information Center, 1601 Research Blvd., Rock-

ville, MD 20850; (301) 984-2870.

1062 Laser Cell Sorter, Image Analyzer Spur Research
Progress
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (E)

Research using new, laser-activated cell sorters, which can
analyze individual cells at a rate of up to 5,000 per second
and then create uniform samples of desired cells, promises

new insights into the origins of cancer, the immune-system
responses that cause rejection of transplanted organs, and
many other questions confronting pathologists and cell bi-

ologists. With this capability, cancer researchers, for exam-
ple, may be able to decipher the cellular events that trigger

the uncontrolled growth characteristic of malignancy.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Dr. Mack Ful-

wyler, Univ. of California in San Francisco; (415)666-2631.

1063 Life Cycle Discoveries Open Way to Trout Disease
Prevention

Department of the Interior, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (E)

The long-sought cause of salmonid whirling disease has
been found and traced to small red aquatic worms, which
serve as essential intermediate hosts in the pathogen's life

cycle. Trout become infected when they encounter water-

borne infectivity released by the worm or when the fish

feed on the worms. The new findings provide possibilities

for testing chemical, physical and other methods of eradi-

cating critical links in the life cycle of the trout pathogen
Triactinomyxon gyrosalmo. The new knowledge identifies

precise targets against which control measures can be logi-

cally directed.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: M. E. Markiw
or K. Wolf, National Fish Health Research Laboratory, Box
700, Kearneysville, WV 25430; (304-725-8461).

1064 Low-Pressure Ion Source: This source is safer and
more practical for neutron accelerators used in

radiotherapy

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (E, K)

A proposed low-pressure hydrogen ion source operates in

the pressure range of 1 to 3 millitorrs (0.1 to 0.4 Pa) and
uses a zirconium hydride reservoir. These two features

offer a simpler, safer operation unavailable in neutron ac-

celerators operating with high-pressure ion sources. The
ion source has a vacuum envelope enclosed by vacuum
flanges. A filament cathode and an anode ring are located

inside the envelope and are surrounded by a heat shield.

The ion source generates a 200-mA beam through a 1.25

sq. cm aperture.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PAT-APPL-6-437,081,
price code: A02.

1065 Materials Aimed at Boosting Accuracy of Lead-ln-

Blood Tests
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (E, J)

To improve the reliability of blood tests for determining

long-term exposure to lead, NBS has developed a standard

reference material (SRM) for calibrating the laboratory in-

struments that measu re minute amounts of lead in blood.

Wide-ranging results-some in error by as much as 200 per-

cent-have been obtained in past studies by NBS and other

agencies when blood samples with known lead concentra-

tions were sent to various clinical laboratories for analysis.

Though analyses have improved in recent years due to re-

finements in technology and increased quality control, there

is still a need for a lead-in-blood standard as a reference

for checking instrument accuracy and analytical methods.

The new SRM should fill this need.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Order the SRM from

the Office of Standard Reference Materials, B31 1 Chemis-

try Building, National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg,

MD 20899; (301)921-2045.

1066 Miniature Shellfish Help Control Mosquitoes
Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (E)

Tiny parasites of mosquitoes could soon be bred and re-

leased in swamps and lakes to control mosquitoes because
of a discovery of a previously unknown link in the parasite's

life cycle. This biological control could help cities and states

reduce and possibly eliminate the need for massive applica-

tions of chemicals. Microcrustaceans, which are small rela-

tives of crawfish and crabs, are essential links in the life

cycles of certain parasites of mosquitoes. The discovery of

this link is important because it reveals how certain dis-

eases are transmitted to mosquitoes and may give us a bi-

ological tool for controlling them.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Dr. Tokuo
Fukuda, Gulf Coast Mosquito Research Unit, P.O. Box
16923, Lake Charles, LA 70601.

1067 Mouse Models Available for Studying Disorders

Caused by Extra Chromosomes
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (E)

Animal models are now available to researchers studying

the mechanisms by which an imbalance in the number of

chromosomes (aneuploidy) produces abnormalities of de-

velopment and function in humans. As part of a contract

effort, the National Institute of Child Health and Human De-
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velopment (NICHD) has established this source and distri-

bution system of pregnant mice and mice for breeding that

can generate aneuploid embryos, fetuses, or liveborn ani-

mals. The aneuploid mouse offspring are generated by

using special breeding stocks that are doubly heterozygous

for two different Robertsonian chromosomes. These meta-

centric (biarmed) chromosomes share a common arm and
are formed by translocations that join two telocentric chro-

mosomes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Investigators interested

in obtaining these animals can receive information on the

availability of the various combinations of Robertsonian

translocations, along with the necessary application forms,

by writing Felix de la Cruz, M.D.; Mental Retardation and
Developmental Disabilities Branch, CRMC, NICHD, Landow
Building, Room 7C-16, 7910 Woodmont Avenue, Bethesda,

MD 20205.

1068 Nerve Regeneration Studied in Lamprey Eels

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (E)

Spinal cord injury has confined more than 200,000 Ameri-

cans to wheelchairs, according to the National Institute of

Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke. Al-

though evidence sugges ts that damaged nerve fibers ex-

hibit some regrowth when the mammalian spinal cord is

severed, nerve regeneration past the spinal lesion, essen-

tial to reestablishing movement and muscle control, has
never been detected in humans or other mammals. In the

sea lamprey spinal nerve regeneration, however, is so suc-

cessful that the animals recover their swimming ability only

a few months after injury. Nerve regeneration in the lam-

prey spinal cord is being studied to model regeneration.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Research Re-

sources Information Center, 1601 Research Blvd., Rock-
ville, MD 20850; (301) 984-2870.

1069 Neurology Laboratory Tapes Molecular Journey
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (E)

Captured on video tape is intracellular transport, a mecha-
nism essential to a cell's normal functioning. What unfolds

is something that has never been seen before, the actual

movement of viral molecules on their journey from the

center to the periphery of the living cell. By manipulating

cells with a technique called microinjection and watching

the activity with a low-light-intensityu video camera, cells

have been made into living test tubes. Researchers are in-

terested in determining how the cell directs all this move-
ment without mixing up the traffic lines and how the cell de-

cides where to put certain molecules.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National Insti-

tute of Neurological & Communicative Disorders * Stroke,

Building 31, Room 8A06, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda,

MD 20205; (301)496-5924.

1070 New Drug Therapy Offers Hope for Kidney Stone
Patients

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (E)

Research has shown that potassium citrate reduces the

rate of or stops stone production in patients with low uri-

nary citrate levels. Treatment using this compound has vir-

tually eliminated the need for survey in patients suffering

from calcium-containing kidney stones. The use of potassi-

um citrate in treating calcium-containing kidney stones is

awaiting approval by the Food and Drug Administration

(FDA).

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National Insti-

tute of Arthritis, Diabetes, & Digestive & Kidney Diseases,

Bldg. 31, Room 9A04, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD
20205; (301) 496-3583.

1071 New Edition of the NODC Taxonomic Code
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

Washington, DC; Department of Commerce, Washington,

DC
Jun 85 (E)

The edition contains nearly 46,000 entries giving the scien-

tific names and corresponding numerical codes of world-

wide flora and fauna from viruses to mammals, nearly twice

the number included in the third edition. The NODC Taxo-

nomic Code is a hierarchical system of numerical codes of

up to 12 digits used to represent the scientific names of or-

ganisms to the level of subspecies or variety. The bowhead
whale (Balaena mysticetus), for example, is coded by the

10-digit number 9219030102. The code links the Linnean

system of biological nomenclature to a numerical schema
that facilitates modern methods of data storage and retriev-

al. The code was specifically developed by NODC to simpli-

fy and systematize NODC processing, storage, and retrieval

of marine biological data that it accepts for processing. To
help overcome recognized shortcomings of the code rooted

in the rigidity of the numerical schema, this edition intro-

duces new features to make the code more flexible and

useful. For example, a series of terms and symbols is now
used to annotate code entries with information about

changes or corrections and to provide cross-references be-

tween certain related entries.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The published version

of the code (Key to Oceanographic Records Documenta-

tion No. 15) is available either as a paper copy or on micro-

fiche. The NODC Taxonomic Code is also available on

magnetic tape. A four-page brochure that describes the

code and its new features and provides information on

costs of the different output media is available on request

from: National Oceanographic Data Center, User Services

Branch E + OC21, Washington, DC 20235; (202) 634-7500.

1072 New Insect Sex Pheromone Mimics

Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (E)

Four new insect sexual communication disruptants that may
offer effective control for a longer time than less stable

compounds currently in use. The compounds are effective

against corn earworms (Heliothis zea), navel orangeworms

(Amyelois transitella), and two kinds of dermestid beetles

(Trogoderma variable and T. glabrum).

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: David A. Carl-

son and John R. McLaughlin, USDA-ARS, 1700 SW 23rd

Drive, P.O.Box 14565, Gainesville, FL 32604. Patent Appli-

cation Serial No. 704,442, 'Novel Diolefin Pheromone

Mimics as Disruptants of Sexual Communication in Insects.'

For information concerning licensing this technology,

please contact: Office of Federal Patent Licensing, Center
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for the Utilization of Federal Technology, P.O. Box 1423,

Springfield, VA 22151; (703) 487-4732.

New Spray System Reduces Dust for Continuous Miner

Operator
See 0576

1073 New Technique Lets Researchers Analyze Whole
Chromosomes
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (E)

A new technique for analyzing the genetic material DNA
has been developed by National Institute of General Medi-

cal Sciences (NIGMS) at Columbia University in New York

City. Their method allows the separation of much larger

DNA segments than was previously possible, and is expect-

ed to facilitate many genetic studies. For example, the ap-

proach will make it easier for researchers to examine the

genetics of some parasites, algae, and fungi. The new
method is a form of electrophoresis. The technique is a

pulsed two-dimensional gel electrophoresis method which

allows accurate study of larger DNA's up to 2,000 kb. The
technique also promises to have enormous importance in

parasitology.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National Insti-

tute of General Medical Sciences, Building 31, Room 4A52,

9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20205; (301) 496-7301.

1074 New Test Accurately Predicts Kidney Transplant

Rejection

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (E)

A simple assay that can accurately predict the early rejec-

tion of a transplanted kidney has been implemented by sci-

entists by the Albany Medical College in New York. Early

detection of rejection might allow physicians to reverse the

episode with small doses of immunosuppressive drugs. The
new test might eliminate the need for routine administration

of immunosuppressive drugs and, thus, avoid the risk of se-

rious infections that arises when large doses of the drugs

are given. The assay is for C-reactive protein (CRP), which
is generated in elevated amounts by the liver in response
to bodily injury, infection, or inflammation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Research Re-

sources Information Center, 1601 Research Blvd., Rock-
ville, MD 20850; (301) 984-2870.

Novel Methane Gas Sensor Invented
See 0691

Pinpointing Chemical Residues
See 0580

Plant Bioassays to Predict Contaminant Uptake
See 0581

1075 Potential Male Contraceptive
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (E)

A group of scientists is focusing on the biomedical workings

of gossypol, the cotton seed extract with powerful but

poorly understood male contraceptive powers. In research

now under way at the Oregon Regional Primate Research
Center (PRC) in Beaverton, scientists are trying to answer
long-standing questions about gossypol's ability to inhibit

sperm production and movement. Previous research by

other workers and preliminary in vitro results from the cur-

rent study suggest that gossypol inhibits an enzyme unique

to spermatids. The enzyme, called lactate dehydrogenase-X
(LDH-X), is a key component of the cells' energy-manufac-

turing process..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Research Re-

sources Information Center, 1601 Research Blvd., Rock-

ville, MD 20850; (301) 984-2870.

Predicting Pesticide Pollution Potential

See 0584

1076 Probing Photosynthesis: The genes controlling the

primary events of photosynthesis have been identified

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (E)

Using molecular genetic techniques, scientists have suc-

ceeded in cloning and sequencing the nucleic acids of five

genes that code some of the first steps in photosynthesis.

This is the first time that it has been possible to precisely

locate specific genes that code for proteins involved in the

primary events of photosynthesis in a structure known as a
reaction center and the related 'light harvesting' pigment

area. This work was done with the photosynthetic bacteri-

um known as Rhodopseudomonas capsulata; however,

similar genes are operative in higher plants. The signifi-

cance of the work is that it permits more incisive questions

to be asked about the structure and function of the biologi-

cal energy conversion entity known as the photosynthetic

apparatus. Some of the proteins also have homology with

those that are involved in the action of some herbicides

widely used in crop production.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE84-006749 + NAB,
price code: A02.

Production of Microalgal Lipids: The future of this

potential alternative to petroleum depends on the

abundance of C02
See 0500

1077 Prototype Hepatitis A Vaccine Seems Promising in

Early Animal Tests
Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (E)

Hepatitis A Virus, the source of a debilitating disease of the

liver, was inactivated with formalin (a mixture of formalde-

hyde and water) in an attempt to produce a vaccine that

could provoke a protective immune response in an inoculat-

ed individual without producing illness. The preliminary tests

of the vaccine in monkeys indicate that the inactivated virus

can be protective against infection, even after exposure to

a large dose of live hepatitis A virus. The first pilot batch of

the vaccine was prepared from virus grown in laboratory-

cultured cells and treated with a dilute solution of formalin

at 35C.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Paul Klein,

Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, Attn: SGRD-UWS,
Washington, DC 20307-5100; (202) 576-2580. Refer to

issue 6-1

.

1078 Recombinant Leukocyte A Interferon Used in

Certain Lymphomas
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (E)
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National Cancer Institute (NCI) scientists have found that

recombinant leukocyte A interferon may be an effective an-

ticancer agent against certain forms of lymphoma. This type

of interferon has been synthesized in E. coli bacteria by in-

sertion of genes derived from leukocytes, the white blood

cells taken from human blood. Recombinant interferon is

purer and less expensive to produce than the nonrecombin-

ant interferon used in early clinical studies. The non-recom-

binant substance requires a large number of cells because
it is extracted from the leukocytes of blood donors without

the help of bacteria that can amplify the substance in vitro.

The scientists are now planning future trials with recombi-

nant leukocyte interferon in combination with drugs and ra-

diation therapy for the treatment of patients with low and
intermediate-grade non-Hodgkin's lymphoma or cutaneous

T-cell lymphoma.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Cancer Institute, Bldg. 31, Rm. 10A29, 9000 Rockville Pike,

Bethesda, Md. 20205; (301) 496-6631. Refer to article 85-2.

Replacement for Xylene in Histological Techniques
See 0591

1079 Research Animals and Services Available

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (E)

Chimpanzees as well as other research animals and serv-

ices from the Primate Research Institute (PRI) of New
Mexico State University are available to investigators. The
Institute breeds and maintains a large research colony of

chimpanzees-approximately 240 animals onsite and 1 50 on
loan. Rhesus and cynomolgus monkeys also are bred and
maintained. Other primates and research animals such as

rodents and rabbits are available.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Charles E.

Graham, Primate Research Institute, New Mexico State

University, P.O. Box 1027, Holloman AFB, NM 88330; (505)

679-2214.

1080 Researchers Refine Technique to Test Hearing in

Sleeping Newborns
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (E)

Using the body's eyeblink reflex, researchers have refined

a technique that may lead to an accurate hearing test for 1-

day-old infants. Working with National Institute of Child

Health and Human Development (NICHD) support, psy-

chologists based their tests on the glabella reflex, an eyelid

closure evoked by a tap on the area between an infant's

eyebrows. The technique circumvents two major problems
usually encountered when testing babies: the changeability

of their state (alertness, drowsiness and sleep), and the dif-

ficulty of learning a response that can be used to assess
hearing acuity tests.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National Insti-

tute of Child Health & Human Development, Building 31,

Room 2A32, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda; MD 20205,

(301) 496-5133.

1081 Ruthenium-Labeled Transferrin: This transferrin

improves the detection of tumors and abscesses
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (E)

A complex of transferrin with ruthenium radionuclides (Ru-

103 and Ru-97) was developed that improves the sensitivity

in diagnosis of tumors at an early stage. The scintigraphic

localization of tumors, abscesses, and other inflamed tis-

sues is significantly better than that produced by the Ga-67
citrate, according to tests of tumor uptakes 24 to 72 hours

after the injection. A comparison shows that the Ru-103 (or

Ru-97) transferrin has a greater tumor uptake, greater

tumor-to-tissue concentration ratios, and higher tumor con-

centration index (the ratio of the percent of the injected

dose per gram in the tumor to the percent of the injected

dose per gram of the remaining body) than the Ga-67. The
superior imaging properties of the Ru-97 transferrin make it

particularly suitable to examine tumors in the abdominal

area due to the greatly reduced uptake in the liver and the

gastrointestinal tract. An additional application includes the

possibility of studying wound healing, particularly skin

wounds, with this agent. Ruthenium-97 has been made by
the Linac Isotope Producer at the Brookhaven National

Laboratory (BNL). A convenient procedure for labeling

transferrin with Ru-97 or Ru-103 (or other ruthenium nu-

clides) has been developed at BNL and can be carried out

by any laboratory with routine facilities for radiopharmaceu-

tical synthesis.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: W. Marcuse,

Office of Research and Technology Assessment, Brookha-

ven National Laboratory, Upton, NY. 11973; (516)282-2103.

1082 Scientists Clone Gene for Gaucher's Disease

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (E)

Scientists at the National Institute of Neurological and Com-
municative Disorders and Stroke (NINCDS) have cloned the

gene for the enzyme whose deficiency causes Gaucher's

disease, the most common genetic disorder among people

of Jewish heritage. Cloning of the gene for glucocerebrosi-

dase, an enzyme that helps regulate fat within a cell, is

considered a major step toward improved diagnosis and un-

derstanding of this neurological disorder. The NINCDS sci-

entists identified 250 of the 400 amino acids that make up

glucocerebrosidase, and deduced the sequence of nucleo-

tide bases that determine their arrangement.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National Insti-

tute of Neurological & Communicative Disorders & Stroke,

Bldg. 31, Rm 8A06, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD
20205; (301) 496-5924.

1083 Scientists Identify Cell Membrane Differences

Distinguishing Cancer from Benign Tumor Cells

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
May 85 (E)

National Cancer Institute (NCI) scientists have identified

fundamental differences in the epithelium that distinguish

invadin g cancer cells from benign tumor cells and preinva-

sive cells. Recent in vitro studies using antibodies to base-

ment membrane components have demonstrated that

changes occur in both the quantity and the distribution of

epithelial basement membrane during the transition from

benign to malignant epithelial neoplasms. Mammals are di-

vided into a series of compartments separated by extracel-

lular matrices. One type of matrix is the basement mem-
brane, a ubiquitous structure that separates organ tissue

from adjacent framework tissue or stroma. As a general

rule, benign tumors have a continuous basement mem-
brane. In contrast, invasive cancers lose their basement
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membranes in the region of invasion. The findings give the

pathologist a reliable, clinical way to differentiate benign le-

sions from invasive cancers, particularly in benign breast

and pancreatic diseases that can mimic the invasive forms.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Cancer Institute, Bldg. 31, Rm. 6A25, 9000 Rockville Pike,

Bethesda, MD 20205; (301) 496-5248.

Software For Analyzing NMR Data
See 0137

Soil Bacteria Can Point Way to Deposits of Gold, Other

Metals
See 1011

Solvent Extraction of Furfural From Biomass: Energy and
material consumption would be reduced
See 0521

Speculation on Ultrasonic Disintegration of Arterial

Deposits: An ultrasonic probe might be able to clear

arteries

See 0063

1084 Steroselective and Regioselective Hydroxylation

of Warfarin and Selective O-Dealkylation of

Phenoxazone Ethers in Human Placenta

Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (E)

Cytochrome P-450's are involved in the metabolism of

many foreign compounds. These enzymes are present in

human placentas and may affect the metabolism associat-

ed with the developing fetus. It was of interest to investi-

gate cytochrome P-450's in placenta to determine if they

are present in multiple forms (i.e. isozymes) and whether

they can be adequately assayed by looking at warfarin and
phenoxazone ether metabolism. The results of the studies

showed that the P-450 enzymes do exist in multiple forms

and that warfarin and phenoxazone ether metabolisms are

good assay systems. The two assay systems could distin-

guish between the different P-450 enzymes. The studies

also showed that the exposure of the mother to carcino-

gens or drugs can be detected in the placenta. For in-

stance, smokind mothers can be identified from nonsmok-
ing mothers.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Richard T.

Mayer, USDA-ARS, 2120 Camden Rd., Orlando, FL 32803;
(305)898-6791

.

1085 Studies of Snake Venom May Yield Thrombolytic
Drug
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (E)

Venom from the western diamondback rattlesnake, one of

the deadliest snakes in the United States, may yield an
agent for dissolving coronary bloodclots, a suspected

cause of heart attacks, according to researchers at the

Temple University School of Medicine in Philadelphia. A
yet-to-be-identified agent, known to be present in minute

quantities in the snake's venom, has been shown in vitro

and in vivo to trigger a three-step cellular reaction that

breaks down clotting factors in human blood. Because of

its indirect action, the agent may lead to a new type of

treatment, one that marshals the body's natural ability to

destroy coronary bloodclots.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Research Re-

sources Information Center, 1601 Research Blvd., Rock-

ville, MD 20850; (301) 984-2870.

Surfactants as Resin Modifiers and Their Effect on
Sectioning
See 0140

1086 Tannins Found in Tea and Coffee May Reduce
Tooth Enamel Plaque
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.; Department of

Health and Human Services, Washington, DC
May 85 (E)

Compounds found at exceptionally high concentrations in

tea and coffee might help prevent dental problems. The
compounds, called tannins, which are prevalent in a wide

variety of plants, significantly reduced bacterial adherence
to tooth enamel in tests conducted in vitro. Because such
plaque production is believed to be the first step in tooth

decay and gum disease, tannins might prevent the occur-

rence of both disorders.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Research Re-
sources Information Center, 1601 Research Blvd., Rock-
ville, MD 20850; (301) 984-2870.

Temperature Reference Point for Clinical Labs Available
See 0726

1087 Testing and Evaluating Portal Monitors: A study
examines methods of evaluating portal radiation

monitors
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (K)

Two modern portal radiation monitors were evaluated in an
effort to develop uniform procedures for measuring the per-

formance and sensitivity of these monitors and for optimiz-

ing their performance. These new high sensitivity portal

monitors, which are used to detect radioactive contamina-

tion on people working in the nuclear industry, have been
evaluated by their manufacturers, making it difficult to com-
pare the units directly. In addition, the units use sophisticat-

ed electronics in semi-prototype form, making it difficult for

the average user to set up, test, and evaluate performance.

Tests conducted on the two walk-through monitors in this

program were used to establish the validity of theoretical

models that could be used in future evaluations of portal

monitors.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84004948+ NAB;
price code: A04. For other information, contact: Bryce L.

Rich, EG and G Idaho, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID

83415; (208)526-3212.

Thermodynamic Data for Aqueous & Biochemical
Systems
See 0147

1088 Timing of Naps Defines Their Restorative Ability

Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (E)

The findings of a group of researchers from the Naval

Health Research Center may aid those persons involved in

continuous work situations. These persons may include fire

fighters, health care providers, police, and some industries.

It was found that for a 3-hour nap to have sufficient restora-

tive power, it must not be scheduled during circadian low

points of the day or 0300-0700. As a result work + rest
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schedules will require longer naps or naps during other pe-

riods of the day in order to restore high quality perform-

ance.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Navy Domes-
tic Technology Transfer, Code E411, Naval Surface Weap-
ons Center, Dahlgren, Virginia 22448. Refer to

091104 + TN.

1089 Tumorless Genetic Engineering for Plants: A
tumor-forming gene would be eliminated in a widely-

used DNA vector in plants

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (E)

One of the impediments to 'genetic engineering' in higher

plants has been the lack of a suitable vector (a vector is an

agent that can 'carry' the desired gene) for transferring de-

sirable genes into target plants. The candidate vector most
studies has been a plasmid (DNA segment) deriving from

the bacterium Agrobacterium tumefaciens. The plasmid (Ti)

may be used to transfer pieces of DNA carrying specific

genes into host plants. Several problems exist in using the

vector. One of the problems is having the genetic message
carried by the Ti plasmid into the host expressed in the

host. Another problem is that the plasmid itself, when intro-

duced into the host plant, causes tumors to develop in the

plant. Within the past year, work has progressed to the

point where it is now feasible to eliminate tumor formation

by genetically altering the Ti plasmid and its introduced ge-

netic message. Furthermore, it is also possible to demon-
strate the expression of an introduced genetic character in

host plant cells..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE84-007943 + NAB,
price code: A02.

Use of Short-Term Bioassays to Evaluate Environmental
Impact of Land Treatment of Hazardous Industrial Waste
See 0599

1090 Weight Reduction Program
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (E)

Under the auspices of the Naval Health Research Center,

San Diego, Calif., approximately 1100 participants in a

Navy-sponsored weight reduction program were successful

in losing their desired weight. The mean weight loss for

men was 28 pounds and 22 pounds for women. During the

one-year follow-up study, 29 percent of the men and 32
percent of the women reported no weight gain. Several fac-

tors are significant in the success of the follow-up study.

These included an alteration of eating habits, and engaging
in some form of physical exercise to relieve the caloric

intake imbalance. Also those who had kept the weight off

were those who had become overweight as adults and had
few negative feelings towards dieting and reported an im-

proved health status. Some of the statistics involved tended

to show that those who had a childhood onset of obesity

were predestined to weight control problems in later life.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Navy Domes-
tic Technology Transfer, Code E411, Naval Surface Weap-
ons Center, Dahlgren, VA, 22448. Refer to 091202+TN.

1091 Yeasts With Increased Glycogen Levels: They
could be used as single-cell food for humans
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (E)

A chemical + biological process produces single-cell food

from waste carbon dioxide and hydrogen. The two gases
are sources of chemical feedstock to produce methanol,

which is then fed to mutants of the yeast Hansenula poly-

morpha. In turn, these mutant yeast strains produce and
store consumable carbohydrates, such as glycogen, without

altering their protein content. The process could be used in

a reactor for producing single-cell food. Strains of the mu-
tants are being sought that have a glycogen content that

approaches the desirable ratio of human food.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15571 +TN.

NATURAL RESOURCES & EARTH
SCIENCES
1092 Advanced Cavitating Nozzles for Drilling Deep

Wells: Substantial progress has been made on refining

erosive-type drilling equipment
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D, F)

Improved cavitating nozzles have been developed as part

of a program to increase the rate of penetration of drill bits

in deep-hole oil and gas wells. The self-resonating jets pro-

duced by the new nozzles outperforms those produced by

both conventional drill-bit nozzles and basic cavitating noz-

zles in terms of incipient cavitation number, amplitude of

pressure fluctuation, rock cutting, and cleaning of chips

from the hole bottom.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84007906+ NAB,
price code: A10. For other information, contact: J.R. Kelsey,

Geothermal Well Technology Division, Sandia National Lab-

oratories, Albuquerque, NM 87185 (505)844-6968.

1093 Automatic Coal-Mining System: Coal cutting and
removal would be done with minimal hazard to people

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (D)

A proposed automatic coal-mining system would cut coal,

grind it, mix it with water to make a slurry, and transport the

slurry to the surface. The system would include closed-cir-

cuit television monitoring, laser guidance, optical obstacle

avoidance, proximity sensing, and other features for auto-

matic control. The system is intended for longwall mining, in

which the coal seam is divided into several blocks at least

600 feet wide by corridors or 'entries' which allow the

movement of equipment and materials.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-
15861 +TN.
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1094 Bidirectional Continuous Coal Miner: As the miner
moves forward and backward, the cutting drums pivot

to cut in the direction of travel

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (F)

A continuous-mining machine would cut coal in both direc-

tions of travel, eliminating the downtime caused by retreat-

ing across the face to start a new cut. The proposed miner,

which is a variation of a longwall miner, carries a pair of

side-saddle cutting drums that rotate in opposite directions;

hydraulic elevators on the crawler adjust the drums for dif-

ferent seam thicknesses. Because of its very short turn

radius, the miner maneuvers easily in, but needs a shearer-

like start in moving toward the entrance.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15166+TN.

1095 BOAST: The program is a three-dimensional, three-

phase black oil applied simulator

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (A, C)

BOAST is a three-dimensional, three-phase black oil simu-

lator for solving reservoir engineering and production prob-

lems. BOAST simulates isothermal, darcy flow in three di-

mensions. It assumes reservoir fluids can be described by
three fluid phases (oil, gas, and water) of constant compo-
sition with physical properties that depend on pressure

only. Some of the typical field production problems that can
be handled by BOAST include: primary depletion studies,

pressure maintenance by water or gas injection, and eval-

uation of secondary recovery waterflooding and displace-

ment operations. BOAST is written in FORTRAN IV for

DEC20 and TOPS20 computers. The program has 2,805
cards.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439, (312)972-
7250. For information about the program, contact H.B. Car-

roll, Jr., Bartlesville Project Office Center, P.O. Box 1398,
Bartlesville, OK 74005.

Clean Soil Sampling
See 0152

1096 Coal-Face Fracture with a Two-Phase Liquid: Flash
vaporization of a dissolved gas would fracture the coal

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85

"
(C, D)

In a proposed method for mining coal without explosives, a
two-phase liquid, such as C02 and water, would be injected

at high pressure (e.g., 5,000 psi) into the deeper ends of

holes drilled in the coal face. The liquid would permeate the

coal seam through existing microfractures. As the liquid

seeps back toward the face, the pressure would eventually

drop below a critical value at which the dissolved gas
should flash-vaporize, breaking up the coal. Flash vaporiza-

tion has been used previously to improve hydrojet cutting of

coal. The propagation speed of the vaporization was shown
to be faster than in a black-powder explosion.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;
(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15849+TN.

1097 Contour-Mapping Synthetic-Aperture Radar: The
phase difference between signals received by two
antennas yields terrain height

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (B)

An airborne two-antenna synthetic-aperture-radar (SAR) in-

terferometric system provides data that can be processed
to yield terrain elevation as well as reflected-intensity infor-

mation. Relative altitudes of terrain points can be measured
to within an error of approximately 25 m. Two planar-array

antennas are mounted 11.17 m apart, one on the underside

of each wing of the aircraft. At the two antennas, the arrival

times of the echoes from one target point are slightly differ-

ent because the range to the target point is slightly different

from each antenna. Retaining the range and phase infor-

mation through the entire receiving and recording process
makes it possible to compute the elevation of each element
in the radar image. The received echoes are down-convert-
ed to video, digitized in two-dimensional vector form, and
recorded with a high-density magnetic-tape recorder.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15939+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818)354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15939+TN.

1098 Controlling Salt-Mine Cutting Machine Dust With a
Low-Flow Foam Technique
Department of the Interior, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (D)

An objective was to control dust generated during undercut-

ting in salt mines without causing ore-solubility problems
that result from excessive water use. A foam generator was
developed to provide a reliable foam to control dust on cut-

ting machines used in mining water-soluble ores. The
system was designed to keep total foaming agent+ water
mixture flowrates below the flowrates characteristic of

water-only systems. The foam generator consists of a res-

ervoir to hold the premixed agent and water, a metering

pump, and a small compressor to aerate the mixture. The
system is compatible with all cutting machines. The small

size, simplicity, effectiveness and low cost of the foam
system made it readily acceptable to operators and mine
management.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Steven J.

Page, Pittsburgh Research Center, P.O. Box 18070, Pitts-

burgh, PA 15236; (412) 675-6669. Refer to Technology
News213 + TN.

1099 Directional Surveying of Oil or Gas Wells: A
strapped-down inertial navigation system needs no
cable length measurement to survey the wells

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (C D)

A well bore inertial directional surveying system provides a
complete directional survey of an oil or gas well borehole to

determine the displacement in all three directions of the

borehole path relative to the wellhead at the surface. The
information generated by the system is especially useful

when numerous wells are drilled to different geographical

targets from a single offshore platform. Accurate knowl-
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edge of the path of the borehole allows proper well spacing

and provides assurance that target formations are reached.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PAT-APPL-6-
415,941 + NAB, price code: A04.

1100 Display for Mining-Machine Operators: Unit gathers
data and presents it in easy-to-understand form
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (F, K)

An electronic display unit provides the operator of a long-

wall shearer with the information needed to control the ma-
chine. The unit samples sensors on the shearer. Using the

sensor signals, it executes mathematical calculations, per-

forms decisionmaking routines, and displays results to the

operator. The unit also logs data for later analysis. The unit

is lightweight, portable, and explosion-proof. It is unaffected

by the usual mining conditions involving water, dust, debris,

and large rock failures.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-
25955 + TN.

EVENT, Explosive Transients in Flow Networks: The rapid

addition of energy and mass at specified ventilation

system locations simulates accident conditions
See 0226

1101 Extraction Modeling and Systems Studies
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (C)

The predictive capability to assess technology in unconven-
tional energy resources is being developed. The system is

comprised of (1) reservoir models, (2) simulation models,

(3) geologic interpretation methods, and (4) comprehensive
data bases. Currently, a core of mathematical models for

use in predicting gas or oil production from unconventional

gas or oil resources has been established. METC is also

developing and + or procuring software for easy storage

and retrieval of reservoir data, explosive stimulations, and
interpretation of geologic data.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: James C.

Mercer, Morgantown Energy Technology Center, P.O. Box
880, Collins Ferry Road, Morgantown, West Virginia 26505;
(304)291-4509.

Gas Hydrate Core Characterization
See 0454

High Tech Used In Insect Battle
See 1054

1102 High-Energy Gas Fracturing: New rock fracturing

technique is designed to increase gas recovery
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (C)

Sandia National Laboratories have developed a new rock

fracturing technique designed to increase significantly the

flow of natural gas in Devonian shales and other rocks con-
taining natural fractures. High-energy gas fracturing (HEGF)
relies on tailoring a high-pressure pulse in a well bore so
that multiple manmade fractures are created that intersect

natural fractures in the surrounding gas-bearing formation.

It has been applied to some field operations during the past

year, and gas recovery rates clearly demonstrate its posi-

tive effect. Sandia's technique provides pressure rise-times

ranging from tenths to hundreds of milliseconds and a star-

shaped pattern of four to eight fractures. This is accom-
plished by using a carefully chosen mix of slowly and rapid-

ly burning propellants.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: J.F. Cuder-
man, Division 6253, Sandia National Labs, Albuquerque,
NM 87185; (505)844-4442.

Hydrologic Evaluation of Landfill Performance (HELP)
Model Version 1.0

See 0155

1103 Improved Downhole Steam Injector, Device
incorporates advances in combustion and steam
generation

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (C, D)

An improved downhole steam injector has a number of

built-in features for converting water into steam for tertiary

oil recovery. More efficient injector design means more effi-

cient transfer of steam to the well ar^, therefore, more oil

recovery. One of the features is the water orifice slanted

approximately 45 degrees to the axis of the injector body.

This arrangement imparts swirling motion to the water as it

moves between the injector walls. The swirling motion

causes the water to absorb more heat, at the same time

increasing the cooling of the injector walls. Another feature

is the tapered section in the steam chamber. This prevents

water accumulation in the chamber during slanted-drilling

operations. Finally, the combustion chamber is designed to

be noncoking (sootless).

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The patent document
on which this technical note is based is U.S. Patent

4,366,860, which is available from: Commissioner of Pat-

ents, Washington, DC 20231 for $1. For licensing informa-

tion, contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Pat-

ents, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585.

For further information, contact: Burl Donaldson, Enhanced
Energy Systems, Inc., 511 Comanche Road, NE, Albuquer-

que, NM 87107; (505) 345-8971.

In Situ Measurement of Ground-Surface Flow Resistivity:

The flow resistivity of the Earth's ground surface is

measured onsite

See 0652

In-line Aeration and Treatment of Acid Mine Drainage
See 0571

1104 Integrity Testing System for In Situ Leach Mining

Wells

Department of the Interior, Washington, DC
May 85 (D)

An effort was carried out to develop a more efficient

method of testing the integrity of in-situ leach mining oper-

ations. For economic and environmental reasons, in-situ

leaching operations must be sure that wells do not leak.

Loss of solution in large quantities can be expensive in

itself, and if such losses result in pollution the costs can be
even higher. Major components of the leak testing system
include small, inflatable packers which provide seals at the

bottom and top of cased and cemented wells and are run

in and out of the well using flexible tubing. The unit was
successfully field tested in eight in-situ leach-mining wells.

The Bureau of Mines has applied for a U.S. patent or this

development.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. Jon K.

Ahlness, U.S. Bureau of Mines, Twin Cities Research
Center, 5629 Minnehaha Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN
55417; (612) 725-4500. Refer to Tech News 214+TN.

1105 Light Oil Gas Miscible Displacement, Enhanced Oil

Recovery
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (C, D)

The principal displacement mechanisms involved in carbon

dioxide injection in petroleum reservoirs are swelling and
viscosity reduction of crude oil, as well as vaporization and
extraction of hydrocarbons. Carbon dioxide, because of its

low viscosity, is highly mobile in a petroleum reservoir and,

therefore, results in premature breakthrough of carbon diox-

ide to producing wells. Improved mobility control methods
for carbon dioxide injection will result in improved recovery

efficiency for oil left after secondary flooding. Mobility con-

trol techniques appear promising in laboratory core tests;

however, proof-of-concept through field testing will be re-

quired prior to full-scale field application.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Royal J.

Watts, Morgantown Energy Technology Center, P.O. Box
880, Collins Ferry Road, Morgantown, West Virginia 26505;

(304)291-4218.

1106 Low-Cost Modification for Remote Control of a

Drill Carrier

Department of the Interior, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (D)

The objective of research was to increase the safety of drill

operators without sacrificing mine productivity. The ap-

proach was to modify a drill carrier with a low-cost remote
control system which will enable operation of the drill boom
at a distance of 50 feet from the machine.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. James R.

Blair, of the Bureau of Mines' Twin Cities Research Center,

5629 Minnehaha Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN 55417;
(612)725-4571.

MCRT: This program serves as a thermodynamic data-
base system for aqueous geochemistry
See 0122

1107 Miner for Cutting Entry Passages in Coal Seams: A
pilot drum opens a coal seam to its full height and two
shearing drums broaden it to full entry width
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (F)

A coal mining machine is proposed that would cut a swath
wider than itself and would cut entry passages into a coal

seam in one pass. The forward end of the miner carries a
set of three cutting drums: a wide horizontal cutting drum in

the center, which can be swept up and down the full height

of a coal seam, and two vertical shearing drums that flank

the center drum to cut a full-width entry in one pass. As the

cut progresses, the crawler tracks keep the mining machine
moving forward.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15167+TN.

1108 Monitoring Thermal Oil-Recovery Operations: A
new method has been devised for monitoring
thermally-enhanced oil recovery
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (C, D)

The velocity and attenuation of seismic waves traveling

through rocks are strongly influenced by the properties and
spatial distribution of the pore fluids present. An investiga-

tion of these phenomena and their relation to bulk-rock

properties, pore distribution in the rock, and the presence

and nature of the pore fluid has led to a new method for

reliable remote monitoring of the progress of steam flood-

ing and other oil-recovery methods. The advance results

from the ability to follow changing oil temperature through-

out the process.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: You can learn more de-

tails about this technology by obtaining the following journal

article: A.M. Nur, Seismic Imaging in Enhanced Recovery,

Society of Petroleum Engineers of A.I.M.E., Paper (U.S.),

No. SPE + DOE, 10:99-109.

1109 Multistage Waterspray Coolers

Department of the Interior, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (D)

An objective was to provide a more efficient method of

cooling hot working environments in deep mines than is

possible with single stage spray coolers or cooling coil heat

exchangers. To do this warm mine air was passed through

several stages of horizontally oriented water sprays fed by

the chilled water supply of the mine.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Edward D.

Thimons, Pittsburgh Research Center, Bureau of Mines,

P.O. Box 18070, Pittsburgh, PA 15236; (412)675-6683.

New Generation of Gravity Meters Developed
See 0687

New Spray System Reduces Dust for Continuous Miner

Operator
See 0576

Novel Methane Gas Sensor Invented
See 0691

Orbital and Geodetic Error Analysis: Results that

previously required several runs are determined in a

more computer-efficient manner
See 1232

Passive Technique for Removing Trace Metals from Mine
Drainage
See 0579

1110 Pillar-Trimming System: Trimming and reinforcing

of coal pillars allows more coal recovery

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (F)

A conceptual coal-pillar-trimming machine uses two coun-

terrotating cutting drums to take the corners off roof-sup-

port pillars in coal mines. The coal pillars trimmed to a

stress-justified curved shape would enable recovery of

more coal than by previous methods. The machine wraps a
restraining cyclone fence around the pillar to reinforce it

and keeps the tension on the wire fence tight as the ma-
chine rocks back and forth, trimming the coal pillar. Having

finished trimming, the machine closes the fence to provide

permanent support to the pillar and thus to the mine roof.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15848+ TN.
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1111 Radar Cuts Subsoil Survey Costs: Soil features are

located with minimum time and labor

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (B, D, K)

A ground-penetrating radar (GPR) system supplements
manual and mechanical methods in performing a subsur-

face soil survey. The mobile system obtains a graphic pro-

file of soil discontinuities and interfaces as a function of

depth. Only one or two test borings may be necessary to

substantiate the soil profile. The GPR is an impulse radar

system operating within a frequency range of 80 to 1,000

MHz. An antenna coupled to the ground surface radiates

repetitive electromagnetic pulses that penetrate from as
little as 3 m to as deep as 20 m.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to KSC-1 1227 + TN.

1112 Radar Imagery
Department of the Army, Washington, DC
May 85 (A, B)

Scientists are seeking to develop new mapping techniques

through radar imagery research. Someday they hope to use

computers to interpret large volumes of radar imagery

quickly and accurately. For years the military has used opti-

cal imagery for mapping and military geographic informa-

tion. Now researchers in Engineer Topographic Laborato-

ries Center for the Physical Sciences are studying radar im-

agery for similar applications. ETL researchers are focusing

their efforts on synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) imagery. Sci-

entists are investigating the effects of radar system param-
eters (look angle, depression angle, wavelength, impulse

response) and environmental factors on radar signatures.

They are comparing radar images of specific features taken

at various times and radar images of the same features

taken from different locations. The radar signatures may be
correlated with aerial photographs, maps and ground truth

information for detailed analysis. This radar research should

result in improved automated radar interpretation tech-

niques -- techniques which will help satisfy various military

mission requirements.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. Richard

Foreman, Engineer Topographic Laboratories, Building

2592, Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060; (202) 355-2632. Refer to Tech
Tran 10-l+TN.

1113 Reducing Dust Exposure of Roof Bolter Operators
Department of the Interior, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D)

A recent Bureau survey of roof bolting machines used in

underground coal mines indicated that exhaust from the

dust-collection systems on about one-third of the machines
contained excessive dust concentrations. To evaluate dust

collection efficiency of various filters, three pleated paper
cartridge types from three manufacturers and six cloth bag
and pleated envelope types from five manufacturers were
tested on a production model roof bolter. The dust collec-

tion efficiency of all three pleated paper cartridges was ex-

cellent. The quantity of respirable dust escaping from the

drill hole collar was compared under controlled conditions,

using a production model bolter.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. Edward F.

Divers, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh Research Center, P.O.

Box 18070, Pittsburgh, PA 15236; (412)675-6825.

1114 Removing Water, Rocks, and Mud From Boreholes:
A simple air-powered pump removes water down to the

very bottom of a subterranean cavity

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (D)

A new type of pump removes water, including entrained

mud, from underground cavities. The pump is effective

down to the bottom of the cavity. The pump operates on
compressed air and requires no subterranean electrical

connections. It can be run by a drill crew without the aid of

electricians. The pumping apparatus includes concentric

conduits extending to the bottom of the wall. Compressed
air flows downward through the outer conduit to the pump
mechanism, and the water flows upward to the surface

through the inner conduit.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The patent on which
this technical note is based is U.S. Patent 4,373,867, which

is available from: Commissioner of Patents, Washington,

DC 20231 for $1. For licensing information, contact: Office

of Assistant General Counsel for Patents, U.S. DOE, Wash-
ington, DC 20585. For further information, contact: Gene K.

Campbell, 3642 Boulder Highway (St. 61), Las Vegas, NV
89121; (702) 295-3651.

Road Design System
See 0157

1115 Roof Support Near Coal-Mining Face: Support and
conveyors would be combined into a single efficient

unit that improves safety

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (F)

As coal is taken from a working face, conveyors must be

moved forward toward the face to pick up the coal cut by

the mining machine. After the conveyors move forward,

roof-support sections are moved forward. Hydraulically-

powered legs mounted on crawlers and carrying sections of

conveyors are proposed that would provide roof support

close to the working face and above the workspace at all

times. Each section would contain three vertical hydraulic

rams mounted on a common crawler base.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15165+TN.

Soil Bacteria Can Point Way to Deposits of Gold, Other
Metals
See 1011

Soil Tester Combines Two Important Measurements
See 0714

Soil Water Extractor Minimizes C02 Degassing and pH
Errors

See 0593

Solar Retorting of Oil Shale: A relatively economical
process eliminates some problems encountered in direct

solar retorting

See 0517

1116 Telemetry Speeds Forest-Fire Control: An airborne

system rapidly delivers hard copy to firefighters

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (B)
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Hard-copy images that show conditions along the complete

perimeter of a forest fire are supplied quickly to fire-fighting

teams by airborne electronics. Sensors in an airplane send

data to a ground station for image processing, and the im-

agery is immediately transferred to U.S. Geologic Survey

(USGS) maps by a photo interpreter. The maps are then

transmitted by telecopier directly to the fire-control camps.

The total elapsed time from acquisition of data in the air-

plane to receipt by the fire camp is less than 10 minutes.

The information therefore can be used to aid in decisions

involving the deployment of firefighters and equipment. The
same technique could be used in flood control, monitoring

oilspills, observing thermal currents, and pollution monitor-

ing.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to ARC-11438+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Darrell G. Brekke, Ames
Research Center, Mail Code: 200-11 A, Moffett Field, CA
94035; (415) 965-5104. Refer to ARC-11438 + TN.

1117 Terrain Analysis Network Software: Program
Allows the Building and Editing of Geographic Data
Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (A)

Scientists are preparing the Terrain Analyst Work Station

(TAWS) - a prototype terrain data management system - for

its first demonstration this fall. Researchers will use com-
mercial equipment to test automated terrain analysis capa-

bilities. Researchers have designed a geographic informa-

tion system for TAWS based on Analytical Mapping System
(AMS) and Map Overlay and Statistics System (MOSS)
software. Both of these programs were originally developed
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. AMS allows the user

to build and edit geographic data bases. It supports aero-

triangulation of source photography; stereoscopic and mon-
oscopic digitization; and data base management. MOSS is

an interactive spatial analysis system for manipulation geo-

graphic data files; it provides the primary product genera-

tion and analysis subsystems for TAWS. The TAWS repre-

sents a major step toward absolute software portability be-

tween different machines, in that it is more machine-inde-

pendent than any previous version of the software; and al-

though it is not a turnkey system, the work needed to im-

plement the software on different equipment has been mini-

mized.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Groups interested in

TAWS software should write to the U.S. Army Engineer
Topographic Laboratories, ATTN: ETL-ORTA, Fort Belvoir,

VA 22060-5546. Organizations requesting copies of the

software will be asked to pay any labor and reproduction

costs which exceed $30. Although TAWS work schedules

and projects priorities may cause delays, technology trans-

fer requests will be handled as quickly as possible.

1118 TERRAIN.REV.O: This program calculates terrain

corrections for various radial distances
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (A)

TERRAIN, a terrain correction program for gravity surveys

initially written for the U.S. Geological Survey, offers the

option of calculating terrain corrections for radial distances

of 0.0, 0.895, 1.53, or 2.615 km from the station to a radial

distance of 166.7 km. It accesses terrain data stored on a
magnetic tape or direct-access device to create maps digi-

tized at 30 seconds, 1 minute, and 3 minutes of arc inter-

vals of the area to be used for the terrain corrections. TER-
RAIN is written in FORTRAN V (99 percent) and Assembler

(1 percent) languages for UNIVAC 1108 and EXEC 8 com-
puters. The program size is 2,142 cards, 49K words.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,
9700^ South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to 9955. For information about the program,

contact C. Nutter, Earth Science Laboratory, University of

Utah Research Institute, 420 Chipeta Way, Salt Lake City,

UT 84108.

1119 Unconventional Gas Resources Bibliography

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Feb 85 (C)

The document contains more than 1 ,800 citations for Devo-

nian shales, coalbeds, Western tight sands, geopressured

aquifers, and novel gases, including gas hvdrates and deep
source gas. The document is an integral reference listing

for the Morgantown Energy Technology Center's (METC)
unconventional gas resources program, included in the

document are bibliographical listings for books, reports,

journal articles, and conference and symposia papers that

have been published from 1975 to the present. METC's ex-

traction R&D program addresses developing technologies

to locate and recover natural gas from unconventional

sources.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE83-01 2852 + NAB,
price code: A08. For information not in the report, contact:

C. A. Komar, Morgantown Energy Technology Center, P.O.

Box 880, Collins Ferry Road, Morgantown, WV 26505;

(304) 291-4107.

Unmanned Instrument Platform for Undersea Exploration:

Instruments are accommodated on a moving underwater
platform
See 0741

1120 Vertical-Control Subsystem for Automatic Coal

Mining: Unit ensures that maximum coal is extracted

without digging into ceiling rock

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (F)

A guidance and control system automatically positions the

cutting drums of a double-ended longwall shearer so that

they follow a coal seam. The system determines the loca-

tion of the upper interface between coal and shale and

continuously adjusts the cutting-drum positions, upward or

downward, to track the undulating interface. The objective

is to keep the cutting edges as close as practicable to the

interface and thus extract as much coal as possible from a

seam.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Further information

may be found in N82-18658 + NSP and N82-18659 + NSP,
'Automated Longwall Guidance and Control Vertical Control

Subsystem,' Volumes I and II ($16 and $31). Paper copies

may be purchased (prepayment required) from the National

Technical Information Service, Springfield, Virginia 22161.

Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Norman T. Musial, Lewis

Research Center, Mail Code: 500-311, 21000 Brookpark
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Road, Cleveland, OH 44135; (216) 433-4000, Ext. 346.

Refer to MFS-25811 +TN.

1121 Water Jet Mining System for Underground
Sandstone Mines
Department of the Interior, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (D)

Sandstone mining operations that employ a traditional drill-

blast-load-haul-dump mining system are hindered by the

low unit value of sand coupled by the costs involved in re-

peated handling of the rock, abrasive wear on machine

parts, and silica dust control. These problems can be over-

come by a hydraulic mining system that uses water to cut,

liberate, and transport the sand. The water jet system con-

sists of a 1000-psi, 400-gpm water jet which issues from a

0.62-inch-diameter nozzle housed in a monitor. The monitor

is a 4.5-foot length of steel tubing fitted with a flow straight-

ener upstream of the nozzle.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Dr. George A.

Savanick, Bureau of Mines, Twin Cities Research Center,

5629 Minnehaha Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN 55417;

(612)725-4543.

1122 Water-Jet-Assist Cutting Improves Roadheader
Performance
Department of the Interior, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (D)

Mechanized rock cutting equipment, such as roadheaders

and continuous miners, are generally limited to cutting rela-

tively low strength rocks (5,000 to 10,000 psi compressive

strength). Research on water jets to assist mechanical cut-

ting strongly indicated that incorporation of water jets on a

roadheader could increase a machine's rock cutting per-

formance, rate of excavation, and cutter pick life, while re-

ducing the amount of dust generated. A cutting system was
designed specifically for retrofitting to existing roadheaders.

It consisted of three basic units: a high-pressure water

pump, a small-diameter rotary seal, and a cutting head
equipped with high-pressure nozzles. Increases in cutting

rate and reductions in specific energy requirements have
been recorded in all cases using jet assistance.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Robert J.

Timko, Technical Project Officer, Bureau of Mines, Pitts-

burgh Research Center, P.O. Box 18070, Pittsburgh, PA
15236; (412)675-6884.

1123 Worldwide Directory of Earth Science Agencies
and Organizations Available

Department of the Interior, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (J)

The latest edition (1984) of the worldwide directory of more
than 900 national earth-science agencies and more than 80

related major international organizations has been compiled

by the U.S. Geological Survey. The 102-page directory pro-

vides the name, address, and, if available, the name of the

chief administrator of the major governmental earth-science

agencies that have functions similar to those of the USGS
in more than 160 countries around the world. The informa-

tion is arranged in alphabetical order by country. The entry

for each country provides a small index map showing the

capital city, and neighboring countries; larger regional maps
are located at the front of the directory. The name and ad-

dress are given for each agency, as well as a coded de-

scription as to the type of work done by each agency.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The 1984 edition pub-

lished as USGS Circular 934 is available from the Branch of

Distribution, USGS, 604 South Pickett St., Alexandria, VA.

22304; (703)860-6551.
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Applying Uniform Polymer Coatings to Microspheres:
Acoustic levitation yields an even coating on glass

microspheres
See 0900

1124 DRUFAN: This computer program is used for

analyses of pressurized-water and boiling-water

reactors

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (A, D)

A computer program, DRUFAN, offers a number of analy-

ses of the operation of nuclear reactors. Among the analy-

ses included in this program are realistic analysis of pres-

surized-water and boiling-water reactors; depressurization

and initial- refill phase during loss-of-coolant accidents; anal-

ysis of selected operational transients; a combination of

lumped-parameter and finite-difference models, the lumped-

parameter model representing the entire coolant system

and the finite-difference model representing the discharge

flow path; steady-state initialization involving pressure and

enthalpy in the coolant and temperature and power profiles

in the structures; and an integration method with an auto-

matic time-step convergence control.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250.

EVENT, Explosive Transients in Flow Networks: The rapid

addition of energy and mass at specified ventilation

system locations simulates accident conditions

See 0226

1125 FSNELM Architecture and Usage: Program solves

multigroup diffusion-theory problems

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (A, J)

FINELM solves multigroup diffusion-theory eigenvalue and

adjoint and fixed source problems in two and three dimen-

sions using triangular and rectangular Lagrangian elements

of user-selected order. The X-Y, X-Y-Z, R-Z, R-Theta, and

R-Theta-Z geometries are available. A combination of trian-

gular and rectangular elements may be used to exploit any

given symmetry.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250.

1126 GAUSS7: This program determines gamma-ray
energies and intensities

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (A, J)

GAUSS7 is used to determine gamma-ray energies and in-

tensities from a spectrum obtained with a Ge semiconduc-

tor detector and a multichannel pulse-height analysis

system. It will handle spectra of up to 4,096 channels, 300

peak regions, a total of 300 peaks in the search and re-

quired peak lists, and 10 peaks per region. In analyzing the

peak regions to determine the area and position of peak
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components, up to five fits can be carried out with up to ten

components. GAUSS7 is written in FORTRAN IV.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312)972-

7250. Refer to 605. For other information, contact: R.G.

Helmer, EG&G Idaho, Inc., P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID

83415.

1127 Handling and Storing Radioactive Waste: Modular
system reduces initial costs

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (D)

A system provides handling and long-term storage of radio-

active wastes from nuclear powerplants. The system in-

cludes storage canisters to contain the waste, storage

racks to hold the canisters, storage bays to store the racks,

remote handlers to position the racks in the bays, and an

access tunnel to the storage bays. The storage facilities

may be constructed in modules, making it unnecessary to

construct an entire facility before the initial operation of a

plant.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PAT-APPL-6-
399,934+ NAB, price code: A02. For further information,

contact: John K. Anderson, GA Technologies, Inc., P.O.

Box 85608, San Diego, CA 92138; (619) 455-2523.

1128 Highly Secure Seal: Tampering or breakage and
resealing are readily detected

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun85 (D)

An improved seal for protecting such items as nuclear and
other valuable materials indicates when it has been tam-

pered with or bypassed by an unauthorized person. A light-

emitting diode display in one of the enclosures connected
to the seal is disrupted whenever the seal is handled inap-

propriately. The display cannot be restored by unauthorized

persons and is readily visible to inspectors. The seal con-

sists of two fiber-optic cables that form a secure loop. En-

closures on the ends of the cables that form a secure loop.

Enclosures on the ends of the cables contain detectors and
light-emitting diode display. When the seal is undisturbed,

there is no output signal from either detector. This enables
the gate to trigger an optical generator to retransmit the

signal through the other cable. If the seal is disturbed,

either or both of the detectors generate signals that disable

the AND gate.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PAT-APPL-6-
407,663 + NAB, price code: A02. For licensing information,

contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Patents,

U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For
other information, contact: Sidney Fiarman, International

Atomic Energy Agency, Wagramerstrasse 5, P.O. Box 100,

A-1400 Vienna, Austria.

Improved Gamma- and X-Ray Pinhole Camera: Electronic

additions increase image quality

See 0649

Indicator for Brain Tumor Growth Rates
See 1059

1129 Investigation of Cold Fusion of Hydrogen: The first

mu-meson-catalyzed reaction rate measurement has
been performed
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (J)

In conventional approaches to fusion, hydrogen gases are

heated to extremely high temperatures to form a plasma so

that fusion reactions occur releasing energy. It was sug-

gested that an elementary particle known as the muon
could catalyze the hydrogen-fusion reaction so that it could

proceed without the need for high temperatures. This proc-

ess is therefore called cold fusion or muon-catalyzed

fusion. A report discusses this concept.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84004540+ NAB;
price code: A02.

Laser Spectroscopy for Identifying Radionuclides:

System is demonstrated as a potential monitor of 12 and
Csl

See 0662

1130 LSTSQ: This is a set of three programs used for

determining the contribution of nuclides to an
observed gamma spectra

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jul 85 (A, J)

LSTSQ is a set of three programs - LISTER, LSLIBR, and
LSTSQ - that determines the individual contribution from

up to 20 nuclides to an observed gamma (sample) spectra

obtained with an Nal(T1) detector and a multichannel ana-

lyzer. Spectra with up to 512 channels may be processed

over any user-selected range. The standard errors in the

results are estimated from the counting data and are rigor-

ous, since errors in the standard spectra are included. The
complex gamma (sample) spectra are resolved into compo-
nents by fitting experimentally derived spectra for each nu-

clide of interest to the unknown. LSTSQ is written in FOR-
TRAN IV (69 percent) and BAL (31 percent) for IBM 360
computers. The program comprises 3,132 cards.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to 9896. For information about the program,

contact H. F. Lucas, Argonne National Laboratory, Radio-

logical and Environmental Research Division, 9700 South

Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439.

1131 Mercuric Iodide High-Energy-Radiation Detectors:

Good resolution of X-ray and gamma-ray radiation is

obtained

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (J, K)

A report reviews the progress in developing mercuric iodide

(Hgl2) high-energy-radiation detectors. Because mercuric

iodide is a wide band gap semiconductor at room tempera-

ture and has good electron transport and other properties,

it is suitable for low-noise, high-energy-radiation detectors.

There are four areas of application for Hgl2 detectors. The
first is in nuclear radiation counters. In the low X-ray region

of the spectrum, Hgl2 detectors have made significant

progress in spectrometers. The third application for Hgl2 is

in photodetectors, where it would replace the photomulti-

plier used with scintillation-radiation detectors. The fourth is
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the use of the crystals in position-sensitive and imaging de-

vices.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number:DE84005462 + NAB, price

code: A03. For information contact: J. K. Magruder, Nuclear

Systems Division, U.S. Department of Energy, P.O. Box
14100, Las Vegas, NV 89114-4100; (702)295-3316.

Monitoring Fluids in Pressure Vessel: Sensing a pressure

difference provides a variety of data
See 0683

1132 Neutron Scintillation Detector: A new, more
precise scientific instrument to analyze the structure of

materials

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (E, H, J, K)

The device, called a Two-Dimensional Position-Sensitive

Neutron Scintillation Detector,' was developed by Argonne
National Laboratory. The detector has applications in chem-
ical, metallurgical and biological research where the neu-

tron is used as a probe, as in neutron diffraction and small

angle neutron scattering experiments, where the atomic or

molecular structure of solids and liquids is studied. When
the detector is used with advanced pulsed neutron sources,

it makes real-time resonance neutron radiography, which

until now was a mere laboratory curiosity, an industrial non-

destructive analytical technique of considerable potential.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE83-01 0777+ NAB,
price code: A02.

1133 Nuclear Reactor Safety Through Artificial

Intelligence: A report assesses computer strategies

that can prevent reactor accidents
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (A, D)

Response trees and expert systems are two types of com-
puter aids that can help operators make better decisions in

nuclear reactor control rooms. Both strategies can be par-

ticularly vital during equipment breakdown, when they can
help operators make a series of decisions to prevent a
major accident.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-01 0233 + NAB,
price code: A03.

1134 Precise Measurement of Isotope Ratios:

Combination of resonance ionization and mass analysis

eliminates ambiguity of isobar overlap
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (J)

A report describes isotopic measurements of uranium and
plutonium by laser-excited resonance-ionization mass spec-

trometry (RIMS). The RIMS technique is highly selective: it

can distinguish between the required elemental isotopes

and isotopes of other elements having the same mass (i.e.,

isobars). The requirements of the laser system and atomiz-

ing source are discussed with emphasis on improving

sample utilization during laser pulses and thereby increas-

ing sensitivity. Isotopic analysis of uranium and plutonium is

important for fissile material accounting and safeguards.

The new technique makes it possible to distinguish be-

tween their isotope isobars.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-001757+ NAB,
price code: A02.

Ruthenium-Labeled Transferrin: This transferrin improves
the detection of tumors and abscesses
See 1081

1135 Silicone Cerenkov-Radiator Material: Dyes enhance
visible output

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (J)

Three fluorescent dyes combine to increase the output of a

silicone material that would normally have a low yield of

visible Cerenkov radiation by converting the large amount
of available ultraviolet photons into visible light. The dyes

are zone-refined paraterphenyl, scintillation-grade bis(o-

methyl styryl) benzene (bis-MSB), and scintillation-grade

polyphenylene oxide (PPO).

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to GSC-12805+TN.
Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to John
O. Tresansky, Goddard Space Flight Center, Mail Code:

204, Greenbelt, MD 20771; (301) 344-7351. Refer to GSC-
12805+ TN.

1136 Storage or Disposal of Radioiodine: Radioiodine is

incorporated in a synthetic boracite for long-term

storage or disposal

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (H, J)

Synthetic boracite is proposed as a medium for storing ra-

dioiodine. Boracites are a naturally occurring class of com-
pounds of the general formula M3B7013X, where M is a di-

valent metal and X is a halide. In the proposed process, M
is selected from the transition metals, and X is a radioio-

dine. The material is prepared by heating a mixture of MI2,

GB02, and water under mild hydrothermal conditions where

M is a transition metal, and G is an alkali metal. An
iron+ nickel iodine boracite prepared in a method similar to

the above has been leach tested for 298K. A leach rate of

.002 g + (sq cm-d) was found, which is comparable to those

of borosilicate glasses that have been proposed for radioi-

sotope storage.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: PAT-APPL-6-422,519,

price code: A02. For other information, contact: Dr. Harry

Babad, Rockwell International Corp, P.O. Box 800, Rich-

land, WA 99382; (509)376-7984.

1137 TRIPOLI-2: Program is used to predict the

behavior of shields exposed to neutron and gamma
radiations

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (A, J)

Recent additions in the continuing development of the

TRIPOLI Monte Carlo code system include a conversion to

the ENDF + B data format and an automated coupling

scheme for neutron secondary-gamma-ray calculations.

Two shielding calculations feature these two new develop-

ments. The standard feature of the TRIPOLI code has been
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its intricate biasing that allows the user to assign values of

importance throughout phase space to keep the simulated

particle population stable in those regions of phase space

assumed to be important to the desired results.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: To order the software

package for TRIPOLI-2, contact: National Energy Software

Center, Argonne National Laboratory, 9700 South Cass

Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312)972-7250.

1138 Wireless In-Core Neutron Flux Monitor

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (K)

The monitor is installed in the core of a nuclear reactor

during core loading and detects neutrons generated in the

core with a low-voltage fission counter. The electrical

pulses of the counter modulate an ultrasonic beam that

transmits the count-rate information to a remote receiver.

The monitor is powered by a radioisotopic-powered thermi-

onic generator contained within the monitor. Special elec-

tronics were developed for operation at 230C. The monitor

may be adapted to use in conventional light-water nuclear

reactors to supplement existing in-core flux monitors. The
high-temperature electronic circuits and the ultrasonic

signal transmission apparatus may be used for processing

and transmission of signals from other instruments inside

nuclear reactor vessels or chemical process reactors in

which wireless signal transmission is required.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of

Technology Applications, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

P.O. Box Y, Oak Ridge, TN 37831; (615) 574-4192. Re-

quest support package 478-X+TN.

OCEAN TECHNOLOGY &
ENGINEERING
Antenna for Imaging Sea Ice: An antenna for imaging of

the polar regions could have terrestrial applications

See 0292

Automated Narrow Gap Welding System Developed
See 0755

Climatological Atlas of the World Ocean: Annual,

Seasonal, and Monthly Analyses
See 0041

1139 Dok-Blok Hull Coating System Saves Fuel, Money
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (D)

A soluble release layer between two sheets of adhesive

plastic is providing a way to coat areas of ship hulls normal-

ly obstructed by docking blocks. Invented at the David

Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center (DTNSRDC), the Dok-Blok

Hull Coating System consists of a prefabricated multi-lay-

ered sheet, about 3x6 feet, or large enough to overlap a

single docking block. The bottom layer is attached to the

block during predocking preparations. After the ship comes
in, the ship settles down on, and adheres to the top layer

of the Dok-Blok sheet--the anticorrosion, antifouling layer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Navy Domes-
tic Technology Transfer Fact Sheet, Code E411, Naval Sur-

face Weapons Center, Dahlgren, VA 22448. Refer to

090903 + TN.

1140 Graphite-Fiber+Epoxy Composite Propeller Shaft

Evaluated
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (D, H)

A 2.5-inch diameter graphite-fiber+epoxy propeller shaft

was installed for an extended (2-year) evaluation by the

David Taylor Naval Ship R and D Center. The prototype

composite shaft is a one-piece assembly, 26 feet long,

weighing 150 pounds, whereas the two-piece copper-alloy

shaft it replaced weighed over 500 pounds. Advanced com-
posite materials offer the potential to improve marine pro-

peller shafting by reducing: galvanic corrosion effect,

weight, bearing loads, alignment problems, and use of stra-

tegic materials; and by increasing: allowable fatigue

stresses and shaft flexibility.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Navy Technol-

ogy Transfer, Code E211, Naval Surface Weapons Center,

Dahlgren, VA 22448. Refer to 1 00403 +TN.

1141 Hydroacoustic Biomass Estimation Techniques
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (E, K)

The use of hydroacoustic (sonar) biomass estimation tech-

niques as they apply to aquatic environmental monitoring

programs is discussed. Background information on the

physics of sound in water and basic hydroacoustic equip-

ment was gathered. The hydroacoustic literature was re-

viewed with examples provided of successful technique ap-

plication toward a variety of monitoring and assessment
goals. The results of a hydroacoustic user survey also are

presented.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: DE83-003192 + NAB,
price code: A13.

Improvements in Vibration-Analysis Technique: A
shortcut reduces computation time
See 1254

Miniature Shellfish Help Control Mosquitoes
See 1066

1142 Monitoring Marine Microbial Fouling: An
epifluorescence-microscopy method takes only 10

minutes
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (E, K)

Two techniques have been developed for studying marine

fouling, the biological colonization of surfaces by such

micro-organisms as bacteria, diatoms, fungi, or protozoa.

The methods were originally developed to study fouling of

materials to be used in the Space Shuttle solid-fuel booster

rockets, which are recovered after they parachute into the

ocean. These methods can be used to determine both the

relative fouling rates and the efficacy of cleaning methods
to remove fouling on various surfaces including paints,

metals, and sealants intended for marine use. The first

technique requires 1 to 2 days for sample preparation, but

provides qualitative and quantitative assessment of biofoul-

ing. The surfaces of the samples are viewed directly with

scanning electron microscopy. The second technique,

which uses epifluorescence microscopy, requires as little as

10 minutes for sample preparation and is suitable for ship-

board use, but is limited to the study of flat surfaces that do
not give off excessive background fluorescence.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25928+TN.

New Coating Prevents Ice Formation Navy Ships
See 0979

New Edition of the NODC Taxonomic Code
See 1071

Pollution Monitoring Using the Health of Striped Bass
See 0583

1143 Protect Your Diver From Electrical Shock Hazards
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (B)

The Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NCEL) has devel-

oped an improved ground fault detection (GFD) and shut-

down system to protect divers from electrical shock haz-

ards. In terrestrial applications for low voltage systems the

normal contact resistance provided by dry skin limits the

fault current to painful but safe levels. When the skin resist-

ance is lowered by saturating it with saltwater, the current

from contact with a 120-VAC line could be fatal. The GFD
system developed at NCEL monitors the insulation resist-

ance of the load circuit being used by the diver. If the re-

sistance drops below a preselected level, all power is re-

moved from the load in 10 msec or less.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Lee Tucker,

Code L43, Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory, Port Huene-
me, CA 93043; (805) 982-5256. Refer to Techdata Sheet
84-20 +TN.

Protective Coatings for On-Site Repair of Ships Studied
See 0998

1144 Report on Satellite Radar for Detecting Ocean
Currents: Good resolution and high signal + noise ratio

are anticipated

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (K)

A report describes an orbiting side-looking radar that would
measure ocean currents in the direction toward or away
from it. The radar relies on the relationship between Dopp-
ler shifts and the lengths and frequencies of ocean waves.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15704+TN.

1145 Selection Guide Increases Assurance of Product
Quality

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

Washington, DO; Department of Commerce, Washington,
DC
Jun 85 (D)

Designed for use by vessel owners wishing to evaluate

and + or upgrade refrigeration capabilities, a Guide contains

discussion and evaluation of mechanical refrigeration and
chilled seawater systems, blast freezing equipment, immer-

sion and plate freezing systems and fish hold insulation.

Each method is described separately. Topics include princi-

ple, equipment needed, equipment operation, installation,

cost, and recommendations. Procedures for financial eval-

uation of the various refrigeration systems are included.

The Guide is of particular use in two areas. Mid-Atlantic

fishing vessels have access to new fishing gear methods
which allow them to catch more fish. However, if refrigera-

tion and + or insulation systems on-board these vessels are

not adequate, the catch will not be high quality when
landed. Fishing for underutilized fish species has been en-

couraged by the Mid-Atlantic Fisheries Development Foun-

dation. Such species include whiting, squid, dogfish, and
mackerel. Some of these species spoil very quickly and the

only way to maintain high quality of these fish species is to

improve the refrigeration and + or insulation systems on-

board the fishing vessel. The findings can be applied to any
commercial fishing activity.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: NOAA Office

of Research and Technology Applications, FB 4, Room
3316, Suitland, MD 20233; (301) 763-2418.

Unmanned Instrument Platform for Undersea Exploration:

Instruments are accommodated on a moving underwater
platform
See 0741

1 146 Vertical Egg Tow Net (CalVET)

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

Washington, DC; Department of Commerce, Washington,

DC
Feb 85 (E)

The CalVET net is designed to sample pelagic fish eggs in

the upper mixed layer of the sea and to be rapidly deployed

from a stationary ship and retrieved vertically at 70m + sec.

The CalVET net has been specifically designed to estimate

anchovy egg production in the central subpopulation of the

northern anchovy and similar fishes. The mouth area of the

net is 0.05 m2; the tow is vertical to minimize the volume of

water filtered per unit depth; the mesh of 0.150 mm is se-

lected to totally retain the anchovy eggs under all condi-

tions likely to be encountered. The net is lowered and
raised rapidly to diminish the time for ship's drift and under-

sea currents to impose uneven trajectories on the net. Any
sampling of zooplankton requiring repeatable high-precision

observations may be undertaken with the CalVET net.

Target species must be sufficiently dense (greater than

5 + m3) for the small sample volume to be appropriate.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: NOAA Office

of Research and Technology Applications (ORTA), FB-4,

Room 3316, Suitland, MD 20233; (301) 763-2418. Refer to

84+ NMFS+ 072+TN.

PHOTOGRAPHY & RECORDING
DEVICES
Efficiency of Reflection Gratings: Dichromated gelatin

plates are evaluated as optical elements for phase-
volume holography
See 1168

Holographic Twyman-Green Interferometer: An off-axis

Fresnel zone plate is used to obtain fringe visibility close

to unity

See 1175

Improved Gamma- and X-Ray Pinhole Camera: Electronic

additions increase image quality

See 0649

1147 Laser Diode Schlieren Photography: Laser diodes
are used in Schlieren flow analysis

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (J, K)
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Laser diodes may be preferable to conventional lasers or

incandescent lamps for Schlieren flow analysis because
they are smaller, more rugged, less costly, and have lower

power requirements. In a prototype system at Langley Re-

search Center, infrared light from a laser diode is collimated

and directed at helium flowing over a model. The beam is

then focused on a high-pass filter and the transmitted light

recorded on infrared film. The filter is a photographic plate

exposed by the diode beam without the model in place.

The apparatus is alined visually with a phosphor screen

that fluoresces in the presence of infrared light.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to LAR-12897+TN.

Lightning-Transient Recorder: A battery-powered system
operates for more than a year
See 0042

New Microscope Details Magnetic Structure of Surfaces
See 1193

Standard Developed for Measuring Image Quality in Film
See 0718

1148 Status Panel for Video Cassette Recorders: Panel
simultaneously monitors 30 video cassette recorders
on a remote panel
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (B)

A central array of light-emitting diodes displays the status

of 30 video cassette recorders (VCR's) monitoring integrat-

ed testing of the Space Shuttle. The remote status panel is

linked to the VCR's by one 37-conductor cable.

Transistor+ transistor logic chips in the interface circuit

allow the LED array to function without drawing power from
the VCR control circuits. Supervisors can tell at a glance

whether all the VCR's are recording properly. This panel

could be applied to other installations having large numbers
of VCR's.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to KSC-11254+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to James O. Harrell, John F.

Kennedy Space Center, Mail Code: SA-PAT, Kennedy
Space Center, FL 32899, (305) 867-2544. Refer to KSC-
11254+TN.

PHYSICS
1149 Accuracy Criterion for Structural Calculations:

Completely objective procedures determine the
requisite accuracy
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (D)

How accurate should an analytical model of structural vibra-

tion be. A comparison of real and calculated characteristics

such as frequencies and vibration-mode shapes is not

enough for determining the requisite model accuracy. Since
the errors of the responses and loads are subject to the ac-

curacy requirement, the accuracy of the vibration-forcing

functions must also be considered. A simple but meaningful
method of establishing an accuracy criterion is based on
comparing the allowable errors and modeling errors. On the

basis of this comparison, the amounts of change required

to improve the modeling error can be used in the conver-

gence criterion.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-16008+TN.

1150 Acoustic Levitation with One Driver: The modes of

a rectangular chamber are excited from one corner
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (G)

A brief report discusses acoustic levitation in a rectangular

chamber using one driver mounted at a corner. The single

driver excites vibrations along all three axes. As in earlier

schemes of this type, the driver excites acoustic standing

waves having pressure nodes that intersect at the center or

other designated levitation position. The placement of the

driver at a comer enables it to couple effectively to acous-
tic modes along all three axes. The use of a single driver

reduces the cost, complexity, and weight of the levitation

system below those of a three-driver system. For an acous-
tic levitator that is part of a high-temperature material-proc-

essing system, the use of a single transducer eliminates

some of the heat loss that would otherwise occur through

the multiple excitation ports and reduces the parasitic ther-

mal mass of the levitator.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15793 + TN.

1151 Acquisition of Dynamic Stress \ Strain Data:

Program computes average strains, modulus of

elasticity, and the Poisson ratio

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (A, D, K)

This computer program enables realtime data acquisition

and plotting of stress-strain by a small, desk-top computer.

The program monitors a load cell and multiple-strain gages
during tension or compression loading. Its scan routine is

triggered by a specified change of applied load or longitudi-

nal strain. This program is written in BASIC for interactive

execution and has been implemented on a Hewlett-Packard

HP 9845 desk-top computer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to MSC-20589 + TN.

1152 Adjustable-Frequency Spectrophone Laser
Stabilization: Loop with spectrophone sensor stabilizes

gas laser at any desired frequency within the gas
spectral line width
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (J)

A gas-laser frequency-stabilizing system includes a sensi-

tive spectrophone that senses a dither modulation of the

frequency of the laser beam, producing a Lorentzian, Voigt,

or Doppler spectral tuning response. The spectrophone
signal is divided by a laser power output signal to remove
power dependence. The first or second derivative of this

signal is used as a detector characteristic curve in a lock-in

frequency-correction loop.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
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21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15516+ TN.

Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to Paul

F. McCaul, NASA Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601,

4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818) 354-

2700. Refer to NPO-15516+TN.

1153 Advances in Multivalued-Velocity Theory of

Turbulence: Oscillatory behavior is found in some fluid

systems
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (D, J)

Further developments have been reported in the modeling

of fluid turbulence as a superposition of a number. The mul-

tivalued-velocity model may have practical implications in

the design of aircraft, turbines, nozzles, pumps, and other

systems that involve turbulent flow. The multivalued-velocity

field is mathematically represented as a vector that de-

pends not only upon space and time but also upon a multi-

valuedness parameter. The new formalism has been ap-

plied to a number of fluid problems, including notably the

Navier-Stokes equations for a viscous fluid.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-16006+ TN.

Analyzing Flow Fields in Axial-Compressor Rotors and
Stators: Three programs calculate three-dimensional,

inviscid, rotational flows with shock waves in axial-

compressor blade rows
See 0213

1154 Analyzing Vibrations in a Long Mast: Computer
model accurately predicts the vibrational modes
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (D)

A report describes the mathematical prediction and meas-
urement of vibrations in a lightweight extensible mast of lat-

tice structure 105 ft. long. With the mast suspended from

10 vertical wires 108 ft. long, vibrations were excited in the

horizontal plane by a motor-driven mechanism or by hand.

The vibrations were recorded photographically and with ac-

celerometers. The calculated and measured vibrational

modes were in good agreement.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25746+ TN.

1155 Antenna Radiation-Pattern Program: The effects of

reflector deformations and feed characteristics are

computed
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85

"
(A, B)

The JPL Antenna Radiation Pattern computer program,

ANRAD, evaluates the performance of a radio-frequency

antenna with a paraboloidal main reflector by solving the

scalar far-field radiation-pattern integral. Reflector surface

deformations, aperture blockage, and displacement of the

primary feed from the focus are several factors that can di-

minish radio-frequency performance. By providing ANRAD
with the amplitude and phase of the radio-frequency feed

and surface characteristics of the paraboloidal reflector,

these detrimental factors can be represented, and the user

may obtain the radiation pattern of the composite antenna

(main reflector, subreflector, and feed) and the normalized

gain loss. ANRAD is written in FORTRAN V for batch exe-

cution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to NPO-16217+TN.

1156 Astronomy-Plasma Diagnostic Development: A
diagnostic system makes possible significant new
astronomical measurements
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (J, K)

A diagnostic system was developed at MIT to measure the

plasma-ion temperature by determining a frequency shift in

the laser radiation that is scattered from the plasma. The
frequency shift is meas ured by a very sensitive detector

system. The system detects radiation in the submillimeter

wavelength range that lies between microwave and infrared

frequencies.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84008873 + NAB;
price code: A02. For other information, contact H. Fetter-

man, MIT Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, MA 02173; (617)

862-5500 ext. 374.

1157 Autocovariance Computer: Hardware
implementation is fast enough for real-time flow-field

diagnostics

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (A, D, J)

A laser-velocimeter covariance processor calculates the au-

tocovariance and cross-covariance functions for a turbulent

flow field, based on Poisson-sampled measurements in

time from a laser velocimeter. The unit processes a block

of data up to 4,096 data points in length and returns a 512-

point covariance function with 48-bit resolution along with a

512-point covariance-function-normalizing histogram of the

interarrival times. A typical 4,096-point computation takes

approximately 1.5 seconds; i.e., to receive the computer

data, to compute the covariance function, and to return the

results to the computer. This hardware implementation of

the correlation technique to a laser velocimeter flow-field

diagnostic system is fast enough for online production ap-

plications.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to LAR-12968+ TN.

Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to

Howard J. Osborn, Langley Research Center, Mail Code:

279, Hampton, VA 23665; (804) 827-3725. Refer to LAR-

12968 + TN.

Automated Magnetic-Susceptibility Analysis: Alternating

current susceptibility of small samples is determined as

function of temperature
See 0603

Automated Mercury Dilatometer: Volume changes are

recorded on a strip chart
See 0604

1158 Bolometers 'Ideal' for Semiconductor Research
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (B, J)
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A team of scientists at the Naval Research Laboratory

(NRL) reports that superconducting, granular niobium nitride

(NbN) bolometers developed at NRL several years ago, are

proving to be 'ideal' research devices in the electronics

field. These ultra-thin superconducting devices, which oper-

ate at cryogenic temperatures, are being used at NRL to

study the basic properties of semiconducting materials. The
new bolometers are much faster, more rugged and reliable,

and operate over a much wider temperature range than

conventional bolometers. The bolometers consist of a radio

frequency (rf) reactively sputtered film of NbN anodized to

a final thickness of 30 angstroms. They operate over a

wide temperature range (1.4 to 14K); have ultrafast re-

sponse; and have demonstrated sensitivity to phonons in

semiconductors, microwaves, and infrared and optical radi-

ation. The bolometer has been used for time-resolved

spectroscopy of amorphous and crystalline semiconductors

and, in fact, has detected cyclotron resonance in silicon by

sensing the absorption of microwave radiation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Navy Technol-

ogy Transfer, Code E211, Naval Surface Weapons Center,

Dahlgren, VA 22448. Refer to 100505+ TN.

1159 CNVUFAC.GRAY: This is a set of two programs
that performs evaluations of radiation configuration

factors

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (A, J)

CNVUFAC, the General Dynamics heat-transfer radiation

view program, was adapted for use on the Lawrence Liver-

more National Laboratory computer system. The input and
output were modified, and a node-incrementing logic was
added for compatibility with the TRUMP thermal analyzer

and related codes. The program performs the multiple inte-

gration necessary to evaluate the geometric black-body ra-

diation node-to-node view factors. The program permits

shadowing and self-shadowing. The basic configuration

shapes that can be considered are cylinders, cones,

spheres, ellipsoids, flat plates, disks, toroids, and polynomi-

als of revolution. The programs are written in FORTRAN IV

for the CRAY1 computer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Order from: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312)972-

7250. Refer to 9911. For further information, contact: R.L.

Wong, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P.O. Box
808, Livermore, CA 94550.

Collecting Light From Point Images: Light from sources
at varying positions is brought to a fixed opening
See 0614

1160 COMENT: This program is used to analyze atom
dynamics, defect configurations, and solid-state

processes
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (A, J)

COMENT solves the classical equations of motion for a

large number of atoms interacting according to a given

force law and performs desired ancillary analyses of the re-

sulting data. It can be used to analyze a wide variety of

atom dynamics, defect configurations, and solid-state proc-

esses and property-changing mechanisms. COMENT is a
dual-purpose program intended to describe static defect

configurations as well as the detailed motion of atoms in a

crystal lattice. Data generated by COMENT may be read

into a postprocessor program to produce motion pictures.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The reference report

and COMENT source and sample problems input and
output on magnetic tape are available from: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312)972-

7250. For further information contact: J.O. Schiffgens, N.J.

Graves, and C.A. Oster, Hanford Engineering Development
Laboratory, P.O. Box 1970, Richland, WA 99352.

1161 Computation of Bragg Reflection for Layered
Microstructures: Bragg diffractors are analyzed for use
in X-ray mirrors and other applications

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (J)

Multilayered thin-film structures are efficient diffractors for

X-rays and extreme ultraviolet radiation. These synthetic

layered microstructures (SLM's) have potential applications

as glancing-incidence mirrors or as filters for wavelengths

of a few to a few hundred angstroms. Calculations based
on an optical model of multilayers show how the design

can be modified to take into account the scattering, absorp-

tion, and refractive properties of the layers.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15880+TN.

1162 Containerless Manufacture of Glass Optical Fibers:

Contamination and crystallization are reduced in a

proposed process
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (G, H)

Glass optical fibers of the high purity needed to reduce

signal losses to near the theoretical minimum would be
made in a proposed new containerless process. Since the

molten glass would not make contact with any solid object

except the glass fiber in formation, there would be no op-

portunity for solid contaminants to dissolve in the melt.

Moreover, without contaminants and solid objects to serve

as nucleation sites, the tendency of the melt to crystallize

(and thereby preclude glass formation) would be sup-

pressed. The glass-forming material would be melted in a

single-axis-interference acoustic-levitation furnace. Since

acoustic-levitation forces decrease with increasing tempera-

ture, it is likely that this kind of processing in unit gravity will

be limited to low-melting-temperature glasses.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25905. Inquiries

concerning rights for the commercial use of this invention

should be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, George C. Mar-

shall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01, Marshall

Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205)453-0020. Refer to

MFS-25905.

Convective Oscillations at Crystal + Melt Interface: An
instability arises from coupled fluid-dynamical and
solidification effects
See 0100

1163 Cost Considerations in Nonlinear Finite-Element

Computing: The quasi-linear approach is evaluated in

various computer types
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (A)
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A conference paper discusses the computational require-

ments for finite-element analysis using the quasi-linear ap-

proach to nonlinear problems. The paper evaluates the

computational efficiency of different computer architectural

types in terms of relative cost and computing time. The
nonlinear problems of particular interest are those of me-
chanical equilibrium or vibrations in complicated structures.

The solution algorithms involve the computation of the de-

flections and forces at discrete times by Newton-Raphson
iterations.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16237+TN.

1164 Damping Relaxation Oscillations in Laser Diodes:

Modulation frequency could be varied from dc to near

resonance in proposed device

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (B, C)

A proposed semiconductor laser could be modulated at fre-

quencies up to nearits resonant frequency more efficiently

than could older devices. Until now, two of the ways to pre-

vent relaxation oscillations at resonance have been to con-

nect an untuned impedance in parallel with the laser diode

or to diffuse carriers out of the active region. The new laser

would use two different effective carrier lifetimes: one for

dc and low-frequency operation and another for operation

near the resonant frequency. The laser would be part of a

bipolar transistor with a capacitor that serves as an ac

short circuit. The laser active region would be part of the

transistor emitter.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15980+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-801, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103, (818)354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15980+TN.

1165 Defect Chemistry of Hg(1-x)Cd(x)Te: Control of

defect concentrations is achieved by varying

preparation conditions

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (J)

An investigation of defect chemistry of Hg(1-x)Cd(x)Te is

described. A long-term objective is to attain the composi-
tional uniformity, carrier concentration, and carrier lifetime

required for the use of Hg(1-x)Cd(x)Te in infrared imaging

systems. The intermediate goal of the investigation was to

correlate the nature and concentration of lattice defects

with the physicochemical conditions of preparation; namely,

the temperature, the partial pressures of the constituent

elements, and + or the dopant concentration.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25851 +TN.

Determining Thermal Diffusivities of Radiating

Specimens: Two heat-pulse techniques eliminate

uncertainties due to radiation losses
See 0625

1166 DYNA2D and DYNA3D: Two programs analyze the

large deformation dynamic response of inelastic solids

in two and three dimensions
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (A, D, J)

Two finite-element programs have been developed to

obtain the explicit two- and three-dimensional dynamic and
hydrodynamic responses of inelastic solids. DYNA2D is an
explicit two-dimensional axisymmetric and plane-strain pro-

gram; DYNA3D is the three-dimensional version. DYNA2D,
a contact-impact algorithm, permits gaps and sliding along

material interfaces. By specialization of this algorithm, such

interfaces can be rigidly tied to admit variable zoning with

no need for transition regions. DYNA3D, a three-dimension-

al contact-impact algorithm, is an extension of NIKE2D, an
existing two-dimensional algorithm. By a specialization of

the algorithm, material interfaces can be defined to be rigid-

ly tied to admit variable zoning with no need for transition

regions.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312) 972-

7250. Refer to Nos. 9910 and 9909. For further information,

contact: J. O. Hallquist, Lawrence Livermore National Labo-

ratory, P. O. Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550.

1167 Eddy-Current Reference Standard: An eddy-
current reference standard is stable over long time

periods

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85

"
(H)

Magnetic properties of metallic reference standards can be

duplicated and stabilized for eddy-current coil measure-

ments over long times. The concept uses precisely-ma-

chined notched samples of known annealed (austenitic)

materials as reference standards. The dimensions of the

machined notches result in the same amplitude of eddy-

current response as in samples with variations in magnetic

characteristics, and are stable over long time periods. The
technique is useful in monitoring possible material transfor-

mations from austenite to martensite.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-19824+TN.

1168 Efficiency of Reflection Gratings: Dichromated
gelatin plates are evaluated as optical elements for

phase-volume holography

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (J, K)

A report describing experiments on dichromated gelatin re-

flection gratings is available on request. Dichromated gela-

tin reflection gratings were prepared and their efficiencies

measured by established methods. The experimental re-

sults agree with theory in showing a sharp drop in diffrac-

tion efficiency with angular deviation from Bragg's angle.

The curve is flattened by increasing the index of modula-

tion, accomplished through control of dichromate content

and energy of exposure. Efficiencies greater than 90 per-

cent are possible, but the field of view is restricted to

around 10 deg.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15852+TN.

Electronically-Scanned Fourier-Transform Spectrometer:
Instrument is efficient, lightweight, and stable
See 0631

1169 Fiber Optic Standards
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B, H)

Researchers are devoting their energies to help U.S. indus-

try speed the use of optical fibers. NBS' work promotes
compatibility among components, especially through uni-

formity of measurements. One of the first accomplishments
was the compilation of a glossary of terms used in fiber

optics communications, which already has been adopted
and published by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers. NBS and industry, working through the Electron-

ic Industries Association, have started to develop voluntary

standards for the methods of measuring the properties of

optical fibers so that when different laboratories measure a
given fiber they obtain comparable results. NBS has devel-

oped standard measurement techniques or calibration serv-

ices for bandwidth, core diameter, index of refraction pro-

file, and attenuation. The Electronic Industries Association

and other standards groups have voluntarily accepted
these standards for industry, and other standards are being

developed as the need becomes apparent.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. Collier

Smith, Division 360.2, National Bureau of Standards, Boul-

der, CO 80303; (303)497-3198.

FINELM Architecture and Usage: Program solves
multigroup diffusion-theory problems
See 1125

First Composite Superconductor SRM on Sale
See 0637

1170 Fluid + Vapor Separator for Variable Flow Rates: A
shutter varies the gas throughput of a porous plug
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (J)

A porous plug with an adjustable shutter accommodates
variations in the rate of vapor flow from a helium II storage
vessel. The plug blocks the passage of liquid but adjusts in

exposed area to allow the passage of gas over a range of

throughputs. It is currently being studied as the phase sep-
arator in the vent line of the coolant reservoir for a space-
borne infrared telescope. On Earth, the variable plug could
have applications in refining operations, industrial chemis-
try, and steam-powered equipment.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to ARC-11401 +TN.

1171 Foil Windows for Electron Beams: Thin sheets of
titanium can pass an electron beam efficiently while
withstanding a sizable pressure difference
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (J)

A study has measured the mechanical strength of titanium

foils and correlated this property with the performance of

the foils in simulations. The foils are intended for service as

windows for electron beams in electron-beam-pumped ex-

cimer lasers. They must be thin enough - less than 0.001

in. in thickness - to transmit an electron beam but strong

enough to withstand pressure differences of 100 psi be-

tween the electron gun chamber and the laser gas cham-
ber. In the study the foil support rib was shaped to minimize

the stress in the foil. The performance of these foil win-

dows far exceeded expectations..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 46420 + NAA,
price code: A06.

Free-Vibration Analysis of Structures: Numerical
procedure determines natural frequencies and
associated modes in structural design
See 0073

GAUSS7: This program determines gamma-ray energies
and intensities

See 1126

1172 General Optical Systems Evaluation Program:
Program evaluates optical systems by geometrical ray

tracing

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (A, J)

The General Optical Systems Evaluation Program, GENOP-
TICS, aids the analysis and evaluation of optical systems
that employ lenses, mirrors, diffraction gratings, and other

geometrical surfaces. GENOPTICS uses geometrical ray

tracing based on Snell's law. It can trace as many as 800
rays through as many as 40 surfaces. These surfaces may
be planar, conic, or toric or polynomial-shaped lenses, mir-

rors, and diffraction gratings. GENOPTICS provides for

user-oriented input and for a wide range of output for the

evaluation of the optical system being analyzed. GENOP-
TICS provides a wide range of features for the optical

system analyst. It performs paraxial ray tracing and compu-
tation of the third-order aberrations including aspheric con-

tribution. Graphical output can be generated for spot dia-

grams, radial energy distributions, and modulation transfer

functions, for each object point and each color. The GEN-
OPTICS program is written in FORTRAN IV for batch exe-

cution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404)542-3265. Refer to

GSC-12823+TN.

1173 Graded-lndex-of-Refraction Optical Components:
Methods for fabricating devices and measuring their

characteristics are available

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (H, J)

A technique has been developed for making a germanium
optical Component having a graded index of refraction. The
germanium component is intended for use as a lens in an
infrared imaging system. The technique is that of Czoch-
ralski crystal growth using a seed of germanium with silicon

as the dopant. The index of refraction change is 0.13, and
the depth of the gradient is 10 millimeters. The exact index-

of-refraction profile has been measured and confirmed by

other measurement techniques, including laser-beam de-

flection. The technique was developed in a program con-
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ducted for the U.S. Army Missile Command. The program
also included development of a method for nondestructive

measurement of any graded-index sample, independent of

the base index of refraction.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 45544+ NAA,
price code: A08.

1174 Gravitational Effects on Crystal Growth by Vapor
Transport: A transparent crystal-growth apparatus can
be operated in any orientation

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (J, K)

A crystal-growth apparatus makes it possible to measure
growth rates in three directions: up, down, and horizontal.

The apparatus allows the effect of gravity on crystal growth

to be determined quantitatively. The system consists of a
transparent quartz ampoule in a cylindrical transparent fur-

nace. A capillary tube along the axis of the ampoule allows

the internal temperature profile to be measured with a ther-

mocouple. The entire apparatus can be rotated to any
angle with respect to the vertical. The thermocouple in the

capillary tube measures not only temperature but also the

position of the growing crystal surface.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15853+TN.

Guide to Noise Standards
See 0567

Handbook of Optical Testing Methods for Diamond-
Turned Mirrors
See 0641

High-Temperature Hall-Effect Apparatus: A compact
furnace minimizes thermal gradients and electrical noise
See 0644

1175 Holographic Twyman-Green Interferometer: An
off-axis Fresnel zone plate is used to obtain fringe

visibility close to unity

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (J, K)

Mirrors and other optical elements are tested for quality by
Twyman-Green interferometer that uses an off-axis Fresnel

zone plate (OFZP) instead of the conventional beam splitter

and beam diverger. The 50-percent diffraction efficiency of

this type of zone plate utilizes energy almost as efficiently

as a conventional Twyman-Green interferometer, and the

theoretical fringe visibility is unity.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15754+TN.

Hot-Wire Probe for Compressible Subsonic Flow: A probe
measures velocity, density, and total temperature
fluctuations
See 0645

1176 Hydrogen Masers as Time and Frequency
Standards: They track each other with 100 times more
precision than do cesium standards
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (J)

NASA's need for precisely-synchronized frequency sources
at several deep-space tracking stations around the globe

has turned up evidence that the hydrogen maser may be
superior to the conventional cesium-133 source for such
applications. Cesium devices can be used to set geographi-

cally separated clocks to a few parts in 10 to the 12th

power, whereas hydrogen masers may be set to within a
few parts in 10 to the 14th power. Moreover, geographically

separated hydrogen masers have tracked each other for

more than a year to within a few parts in 10 to the 15th

power.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15858 + TN.

1177 IC Fabrication Methods Improve Laser Diodes:
These high-performance diodes withstand longer
thermal cycling and shelf life

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (B, G)

A family of high-performance, tunable diode lasers has
been developed for use as local oscillators in a passive

laser heterodyne spectrometer. The diodes, based on
lead+ tin telluride, operate in the 8- to 15-micrometer wave-
length region, with specific target wavelengths of

893.37+cm and 1,081.1 +cm. The fabrication method that

has made this possible uses multiple-source molecular-

beam epitaxy (MBE) to grow precisely-controlled multilayer

structures of (Pb+Sn)Te on BaF2 substrates. The diodes

are fabricated using standard IC processes that include

photolithography, selective etching, and vacuum deposition

of metals and insulators. Although the laser diodes are con-

ventionally fabricated from cleaved semi-conductor materi-

al, the technique employs wet-chemical etching for the for-

mation of the laser cavities.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: NASA-CR-
1 65683+ NAC, price code: A05.

Imaging Fluid Flow: Four beam splitters are used
See 0648

Improved Gamma- and X-Ray Pinhole Camera: Electronic

additions increase image quality

See 0649

1178 Improved HgCdTe Photoconductive IR Reflectors:

A dual-layer coating improves passivation without

increasing reflectance

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (H)

A passivating layer of CdTe on a HgCdTe infrared detector

actually improves the performance of a ZnS antireflection

coating on the device, a mathematical analysis has shown.

The analysis, which was made for the U.S. Army Electron-

ics Research and Development Command, was intended to

determine whether the CdTe layer would have adverse ef-

fects on the reflection-reducing properties of ZnS. Previous-

ly, only ZnS had been used as a combination passivation

and antireflection coating. The CdTe layer promised im-

proved environmental protection.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-
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ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A146195 + NAA,

price code: A02.

Improved Infrared Multispectral Scanner: Modifications

provide greater capabilities

See 0650

1179 Improved Measurement of Electron Attenuation

Lengths

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (J)

Researchers have developed an improved technique for

measuring the mean distance that electrons travel in solid

materials before they are scattered by an atom. The tech-

nique can be used over a wide range of electron energies

and with a wide variety of condensed molecular solids.

Electron attenuation lengths are important for understand-

ing the effects of radiation on such things as biological sys-

tems and semiconductors. They also are used to calculate

the depth of penetration of a variety of electron and photon

probes used in surface science research. These attenu-

ation lengths can be measured by generating photoelec-

trons in a substrate such as copper, and measuring the

percentage of them that penetrate-without loss of energy-

a layer of a solid condensed on the substrate, as the con-

densed layer is gradually thickened. Until now, difficulties in

knowing just how thick the condensed layer is have led to

errors as great as 100 percent in the attenuation lengths.

The NBS team developed a microcapillary array that can

deliver a calibrated flow of gas-phase molecules to the sub-

strate, where they condense into a layer of comparatively

well-known thickness.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Dr. Richard

Kurtz, Chemistry Bldg., Room B252, National Bureau of

Standards, Washington, D.C. 20015; (301)921-2743.

Improved Melt-Level Control System: Laser feedback
control automatically maintains silicon melt levels

See 0114

1180 Improved Techniques for Data Acquisition and
Analysis on X-Ray Diffraction Equipment
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (J, K)

Three X-ray powder diffractometers have been fully auto-

mated with dedicated Digital Equipment Corporation LSI-

11+2-based microcomputer systems. All timing, counting,

and diffractometer positioning are controlled by software

written in FORTRAN and MACRO running under the RT-1

1

operation systems. The operator may select from a variety

of scanning options the scan sequence that best fits the

type of sample being tested. Each system is capable of

performing digital scans (step scans), analog scans (strip

chart scans), segmented scans (noncontiguous step

scans), and smart scans (search for peaks and step scan

across them), and of locating the angular position of the

diffractometer. The process control system increased the

quality of the final results by reducing the errors in the

count rate and by putting the data into a format that can be
computer analyzed.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of

Technology Applications Information Service, Oak Ridge

National Laboratory, P.O. Box Y, Oak Ridge, TN 37831;

(615)574-3896. Request support package 495 + Y + TN.

Improvements in Vibration-Analysis Technique: A
shortcut reduces computation time

See 1254

Industrial Guide to Accurate Mass Measurement
See 0654

Interface Instability During Crystal Growth:
Nonequilibrium effects are examined
See 0118

Interferometer for Measuring Acoustic Signals: An
optical-fiber interferometer measures the wave amplitude

without contacting the specimen surface
See 0659

1181 Ion Accelerator Merges Several Beams: Multiple

beamlets are merged and then accelerated through a

single-aperture grid

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (J, K)

A new ion-beam accelerator produces a high peak current

density by combining multiple beamlets from the ion source

into one high-intensity beam. This peak is over 25 times as

high as that produced from the same plasma source with

electrodes in a single-beam Pierce configuration. Ion-ex-

traction efficiency, beam intensity, and focusing are all im-

proved. The new ion-beam-accelerator system should im-

prove performance of ion-implantation systems used in

some processes for making integrated circuits and solar

cells and in passivating metal surfaces for corrosion resist-

ance and wear protection.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15547+ TN.

Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA
Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove

Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15547 + TN.

Laser Diode Schlieren Photography: Laser diodes are

used in Schlieren flow analysis

See 1147

1182 Laser-Beam Separator: Four prisms are used to

separate laser wavelengths

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (J, K)

A train of prisms and an optical stop separate the funda-

mental beam of a laser from second and higher order har-

monics of the beam that are produced in certain crystals

and by stimulated Raman scattering in gases and liquids.

Such harmonics are generated from nonlinear processes

occurring within the media and exit colinearly with the fun-

damental beam. The optical train contains four prisms: the

first for intercepting the beam and separating the funda-

mental beam from its harmonics by dispersion, the second
for directing these harmonics to the optical stop, and the

remaining two for steering the fundamental beam back onto

its original path.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15723+TN.

Lensless image Scanner: Pictures are produced by
Fourier transformation of fringe patterns

See 0664

1183 LOTS: This program is designed to solve a wide
variety of problems in physical optics and beam
propagation

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (A, J)

LOTS - the Los Alamos Optical Transport Simulator - is a

very general code suitable for solving a wide variety of

problems in numerical physical optics and beam propaga-

tion. It presently exists as two separate releases, LOTS1
and LOTS2. The LOTS codes combine a fast Fourier-trans-

form propagator with a versatile and user-friendly command
language. LOTS1 and LOTS2 are uniquely suited to solve

the following classes of problems: Multipnoton processes,

coupling of resonator modes by the gain media, and high

Fresnel number phenomena. In addition, LOTS2 is suited

for problems involving rectangular resonators of high

aspect ratio and systems with toroidal or cylindrical optics.

Both programs are written in FORTRAN IV for a CDC 7600,

LTSS Computer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Order from: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312)972-

7250. Refer to 9857. For further information, contact: J.L.

Munroe, Los Alamos National Laboratory, P.O. Box 1663,

Los Alamos, NM 87545.

LSTSQ: This is a set of three programs used for

determining the contribution of nuclides to an observed
gamma spectra
See 1130

1184 Making Cubic Silicon Carbide Semiconductors: A
thin buffer layer of SiC minimizes the effects of lattice

mismatch
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B, G)

A reproducible process has been developed for the produc-

tion of large-area single-crystal wafers of cubic silicon car-

bide (SiC) for semiconductor devices. The process can also

be used to make the devices themselves. Potential applica-

tions include electronics for high temperatures (up to 900
C) and electronics for very high frequencies. The approach
consists of growing a single-crystal layer of cubic SiC on a

single-crystal silicon (Si) wafer by chemicai-vapor deposi-

tion (CVD). In the new process, a thin intermediate buffer

layer is grown between the SiC and the Si to minimize the

effects of this lattice mismatch.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to LEW-14018 + TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Norman T. Musial, Lewis Re-

search Center, Mail Code: 500-311, 21000 Brookpark

Road, Cleveland, OH 44135; (216)433-4000, Ext. 346.

Refer to LEW-14018 + TN.

1185 Mathematical Instability Criteria for Elastic

Structures: The vanishing of hyperbolic terms has
physical significance

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (D, J)

A theoretical paper discusses the physical significance of

the vanishing of hyperbolic coefficients in equations of elas-

todynamics. As is often the case when partial differential

equations fail or change type for certain values of the

system parameters, the properties of the mathematical so-

lutions also change fundamentally. The paper presents a
generalized approach to structural elastodynamics as part

of a continuing effort to develop mathematical stability crite-

ria for structures and to simulate postinstability behavior of

elastics in general. The equations of motion of elastics are

presented in a generalized form.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15090+TN.

1186 MAZE: This program is an interactive generator for

two-dimensional finite-element programs used in

structural analysis

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (A, D)

MAZE is an interactive input generator for two-dimensional

finite element codes. It is specifically designed as a pre-

processor for the DYNA2D nonlinear structural analysis

programs, but it is compatible with other finite-element

codes. MAZE has three phases. In the first phase, lines

and parts are defined. The first phase is terminated by the

'ASSM' or 'PASSM' command, which merges all parts. In

the second phase, boundary conditions may be specified,

slide lines may be defined, parts may be merged to elimi-

nate nodes along common interfaces, boundary nodes may
be moved for graded zoning, the mesh may be smoothed,

and load curves may be defined. The second phase is ter-

minated by the 'WBCD' command which causes MAZE to

write the output file as soon as the T (terminate) com-
mand is typed. In the third phase, material properties may
be defined. MAZE is written in FORTRAN IV for CRAY1,
CTSS, and for CDC 7600, LTSS computers.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Order from: National

Energy Software Center, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439; (312)972-

7250. Refer to 9907. For further information, contact: J.O.

Hallquist, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P.O.

Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550.

Measurement Assurance Program for

Spectrophotometric Transmittance
See 0670

Measuring Delay in Lasers: The resolution of the

instrumentation is about 5 picoseconds
See 0672

1187 Melt Stirring by Horizontal Crucible Vibration:

Mixing is more thorough than in rotational oscillation

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (H, J)

Horizontal vibration has been suggested as a technique for

the more effective stirring of melts in crystal-growth appara-

tus. The vibrational technique may replace accelerated cru-

cible rotation, the current technique for magnetic garnet
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and other special crystals. In the vibrational method, the

crucible is oscillated horizontally in two perpendicular direc-

tions at once. If the oscillations in both directions are at dif-

ferent but harmonically related frequencies, the crucible

motion and the melt vibration are in a Lissajous pattern.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-26005+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Leon D. Wofford, Jr., George
C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01 , Marshall

Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205)453-0020. Refer to

MFS-26005+TN.

Mercuric Iodide High-Energy-Radiation Detectors: Good
resolution of X-ray and gamma-ray radiation is obtained
See 1131

Miniature Airflow Sensor: Accurate, tape-mounted sensor
uses electro-optics
See 0680

1188 Minimizing Convection During Crystal Growth: Cell

design uses novel geometry and quasiadiabatic

windows
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (J)

Buoyant convection during crystal growth from solution is

minimized in an experiment cell using boundary-layer stabi-

lizing configurations, such as downward isothermal growth

or upward growth into a thermal gradient. Convection from

horizontal thermal gradients is minimized by a novel control

system. The master controller regulates the temperature of

a ring of copper fins sandwiched between the inner win-

dows to form the experiment chamber. The outer windows
have transparent, resistively heated films that are regulated

by a slave controller maintaining a preset chamber-window
temperature difference, which minimizes heat flow through

the windows. Convection in Earth-based experiments is an
order of magnitude lower than in conventional systems.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15811 +TN. Inquir-

ies concerning the commercial use of this invention should

be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resident Office-

JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasade-
na, CA 91103; (818)354-2700. Refer to NPO-15811 +TN.

1189 Minimizing Weight of Structural Designs:
Approximation concepts are combined with dual-

method algorithms
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (A, D)

The Approximation Concepts Code for Efficient Structural

Synthesis (ACCESS3) combines methods to offer the struc-

tural system designer a powerful, efficient tool for the syn-

thesis of minimum-weight designs. The approximation con-

cepts convert the general structural synthesis problem into

a sequence of explicit problems of separable algebraic

form; the dual method exploits this separable form to con-

struct a sequence of explicit dual functions. The ACCESS3
program is written in FORTRAN IV for batch execution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; Refer to LAR-13107+ TN.

1190 Modified Fabrication for InGaAsP Stripe Laser:

Replacement of the oxide stripe with an n-type layer

increases laser efficiency and reduces laser spot size

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (B, G, J)

An improved fabrication of InGaAsP stripe lasers involves

the replacement of the oxide stripe in a quaternary laser by

an n-type layer of InP grown on top of a quaternary cap

layer. This process allows the use of a stop etch that selec-

tively removes InP and does not etch InGaAsP, making the

fabrication especially convenient. Such a stop etch may
consist of HCI or HCI + H20 combinations. The application

of the InP n-type layer on top of the p-type quaternary In-

GaAsP layer offers such advantages as very high laser effi-

ciency in the spontaneous mode with a very-small laser

spot size and well-confined current. Such improvements are

important in fiber-optic coupling applications. Laser life is

expected to increase because of reduced stress, since no
lattice mismatch exists between the stripe and the material.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to LAR-12986+TN.

1191 More Efficient Structural Design by Optimality

Criteria: An algorithm distinguishes between essential

and nonessential constraints

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (D)

A computer algorithm aids in the selection of active con-

straints on structural design via the optimality-criterion

method-a highly useful way of ensuring lightweight, low-cost

structures. Computation time and cost that have been sig-

nificantly greater for this type of analysis than for conven-

tional structural analysis are now reduced. The algorithm

provides a key to successful design by indicating those

constraints that should be considered active.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-
15832 and NPO-15993+ TN.

1192 Nearly Anastigmatic X-Ray Telescope: Many short

reflecting elements result in diminished aberration

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (K)

A proposed X-ray telescope would be made of many con-

centric reflecting rings, each of which consists of two por-

tions of a cone. The proposed design is a variation on a

conventional grazing incidence X-ray telescope, which has

just one two-segment reflecting element but which suffers

from excessive astigmatism and field curvature. By using

many short elements instead of a single long element, the

new design would give a nearly anastigmatic image.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-25984+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to: Leon D. Wofford, Jr, George
C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Mail Code: CC01, Marshall
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Space Flight Center, AL 35812; (205)453-0020. Refer to

MFS-25984 + TN.

Neutron Scintillation Detector: A new, more precise

scientific instrument to analyze the structure of materials
See 1132

1193 New Microscope Details Magnetic Structure of

Surfaces
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (H, J, K)

Researchers have developed a new technique for observ-

ing--simultaneously-both the magnetic and physical struc-

ture of a surface over dimensions as small as 100 ang-

stroms (10 nanometers). New, compact electron spin ana-

lyzers are used to measure the spin vectors of secondary

electrons produced by a scanning electron microscope.

The instrument measures the magnitude and orientation of

the magnetic structure of materials with a resolution many
times better than the best current instruments, while simul-

taneously producing a conventional topographic SEM
image of the surface. The new technique is expected to

find wide application in fields such as the development of

high-density magnetic recording media and the search for

new strongly magnetic alloys for use in high-efficiency elec-

tric motors.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Dr. Robert Ce-

lotta, Metrology Bldg., Room B210, National Bureau of

Standards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899; (301)921-2051.

Optical Evaluation of Elastomers: Polyurethanes made of

methylene bis (4-cyclohexylisocyanate) are good
candidates for flexible lenses
See 0984

1194 Optical Fiber Attenuation Test Service Offered
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.;

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (B, H, J)

A preliminary test service is offered for measuring multi-

mode optical fiber attenuation. After a period to demon-
strate adequate stability of the results, the service is ex-

pected to be offered as a Measurement Assurance Pro-

gram (MAP). Details of the service, equipment and proce-

dures used, and interactions with participants or users of

the service are described in a special report.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: P884-1 92202 + NAC,
price code: A03.

Photothermal Deflection Spectroscopy: Laser techniques
provide high sensitivity and resolution
See 0698

1195 Positioning Vise for Crystal Cleavage: Smoothly
moving parts ensure correct orientation of crystals

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (F, J)

A vise manipulates brittle crystals, such as lithium fluoride,

so that they are in the proper position for cleaving. The vise

allows crystals as thin as 2 millimeters or less to be posi-

tioned so that they can be cleaved without breakage. Previ-

ously, the crystal had to be carefully measured, clamped in

a jig, and painstakingly centered under a cleaving blade by
an operator. In the new vise the jaws are fitted with ball

bushings that ride on guide rods. The guide rods support

the jaws and maintain their alinement, thereby maintaining

the crystal or other workpiece in alinement.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to GSC-12762 + TN. Inquir-

ies concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its

commercial development should be addressed to John O.

Tresansky, Goddard Space Flight Center, Mail Code: 204,

Greenbelt, MD 20771; (301)344-7351. Refer to GSC-
12762+TN.

1196 Precise Control of a Tunable IR Diode Laser:

Accurate control of temperature and current yields 3-

MHz stability over 1.5-hour period

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (B, J)

A tuning system applicable to lead-salt semiconductor tuna-

ble diode laser (TDL) and other solid-state lasers with tem-

perature- and current-dependent emission wavelength has

been developed for a balloon-borne, high-resolution spec-

trometer that measures trace atmospheric constituents in

the stratosphere. The instrument measures absorption at

approximately 20 points in a 100-MHz-wide spectral line.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-16000+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to: Paul F. McCaul, NASA
Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove

Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
16000+TN.

1197 Predicting Fatigue Life of Pressurized Cylinders: A
new mathematical model takes into account effects

that previous models ignored

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (D, H)

A method has been proposed for predicting the fatigue life

of thick-walled cylinders by numerical integration of the fa-

tigue-crack-growth curve determined from a fracture me-

chanics analysis. The effects of autofrettage residual

stresses, crack shape, and the compressive portion of the

stress intensity factor are accounted for. A simple computer

program has been developed for performing the fatigue life

calculation. The results of the program compare favorably

with experimental results. The method was developed for

the U.S. Army Armament Research and Development

Center.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 45978+ NAA,
price code: A03.

Predicting Noise in Complex Aircraft Structures:

Technique combines theoretical and empirical aspects of

the structural components
See 0021
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1198 Preparation and Characterization of Hg(x)Cd(1-

x)Te: Crystal growth and properties are studied under
variations of composition and processing
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (J)

Experimental studies of the growth of Hg(x)Cd(1-x)Te crys-

tals are described in a report. Hg(x)Cd(1-x)Te is important

as an infrared detector material. The studies are part of a
greater effort to determine the effects of processing condi-

tions on the chemical, physical, and electrical properties of

this material. The experiments were conducted over the full

range of compositions, with x ranging from zero to 1.0. A
series of differential-thermal-analysis (DTA) measurements
were performed to determine the liquidus temperatures of

the alloy compositions, thereby obtaining a ternary

Hg+Cd+Te phase diagram, especially in the mercury-rich

composition region. In tests of directional solidification,

crystals were grown by the Bridgman-Stockbarger method.

Electrical resistivity and Hall-effect measurements were
taken on a selected annealed sample in a liquid-helium-

cooied Hall-effect apparatus.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MFS-27037 + TN.

1199 Program CONTA for Calculating Surface Heat
Fluxes in Solids: The program produces a numerical
solution to the nonlinear, one-dimensional planar,

inverse heat-conduction problem (IHCP)
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (D)

Surface heat flux as a function of time was calculated from
transient temperatures inside solids. These calculations

were effected by simulating contact resistance between dif-

ferent materials in one-dimensional, flat-plate, composite
bodies. Boundary conditions and interior thermocouples
also were treated and helped demonstrate the flexibility of

CONTA for the nonlinear, one-dimensional IHCP. Previous-

ly, most numerical methods for solving the IHCP could be
used only for the linear case. CONTA demonstrated signifi-

cant improvements over previous methods for solving

IHCP. Iteration was eliminated because it was not needed,
even when thermal properties varied greatly with tempera-
ture. The sensitivity coefficients were calculated in a more
efficient and accurate way. Finally, many of the finite-differ-

ence calculations for the sensitivity coefficients and tem-
peratures were common.
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-004854 + NAB,
price code: A05. For further information, contact: James V.

Beck, Michigan State Uni versity, East Lansing, Ml 48824;
(517) 355-8487.

1200 Programed Optical Surfacing Equipment: A
modified computer-controlled system promises to
reduce production time by about 25 percent
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (F, G)

A manufacturing system is being developed that will lower

setup+ process time of optical lenses by approximately 25
percent. The system is designated the Optical Surface
Center+ Computer Numerical Control (OSC+CNC) system.
The system is a BostoMatic 312 computer-controlled ma-

chining center modified (as part of MMT Project 678 7807)
by Boston Digital Corporation and the University of Roches-
ter. The in-house modifications by the U.S. Army Arma-
ment, Munitions and Chemical Command were all aimed at

mounting the three fabrication stations on the milling bed in

a precisely controllable position that would limit vibrations

when the spindles are running.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: U.S. Army -

ARDC, Attn. SMCAR-SCF-D(N. Scott), Bldg. 1, Dover, NJ
07801-5001; (201)724-6945.

1201 Properties of Titanium Dioxide Films Deposited in

Plasma: The relationship between deposition
parameters and film properties is explored
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (H)

A report presents the results of plasma-deposited thin films

of titanium dioxide. A plasma was used to enhance kineti-

cally the reaction between titanium tetrachloride vapor and
oxygen. The structural, optical, electrical, and photoelectro-

chemical properties of the films were investigated as func-

tions of deposition parameters. Titanium dioxide films are

attractive for optical coatings because of their high optical

transmittance, high refractive index, and chemical stability.

Plasma-enhanced deposition offers far more freedom in se-

lecting film-formation conditions than other methods such
as oxidation of titanium, sputtering, chemical vapor deposi-

tion, and vacuum evaporation. With plasma-enhanced dep-

osition, it is possible to tailor the properties of titanium diox-

ide films for specific applications.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE83002574+ NAB,
price code: A10.

1202 Purifying Silicon During Crystal Growth: Current
causes impurities to electromigrate from growing
crystal

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (G, H)

Direct current applied to molten silicon during crystallization

causes impurities to migrate away from the interface of the

growing crystal. This method improves the purity of the

crystal without interfering with the growth process or requir-

ing additional operator attention. Since the power expended
for electromigration results in ohmic heating of the melt, the

process is energy efficient.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-14831 +TN. Inquir-

ies concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its

commercial development should be addressed to Paul F.

McCaul, NASA Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601,

4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213)354-

2700. Refer to NPO-14831 +TN.

1203 Radial-Cascade Analysis: Conformal mapping
transforms a radial cascade to an axial cascade
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Feb 85 (D)

A report describes the analysis of pressure distributions on
radial diffuser geometries within Space Shuttle main and
preburner pumps. The analysis uses a modified version of

the Douglas-Neumann (D-N) procedure for two-dimensional
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axial cascades. The version of the D-N program used in the

new radial-cascade program had been extended to calcu-

late the flow about infinite two-dimensional lifting cascades.

The program with its cascade modification calculates the

velocity and pressure distribution normalized to average ve-

locity, lift coefficient, and moment coefficient per cascade

blade. The inlet and exit velocities and the cascade turning

angle are also calculated.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19752+ TN.

1204 Rare Earth+ Transition Metal Deutersdes: A report

summarizes results of neutron diffraction studies on

some of these materials

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (J)

A study conducted for the U.S. Army Research Office

probed the magnetic structure of some rare earth hydrides

by neutron diffraction. The neutron diffraction technique is a

direct means of determining the locations of light atoms. It

permits the experimenters to determine the extent of

atomic ordering when transition metals of neighboring

atomic numbers are present in the compounds. A report on

the results of this study discusses the magnetic structures

of R6M23 compounds, atomic and magnetic structures of

hydrides, and neutron diffraction of magnetic studies of

ErM3 intermetallics.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 40757+ NAA,
price code: A03.

Reciprocating Crystallizer: Automatic crysfallizer grows
crystals from aqueous solutions

See 0130

Reflecting Schmidt+ Littrow Prism Imaging Spectrometer:
High resolution is achieved with a wide field of view
See 0707

1205 Removing Drift From Frequency-Stability

Measurements: An estimate of the frequency drift is

used to remove the effects of this drift

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (B, J)

A method for eliminating frequency drifts from frequency-

stability measurements produces a more accurate indica-

tion of stability of such a frequency standard as a hydrogen
maser. Random phase fluctuations that were masked by

the frequency drift can be seen by removing an accurate

estimate of drift so that stability is observable from an Allan

'ariance plot The stability is measured by a pairwise com-
parison of the stability of two masers in an Allan variance

plot. The stability is measured by a pairwise comparison of

the stability of two masers in an Allan variance plot and es-

timating the freauency-drift rate to remove the effects of

the drift from the plot

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15833 + TN.

1206 Reversing Optical Damage in LiNb03 Switches:
Higher operating power can be tolerated after

treatment

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (B)

One of the symptoms of optical damage in a Ti-diffused

LiNb03 directional-coupler switch is reversed by temporari-

ly raising the input illumination to a higher-than-normal

power level. The healing phenomenon can be used to re-

store normal operation, to increase the operating-power

rating, and to stabilize operating characteristics at lower

powers. The damage-reversal principle is believed to be
generally applicable to optical switches based on LiNb03,
with consequent implications for the development of wide-

band data-transmission links.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16239+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (818) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
16239+TN.

1207 Roof Polishing of Optical Fibers: A beveled tip

gives optimum coupling efficiency

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (G, H)

A 'roof shape on the end of an optical glass fiber in-

creases the efficiency with which it couples laser light. An
end surface angle of 65 deg with the perpendicular is re-

quired for optimum coupling. The polished surfaces should

be optically flat, and the ridge formed by the two surfaces

should be free of chips larger than 0.1 micron. This is

achieved by using a silicon carbide abrasive lapping tape

on an audio transport system. As the fiber is pushed closer

to the tape, the free length bends. Depending on the stiff-

ness of the fiber, this bending applies an amount of force

responsible for the grinding..

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A copy of the original

Tech Note fact sheet containing more detailed information

and diagrams is available by ordering the monthly subscrip-

tion package, order number PB85-925711, price code E02.

1208 Semiconductor Laser Phased Array: Oscillations

are synchronized and modulated individually for beam
steering

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85

"
(B, J)

A proposed phased array of GaAs infrared lasers would put

out a powerful, electronically-steerable coherent beam.
Fabricated as an integrated circuit on a GaAs chip, the new
device would be particularly suited to optical communica-
tions, optical data processing, and optical detection and
ranging systems. The concept evolved from a need to

obtain a steerable beam of higher power than is available

from a single semiconductor laser. Monolithic integration

will be exploited to provide the mutual coupling that is nec-

essary to synchronize the oscillations of the individual

lasers. This synchronization will make possible the higher

output-power densities that can be achieved only by coher-

ent addition of the individual output beams.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15963 + TN.

1209 Shielding Against Intense Laser Beams: Ablative

layers of reflecting and absorbing materials are used
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (H, J)

Multiple-layer shielding has been proposed to protect

equipment against damage by intense infrared laser beams.

The objective is to develop a material able to withstand one
or more exposures to radiation of 2 to 10 micro m wave-

length at an energy density up to 100 kJ + sq cm. In con-

trast, insulation and shielding now used on spacecraft with-

stand only 1 kJ + sq cm. The new shielding concept re-

duces the effect of the destructive phase changes upon the

reflectance by allowing the exposure of additional reflecting

layers after the overlaying layers have been vaporized. In

one configuration, the shield might be constructed of small

absorbent particles coated with reflective material. In an-

other configuration, the shield would be made of bricks or

tiles of absorbent phase-change material encapsulated in

thermally conductive shells and coated with reflective sur-

faces.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-16166+ TN.

1210 Silicon-Film Growth by Continuous Edge-
Supported Melt Skimming: A proposed technique would
grow thin sheets of silicon at high speeds with minimal

contamination
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (G, H)

Silicon films can be grown in a novel and continuous

manner without the presence of a substrate. Two rails or

filaments of wetting or nonwetting nature are kept at a fixed

distance apart and drawn across the surface of a silicon

melt. A thin film of liquid silicon forms between the two fila-

ments and solidifies away from the melt surface. The film is

replenished at the melt surface by capillary action - this

provides for a continuous formation of silicon sheet.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15532 + TN. Inquir-

ies concerning rights for the commercial use of this inven-

tion should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA Resi-

dent Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213)354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15532+ TN.

Silicone Cerenkov-Radiator Material: Dyes enhance
visible output
See 1135

1211 Simulating a Three-Dimensional Flow in Pipes:

Velocity-vector expansion method simulates an
unsteady, incompressible flow
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (D)

A numerical method simulates in unsteady, incompressible

flow in an axisymmetric pipe in three dimensions. The
method relies on a velocity-vector expansion technique in

which each vector function in the expansion set is diver-

gence-free and satisfies the boundary conditions for vis-

cous flow. In addition, the method applies spectral expan-

sions; i.e., Fourier series in azimuthal and streamwise direc-

tions and global polynomials in the radial direction.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to ARC-11466+ TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Darrell G. Brekke, Ames
Research Center, Mail Code: 200-11 A, Moffett Field, CA
94035; (415) 965-5104. Refer to ARC-11466+TN.

1212 Soft-X-Ray Prefilter for Hot, Bright Objects:

Detectors are protected at higher radiation levels

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Aug 85 (J)

Prefilters consisting of beryllium foil supported on conduc-

tive silver mesh transmit soft X-rays (2 to 60 A), but are

nearly opaque (neutral density > 2) to visible and infrared

light. The new Be + Ag filters protect imaging X-ray detec-

tors from damage by visible and longer wavelength radi-

ation when viewing such hot, bright emitters as the Sun or

possibly certain industrial processes. The new prefilters are

about twice as thick as aluminum prefilters of comparable
X-ray transmission. This extra thickness, combined with the

greater tensile strength of beryllium, makes the new pre-

filters stronger and able to withstand radiation loads up to

7.5 dB higher.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-15972+TN.

Specimen Holder for Analytical Electron Microscopes: It

reduces spectral contamination by spurious X-rays
See 0716

Stalled-Flow and Head-Loss Model for Diffuser Pumps:
The inlet transition zone is modeled as a two-dimensional

cascade
See 0871

Status of Helicopter Impulsive Noise: Status report on
helicopter impulsive noise includes high-speed impulsive

and blade-vortex interaction impulsive noise
See 0024

Strain-Resistant Superconductors are Found
See 0397

1213 Structural Analysis of Cylindrical Thrust Chambers:
Extrapolation, plot, and restart routines for use with

the BOPACE program
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (A, D)

A system of three computer programs was developed for

use with the BOPACE finite-element program for analyzing

cumulative plastic deformation of structures subject to high

thermomechanical load cycles. An extrapolation program is

used to predict finite-element model nodal displacement

over a range of user-specified cycles by using BOPACE-
computed nodal-displacement rates. The extrapolation

method was developed to estimate finite deformation and
low-cycle fatigue damage in hot structures without a com-
plete cycle-by-cycle analysis over the life of the structure.

The three programs are written in FORTRAN and are com-
patible with IBM 370 and UNIVAC 1108 computers. The
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computer programs can be used to analyze finite plastic

deformation and low-cycle fatigue damage in the hot sec-

tion of pumps or compressors as well as static equipment

used in power generation. Other possible applications are

the analyses of equipment used to process fossil or nuclear

fuels.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to LEW- 1 3655+ TN.

Superconducting Device Performance Improved
See 0402

1214 Suppressing Transient Side Loads in Supersonic
Nozzles: Fins are added to the nozzie wall

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (D)

Flow-separation instabilities due to overexpanded flow in

supersonic nozzles and the consequent vibrational side

loads are suppressed by axial fins equally spaced about the

nozzle circumference. A local flow separation is confined to

the region between a. pair of fins. The transient-suppressing

fins may be helpful in rocket nozzles, jet engines, gas tur-

bines, laser nozzles, flow diffusers, flow separators, and
other devices with supersonic flows.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A copy of the original

Tech Note fact sheet containing more detailed information

and diagrams is available by ordering the monthly subscrip-

tion package, order number PB85-925401, price code E02.

Surface-Streamline Flow Visualization: Streaks in an array

of ink dots show key flow characteristics
See 0724

1215 System for Structural Synthesis Combines Finite-

Element Analysis and Optimization Programs: Two
programs are combined to solve a variety of structural

optimization problems
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (A, D)

The Programming System for Structural Synthesis,

EAL+PROSSS, provides a structural-synthesis capability

by combining the EAL and CONMIN computer programs
with a set of interface procedures. EAL is a general-pur-

pose finite-element structural-analysis program, and
CONMIN is a general-purpose optimization program. Unlike

many other structural optimization programs, the design

variables, constraints, and the objective function can be
represented in EAL+ PROSSS by any choice of quantities,

or combination of quantities, that form input and output of

structural analysis. This allows one to solve practical optimi-

zation problems formulated in many different ways. The
EAL+PROSSS system is written in FORTRAN IV for batch

execution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; Refer to LAR-13046+TN.

1216 Telescope with Reflecting Baffle: Undesired light

is rejected by reflection

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (J)

A telescope baffle is made from a combination of reflecting

surfaces. In contrast with previous ellipsoidal reflecting baf-

fles, the new baffle reflects skew rays more effectively and

is easier to construct. For infrared telescopes, reflecting

baffles are better than absorbing baffles because the heat

load is reduced, and it is not necessary to contend with the

insufficiency of infrared absorption exhibited by black coat-

ings. A special property of this configuration is that after

bouncing back and forth between the reflecting surfaces,

the light is reflected back out in a direction nearly opposite

to the direction of entry. Thus, the entrance pathway for

stray light can also be used as the pathway for rejection.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to ARC-11502+TN. Inquir-

ies concerning the commercial use of this invention should

be addressed to Darrell G. Brekke, Ames Research Center,

Mail Code: 200-1 1A, Moffett Field, CA 94035; (415)694-

5104. Refer to ARC-11502 + TN.

1217 Thermal Radiation Analyzer System: System
solves radiation-related aspects of thermal-analysis

problems
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (A, D, J)

The Thermal Radiation Analyzer System, TRASYS II, is a

computer software system with generalized capability to

solve the radi ation-related aspects of thermal-analysis

problems. When TRASYS II is used in conjunction with a

generalized thermal-analysis program, such as the Systems
Improved Numerical Differencing Analyzer (SINDA) pro-

gram, any thermal problem that can be expressed in terms

of a lumped-parameter RC thermal network can be solved.

The TRASYS II software is written in FORTRAN IV-Plus.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer

Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to GSC-12783+TN.

1218 Thermal Radiation Analyzer: Program handles

internode radiation exchange and heat from
environmental radiant

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (A, J)

The Thermal Radiation Analyzer System, TRASYS II, solves

the radiation-related aspects of thermal analysis problems.

When TRASYS I! is used in conjunction with a generalized

thermal analysis program such as the Systems Improved

Numerical Differencing Analyzer (SINDA), any thermal prob-

lem that can be expressed in terms of a iumped parameter

RC thermal network can be solved. TRASYS II provides for

the calculation of internode radiation interchange data and

for the calculation of incident and absorbed heat-rate data

originating from environmental radiant heat sources. Data

of both types are provided by TRASYS II in a format direct-

ly usable by such thermal analyzer programs as SINDA.

TRASYS II is written in FORTRAN V and Assembler for

batch execution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer

software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404) 542-3265. Refer to

MSC-20448 + TN.

Thermodynamic Data for Aqueous & Biochemical

Systems
See 0147
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1219 Thermoelectric Refrigerator With Built-in

Regulation: Cryogenic temperature is controlled within

0.001K
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Jan 85 (B, J)

A superconducting thermoelectric refrigerator employs a

built-in thermostat that provides improved temperature reg-

ulation and response time. Regulation is based on the

change of a superconductor to an ordinary conductor as its

temperature rises above a critical transition temperature. A
niobium germanide (Nb3Ge) superconductor and a niobium

stannide (Nb3S) superconductor, each having a different

superconducting transition temperature, are maintained in a

cryogenic environment. When only one of the conductors is

in the superconducting state, the device functions as a

thermoelectric refrigerator, moving heat from the cold junc-

tion to the hot junctions. When both conductors are super-

conducting, however, the device no longer functions as a

refrigerator. For an 18 K transition temperature, tempera-

ture regulation is within 0.001 K. This is the level of regula-

tion needed by cryogenic electronic devices that are highly

sensitive to thermal noise. Superconducting quantum inter-

ference devices (SQUID'S) are an example.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The patent on which

this technical note is based is U.S. Patent 4,362,023, which

is available from: Commissioner of Patents, Washington,

DC 20231 for $1. For licensing information, contact: Office

of Assistant General Counsel for Patents, U.S. Department
of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For further information,

contact: Dr. Charles M. Falco, Arizona Research Laborato-

ries, Departments of Physics and of Optical Sciences, Uni-

versity of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721; (602) 621-6771.

Tool Releases Optical Elements From Spring Brackets:

Threaded hooks retract the bracket arms holding an
element
See 0882

1220 Transmitting Electromagnetic Energy into Liquids:

A rough liquid surface enhances coupling

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (J)

Agitating the surface of a liquid-nitrogen bath with periodic

or aperiodic excitation enhances the electromagnetic cou-

pling between a microwave horn and a blackbody tempera-
ture standard immersed in the liquid. The impedance trans-

formation may be useful in other interfaces between elec-

tromagnetic radiation and liquids. Biomedical, radar, and
meteorological applications are examples.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15868+ TN.

1221 X-Ray-Diffraction Analysis of Nb+ Ge Alloys:

Evidence of a temperature-stable superconducting
phase is obtained
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (H, J)

An investigation of a series of niobium + germanium alloys

produced by supercooling is discussed in a report. The ma-
terial studied was stoichiometric Nb3Ge and has a high su-

perconducting transition temperature. The supercooling

process uses a free-fall drop tower with a cryogenic splat

cooler connected to its bottom. Supercooling by 500C is re-

quired, and the optimum sample size is on the order of 0.1

mm in thickness.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-27038+ TN.

15-Kilojoule Laser Calorimeter Developed
See 0744

SPACE TECHNOLOGY
1222 Bonded Lockstitch for Insulating Blankets: An
adhesive prevents unraveling at high temperatures
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (G, H)

An improved sewing technique for high-temperature (400-

to-650 C) insulating blankets prevents stitch failure in hot,

turbulent environments. In the new technique, the standard

lockstitch is modified to isolate single-stitch failures. In the

improved technique the bobbin thread is kept at the blanket

surface. A silicone adhesive is applied to all the

bobbin + needle intersections, so that a failure at one point

will not propagate along the thread. Fabrication is simple,

since the modified lockstitch can be produced by a simple

adjustment of thread tension and sewing-machine timing.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20283 + TN.

1223 Data-Generating Program for ASKA Modeling:

Time and data requirements are reduced for finite-

element thermal modeling
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (A, D)

The carrier-plate assemblies of the NASA Space Shuttle

thermal protection system are provided for easy access to

the protected vital parts of the Shuttle. Each assembly is

mounted on the substructure with fasteners through holes

in the protective tiles. The Automatic System of Kinematic

Analysis (ASKA) finite-element program is used to evaluate

these assemblies. This program is written in FORTRAN IV

for batch execution and has been implemented on an IBM
370-series computer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404)542-3265. Refer to

MSC-20644 + TN.

1224 Dynamic Simulation and Stability Analysis:

Actively-controlled, coupled multiflexible systems are

simulated
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (A, D)

The Dynamic Interaction Simulation of Controls and Struc-

ture (DISCOS) program was developed for the dynamic
simulation and stability analysis of passive and actively con-

trolled spacecraft. In the use of DISCOS, the physical

system undergoing analysis may be generally described as

a cluster of contiguous flexible structures (bodies) that

comprise a mechanical system, such as a spacecraft. The
DISCOS user is expected to have extensive working knowl-

edge of rigid-body and flexible-body dynamics, finite-ele-

ment techniques, numerical methods, and frequency-
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domain analysis. Various applications of DISCOS include

simulation of the Shuttle payload deployment+ retrieval

mechanism, solar-panel array deployment, antenna deploy-

ment, analysis of multispin satellites, and analysis of large,

highly flexible satellites, including the design of attitude-

control systems. This program is written in FORTRAN IV for

batch execution and has been implemented on a DEC
VAX-1 1 +780 computer.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to GSC-12810+TN.

1225 Elliptical Orbit Performance Computer Program:
Program simulates space booster performance as a
function of payload weight
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (A)

The Elliptical Orbit Performance (ELOPE) computer pro-

gram for analyzing the orbital performance of space boost-

ers uses orbit insertion data obtained from a trajectory sim-

ulation to generate parametric data on apogee and perigee

altitudes as a function of payload data. These data are then

used to generate presentation plots that display the ellipti-

cal orbit performance capability of the space booster.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to LAR-13026+TN.

Flame-Resistant Foam
See 0941

1226 General Maneuver Program: Attitude and orbit

maneuvers are modeled for spacecraft

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (A)

The General Maneuver Program, GMAN, computes both or-

bital and spinaxis reorientation maneuver parameters for

various spacecraft. Specifically, GMAN computes the de-

tailed maneuver scenarios necessary to achieve desired

orbit and attitude maneuvers. The program supports both
spinning and inertially-fixed despun spacecraft and includes

modeling for either a hydrazine or a Freon propulsion

system.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,
Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to GSC-12802+TN.

1227 General-Purpose Icosahedral Structure: A versatile

modular structure is based on triangular panel units

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (D)

A scheme originally proposed for assembling structures in

space is based on a geodesic sphere approximated by a
regular icosahedron. The structure is rigid and lightweight. It

allows access to all subsystems and equipment from the

outside, and its components can be carried by the Space
Shuttle. A comparable terrestrial structure could be assem-
bled from components carried in a truck or ship. The
'sphere' shown in the figure is composed of 20 panels, all

equilateral triangles 12 feet on a side. When assembled,
the panels form an approximately spherical structure 23
feet in diameter. Each panel is secured at its apexes to a
five-sided adapter with a single bolt. The adapter allows

limited moments and thus differs from a true geodesic
member, which acts only in tension and compression.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to GSC-12854+TN.
Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to John
O. Tresansky, Goddard Space Flight Center, Mail Code:
204, Greenbelt, MD 20771; (301) 344-7351. Refer to GSC-
12854+ TN.

Improved Spacecraft Material Developed
See 0959

Improvements in Vibration-Analysis Technique: A
shortcut reduces computation time
See 1 254

Integrated System for Environmental Simulation: Wind,
rain, vibration, and other factors closely resemble those
of actual use
See 0657

Language for Allocation and Network Scheduling: Useful
in scheduling, it is also an efficient high-level tree-

manipulation language
See 0238

Leak Test for Pressure-Sealing Zippers: Test jig checks
either side of pressure-sealing zippers for leaks
See 0663

1228 Liquid-Droplet Radiative Cooler: A fine spray acts
as a large-area, low-mass radiator

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (D, F, G)

A large-area, low-mass radiative cooler originally proposed
for spacecraft may be applicable to industrial processes re-

quiring noncontacting cooling of process fluids. In the origi-

nal proposal, low-vapor-pressure oil at a temperature of

about 300 K would be sprayed as fine droplets from a
spray head toward a collector. The disk-shaped collector

would rotate, its periphery acting as a centrifugal pump to

recirculate the oil. During transit from the spray head to the

collector, the droplets would cool by radiating to space,

thus removing waste heat from the spacecraft.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25890+TN.

1229 Low-Shock Pyrotechnic Actuator: Hatch covers
are released with little shock and no contamination
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (D)

A miniature 1 -ampere, 1-watt pyrotechnic actuator is en-

closed in a flexible metal bellows. The bellows confines

outgassing products, and pyrotechnic shock reduction is

achieved by the action of the bellows, a gas cushion within

the device, and minimum use of pyrotechnic material. The
actuator is inexpensive, compact, and lightweight. It re-

places conventional solenoid and pyrotechnic release

mechanisms for hatch covers used aboard spacecraft.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to LAR-13198 + TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-
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vention should be addressed to Howard J. Osborn, Langley

Research Center, Mail Code: 279, Hampton, VA 23665;

(804) 827-3725. Refer to LAR-13198+ TN.

LRU Voltage Analysis: Program predicts the minimum
supply voltages that give predetermined LRU voltages
See 0354

1230 Mathematical Simulation of Flight Maneuvers:
Calculated spacecraft motions are updated with

telemetered data

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (D)

A mathematical model simulates the response of a spin-

stabilized spacecraft to commanded thrustor pulses, using

a set of equations based on the known inertial properties of

the vehicle and the previously-determined thrustor perform-

ance. The model can also be used to generate a sequence
of thrustor commands to accomplish a specified maneuver.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15395+TN.
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this in-

vention should be addressed to Paul F. McCaul, NASA
Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-601, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213) 354-2700. Refer to NPO-
15395+TN.

1231 Novel Spacecraft Testing Device Gyrodynamic
Motion Simulator Aids in Spacecraft Design
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (J)

Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) scientists report a spe-

cial Gyrodynamic Motion Simulator (GMS) that is being suc-

cessfully used as a research tool for the study of liquid pro-

pellant dynamics in prolate (elongated) spinning spacecraft.

According to NRL, using the new device will give a better

understanding of the dynamics of liquid propellent in spin-

ning spacecraft. (The spacecraft design must take into ac-

count propellent dynamics so as to avoid instability prob-

lems on-orbit. The GMS, believed to be the largest such
device in the nation, can support a payload in excess of

3500 pounds on a frictionless 12-inch air bearing. It is oper-

ated in a low-pressure chamber, such as NRL's large 16-

foot x 30-foot vacuum chamber used for spacecraft testing,

to eliminate windage effects. The device can be spun at a
rate of 200 revolutions per minute.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Navy Domes-
tic Technology Transfer, Code E41 1 , Naval Surface Weap-
ons Center, Dahlgren, VA 22448. Refer to 091203+TN.

1232 Orbital and Geodetic Error Analysis: Results that

previously required several runs are determined in a
more computer-efficient manner
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (A)

ERODYN is an orbital and geodetic error-analysis program
designed specifically to be operated as a companion to the

COSMIC program GEODYN. To perform an error analysis

of a proposed or actual GEODYN parameter-estimation run,

ERODYN requires as input the normal ('E') matrix and, for

some options, the variational partials ('V') matrix as com-
puted within GEODYN. The ERODYN approach has proved
to be extremely efficient. The program is written in FOR-
TRAN IV.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: COSMIC,
Suite 112, Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. (404) 542-3265.

Refer to GSC-1 2768 + TN.

1233 Orbital Mechanics Analysis Program: Program
computes position, velocity, range, and range rate

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Oct 85 (A)

The Orbital Mechanics Analysis Program provides the engi-

neer with a simple tool for the analysis or synthesis of any

orbital maneuvering function involving a vehicle and a

target. The program is useful in such applications as prox-

imity operations and rendezvous maneuvers. The program

keeps track of orbiting objects by means of state vectors

(time, position, and velocity). The program is written in

FORTRAN 77 for interactive execution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602, (404)542-3265. Refer to

MSC-20700+TN.

1234 Panel Analysis and Sizing Code: Program is of

particular value in analyzing and sizing filamentary

composite panels

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (A, D)

The Panel Analysis and Sizing code (PASCO) for the buck-

ling and vibration analysis and sizing of prismatic structures

having an arbitrary cross section is primarily intended for

analyzing and sizing stiffened panels made of laminated

orthotropic materials. It is of particular value in analyzing

and sizing filamentary composite structures. In the analysis

mode, PASCO calculates laminate stiffnesses, lamina

stresses and strains (including the effects of temperature

and panel bending), buckling loads, vibration frequencies,

and overall panel stiffness. In the sizing mode, PASCO ad-

justs panel sizing variables for a low-mass design that car-

ries a set of specified loadings without exceeding the al-

lowed buckling or material strength and that meets such

other requirements as upper and lower bounds on sizing

variables, upper and lower bounds on overall bending, ex-

tensional and shear stiffnesses, and lower bounds on vibra-

tion frequencies. PASCO is written in FORTRAN IV for

batch execution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to LAR-13004+TN.

Remotely-Controlled Docking System: Spring-loaded

drogue cones tolerate and correct misalinement
See 0851

Research and Development Mission Analysis System:
Program forms a basis for solving complex mission-

analysis problems
See 0264

Retention Mechanism for Spinning Objects: The
mechanism holds securely but allows release of a

rotating body or shaft

See 0854
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1235 Retrofitting Vibration Dampers: Force-fit tubes
eliminate fatigue problem
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (D, F)

A simple method of installing support tubes allows retrofit-

ting of vibration-reducing elements. The method was devel-

oped for preburners on the Space Shuttle main engine. A
preburner contains a cylindrical central oxidizer post sur-

rounded by a fuel sleeve, with varying clearance between
the post and the sleeve. The cantilevered post tended to

vibrate as high-pressure fuel impinged on it and was thus

prone to failure. The problem was solved by three small

tubes inserted in the clearance between the post and the

sleeve at equally spaced intervals around the circumfer-

ence of the post and parallel to the post axis. The tubes

deform elastically as they are inserted and expand partially

as the gap becomes wider.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-19790+TN.

1236 Safe Emergency Evacuation From Tall Structures:

A space-age breeches buoy transports people from
danger
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (D)

An emergency egress system allows people to be evacuat-

ed quickly from tall structures. The system was developed
to provide a fast and safe way for flight crew, passengers,

and ground crew to leave the Space Shuttle in case of

danger while the vehicle is still on the launchpad. The new
emergency egress system is applicable to rescues from
fires in tall hotels and other buildings. Essentially, the

system consists of a basket on a slide wire. The basket de-

scends by gravity on the sloped slide wire, which is staked

to the ground. A software package was developed, using

finite-element and numerical analysis techniques, to obtain

the history and other parameters of a load moving down a
catenary.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to KSC-11225+TN.

1237 Satellite Anomaly Data Base
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

Washington, DO; Department of Commerce, Washington,
DC
Nov 85 (B, J)

Geomagnetic activity has been found to have significant ef-

fects on the behavior of satellites. Solar activity and cosmic
rays also have proven to be important in the anomalous be-

havior of satellite s. A data base has been created of

known satellite anomalies to study and identify behavioral

trends of different families of satellites. Information provid-

ed by this data base can be used in the design of space-
craft to prevent the propagation of problems from one gen-

eration of spacecraft to the next. The data base can also

be used by operations personnel to anticipate periods of

anomalous behavior of satellites on the basis of proven re-

sponse of existing spacecraft to geomagnetic activity.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Mr. Allen or

Mr. Wilkinson at 303 + 497-6323. Copies of two reports on
satellite anomalies and geomagnetic activity are available

on request to: NOAA ORTA, FB NO. 4, Room 3316, Suit-

land, MD 20233; (301)763-2418. Refer to

85+ NESDIS+ 090+ TN.

Silicone Coating on Polyimide Sheet: A protective layer is

applied by ordinary methods
See 1009

SPIRE Data-Base Management System: Records are set

up according to the user's requirements
See 0276

Temporary Sealing of Cavities for Leak Testing: Wax
seals cavity openings to permit helium leak test of cavity

welds
See 0728

Test Frame Simulates Zero Gravity: Counterweighted
frame simulates zero gravity in tests of solar-array wing
See 0529

1238 Thermal and Flow Data From Liquid-Oxygen
System: Extensive flow rate, pressure, and temperature
data are available for validating computer models of

liquid-oxygen transfer systems
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (D)

Data describing the actual behavior of the Space Shu ttle

liquid-oxygen servicing system were collected for the 6-hour

period starting at cooldown and ending at launch. Previous

modeling of such systems were based on data from small-

scale systems.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to KSC-11265+TN.

TRANSPORTATION
1239 Accelerations and Speeds of Tracked Vehicles:

Test procedures are specified to evaluate tracked-

vehicle power
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (D, K)

A recently published International Test Operations Proce-

dure for the U.S. Army Test and Evaluations Command de-

scribes steps to conduct acceleration and maximum-and
minimum-speed tests on tracked vehicles. Acceleration and
maximum speed are basic measures of vehicle power.

They define the ability of the vehicle to execute a change in

location in a given time period. Minimum speed is a meas-
ure of the lowest continuous speed that a vehicle can sus-

tain while maintaining smooth operation in any gear or

range. Manufacturers of bulldozers and of other special

purpose tracked vehicles can use such tests for quality

control and product development.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: AD-A1 43836+ NAA,
price code: A02.

1240 Aerodynamic Design of Road Vehicles: A
guidebook presents design strategy and data for

reducing the aerodynamic drag
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (D)
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A guidebook discusses the design of road vehicles to

reduce aerodynamic drag. Relatively little is known about

the aerodynamics of bluff bodies in the vicinity of the

ground. The body of knowledge is much less developed

than that pertaining to aircraft. The book presents a strate-

gy for integrating aerodynamic design into vehicle design.

Supporting information and procedures are also presented.

The book is written for readers who may lack expertise in

aerodynamics.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: NASA-CR-
1 63744+NAC, price code: A05.

1241 Air-Conditioning for Electric Vehicles: The
evaporative cooling uses solar heat and motor waste
heat

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Mar 85 (C, D)

A combination of an ammonia-absorption refrigerator, roof-

mounted solar collectors, and a 200C service electric-vehi-

cle motor provides an evaporative space-heating+ space-

cooling system for electric-powered and hybrid

fuel+ electric vehicles. The refrigerator can use either bro-

mide salts in water or ammonia+ water as the working fluid.

The evaporative cooling system requires less power than

mechanical compressor-type air-conditioning. The recircu-

lating liquid can also cool the vehicle motor. As a result, the

motor can be operated at higher load levels, as would be
required in climbing a hill, for example.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15183+TN.
Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for

its commercial development should be addressed to Paul

McCaul, NASA Resident Office-JPL, Mail code: 180-601,

4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213) 354-

2700.

Airlock Entry: A proposed airlock for inflated domes
would be easy to assemble
See 0069

1242 Automated Position Locator: System locates

traveling vehicles on road maps
Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (B)

An Automated Position Locator (APL), the possible forerun-

ner of electronic systems that cities may someday install as
a means of continuously monitoring the location of buses,

police cars, and ambulances, has been developed and suc-

cessfully tested at Sandia National Laboratories. The APL
uses a small electronic package - essentially a small com-
puter - mounted inside a vehicle. This device computes ve-

hicle position in terms of longitude and latitude and trans-

mits the data over a special radio frequency to a monitoring

station. The APL combines two navigational techniques -

dead reckoning and data from the TRANSIT satellite

system used by the U.S. Navy to update its inertial naviga-

tion systems - to point out the vehicle location.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Public Infor-

mation Division 3161, Sandia National Laboratories, P.O.

Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM 87185.

1243 Bend Flow Analysis for Coal+ Water Mixtures: A
report discusses mathematical relationships between
different pipe bends and coal+ water concentrations

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (D)

A recent report examines the effects of pipe bends on flow

patterns of coal+ water mixtures. One analysis is a study of

measure drops around the bends in pipe configurations that

direct the flow from horizontal to vertical and from vertical

to horizontal directions. Further analyses were conducted
on commercial coal+ water mixtures. Results have shown
that pressure drops on bends going from horizontal to verti-

cal are greater than those on horizontal long-sweep
elbows; however, pressure drops in 90 deg elbows were
less than those of the horizontal long-sweep elbows. Addi-

tional discussions in the report are focused on modeling in

pneumatic conveying. Several analyses of two-phase flows

are brought forth from literature.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: DE84-004728+NAB,
price code: A03. For further information, contact: Mahendra
P. Mathur, Pittsburgh Energy Technology Center, P.O. Box
10940, Pittsburgh, PA 15236; (412)675-5740.

Charge Efficiency Tests of Lead+ Acid Batteries: Current,

voltage, and gas evolution were measured during
charge+ discharge cycles
See 0417

1244 Comparing Electric Vehicles with Conventional
Vehicles: For deliveries, conventional vehicles are

superior at the present time

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (C)

The performance and economy of electric vehicles have
been compared with those of conventional internal-combus-

tion-engine vehicles in delivery applications. The compari-

sons, which was performed by the U.S. Army Tank-Automo-
tive Command, showed that conventional vehicles have ad-

vantages over electric vehicles for this type of service.

Electric vans and pickup trucks were used to serve such
functions as mail, inspection, maintenance, operations, and
general supply. They were compared with conventional ve-

hicles of similar type performing similar service. The energy

cost for the electric vehicles was substantially less than the

energy cost for the conventional vehicles. However, the

combined maintenance and energy cost was much higher.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A141187+ NAA,
price code: A03, or contact project officer Milad H. Mekari

(313)574-6378.

1245 Composite-Material Wheels for Trucks: A
replacement for steel wheels is made by compression
molding
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Sep 85 (F, G)

A truck wheel has been designed and fabricated from com-
posite materials. Finite-element analysis of the design was
performed on the basis of material properties developed in

the design and fabrication program, which was conducted
for the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command. Tooling was
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designed and manufactured for both the wheel and the

lockring as two independent molds. Composite wheels and
lockrings were manufactured by compression-molding tech-

niques. As a result of the program, it was concluded that

wheels can be made from structural composites, and the

design criteria are adequate. However, manufacturing pro-

cedures for the wheel must be revised to prevent marcell-

ing. In addition, the resin system requires improvement to

prevent delamination under spinning loads.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 46399 + NAA,
price code: A06, or contact project officer Avery H. Fisher

(313)574-6478.

1246 Design and Fabrication of Truck Trailer Side

Racks: Composite plastics were used to replace

existing plywood or hardwood trailer side racks

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Jun 85 (D, H)

A program was undertaken by the U.S. Army Materials and

Mechanics Research Center to determine and verify the

technical and economic feasibility of replacing the standard

plywood side racks for the Army M-871 semitrailer with a

lighter weight, lower cost, molded-glass part. The goals of

this program were to design and prototype a composite

plastics replacement trailer side rack that would offer re-

duced acquisition-maintenance costs and lower item weight

for facilitated handling and increased cargo capacity. The
program included a feasibility study of substitute

composite+ plastics materials, design analysis, and optimi-

zation and verification of material + part configuration for

weight, strength, and cost. Resin transfer-molded (RTM), fi-

brous, glass-reinforced, unsaturated polyester composite

was identified as providing the most cost-effective means
for producing a limited number of parts for field evaluation

under actual service conditions.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 40896+ NAA,
price code: A02 or contact project officer John B. Plumer

(617) 923-3101.

1247 Drawbar Tests of Tracked Vehicles on Paved
Surfaces: Measurements yield data on the reserve
power of a vehicle

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (D, K)

A document describes procedures for determining the

drawbar-pull characteristics of tracked vehicles on hard-sur-

faced roads. Drawbar pull provides a measure of the re-

serve power available to a vehicle, in excess of that re-

quired for propulsion on a level road, for acceleration,

towing, or hill climbing. Drawbar pull tests establish per-

formance curves that can be used for evaluation and com-
parison of vehicles. They can also be used for predicting

performance on slopes when facilities are unavailable for

direct measurements. Manufacturers of tractors for truck

and farming industries can use such tests to determine

their product performances.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 43945 + NAA,

price code: A02, or contact project officer Wayne Ferguson
(301)278-6438.

1248 Effect of Wind on the Aerodynamic Resistance of

Highway Vehicles: Program computes the effect on
fuel consumption of statistical wind and vehicle speed
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Sep 85 (A, D)

CARYAW predicts the effects of wind on the aerodynamic
resistance of vehicles. It can determine the effect of winds

on fuel consumption. It can also determine the effects of

vehicle speed on fuel consumption for a wide variety of

wind conditions. CARYAW uses simple formulations for the

engine map and for the inertia of rotating masses. (These

may be altered to suit the user, but with appropriate

changes in the rest of the program.) Many cases may be
computed to develop statistical trends in the wind-effect

data. The vehicle characteristics of frontal area, total

weight, and lift-to-drag ratio must be selected for each
case.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer
Software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Refer to NPO-14771 +TN.

1249 Electric + Hybrid Vehicle Simulation: Performance
and costs are analyzed for user-specified operating

conditions

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jul 85 ~

(A, C)

The ELVEC computer program provides the vehicle design-

er with a simulation tool for detailed studies of electric and

hybrid vehicle performance and cost. (A hybrid vehicle is

one that can be powered by either electric power or inter-

nal combustion engine power using various component
connections and control strategies.) ELVEC simulates the

performance of a user-specified electric or hybrid vehicle

under a user-specified driving schedule profile or operating

schedule. In addition, ELVEC can perform a vehicle-design

and life-cycle-cost analysis. ELVEC is written in ASC11
FORTRAN 77 for interactive execution.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Computer

software Management and Information Center, Suite 112,

Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602; (404)542-3265. Refer to

NPO-15229+TN.

1250 Fuel Gage for Electric Vehicles: Gas-emission and
time-integrated-current measurements may indicate

battery charge state

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (B, C, K)

The equivalent of a 'fuel gage' for electric-powered vehicles

may be an outgrowyh of research at NASA's Jet Propulsion

Laboratory. Tests there indicate the possibility of monitoring

the state of charge of lead+ acid batteries at any stage in

the charging cycle by measuring the charging current and

either gas evolution or electrode potential. The data would

be processed by a microcomputer. Other possibilities may
include monitoring the gas pressure in sealed cells or the

temperature of a catalyst at which hydrogen and oxygen re-

combine into water.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Technology

Transfer Division, P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 Ext. 241. Inquieies concerning rights for the
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commercial use of this invention should be addressed to

Paul McCaul, NASA Resident Office-JPL, Mail Code: 180-

601, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103; (213)

354-2700. In either case refer to NPO-15759+TN.

1251 Fuel-Conservative Descents Using a Programable
Calculator: An airborne descent algorithm may be used
with or without time constraints

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Nov 85 (C)

An algorithm compatible with time-based metering and pro-

file-descent procedures accurately delivers an airplane to a

metering fix at a time designated by the air traffic control

system. This algorithm provides open-loop guidance for an

airplane to make an idle-thrust clean-configured descent to

arrive at the metering fix at a predetermined time, altitude,

and airspeed. The algorithm may also be used for planning

fuel-conservative descents when time is not a consider-

ation. The new algorithm was programed on a small, hand-

held, programable calculator. In a time-metered mode, the

airborne algorithm computes the specific mach number, air-

speed, and point for the pilot to begin the descent to arrive

at a metering fix at a predetermined airspeed, altitude, and
time assigned by air traffic control.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: N83-17535 + NAC, price

code: A03.

Glass+Epoxy Door Panel for Automobiles: Lightweight
panel is cost-effective
See 0948

1252 Gradeability and Side-Slope Performance of

Tracked Vehicles: A test procedure specifies ways to

evaluate grade climbing and side-slope performance of

tracked vehicles

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Dec 85 (D)

An International Test Operations Procedure prepared for

the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command specifies how
to evaluate tracked-vehicle performance on various longitu-

dinal grades and side slopes. Gradeability and side-slope

performance show whether the vehicle power, tractive abili-

ty, stability, control, and powerplant operational characteris-

tics are adequate for negotiating longitudinal and side

slopes. Manufacturers of tracked vehicles used in logging

and construction may adopt this procedure to evaluate their

vehicle performances. The procedure discusses facilities

and instrumentation to be used during the tests.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A143813+ NAA,
price code: A02.

1253 Improved Coulomb-Friction Damper: Equal
damping is provided on forward and reverse strokes
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Dec 85 (F)

An improved coulomb (sliding) friction damper resists

motion equally on both the forward and reverse strokes.

Unlike conventional automotive shock absorbers, which
they resemble on the outside, both versions require no vis-

cous liquid and operate over a wide temperature range of -

110 to +250 F. The improved version has two Belleville

springs - one on either end of the piston wedge.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., PO Box 8757 BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to MSC-20505+ TN. Inquir-

ies concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its

commercial development should be addressed to Marvin F.

Matthews, Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Mail Code:
AL-3, Houston, TX 77058; (713)483-4871. Refer to MSC-
20505+ TN.

1254 Improvements in Vibration-Analysis Technique: A
shortcut reduces computation time
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (D)

Two reports present further details of the vibration-analysis

technique. Intended for use in designing spacecraft where
the same booster is to be flown with any of a number of

interchangeable payloads, the technique is also applicable

to large stationary structures, land vehicles, airplanes,

ships, or wherever vibration analysis must be done repeat-

edly after each of many design changes. The technique is a
scheme for the accurate and efficient numerical integration

of the coupled equations of motion of a vehicle and its

payload(s). It involves no initial approximations or assump-
tions and is more exact than normal-mode methods that in-

clude such assumptions. The full coupled equations of

motion are derived, then transformed to eliminate superflu-

ous terms relating to the vehicle + payload interface de-

grees-of-freedom.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to MFS-25919 and
MFS-25920 + TN.

Lightning Protection for Composite Aircraft Structures: A
secondarily applied system nullifies the destructive right-

angle effect
See 0018

Mathematical Storage-Battery Models: Eventual

applications include electric-vehicle 'fuel' gages and
powerline load leveling

See 0477

1255 Performance of Amphibious, Tracked Vehicles:

Procedures for evaluating in-water operations are

available

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (D)

A document describes procedures for assessing the per-

formance of tracked vehicles in water. These vehicles have
either built-in floating or swimming capability or kits that

enable them to float or swim. The document, which was
prepared by the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command,
also describes facilities and instrumentation for the assess-

ment procedures. For these tests, the document lists the

specific data required. It also suggests forms of data pres-

entation including tabulation of results; a report of observa-

tions; and plots of bollard speed versus engine speed, vehi-

cle speed versus sprocket speed, and freeboard versus ve-

hicle speed.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A143817 + NAA,
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price code: A02, or contact project officer Wayne Ferguson

(301)278-6438.

1256 Performance Testing of the DOE Electric Test

Vehicle: Report describes the total system testing and
evaluation of an electrically powered automobile

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jun 85 (D)

The testing of the DOE ETV-1, an advanced electrically

powered automobile, is described in a 14-page report.

Road load data from controlled track tests were used to

determine realistic parameters for dynamometer testing.

Test results include an analysis of energy flow through the

major subsystems and incorporate aerodynamic and rolling

losses under various cyclic and constant-speed conditions.

Charge and discharge characteristics of the propulsion bat-

teries were measured. Estimates of battery performance

and automobile range as a function of vehicle speed are

also presented.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: PO Box 8757 BWI Air-

port, MD 21240; (301) 621-0100 ext 241. Refer to NPO-
15660+TN.

1257 Performance-Reliability Data on Tracked Vehicles:

Test procedures give a qualitative and quantitative

assessment
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (D, F)

A document describes procedures for collecting and report-

ing data on reliability, availability, and maintainability of

tracked vehicles. The emphasis in the procedures is on the

hardware; incidents resulting from operator errors or acci-

dents do not enter into the calculation, although such data

would be available for evaluation if required. The proce-

dures may be adopted for by automotive and truck indus-

tries. The procedures, which were developed for the U.S.

Army Test and Evaluation Command, require endurance
test courses and maintenance facilities. Also required is in-

strumentation for measuring vehicle speed, engine speed,

distance, operating time, maintenance time, temperature,

pressure, and humidity.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 43865+ NAA,
price code: A02.

1258 Power-Measurement Errors Due to Instrument Lag:

Short-risetime pulses contain frequency components
above the flat-response region of typical

instrumentation amplifiers

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Apr 85 (B, K)

Errors in measuring the power output of electric-vehicle

controllers with transistor or SCR pulse-width control were
analyzed using classical frequency-analysis techniques. The
results are presented in a report that is now available.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-
nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to NPO-15029+TN.

1259 Quieter Tracked Vehicles: A prototype idler and an
experimental sprocket reduce noise by 15 and 8 dB,
respectively

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Aug 85 (F)

Noise from track vehicles interferes with speech communi-
cation, produces hearing loss, damages sensitive vehicle-

mounted components, and can be heard at great distances.

Prior studies have determined that the primary sources pro-

ducing interior noise are the idlers, the sprockets, and the

road wheels, with the engine being a secondary source.

The primary source for external vehicle noise is the ex-

haust, with the suspension being a secondary source. Re-
cently, the U.S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory has
studied the noise problem by focusing on low-noise road

arm. A low-noise road arm system consists of a pair of

rubber isolators placed between the road arm and the hull,

a steel tube encircling the torsion bar, and an isolator at the

far end of the torsion bar. This system isolates the entire

road wheel + road arm system from the hull and transfers

twisting moments of the road wheel to the far side of the

hull where they are reduced in magnitude.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report AD-A1 45240+ NAA, A04.

1260 Remotely-Operated Traffic Control Light: A strobe
light is activated on command from a hand-held
transmitter

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
May 85 (B)

A traffic warning light for school crossings, construction

zones, and other hazardous areas is activated by remote
control using an apparatus developed at Ames Research
Center. The warning light can be operated by a crossing

guard, who would not have to enter the intersection until

traffic had actually come to a halt. The apparatus consists

of a small radio transmitter, which would be held by the

crossing guard, and a pole-mounted strobe light with at-

tached power supply and radio receiver, which would be

placed in the intersection. Current drain would be only

about 300 mA, so it would not be necessary to recharge

the battery very often.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact NASA Tech-

nology Transfer Div., P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD
21240; (301) 621-0100 ext. 241. Refer to ARC-11406+TN.

1261 Segmented Tubular Seat Springs: Springs promise
lower cost and simpler fabrication in comparison with

coil springs

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC
Jan 85 (F)

A new type of tubular spring may simplify the construction

of and reduce the cost of seat cushions in vehicles and fur-

niture. The springs are formed from elliptical tubes by cut-

ting most of the way through on planes perpendicular to

the cylindrical axis. The hoops formed by the cuts give in-

dependent spring action, somewhat like separate coil

springs. The part of the tube not cut through holds a line of

springs together and serves as an attachment pad for

bonding or fastening the springs to the pan. The new seg-

mented tubular springs would probably be more limited than
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coil springs in such characteristics as spring travel, spring

rate, and preload capability. Nevertheless, the low cost and

ease of fabrication may be overriding considerations. There

is still a great deal of design flexibility.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Technology

Transfer Division, P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD 21240;

(301) 621-0100 Ext. 241. Refer to ARC-11349+ TN.

1262 Steering Characteristics of Tracked Vehicles:

Systematic procedures are available for assessing

performance
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (D)

A document describes procedures for evaluating the steer-

ing performance of tracked vehicles. The procedures, which

were developed for the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation

Command, require a paved, level surface with pylon mark-

ers. Instruments for measuring vehicle speed, distance, and

time are also needed. Manufacturers of bulldozers, tractors,

and other tracked vehicles could adopt these procedures to

test their product quality.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A143812+ NAA,
price code: A02.

1263 Steering System for a Train of Vehicles: This

system permits precise steering of vehicle trains

through serpentine paths without rails

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
May 85 (D)

A steering system for multiple-vehicle trains makes towed
vehicles follow the lead vehicle through turns without bump-
ing into corners or jackknifing. The towed vehicles track the

path taken by the lead vehicle as if the train were on rails.

The train can go forward or reverse through narrow serpen-

tine routes, encountered, for example, in underground coal

mines, tourist-sightseeing areas, factories, airports, and
warehouses, without complicated maneuvering. The system
has steering bar pivoting on the longitudinal axis of the ve-

hicle. Crossed tie-rod pairs, or linkages, translate the turn-

ing movement from the end position of the steering bar to

the pivot arms. Because of its ability to negotiate curves

and serpentines, such a train can be set up as a continu-

ous conveyor in a coal-mining operation.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: The patent

document on which this technical note is based is U.S.

Patent 4,382,607, which is available from: Commissioner of

Patents, Washington, DC 20231 for $1 . For further informa-

tion, contact: Edward T. Voight, 1419 Clubview Boulevard,

North, Worthington, OH 43085; (614) 846-5909.

1264 Tests of Composite Wheels for Tracked Vehicles:

Stresses and strains prove to be less than those
predicted by a computer model
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Oct 85 (D, F)

Qualification tests have been performed on a composite
road wheel for tracked vehicles. The wheel, made of fiber-

reinforced plastic, is designed to replace conventional alu-

minum wheels. The objectives of the qualification tests,

which were performed for the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive

Command, were to simulate the worst loading conditions

on the road wheel and to find both the ultimate strength

and the fatigue strength of the wheel.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A1 45765 + NAA,
price code: A03. For other information, contact project offi-

cer Don Ostberg (315)574-6065.

1265 Torque-Sensing Device Permits Operation of

Rotary Drive System Under Load Forces

Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Mar 85 (F, K)

Mechanical means have been developed by the Army for

sensing turning torque generated by load forces in a rotary

drive system. The new sensing means is designed to oper-

ate with minimal effect on normal operation of the drive

system. Under previous systems when the torque setting is

reached, the driven member is mechanically separated

from the drive member. With this recently patented appara-

tus, no mechanical disconnection of the drive and driven

members takes place. The system can continue to operate

when or after the torque setting is reached. In addition, the

torque-sensing apparatus itself sends out an electrical

signal indicating the condition. This signal can be used to

operate or control various devices, such as alarms, fluid

valves, motors, or clutches. More specifically, this function

can be used for safety overload relief, motor de-energiza-

tion, engine fuel control, transmission clutch actuation,

remote alarm signal, tool breakage signal, etc. The device

can be used in various drive systems: automotive engine-

transmission power plants, electric motor-operated tools,

and metal cutting machines, for example.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: Office of Gov-

ernment Inventions and Patents, National Technical Infor-

mation Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA
22161; (703) 487-4732. Refer to PAT-APPL-6-

647,324+TN.

1266 Tracked-Vehicle Physical Characteristics: A report

describes what physical characteristics are to be

measured
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, VA.; Department of the Army, Washington, DC
Nov 85 (D, F)

An International Test Operations Procedure describes the

means to obtain the physical characteristics of tracked ve-

hicles. The objective is to obtain such information as trans-

portability, road accessibility, negotiation of obstacles, and

storage-space requirements. Manufacturers of bulldozers

can use similar procedures to supply this information to

their customers. The procedure, which was developed for

the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command, discusses

the facilities, instrumentation, required test conditions, test

procedures, data requirements, and presentation of data.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report order number: AD-A143816+ NAA,

price code: A02, or contact project officer Wayne Ferguson

(301)278-6438.

Transportable Pumps Could Save Oil Cargoes:
Helicopter-carried pumps for firefighting can serve a dual

purpose
See 0596
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1267 Vehicular Route Analysis System: On-board
monitoring system determines route profile for

electric-powered vehicles

Department of Energy, Washington, DC
Apr 85 (C, D)

An automatic route-information system, designed for instal-

lation in electric-powered vehicles measures the distance,

speed, and grade profiles of a particular route to determine

the most efficient power requirements of the vehicle. The
system is particularly useful in analyzing vehicles that travel

a prescribed route regularly; e.g., postal-delivery trucking-

delivery routes. The system uses three monitors: an incline

sensor for measuring grade, a distance monitor, and a

backup monitor for preventing the distance monitor to add
distance travelled erroneously when the vehicle is in re-

verse gear. Typical parameters that can be obtained for the

route include a time+ distance profile and speed+ distance

profile. The analysis establishes such useful design data as

battery-power requirements and the battery state-of-charge

requirements.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information

about the technology described may be obtained by order-

ing the NTIS report, order number: PAT-APPL-6-

403,161 +NAB, price code: A02. For licensing information,

contact: Office of Assistant General Counsel for Patents,

U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20585. For

further information, contact: Carl E. Walter, Lawrence Liver-

more National Laboratory, P.O. Box 808, Livermore, CA
94550; (415)422-1777.
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ABRASIVE BLASTING
Ice as an Abrading Agent: Solvent-induced corro-

sion is avoided by grit-blasting with frozen pellets

See 0810

Surface Roughness Study Conducted
See 0877

ABSCESSES
Ruthenium-Labeled Transferrin: This transferrin im-

proves the detection of tumors and abscesses
See 1081

ACCELEROMETERS
Superconducting-Cavity Accelerometer: The reso-

nant frequency of a microwave superconducting
cavity is sensitive to gravitation and acceleration

See 0722

ACID RAIN
New Chemical Solutions Will Aid Analysis of Acid

Rain
See 0575

ACID TREATMENT
Solvent Extraction of Furfural From Biomass:

Energy and material consumption would be re-

duced
See 0521

ACOUSTIC DETECTION
Hydroacoustic Biomass Estimation Techniques
See 1141

ACOUSTIC LEVITATION
Acoustic Levitation with One Driver: The modes of

a rectangular chamber are excited from one
corner
See 1150

Acoustic-Levitation Chamber: A sealed chamber
eliminates contamination in ultrapure-material

processing
See 0745

Applying Uniform Polymer Coatings to Micros-

pheres: Acoustic levitation yields an even coating

on glass microspheres
See 0900

Containerless Manufacture of Glass Optical Fibers:

Contamination and crystallization are reduced in a
proposed process
See 1162

Matching Impedances and Modes in Acoustic Levi-

tation: Temperature differences could be accom-
modated with tunable couplers
See 0828

Monitoring Acoustically Levitated Samples: A
sample is viewed through a sapphire window
See 0681

ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT
Acoustic Imaging of Combustion Noise: Ellipsoidal

reflector discriminates between locations in a
sound-emitting region

See 0160

Guide to Noise Standards
See 0567

Interferometer for Measuring Acoustic Signals: An
optical-fiber interferometer measures the wave am-
plitude without contacting the specimen surface
See 0659

ACOUSTIC MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Interferometer Detects Acoustic Emissions in Com-
posites: Embedded single-mode optical fibers

sample internal-stress fields directly

See 0658

ACOUSTOOPTICS
Acousto-optic Extensometer for Bolts: Bolt torque
or tension is deduced from noncontacting meas-
urements
See 0746

ACTIVATED ALUMINA
Packed Alumina Absorbs Hypergolic Vapors: Acti-

vated alumina particles act as filters

See 0578

ACTIVATED CARBON TREATMENT
Feasibility Study of Alternative Technology for

Small Community Water Supply
See 0153

ACTUATORS
Barrier Seals for Hydraulic Actuators: Severe fluid

loss is delayed

See 0902

Faster Response for Memory-Metal Actuators:

Cooling is accelerated by attaching a Peltier junc-

tion

See 0792

Low-Shock Pyrotechnic Actuator: Hatch covers are

released with little shock and no contamination

See 1229

Memory-Metal Electromechanical Actuators:

Memory metals are used to generate fast mechan-
ical response to electrical signals

See 0359

Transient Response Analysis: The damping char-

acteristics of electromechanical devices are deter-

mined by analyzing transient response
See 0285

ADDITIVES
Rubberized, Brominated Epoxies: New composites
are tougher and more resistant to fire

See 1006

ADHESIVE BONDING
Adhesives Bonding
See 0897

Bonded Lockstitch for Insulating Blankets: An ad-

hesive prevents unraveling at high temperatures

See 1222

Bonding Technique for Stiffened-Skin Structures:

Consistent bond thickness is achieved even in

large, complicated parts

See 0765

Coating Bond Testing Apparatus
See 0613

Joining Tubes with Adhesive: Tapered ends and
spacing wires ensure strong joints

See 0820

Rapid Adhesive Bonding for Metals and Compos-
ites: A toroidal induction heater is the key element
in a rapid bonding technique
See 1000

ADHESIVES
Addition Type Polyimides

See 0896

Adhesives Bonding
See 0897

Attaching Strain Gages to Composite Materials: A
polyurethane adhesive works well at liquid-nitrogen

and ambient temperatures
See 090

1

Ethynyl-Terminated Ester Oligomers and Polymers:

Use temperature and solvent resistance of polyes-

ters are increased

See 0107

AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Challenges in Helicopter Aerodynamics: A selec-

tive review identifies some of the phenomena that

hamper prediction of aerodynamic performance
See 0008

Identifying Boundary-Layer Transitions on Aircraft

Skin: Airflow characteristics are determined from
coating patterns on the aircraft skin

See 0646

AERODYNAMIC DRAG
Effect of Wind on the Aerodynamic Resistance of

Highway Vehicles: Program computes the effect

on fuel consumption of statistical wind and vehicle

speed
See 1248

AERODYNAMIC FORCES
Miniature Airflow Sensor: Accurate, tape-mounted
sensor uses electro-optics

See 0680

AERODYNAMIC HEATING
Fabricating Thin-Shell Heat Transfer Models: Free-

standing shells have been produced for experi-

mental aerodynamic-heating tests

See 0633

AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
Flight-Stability Extremes Calculated from the Un-
certainty Ellipse: Tangents and normals to the el-

lipse are useful in control-system calculations

See 0016

AERODYNAMICS
Aerodynamic Analysis of Low-Speed Wing-Flap
Systems: Performance analysis includes the ef-

fects of leading-edge thrust and vortex lift

See 0002

Aerodynamic Design of Road Vehicles: A guide-

book presents design strategy and data for reduc-

ing the aerodynamic drag

See 1240

AEROSOLS
Novel Device Invented for Measuring Marine Aero-
sols

See 0690

Silane Pyrolysis With Silicon-Seed Aerosol: Large
silicon particles result from controlled pyrolysis of

silane

See 0136

Tracing Pollution Aerosols From Distant Regions:
Elemental tracers can help locate distant sources
of pollution aerosols

See 0595

AGING(BIOLOGY)
Analyzer Used to Study Aging Skeletal System
See 0046

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY
Farm Tractors Now Automatically Steered by
Microcomputers
See 0032

AIR CONDITIONING
Air-Conditioning for Electric Vehicles: The evapora-
tive cooling uses solar heat and motor waste heat

See 1241

Economics of Residential Energy Use for Space
Conditioning and Water Heating

See 0071

AIR FILTERS
Ceramic Bag Filters for Cleaning Coal-Combustion
Efflux: Filters perform effectively at high tempera-
ture and pressure and withstand repeated cleaning

See 0548

AIR LOCKS
Airlock Entry: A proposed airlock for inflated

domes would be easy to assemble
See 0069

AIR POLLUTION
Emergency Modeling of Hazardous Air Pollutants

See 0562

Receptor Modeling for Long-Range Air Pollution

See 0586

Single-Color Transmissometer Mean Particle Diam-
eter Code
See 0712

AIR POLLUTION ABATEMENT
Desulfurizing Fuel Gases at High Temperature: Hot
process improves efficiency

See 0557

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
Assessment of Fluidized-Bed Combustion Solid

Wastes for Land Disposal

See 0543

Coal Gasifiers and Gas Treatment Systems: Proc-

esses of historical research and commercial sig-

nificance are described

See 0419

Combined-Cycle Pressurized Fluidized-Bed Com-
bustion: Two process designs are compared to

conventional coal-fired processes
See 0550

Comparative Assessment of Industrial Boiler Rela-

tive to Air Emission Regulations

See 0551
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AIR POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT

SUBJECT INDEX

Design Data Base for Hydrogen-Fueled Automo-
tive Engines: Engine performance and exhaust
emissions are investigated

See 0165

Disposal of Powerplant Waste in Strip Mines:
Guidelines are provided for disposal and results of

onsite ground water-quality measurements
See 0560

Packed Alumina Absorbs Hypergolic Vapors: Acti-

vated alumina particles act as filters

See 0578

Pollution Control Technology for Coal Energy: Cur-

rent development programs are described

See 0582

Raw Producer Gas as a Furnace Fuel: Several

problems must be overcome before the extra heat
and fuel content of hot unscrubbed producer gas
is harnessed
See 0505

Recovering Iron Oxide From Coal Fly Ash: The
process produces high-quality iron-oxide concen-
trate that is suitable as a feed for reduction fur-

nace
See 0587

Removing Sulfur Dioxide From Flue Gases: The
process uses a regenerable molten salt supported
on porous pellets

See 0590

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT
Ceramic Bag Filters for Cleaning Coal-Combustion
Efflux: Filters perform effectively at high tempera-
ture and pressure and withstand repeated cleaning

See 0548

Removing Respirable Dust From Combustion
Products: Combining electrocyclones with acoustic
agglomerators cleans dust from fluidized bed and
pulverized coal-fired plant stack exhaust

See 0589

AIR POLLUTION DETECTION
Computation of Three-Dimensional Combustor
Performance: Modified program includes computa-
tions of soot and nitrogen oxide emissions

See 0553

Detecting Hazardous-Gas Clouds: A proposed de-

tection system would produce video images
See 0623

Integrated Exhaust-Gas-Analysis System: Self-con-

tained unit includes data processing and automatic
calibration

See 0656

Monitoring Fluidized-Bed Combustion Emissions:
An advanced jet-luminescence analysis technique
is found feasible

See 0682

Monitoring of Reactive Atmospheric Species: Re-
active atmospheric species are produced and de-

tected to provide reference spectra

See 0684

New Chemical Solutions Will Aid Analysis of Acid
Rain

See 0575

Optical Measurement of Soot Formation: Soot for-

mation at elevated temperatures has been studied
using a laser probe
See 0577

Semiautomatic Nondispersive Infrared Analyzer
Apparatus for C02 Air Sample Analyses

See 0709

Tracing Pollution Aerosols From Distant Regions:
Elemental tracers can help locate distant sources
of pollution aerosols

See 0595

AIR POLLUTION EFFECTS(HUMANS)
Effects of Pollutants on Human Viral Respiratory

Disease
See 1046

AIR POLLUTION SAMPLING
Flexible Mirror Mount for Michelson Interferometer:

Interferometer mirrors are mounted on flexible

spring strips

See 0639

AIR QUALITY
Guide to Indoor Air Quality: A reference manual
discusses indoor air quality and its relationship to

air infiltration and energy use in residential build-

ings

See 0566

Passive Sampling Device for Ambient Air and Per-

sonal Monitoring

See 0697

AIRCRAFT
Abrasion of Composite and Aluminum Airplane

Skins: Composites have lower coefficients of fric-

tion but wear more than aluminum in simulated air-

craft belly landings

See 0001

Aircraft Canopy Lock: Mechanism is easy to open
intentionally but resists accidental opening
See 0003

Airworthiness of the LONG-EZ Airplane: A report

characterizes a relatively simple 'home-built' air-

craft and assesses its airworthiness

See 0004

Aviation and Hazardous Weather Nowcasts
See 0006

Bridle Attachment for Aircraft Spin-Recovery Para-

chute: Antispin rolling moment is produced by
chute drag force

See 0007

Database on Aircraft Icing Conditions

See 0013

General Aviation Synthesis Program: Program per-

forms the preliminary design of fixed-wing aircraft

See 0017

Identifying Boundary-Layer Transitions on Aircraft

Skin: Airflow characteristics are determined from
coating patterns on the aircraft skin

See 0646

Lightning Protection for Composite Aircraft Struc-

tures: A secondarily applied system nullifies the

destructive right-angle effect

See 0018

Over-the-Wing Propeller Reduces Wing Drag: Air-

flow is favorably altered if the propeller is placed
above and behind the wing
See 0019

QUICK Interactive Graphics Analysis: Cross-sec-
tion and body-line plots are generated for error de-
tection and analysis

See 0023

Takeoff and Landing of Transport Aircraft: Pro-

gram assesses aircraft configurations for takeoff

and landing performance
See 0279

AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT
Pneumatic Deicer for Helicopter Rotors: Inflatable-

tube system is found to be feasible

See 0020

AIRCRAFT LANDING
Fuel-Conservative Descents Using a Programable
Calculator: An airborne descent algorithm may be
used with or without time constraints

See 1251

AIRCRAFT NOISE
Predicting Noise in Complex Aircraft Structures:

Technique combines theoretical and empirical as-

pects of the structural components
See 0021

Status of Helicopter Impulsive Noise: Status report

on helicopter impulsive noise includes high-speed
impulsive and blade-vortex interaction impulsive

noise
See 0024

AIRFOILS
Transonic Airfoil Analysis: Program uses a fast it-

eration scheme for solving the transonic flow field

around arbitrary airfoils

See 0027

AIRFRAMES
Composite Rear Fuselage for Helicopters: Com-
posite fuselage is 38 percent more economical
than the metal one
See 0011

Energy-Absorbing Airframes for General Aviation:

The fuselage subfloor collapses under crash
impact
See 0014

ALCOHOL FUELS
Liquefaction and Saccharification of Explosively-

Dried Corn With and Without Adsorbed Ethyl Alco-

hol

See 0469

ALCOHOLS
How Alcohol Supplementation Affects Diesel En-
gines: Fumigation system shows no effects on
engine wear
See 0169

ALFALFA
Effect of Alfalfa and Cholesterol on Arterial Plaque
in Monkeys is Studied
See 1044

ALGAE
Production of Microalgal Lipids: The future of this

potential alternative to petroleum depends on the

abundance of C02
See 0500

ALIGNMENT
Alining Solder Pads on a Solar Cell: The back-sur-

face location is marked while the front pad is

screened
See 0412

Self-Righting Objects: A book-shaped object
always springs open with its 'pages' upward
See 0391

Tool Support Ring: A slotted ring maintains tool

alinement over holes on a circle

See 0883

ALKALINE BATTERIES
Protecting Anodes in Alkaline Cells: Nickel, silver,

or gold films deposited on the edges extend the

life and efficiency of anodes
See 0501

ALLOGRAPHS
Antibiotic-Supplemented Bone Allograft-A New
Treatment for Avulsive, Infected Bone Fractures

See 1032

ALTERNATE FUELS
Coal-Derived Fuels as Diesel Fuel Extenders:

Medium-speed diesel engines can operate on
coal-derived liquid fuel + diesel fuel blends

See 0420

Production of Microalgal Lipids: The future of this

potential alternative to petroleum depends on the

abundance of C02
See 0500

Raw Producer Gas as a Furnace Fuel: Several

problems must be overcome before the extra heat

and fuel content of hot unscrubbed producer gas
is harnessed
See 0505

ALUMINUM AND ALUMINUM ALLOYS
Abrasion of Composite and Aluminum Airplane

Skins: Composites have lower coefficients of fric-

tion but wear more than aluminum in simulated air-

craft belly landings

See 0001

Aluminum Soft-Soldering

See 0752

Cyclic Deformation of Al Alloys and Ni-Based Su-
peralloys: Experiments on polycrystalline Al alloys

and monocrystalline Ni-based superalloys can be
applied to commercial alloys

See 0921

NBS Analyzes Data on Thermal Conductivity of

Metals
See 0978

Residual-Stress Measurements in Metal Parts:

Flat, curved, and cylindrical parts can be evaluated

See 0708

Solution Potentials Indicate Aluminum-Alloy Tem-
pers: Potential is plotted as a function of aging

time
See 1012
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SUBJECT INDEX

ASSAYING

ALUMINUM OXIDE
Packed Alumina Absorbs Hypergolic Vapors: Acti-

vated alumina particles act as filters

See 0578

AMMONIA
Inhibiting Wet Oxidation of Ammonia: Loss of fixed

nitrogen is reduced 80 percent by acidification

See 0117

AMMUNITION
Manufacturing Discontinuously Reinforced Metal

Matrix Composites Billets

See 0971

AMORPHOUS MATERIALS
Amorphous Metals for Electric Motor Cores: Ways
of fabricating these difficult materials are assessed
See 0290

Containerless Solidification of Amorphous Metals:

A proposed method could produce large amor-
phous alloys

See 0913

AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLES
Performance of Amphibious, Tracked Vehicles:

Procedures for evaluating in-water operations are

available

See 1255

AMPLIFIERS
Broadband, Solid State, High Power, RF Amplifiers

See 0300

High-Common-Mode-Rejection Differential Amplifi-

er: The circuit features inexpensive components
See 0335

Improved RF Isolation Amplifier: Circuit has high

reverse isolation and a wide bandwidth
See 0340

ANAEROBIC PROCESSES
Aquatic Plants Aid Sewage Filter: Superior water
treatment is obtained at low cost
See 0542

Coculture Production of Butanol by Clostridium

Bacteria: Butanol concentration is higher when two
species are used
See 0421

ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
Fast Dual Analog-to-Digital Converter: Unit delivers

blocks of quadrature data to computer memory
See 0227

Precision Differential Digitizer: Unit captures a
small signal in a large background noise
See 0374

ANEMOMETERS
Constant-Operating-Resistance Hot-Wire Probe:
Effects of lead-wire-resistance changes with tem-
perature are nullified

See 0617

Measuring the Liquid Content of a Gas: Instrument
is an adaptation of the hot-wire anemometer
See 0676

Optical Measurement of Particle Size and Velocity:

Diffraction grating simulates Doppler interference

in proposed low-cost anemometer
See 0692

ANGLES
Angle-Measurement and Ranging System: Project-

ed 'rainbows' and stereo ranging determine alti-

tude and position

See 0602

ANIMAL MODELS
Mouse Models Available for Studying Disorders
Caused by Extra Chromosomes
See 1067

ANODES
Positive Electrodes With Uniformly Distributed

Carbon: A method of distributing carbon or graph-
ite flakes in the electrodes improves electrochemi-
cal-cell performance
See 0491

Protecting Anodes in Alkaline Cells: Nickel, silver,

or gold films deposited on the edges extend the
life and efficiency of anodes
See 0501

Rapidly Refuelable Fuel Cell: Dual-cell configura-

tion uses half as many anodes for quicker replace-

ment
See 0504

ANTENNA ARRAYS
Antenna for Imaging Sea Ice: An antenna for im-

aging of the polar regions could have terrestrial

applications

See 0292

Automatic Phasing for Active Antenna Elements:
Beam focus would be maintained despite structur-

al deformations
See 0296

Detecting Deformations in Phased-Array Antennas:
Deflections would be measured by shifts in Dopp-
ler spectra and echo profiles

See 0311

Phased-Antenna-Array Conical Scanning: Antenna
pointing is faster than in mechanical scanning
See 0372

Virtual-Center Antenna-Arraying System: Separate
signals are averaged to produce a reference fre-

quency and phase
See 0409

ANTENNA FEEDS
Improved Thick Dichroic Reflector for Microwave
Feeds: The geometry of a reflector plate is adjust-

ed to compensate for undesired effects

See 0341

ANTENNA MASTS
Automatic Erection System for Antenna Masts: A
telescoping mast does not require the payout of

guy wires under tension

See 0294

ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS
Antenna Radiation-Pattern Program: The effects of

reflector deformations and feed characteristics are

computed
See 1155

ANTENNAS
Adjusting the Contour of Reflector Panels: The
contour can be adjusted manually
See 0288

Antenna Coupling Calculated in the Near-Field

See 0291

Antenna Subreflector Fed by a Line Source: A su-

breflector converts cylindrical wave fronts to

spherical wave fronts

See 0293

Circularly-Polarized Microstrip Antenna: Microstrip

construction is compact for mobile applications

See 0302

Dual-Mode Horn Antenna for Millimeter Wave-
lengths: Beam has nearly equal shapes in the E-

and H-planes
See 0317

Efficient Reflector Antenna: An off-axis, clear-aper-

ture design has high gain-to-noise-temperature

ratio

See 0321

Ellipsoidal Balloon Antenna: A direct-broadcast el-

lipsoidal antenna would be 40 percent smaller

than a spherical reflector

See 0324

Self-Righting Objects: A book-shaped object

always springs open with its 'pages' upward
See 0391

Stripline Antenna Beam-Forming Network: Many
contiguous beams would give even coverage to a
large area
See 0400

ANTIBIOTICS
Antibiotic-Supplemented Bone Allograft-A New
Treatment for Avulsive, Infected Bone Fractures
See 1032

Basic Research Findings May Lead to New Malar-
ia Treatment
See 1034

ANTIBODIES
Freezing of Newly Created Cells Can Aid Re-
searchers
See 1050

ANTICOAGULANTS
Blood Clot Dissolving Drugs Being Tested for Lim-

iting Extent of Heart Attacks

See 1036

ANTIGENS
HLA Reagents Available from NIAID Serum Bank
See 1056

ANTIMONY
Embrittlement of 4340 Steel by Lead and Antimo-
ny: The susceptibility to embrittlement depends on
temperature and relative concentration of each
element
See 0931

ANTINEOPLASTIC AGENTS
Hydroxyguanidine Derivatives Have Been Devel-

oped
See 0113

Recombinant Leukocyte A Interferon Used in Cer-

tain Lymphomas
See 1078

ANTIPROTONS
Antiprotons Studied for Biomedical Applications

See 1033

ANTIREFLECTION COATINGS
Improved HgCdTe Photoconductive IR Reflectors:

A dual-layer coating improves passivation without
increasing reflectance

See 1178

Silicon Nitride Antireflection Coatings for Photovol-
taic Cells: Chemical-vapor deposition is adapted to

yield a graded index of refraction

See 1008

ANTIVIRAL AGENTS
Hydroxyguanidine Derivatives Have Been Devel-

oped
See 01 13

AQUACULTURE
Technology Assessment of Aquaculture Systems
for Municipal Wastewater Treatment
See 0038

AQUATIC PLANTS
Aquatic Plants Aid Sewage Filter: Superior water
treatment is obtained at low cost

See 0542

Plant Bioassays to Predict Contaminant Uptake
See 0581

AROMATIC POLYCYCLIC HYDROCAR-
BONS

Monitoring Fluidized-Bed Combustion Emissions:
An advanced jet-luminescence analysis technique
is found feasible

See 0682

ARSENIC
Comparison of Spectral Response for Porous and
Pyrolytic Graphite Tubes in GFAA Analysis of Ar-

senic

See 0552

ARTERIES
Effect of Alfalfa and Cholesterol on Arterial Plaque
in Monkeys is Studied

See 1044

Speculation on Ultrasonic Disintegration of Arterial

Deposits: An ultrasonic probe might be able to

clear arteries

See 0063

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Nuclear Reactor Safety Through Artificial Intelli-

gence: A report assesses computer strategies that

can prevent reactor accidents

See 1133

ASSAYING
New Test Accurately Predicts Kidney Transplant
Rejection

See 1074
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ASSEMBLING

SUBJECT INDEX

ASSEMBLING
One-Hand Nut and Bolt Assembly Tool: C-clamp-
shaped box- and socket-wrench assembly holds
nut on blind side in alinement to receive bolt from
open side

See 0839

ATLASES
Climatological Atlas of the World Ocean: Annual,
Seasonal, and Monthly Analyses
See 0041

ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
Monitoring of Reactive Atmospheric Species: Re-
active atmospheric species are produced and de-
tected to provide reference spectra
See 0684

ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION
Emergency Modeling of Hazardous Air Pollutants

See 0562

Receptor Modeling for Long-Range Air Pollution

See 0586

ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSIVITY
Novel Device Invented for Measuring Marine Aero-
sols

See 0690

ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY
Sampling of Silicon Powder for Impurity Analysis:

An electron beam forms dense pellets of pow-
dered silicon for Zeeman analysis

See 0135

AUDITORY PERCEPTION
Hearing Conservation Workshop Handbook: A
handbook provides guidelines for setting up a
workshop
See 0568

Researchers Refine Technique to Test Hearing in

Sleeping Newborns
See 1080

AUGER SPECTROSCOPY
Computer-Controlled X-Ray and Auger Spectros-
copy: Equipment and software make possible
combined spectroscopies
See 0615

AUTOMATIC CONTROL
Vertical-Control Subsystem for Automatic Coal
Mining: Unit ensures that maximum coal is extract-

ed without digging into ceiling rock
See 1120

AUTOMATIC CONTROL DEVICES
Spill-Detector-and-Shutoff Device: Overflow in

liquid chromatography systems is rapidly detected
and stopped
See 0717

AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT
Automatic Electrical-Component Tester: Computer-
controlled instrumentation improves accuracy and
saves time
See 0605

Automatic Optoelectronic System for Inspecting
Cavities: The part-handling portion of the system
works well, but the optoelectronic portion needs
further development
See 0606

Projected Digital Test Requirements: Testing of

future digital systems will demand higher speed,
longer test patterns, and greater accuracy
See 0378

Proposed ATE Development and Support Facility

Plan: A report describes how to organize an ATE
software development and support facility

See 0703

AUTOMATION
Automatic Coal-Mining System: Coal cutting and
removal would be done with minimal hazard to

people
See 1093

Factory Automation Emulation Software Now
Available

See 0790

Farm Tractors Now Automatically Steered by
Microcomputers
See 0032

Round the Clock Unattended Machining Demon-
strated

See 0860

Software Available for Calculating Investment in

Robotics
See 0866

AUTOMOBILE ENGINES
Design Data Base for Hydrogen-Fueled Automo-
tive Engines: Engine performance and exhaust
emissions are investigated

See 0165

AUTOMOBILES
Effect of Wind on the Aerodynamic Resistance of

Highway Vehicles: Program computes the effect

on fuel consumption of statistical wind and vehicle

speed
See 1248

EM Field Strengths in and Around Police Cars
See 0561

Glass + Epoxy Door Panel for Automobiles: Light-

weight panel is cost-effective

See 0948

AVALANCHE TRANSISTORS
Avalanche Transistors for High-Voltage, High-
Speed Switching
See 0297

AVIONICS
Color-Video Inserter for Avionics Symbology: The
unit can inset data from two externally generated
symbology sources into a color background
See 0009

AZIMUTH
New Tool Tested for Measuring Azimuths
See 0689

BACKSCATTER ABSORPTION GAS IMAG-
ING TECHNIQUES

Detecting Hazardous-Gas Clouds: A proposed de-
tection system would produce video images
See 0623

BACTERIA
Automated Coliform Analysis: The hydrogen
evolved by coliform bacteria is transferred to a
separate measurement cell

See 0545

Enzymatic Hydrolysis of Bacillus Thuringiensis Cell

Walls
See 1048

Troubleshooting Water-Purification Systems: Meth-
ods are presented to control bacteria and other
contaminants in deionized water
See 0159

BALL BEARINGS
Eddy-Current Inspection of Ball Bearings: A
custom eddy-current probe locates surface anom-
alies

See 0628

BALL VALVES
Differential Pressure Helps Seal Ball Valve: Leak-
age is suppressed despite O-ring wear
See 0924

BANKS(MEDICAL)
Biological Specimens Available from NCI Tumor
Virus Epidemiology Repository
See 0049

DNA Storage And Specimens Available

See 1042

HLA Reagents Available from NIAID Serum Bank
See 1056

Studies Performed on Collecting and Storing

Tissue
See 0064

BARIUM OXIDES
Process of Synthesizing Mixed BaO-Ti02 Based
Powders for Ceramic Applications

See 0994

BARIUM TITANATES
Process of Synthesizing Mixed BaO-Ti02 Based
Powders for Ceramic Applications

See 0994

BATTERY CHARGERS
Flux Coupling for Wheelchair Battery Chargers:
Mobile units plug in magnetically instead of electri-

cally

See 0449

BATTERY SEPARATORS
In Situ Cross-Linking of Polyvinyl Alcohol Films:
Three methods can create hydrophilic films, with-

out using undesirable organic solvents
See 0464

BATTERY TESTERS
Circuit for Monitoring Cell Voltages: It uses two
multiplexers and a differential amplifier

See 0418

BEAM FORMING
Stripline Antenna Beam-Forming Network: Many
contiguous beams would give even coverage to a
large area
See 0400

BEAM SPLITTERS
Imaging Fluid Flow: Four beam splitters are used
See 0648

BEAMS(SUPPORTS)
Forming Lightweight Beams from Composite Tape:
Durable structural members could be rapidly

formed in a continuous process
See 0154

BEARINGS
Air Bearing for Small Planar Vibrations: Air-cushion
device provides vibrations along axes 90 deg apart

See 0749

Ball-and-Socket-Bearing Wear Test: Service life

under severe load was measured
See 0758

Bearing Wear in Large Thermal Gradients: Spring
preloading is important

See 0760

Fiber Optic Bearing Monitor Developed
See 0636

Roller Bearings Restored by Precision Regrinding

See 0859

Spherical-Bearing Analysis Program: Program pre-

dicts thermomechanical performance of spherical

roller bearings

See 0869

BEDS(PROCESS ENGINEERING)
Gasification of Low-Rank Coal
See 0565

BEEHIVES
Solar Heated Beehives
See 0037

BEES
Pinpointing Chemical Residues
See 0580

BELLOWS
Bellows with Longitudinal Seams: Bellows con-
structed with longitudinal side seams ease assem-
bly and repair

See 0761

BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS
Training Material Developed for Cost-Effective

Building Decisions
See 0086

BENZENE + BIS(METHYL-STYRYL)
Silicone Cerenkov-Radiator Material: Dyes en-
hance visible output
See 1135

BIBLIOGRAPHIES
Thermodynamic Data for Aqueous & Biochemical
Systems
See 0147

Thermodynamic Data Sources Listed in New NBS
Bibliography

See 0148

Unconventional Gas Resources Bibliography

See 1119
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BUILDINGS

BINDERS(MATERIALS)
Binder for Carbon-Fiber Coating: An insoluble,

even coating is formed by soaking in polyacrylic

acid

See 0904

BIOASSAY
Computerized Assay for B Vitamins
See 0098

Facility is Opened to Promote Clinical Spectrome-
try

See 0634

Plant Bioassays to Predict Contaminant Uptake
See 0581

Software For Analyzing NMR Data
See 0137

Steroselective and Regioselective Hydroxylation of

Warfarin and Selective O-Dealkylation of Phenoxa-
zone Ethers in Human Placenta
See 1084

Use of Short-Term Bioassays to Evaluate Environ-

mental Impact of Land Treatment of Hazardous In-

dustrial Waste
See 0599

BIOCHEMISTRY
Thermodynamic Data for Aqueous & Biochemical
Systems
See 0147

BIOINDICATORS
Automated Coliform Analysis: The hydrogen
evolved by coliform bacteria is transferred to a
separate measurement cell

See 0545

Plant Bioassays to Predict Contaminant Uptake
See 0581

Soil Bacteria Can Point Way to Deposits of Gold,
Other Metals
See 1011

BIOINSTRUMENTATION
High-Speed Chromosome and Cell Sorting: New
laboratory instrument is an order of magnitude
faster than previous units

See 1055

BIOLOGICAL INDUSTRIAL WASTES
TREATMENT

Biodegradation of NDMA in Industrial Wastewater:
A trickling filtration process shows promise of

eliminating this chemical from wastewater
See 0546

BIOLOGICAL INSECT CONTROL
Miniature Shellfish Help Control Mosquitoes
See 1066

BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES
Aquatic Plants Aid Sewage Filter: Superior water
treatment is obtained at low cost
See 0542

BIOMASS
Hydroacoustic Biomass Estimation Techniques
See 1141

Solvent Extraction of Furfural From Biomass:
Energy and material consumption would be re-

duced
See 0521

BIOMASS PLANTATIONS
Energy and Chemicals from Florida Wood: Studies
show that wood plantations are practical and eco-
nomical in the state

See 044

1

BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH
Information About PHS Scientific Projects is Avail-
able Through Computer Retrieval System
See 1060

BIOMEDICAL SYSTEMS
Resource Encourages Mathematical Modeling
See 0061

BIRTH CONTROL
Potential Male Contraceptive
See 1075

BLANKETS
Bonded Lockstitch for Insulating Blankets: An ad-
hesive prevents unraveling at high temperatures
See 1222

BLINDNESS
Radio Transmitter Navigational Aid for the Visually

Impaired
See 0059

BLOOD
Portable Blood Irradiator: A medical device shows
promise of suppressing early rejection of tissue or

organ transplants

See 0056

BLOOD CELLS
Elevated Numbers of PAS-Positive Granulocytes in

Peripheral Blood Signify Presence of Disease in

Certain Fish Species
See 1047

BLOOD CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
Materials Aimed at Boosting Accuracy of Lead-ln-
Blood Tests
See 1065

BLOOD DISEASES
Early Detection of Mononucleosis: Blood test dis-

tinguishes the illness from leukemia
See 1043

BLOOD SERUM
Biological Specimens Available from NCI Tumor
Virus Epidemiology Repository
See 0049

BLOOD VESSELS
Probe Follower for Moving Blood Vessels: Probes
would track vessel expansion and contraction with

minimal perturbation

See 0058

BODY WEIGHT
Weight Reduction Program
See 1090

BOILER TUBES
Microphone Detects Boiler-Tube Leaks: Unit is

simple, sensitive, rugged, and reliable

See 0679

BOILERS
Comparative Assessment of Industrial Boiler Rela-
tive to Air Emission Regulations
See 0551

Drying Milk With Boiler Exhaust: Considerable
energy could be saved in the powdered-milk indus-
try

See 0436

Energy Recovery From Refuse-Derived Fuel: Pre-
combustion processing of refuse offers a number
of advantages
See 0563

Save Money By Using The Heat Recovery Inciner-

ator (HRI) Cost Model
See 0511

Thermal Systems for Energy Recovery From
Refuse: Study covers various installations and pre-

dicts future growth
See 0530

BOLOMETERS
Bolometers 'Ideal' for Semiconductor Research
See 1158

BOLTED JOINTS
Bonded and Bolted Graphite -i-Polyimide Compos-
ite Joints: Four types of high-temperature joints

are designed for control surfaces
See 0905

BOLTS
Measuring Side Loads on Bolts: Transverse load-
ing can be correlated with torque data
See 0830

One-Hand Nut and Bolt Assembly Tool: C-clamp-
shaped box- and socket-wrench assembly holds
nut on blind side in alinement to receive bolt from
open side

See 0839

Reusable Release Mechanism: Lightweight unit re-

places exploding bolts in applications where reuse
is an advantage
See 0855

BONDED JOINTS
Advanced Joining Techniques
See 0747

Bonded and Bolted Graphite + Polyimide Compos-
ite Joints: Four types of high-temperature joints

are designed for control surfaces
See 0905

BONDING
Bonding Heat-Resistant Fabric to Tile: Acid etch-
ing, densification, and silica cement ensure a
strong bond
See 0764

Foil Panel Mirrors for Nonimaging Applications:
Thick aluminum foil is glued to structural panels
See 0109

Heater Ensures Strain-Gage Bond Reliability: Ad-
hesive cure temperature is controlled by an em-
bedded heater
See 0642

Pressure + Vacuum Bonding for Low-Curvature Mir-

rors: Reflecting surfaces are attached to nonre-
flecting substrates
See 0495

Solder Bonding for Power Transistors: Indium
solder boosts power rating and facilitates circuit

changes
See 0395

BONDING STRENGTH
Adhesives Bonding
See 0897

BONE MARROW
Studies Performed on Collecting and Storing
Tissue
See 0064

BONES
Antibiotic-Supplemented Bone Allograft--A New
Treatment for Avulsive, Infected Bone Fractures
See 1032

New Injectable Cement May Help Repair Broken
Bones
See 0054

BOREHOLES
Removing Water, Rocks, and Mud From Bore-
holes: A simple air-powered pump removes water
down to the very bottom of a subterranean cavity

See 1114

BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION
Identifying Boundary-Layer Transitions on Aircraft

Skin: Airflow characteristics are determined from
coating patterns on the aircraft skin

See 0646

BRAGG ANGLE
Computation of Bragg Reflection for Layered Mi-

crostructures: Bragg diffractors are analyzed for

use in X-ray mirrors and other applications

See 1161

BRAIN NEOPLASMS
Indicator for Brain Tumor Growth Rates
See 1059

BRAKES(MOTION ARRESTERS)
Manual Wheelchair with Dynamic Braking
See 0053

BRIDGE DECKS
Implementation of Polymer Impregnation as a
Bridge Deck Sealant
See 0956

BROACHING
Portable Power Broach: Openings can be cut at

remote or confined places
See 0843

BUILDINGS
Building Industry Experts Critically Eye Foamed
Plastics for Federal Construction
See 0070
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BUS COMMAND PROCESSORS

SUBJECT INDEX

Neutron Probe of Building-Wall Composition: Walls

of historic buildings are charted by neutron radiog-

raphy

See 0686

Passive-Solar-Cooling Concepts: Passive-cooling

concepts make potentially attractive energy sav-

ings

See 0486

Phase-Change Materials in Wall Panels: Passive

solar heating is enhanced by materials with high

heat-absorption capacity

See 0488

SERI-RES: The computer program performs ther-

mal energy analysis of residential and small com-
mercial buildings

See 0081

Training Material Developed for Cost-Effective

Building Decisions

See 0086

BUS COMMAND PROCESSORS
Handling Software Requests for Commands: Spe-
cial software ensures orderly treatment of simulta-

neous requests

See 0230

BUTANOLS
Coculture Production of Butanol by Clostridium

Bacteria: Butanol concentration is higher when two
species are used
See 0421

BYPASSES
Overvoltage Protector for Electronic Circuits: Over-
voltage protector that bypasses high currents in

coaxial cables to ground
See 0370

CADMIUM MERCURY TELLURIDES
Defect Chemistry of Hg(1-x)Cd(x)Te: Control of

defect concentrations is achieved by varying prep-

aration conditions

See 1165

Improved HgCdTe Photoconductive IR Reflectors:

A dual-layer coating improves passivation without

increasing reflectance

See 1178

Preparation and Characterization of Hg(x)Cd(1-
x)Te: Crystal growth and properties are studied

under variations of composition and processing

See 1198

CALIBRATING
Calibrating the CCD's for Recording Fast Tran-

sients: Microprocessor-assisted technique cali-

brates out some of the fixed-noise sources
See 0301

Calibration Service for Conductivity Standards
See 0611

Dynamic Calibration of Pressure Transducers: Si-

nusoidal calibration signal is produced in 4- to 100-

Hz range
See 0627

Improving Divider Calibration Techniques
See 0651

Micro-Size Glass Spheres Certified for Fine
Powder Producers
See 0678

Power Calibration Capabilities Extended to 400
Hertz

See 0701

CALORIMETERS
15-Kilojoule Laser Calorimeter Developed
See 0744

CAMERAS
Improved Gamma- and X-Ray Pinhole Camera:
Electronic additions increase image quality

See 0649

CANCER
Indicator for Brain Tumor Growth Rates
See 1059

Scientists Identify Cell Membrane Differences Dis-

tinguishing Cancer from Benign Tumor Cells

See 1083

CAPACITORS
Capacitor-Test System: A microprocessor-based
capacitor-test system simultaneously monitors 80
capacitors

See 0612

High-Frequency, High-Power Capacitor: The ca-

pacitor will increase the efficiency of high-frequen-

cy circuits

See 0337

CARBON
Positive Electrodes With Uniformly Distributed

Carbon: A method of distributing carbon or graph-

ite flakes in the electrodes improves electrochemi-

cal-cell performance
See 0491

CARBON DIOXIDE
Production of Microalgal Lipids: The future of this

potential alternative to petroleum depends on the

abundance of C02
See 0500

Semiautomatic Nondispersive Infrared Analyzer
Apparatus for C02 Air Sample Analyses
See 0709

CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS
Beam-Cap-Forming Machine: Graphite-reinforced

plastic strip is transformed into a continuous beam
cap
See 0759

Continuous-Filament Isogrid Composite Panel:

Damaged panels do not fail catastrophically when
fabricated this way
See 0914

Modifying the Surface of Carbon+ Graphite Fibers:

Plasma treatment improved mechanical properties

of the fibers

See 0977

Strain Analysis of Graphite + Epoxy Pressure Ves-
sels: In some situations, a lightweight composite
could be substituted for steel

See 1015

CARBON FIBERS
Binder for Carbon-Fiber Coating: An insoluble,

even coating is formed by soaking in polyacrylic

acid

See 0904

CARBON REINFORCED COMPOSITES
Accurate Spectroscopy of Carbon-Filled Rubbers:
A germanium internal reflectance element allows

more light to reach the detector

See 0895

CARGO
Latch for Stored Cargo: Spherical latch elements
distribute the load over broad area
See 0824

CARGO SHIPS
Transportable Pumps Could Save Oil Cargoes:
Helicopter-carried pumps for firefighting can serve

a dual purpose
See 0596

CASTING
Advanced Joining Techniques
See 0747

High-Temperature, Low-Gravity Casting Furnace:

Up to six different samples can be processed
See 0805

Impurity Effects on Dendritic Growth: Effects of

argon additions in succinonitrile agree with theory

See 0116

Integrally Cast Low-Cost Compressor: Develop-
ment of integrally cast rotors with blades having

thin leading and trailing edges reduces cost of

compressor
See 0171

CATALYSTS
Catalytic Coal Liquefaction With Iron Sulfate: Re-
coverable catalyst promises high conversion yields

See 0093

Producing Anhydrous Ethanol from Methanol:

Metal carbonyl-amine catalyst produces ethanol

See 0498

Samples Will Help Oil Industry Detect Refinery Poi-

sons
See 0134

CATHETERS
Automatic Leg Bag Evacuator
See 0047

Balloon Catheterization Opens Totally Blocked
Coronary Arteries

See 0048

CATHODES
Improved Hollow Cathode: It can be rapidly started

and kept in an idling state

See 0339

CAVITATION CORRISION
Protective Coatings for On-Site Repair of Ships
Studied
See 0998

CELL CULTURES
Cell Culture Center Offers Customized Service

See 1037

CELL LINES
Freezing of Newly Created Cells Can Aid Re-
searchers
See 1050

CELL SORTERS
Laser Cell Sorter, Image Analyzer Spur Research
Progress

See 1062

CELLS(BIOLOGY)
Enzymatic Hydrolysis of Bacillus Thuringiensis Cell

Walls
See 1048

High-Speed Chromosome and Cell Sorting: New
laboratory instrument is an order of magnitude
faster than previous units

See 1055

Scientists Identify Ceii iviorr.b rane Differences Dis-

tinguishing Cancer from Benign Tumor Cells

See 1083

CELLULAR PLASTICS
Flame-Resistant Foam
See 094

1

Low-Density High-Strength Foamed Materials:

Strong, lightweight materials are made from bub-

bles of metal or plastic

See 0968

CELLULAR TRANSPORT
Neurology Laboratory Tapes Molecular Journey

See 1069

CELLULOSE+ NITRO
Determining the Percentage of Nitrogen in Nitro-

cellulose: Four chemical methods are evaluated

See 0103

CEMENTS
New Injectable Cement May Help Repair Broken

Bones
See 0054

Specialty Zinc Oxide Cements
See 1013

CERAMIC COATINGS
Ceramic-Composite Liners for Gas-Turbine Com-
bustors: The integrity of the ceramic is maintained

even when exposed to near-stoichiometric com-
bustion temperatures
See 0161

Conductive Plasma-Sprayed Coatings: Thin, elec-

trically-conductive plasma coatings have good
emittance and adhesion
See 0911

CERAMIC TILES
Improving Emittance of High-Temperature Insulat-

ing Tile: An additive protects the tile even when
the surface coating fails

See 0960

Repairing Thermal Tiles: Method reduces cure

time and temperature requirements

See 1003
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CIRCUIT PROTECTION

CERAMICS
Advanced Ceramics Offer Large Market if Techno-
logical Barriers Can Be Overcome
See 0898

Bonding Heat-Resistant Fabric to Tile: Acid etch-

ing, densification, and silica cement ensure a

strong bond
See 0764

Ceramic Bag Filters for Cleaning Coal-Combustion

Efflux: Filters perform effectively at high tempera-

ture and pressure and withstand repeated cleaning

See 0548

Ceramic Turbine Materials

See 0908

Cryogenic Separation of a Ceramic From Its Man-
drel: The technique takes advantage of the differ-

ence in expansion coefficients

See 0920

High-Temperature Ceramic Heat Recuperator:

Study reveals an average of 44 percent can be
saved in fuel consumption
See 0458

Improved Silicon Nitride Unsintered Compacts: A
new method of uniformly blending ceramic pow-
ders with sintering additives improves properties

See 0958

Process of Synthesizing Mixed BaO-Ti02 Based
Powders for Ceramic Applications

See 0994

Synthesis of Ceramics in Vacuum: A self-propagat-

ing high-temperature synthesis can be conducted
in vacuum
See 0141

Testing Ceramics for Diesel Engines: Concept
offers safe, convenient simulation of operating

conditions

See 0729

CERENKOV RADIATION
Silicone Cerenkov-Radiator Material: Dyes en-

hance visible output

See 1135

CERVIX
Hormone May Reduce Need For Cesarean Sec-
tion

See 1057

CESIUM CADMIUM CHLORIDES
Interface Instability During Crystal Growth: None-
quilibrium effects are examined
See 0118

CESIUM IODIDES
Laser Spectroscopy for Identifying Radionuclides:

System is demonstrated as a potential monitor of

12 and Csl

See 0662

CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES
Calibrating the CCD's for Recording Fast Tran-
sients: Microprocessor-assisted technique cali-

brates out some of the fixed-noise sources
See 0301

Isolation Mounting for Charge-Coupled Devices:

CCD's are suspended by wires under tension

See 0347

Measuring Tracking Accuracy of CCD Imagers:
Light spots are moved in small increments to de-
termine system response
See 0357

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
Comparison of Spectral Response for Porous and
Pyrolytic Graphite Tubes in GFAA Analysis of Ar-

senic

See 0552

Continuous Monitoring of Melt Composition: Com-
positions of glasses and alloys may be analyzed
and corrected in real time

See 0619

Description and Operation of a Thermal Decompo-
sition Unit-Gas Chromatographic System
See 0556

Determining the Percentage of Nitrogen in Nitro-

cellulose: Four chemical methods are evaluated
See 0103

Improvements in Laser Fluorimetry: Recent ad-

vances in fiber-optic communication expand the

possibilities in laser fluorescence spectrometry

See 0115

Masked Multichannel Analyzer: A new device that

greatly accelerates the analysis of complex mix-

tures of organic compounds has been developed

See 0669

Neutron Probe of Building-Wall Composition: Walls

of historic buildings are charted by neutron radiog-

raphy
See 0686

New Chemical Solutions Will Aid Analysis of Acid

Rain
See 0575

New Reference Materials Developed for Microana-

lysis

See 0123

New Standards Available for Priority Pollutants

See 0688

Parameters Affecting Electrophoresis: The influ-

ences of particle size, concentration, and charge
are discussed
See 0126

Pinpointing Chemical Residues
See 0580

Program Upgrades X-Ray Fluorescence Software

See 0127

Quality Assurance of Chemical Measurements
See 0129

Reference Materials Designed for 'Thin' Speci-

mens
See 0706

Samples Will Help Oil Industry Detect Refinery

Poisons

See 0134

Sampling of Silicon Powder for Impurity Analysis:

An electron beam forms dense pellets of pow-
dered silicon for Zeeman analysis

See 0135

Specimen Holder for Analytical Electron Micro-

scopes: It reduces spectral contamination by spuri-

ous X-rays

See 0716

Studies of Snake Venom May Yield Thrombolytic

Drug
See 1085

Thermally Modulated Electron Affinity Detector for

Priority Pollutant Analysis

See 0730

Three-Dimensional Profiling of Solids. The first

nondestructive three-dimensional composition
analysis of elements in solid material has been re-

ported

See 0732

Tracing Pollution Aerosols From Distant Regions:
Elemental tracers can help locate distant sources
of pollution aerosols

See 0595

CHEMICAL FEEDSTOCKS
Energy and Chemicals from Florida Wood: Studies

show that wood plantations are practical and eco-
nomical in the state

See 0441

Liquefied-Petroleum-Gas Safety: Areas in preven-
tion and control are identified for research and de-

velopment
See 0470

CHEMICAL REACTION MECHANISMS
CHEMKIN: This program describes arbitrary gas-

phase chemical reaction mechanisms
See 0095

Synthesis of Monomers for Studying Chemical-
Agent Detectors: A series of substituted phenyla-
cetylenes have been prepared for a study of

chemical-agent detectors

See 0142

CHEMICAL REACTIONS
Analyzing Near-Surface Reactions: Two new tech-

niques have been developed for analyzing these
reactions

See 0090

CHEMICAL REACTORS
Making Pure Fine-Grained Inorganic Powder: An
RF plasma technique introduces few impurities

See 0120

Reciprocating Grystallizer: Automatic crystallizer

grows crystals from aqueous solutions

See 0130

CHIMPANZEES
Research Animals and Services Available

See 1079

CHLORAMPHENICOL
Cheap Field Test for CAP in Milk

See 1039

CHLORINE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Thermally Modulated Electron Affinity Detector for

Priority Pollutant Analysis

See 0730

CHOLESTEROL
Effect of Alfalfa and Cholesterol on Arterial Plaque
in Monkeys is Studied

See 1044

CHOLESTYRAMINE
Effect of Alfalfa and Cholesterol on Arterial Plaque
in Monkeys is Studied

See 1044

CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
Dialysis Extraction for Chromatography: Batch or

continuous processing would be done in the field

See 0559

CHROMIUM COATINGS
Better Way to Chrome Plate

See 0763

Crack-Free Chromium Deposits: Controlled current

interruptions during plating reduce or eliminate re-

sidual stress of the deposits

See 0918

CHROMOSOMES
High-Speed Chromosome and Cell Sorting: New
laboratory instrument is an order of magnitude
faster than previous units

See 1055

Mouse Models Available for Studying Disorders

Caused by Extra Chromosomes
See 1067

New Technique Lets Researchers Analyze Whole
Chromosomes
See 1073

CHUCKS
Attaching Chuck Keys to Machine Tools: Chuck
keys are attached to portable machine tools by re-

tracting lanyards

See 0754

Magnetic Chuck for Precise Grinding: Handling

time is substantially reduced

See 0827

CIRADIAN RHYTHMS
Timing of Naps Defines Their Restorative Ability

See 1088

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
Compact Superconducting Circuit Breaker: Device
handles kiloampere currents

See 0304

CIRCUIT INTERCONNECTIONS
Predicting the Reliability of Solar-Cell Interconnec-

tions: The reduction of life expectancy by thermal

cycling is calculated during design

See 0494

Processes for VLSI Circuits: Advanced fabrication

methods are described and evaluated

See 0375

CIRCUIT PROTECTION
High-Energy Overcurrent Protection Coil: Size,

weight, and cost are reduced

See 0336
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CIRCUITS

SUBJECT INDEX

Overvoltage Protector for Electronic Circuits: Over-

voltage protector that bypasses high currents in

coaxial cables to ground
See 0370

CIRCUITS
Detection of Floating Inputs in Logic Circuits:

Modified oscilloscope probe applies a momentary
pullup voltage

See 0221

Error-Compensated Integrate and Hold: Differenc-

ing circuit cancels the error caused by switching-

transistor capacitance
See 0326

Fast Way Devised to Find Printed Circuit Defects

See 0332

Finding Open Faults in CMOS Circuits: Spurious

memory requires a series of test inputs

See 0333

Optical Testing of Integrated Circuits: Nondestruc-
tive test uses digital analysis of weighted photore-

sponse image
See 0369

Self-Checking Memory Interface: A VLSI chip im-

plements morphic Boolean algebra

See 0268

CLAMPS
Clamp for Attaching Equipment to an l-Beam: A
quick-connect -(-disconnect clamp is applied with-

out tools or significant force

See 0767

Clamp Secures Material to Cylinder Base: Two-
part clamp can be assembled around a pipe or

post, the ends of which are not free

See 0768

CLEANERS
Pressure-Driven Waterflow Cleaning Device: High-

pressure gas mixed with water is an effective

cleaner

See 0845

CLEANING
Computer Simulation of Cleansing-Water Jets: This
model is being used to develop equipment for

chemical decontamination
See 0097

Ice as an Abrading Agent: Solvent-induced corro-

sion is avoided by grit-blasting with frozen pellets

See 0810

CLEAVAGE
Positioning Vise for Crystal Cleavage: Smoothly
moving parts ensure correct orientation of crystals

See 1195

CLIMATE
Climatological Atlas of the World Ocean: Annual,
Seasonal, and Monthly Analyses
See 0041

CLINICAL MEDICINE
Intelligent Computers Help Clinicians

See 1061

CLOTHES DRYERS
Improving the Energy Efficiency of Clothes Dryers:

Experiments were conducted to evaluate four

techniques to improve the energy efficiency of

electrically-heated residential clothes dryers

See 0078

CLOUD CHAMBERS
Uniform-Temperature Walls for Cloud Chambers:
Flat heat pipes rapidly transfer heat to and from
experimental volumes
See 0740

CLOUDS(METEOROLOGY)
Measuring Clouds with Microwaves and Infrared:

Microwave techniques make standard infrared

measurements more meaningful
See 0043

CMOS
Detection of Floating Inputs in Logic Circuits:

Modified oscilloscope probe applies a momentary
pullup voltage

See 0221

Finding Open Faults in CMOS Circuits: Spurious
memory requires a series of test inputs

See 0333

COAL
Coal-Derived Fuels as Diesel Fuel Extenders:
Medium-speed diesel engines can operate on
coal-derived liquid fuel+diesel fuel blends
See 0420

Combustion Characteristics of Fine-Ground Coal:

Finest coal particles produce the most intense

flame but are the most difficult to feed
See 0162

COAL CONVERSION
Pollution Control Technology for Coal Energy: Cur-

rent development programs are described
See 0582

COAL FIRED POWER PLANTS
Ceramic Bag Filters for Cleaning Coal-Combustion
Efflux: Filters perform effectively at high tempera-
ture and pressure and withstand repeated cleaning
See 0548

Combined-Cycle Pressurized Fluidized-Bed Com-
bustion: Two process designs are compared to

conventional coal-fired processes
See 0550

Recovering Iron Oxide From Coal Fly Ash: The
process produces high-quality iron-oxide concen-
trate that is suitable as a feed for reduction fur-

nace
See 0587

Removing Respirable Dust From Combustion
Products: Combining electrocyclones with acoustic

agglomerators cleans dust from fiuidized bed and
pulverized coal-fired plant stack exhaust
See 0589

COAL GASIFICATION
Coal Gasifiers and Gas Treatment Systems: Proc-

esses of historical research and commercial sig-

nificance are described
See 0419

Gasification of Low-Rank Coal
See 0565

Gasification Technology Data Base
See 0455

Pressure-Letdown Plates for Coal Gasifiers: Rotat-

ing plates would reduce erosion and clogging
See 0496

Ultrafast Hydropyrolysis of Powdered Coal: Up to

86 percent of coal can be converted into gaseous
products in a matter of milliseconds

See 0150

COAL LIQUEFACTION
Catalytic Coal Liquefaction With Iron Sulfate: Re-
coverable catalyst promises high conversion yields

See 0093

Component Performance for a Coal Liquefaction

Plant: Several critical process components are dis-

cussed
See 0425

Corrosion of Metals in Coal Liquefaction Process-
es: Study determines factors governing corrosivity

of coal liquefaction process liquids to iron-based

and nickel-based alloys

See 0916

Experience With Components in Coal Liquefaction

Plants: Operating problems and solutions are re-

viewed
See 0448

Hydrogen Donor Strength of Potential Coal Lique-

faction Solvents: A scientific method has been es-

tablished for assessing the hydrogen-donor
strength of solvents for coal liquefaction

See 0462

One-Step Coal Liquefaction: Steam injection im-

proves yield and quality of product
See 0484

Solvent-Refined Coal: A Component History: Per-

formance synopses for pumps, valves, instru-

ments, and many other components are given for

pilot plant operation
See 0522

COAL MINES
Reducing Dust Exposure of Roof Bolter Operators
See 1113

COAL MINING
Automatic Coal-Mining System: Coal cutting and
removal would be done with minimal hazard to

people

See 1093

Bidirectional Continuous Coal Miner: As the miner
moves forward and backward, the cutting drums
pivot to cut in the direction of travel

See 1094

Coal-Face Fracture with a Two-Phase Liquid:

Flash vaporization of a dissolved gas would frac-

ture the coal

See 1096

Miner for Cutting Entry Passages in Coal Seams: A
pilot drum opens a coal seam to its full height and
two shearing drums broaden it to full entry width

See 1107

Roof Support Near Coal-Mining Face: Support and
conveyors would be combined into a single effi-

cient unit that improves safety

See 1115

Vertical-Control Subsystem for Automatic Coal
Mining: Unit ensures that maximum coal is extract-

ed without digging into ceiling rock

See 1120

COAL WATER SLURRIES
Bend Flow Analysis for Coal + Water Mixtures: A
report discusses mathematical relationships be-

tween different pipe bends and coal+ water con-
centrations

See 1243

COATINGS
Binder for Carbon-Fiber Coating: An insoluble,

even coating is formed by soaking in polyacrylic

acid

See 0904

Coating Bond Testing Apparatus

See 0613

Dok-Blok Hull Coating System Saves Fuel, Money
See 1139

Identifying Boundary-Layer Transitions on Aircraft

Skin: Airflow characteristics are determined from
coating patterns on the aircraft skin

See 0646

New Coating Prevents Ice Formation Navy Ships

See 0979

Oxidation-Resistant Slurry Coating for Carbon-
Based Materials: New process uses a paint spray-

er and vacuum furnace to produce a silicon car-

bide outer layer

See 0985

Surface coatingsStreaming-Potential Studies:

reduce electro-osmotic flow

See 1016

Thermal Spray Coatings for Corrosion Protection

and Machinery Restoration Evaluated

See 1021

Two-Layer Glass Thermal-Control Coating: Optical

properties endure at high temperatures

See 1024

Ultraviolet Chemical Processes-Electrodeless

Microwave Lamp: New ultraviolet light features fast

drying and curing of various coatings and plastics

See 1026

COBALT SAMARIUM
Samarium + Cobalt Magnets: High coercivities of

SmCo5 magnets are achieved by eliminating

oxygen contamination

See 0388

CODERS
Design Primer for Reed-Solomon Encoders: Con-
ventional and Berlekamp architectures are com-
pared
See 0220

Reed-Solomon Encoder: VLSI structure incorpo-

rates a bit-serial algorithm

See 0263

Test Sequences for Reed-Solomon Encoders: Re-

peating input and output patterns verify operation

See 0281
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COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

CODING
Efficient Coding for Optical Communication:
Photon counting yields a higher capacity than con-

ventional linear amplification

See 0194

COFFEE
Tannins Found in Tea and Coffee May Reduce
Tooth Enamel Plaque
See 1086

COLIFORM BACTERIA
Automated Coliform Analysis: The hydrogen
evolved by coliform bacteria is transferred to a
separate measurement cell

See 0545

COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
Vision Screening by Color Photography: A trained

observer can screen five children per minute

See 0067

COLUMNS(PROCESS ENGINEERING)
Coilable-Column Development: Design changes for

longeron columns allow fabrication of larger struc-

tures

See 0096

COMBINED-CYCLE POWER PLANTS
Combined-Cycle Pressurized Fluidized-Bed Com-
bustion: Two process designs are compared to

conventional coal-fired processes
See 0550

COMBUSTION
Acoustic Imaging of Combustion Noise: Ellipsoidal

reflector discriminates between locations in a
sound-emitting region

See 0160

Combustion Characteristics of Fine-Ground Coal:

Finest coal particles produce the most intense

flame but are the most difficult to feed

See 0162

Combustion of Residual Fuels in Diesel Engines:
Heavier, residual-type diesel fuels may be eco-
nomically advantageous
See 0422

Enhancing Combustion Efficiency with Oxygen:
Study examines how oxygen enhances various

combustion processes
See 0166

Laser-initiated Combustion of Alloys in Pressurized
Oxygen
See 0172

Supplemental Air for Gas-Fired Home Appliances:
Advice is offered on detecting and correcting

oxygen shortages
See 0084

TDC: TDC models gaseous combustion processes
in two dimensions
See 0183

COMBUSTION CHAMBERS
Beam Window for Pressure Chambers: Window re-

sists products of combustion experiments
See 0607

Computation of Three-Dimensional Combustor
Performance: Modified program includes computa-
tions of soot and nitrogen oxide emissions
See 0553

Ribbed Coolant Liners for Combustion Chambers:
Coolant channels and fins remove heat efficiently

See 0181

Turbulent Recirculating Flows in Isothermal Com-
bustor Geometries: Improved analyses of the com-
bustor flow fields are accomplished
See 0185

COMBUSTORS
Fuel Spray Analysis Techniques: An analysis of

complex mixing and combustion processes is de-
scribed

See 0452

COMMUTATION
Using a PFET To Commutate an SCR: Accidental
turn-on is prevented
See 0407

COMPILERS
JAKEF, Symbolic Function Differentiation: A four-

pass language processor
See 0237

COMPLIMENTARY METAL OXIDE SEMI-
CONDUCTORS

Detection of Floating Inputs in Logic Circuits:

Modified oscilloscope probe applies a momentary
pullup voltage

See 0221

Finding Open Faults in CMOS Circuits: Spurious
memory requires a series of test inputs

See 0333

COMPOSITE FABRICATION
Continuous-Filament Isogrid Composite Panel:

Damaged panels do not fail catastrophically when
fabricated this way
See 0914

Panel Analysis and Sizing Code: Program is of par-

ticular value in analyzing and sizing filamentary

composite panels
See 1234

Silicone-Rubber Tooling for Hollow Panels: A
wave-free contour surface is obtained by using a
flexible mold
See 1010

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
Abrasion of Composite and Aluminum Airplane

Skins: Composites have lower coefficients of fric-

tion but wear more than aluminum in simulated air-

craft belly landings

See 0001

Attaching Strain Gages to Composite Materials: A
polyurethane adhesive works well at liquid-nitrogen

and ambient temperatures
See 0901

Coilable-Column Development: Design changes for

longeron columns allow fabrication of larger struc-

tures

See 0096

Composite Rear Fuselage for Helicopters: Com-
posite fuselage is 38 percent more economical
than the metal one
See 0011

Composite-Material Wheels for Trucks: A replace-

ment for steel wheels is made by compression
molding
See 1245

Computer Code Offered for Composite Materials

Problems
See 0910

Design and Fabrication of Truck Trailer Side
Racks: Composite plastics were used to replace
existing plywood or hardwood trailer side racks
See 1246

Elastomer-Modified Polyimides: New resins yield

laminates with improved mechanical properties

See 0929

Ethynyl-Terminated Ester Oligomers and Polymers:
Use temperature and solvent resistance of polyes-
ters are increased
See 0107

Fabrication of Multi-Ply Birefringent Fibrous Com-
posite Laminates: Transparent composites facili-

tate stress analysis involving anisotropic photoe-
lasticity

See 0936

Fabrication, Processing and Characterization of

Multidimensionally Braided Graphite + Epoxy Com-
posite Materials

See 0937

Flammability of Epoxy Resins and Fiberglass Com-
posites: The potential fire hazards of some organic
formulations were evaluated
See 0942

Forming Lightweight Beams from Composite Tape:
Durable structural members could be rapidly

formed in a continuous process
See 0154

Glass + Epoxy Door Panel for Automobiles: Light-

weight panel is cost-effective

See 0948

Improved Spacecraft Material Developed
See 0959

In Situ Composite Fastener: Fasteners are in-

stalled prior to curing

See 0811

Interferometer Detects Acoustic Emissions in Com-
posites: Embedded single-mode optical fibers

sample internal-stress fields directly

See 0658

Manufacturing Discontinuously Reinforced Metal
Matrix Composites Billets

See 0971

Measuring Loss Factors in Metal-Matrix Compos-
ites: Loss factors in most of the tested composites
are lower than those of the corresponding base
metals

See 0973

Metal-Matrix Composites: A report introduces read-

ers to the basics of these modern materials

See 0975

Microyield Stress in Composite Materials: Multi-

beam laser interferometer resolves displacements
of plus or minus 3 micro in

See 0976

Modifying the Surface of Carbon + Graphite Fibers:

Plasma treatment improved mechanical properties

of the fibers

See 0977

Predicting Moisture Absorption in Composite Mate-
rials: Heat-transport programs are adaptable for

absorption analysis

See 0992

Prestressed Thermal-Protection Panels: Panels are
held securely with a minimum of mounting hard-

ware
See 0993

Properties of Low-Expansion Laminates: Mechani-
cal and thermal properties of thermally stable lami-

nates are calculated

See 0996

Rapid Adhesive Bonding for Metals and Compos-
ites: A toroidal induction heater is the key element
in a rapid bonding technique

See 1000

Resin Characterization in Cured Composite Materi-

als: A spectroscopic method of characterizing pol-

ymeric matrix resins determines resin performance
on a molecular level

See 1004

Rubberized, Brominated Epoxies: New composites
are tougher and more resistant to fire

See 1006

Si(x)N(y)C(z) Fibers for Safer Composites: High-

strength, high-electrical-resistance fibers are pro-

posed in place of graphite to make safer compos-
ites

See 1007

Tests of Composite Wheels for Tracked Vehicles:

Stresses and strains prove to be less than those
predicted by a computer model
See 1264

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
Lightning Protection for Composite Aircraft Struc-

tures: A secondarily applied system nullifies the

destructive right-angle effect

See 0018

Thermal-Balance Strip for Fluted LFC Panels: Wa-
viness of less than 0.004 inch is achieved using ti-

tanium strips

See 0026

COMPOSTING
Liquid Waste Composting
See 0573

COMPRESSIBLE FLOW
Hot-Wire Probe for Compressible Subsonic Flow:

A probe measures velocity, density, and total tem-
perature fluctuations

See 0645

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
Hollow Plastic Spheres Improve Fluid Compress-
ibility: A 40-percent (w + w) dispersion of spheres
shows ideal emulsion behavior

See 0952
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COMPRESSORS
Analyzing Flow Fields in Axial-Compressor Rotors

and Stators: Three programs calculate three-di-

mensional, inviscid, rotational flows with shock
waves in axial-compressor blade rows

See 0213

Energy-Efficient Compressors: A study investigates

the technical and commercial feasibility of energy-

efficient, back-pressure compressors
See 0787

High-Efficiency Compressors for Refrigerators: Re-

designed units save substantial energy and are at

least as reliable as conventional units

See 0076

Integrally Cast Low-Cost Compressor: Develop-

ment of integrally cast rotors with blades having

thin leading and trailing edges reduces cost of

compressor
See 0171

Low-Vibration Oscillating Compressor: The mo-
menta of opposed pistons cancel

See 0826

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
Computer-Aided Design is Being Used for Weap-
ons Systems
See 0769

COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING
Automated Process Planning: Three types of com-
puter aid are available, ranging from simple and
general to complex and specialized

See 0756

Computer-Aided Processes for Cold-Forged Gears:

Computer-aided design and manufacturing promise
reduced costs of gear forming

See 0771

Factory Automation Emulation Software Now
Available

See 0790

Integrated Manufacturing Operations Information

System
See 0815

Programed Optical Surfacing Equipment: A modi-

fied computer-controlled system promises to

reduce production time by about 25 percent

See 1200

COMPUTER AIDED MAPPING
Radar Imagery

See 1112

TERRAIN. REV.O: This program calculates terrain

corrections for various radial distances

See 1118

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
Acquisition of Dynamic Stress + Strain Data: Pro-

gram computes average strains, modulus of elas-

ticity, and the Poisson ratio

See 1151

Aerodynamic Analysis of Low-Speed Wing-Flap
Systems: Performance analysis includes the ef-

fects of leading-edge thrust and vortex lift

See 0002

Algorithm for Constructing Contour Plots: Contours
are constructed from a set of irregularly distributed

points

See 0209

Algorithms for Finite-Element Equations: A collec-

tion of algorithms is evaluated for linear equilibrium

problems
See 021

1

Analyzing Flow Fields in Axial-Compressor Rotors
and Stators: Three programs calculate three-di-

mensional, inviscid, rotational flows with shock
waves in axial-compressor blade rows
See 0213

Analyzing Vibrations in a Long Mast: Computer
model accurately predicts the vibrational modes
See 1154

Antenna Coupling Calculated in the Near-Field

See 0291

Antenna Radiation-Pattern Program: The effects of

reflector deformations and feed characteristics are

computed
See 1155

Assembly-Line Manufacturing Industry Simulation:

It assists in the economic analysis of production-

line manufacturing
See 0214

Assessing Energy-Generating Systems: The eco-
nomics of user-specified thermal and electrical

systems are analyzed
See 0414

Autocovariance Computer: Hardware implementa-
tion is fast enough for real-time flow-field diagnos-

tics

See 1157

Automated Data Acquisition for Spark Mass Spec-
trometry: Computerized system is inexpensive and
simple to operate
See 0091

Automated Magnetic-Susceptibility Analysis: Alter-

nating current susceptibility of small samples is de-

termined as function of temperature
See 0603

Automatic Electrical-Component Tester: Computer-
controlled instrumentation improves accuracy and
saves time
See 0605

BOAST: The program is a three-dimensional,

three-phase black oil applied simulator

See 1095

Capacitor-Test System: A microprocessor-based
capacitor-test system simultaneously monitors 80
capacitors
See 0612

CHEMKIN: This program describes arbitrary gas-

phase chemical reaction mechanisms
See 0095

CNVUFAC.GRAY: This is a set of two programs
that performs evaluations of radiation configuration

factors

See 1159

COMENT: This program is used to analyze atom
dynamics, defect configurations, and solid-state

processes
See 1160

Comparative Assessment of Industrial Boiler Rela-

tive to Air Emission Regulations
See 0551

Computation of Three-Dimensional Combustor
Performance: Modified program includes computa-
tions of soot and nitrogen oxide emissions
See 0553

Computer Code Offered for Composite Materials

Problems
See 0910

Computer Program Calculates Shielding Effective-

ness of Buildings

See 0554

Computer Programs Describing the Motions and
Loads of an OTEC Cold Water Pipe and Associat-

ed Platforms
See 0217

Computer-Aided Process Planning: Computer sys-

tems can capture the expertise of experienced en-

gineers
See 0770

Computer-Controlled X-Ray and Auger Spectros-

copy: Equipment and software make possible

combined spectroscopies
See 0615

Computerized Assay for B Vitamins
See 0098

Computerized Interactive Harness Engineering:

Manual methods are emulated, making the user

interface very natural

See 0306

Controlling Solar-Power Systems with Distributed

Processors: Many local processors offer advan-
tages over a single central processor
See 0426

CONTX: This program produces contour maps
from irregular data points

See 0218

Cost and Performance of Distributed Photovoltaic

Systems: Program compares the net present worth

of a PV system to the cost of purchasing electricity

See 0429

Cost Considerations in Nonlinear Finite-Element

Computing: The quasi-linear approach is evaluated

in various computer types
See 1163

Data-Generating Program for ASKA Modeling:

Time and data requirements are reduced for finite-

element thermal modeling
See 1223

Development of Software for a Fish Processing

Plant

See 0222

DRUFAN: This computer program is used for anal-

yses of pressurized-water and boiling-water reac-

tors

See 1124

Dynamic Simulation and Stability Analysis: Active-

ly-controlled, coupled multiflexible systems are

simulated

See 1224

Effect of Wind on the Aerodynamic Resistance of

Highway Vehicles: Program computes the effect

on fuel consumption of statistical wind and vehicle

speed
See 1248

Electric Generators Sized by Computer
See 0438

Electric-)- Hybrid Vehicle Simulation: Performance
and costs are analyzed for user-specified operat-

ing conditions

See 1249

Elliptical Orbit Performance Computer Program:
Program simulates space booster performance as

a function of payload weight

See 1225

Environmental-Monitoring System: Instrument ana-

lyzes and stores environmental information

See 0632

Estimating Health Services Requirements: Popula-

tion statistics are used to predict local hospital and
physician demand
See 0225

Evaluation of Used Crankcase Oils Using Comput-
erized Infrared Spectrometry
See 0935

EVENT, Explosive Transients in Flow Networks:

The rapid addition of energy and mass at specified

ventilation system locations simulates accident

conditions

See 0226

Factory Automation Emulation Software Now
Available

See 0790

Farm Tractors Now Automatically Steered by

Microcomputers
See 0032

FAST Computer Model to Predict Smoke, Toxic

Gas Spread
See 0072

FINELM Architecture and Usage: Program solves

multigroup diffusion-theory problems
See 1125

Free-Vibration Analysis of Structures: Numerical

procedure determines natural frequencies and as-

sociated modes in structural design

See 0073

Front-End Program for SYSGEN: The interactive

Front-End Program for SYSGEN (FEPS) is used to

create and modify data bases for SYSGEN simula-

tions

See 0451

FSGOMF: This is a set of three programs that per-

forms abinitio closed-shell calculations

See 0110

GAUSS7: This program determines gamma-ray en-

ergies and intensities

See 1126

General Aviation Synthesis Program: Program per-

forms the preliminary design of fixed-wing aircraft

See 0017

General Maneuver Program: Attitude and orbit ma-
neuvers are modeled for spacecraft

See 1226

General Optical Systems Evaluation Program: Pro-

gram evaluates optical systems by geometrical ray

tracing

See 1172

Generating Tables of Thermodynamic Properties:

Tables are obtained over a wide range of environ-

mental conditions

See 01 11
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COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

Heat-Exchanger Computational Procedure for

Temperature-Dependent Fouling: Fuel-vaporizer

exchanger performance is evaluated
See 0950

Hidden-Line Computer Code: A new, efficient solu-

tion minimizes run time
See 0231

High Tech Used In Insect Battle

See 1054

Hydrologic Evaluation of Landfill Performance
(HELP) Model Version 1.0

See 0155

Improved Techniques for Data Acquisition and
Analysis on X-Ray Diffraction Equipment
See 1180

Integrated Manufacturing Operations Information

System
See 0815

Integrated Procurement Management System, Ver-

sion II: An online system for managing and dis-

seminating procurement-related data
See 0233

Intelligent Computers Help Clinicians

See 1061

IPINV.REV1: This program inverts resistivity data
to two-dimensional models for a dipole-f dipole

array

See 0346

ISTUM, Industrial Sector Technology Use Model:
Software projects energy use, efficiency, and tech-

nology penetration for 27 industries through the
year 2000
See 0467

Joywriter: A Communicator for the Severely Dis-

abled Person
See 0052

Language for Allocation and Network Scheduling:
Useful in scheduling, it is also an efficient high-

level tree-manipulation language
See 0238

Library Information-Processing System: System
works with the Library of Congress MARC II format
See 0241

LOTS: This program is designed to solve a wide
variety of problems in physical optics and beam
propagation
See 1183

LRU Voltage Analysis: Program predicts the mini-

mum supply voltages that give predetermined LRU
voltages
See 0354

LSTSQ: This is a set of three programs used for

determining the contribution of nuclides to an ob-
served gamma spectra
See 1130

MASEC1, MASEC2, Multi-TechLife-Cycle Costing:
These are interactive models providing multi-tech-
nology analysis of solar economics
See 0476

Mathematical Model for Assessing Pesticide Risks
See 0574

MAZE: This program is an interactive generator for

two-dimensional finite-element programs used in

structural analysis

See 1186

MCRT: This program serves as a thermodynamic
data-base system for aqueous geochemistry
See 0122

Measuring High Gas Temperatures: Radiation ef-

fects are included for more accurate processing of
thermocouple data
See 0673

Meteorological Fortran (Metefor)
See 0044

Minimizing Weight of Structural Designs: Approxi-
mation concepts are combined with dual-method
algorithms
See 1 189

Modern Numerical Methods for Classical Sampled
System Analysis - SAMSAN: Program provides a
set of algorithms that can be readily integrated for
solving control-system problems
See 0244

More Efficient Structural Design by Optimality Cri-

teria: An algorithm distinguishes between essential
and nonessential constraints
See 1191

NASSI: The NASSI computer program creates and
modifies structured flow charts
See 0246

ODEPACK: This program solves initial-value prob-
lems for systems of ordinary differential equations
See 0249

Orbital and Geodetic Error Analysis: Results that

previously required several runs are determined in

a more computer-efficient manner
See 1232

Orbital Mechanics Analysis Program: Program
computes position, velocity, range, and range rate

See 1233

Panel Analysis and Sizing Code: Program is of par-

ticular value in analyzing and sizing filamentary

composite panels
See 1234

PCHIP: This program provides piecewise cubic
Hermite interpolation

See 0254

Powered Wheelchair Controller: A Human Factors
Design
See 0057

Predicting Moisture Absorption in Composite Mate-
rials: Heat-transport programs are adaptable for

absorption analysis

See 0992

Predicting Pesticide Pollution Potential

See 0584

Price Estimation Guidelines: The cost of a manu-
factured product is calculated

See 0256
Priority-Based Dispatching Algorithm: Tasks are
assigned to different queues based on priority

See 0257

Program CONTA for Calculating Surface Heat
Fluxes in Solids: The program produces a numeri-
cal solution to the nonlinear, one-dimensional
planar, inverse heat-conduction problem (IHCP)
See 1199

Program Upgrades X-Ray Fluorescence Software
See 0127

Propeller Design Program: Planform and propeller

twist with minimum induced loss are calculated
See 0022

Pseudo-Random Number Generators: Package
features a comprehensive selection of probabilistic

distributions

See 0259

QUICK Interactive Graphics Analysis: Cross-sec-
tion and body-line plots are generated for error de-
tection and analysis
See 0023
Rapid Growth Creates Need for Performance
Measurements of Data Communication Services
See 0202

Research and Development Mission Analysis
System: Program forms a basis for solving com-
plex mission-analysis problems
See 0264

Research-Concept Evaluation: Concepts are
ranked according to their potential benefit-)- cost
ratios

See 0265

Road Design System
See 0157
Root-Locus Algorithms: Algorithms for solving root-

locus problems are applicable to hand calculators
See 0266

Save Money By Using The Heat Recovery Inciner-

ator (HRI) Cost Model
See 0511

SEAM 1: This program analyzes the performance
of a Stirling engine
See 0513

SERI-RES: The computer program performs ther-

mal energy analysis of residential and small com-
mercial buildings

See 0081

Small Computer Regulates Poultry House
See 0036
Software Available for Calculating Investment in

Robotics
See 0866
Software Document Inventory Program: Program
offers ways to file and locate sources of reference
See 0271

Software For Analyzing NMR Data
See 0137

Solar+ Thermal Powerplant Simulation: Program
provides for consistent comparison of powerplant
configurations

See 05 19

SOLCOST3.0: This program is used for sizing and
evaluating solar systems for residential and com-
mercial buildings

See 0083

Solving First-Kind Integral Equations With Noisy
Data: A computer program provides effective solu-

tions of ill-posed problems
See 0274

Spherical-Bearing Analysis Program: Program pre-

dicts thermomechanical performance of spherical
roller bearings

See 0869

SPIRE Data-Base Management System: Records
are set up according to the user's requirements
See 0276

Standard Fastener Library: Fastener details are in-

serted as the drawing is constructed on a graphics
terminal

See 0872

Structural Analysis of Cylindrical Thrust Chambers:
Extrapolation, plot, and restart routines for use
with the BOPACE program
See 1213

System for Structural Synthesis Combines Finite-

Element Analysis and Optimization Programs: Two
programs are combined to solve a variety of struc-

tural optimization problems
See 1215

Takeoff and Landing of Transport Aircraft: Pro-

gram assesses aircraft configurations for takeoff

and landing performance
See 0279

TDC: TDC models gaseous combustion processes
in two dimensions

See 0183

Technology Stretches Irrigation Water
See 0039

Terrain Analysis Network Software: Program
Allows the Building and Editing of Geographic
Data
See 1117

TERRAIN. REV. 0: This program calculates terrain

corrections for various radial distances

See 1118

Thermal Radiation Analyzer System: System
solves radiation-related aspects of thermal-analy-
sis problems
See 1217

Thermal Radiation Analyzer: Program handles in-

ternode radiation exchange and heat from environ-
mental radiant

See 1218

TOEPLITZ: This program solves linear system
problems
See 0283

Tomographic Reconstruction New Tool for Nonde-
structive Testing

See 0734

Transient Response Analysis: The damping char-

acteristics of electromechanical devices are deter-

mined by analyzing transient response
See 0285

Transonic Airfoil Analysis: Program uses a fast iter-

ation scheme for solving the transonic flow field

around arbitrary airfoils

See 0027

TRIPOLI-2: Program is used to predict the behav-
ior of shields exposed to neutron and gamma radi-

ations

See 1137

Turbine-Engine Transient-Rotor Analysis: The re-

sponse to blade loss or transients is calculated

See 0184

Turbulent Recirculating Flows in Isothermal Com-
bustor Geometries: Improved analyses of the com-
bustor flow fields are accomplished
See 0185
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TVENT, Ventilation System Transient Analysis:

Flows are determined from a network model that

includes damper, duct, filter, and blower elements

See 0087

WECSAM: The program analyzes wind-energy
conversion systems
See 0539

COMPUTER GRAPHICS
CONTX: This program produces contour maps
from irregular data points

See 0218

Hidden-Line Computer Code: A new, efficient solu-

tion minimizes run time

See 0231

Isometric Graphics for Investment Casting Design:

Tooling and unit costs can be substantially re-

duced
See 0818

QUICK Interactive Graphics Analysis: Cross-sec-
tion and body-line plots are generated for error de-

tection and analysis

See 0023

Standard Fastener Library: Fastener details are in-

serted as the drawing is constructed on a graphics

terminal

See 0872

SVDI: This program supports high-level graphics

packages at the Sandia National Laboratories

See 0278

COMPUTER NETWORKS
Fiber-Optic Equipment for Power-System Control:

Digital control signals would be transmitted by light

See 0198

Intercomputer Communication Link: Interface units

transmit, receive, and perform 'handshaking' func-

tions

See 0235

NJE3.00: This program allows a VAX VMS system
to participate as an end-node in a standard IBM
network
See 0248

COMPUTER STORAGE
Deallocating Defective Space on Winchester
Disks: Data integrity is maintained in a two-operat-
ing-system, partitioned-disk environment
See 0219

Dynamic-RAM Data Storage Unit: It stores 256K of

serial data, with independent read and write capa-
bility

See 0223

Optical Mass Memory System Specification

See 0251

Self-Checking Memory Interface: A VLSI chip im-

plements morphic Boolean algebra

See 0268

COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
Computer Simulation of Cleansing-Water Jets: This
model is being used to develop equipment for

chemical decontamination

See 0097

Factory Automation Emulation Software Now
Available

See 0790

Modeling of Solar Concentrators: Computer model-
ing helps optimize performance before building

scale models
See 0481

Pseudo-Random Number Generators: Package
features a comprehensive selection of probabilistic

distributions

See 0259

Thermal and Flow Data From Liquid-Oxygen
System: Extensive flow rate, pressure, and temper-
ature data are available for validating computer
models of liquid-oxygen transfer systems
See 1238

CONCRETE POLYMER COMPOSITES
Plastic Foams and Concretes as Cryogenic Insula-

tors

See 0986

CONDUCTION
Program CONTA for Calculating Surface Heat
Fluxes in Solids: The program produces a numeri-
cal solution to the nonlinear, one-dimensional
planar, inverse heat-conduction problem (IHCP)

See 1199

CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION
Algorithm Solves Constrained and Unconstrained
Optimization Problems: Algorithm features rapid

convergence and good numerical stability

See 0210

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
Building Industry Experts Critically Eye Foamed
Plastics for Federal Construction

See 0070

Implementation of Polymer Impregnation as a
Bridge Deck Sealant

See 0956

Neutron Probe of Building-Wall Composition: Walls
of historic buildings are charted by neutron radiog-

raphy

See 0686

Phase-Change Materials in Wall Panels: Passive
solar heating is enhanced by materials with high

heat-absorption capacity

See 0488

CONTACT RESISTANCE
Measuring the Contact Resistances of Photovol-

taic Cells: Test method is only slightly destructive

See 0480

CONTAINERLESS MELTS
Containerless Manufacture of Glass Optical Fibers:

Contamination and crystallization are reduced in a
proposed process
See 1162

Containerless Processing of Advanced Glasses:
New compositions with remarkable properties are

possible

See 0912

CONTAINERLESS PROCESSING
Containerless Solidification of Amorphous Metals:

A proposed method could produce large amor-
phous alloys

See 0913

Hybrid Contactless Heating and Levitation: Acous-
tic and electromagnetic fields would be applied

See 0808

Sonic-Pump Levitator: An audiospeaker drives the

gas and rapidly responds to corrective signals

See 0867

CONTAINERS
Guide for Inspecting Packaged Goods
See 0800

Laser-Welding Missile-Storage Containers: The
process is feasible but needs larger production

volume to be economical
See 0823

CONTAMINANTS
Dye Indicators for Acidic or Basic Surface Con-
tamination: Secondary contamination due to clean-

ing processes is detected

See 0105

CONTOURS
Algorithm for Constructing Contour Plots: Contours
are constructed from a set of irregularly distributed

points

See 0209

CONTRACEPTION
Potential Male Contraceptive

See 1075

CONTROL CIRCUITS
Digital Sequence Controller: The length and timing

of pulse sequences are user-controlled

See 0312

Miniature Temperature-Control Circuit: It operates
on any power-supply voltage from 6 to 28 volts

See 0362

CONTROL EQUIPMENT
Advanced dc-Traction-Motor Control System: Fea-
tures include high efficiency and regenerative brak-

ing

See 0289

Controlling an Inverter-Driven Three-Phase Motor:
A speed control loop applies feedback to the in-

verter

See 0308

Digital Stepping-Motor Control System: Maximum
acceleration can be achieved without sacrificing

synchronization

See 0313

Displaying Force and Torque of a Manipulator:
Video graphics display shows force and torque
values in easy-to-comprehend form

See 0783

Instrumentation and Control for Fossil-Energy
Processes: A working document fosters develop-
ment of instrumentation and control technology
See 0465

Power-Measurement Errors Due to Instrument Lag:

Short-risetime pulses contain frequency compo-
nents above the flat-response region of typical in-

strumentation amplifiers

See 1258

Programmable Multicrate Controller: Weight and
power consumption are minimized

See 0258

CONTROL SIMULATION
Dynamic Simulation and Stability Analysis: Active-

ly-controlled, coupled multiflexible systems are
simulated

See 1224

CONTROL SYSTEMS
Calculating Closed-Loop Sensitivity to Parameter
Variations: Performance sensitivity is calculated by
back substitution

See 0216

Factory Automation Emulation Software Now
Available

See 0790

Modern Numerical Methods for Classical Sampled
System Analysis - SAMSAN: Program provides a
set of algorithms that can be readily integrated for

solving control-system problems
See 0244

CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERES
Zero-Net-Charge Air Ionizer: Positive and negative

ion outputs are controlled to produce neutral ion-

ized air

See 0743

CONVECTION
Minimizing Convection During Crystal Growth: Cell

design uses novel geometry and quasiadiabatic

windows
See 1 188

COOLANTS
Monitoring Fluids in Pressure Vessel: Sensing a
pressure difference provides a variety of data

See 0683

COOLING SYSTEMS
Air Guide for Sheet-Metal Grinder: Tool attach-

ment reduces heat distortion of the sheet

See 0751

Air-Conditioning for Electric Vehicles: The evapora-

tive cooling uses solar heat and motor waste heat

See 1241

Better Shield for Plasma-Tube Walls: Thicker

shield protects plasma tubes at temperatures as
high as 18,000 C
See 0186

Cooldown Strategy for Cryogenic Wind Tunnels:

Research reveals ways to reduce both time and
LN2 energy consumption during cooldown
See 0012

Cooling Waveguide Flanges in Microwave Trans-

mitters: Flange appendage circulates coolant for

conductive heat removal

See 0309
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CRYSTAL GROWTH

Degreaser Reduces Solvent Loss: Escape of sol-

vent is minimized by a second cooling coil

See 0102

Liquid-Droplet Radiative Cooler: A fine spray acts

as a large-area, low-mass radiator

See 1228

Metering Baffle for Turbine-Blade Cooling: Mixing

losses due to excessive film cooling are reduced
See 0174

Multistage Waterspray Coolers
See 1109

COORDINATES
Space Plate for Coordinate-Measuring Machines:
The plate is used for estimating measuring uncer-

tainties of these machines
See 0715

COPPER
Copper Embrittlement of Steel: Copper sliding over
hot, stressed steel can cause cracking

See 0915

NBS Analyzes Data on Thermal Conductivity of

Metals
See 0978

CORING
Clean Soil Sampling
See 0152

CORN
Liquefaction and Saccharification of Explosively-

Dried Corn With and Without Adsorbed Ethyl Alco-

hol

See 0469

CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE
Balloon Catheterization Opens Totally Blocked
Coronary Arteries

See 0048

CORRELATORS
Binary Correlator for Electromagnetic Signal Pat-

terns: Modulation patterns are recognized without
extensive calculations

See 0299

CORROSION
Corrosion of Metals in Coal Liquefaction Process-
es: Study determines factors governing corrosivity

of coal liquefaction process liquids to iron-based
and nickel-based alloys

See 0916

Internal Corrosion of Water Distribution Systems:
Basic theory of causes and practical advice on
control are offered

See 0156

CORROSION INHIBITORS
Reducing Corrosion in Positive Electrodes: Fine
iron powder reduces corrosion rate in secondary
electrochemical cells

See 1001

Thermal Spray Coatings for Corrosion Protection
and Machinery Restoration Evaluated
See 1021

CORROSION PREVENTION
In Situ Analysis of Corrosive and Passive Surfaces
by Laser-Excited Raman Spectroscopy
See 0962

Managing for Corrosion Control: Responsibilities
are assigned to implement sound material selec-
tion practices and finish treatments for helicopters
See 0970

NiFe Aluminide (Nickel-Iron Aluminide)
See 0982

Protecting Anodes in Alkaline Cells: Nickel, silver,

or gold films deposited on the edges extend the
life and efficiency of anodes
See 0501

Trioxane-lnitiated Formic-Acid Denitration: A pro-
cedure for controlled low-temperature chemical
denitration of acidic solutions has been developed
See 1023

CORROSION PREVENTIVE
Corrosion-Resistant Glass: This glass can be
made commercially
See 0917

Research Center for Surface Modification: A col-

laborative research center for surface modification

and advanced processing of materials to improve
their performance characteristics has been estab-

lished

See 0508

COST ANALYSIS
Cost Uncertainties of Alternative Energy Technol-
ogies: Probabilistic techniques provide cost and
performance evaluations

See 0430

COST ESTIMATES
Price Estimation Guidelines: The cost of a manu-
factured product is calculated

See 0256

COST MODELS
Research-Concept Evaluation: Concepts are

ranked according to their potential benefit + cost
ratios

See 0265

COUPLERS
Remotely-Controlled Docking System: Spring-

loaded drogue cones tolerate and correct misaline-

ment
See 0851

COUPLING CIRCUITS
Powerline Coupler for Windmill
Motor + Generators: Efficiency at low windspeed is

increased by firing-angle control

See 0492

COUPLINGS
High-Pressure Coupling for Open-Ended Tubes: A
temporary fitting is easily installed and removed
without damage to tubes
See 0804

Self-Locking Coupler Engages and Moves Loads:
Self-locking coupler prevents accidental release of

load

See 0862

COVERINGS
Fitting Flexible Coverings to Contoured Surfaces:
Contour-transferring technique simplifies precise

fitting of flexible insulation

See 0940

Protective Cover for IC Packages: Aluminized plas-

tic protects integrated circuits from static dis-

charge
See 0379

CRACK PROPAGATION
Predicting Crack Growth Under Different Loads:
Analyses are presented for random and ordered
loadings

See 0990

CRACKING(FRACTURING)
Hot Microfissuring in Nickel Alloy: Correct process
design may reduce cracking

See 0954

Microfissuring in Alloys During Welding: Concen-
trated strain on grain boundaries results in inter-

granular brittleness

See 0833

CRACKS
Optical Technique Determines Creep and Fatigue
Limits

See 0693

Stress Analysis of Vacuum-Tube -(-Transformer
Cracks: Analysis identifies what causes cracking

See 0398

CREEP TESTS
Optical Technique Determines Creep and Fatigue
Limits

See 0693

CRUDE OIL
Transportable Pumps Could Save Oil Cargoes:
Helicopter-carried pumps for firefighting can serve
a dual purpose
See 0596

CRYOGENIC REFRIGERATORS
Thermoelectric Refrigerator With Built-in Regula-
tion: Cryogenic temperature is controlled within

0.001 K
See 1219

CRYOGENIC STORAGE
Continuous-Reading Cryogen Level Sensor: Tank
contents are indicated accurately despite vari-

ations in liquid density

See 0620

CRYOGENICS
Automated Magnetic-Susceptibility Analysis: Alter-

nating current susceptibility of small samples is de-
termined as function of temperature

See 0603

Cryogenic Pressure Seal for Wires: A special fitting

is filled with polyurethane

See 0919

Motorized Cryogenic Valve: An electronic control-

ler operates a modified cryogenic angle valve

See 0835

Thermoelectric Refrigerator With Built-in Regula-
tion: Cryogenic temperature is controlled within

0.001 K
See 1219

Transmitting Electromagnetic Energy into Liquids:

A rough liquid surface enhances coupling

See 1220

CRYSTAL DEFECTS
COMENT: This program is used to analyze atom
dynamics, defect configurations, and solid-state

processes

See 1160

Defect Chemistry of Hg(1-x)Cd(x)Te: Control of

defect concentrations is achieved by varying prep-

aration conditions

See 1 165

CRYSTAL GROWTH
Eutectic-Alloy Morphology: Lower solidification limit

for controlled growth of Bi + Mn alloys is 1

centimeter + hour

See 0933

Gas Atmospheres Improve Silicon-Ribbon Quality:

The growing crystal is surrounded by a gas con-
taining carbon or oxygen
See 0453

Gravitational Effects on Crystal Growth by Vapor
Transport: A transparent crystal-growth apparatus
can be operated in any orientation

See 1174

IC Fabrication Methods Improve Laser Diodes:
These high-performance diodes withstand longer
thermal cycling and shelf life

See 1177

Improved Melt-Level Control System: Laser feed-

bacK control automatically maintains silicon melt
levels

See 0114

Interface Instability During Crystal Growth: None-
quilibrium effects are examined
See 0118

Melt Stirring by Horizontal Crucible Vibration:

Mixing is more thorough than in rotational oscilla-

tion

See 1187

Minimizing Convection During Crystal Growth: Cell

design uses novel geometry and quasiadiabatic

windows
See 1188

Preparation and Characterization of Hg(x)Cd(1-
x)Te: Crystal growth and properties are studied

under variations of composition and processing

See 1198

Purifying Silicon During Crystal Growth: Current
causes impurities to electromigrate from growing
crystal

See 1202

Reciprocating Crystallizer: Automatic crystallizer

grows crystals from aqueous solutions

See 0130
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CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS

SUBJECT INDEX

Silicon-Film Growth by Continuous Edge-Support-
ed Melt Skimming: A proposed technique would
grow thin sheets of silicon at high speeds with

minimal contamination
See 1210

Silicon-Web-Growing Machine: Silicon is replen-

ished automatically as the web is withdrawn
See 0865

CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS
Crystal Microbalance Monitors Relative Humidity:

Sensor could monitor water evaporation in industri-

al drying processes
See 0621

CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
Refining Triaminoguanidinium Chloride: The crystal

structure is refined using three-dimensional X-ray

diffraction data
See 0133

CULTURES(BIOLOGY)
Cell Culture Center Offers Customized Service

See 1037

Cell Culture Test Developed for Vulnerability to

Depression
See 1038

CUTTING
Cutthrough Warning Circuit: Damage to an underly-

ing layer is averted
See 0778

PAXROU: This program analyzes and optimizes
cutter placement on drill bits

See 0841

Water-Jet-Assist Cutting Improves Roadheader
Performance
See 1122

CUTTING TOOLS
Grinding and Lapping of Diamond Tools
$&e 0799

Reciprocating Saw for Silicon Wafers: Concept
would increase productivity and wafer quality

See 0849

Square-Cutting Grinder: A modified grinder easily

makes square cuts in pipes

See 0870

Stripping the Sheath from Stranded Cables: A
device similar to a tubing cutter removes the tough
plastic cover
See 0875

Tool Enlarges Hard-to-Reach Holes: Tool centers
itself and cuts to a precise depth
See 0879

CYANIDES
Solar-Assisted Oxidation of Toxic Cyanide: Illumi-

nated platinized Ti02 is used to treat industrial

wastewaters
See 0594

CYCLONE SEPARATORS
Removing Respirable Dust From Combustion
Products: Combining electrocyclones with acoustic

agglomerators cleans dust from fluidized bed and
pulverized coal-fired plant stack exhaust
See 0589

CYPERUS ESCULENTUS
Plant Bioassays to Predict Contaminant Uptake
See 0581

DAMPING
Measuring Loss Factors in Metal-Matrix Compos-
ites: Loss factors in most of the tested composites
are lower than those of the corresponding base
metals
See 0973

DATA ACQUISITION
Automated Data Acquisition for Spark Mass Spec-
trometry: Computerized system is inexpensive and
simple to operate
See 0091

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Integrated Procurement Management System, Ver-

sion II: An online system for managing and dis-

seminating procurement-related data
See 0233

SPIRE Data-Base Management System: Records
are set up according to the user's requirements
See 0276

DATA BASES
Database on Aircraft Icing Conditions

See 0013

FRAMIS: This program is a relational data base
See 0229

Gasification Technology Data Base
See 0455

Satellite Anomaly Data Base
See 1237

DATA BUSSES
Synchronizing Data-Bus Messages: Scheme allows
'collision-free' communications without a central

controller

See 0207

DATA FILES
Database on Behavior of Salts in Solutions

See 0101

DATA PROCESSING
Workload Forecasting Essential to Managing ADP
System
See 0287

DATA PROCESSING TERMINALS
Optical Communication System for Microproces-
sor-Based Terminals: System uses highly efficient

components
See 0250

DATA TRANSMISSION
Convolutionally-Coded Unbalanced QPSK Sys-
tems: Bit-error rates are derived for three systems
See 0189

Dual-Rate Transmission Reduces Weather Effects:

Scheme ensures that maximum data are received

on the average
See 0193

Intercomputer Communication Link: Interface units

transmit, receive, and perform 'handshaking' func-

tions

See 0235

Priority Queuing on a Parallel Data Bus: Algorithms
provide maximum service with a minimum number
of wires

See 0201

DEAF PERSONS
Telephone Instrument for the Deaf: Letters and
numbers would be transmitted by tones to a de-

coder
See 0065

DEBURRING
Removing Burrs by Robot: Robots are faster and
more consistent than human operators but pose
special problems
See 0852

DECODERS
Real-Time Reed-Solomon Decoder: An RS decod-
er uses dedicated hardware and data pipelining for

high-speed operation

See 0260

DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
Effect of Hydration on Nitrogen Washout in

Humans: While hydration may reduce decompres-
sion effects, nitrogen removal is not the reason
See 1045

DECONTAMINATION
Computer Simulation of Cleansing-Water Jets: This

model is being used to develop equipment for

chemical decontamination
See 0097

Decontaminating Aluminum 4 Ammonia Heat
Pipes: Internal gas slugs are reduced or eliminated

See 0779

DEGASSING
Soil Water Extractor Minimizes C02 Degassing
and pH Errors

See 0593

DEGREASERS
Degreaser Reduces Solvent Loss: Escape of sol-

vent is minimized by a second cooling coil

See 0102

DEICERS
Pneumatic Deicer for Helicopter Rotors: Inflatable-

tube system is found to be feasible

See 0020

DEIONIZED WATER
Troubleshooting Water-Purification Systems: Meth-
ods are presented to control bacteria and other
contaminants in deionized water
See 0159

DEMODULATORS
Demodulator for AM and SSB-SC Signals: Its dy-
namic range is better than 60 dB for AM signals

See 0310

DENDRITES
Impurity Effects on Dendritic Growth: Effects of

argon additions in succinonitrile agree with theory
See 0116

DENITRATION
Trioxane-lnitiated Formic-Acid Denitration: A pro-

cedure for controlled low-temperature chemical
denitration of acidic solutions has been developed
See 1023

DENSIFICATION
Improving the Density of Silicon Nitride Ceramics:
Certain additives produce a denser sintered mate-
rial

See 0961

DENTAL MATERIALS
Tannins Found in Tea and Coffee May Reduce
Tooth Enamel Plaque
See 1086

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACIDS
DNA Storage And Specimens Available

See 1042

New Technique Lets Researchers Analyze Whole
Chromosomes
See 1073

DEPRESSIONS
Cell Culture Test Developed for Vulnerability to

Depression
See 1038

DEPTH GAGES
Depth Gage for Threaded Holes: Tool gives a
direct reading of depth, eliminating estimates and
calculations

See 0780

DESALTING
High-Flow Asymmetric Reverse-Osmosis Mem-
branes: A water-soluble polymer membrane is in-

solubilized by a transition-metal salt

See 0112

DESULFURIZATION
Desulfurizing Fuel Gases at High Temperature: Hot
process improves efficiency

See 0557

DETECTORS
Self-Powered Vehicle Detector

See 0158

DEVITRIFIED GLASS
Determination of Water Concentration in Glass Ce-
ramics: Method provides accurate results

See 0922

DEWATERING
Improved Flocculation Method for Dewatering
Coal i

Clay Waste Material

See 0569

DIAGNOSIS
Cell Culture Test Developed for Vulnerability to

Depression
See 1038
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DROPS(LIQUIDS)

Early Detection of Mononucleosis: Blood test dis-

tinguishes the illness from leukemia
See 1043

Elevated Numbers of PAS-Positive Granulocytes in

Peripheral Blood Signify Presence of Disease in

Certain Fish Species
See 1047

Genetic Markers of Neurological Diseases
See 1051

Scientists Identify Cell Membrane Differences Dis-

tinguishing Cancer from Benign Tumor Cells

See 1083

DIAGNOSTIC AGENTS
Indicator for Brain Tumor Growth Rates
See 1059

Ruthenium-Labeled Transferrin: This transferrin im-

proves the detection of tumors and abscesses
See 1081

DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT
Photographic Screening for Eye Defects: Images
of retinas are examined for characteristic patterns

See 0055

Probe Follower for Moving Blood Vessels: Probes
would track vessel expansion and contraction with

minimal perturbation

See 0058

Scanning Electron Microscopy is Applied to Study
of Intestinal Diseases
See 0062

DIAMOND BITS
Grinding and L=>npina of Diamond Tools
See 0799

DIES
Contoured Orifice for Silicon-Ribbon Die: Die con-
figuration encourages purity and stable growth
See 0774

Selecting Flatpack Lead-Forming Dies: The die is

selected optically

See 0390

DIESEL ENGINES
Coal-Derived Fuels as Diesel Fuel Extenders:
Medium-speed diesel engines can operate on
coal-derived liquid fuel + diesel fuel blends
See 0420

Combustion of Residual Fuels in Diesel Engines:
Heavier, residual-type diesel fuels may be eco-
nomically advantageous
See 0422

How Alcohol Supplementation Affects Diesel En-
gines: Fumigation system shows no effects on
engine wear
See 0169

Testing Ceramics for Diesel Engines: Concept
offers safe, convenient simulation of operating
conditions

See 0729

DIESEL FUELS
Prototype Space Heater: A 16.1-kW heater capa-
ble of burning diesel fuel cleanly is being devel-
oped for field use
See 0502

DIETS
Effect of Alfalfa and Cholesterol on Arterial Plaque
in Monkeys is Studied
See 1044

Weight Reduction Program
See 1090

DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIERS
High-Common-Mode-Rejection Differential Amplifi-
er: The circuit features inexpensive components
See 0335

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
ODEPACK: This program solves initial-value prob-
lems for systems of ordinary differential equations
See 0249

DIFFUSION PUMPS
Stalled-Flow and Head-Loss Model for Diffuser
Pumps: The inlet transition zone is modeled as a
two-dimensional cascade
See 0871

DIFFUSION THEORY
FINELM Architecture and Usage: Program solves

multigroup diffusion-theory problems
See 1125

DIGITAL FILTERS
Fast Two-Dimensional Digital-Filter Hardware: A 5-

by-5 convolute-integer filter could process 4 x 10
to the 6 image points per second
See 0331

DILATOMETERS
Automated Mercury Dilatometer: Volume changes
are recorded on a strip chart

See 0604

DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT
Acousto-optic Extensometer for Bolts: Bolt torque
or tension is deduced from noncontacting meas-
urements
See 0746

DIRECTORIES
Worldwide Directory of Earth Science Agencies
and Organizations Available

See 1123

DISABLED PERSONS
Joywriter: A Communicator for the Severely Dis-

abled Person
See 0052

Large Print Word Processor for the Visually Im-

paired Person
See 0239

Lepricon System: Produces large print on micro-

computers for the visually impaired

See 0240

DISCRIMINATORS
Discriminator Aids Phase-Lock Acquisition: The
complexity of swept-frequency systems is avoided
See 0315

DISEASES
Compedium of Articles on Epidemiology of Rheu-
matic Diseases Available

See 1040

Computer Identifies Disease Patterns In Patient

Data
See 1041

Early Detection of Mononucleosis: Blood test dis-

tinguishes the illness from leukemia
See 1043

Effects of Pollutants on Human Viral Respiratory
Disease
See 1046

Elevated Numbers of PAS-Positive Granulocytes in

Peripheral Blood Signify Presence of Disease in

Certain Fish Species
See 1047

Genetic Markers of Neurological Diseases
See 1051

Life Cycle Discoveries Open Way to Trout Disease
Prevention

See 1063

New Drug Therapy Offers Hope for Kidney Stone
Patients

See 1070

Scientists Clone Gene for Gaucher's Disease
See 1082

DISPLAY DEVICES
Display for Mining-Machine Operators: Unit gathers
data and presents it in easy-to-understand form
See 1100

Displaying Force and Torque of a Manipulator:
Video graphics display shows force and torque
values in easy-to-comprehend form
See 0783

Human Capabilities Vs. Visual Displays Subject of

Manual
See 0051

Producing Dot Matrix Display Panels: Fabrication
of light-emitting diode (LED) arrays is simplified

See 0376

DISPLAY SYSTEMS
Color-Video Insetter for Avionics Symbology: The
unit can inset data from two externally generated
symbology sources into a color background
See 0009

Large Print Word Processor for the Visually Im-

paired Person
See 0239

DISTILLATION
Ethanol + Water Solar Fractioning System
See 0445

DIVERS
Protect Your Diver From Electrical Shock Hazards
See 1 143

DOCLIB SYSTEM
Software Document Inventory Program: Program
offers ways to file and locate sources of reference
See 0271

DOLLIES
Forklift Support Dolly: Long, heavy loads are han-
dled safely

See 0796

DOORS
Glass + Epoxy Door Panel for Automobiles: Light-

weight panel is cost-effective

See 0948

Polyethylene Trawl Door (Poly Door)
See 0035

DOPPLER EFFECT
Estimating Doppler Shifts for Synthetic-Aperture
Radar: Return signals are preprocessed to com-
pensate for motion
See 0224

DOSIMETERS
Passive Sampling Device for Ambient Air and Per-

sonal Monitoring

See 0697

DOSIMETRY
Improved In Vivo Radionuclide Measurement
See 1058

DRAG REDUCTION
Over-the-Wing Propeller Reduces Wing Drag: Air-

flow is favorably altered if the propeller is placed
above and behind the wing
See 0019

DRILL BITS
Advanced Cavitating Nozzles for Drilling Deep
Wells: Substantial progress has been made on re-

fining erosive-type drilling equipment
See 1092

PAXROU: This program analyzes and optimizes
cutter placement on drill bits

See 0841

DRILL CORE ANALYSIS
Gas Hydrate Core Characterization

See 0454

DRILLING
Drilling Holes on a Large Bolt Circle: A centering
plate allows precise adjustment
See 0785

Robotic Drilling and Trimming
See 0857

DRILLS
Countersink Drill: Tool performance and service

life are increased
See 0777

DRIVES
Torque-Sensing Device Permits Operation of

Rotary Drive System Under Load Forces
See 1265

DROPS(LIQUIDS)
Calibrating Droplet Generator for Pressurized Test-

ing Vessel: Device helps to aline a laser for a
droplet-sizing interferometer

See 0610
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DRUG THERAPY
Basic Research Findings May Lead to New Malar-

ia Treatment
See 1034

Effect of Alfalfa and Cholesterol on Arterial Plaque
in Monkeys is Studied

See 1044

New Drug Therapy Offers Hope for Kidney Stone
Patients

See 1070

DRUGS
Blood Clot Dissolving Drugs Being Tested for Lim-
iting Extent of Heart Attacks

See 1036

Cheap Field Test for CAP in Milk

See 1039

Hydroxyguanidine Derivatives Have Been Devel-
oped
See 0113

Potential Male Contraceptive
See 1075

Recombinant Leukocyte A Interferon Used in Cer-

tain Lymphomas
See 1078

Studies of Snake Venom May Yield Thrombolytic
Drug
See 1085

DRYERS
Drying Milk With Boiler Exhaust: Considerable
energy could be saved in the powdered-milk indus-

try

See 0436

DUST CONTROL
Controlling Salt-Mine Cutting Machine Dust With a
Low-Flow Foam Technique
See 1098

New Spray System Reduces Dust for Continuous
Miner Operator
See 0576

Reducing Dust Exposure of Roof Bolter Operators
See 1113

Removing Respirable Dust From Combustion
Products: Combining electrocyclones with acoustic
agglomerators cleans dust from fluidized bed and
pulverized coal-fired plant stack exhaust
See 0589

DYE MARKERS
Dye Indicators for Acidic or Basic Surface Con-
tamination: Secondary contamination due to clean-

ing processes is detected
See 0105

DYES
Silicone Cerenkov-Radiator Material: Dyes en-
hance visible output
See 1135

EARTH FILLS
Hydrologic Evaluation of Landfill Performance
(HELP) Model Version 1.0

See 0155

Small-Scale Waste-to-Energy Systems: Case stud-

ies are provided for seven commercial operations
See 0592

Thermal Systems for Energy Recovery From
Refuse: Study covers various installations and pre-

dicts future growth
See 0530

ECONOMIC MODELS
Software Available for Calculating Investment in

Robotics
See 0866

ECOSYSTEMS
Experimental Ecosystems Sealed in Glass: Ana-
logs of the Earth's biosphere survive in isolation

for years
See 1049

EDDY CURRENT TESTS
Calibration Service for Conductivity Standards
See 0611

Eddy-Current Inspection of Ball Bearings: A
custom eddy-current probe locates surface anom-
alies

See 0628

Eddy-Current Inspection of Narrow Metal Tubes:
Changes in wall properties affect pickup-coil in-

ductance
See 0629

Paint-Thickness Checker: An eddy-current flaw de-
tector with a cathode-ray tube (CRT) can be used
to compare layer thicknesses of conductive paint

on metallic substrates
See 0696

EDDY CURRENTS
Eddy-Current Reference Standard: An eddy-cur-
rent reference standard is stable over long time
periods

See 1167

EELS
Nerve Regeneration Studied in Lamprey Eels
See 1068

EGGS
Vertical Egg Tow Net (CalVET)
See 1146

ELASTIC PROPERTIES
Mathematical Instability Criteria for Elastic Struc-

tures: The vanishing of hyperbolic terms has physi-

cal significance

See 1185

ELASTOMERS
Accurate Spectroscopy of Carbon-Filled Rubbers:
A germanium internal reflectance element allows
more light to reach the detector

See 0895

Elastomer Encapsulant for Solar-Cell Arrays:

Liquid encapsulant polymerizes to a transparent,

protective rubberlike coat
See 0437

Elastomer-Modified Polyimides: New resins yield

laminates with improved mechanical properties

See 0929

Fluoropolymers For Human Joints Developed
See 0108

New Rubber Compounds for Tracked Vehicles:

Formulations offer high performance, including

greater wear resistance and longer life

See 0981

Optical Evaluation of Elastomers: Polyurethanes
made of methylene bis (4-cyclohexylisocyanate)
are good candidates for flexible lenses
See 0984

Recycling Methods for Scrap Tires: Better alterna-

tives to pyrolysis are needed
See 0588

Reducing Liquid Permeation Through Polymer
Sheets: Solute inclusions in polymer sheets may
reduce permeability to liquids

See 0132

Wound Elastomer Insulator Process: A proposed
process uses a microprocessor-controlled tire-

winding machine to extrude an elastomer to pre-

cise thickness
See 1031

ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES
Charge Efficiency Tests of Lead + Acid Batteries:

Current, voltage, and gas evolution were measured
during charge+discharge cycles
See 0417

Performance Testing of the DOE Electric Test Ve-
hicle: Report describes the total system testing

and evaluation of an electrically powered automo-
bile

See 1256

ELECTRIC BATTERIES
Charge Efficiency Tests of Lead + Acid Batteries:

Current, voltage, and gas evolution were measured
during charge + discharge cycles
See 0417

Dense Electrodes for Lithium Cells: Fabrication

from a slurry of alloy particles offers many advan-
tages
See 0431

Estimating the Lifetimes of Nickel + Cadmium
Cells: The equation is based on a model of flaw

growth

See 0444

High-Cycle-Life Lithium Cell: A new, stable electro-

lyte solvent allows many more charge+discharge
cycles

See 0457

In Situ Cross-Linking of Polyvinyl Alcohol Films:

Three methods can create hydrophilic films, with-

out using undesirable organic solvents

See 0464

Long-Life Lithium+Sulfur Dioxide Battery: Battery

that operates 5 years results from glass develop-
ment
See 0473

Mathematical Storage-Battery Models: Eventual
applications include electric-vehicle 'fuel' gages
and powerline load leveling

See 0477

Positive Electrodes With Uniformly Distributed

Carbon: A method of distributing carbon or graph-
ite flakes in the electrodes improves electrochemi-
cal-cell performance

See 0491

Reusable Thermal Batteries Developed
See 0509

ELECTRIC COILS
High-Energy Overcurrent Protection Coil: Size,

weight, and cost are reduced

See 0336

Negatively Coupled Inductors for Odd-Phase
Choppers: A modification of the output inductor

circuit is required

See 0366

Radiation-Hardened Electric Coils: Rugged coils

can be used routinely for long periods of time in a
high-radiation environment

See 0380

ELECTRIC CONNECTORS
Computerized Interactive Harness Engineering:

Manual methods are emulated, making the user

interface very natural

See 0306

Remote Coupling of Electrical Connectors: Device
alines a plug and receptacle axially and radially

See 0384

Shielding Electric Connectors from Lightning: A
grounding shell is made from steel tubing

See 0393

ELECTRIC CONTACTS
Eutectic Contact Inks for Solar Cells: Contacts are

formed without harming photovoltaic devices

See 0446

Leadless Components on PC Boards: A study re-

sults in more reliable solder joints on PC boards

See 0350

ELECTRIC DEVICES
Removing Respirable Dust From Combustion
Products: Combining electrocyclones with acoustic

agglomerators cleans dust from fluidized bed and
pulverized coal-fired plant stack exhaust

See 0589

Repairable Encapsulated Electronic Modules: Syn-

tactic foam protects modules but is easy to

remove and replace

See 0385

ELECTRIC GENERATORS
Alternator for Low-Head Hydropower: Modified al-

ternator may increase national hydropower produc-
tion by over 10 percent

See 0413

Electric Generators Sized by Computer
See 0438

Thermoelectric Generator: A thermoelectric gener-

ator features conversion efficiency of up to 40 per-

cent

See 0533
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ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

ELECTRIC MOTORS
Advanced dc-Traction-Motor Control System: Fea-
tures include high efficiency and regenerative brak-

ing

See 0289

Amorphous Metals for Electric Motor Cores: Ways
of fabricating these difficult materials are assessed
See 0290

Controlling an Inverter-Driven Three-Phase Motor:

A speed control loop applies feedback to the in-

verter

See 0308

Digital Stepping-Motor Control System: Maximum
acceleration can be achieved without sacrificing

synchronization
See 0313

Memory-Metal Stepping Motor: A spring clutch is

driven by a memory-metal actuator

See 0360

Reciprocating Linear Electric Motor: Features in-

clude structural simplicity and good
force+ displacement characteristics

See 0382

ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
Cost Uncertainties of Alternative Energy Technol-
ogies: Probabilistic techniques provide cost and
performance evaluations

See 0430

High-Temperature Gas Turbine Program: Substan-
tially greater efficiencies are obtained over con-
ventional steam turbines

See 0168

ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
Disposal of Powerplant Waste in Strip Mines:

Guidelines are provided for disposal and results of

onsite ground water-quality measurements
See 0560

Solar+ Thermal Powerplant Simulation: Program
provides for consistent comparison of powerplant
configurations

See 0519

ELECTRIC RELAYS
Recovering Energy From Relays: Circuit returns in-

ductively stored energy to the powerline
See 0383

ELECTRIC UTILITIES
Electric-Power System Simulator: It shows different

combinations of generation, storage, and load
components
See 0440

Front-End Program for SYSGEN: The interactive

Front-End Program for SYSGEN (FEPS) is used to

create and modify data bases for SYSGEN simula-
tions

See 0451

ELECTRIC VEHICLES
Air-Conditioning for Electric Vehicles: The evapora-
tive cooling uses solar heat and motor waste heat
See 1241

Comparing Electric Vehicles with Conventional Ve-
hicles: For deliveries, conventional vehicles are su-
perior at the present time
See 1244

Electric + Hybrid Vehicle Simulation: Performance
and costs are analyzed for user-specified operat-
ing conditions

See 1249

Fuel Gage for Electric Vehicles: Gas-emission and
time-integrated-current measurements may indi-

cate battery charge state
See 1250

Mathematical Storage-Battery Models: Eventual
applications include electric-vehicle 'fuel' gages
and powerline load leveling

See 0477

Power-Measurement Errors Due to Instrument Lag:
Short-risetime pulses contain frequency compo-
nents above the flat-response region of typical in-

strumentation amplifiers

See 1258

Vehicular Route Analysis System: On-board moni-
toring system determines route profile for electric-

powered vehicles

See 1267

ELECTRIC WIRE
Computerized Interactive Harness Engineering:

Manual methods are emulated, making the user
interface very natural

See 0306

Failure Analysis of Microelectronic Wires: Gold and
aluminum wires are evaluated and compared
See 0330

Wire-Identification Instrument: Unit identifies un-

connected wires in a cable and searches for pre-

selected wires

See 0742

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY
Calibration Service for Conductivity Standards
See 0611

ELECTRICAL CONDUITS
High-Voltage Feedthrough Assembly: Variable di-

ameter insulation improves voltage-carrying capac-
ity

See 0338

ELECTRICAL FAULT LOCATION
Fast Way Devised to Find Printed Circuit Defects

See 0332

Finding Open Faults in CMOS Circuits: Spurious
memory requires a series of test inputs

See 0333

ELECTRICAL FEEDTHROUGHS
Feedthrough Seal for High-Pressure Vessel: Com-
bination of ceramic and plastic withstands many
depressurizations

See 0938

ELECTRICAL GROUNDING
Protect Your Diver From Electrical Shock Hazards
See 1143

ELECTRICAL INSULATION
Cable-Insulation Wrapper: Fully automatic controls

permit high flexibility

See 0766

ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT
Automatic Electrical-Component Tester: Computer-
controlled instrumentation improves accuracy and
saves time

See 0605

Continuity+ Isolation Checker: A buzzer indicates

very high or very low resistance between probes
See 0307

Digital Soldering-iron Tester: Instrument reads the

tip temperature and contact potential in just a few
seconds
See 0626

Direct-Current Unbalance Detector: Short circuits

to ground are indicated by voltage changes
See 0314

In Situ Measurement of Ground-Surface Flow Re-
sistivity: The flow resistivity of the Earth's ground
surface is measured onsite

See 0652

LRU Voltage Analysis: Program predicts the mini-

mum supply voltages that give predetermined LRU
voltages

See 0354

Power Calibration Capabilities Extended to 400
Hertz

See 0701

ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE
Unique Class of Electroactive Polymers Developed
See 1027

ELECTROCHEMISTRY
Battery-Charge-State Model: Equations approxi-
mate the effects of electrochemical processes
See 0416

Dense Electrodes for Lithium Cells: Fabrication
from a slurry of alloy particles offers many advan-
tages
See 0431

Rapidly Refuelable Fuel Cell: A metal + air fuel cell

features a replaceable anode
See 0503

ELECTRODES
Dense Electrodes for Lithium Cells: Fabrication

from a slurry of alloy particles offers many advan-
tages
See 0431

Developing High-Performance Oxygen Electrodes:

A report summarizes a 4-year development project

See 0104

Electroformed Electrodes for Electrical-Discharge

Machining: Copper electrodes are easier and
cheaper to make
See 0322

Positive Electrodes With Uniformly Distributed

Carbon: A method of distributing carbon or graph-
ite flakes in the electrodes improves electrochemi-
cal-cell performance
See 0491

Protecting Anodes in Alkaline Cells: Nickel, silver,

or gold films deposited on the edges extend the

life and efficiency of anodes
See 0501

Reducing Corrosion in Positive Electrodes: Fine
iron powder reduces corrosion rate in secondary
electrochemical cells

See 1001

ELECTROLYTES
Database on Behavior of Salts in Solutions

See 0101

Equation for Electrolyte Viscosity: Equation agrees
with measurements over a wide concentration
range

See 0106

High-Cycle-Life Lithium Cell: A new, stable electro-

lyte solvent allows many more charge -(-discharge

cycles

See 0457

Polyurethane-Foam Maskant: Handling difficulties

and contamination are substantially reduced

See 0989

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
EM Field Strengths in and Around Police Cars

See 0561

ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE
NEC2: The computer program analyzes the elec-

tromagnetic response of antennas and other metal
structures

See 0365

ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
Coaxial Noise Standard Has Been Developed for 1

To 12.4 GHz Range
See 0303

ELECTROMAGNETIC SHIELDING
Computer Program Calculates Shielding Effective-

ness of Buildings

See 0554

ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTUATORS
Memory-Metal Electromechanical Actuators:

Memory metals are used to generate fast mechan-
ical response to electrical signals

See 0359

ELECTROMIGRATION
Laboratory Explores IC Electromigration: This labo-

ratory features new equipment for examining prob-

lems that curtail the lives of IC's

See 0348

ELECTRON ATTENUATION
Improved Measurement of Electron Attenuation
Lengths
See 1179

ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
Ribbon Reduces Spiking in Electron-Beam Weld-
ing: Finer welds are made by increasing the vapor
pressure

See 0856

Welding Many Thin Metal Layers: Electron-beam
welding yields reliable, leakproof joints

See 0892
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ELECTRON BEAMS
Foil Windows for Electron Beams: Thin sheets of

titanium can pass an electron beam efficiently

while withstanding a sizable pressure difference

See 1171

ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
Electron Microscopy and X-Ray Analysis Available
See 0050

New Microscope Details Magnetic Structure of

Surfaces
See 1193

Scanning Electron Microscopy is Applied to Study
of Intestinal Diseases
See 0062
Specimen Holder for Analytical Electron Micro-

scopes: It reduces spectral contamination by spuri-

ous X-rays
See 0716

Surfactants as Resin Modifiers and Their Effect on
Sectioning
See 0140

ELECTRON TUBES
Stress Analysis of Vacuum-Tube + Transformer
Cracks: Analysis identifies what causes cracking
See 0398

ELECTRONIC CONTROL
Motorized Cryogenic Valve: An electronic control-

ler operates a modified cryogenic angle valve

See 0835

ELECTROOSMOSIS
Streaming-Potential Studies: Surface coatings

reduce electro-osmotic flow

See 1016

ELECTROPHORESIS
New Technique Lets Researchers Analyze Whole
Chromosomes
See 1073

Parameters Affecting Electrophoresis: The influ-

ences of particle size, concentration, and charge
are discussed
See 0126

ELECTROPHYSIOLOGIC RECORDING
Biomedical Sensors: Measuring Body Functions
With Microelectronics

See 1035

ELECTROPLATING
Better Way to Chrome Plate

See 0763

Crack-Free Chromium Deposits: Controlled current

interruptions during plating reduce or eliminate re-

sidual stress of the deposits
See 0918

Electrogravimetric Analysis of Metal-Plating Solu-

tions: Technique aids in accounting for use of pre-

cious-metal-plating materials

See 0930

Increasing the Ductility of Electroplated Metals:

Applying pressure during heat treatment helps
plated layers retain their ductility

See 0964

Polyurethane Filler for Electroplating: Bath con-
tamination is lower than with wax
See 0987

Polyurethane Masks Large Areas in Electroplating:

Foam masking agent reduces contamination
See 0988

Polyurethane-Foam Maskant: Handling difficulties

and contamination are substantially reduced
See 0989

ELECTROSTATIC SPINNING
Progress in Electrostatic Spinning Research
See 0995

EMBRITTLEMENT
Copper Embrittlement of Steel: Copper sliding over
hot, stressed steel can cause cracking
See 0915

Embrittlement of 4340 Steel by Lead and Antimo-
ny: The susceptibility to embrittlement depends on
temperature and relative concentration of each
element
See 0931

EMERGENCIES
Telemetry Speeds Forest-Fire Control: An airborne
system rapidly delivers hard copy to firefighters

See 1116

EMERGENCY ESCAPE
Safe Emergency Evacuation From Tall Structures:

A space-age breeches buoy transports people
from danger
See 1236

EMULSIONS
Hollow Plastic Spheres Improve Fluid Compress-
ibility: A 40-percent (w+w) dispersion of spheres
shows ideal emulsion behavior
See 0952

ENCAPSULATION
High-Temperature Encapsulant: Polymethylene po-
lyphenylisocyanate foam withstands temperature
approaching 135 C
See 0951

Repairable Encapsulated Electronic Modules: Syn-
tactic foam protects modules but is easy to

remove and replace
See 0385

ENERGY
Energy-Related Inventions Program
See 0442

ENERGY ABSORPTION
Energy-Absorbing Airframes for General Aviation:

The fuselage subfloor collapses under crash
impact
See 0014

ENERGY ANALYSIS
New Standard for Measuring Energy Content in

Solid Wastes
See 0483

ENERGY CONSERVATION
Energy Recovery From Refuse-Derived Fuel: Pre-

combustion processing of refuse offers a number
of advantages
See 0563

Recovering Energy From Relays: Circuit returns in-

ductively stored energy to the powerline
See 0383

Small-Scale Waste-to-Energy Systems: Case stud-

ies are provided for seven commercial operations
See 0592

Thermal Systems for Energy Recovery From
Refuse: Study covers various installations and pre-

dicts future growth
See 0530

ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Condensate Pump As A Steam Meter - An Inex-

pensive Approach to Energy Management
See 0616

High-Efficiency Compressors for Refrigerators: Re-
designed units save substantial energy and are at

least as reliable as conventional units

See 0076

Improving the Energy Efficiency of Clothes Dryers:

Experiments were conducted to evaluate four

techniques to improve the energy efficiency of

electrically-heated residential clothes dryers

See 0078

ENERGY MODELS
Assessing Energy-Generating Systems: The eco-
nomics of user-specified thermal and electrical

systems are analyzed
See 0414

ISTUM, Industrial Sector Technology Use Model:
Software projects energy use, efficiency, and tech-

nology penetration for 27 industries through the

year 2000
See 0467

ENHANCED RECOVERY
Light Oil Gas Miscible Displacement, Enhanced Oil

Recovery
See 1105

Monitoring Thermal Oil-Recovery Operations: A
new method has been devised for monitoring ther-

mally-enhanced oil recovery
See 1 108

ENTROPY
Thermodynamic Properties of Organic Compounds
See 0149

ENVIRONMENT SIMULATORS
Integrated System for Environmental Simulation:

Wind, rain, vibration, and other factors closely re-

semble those of actual use
See 0657

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
Heat Index Describes Health Dangers in Heat
Waves
See 1052

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
Use of Short-Term Bioassays to Evaluate Environ-
mental Impact of Land Treatment of Hazardous In-

dustrial Waste
See 0599

ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEYS
Comparison of Spectral Response for Porous and
Pyrolytic Graphite Tubes in GFAA Analysis of Ar-

senic

See 0552

Development of a Fate + Toxicity Screening Test
See 0558

New Standards Available for Priority Pollutants

See 0688

Predicting Pesticide Pollution Potential

See 0584

Reference Materials Designed for Thin' Speci-
mens
See 0706

Thermally Modulated Electron Affinity Detector for

Priority Pollutant Analysis

See 0730

ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS
Tropical Field Tests Versus Laboratory Tests: A
strong correlation is found to exist between the

two kinds of tests

See 0736

ENVIRONMENTS
Environmental-Monitoring System: Instrument ana-
lyzes and stores environmental information

See 0632

Gas Atmospheres Improve Silicon-Ribbon Quality:

The growing crystal is surrounded by a gas con-

taining carbon or oxygen
See 0453

ENZYMES
Steroselective and Regioselective Hydroxylation of

Warfarin and Selective O-Dealkylation of Phenoxa-
zone Ethers in Human Placenta

See 1084

EPIDEMIOLOGY
Compedium of Articles on Epidemiology of Rheu-
matic Diseases Available

See 1040

EPOXY MATRIX COMPOSITES
Coilable-Column Development: Design changes for

longeron columns allow fabrication of larger struc-

tures

See 0096

Fabrication, Processing and Characterization of

Multidimensionally Braided Graphite + Epoxy Com-
posite Materials

See 0937

Rubberized, Brominated Epoxies: New composites
are tougher and more resistant to fire

See 1006

EPOXY RESINS
Charring, Nonmelting Epoxy Foams: The addition

of some vanadium compounds prevents melting

See 0909

Effect of Marine Environments on Epoxy
Resin + Polyurethane Studied
See 0927

Flammability of Epoxy Resins and Fiberglass Com-
posites: The potential fire hazards of some organic

formulations were evaluated
See 0942
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FEEDBACK CONTROL

Increasing Fire Safety of Epoxies: Fire-retardant

moieties are incorporated into the molecules

See 0963

EROSION
Cavitation Erosion Resistant Coatings for Pumps
See 0907

ERROR CORRECTION CODES
Adding Stale-Data Flag to an Error-Correcting

Code: A suitable constant can be 'exclusive-ORed'

with the ECC to flag data without impairing detec-

tion of correctable errors

See 0208

Design Primer for Reed-Solomon Encoders: Con-
ventional and Berlekamp architectures are com-
pared
See 0220

Reed-Solomon Encoder: VLSI structure incorpo-

rates a bit-serial algorithm

See 0263

Test Sequences for Reed-Solomon Encoders: Re-
peating input and output patterns verify operation

See 0281

ERROR DETECTION CODES
Convolutionally-Coded Unbalanced QPSK Sys-
tems: Bit-error rates are derived for three systems
See 0189

ETCHANTS
Etchants for Some Corrosion-Resistant Metals:

Surface material is removed without intergranular

attack

See 0932

ETCHING
Fabrication of Thick Gold Strip Lines: Ion-beam
etching and masking techniques fabricate micron-

sized gold strip lines

See 0329

ETHYL ALCOHOL
Ethanol + Water Solar Fractioning System
See 0445

Evaluating the Performance of Filter Separators
With Gasohol: They were effective in removing
solids but not water from gasohol
See 0447

Producing Anhydrous Ethanol from Methanol:
Metal carbonyl-amine catalyst produces ethanol
See 0498

EUTECTICS
Eutectic-Alloy Morphology: Lower solidification limit

for controlled growth of Bi + Mn alloys is 1

centimeter+ hour
See 0933

EVACUATING(TRANSPORTATION)
Safe Emergency Evacuation From Tall Structures:
A space-age breeches buoy transports people
from danger
See 1236

EVACUATORS
Automatic Leg Bag Evacuator
See 0047

EXCIMER LASERS
Foil Windows for Electron Beams: Thin sheets of

titanium can pass an electron beam efficiently

while withstanding a sizable pressure difference
See 1171

EXHAUST EMISSIONS
Integrated Exhaust-Gas-Analysis System: Self-con-
tained unit includes data processing and automatic
calibration

See 0656

EXPANSION
Hydraulic Tube Expander: Versatile tool is useful in

hard-to-reach locations

See 0809

EXPERT SYSTEMS
Nuclear Reactor Safety Through Artificial Intelli-

gence: A report assesses computer strategies that

can prevent reactor accidents
See 1133

EXPLOSIONS
EVENT, Explosive Transients in Flow Networks:
The rapid addition of energy and mass at specified

ventilation system locations simulates accident
conditions
See 0226

EXPLOSIVES
Predicting Effects of Impacts on Confined Explo-
sives: Scaling relationships may make full-scale

experiments unnecessary
See 0991

EXTENSOMETERS
Automated Mercury Dilatometer: Volume changes
are recorded on a strip chart

See 0604

EXTRACTION
Dialysis Extraction for Chromatography: Batch or

continuous processing would be done in the field

See 0559

Recovering Zinc From Discarded Tires: Zinc sul-

fate monohydrate would be sold at a profit

See 0131

Tannins Found in Tea and Coffee May Reduce
Tooth Enamel Plaque
See 1086

EXTRACTORS
Soil Water Extractor Minimizes C02 Degassing
and pH Errors

See 0593

EYE DISEASES
Photographic Screening for Eye Defects: Images
of retinas are examined for characteristic patterns
See 0055

FAILURE
Failure Analysis of Microelectronic Wires: Gold and
aluminum wires are evaluated and compared
See 0330

FARM CROPS
Better Crops Through Stress Survival

See 0029

Crops Absorb Emulsified Oil

See 0030

FARMS
Mechanized Trash Screens for Farm Irrigation Sys-
tems
See 0034

FASTENERS
Fastening Parts Having Mismatched Thermal Coef-
ficients: Fastener eliminates thermal stresses and
maintains snug fit

See 0791

In Situ Composite Fastener: Fasteners are in-

stalled prior to curing

See 0811

Leak Test for Pressure-Sealing Zippers: Test jig

checks either side of pressure-sealing zippers for

leaks

See 0663

Measuring Side Loads on Bolts: Transverse load-

ing can be correlated with torque data
See 0830

One-Hand Nut and Bolt Assembly Tool: C-clamp-
shaped box- and socket-wrench assembly holds
nut on blind side in alinement to receive bolt from
open side

See 0839

Reusable Release Mechanism: Lightweight unit re-

places exploding bolts in applications where reuse
is an advantage
See 0855

Self-Locking Coupler Engages and Moves Loads:
Self-locking coupler prevents accidental release of

load
See 0862

Standard Fastener Library: Fastener details are in-

serted as the drawing is constructed on a graphics
terminal

See 0872

Stepped-Pin Clevis Resists Jamming: Pin modifica-
tion may allow pyrotechnic release devices to op-
erate more smoothly
See 0874

FATIGUE LIFE
Fatigue Testing of Heat-Exchanger Tubes: Ther-
mal stress is simulated mechanically
See 0635

FATIGUE TESTS
Portable Fatigue-Testing Machine: Piezoelectric

crystal stack adds an oscillatory force to a con-
stant force

See 0700

FATIGUE(MATERIALS)
Predicting Fatigue Life of Pressurized Cylinders: A
new mathematical model takes into account ef-

fects that previous models ignored
See 1 197

FAULT TOLERANT COMPUTING
Self-Checking Memory Interface: A VLSI chip im-

plements morphic Boolean algebra
See 0268

FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY RESOURCE
Biological Specimens Available from NCI Tumor
Virus Epidemiology Repository
See 0049

Cell Culture Center Offers Customized Service
See 1037

DNA Storage And Specimens Available

See 1042

Electron Microscopy and X-Ray Analysis Available

See 0050

Energy-Related Inventions Program
See 0442

Facility is Opened to Promote Clinical Spectrome-
try

See 0634

Gasification Technology Data Base
See 0455

High Power and High Speed Test Stand for Rotat-
ing Machinery
See 0643

HLA Reagents Available from NIAID Serum Bank
See 1056

Infrared Spectroscopy Applied in Biomedicine
See 0655

Mouse Models Available for Studying Disorders
Caused by Extra Chromosomes
See 1067

NSWC Establishes Major New Thermal Analysis
Facility

See 0125

Research Animals and Services Available

See 1079

Research Center for Surface Modification: A col-

laborative research center for surface modification

and advanced processing of materials to improve
their performance characteristics has been estab-
lished

See 0508

Resource Encourages Mathematical Modeling
See 0061

Studies Performed on Collecting and Storing

Tissue
See 0064

FEEDBACK CONTROL
Automatic Phasing for Active Antenna Elements:
Beam focus would be maintained despite structur-

al deformations
See 0296

Calculating Closed-Loop Sensitivity to Parameter
Variations: Performance sensitivity is calculated by
back substitution

See 0216

Controlling the Focus in Electron-Beam Welders: A
set of parallel whirling wires samples the beam to

determine its focus
See 0776

Feedback Control of Rotor Overspeed: Developed
for helicopter rotors, a servo alleviates the pilot's

concern about overspeed
See 0015

Transfer-Function Simulator: Transfer function may
be simulated and adjusted to simplify feedback-
control loop analysis

See 0284
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FERMENTATION
Coculture Production of Butanol by Clostridium

Bacteria: Butanol concentration is higher when two
species are used
See 0421

FIBER COMPOSITES
Frame Alines Fibers in Multilayer Composites: La-

minae are stacked in oriented rectangular holes

See 0945

Making Si(x)N(y)C(z) Fibers by Pyrolysis: Report
presents experimental results

See 0969

Modifying the Surface of Carbon + Graphite Fibers:

Plasma treatment improved mechanical properties

of the fibers

See 0977

Si(x)N(y)C(z) Fibers for Safer Composites: High-

strength, high-electrical-resistance fibers are pro-

posed in place of graphite to make safer compos-
ites

See 1007

FIBER OPTICS
Containerless Manufacture of Glass Optical Fibers:

Contamination and crystallization are reduced in a
proposed process
See 1 162

Fiber Optic Bearing Monitor Developed
See 0636

Fiber Optic Standards
See 1169

Highly Secure Seal: Tampering or breakage and
resealing are readily detected

See 1128

Ignition-Spark Detector for Engine Testing: An opti-

cal fiber views sparks directly

See 0647

Optical Fiber Attenuation Test Service Offered

See 1194

Optical-Fiber-Welding Machine: Technique yields

joints with average transmissivity of 91.6 percent

See 0640

Roof Polishing of Optical Fibers: A beveled tip

gives optimum coupling efficiency

See 1207

FIBER OPTICS TRANSMISSION LINES
Fiber-Optic Equipment for Power-System Control:

Digital control signals would be transmitted by light

See 0198

FIBERGLASS REINFORCED PLASTICS
Flammability of Epoxy Resins and Fiberglass Com-
posites: The potential fire hazards of some organic
formulations were evaluated

See 0942

FIBERS
Si(x)N(y)C(z) Fibers for Safer Composites: High-

strength, high-electrical-resistance fibers are pro-

posed in place of graphite to make safer compos-
ites

See 1007

FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
Using a PFET To Commutate an SCR: Accidental
turn-on is prevented
See 0407

FILAMENT WOUND MATERIALS
Production of Composite Radome Structures: An
improved process eliminates machining and bond-
ing

See 0377

FILLED COMPOSITES
Accurate Spectroscopy of Carbon-Filled Rubbers:
A germanium internal reflectance element allows
more light to reach the detector

See 0895

FILLED MOLDING MATERIALS
Vented Compression Molding of Granule-Filled

Resins: Production cost is reduced by a process
that uses a perforated mold
See 0891

FILLER METAL
Low-Cost Filler Metals for Welding High-Strength

Steels
See 0967

FILTERS
Evaluating the Performance of Filter Separators
With Gasohol: They were effective in removing
solids but not water from gasohol
See 0447

FILTRATION
Feasibility Study of Alternative Technology for

Small Community Water Supply
See 0153

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Development of Software for a Fish Processing
Plant

See 0222

FINES
Micro-Size Glass Spheres Certified for Fine
Powder Producers
See 0678

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
Algorithms for Finite-Element Equations: A collec-

tion of algorithms is evaluated for linear equilibrium

problems
See 0211

Cost Considerations in Nonlinear Finite-Element

Computing: The quasi-linear approach is evaluated
in various computer types

See 1163

DYNA2D and DYNA3D: Two programs analyze the

large deformation dynamic response of inelastic

solids in two and three dimensions
See 1166

MAZE: This program is an interactive generator for

two-dimensional finite-element programs used in

structural analysis

See 1 186

System for Structural Synthesis Combines Finite-

Element Analysis and Optimization Programs: Two
programs are combined to solve a variety of struc-

tural optimization problems
See 1215

FIRE FIGHTING
Telemetry Speeds Forest-Fire Control: An airborne

system rapidly delivers hard copy to firefighters

See 1116

FIRE PREVENTION
Preventing Fires in Cryogenic Oxidizer Lines: Fric-

tion- and compression-induced ignition is prevent-

ed by a heat-dissipation layer

See 0177

FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS
Flame-Resistant Foam
See 0941

Improved Polyimide Intumescent Coating: Nucleat-

ing agents yield better char foam when fire strikes

See 0957

Rubberized, Brominated Epoxies: New composites
are tougher and more resistant to fire

See 1006

FIRE TESTS
FAST Computer Model to Predict Smoke, Toxic
Gas Spread
See 0072

Testing Fire Resistance of House Insulation: Labo-
ratory methods are compared with tests on real

structures for a variety of materials

See 0085

FISHERIES
Polyethylene Trawl Door (Poly Door)
See 0035

FISHES
Elevated Numbers of PAS-Positive Granulocytes in

Peripheral Blood Signify Presence of Disease in

Certain Fish Species
See 1047

Hydroacoustic Biomass Estimation Techniques
See 1141

Life Cycle Discoveries Open Way to Trout Disease
Prevention

See 1063

Pollution Monitoring Using the Health of Striped

Bass
See 0583

Vertical Egg Tow Net (CalVET)
See 1146

FISHING
Trawl Nets For Fishing Industry Evaluated in Circu-

lating Water Channel
See 0040

FISHING VESSELS
Selection Guide Increases Assurance of Product
Quality

See 1145

FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE
Laser Spectroscopy for Identifying Radionuclides:
System is demonstrated as a potential monitor of

12 and Csl

See 0662

FIXTURES
Handling Fixture for Solar-Cell Arrays: Thin cells

can be processed and stored safely

See 0802

Shear-Panel Test Fixture Eliminates Corner
Stresses: A new design eliminates corner stresses

while maintaining uniform stress across the panel

See 0711

FLAME PROPAGATION
Flame-Test Chamber: It simulates atmospheric
flame propagation
See 0638

FLAMES
Combustion Characteristics of Fine-Ground Coal:

Finest coal particles produce the most intense

flame but are the most difficult to feed
See 0162

FLAMMABILITY
Flammability of Epoxy Resins and Fiberglass Com-
posites: The potential fire hazards of some organic

formulations were evaluated

See 0942

FLAPS(CONTROL SURFACES)
Aerodynamic Analysis of Low-Speed Wing-Flap

Systems: Performance analysis includes the ef-

fects of leading-edge thrust and vortex lift

See 0002

FLASH LAMPS
Altering Flashlamp Output for Realistic Solar Simu-

lation: Filter in large-area simulator ensures long-

term accuracy
See 0601

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS
Tool Enlarges Hard-to-Reach Holes: Tool centers

itself and cuts to a precise depth
See 0879

FLICKER NOISE
Estimating Effects of Flicker Noise in Clock Sig-

nals: Two mathematical estimation techniques are

given

See 0196

FLIGHT MANEUVERS
Mathematical Simulation of Flight Maneuvers: Cal-

culated spacecraft motions are updated with tele-

metered data
See 1230

FLIGHT SIMULATION
Mathematical Simulation of Flight Maneuvers: Cal-

culated spacecraft motions are updated with tele-

metered data
See 1230

FLIGHT TESTS
Airworthiness of the LONG-EZ Airplane: A report

characterizes a relatively simple 'home-built' air-

craft and assesses its airworthiness

See 0004
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FOULING

FLOCCULATION
Improved Flocculation Method for Dewatering
Coal + Clay Waste Material

See 0569

FLOORS
Waterproof Raised Floor Makes Utility Lines Ac-

cessible: Floor system can be penetrated and re-

sealed without destroying waterproofing or appear-
ance
See 0089

FLOW CHARTS
NASSI: The NASSI computer program creates and
modifies structured flow charts

See 0246

FLOW MEASUREMENT
Autocovariance Computer: Hardware implementa-
tion is fast enough for real-time flow-field diagnos-
tics

See 1 157

Hot-Wire Probe for Compressible Subsonic Flow:

A probe measures velocity, density, and total tem-
perature fluctuations

See 0645

Miniature Airflow Sensor: Accurate, tape-mounted
sensor uses electro-optics

See 0680

Sting-Mounted Flow Survey Apparatus: The flow

survey instrumentation is an integral part of the
model support system
See 0025

Thermal and Flow Data From Liquid-Oxygen
System: Extensive flow rate, pressure, and temper-
ature data are available for validating computer
models of liquid-oxygen transfer systems
See 1238

TVENT, Ventilation System Transient Analysis:

Flows are determined from a network model that

includes damper, duct, filter, and blower elements
See 0087

FLOW VISUALIZATION
Continuous Laminar-Smoke Generator: A single

smoke filament is used to study flow in low speed
wind tunnels
See 0618

Laser Diode Schlieren Photography: Laser diodes
are used in Schlieren flow analysis

See 1 147

Surface-Streamline Flow Visualization: Streaks in

an array of ink dots show key flow characteristics

See 0724

FLUE GASES
Removing Sulfur Dioxide From Flue Gases: The
process uses a regenerable molten salt supported
on porous pellets

See 0590

FLUID DYNAMICS
Convective Oscillations at Crystal + Melt Interface:

An instability arises from coupled fluid-dynamical
and solidification effects

See 0100

FLUID FLOW
Advances in Multivalued-Velocity Theory of Turbu-
lence: Oscillatory behavior is found in some fluid

systems
See 1153

Analyzing Flow Fields in Axial-Compressor Rotors
and Stators: Three programs calculate three-di-

mensional, inviscid, rotational flows with shock
waves in axial-compressor blade rows
See 0213

Flow-Straightener Sleeve for Pump Valve: Vaned
tube smooths the flow from a pump
See 0794

Imaging Fluid Flow: Four beam splitters are used
See 0648

Miniature Airflow Sensor: Accurate, tape-mounted
sensor uses electro-optics

See 0680

Optical Measurement of Particle Size and Velocity:

Diffraction grating simulates Doppler interference
in proposed low-cost anemometer
See 0692

Radial-Cascade Analysis: Conformal mapping
transforms a radial cascade to an axial cascade
See 1203

Simulating a Three-Dimensional Flow in Pipes: Ve-
locity-vector expansion method simulates an un-

steady, incompressible flow

See 1211

Stalled-Flow and Head-Loss Model for Diffuser

Pumps: The inlet transition zone is modeled as a
two-dimensional cascade
See 0871

Suppressing Transient Side Loads in Supersonic
Nozzles: Fins are added to the nozzle wall

See 1214

FLUIDIZED BED PROCESSING
Assessment of Fluidized-Bed Combustion Solid

Wastes for Land Disposal
See 0543

Combined-Cycle Pressurized Fluidized-Bed Com-
bustion: Two process designs are compared to

conventional coal-fired processes
See 0550

Monitoring Fluidized-Bed Combustion Emissions:
An advanced jet-luminescence analysis technique
is found feasible

See 0682

FLUIDIZED BED PROCESSORS
Ceramic Bag Filters for Cleaning Coal-Combustion
Efflux: Filters perform effectively at high tempera-
ture and pressure and withstand repeated cleaning
See 0548

Fluidized-Bed Reactor System: Fluidized-bed reac-

tor design minimizes gas pyrolysis through use of

selective radiation

See 0167

Removing Sulfur Dioxide From Flue Gases: The
process uses a regenerable molten salt supported
on porous pellets

See 0590

FLUIDS
Double-Poppet Valve: Two coactuated poppets
seal redundantly
See 0784

Tables of Thermal Conductivity of Fluids Published
See 0144

Temperature-Averaging Thermal Probe: An em-
bedded temperature sensor measures long-term
temperature fluctuations

See 0727

Triple-Seal Valve: All flow paths include three bar-

riers to leakage
See 0886

FLUORIMETRY
Improvements in Laser Fluorimetry: Recent ad-
vances in fiber-optic communication expand the
possibilities in laser fluorescence spectrometry
See 0115

FLUORINE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Fluoropolymers For Human Joints Developed
See 0108

Further Tests of 38 Bali-Bearing Greases: Perfluor-

oalkylpolyether lubricants continue to perform best
See 0947

FLY ASH
Recovering Iron Oxide From Coal Fly Ash: The
process produces high-quality iron-oxide concen-
trate that is suitable as a feed for reduction fur-

nace
See 0587

FOAM
Building Industry Experts Critically Eye Foamed
Plastics for Federal Construction
See 0070

Charring, Nonmelting Epoxy Foams: The addition
of some vanadium compounds prevents melting
See 0909

Controlling Salt-Mine Cutting Machine Dust With a
Low-Flow Foam Technique
See 1098

Cryogenic Separation of a Ceramic From Its Man-
drel: The technique takes advantage of the differ-

ence in expansion coefficients

See 0920

Flame-Resistant Foam
See 0941

Foam Insulation for Cryogenic Flowlines: Weight is

less, and assembly is less critical than with

vacuum jacketing

See 0943

Foam Stability: Factors affecting liquid drainage
are studied

See 0944

High-Temperature Encapsulant: Polymethylene po-
lyphenylisocyanate foam withstands temperature
approaching 135 C
See 0951

Measuring Rind Thickness on Polyurethane Foam:
Hardness is a good indicator of thickness

See 0974

Plastic Foams and Concretes as Cryogenic Insula-

tors

See 0986

Polyurethane Foam Roofing Systems
See 0080

Properties, Performance of Urea Formaldehyde
Foam Reviewed
See 0997

Stabilized Aqueous Foams: Low-viscosity, stable

aqueous foams can be produced with improved
formulas

See 0138

FOAM METAL
Low-Density High-Strength Foamed Materials:

Strong, lightweight materials are made from bub-
bles of metal or plastic

See 0968

FOLDING STRUCTURES
Joint for Erectable and Collapsible Frames: Mech-
anism is self-energized, rigid, and reversible

See 0821

FOOD ANALYSIS
Computerized Assay for B Vitamins

See 0098

FOOD PROCESSING
Development of Software for a Fish Processing
Plant

See 0222

Yeasts With Increased Glycogen Levels: They
could be used as single-cell food for humans
See 1091

FORESTRY
Road Design System
See 0157

FORKLIFT VEHICLES
Forklift Support Dolly: Long, heavy loads are han-
dled safely

See 0796

FORMIC ACID
Trioxane-lnitiated Formic-Acid Denitration: A pro-

cedure for controlled low-temperature chemical
denitration of acidic solutions has been developed
See 1023

FORTRAN
FORTRAN Static Source Code Analyzer: FOR-
TRAN code is assigned a figure of complexity

See 0228

FOSSIL FUELS
Instrumentation and Control for Fossil-Energy

Processes: A working document fosters develop-
ment of instrumentation and control technology

See 0465

FOULING
Heat-Exchanger Computational Procedure for

Temperature-Dependent Fouling: Fuel-vaporizer

exchanger performance is evaluated

See 0950

Monitoring Marine Microbial Fouling: An epifluores-

cence-microscopy method takes only 10 minutes

See 1142
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FOULING PREVENTION

SUBJECT INDEX

FOULING PREVENTION
Fungal Susceptibility of Military Paints: Eleven mili-

tary paints are evaluated for fungal resistance
characteristics

See 0946

FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTROMETERS
Electronically-Scanned Fourier-Transform Spec-
trometer: Instrument is efficient, lightweight, and
stable

See 0631

FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTROSCOPY
Accurate Spectroscopy of Carbon-Filled Rubbers:
A germanium internal reflectance element allows
more light to reach the detector

See 0895

Determination of Water Concentration in Glass Ce-
ramics: Method provides accurate results

See 0922

Infrared Spectroscopy Applied in Biomedicine
See 0655

Resin Characterization in Cured Composite Materi-

als: A spectroscopic method of characterizing pol-

ymeric matrix resins determines resin performance
on a molecular level

See 1004

FRACTURES(MATERIALS)
Effects in Fracture Toughness Testing are Studied

See 0630

FREEZING
Freezing of Newly Created Cells Can Aid Re-
searchers

See 1050

FREEZING POINT
Rapid Freezing-Point Measurement: A technique to

determine the freezing point of fuels could be the
basis of a portable instrument

See 0705

FREQUENCY CONTROL
Central Control of Local Oscillator Frequencies:
Microprocessor-based unit monitors and corrects
multiple frequencies

See 0187

FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
Removing Drift From Frequency-Stability Measure-
ments: An estimate of the frequency drift is used
to remove the effects of this drift

See 1205

FREQUENCY STABILITY
Adjustable-Frequency Spectrophone Laser Stabili-

zation: Loop with spectrophone sensor stabilizes

gas laser at any desired frequency within the gas
spectral line width

See 1152

Removing Drift From Frequency-Stability Measure-
ments: An estimate of the frequency drift is used
to remove the effects of this drift

See 1205

FREQUENCY STANDARDS
Hydrogen Masers as Time and Frequency Stand-
ards: They track each other with 100 times more
precision than do cesium standards
See 1176

Removing Drift From Frequency-Stability Measure-
ments: An estimate of the frequency drift is used
to remove the effects of this drift

See 1205

FUEL CELLS
Ion Engine With Solid-Electrolyte Ion Generator:
The working fluid would be utilized efficiently

See 0466

Rapidly Refuelable Fuel Cell: A metal + air fuel cell

features a replaceable anode
See 0503

Rapidly Refuelable Fuel Cell: Dual-cell configura-
tion uses half as many anodes for quicker replace-
ment
See 0504

FUEL CONSUMPTION
Effect of Wind on the Aerodynamic Resistance of

Highway Vehicles: Program computes the effect

on fuel consumption of statistical wind and vehicle

speed
See 1248

Fuel-Conservative Descents Using a Programable
Calculator: An airborne descent algorithm may be
used with or without time constraints

See 1251

Reducing Oil Consumption of Oil-Fired Heating
Systems
See 0507

Waste-Heat Recuperator: System provides up to

37 percent savings in fuel consumption
See 0537

FUEL GAGES
Fuel Gage for Electric Vehicles: Gas-emission and
time-integrated-current measurements may indi-

cate battery charge state

See 1250

FUEL INJECTORS
Radially-Graduated Turbine-Temperature Profile:

The flame temperature is lower at the blade roots,

where stress is highest

See 0180

FUEL TANKS
Pump-Fed Versus Pressure-Fed Propulsion: A
pumping system may have lower mass
See 0179

FUEL VALVES
Positive-Shutoff Fuel Valve: This ball valve is shut
by a pneumatic actuator

See 0844

FUELS
Combustion of Residual Fuels in Diesel Engines:
Heavier, residual-type diesel fuels may be eco-
nomically advantageous
See 0422

Conversion of Organic Wastes to Unleaded, High-
Octane Gasoline
See 0427

Destroying Toxic Wastes: Poisonous materials are
converted to useful fuels

See 0433

Desulfurizing Fuel Gases at High Temperature: Hot
process improves efficiency

See 0557

Energy and Chemicals from Florida Wood: Studies
show that wood plantations are practical and eco-
nomical in the state

See 0441

Evaluating the Performance of Filter Separators
With Gasohol: They were effective in removing
solids but not water from gasohol
See 0447

Experience With Components in Coal Liquefaction

Plants: Operating problems and solutions are re-

viewed
See 0448

Fuel Spray Analysis Techniques: An analysis of

complex mixing and combustion processes is de-
scribed

See 0452

How Alcohol Supplementation Affects Diesel En-
gines: Fumigation system shows no effects on
engine wear
See 0169

Liquefied-Petroleum-Gas Safety: Areas in preven-
tion and control are identified for research and de-
velopment
See 0470

One-Step Coal Liquefaction: Steam injection im-
proves yield and quality of product
See 0484

Producing Anhydrous Ethanol from Methanol:
Metal carbonyl-amine catalyst produces ethanol
See 0498

Rapid Freezing-Point Measurement: A technique to

determine the freezing point of fuels could be the

basis of a portable instrument
See 0705

Raw Producer Gas as a Furnace Fuel: Several
problems must be overcome before the extra heat
and fuel content of hot unscrubbed producer gas
is harnessed

See 0505

Solvent-Refined Coal: A Component History: Per-
formance synopses for pumps, valves, instru-

ments, and many other components are given for

pilot plant operation

See 0522

FUNGUS RESISTANT COATINGS
Evaluating Mildew Resistance of Paints: General-
purpose test units are compared with specialized
ones
See 0934

FURFURALS
Solvent Extraction of Furfural From Biomass:
Energy and material consumption would be re-

duced
See 0521

FURNACES
Furnace for Rapid Heating and Cooling: Com-
pressed solid reactant provides the heat, liquid

carbon dioxide provides the cold

See 0797

Heat Recovery From Ketene Gas Cooldown: The
profitability index and payback period do not justify

the expense of heat recovery at the current pro-

duction rate

See 0803

High-Temperature, Low-Gravity Casting Furnace:
Up to six different samples can be processed
See 0805

Raw Producer Gas as a Furnace Fuel: Several
problems must be overcome before the extra heat
and fuel content of hot unscrubbed producer gas
is harnessed
See 0505

Temperature-Gradient Furnace for Solidification

Experiments: Gradients are controllable from zero
to 500C+cm
See 0878

Toroidal Ellipsoid Float-Zone Heater: The heated
zone is visible for process control or experimenta-
tion

See 0884

Waste-Heat Recuperator: System provides up to

37 percent savings in fuel consumption
See 0537

GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASERS
Semiconductor Laser Phased Array: Oscillations

are synchronized and modulated individually for

beam steering

See 1208

GALLIUM ARSENIDES
Doping Gallium Arsenide Integrated Circuits: Two
new methods for doping from thin films are studied

See 0316

Large Diameter GaAs Wafer Costs Reduced
See 0349

GALLIUM INDIUM ARSENIDE PHOSPHIDES
Modified Fabrication for InGaAsP Stripe Laser: Re-
placement of the oxide stripe with an n-type layer

increases laser efficiency and reduces laser spot
size

See 1190

GAMMA CAMERAS
Improved Gamma- and X-Ray Pinhole Camera:
Electronic additions increase image quality

See 0649

GAMMA DETECTION
GAUSS7: This program determines gamma-ray en-
ergies and intensities

See 1126

Mercuric Iodide High-Energy-Radiation Detectors:

Good resolution of X-ray and gamma-ray radiation

is obtained

See 1131
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GRAPHITE

GAMMA SPECTROSCOPY
LSTSQ: This is a set of three programs used for

determining the contribution of nuclides to an ob-

served gamma spectra
See 1 130

GAS ANALYSIS
Computation of Three-Dimensional Combustor
Performance: Modified program includes computa-
tions of soot and nitrogen oxide emissions
See 0553
Measuring the Liquid Content of a Gas: Instrument

is an adaptation of the hot-wire anemometer
See 0676

Monitoring Fluidized-Bed Combustion Emissions:

An advanced jet-luminescence analysis technique

is found feasible

See 0682

Precise Control of a Tunable IR Diode Laser: Ac-
curate control of temperature and current yields 3-

MHz stability over 1 .5-hour period

See 1196

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
Description and Operation of a Thermal Decompo-
sition Unit-Gas Chromatographic System
See 0556

Facility is Opened to Promote Clinical Spectrome-
try

See 0634

Thermally Modulated Electron Affinity Detector for

Priority Pollutant Analysis
See 0730

GAS DETECTORS
Detecting Hazardous-Gas Clouds: A proposed de-
tection system would produce video images
See 0623

Integrated Exhaust-Gas-Analysis System: Self-con-

tained unit includes data processing and automatic
calibration

See 0656

Novel Methane Gas Sensor Invented
See 0691

Passive Sampling Device for Ambient Air and Per-

sonal Monitoring
See 0697

Semiautomatic Nondispersive Infrared Analyzer
Apparatus for C02 Air Sample Analyses
See 0709

GAS FURNACES
Supplemental Air for Gas-Fired Home Appliances:
Advice is offered on detecting and correcting
oxygen shortages
See 0084

GAS HYDRATES
Gas Hydrate Core Characterization
See 0454

Properties and Occurrences of Gas Hydrates:
Handbook presents extensive data on this poten-
tially valuable resource
See 0128

GAS TURBINE ENGINES
Integrally Cast Low-Cost Compressor: Develop-
ment of integrally cast rotors with blades having
thin leading and trailing edges reduces cost of

compressor
See 0171

GAS TURBINES
Brazing Alloys Indicate Turbomachinery Tempera-
tures: Foils serve as consumable thermometers
See 0608

Ceramic Turbine Materials
See 0908

Ceramic-Composite Liners for Gas-Turbine Com-
bustors: The integrity of the ceramic is maintained
even when exposed to near-stoichiometric com-
bustion temperatures
See 0161

Conductive Plasma-Sprayed Coatings: Thin, elec-
trically-conductive plasma coatings have good
emittance and adhesion
See 0911

Diverter Lip for Seal: Thermal gradients in hydro-
gen-cooled platform seals are reduced
See 0925

High-Temperature Gas Turbine Program: Substan-
tially greater efficiencies are obtained over con-
ventional steam turbines

See 0168

Metering Baffle for Turbine-Blade Cooling: Mixing

losses due to excessive film cooling are reduced
See 0174

Radially-Graduated Turbine-Temperature Profile:

The flame temperature is lower at the blade roots,

where stress is highest
See 0180

Receiver for Solar Air Turbine: Heat-exchanger
design should assure long life

See 0506

Turbine-Engine Transient-Rotor Analysis: The re-

sponse to blade loss or transients is calculated

See 0184

GAS WELLS
Directional Surveying of Oil or Gas Wells: A
strapped-down inertial navigation system needs no
cable length measurement to survey the wells

See 1099

GASES
Conserving Purge Gases: A two-step flow control

adjusts to dimensional changes in purged equip-

ment
See 0772

Measuring High Gas Temperatures: Radiation ef-

fects are included for more accurate processing of

thermocouple data
See 0673

GASIFIERS
Pressure-Letdown Plates for Coal Gasifiers: Rotat-

ing plates would reduce erosion and clogging

See 0496

GASOHOL
Evaluating the Performance of Filter Separators
With Gasohol: They were effective in removing
solids but not water from gasohol
See 0447

GASOLINE
Conversion of Organic Wastes to Unleaded, High-

Octane Gasoline
See 0427

GAUCHERS DISEASE
Scientists Clone Gene for Gaucher's Disease
See 1082

GEARS
Computer-Aided Processes for Cold-Forged Gears:
Computer-aided design and manufacturing promise
reduced costs of gear forming
See 0771

Continuously Variable Transmission: A chain slides

along two cones, in a novel transmission concept
See 0773

Designing More-Efficient Spur Gears: Gear-power
losses are used to determine the most efficient

design
See 0781

GENERATORS
Submicron-Particle Generator: Device operates at

high pressure and flow

See 0721

GENES
Probing Photosynthesis: The genes controlling the
primary events of photosynthesis have been identi-

fied

See 1076

Scientists Clone Gene for Gaucher's Disease
See 1082

GENETIC ENGINEERING
Tumorless Genetic Engineering for Plants: A
tumor-forming gene would be eliminated in a
widely-used DNA vector in plants

See 1089

GENETICS
DNA Storage And Specimens Available
See 1042

Genetic Markers of Neurological Diseases
See 1051

GEOCHEMISTRY
MCRT: This program serves as a thermodynamic
data-base system for aqueous geochemistry
See 0122

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Terrain Analysis Network Software: Program
Allows the Building and Editing of Geographic
Data
See 1117

GEOMAGNETISM
Satellite Anomaly Data Base
See 1237

GEOMETRIC RECTIFICATION (IMAGERY)
Rectifying Multiple-Flash X-Ray Images: Straight-

forward graphical procedures recreate images in

the true object size or at a known, constant magni-
fication

See 0261

GEOTHERMAL WELLS
Magnetic Measurements in Boreholes: Probe is

used in development of geothermal energy
See 0475

Monitoring Methods for Injection of Geothermal
Wastewater: Several methods are compared
See 0482

GERMANIUM INTERMETALLICS
X-Ray-Diffraction Analysis of Nb + Ge Alloys: Evi-

dence of a temperature-stable superconducting
phase is obtained
See 1221

GLASS
Applying Uniform Polymer Coatings to Micros-
pheres: Acoustic levitation yields an even coating
on glass microspheres
See 0900

Containerless Processing of Advanced Glasses:
New compositions with remarkable properties are

possible

See 0912

Corrosion-Resistant Glass: This glass can be
made commercially
See 0917

Mathematical Model for Gas Dissolution in Glass:

This model calculates dissolution of gas bubbles in

glass melts
See 0972

New Load Capacity Test for Glass from Small
Samples
See 0980

Pure Glasses from Multicomponent Gels: Contain-

erless melting of gels could yield low-loss glass for

optical fibers

See 0999

Reversing Glass Wettability: A silicone treatment
makes the surface hydrophobic
See 1005

GLASS SEALS
Long-Life Lithium + Sulfur Dioxide Battery: Battery

that operates 5 years results from glass develop-
ment
See 0473

GLYCOGENS
Yeasts With Increased Glycogen Levels: They
could be used as single-cell food for humans
See 1091

GOLD
Soil Bacteria Can Point Way to Deposits of Gold,
Other Metals
See 1011

GOSSYPOL
Potential Male Contraceptive

See 1075

GRAPHITE
Oxidation-Resistant Slurry Coating for Carbon-
Based Materials: New process uses a paint spray-

er and vacuum furnace to produce a silicon car-

bide outer layer

See 0985
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GRAPHITE COMPOSITES

SUBJECT INDEX

Positive Electrodes With Uniformly Distributed

Carbon: A method of distributing carbon or graph-
ite flakes in the electrodes improves electrochemi-
cal-cell performance
See 0491

GRAPHITE COMPOSITES
Bonded and Bolted Graphite + Polyimide Compos-
ite Joints: Four types of high-temperature joints

are designed for control surfaces
See 0905

Efficient Joints for Graphite + Epoxy Structures:

Bonded joints perform well through a wide temper-
ature range
See 0928

Graphite-Fiber+Epoxy Composite Propeller Shaft
Evaluated
See 1140

GRAPHITE REINFORCED COMPOSITES
Fabrication, Processing and Characterization of

Multidimensionally Braided Graphite+Epoxy Com-
posite Materials

See 0937

Resin Characterization in Cured Composite Materi-

als: A spectroscopic method of characterizing pol-

ymeric matrix resins determines resin performance
on a molecular level

See 1004

GRAPHITE REINFORCED PLASTICS
Modifying the Surface of Carbon + Graphite Fibers:

Plasma treatment improved mechanical properties

of the fibers

See 0977

Reducing Thermal Expansivity of Composite
Panels: Finished parts are heat-treated
See 1002

GRATINGS(SPECTRA)
Efficiency of Reflection Gratings: Dichromated
gelatin plates are evaluated as optical elements
for phase-volume holography
See 1168

GRAVIMETRIC ANALYSIS
Electrogravimetric Analysis of Metal-Plating Solu-
tions: Technique aids in accounting for use of pre-

cious-metal-plating materials

See 0930

GRAVITY
Gravitational Effects on Crystal Growth by Vapor
Transport: A transparent crystal-growth apparatus
can be operated in any orientation

See 1174

New Generation of Gravity Meters Developed
See 0687

Superconducting-Cavity Accelerometer: The reso-
nant frequency of a microwave superconducting
cavity is sensitive to gravitation and acceleration
See 0722

GRAVITY SURVEYS
TERRAIN. REV.O: This program calculates terrain

corrections for various radial distances
See 1118

GREASES
Developing a Multipurpose Grease for Outdoor
Equipment: Correlation of laboratory and field tests

will allow a successful lubricant to be formulated
for general use
See 0923

Further Tests of 38 Ball-Bearing Greases: Perfluor-

oalkylpolyether lubricants continue to perform best
See 0947

GRINDING(MATERIAL REMOVAL)
Air Guide for Sheet-Metal Grinder: Tool attach-

ment reduces heat distortion of the sheet
See 0751

Magnetic Chuck for Precise Grinding: Handling
time is substantially reduced
See 0827

Robotized Benching Operation: A proposed robot
system promises to reduce direct labor costs and
improve safety

See 0858

Roller Bearings Restored by Precision Regrinding
See 0859

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Integrated System for Environmental Simulation:

Wind, rain, vibration, and other factors closely re-

semble those of actual use
See 0657

GROUND VEHICLES
Aerodynamic Design of Road Vehicles: A guide-

book presents design strategy and data for reduc-
ing the aerodynamic drag

See 1240

Automated Position Locator: System locates trav-

eling vehicles on road maps
See 1242

Comparing Electric Vehicles with Conventional Ve-
hicles: For deliveries, conventional vehicles are su-

perior at the present time

See 1244

Steering System for a Train of Vehicles: This
system permits precise steering of vehicle trains

through serpentine paths without rails

See 1263

GROUND WATER
Mathematical Model for Assessing Pesticide Risks
See 0574

GROWTH REGULATORS
Impurity Effects on Dendritic Growth: Effects of

argon additions in succinonitrile agree with theory

See 0116

GUANIDINE+HYDROXY
Hydroxyguanidine Derivatives Have Been Devel-
oped
See 0113

GUANIDINE+ ((PYRIDYLMETHYLENE)-
AMINO)-HYDROXY

Hydroxyguanidine Derivatives Have Been Devel-

oped
See 01 13

GUANIDINIUM CHLORIDE +TRIAMINO
Refining Triaminoguanidinium Chloride: The crystal

structure is refined using three-dimensional X-ray

diffraction data
See 0133

GUIDANCE
Research-Concept Evaluation: Concepts are

ranked according to their potential benefit-)- cost
ratios

See 0265

GYROSCOPES
New Tool Tested for Measuring Azimuths
See 0689

HALL EFFECT
High-Temperature Hall-Effect Apparatus: A com-
pact furnace minimizes thermal gradients and elec-

trical noise

See 0644

HAND TOOLS
Tool for Inserting and Removing Tube Plugs:

Simple handtool can be used with both straight

and bent tubes
See 0880

HANDBOOKS
Coal Gasifiers and Gas Treatment Systems: Proc-

esses of historical research and commercial sig-

nificance are described
See 0419

Hearing Conservation Workshop Handbook: A
handbook provides guidelines for setting up a
workshop
See 0568

Properties and Occurrences of Gas Hydrates:

Handbook presents extensive data on this poten-
tially valuable resource
See 0128

HATCHES
Low-Shock Pyrotechnic Actuator: Hatch covers are

released with little shock and no contamination
See 1229

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Assessment of Hazardous Waste Surface Im-

poundment Technology: Case Studies and Per-

spectives of Experts

See 0544

Biodegradation of NDMA in Industrial Wastewater:
A trickling filtration process shows promise of

eliminating this chemical from wastewater
See 0546

Capture-and-Containment Systems for Hazardous
Material Spills on Land
See 0547

Description and Operation of a Thermal Decompo-
sition Unit-Gas Chromatographic System
See 0556

Detecting Hazardous-Gas Clouds: A proposed de-
tection system would produce video images
See 0623

Double-Poppet Valve: Two coactuated poppets
seal redundantly

See 0784

In Situ Vitrification - Technology for Waste Treat-

ment: Responsible management of hazardous
waste burial sites often involves extensive and
costly cleanup measures - excavating, transport-

ing, treatment and reburial

See 0570

Triple-Seal Valve: All flow paths include three bar-

riers to leakage
See 0886

Use of Short-Term Bioassays to Evaluate Environ-
mental Impact of Land Treatment of Hazardous In-

dustrial Waste
See 0599

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SPILLS
Detecting Hazardous-Gas Clouds: A proposed de-
tection system would produce video images
See 0623

HAZARDS
Protect Your Diver From Electrical Shock Hazards
See 1143

HEALTH CARE REQUIREMENTS
Estimating Health Services Requirements: Popula-

tion statistics are used to predict local hospital and
physician demand
See 0225

HEALTH SCREENING
Vision Screening by Color Photography: A trained

observer can screen five children per minute
See 0067

HEARING TESTS
Researchers Refine Technique to Test Hearing in

Sleeping Newborns
See 1080

HEART
Studies of Snake Venom May Yield Thrombolytic
Drug
See 1085

Transducers for Heart Research: Miniaturization

reduces damage and interference with heart func-

tion

See 0066

HEART DISEASES
Blood Clot Dissolving Drugs Being Tested for Lim-

iting Extent of Heart Attacks

See 1036

HEAT ENGINES
Improved Heat-Engine Solar-Energy System: A
buffer loop and overcapacity heat exchanger is

used
See 0170

HEAT EXCHANGERS
Fatigue Testing of Heat-Exchanger Tubes: Ther-

mal stress is simulated mechanically

See 0635

Heat-Exchanger Computational Procedure for

Temperature-Dependent Fouling: Fuel-vaporizer

exchanger performance is evaluated

See 0950
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HORMONES

Improved Heat-Engine Solar-Energy System: A
buffer loop and overcapacity heat exchanger is

used
See 0170

Plastic Heat Exchangers for Waste Heat Recovery:
Waste heat from acidic flue gases may be recov-

ered economically
See 0490

Studying Liquid+Vapor Systems with Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance: Duration and position of

vapor bubbles can be determined
See 0139

HEAT EXCHANGES
Heat Recovery From Ketene Gas Cooldown: The
profitability index and payback period do not justify

the expense of heat recovery at the current pro-

duction rate

See 0803

HEAT MEASUREMENT
Heat Index Describes Health Dangers in Heat
Waves
See 1052

HEAT PIPES
Decontaminating Aluminum + Ammonia Heat
Pipes: Internal gas slugs are reduced or eliminated

See 0779

Detection of Gas Slugs in Heat Pipes: Slugs 1 in.

(25 mm) in length can be detected
See 0624

Flexible Heat Pipe: A narrow tube carries 1 watts
or more to moving parts

See 0793

Heat-Pipe Thermal Switch: A new design isolates

components from vibrations

See 0456

High-Temperature Thermal Recuperators: A chem-
ical-vapor-deposition heat pipe holds promise of

recovering high-temperature waste heat
See 0460

HEAT PUMPS
Laboratory Evaluation of a High-Efficiency Air-to-

Air Heat Pump
See 0079

Space Heating with a Ground-Coupled Heat Pump:
A buried coil can provide ample heat energy from
the ground
See 0523

Thermodynamic Performance of Heat-Pump Sys-
tems: Study applies an available-energy-efficiency

concept as a realistic performance indicator

See 0532

Waste-Heat-Driven Steam-Compression Heat
Pump: An industrial host is sought for a newly de-
veloped heat pump
See 0538

HEAT RECOVERY
Heat Recovery From Ketene Gas Cooldown: The
profitability index and payback period do not justify

the expense of heat recovery at the current pro-

duction rate

See 0803

High-Temperature Thermal Recuperators: A chem-
ical-vapor-deposition heat pipe holds promise of

recovering high-temperature waste heat
See 0460

Hot Water Tank Combines Three Energy Sources:
Solar energy, energy from a heat pump, and con-
ventional electrical heating are combined to

reduce energy costs
See 0461

Improving the Energy Efficiency of Clothes Dryers:
Experiments were conducted to evaluate four
techniques to improve the energy efficiency of

electrically-heated residential clothes dryers
See 0078

Plastic Heat Exchangers for Waste Heat Recovery:
Waste heat from acidic flue gases may be recov-
ered economically
See 0490

Raw Producer Gas as a Furnace Fuel: Several
problems must be overcome before the extra heat
and fuel content of hot unscrubbed producer gas
is harnessed
See 0505

Waste-Heat Recuperator: System provides up to

37 percent savings in fuel consumption
See 0537

HEAT RESISTANT MATERIALS
Prestressed Thermal-Protection Panels: Panels are

held securely with a minimum of mounting hard-

ware
See 0993

HEAT RESISTANT PLASTICS
Charring, Nonmelting Epoxy Foams: The addition

of some vanadium compounds prevents melting

See 0909

Fire-Resistant TFE Extrusions: A new wetting

agent improves product quality while it reduces
flammability

See 0939

High-Temperature Encapsuiant: Polymethylene po-
lyphenylisocyanate foam withstands temperature
approaching 135 C
See 0951

Increasing Fire Safety of Epoxies: Fire-retardant

moieties are incorporated into the molecules
See 0963

Thermosetting Phthalocyanine Polymers: Some
formulations resist thermal degradation up to 500C
See 1022

HEAT SHIELDING
Telescoping Shield for Point-Focusing Solar Con-
centrators: Concentrated heat is diffused when
aim is incorrect

See 0528

HEAT STORAGE
Unfired Brick for Thermal Energy Storage: Olivine

can be molded and used without costly firing

See 0536

HEAT TRANSFER
Fabricating Thin-Shell Heat Transfer Models: Free-
standing shells have been produced for experi-

mental aerodynamic-heating tests

See 0633

Novel Heat-Flow Regulator Designed
See 0837

HEAT TREATMENT
Solution Potentials Indicate Aluminum-Alloy Tem-
pers: Potential is plotted as a function of aging
time

See 1012

HEATING EQUIPMENT
Differential Temperature Control of Electrical Heat-
ers: Energy savings are realized from heaters that

maintain low humidity in electrical equipment
See 0435

Economics of Residential Energy Use for Space
Conditioning and Water Heating
See 0071

Heating System Options for Energy-Efficient

Homes: Approaches to system selection are pre-

sented
See 0075

Prototype Space Heater: A 16.1-kW heater capa-
ble of burning diesel fuel cleanly is being devel-
oped for field use
See 0502

Reducing Oil Consumption of Oil-Fired Heating
Systems
See 0507

HELICOPTER ENGINES
Composite Engine-Inlet Particle Separator: Lower
costs and weight savings are the results of using
the new technology
See 0163

HELICOPTERS
Assessing Helicopter Ride Quality: The NASA
model was the best metric for predicting ride com-
fort

See 0005

Challenges in Helicopter Aerodynamics: A selec-
tive review identifier some of the phenomena that

hamper prediction of aerodynamic performance
See 0008

Status of Helicopter Impulsive Noise: Status report

on helicopter impulsive noise includes high-speed
impulsive and blade-vortex interaction impulsive

noise

See 0024

HELMETS
Resin Concentration and Lamination Affect Com-
posite Helmets: Higher resin content and low-pres-

sure lamination increase the resistance to ballistic

impact

See 0060

HEPATITIS
Prototype Hepatitis A Vaccine Seems Promising in

Early Animal Tests

See 1077

HERBICIDES
Applicator for Postemergence Weed Control

See 0028

Dripless, No-Waste Applicator for All Herbicides

See 0031

Herbicide Wiper Wipes Away Wayward Weeds
See 1053

HERMITE FUNCTIONS
PCHIP: This program provides piecewise cubic
Hermite interpolation

See 0254

HGI2 SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS
Mercuric Iodide High-Energy-Radiation Detectors:
Good resolution of X-ray and gamma-ray radiation

is obtained

See 1131

HIDDEN LINE PROBLEM
Hidden-Line Computer Code: A new, efficient solu-

tion minimizes run time

See 0231

HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS
High-Temperature Encapsuiant: Polymethylene po-

lyphenylisocyanate foam withstands temperature
approaching 135 C
See 0951

NiFe Aluminide (Nickel-Iron Aluminide)

See 0982

HINGES
Joint for Erectable and Collapsible Frames: Mech-
anism is self-energized, rigid, and reversible

See 0821

HOLDERS
Holder for Straightening Bent Tubes: Metal tubes
are straightened only where needed
See 0807

Remotely Operated Gripper Tracks Applied Force.

Operator 'feel' is incorporated into a new design

See 0850

Specimen Holder for Analytical Electron Micro-

scopes: It reduces spectral contamination by spuri-

ous X-rays

See 0716

HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY
Holographic Twyman-Green Interferometer: An off-

axis Fresnel zone plate is used to obtain fringe vis-

ibility close to unity

See 1175

HOLOGRAPHY
Efficiency of Reflection Gratings: Dichromated
gelatin plates are evaluated as optical elements
for phase-volume holography

See 1 168

Holographic Twyman-Green Interferometer: An off-

axis Fresnel zone plate is used to obtain fringe vis-

ibility close to unity

See 1175

HORMONES
Hormone May Reduce Need For Cesarean Sec-
tion

See 1057
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HORN ANTENNAS
Dual-Mode Horn Antenna for Millimeter Wave-
lengths: Beam has nearly equal shapes in the E-

and H-planes
See 0317

HOSPITALS
Estimating Health Services Requirements: Popula-
tion statistics are used to predict local hospital and
physician demand
See 0225

HOT PRESSING
Increasing the Ductility of Electroplated Metals:

Applying pressure during heat treatment helps
plated layers retain their ductility

See 0964

HOT WATER HEATING
Economics of Residential Energy Use for Space
Conditioning and Water Heating

See 0071

Hot Water Tank Combines Three Energy Sources:
Solar energy, energy from a heat pump, and con-
ventional electrical heating are combined to

reduce energy costs

See 0461

Supplemental Air for Gas-Fired Home Appliances:

Advice is offered on detecting and correcting

oxygen shortages
See 0084

HOUSES
Handbook for Solving Home Moisture Problems:
Step-by-step moisture audit program is provided

See 0074

Heating System Options for Energy-Efficient

Homes: Approaches to system selection are pre-

sented
See 0075

Ventilation in Superinsulated Homes: Air-to-air heat
exchangers control the humidity and air quality in

superinsulated homes
See 0088

HOUSINGS
High-Voltage Feedthrough Assembly: Variable di-

ameter insulation improves voltage-carrying capac-
ity

See 0338

HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
Assessing Helicopter Ride Quality: The NASA
model was the best metric for predicting ride com-
fort

See 0005

Human Capabilities Vs. Visual Displays Subject of

Manual
See 0051

Joywriter: A Communicator for the Severely Dis-

abled Person
See 0052

Powered Wheelchair Controller: A Human Factors
Design
See 0057

HUMIDITY
Crystal Microbalance Monitors Relative Humidity:

Sensor could monitor water evaporation in industri-

al drying processes
See 0621

Heat Index Describes Health Dangers in Heat
Waves
See 1052

Sensor Provides New Insight Into Fog + Haze
See 0710

HYBRID MICROELECTRONICS
Porcelain-Enameled Steel Substrates for Hybrid
Electronics: A handbook presents results of a
study of ceramic+ metal substrates for hybrid

microelectronic circuits

See 0373

HYBRIDOMAS
Freezing of Newly Created Cells Can Aid Re-
searchers
See 1050

HYDRATION
Effect of Hydration on Nitrogen Washout in

Humans: While hydration may reduce decompres-
sion effects, nitrogen removal is not the reason
See 1045

HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
Hydraulic Tube Expander: Versatile tool is useful in

hard-to-reach locations

See 0809

HYDRAULIC FLUID
Hollow Plastic Spheres Improve Fluid Compress-
ibility: A 40-percent (w+w) dispersion of spheres
shows ideal emulsion behavior
See 0952

HYDRAULIC JETS
Water-Jet-Assist Cutting Improves Roadheader
Performance
See 1122

HYDRAULIC MINING
Water Jet Mining System for Underground Sand-
stone Mines
See 1121

HYDRIDES
Rare Earth + Transition Metal Deuterides: A report

summarizes results of neutron diffraction studies

on some of these materials

See 1204

HYDROELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
Alternator for Low-Head Hydropower: Modified al-

ternator may increase national hydropower produc-
tion by over 10 percent
See 0413

HYDROGEN
Hydrogen Donor Strength of Potential Coal Lique-

faction Solvents: A scientific method has been es-

tablished for assessing the hydrogen-donor
strength of solvents for coal liquefaction

See 0462

HYDROGEN FUELS
Design Data Base for Hydrogen-Fueled Automo-
tive Engines: Engine performance and exhaust
emissions are investigated

See 0165

HYDROGEN IONS
Low-Pressure Ion Source: This source is safer and
more practical for neutron accelerators used in ra-

diotherapy
See 1064

HYDROGEN MASERS
Hydrogen Masers as Time and Frequency Stand-
ards: They track each other with 100 times more
precision than do cesium standards
See 1 176

HYDROLOGY
Hydrologic Evaluation of Landfill Performance
(HELP) Model Version 1.0

See 0155

HYDROLYSIS
Enzymatic Hydrolysis of Bacillus Thuringiensis Cell

Walls
See 1048

Solvent Extraction of Furfural From Biomass:
Energy and material consumption would be re-

duced
See 0521

HYDROPYROLYSIS
Ultrafast Hydropyrolysis of Powdered Coal: Up to

86 percent of coal can be converted into gaseous
products in a matter of milliseconds

See 0150

HYGROMETERS
Sensor Provides New Insight Into Fog + Haze
See 0710

Trace-Level Solid-Polymer Electrolyte Hygrometer:
Water vapor absorbed by a solid polymer electro-

lyte is detected by measuring the current required

to electrolyze the water
See 0735

ICE

Ice as an Abrading Agent: Solvent-induced corro-
sion is avoided by grit-blasting with frozen pellets

See 0810

ICE CONTROL
New Coating Prevents Ice Formation Navy Ships
See 0979

ICE FORMATION
Database on Aircraft Icing Conditions

See 0013

IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMS
Wire-Identification Instrument: Unit identifies un-
connected wires in a cable and searches for pre-

selected wires

See 0742

IGNITION TESTS
Ignition-Spark Detector for Engine Testing: An op-
tical fiber views sparks directly

See 0647

IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
Digital-Image Enhancement: The intensity of reso-

lution of each digitized video input is 256 discrete

levels

See 0191

Interstitial Digital-lmage-Point Generator: A digital

filter interpolates values in a two-dimensional array

See 0236

IMAGE INTENSIFIERS
Fabrication of High-Voltage Multiplier Modules: An
improved manufacturing technique increases reli-

ability, reduces the number of components, and
lowers rework costs

See 0328

IMAGE PROCESSING
Eye-Movement Tracker Would Reduce Video
Bandwidth: A small high-resolution image zone is

centered in the viewer's gaze
See 0197

Improved Gamma- and X-Ray Pinhole Camera:
Electronic additions increase image quality

See 0649

Radar Imagery

See 1112

IMMUNOLOGY
HLA Reagents Available from NIAID Serum Bank
See 1056

IMPURITIES
Effects of Impurities on VHSIC's: A study investi-

gates the effects of impurities on electrical proper-

ties of metal + silicon interfaces

See 0320

Impurity Effects on Dendritic Growth: Effects of

argon additions in succinonitrile agree with theory

See 0116

INCINERATORS
Description and Operation of a Thermal Decompo-
sition Unit-Gas Chromatographic System
See 0556

Save Money By Using The Heat Recovery Inciner-

ator (HRI) Cost Model
See 0511

INDICATOR SPECIES
Pollution Monitoring Using the Health of Striped

Bass
See 0583

INDOOR AIR POLLUTION
Guide to Indoor Air Quality: A reference manual
discusses indoor air quality and its relationship to

air infiltration and energy use in residential build-

ings

See 0566

New Spray System Reduces Dust for Continuous
Miner Operator

See 0576
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INTERFEROMETERS

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
Component Performance for a Coal Liquefaction

Plant: Several critical process components are dis-

cussed
See 0425

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING
Analysis of Pyrotechnic Mixer Bays: A study shows
ways to improve mixer bay safety

See 0541

INDUSTRIAL WASTE TREATMENT
In-line Aeration and Treatment of Acid Mine Drain-

age
See 0571

INDUSTRIAL WASTES
Treating Sludges in Industrial Waste: Polysilicates,

polyepoxides, and polysulfides are effective in

fixing sludges containing wastes from explosives

and heavy metals
See 0598

Use of Short-Term Bioassays to Evaluate Environ-

mental Impact of Land Treatment of Hazardous In-

dustrial Waste
See 0599

INFANTS
Researchers Refine Technique to Test Hearing in

Sleeping Newborns
See 1080

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
Information About PHS Scientific Projects is Avail-

able Through Computer Retrieval System
See 1060

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Computer Identifies Disease Patterns In Patient

Data
See 1041

Database on Aircraft Icing Conditions

See 0013

FRAMIS: This program is a relational data base
See 0229

Gasification Technology Data Base
See 0455

Integrated Manufacturing Operations Information

System
See 0815

Intelligent Computers Help Clinicians

See 1061

Library Information-Processing System: System
works with the Library of Congress MARC II format
See 0241

MCRT: This program serves as a thermodynamic
data-base system for aqueous geochemistry
See 0122

Software Document Inventory Program: Program
offers ways to file and locate sources of reference
See 0271

Techni-kits and Techni-kit Building Systems: Con-
cepts and tools are discussed that improve soft-

ware quality while reducing costs
See 0280

INFRARED DETECTION
Improved HgCdTe Photoconductive IR Reflectors:
A dual-layer coating improves passivation without
increasing reflectance

See 1178

Infrared-Responsive Monolithic MOS Circuit: Lead
chalcogenide photoresistors are integrated with
FET amplifiers

See 0343

Integrated Laser and Light Detector: A monolithic
structure combines a beam deflector and position
indicator

See 0344

Preparation and Characterization of Hg(x)Cd(1-
x)Te: Crystal growth and properties are studied
under variations of composition and processing
See 1198

INFRARED OPTICAL MATERIALS
Graded-lndex-of-Refraction Optical Components:
Methods for fabricating devices and measuring
their characteristics are available

See 1173

INFRARED SCANNERS
Improved Infrared Multispectral Scanner: Modifica-

tions provide greater capabilities

See 0650

INFRARED SPECTROMETERS
Improved Infrared Multispectral Scanner: Modifica-

tions provide greater capabilities

See 0650

INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
Accurate Spectroscopy of Carbon-Filled Rubbers:
A germanium internal reflectance element allows

more light to reach the detector

See 0895

Determination of Water Concentration in Glass Ce-
ramics: Method provides accurate results

See 0922

Electronically-Scanned Fourier-Transform Spec-
trometer: Instrument is efficient, lightweight, and
stable

See 0631

Evaluation of Used Crankcase Oils Using Comput-
erized Infrared Spectrometry
See 0935

Infrared Spectroscopy Applied in Biomedicine
See 0655

Semiautomatic Nondispersive Infrared Analyzer
Apparatus for C02 Air Sample Analyses
See 0709

INFRARED TELESCOPES
Telescope with Reflecting Baffle: Undesired light is

rejected by reflection

See 1216

INHIBITORS
Inhibiting Wet Oxidation of Ammonia: Loss of fixed

nitrogen is reduced 80 percent by acidification

See 0117

INITIATORS(EXPLOSIVES)
Low-Shock Pyrotechnic Actuator: Hatch covers are
released with little shock and no contamination
See 1229

INJECTION
Improved Downhole Steam Injector, Device incor-

porates advances in combustion and steam gen-
eration

See 1103

INJECTORS
Low-Loss Fuel and Oxidizer Injector: Pressure
losses may be reduced without degrading combus-
tion stability

See 0173

INORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Making Pure Fine-Grained Inorganic Powder: An
RF plasma technique introduces few impurities

See 0120

INORGANIC NITRATES
Affordable Plan Offered for Municipal Water Plants
with Nitrate Problems
See 0540

INSECT CONTROL
New Insect Sex Pheromone Mimics
See 1072

INSECTICIDES
High Tech Used In Insect Battle

See 1054

INSULATION
Foam Insulation for Cryogenic Flowlines: Weight is

less, and assembly is less critical than with

vacuum jacketing

See 0943

Long-Life Lithium + Sulfur Dioxide Battery: Battery
that operates 5 years results from glass develop-
ment
See 0473

Wound Elastomer Insulator Process: A proposed
process uses a microprocessor-controlled tire-

winding machine to extrude an elastomer to pre-

cise thickness
See 1031

INTAKE SYSTEMS
Composite Engine-Inlet Particle Separator: Lower
costs and weight savings are the results of using

the new technology

See 0163

INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
Solving First-Kind Integral Equations With Noisy
Data: A computer program provides effective solu-

tions of ill-posed problems
See 0274

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Advanced X-Ray Lithography for IC Production:

Higher resolution and throughput are envisioned

See 0748

Detection of Floating Inputs in Logic Circuits:

Modified oscilloscope probe applies a momentary
pullup voltage

See 0221

Doping Gallium Arsenide Integrated Circuits: Two
new methods for doping from thin films are studied

See 0316

Effects of Impurities on VHSIC's: A study investi-

gates the effects of impurities on electrical proper-

ties of metal + silicon interfaces

See 0320

Finding Open Faults in CMOS Circuits: Spurious
memory requires a series of test inputs

See 0333

Hardware Fault Simulator Generates Test Vectors
for Complex IC's: It is faster and more cost effec-

tive than software simulation

See 0334

Infrared-Responsive Monolithic MOS Circuit: Lead
chalcogenide photoresistors are integrated with

FET amplifiers

See 0343

Integrated Tactile Sensor for Robots: A silicon

wafer would transduce, compute, and communi-
cate touch information

See 0816

Laboratory Explores IC Electromigration: This labo-

ratory features new equipment for examining prob-

lems that curtail the lives of IC's

See 0348

Optical Testing of Integrated Circuits: Nondestruc-
tive test uses digital analysis of weighted photore-

sponse image
See 0369

Processes for VLSI Circuits: Advanced fabrication

methods are described and evaluated

See 0375

Protective Cover for IC Packages: Aluminized plas-

tic protects integrated circuits from static dis-

charge
See 0379

Reed-Solomon Encoder: VLSI structure incorpo-

rates a bit-serial algorithm

See 0263

Self-Checking Memory Interface: A VLSI chip im-

plements morphic Boolean algebra

See 0268

Test Chip Design Procedures Detail

See 0404

INTEGRATORS
Error-Compensated Integrate and Hold: Differenc-

ing circuit cancels the error caused by switching-

transistor capacitance
See 0326

INTERFEROMETERS
Calibrating Droplet Generator for Pressurized Test-

ing Vessel: Device helps to aline a laser for a
droplet-sizing interferometer

See 0610

Flexible Mirror Mount for Michelson Interferometer:

Interferometer mirrors are mounted on flexible

spring strips

See 0639

Holographic Twyman-Green Interferometer: An off-

axis Fresnel zone plate is used to obtain fringe vis-

ibility close to unity

See 1175
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Interferometer Detects Acoustic Emissions in Com-
posites: Embedded single-mode optical fibers

sample internal-stress fields directly

See 0658

Interferometer for Measuring Acoustic Signals: An
optical-fiber interferometer measures the wave am-
plitude without contacting the specimen surface

See 0659

Thermal-Expansion Measurement: A laser-based
system measures coefficients of thermal expan-
sion

See 0145

INTERFERON
Recombinant Leukocyte A Interferon Used in Cer-
tain Lymphomas
See 1078

INTERMETALLICS
Rare Earth + Transition Metal Deuterides: A report

summarizes results of neutron diffraction studies
on some of these materials

See 1204

INTERPOLATION
PCHIP: This program provides piecewise cubic
Hermite interpolation

See 0254

INTESTINAL DISEASES
Scanning Electron Microscopy is Applied to Study
of Intestinal Diseases
See 0062

INTUMESCENSE
Improved Polyimide Intumescent Coating: Nucleat-
ing agents yield better char foam when fire strikes

See 0957

INVERTER CIRCUITS
Energy-Saving Inverter: Commutation by a field-

effect transistor allows more efficient operation
See 0325

Negatively Coupled Inductors for Odd-Phase
Choppers: A modification of the output inductor
circuit is required

See 0366

Simplified High-Power Inverter: Only one gate-turn-

off device commutates all thyristors in the circuit

See 0394

INVESTMENT CASTING
Isometric Graphics for Investment Casting Design:
Tooling and unit costs can be substantially re-

duced
See 0818

IODINE
Laser Spectroscopy for Identifying Radionuclides:
System is demonstrated as a potential monitor of

12 and Csl

See 0662

IODINE ISOTOPES
Storage or Disposal of Radioiodine: Radioiodine is

incorporated in a synthetic boracite for long-term
storage or disposal

See 1136

ION ACCELERATORS
Ion Accelerator Merges Several Beams: Multiple

beamlets are merged and then accelerated
through a single-aperture grid

See 1181

ION BEAM MILLING
Ion Beam Milling and Up-Plating are Novel Ap-
proaches to Microwave Circuit Production
See 0345

ION BEAMS
Ion Engine With Solid-Electrolyte Ion Generator:
The working fluid would be utilized efficiently

See 0466

ION IMPLANTATION
Ion Accelerator Merges Several Beams: Multiple
beamlets are merged and then accelerated
through a single-aperture grid

See 1181

ION SOURCES
Improved Hollow Cathode: It can be rapidly started

and kept in an idling state

See 0339

Low-Pressure Ion Source: This source is safer and
more practical for neutron accelerators used in ra-

diotherapy

See 1064

IONIZATION
lonization-Detected Stimulated Raman Spectrosco-

py: Researchers recently achieved a thousand-fold
increase in sensitivity in the laser-based measure-
ment technique known as stimulated Raman spec-
troscopy

See 0119

IONIZATION STIMULATED RAMAN SPEC-
TROSCOPY

lonization-Detected Stimulated Raman Spectrosco-

py: Researchers recently achieved a thousand-fold
increase in sensitivity in the laser-based measure-
ment technique known as stimulated Raman spec-
troscopy

See 0119

IRON
Investigating the Irradiation Behavior of Iron: The
dose dependence for the defect production mech-
anism was found by using the Argonne National
Laboratory high-voltage electron microscope
See 0965

NBS Analyzes Data on Thermal Conductivity of

Metals

See 0978

Reducing Corrosion in Positive Electrodes: Fine
iron powder reduces corrosion rate in secondary
electrochemical cells

See 1001

IRON ALLOYS
Corrosion of Metals in Coal Liquefaction Process-
es: Study determines factors governing corrosivity

of coal liquefaction process liquids to iron-based
and nickel-based alloys

See 0916

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
Enhancing Combustion Efficiency with Oxygen:
Study examines how oxygen enhances various

combustion processes

See 0166

IRON NICKEL ALUMINIDES
NiFe Aluminide (Nickel-Iron Aluminide)

See 0982

IRON OXIDES
Recovering Iron Oxide From Coal Fly Ash: The
process produces high-quality iron-oxide concen-
trate that is suitable as a feed for reduction fur-

nace
See 0587

IRON SULFATE
Catalytic Coal Liquefaction With Iron Sulfate: Re-
coverable catalyst promises high conversion yields

See 0093

IRRADIANCE
Predicting Solar Deficits: Deviations from long-term
averages are determined

See 0493

IRRADIATION
Portable Blood Irradiator: A medical device shows
promise of suppressing early rejection of tissue or

organ transplants

See 0056

IRRIGATION
Mechanized Trash Screens for Farm Irrigation Sys-
tems
See 0034

Technology Stretches Irrigation Water
See 0039

ISOCYANIC ACID+ METHYLENE-
BIS(CYCLOHEXYL)

Optical Evaluation of Elastomers: Polyurethanes
made of methylene bis (4-cyclohexylisocyanate)
are good candidates for flexible lenses
See 0984

ISOTOPE SEPARATION
Precise Measurement of Isotope Ratios: Combina-
tion of resonance ionization and mass analysis
eliminates ambiguity of isobar overlap

See 1134

JET ENGINES
Performance Improvement for Nonaxisymmetric
Nozzles: Internal flow separation is eliminated
during reverse thrust

See 0176

Turbulent Recirculating Flows in Isothermal Com-
bustor Geometries: Improved analyses of the com-
bustor flow fields are accomplished
See 0185

JETS
Prewhirl Jet Model: A mathematical model pro-

vides information to design jet-mixing parameters
See 0178

JOINING
Attaching Chuck Keys to Machine Tools: Chuck
keys are attached to portable machine tools by re-

tracting lanyards

See 0754

JOINTS(JUNCTIONS)
Efficient Joints for Graphite+Epoxy Structures:

Bonded joints perform well through a wide temper-
ature range

See 0928

Joint for Erectable and Collapsible Frames: Mech-
anism is self-energized, rigid, and reversible

See 0821

JOYSTICKS
Wheelchair Joystick Box Automatic Retractor

See 0068

KETENES
Heat Recovery From Ketene Gas Cooldown: The
profitability index and payback period do not justify

the expense of heat recovery at the current pro-

duction rate

See 0803

KEYBOARDS
Eliminating False Signals from Electromechanical
Keyboards: Bounce eliminator scavenges its

power from keyboard lines

See 0323

Man + Machine Interface: CRT Touch Panel:

Touch-sensitive display screen serves as a key-

board
See 0243

KEYS(SPLINES)
Attaching Chuck Keys to Machine Tools: Chuck
keys are attached to portp'-le machine tools by re-

tracting lanyards

See 0754

KIDNEY
New Test Accurately Predicts Kidney Transplant
Rejection

See 1074

KIDNEY STONES
New Drug Therapy Offers Hope for Kidney Stone
Patients

See 1070

LABELED SUBSTANCES
Indicator for Brain Tumor Growth Rates
See 1059

LABELS
Labeling Solar-Cell Modules: A photocopying ma-
chine produces a durable identification label

See 0468
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LEAK DETECTORS

LABORATORIES
Research Center for Surface Modification: A col-

laborative research center for surface modification

and advanced processing of materials to improve
their performance characteristics has been estab-

lished

See 0508

LABORATORY ANIMALS
Research Animals and Services Available

See 1079

LAMINATES
Computer Code Offered for Composite Materials

Problems
See 0910

Fabrication of Multi-Ply Birefringent Fibrous Com-
posite Laminates: Transparent composites facili-

tate stress analysis involving anisotropic photoe-
lasticity

See 0936

Frame Alines Fibers in Multilayer Composites: La-

minae are stacked in oriented rectangular holes

See 0945

Properties of Low-Expansion Laminates: Mechani-
cal and thermal properties of thermally stable lami-

nates are calculated

See 0996

Reducing Thermal Expansivity of Composite
Panels: Finished parts are heat-treated

See 1002

Resin Concentration and Lamination Affect Com-
posite Helmets: Higher resin content and low-pres-

sure lamination increase the resistance to ballistic

impact
See 0060

Ultrahigh-Carbon-Steel Laminated Composites:
The results of a 4-year study are summarized
See 1025

LAND DISPOSAL
Assessment of Fluidized-Bed Combustion Solid

Wastes for Land Disposal
See 0543

Use of Short-Term Bioassays to Evaluate Environ-
mental Impact of Land Treatment of Hazardous In-

dustrial Waste
See 0599

LAND POLLUTION
Capture-and-Containment Systems for Hazardous
Material Spills on Land
See 0547

LAND TREATMENT
Land Treatment of an Oily Waste-Degradation, Im-
mobilization, and Bioaccumulation
See 0572

LANDING
Takeoff and Landing of Transport Aircraft: Pro-
gram assesses aircraft configurations for takeoff
and landing performance
See 0279

LASER APPLICATIONS
Analyzing Near-Surface Reactions: Two new tech-
niques have been developed for analyzing these
reactions

See 0090

Calibrating Droplet Generator for Pressurized Test-
ing Vessel: Device helps to aline a laser for a
droplet-sizing interferometer
See 0610

Detecting Hazardous-Gas Clouds: A proposed de-
tection system would produce video images
See 0623

High Tech Used In Insect Battle

See 1054

Imaging Fluid Flow: Four beam splitters are used
See 0648

Improved Melt-Level Control System: Laser feed-
back control automatically maintains silicon melt
levels

See 0114

Integrated Laser and Light Detector: A monolithic
structure combines a beam deflector and position
indicator

See 0344

Laser-Initiated Combustion of Alloys in Pressurized

Oxygen
See 0172

Light-Activated Microwave Device: Chip would
switch, generate pulses, and detect at microwave
speeds
See 0351

Multipurpose Photonic Transducers: Their features

include smallness and noise immunity
See 0685
New Laser Tracking System on Robots
See 0836

Optical Measurement of Soot Formation: Soot for-

mation at elevated temperatures has been studied

using a laser probe
See 0577

Photothermal Deflection Spectroscopy: Laser tech-

niques provide high sensitivity and resolution

See 0698

Precise Control of a Tunable IR Diode Laser: Ac-
curate control of temperature and current yields 3-

MHz stability over 1.5-hour period

See 1196

Thermal-Expansion Measurement: A laser-based
system measures coefficients of thermal expan-
sion

See 0145

LASER BEAMS
Laser-Beam Separator: Four prisms are used to

separate laser wavelengths
See 1182

LOTS: This program is designed to solve a wide
variety of problems in physical optics and beam
propagation
See 1183

Shielding Against Intense Laser Beams: Ablative

layers of reflecting and absorbing materials are
used
See 1209

15-Kilojoule Laser Calorimeter Developed
See 0744

LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETERS
Submicron-Particle Generator: Device operates at

high pressure and flow

See 0721

LASER INDUCED FLUORESCENCE
Laser Spectroscopy for Identifying Radionuclides:
System is demonstrated as a potential monitor of

12 and Csl

See 0662

LASER INDUCED IONIZATION
Precise Measurement of Isotope Ratios: Combina-
tion of resonance ionization and mass analysis
eliminates ambiguity of isobar overlap
See 1134

LASER RANGE FINDERS
Laser Rangefinder and Remote Profilometer: Path
lengths for pulse travel-time comparisons are con-
trolled with optical-waveguide switches
See 0661

LASER SPECTROMETERS
Precise Control of a Tunable IR Diode Laser: Ac-
curate control of temperature and current yields 3-

MHz stability over 1.5-hour period
See 1196

LASER SPECTROSCOPY
Improvements in Laser Fluorimetry: Recent ad-
vances in fiber-optic communication expand the
possibilities in laser fluorescence spectrometry
See 01 15

In Situ Analysis of Corrosive and Passive Surfaces
by Laser-Excited Raman Spectroscopy
See 0962

lonization-Detected Stimulated Raman Spectrosco-
py: Researchers recently achieved a thousand-fold
increase in sensitivity in the laser-based measure-
ment technique known as stimulated Raman spec-
troscopy
See 0119

Laser Spectroscopy for Identifying Radionuclides:
System is demonstrated as a potential monitor of

12 and Csl
See 0662

Monitoring of Reactive Atmospheric Species: Re-
active atmospheric species are produced and de-
tected to provide reference spectra

See 0684

LASER VELOCIMETERS
Autocovariance Computer: Hardware implementa-
tion is fast enough for real-time flow-field diagnos-
tics

See 1157

LASER WELDING
Laser-Welding Missile-Storage Containers: The
process is feasible but needs larger production
volume to be economical
See 0823

LASERS
Adjustable-Frequency Spectrophone Laser Stabili-

zation: Loop with spectrophone sensor stabilizes

gas laser at any desired frequency within the gas
spectral line width

See 1152

Damping Relaxation Oscillations in Laser Diodes:
Modulation frequency could be varied from dc to

near resonance in proposed device

See 1164

IC Fabrication Methods Improve Laser Diodes:
These high-performance diodes withstand longer
thermal cycling and shelf life

See 1177

Laser Cell Sorter, Image Analyzer Spur Research
Progress
See 1062

Measuring Delay in Lasers: The resolution of the
instrumentation is about 5 picoseconds
See 0672

Modified Fabrication for InGaAsP Stripe Laser: Re-
placement of the oxide stripe with an n-type layer

increases laser efficiency and reduces laser spot
size

See 1 190

Semiconductor Laser Phased Array: Oscillations

are synchronized and modulated individually for

beam steering

See 1208

LATCHES
Latch for Stored Cargo: Spherical latch elements
distribute the load over broad area

See 0824

LATEX
Taking the Stick Out of Latex

See 1017

LEACHING
Integrity Testing System for In Situ Leach Mining
Wells
See 1104

LEAD ACID BATTERIES
Battery-Charge-State Model: Equations approxi-

mate the effects of electrochemical processes
See 0416

Charge Efficiency Tests of Lead + Acid Batteries:

Current, voltage, and gas evolution were measured
during charge -(-discharge cycles

See 0417

Mathematical Storage-Battery Models: Eventual
applications include electric-vehicle 'fuel' gages
and powerline load leveling

See 0477

LEAD(METAL)
Embrittlement of 4340 Steel by Lead and Antimo-
ny: The susceptibility to embrittlement depends on
temperature and relative concentration of each
element
See 0931

Materials Aimed at Boosting Accuracy of Lead-ln-

Blood Tests
See 1065

LEAK DETECTORS
Microphone Detects Boiler-Tube Leaks: Unit is

simple, sensitive, rugged, and reliable

See 0679
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SUBJECT INDEX

Steam Line Leaks: Early Detection Systems Save
Money
See 0720

LEAK TESTS
Integrity Testing System for In Situ Leach Mining
Wells
See 1104

Leak Test for Pressure-Sealing Zippers: Test jig

checks either side of pressure-sealing zippers for

leaks
See 0663

Temporary Sealing of Cavities for Leak Testing:

Wax seals cavity openings to permit helium leak

test of cavity welds
See 0728

LENSES
Graded-lndex-of-Refraction Optical Components:
Methods for fabricating devices and measuring
their characteristics are available

See 1173

Optical Evaluation of Elastomers: Polyurethanes
made of methylene bis (4-cyclohexylisocyanate)

are good candidates for flexible lenses
See 0984

Programed Optical Surfacing Equipment: A modi-
fied computer-controlled system promises to

reduce production time by about 25 percent
See 1200

Tool Releases Optical Elements From Spring
Brackets: Threaded hooks retract the bracket
arms holding an element
See 0882

LEUKEMIAS
Early Detection of Mononucleosis: Blood test dis-

tinguishes the illness from leukemia
See 1043

LEVITATION
Acoustic-Levitation Chamber: A sealed chamber
eliminates contamination in ultrapure-material

processing
See 0745

Hybrid Contactless Heating and Levitation: Acous-
tic and electromagnetic fields would be applied
See 0808

Matching Impedances and Modes in Acoustic Levi-

tation: Temperature differences could be accom-
modated with tunable couplers
See 0828

Monitoring Acoustically Levitated Samples: A
sample is viewed through a sapphire window
See 0681

Off-Resonance Acoustic Levitation Without Rota-
tion: Orthogonal acoustic-levitation modes are ex-

cited at slightly different frequencies to control ro-

tation

See 0838

LEVITATORS
Sonic-Pump Levitator: An audiospeaker drives the
gas and rapidly responds to corrective signals
See 0867

LIBRARIES
Library Information-Processing System- System
works with the Library of Congress MARC II format
See 0241

LIFE CYCLE COSTS
MASEC1, MASEC2, Multi-TechLife-Cycle Costing:

These are interactive models providing multi-tech-

nology analysis of solar economics
See 0476

LIFE TESTS
Fatigue Testing of Heat-Exchanger Tubes: Ther-
mal stress is simulated mechanically
See 0635

LIGHT TRANSMISSION
LOTS: This program is designed to solve a wide
variety of problems in physical optics and beam
propagation
See 1183

LIGHTNING
Lightning-Transient Recorder: A battery-powered
system operates for more than a year
See 0042

LIGHTNING PROTECTION
Lightning Protection for Composite Aircraft Struc-

tures: A secondarily applied system nullifies the
destructive right-angle effect

See 0018

Shielding Electric Connectors from Lightning: A
grounding shell is made from steel tubing
See 0393

LININGS
Ribbed Coolant Liners for Combustion Chambers:
Coolant channels and fins remove heat efficiently

See 0181

LIPIDS
Production of Microalgal Lipids: The future of this

potential alternative to petroleum depends on the
abundance of C02
See 0500

LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
LNG Fire and Vapor Control: State-of-the-art sys-

tems are reviewed
See 0471

Plastic Foams and Concretes as Cryogenic Insula-

tors

See 0986

LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GASES
Liquefied-Petroleum-Gas Safety: Areas in preven-
tion and control are identified for research and de-
velopment
See 0470

LIQUID CHROMAGRAPHS
Spill-Detector-and-Shutoff Device: Overflow in

liquid chromatography systems is rapidly detected
and stopped
See 0717

LIQUID HELIUM
Fluid + Vapor Separator for Variable Flow Rates: A
shutter varies the gas throughput of a porous plug

See 1170

LIQUID LEVEL INDICATORS
Continuous-Reading Cryogen Level Sensor: Tank
contents are indicated accurately despite vari-

ations in liquid density

See 0620

LIQUID NITROGEN
Belleville Spring + Seal: Metallic Belleville seals

can be used in liquid nitrogen environments
See 0903

LIQUID OXYGEN
Thermal and Flow Data From Liquid-Oxygen
System: Extensive flow rate, pressure, and temper-
ature data are available for validating computer
models of liquid-oxygen transfer systems
See 1238

LIQUID WASTES
Destroying Toxic Wastes: Poisonous materials are

converted to useful fuels

See 0433

Evaluation and Development of PCB Removal
Processes
See 0564

Land Treatment of an Oily Waste-Degradation, Im-

mobilization, and Bioaccumulation
See 0572

Liquid Waste Composting
See 0573

LIQUIDS
Contactless Measurement of Physical Properties:

Surface tension and other properties are deter-

mined from measurements of the resonant fre-

quency
See 0099

Measuring the Liquid Content of a Gas: Instrument
is an adaptation of the hot-wire anemometer
See 0676

Transmitting Electromagnetic Energy into Liquids:

A rough liquid surface enhances coupling
See 1220

Two-Liquid Mixer: Device provides thorough mixing

of liquids, the proportions of which vary with time

See 0737

LITHIUM CELLS
Dense Electrodes for Lithium Cells: Fabrication
from a slurry of alloy particles offers many advan-
tages

See 0431

High-Cycle-Life Lithium Cell: A new, stable electro-

lyte solvent allows many more charge + discharge
cycles

See 0457

Long-Life Lithium + Sulfur Dioxide Battery: Battery
that operates 5 years results from glass develop-
ment
See 0473

LITHIUM NIOBATES
Reversing Optical Damage in LiNb03 Switches:
Higher operating power can be tolerated after

treatment

See 1206

LITHIUM SULFUR DIOXIDE CELLS
Long-Life Lithium + Sulfur Dioxide Battery: Battery

that operates 5 years results from glass develop-
ment
See 0473

LITHOGRAPHY
Advanced X-Ray Lithography for IC Production:
Higher resolution and throughput are envisioned

See 0748

LIVESTOCK
Cheap Field Test for CAP in Milk

See 1039

LOAD CELLS
Maintaining Constant Load Cell Temperature: An
insulated enclosure allows accurate weight meas-
urements under varying environmental conditions

See 0668

LOCKING
Self-Locking Coupler Engages and Moves Loads:
Self-locking coupler prevents accidental release of

load

See 0862

LOCKS(FASTENERS)
Aircraft Canopy Lock: Mechanism is easy to open
intentionally but resists accidental opening

See 0003

LOGIC CIRCUITS
Detection of Floating Inputs in Logic Circuits:

Modified oscilloscope probe applies a momentary
pullup voltage

See 0221

Optical Logic Gates: Photonic analogs mimic digi-

tal electronic logic

See 0368

LOGISTICS
Computer-Aided Design is Being Used for Weap-
ons Systems
See 0769

LUBRICANTS
Developing a Multipurpose Grease for Outdoor
Equipment: Correlation of laboratory and field tests

will allow a successful lubricant to be formulated

for general use

See 0923

Further Tests of 38 Ball-Bearing Greases: Perfluor-

oalkylpolyether lubricants continue to perform best

See 0947

LUBRICATING OILS
Evaluation of Used Crankcase Oils Using Comput-
erized Infrared Spectrometry

See 0935

LUMINESCENCE
Monitoring Fluidized-Bed Combustion Emissions:

An advanced jet-luminescence analysis technique

is found feasible

See 0682
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MATHEMATICAL MODELS

MACHINE TOOLS
Attaching Chuck Keys to Machine Tools: Chuck
keys are attached to portable machine tools by re-

tracting lanyards

See 0754

Beam-Cap-Forming Machine: Graphite-reinforced

plastic strip is transformed into a continuous beam
cap
See 0759

Drilling Holes on a Large Bolt Circle: A centering

plate allows precise adjustment
See 0785

Hinged Shields for Machine Tools: Flaps guard
against flying chips, but fold away for tool setup
See 0806

Statistical Models of Production-Machine Mainte-

nance Systems: Two types of models can be used
to characterize the maintenance of industrial-pro-

duction systems
See 0873

Transformer and Meter Tester: The components
that determine and indicate home position on a
numerically-controlled machine tool are tested

See 0885

MACHINERY
Thermal Spray Coatings for Corrosion Protection

and Machinery Restoration Evaluated
See 1021

MACHINING
Control of Chip Form
See 0775

EDM Electrode for Internal Grooves: Electroero-

sive process is an inexpensive alternative to

broaching
See 0786

Generation of Base Machining Surfaces: Ten
major criteria are established toward a design of a
stock verification machine for machining breechr-
ings

See 0798

Inert-Gas Electrical-Discharge Machining: A dry

EDM process uses inert gas as the dielectric

See 0812

Round the Clock Unattended Machining Demon-
strated

See 0860

Setup Aid for Electrical-Discharge Machining: An
interlock assures that the workpiece is correctly

assembled in the machining fixture

See 0864

MAGNETIC DETECTION
Self-Powered Vehicle Detector
See 0158

MAGNETIC FIELDS
Metal Forming - Magneform: Metal parts are
formed with pulsed-magnetic fields

See 0832

MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY
Automated Magnetic-Susceptibility Analysis: Alter-

nating current susceptibility of small samples is de-
termined as function of temperature
See 0603

MAGNETRONS
Magic T-Coupled Magnetrons: Output powers are
combined, and the output spectrum is clean
See 0355

MAGNETS
Samarium + Cobalt Magnets: High coercivities of

SmCo5 magnets are achieved by eliminating
oxygen contamination
See 0388

MAINTENANCE
Polyurethane Foam Roofing Systems
See 0080

Preventive Maintenance: Solar Energy Thermal
Systems
See 0497

Repairing Hidden Cracks in Coolant Tubes: 'Fish-

mouth' inserts stop leaks in hidden walls of tubes
See 0853

Repairing Thermal Tiles: Method reduces cure
time and temperature requirements

See 1003

Statistical Models of Production-Machine Mainte-

nance Systems: Two types of models can be used
to characterize the maintenance of industrial-pro-

duction systems
See 0873

MALARIA
Basic Research Findings May Lead to New Malar-

ia Treatment
See 1034

MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS
Antiprotons Studied for Biomedical Applications

See 1033

Scientists Identify Cell Membrane Differences Dis-

tinguishing Cancer from Benign Tumor Cells

See 1083

MAN MACHINE SYSTEMS
Proximity Indicator for Remote Manipulator: The
operator receives a sensation of depth and orien-

tation

See 0846

MANIPULATORS
Displaying Force and Torque of a Manipulator:

Video graphics display shows force and torque
values in easy-to-comprehend form

See 0783

Proximity Indicator for Remote Manipulator: The
operator receives a sensation of depth and orien-

tation

See 0846

MANOMETERS
Precision Manometer: Instrument measures low
positive-gas pressures

See 0702

MANUALS
Disposal of Powerplant Waste in Strip Mines:
Guidelines are provided for disposal and results of

onsite ground water-quality measurements
See 0560

Process Design Manual for Stripping of Organics
See 0585

MAPS
Radar Imagery
See 1112

MARINE ATMOSPHERE
Data File for Marine Toxic Substances and Pollut-

ants

See 0555

MARINE PROPELLERS
Graphite-Fiber+Epoxy Composite Propeller Shaft
Evaluated

See 1140

MASERS
Hydrogen Masers as Time and Frequency Stand-
ards: They track each other with 100 times more
precision than do cesium standards
See 1176

MASKING
Permanent Solder Masks for High Reliability Appli-

cations Evaluated

See 0371

MASS
Industrial Guide to Accurate Mass Measurement
See 0654

Precise Measurement of Isotope Ratios: Combina-
tion of resonance ionization and mass analysis
eliminates ambiguity of isobar overlap

See 1134

MASS SPECTROMETERS
Masked Multichannel Analyzer: A new device that

greatly accelerates the analysis of complex mix-
tures of organic compounds has been developed
See 0669

MASS SPECTROSCOPY
Automated Data Acquisition for Spark Mass Spec-
trometry: Computerized system is inexpensive and
simple to operate
See 0091

Facility is Opened to Promote Clinical Spectrome-
try

See 0634

MASTS
Analyzing Vibrations in a Long Mast: Computer
model accurately predicts the vibrational modes
See 1154

MATERIAL TESTS
Effects in Fracture Toughness Testing are Studied
See 0630

MATERIALS HANDLING
Forklift Support Dolly: Long, heavy loads are han-
dled safely

See 0796

Transportable Pumps Could Save Oil Cargoes:
Helicopter-carried pumps for firefighting can serve
a dual purpose
See 0596

MATERIALS RECOVERY
Recovering Iron Oxide From Coal Fly Ash: The
process produces high-quality iron-oxide concen-
trate that is suitable as a feed for reduction fur-

nace
See 0587

Recovering Zinc From Discarded Tires: Zinc sul-

fate monohydrate would be sold at a profit

See 0131

MATERIALS TESTS
Component Performance for a Coal Liquefaction

Plant: Several critical process components are dis-

cussed
See 0425

J-R Curves and Load-Drop Method in Quality Con-
trol: J-integral analysis and precracked Charpy
samples are examined for quality control in frac-

ture toughness
See 0819

NSWC Establishes Major New Thermal Analysis

Facility

See 0125

Research Center for Surface Modification: A col-

laborative research center for surface modification

and advanced processing of materials to improve
their performance characteristics has been estab-

lished

See 0508

MATERIALS WITH MEMORY
Faster Response for Memory-Metal Actuators:

Cooling is accelerated by attaching a Peltier junc-

tion

See 0792

MATHEMATICAL MODELS
Accuracy Criterion for Structural Calculations:

Completely objective procedures determine the
requisite accuracy
See 1149

Emergency Modeling of Hazardous Air Pollutants

See 0562

Extraction Modeling and Systems Studies

See 1101

Gasification Technology Data Base
See 0455

Mathematical Instability Criteria for Elastic Struc-

tures: The vanishing of hyperbolic terms has physi-

cal significance

See 1185

Mathematical Model for Assessing Pesticide Risks
See 0574

Mathematical Simulation of Flight Maneuvers: Cal-

culated spacecraft motions are updated with tele-

metered data
See 1230

Mathematical Storage-Battery Models: Eventual
applications include electric-vehicle 'fuel' gages
and powerline load leveling

See 0477
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MATRICES(MATHEMATICS)

SUBJECT INDEX

Predicting Fatigue Life of Pressurized Cylinders: A
new mathematical model takes into account ef-

fects that previous models ignored
See 1197

Prewhirl Jet Model: A mathematical model pro-

vides information to design jet-mixing parameters
See 0178

Receptor Modeling for Long-Range Air Pollution

See 0586

Resource Encourages Mathematical Modeling
See 0061

TDC: TDC models gaseous combustion processes
in two dimensions
See 0183

MATRICES(MATHEMATICS)
LINPACK: This program solves various classes of

systems of simultaneous linear equations
See 0242

TOEPLITZ: This program solves linear system
problems
See 0283

MEASUREMENT ASSURANCE PROGRAM
Measurement Assurance Program for Spectropho-
tometric Transmittance
See 0670

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Coating Bond Testing Apparatus
See 0613

Standard for Performance Evaluation of Coordi-
nate Measuring Machines
See 0719

MEDICAL APPLICATIONS
Antiprotons Studied for Biomedical Applications

See 1033

MEDICAL COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
Computer Identifies Disease Patterns In Patient

Data
See 1041

Intelligent Computers Help Clinicians

See 1061

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
Analyzer Used to Study Aging Skeletal System
See 0046

Automatic Leg Bag Evacuator
See 0047

Balloon Catheterization Opens Totally Blocked
Coronary Arteries

See 0048

Biomedical Sensors: Measuring Body Functions
With Microelectronics

See 1035

Facility is Opened to Promote Clinical Spectrome-
try

See 0634

Infrared Spectroscopy Applied in Biomedicine
See 0655

Manual Wheelchair with Dynamic Braking
See 0053

Photographic Screening for Eye Defects: Images
of retinas are examined for characteristic patterns
See 0055

Portable Blood Irradiator: A medical device shows
promise of suppressing early rejection of tissue or

organ transplants

See 0056

Powered Wheelchair Controller: A Human Factors
Design
See 0057

Probe Follower for Moving Blood Vessels: Probes
would track vessel expansion and contraction with

minimal perturbation

See 0058

Radio Transmitter Navigational Aid for the Visually

Impaired
See 0059

Speculation on Ultrasonic Disintegration of Arterial

Deposits: An ultrasonic probe might be able to

clear arteries

See 0063

Temperature Reference Point for Clinical Labs
Available

See 0726

Transducers for Heart Research: Miniaturization

reduces damage and interference with heart func-

tion

See 0066

Wheelchair Joystick Box Automatic Retractor

See 0068

MEDICAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Computer Identifies Disease Patterns In Patient

Data
See 1041

MEDICAL RESEARCH
Research Animals and Services Available

See 1079

MEETINGS
Hearing Conservation Workshop Handbook: A
handbook provides guidelines for setting up a
workshop
See 0568

MELTING POINTS
Convective Oscillations at Crystal + Melt Interface:

An instability arises from coupled fluid-dynamical

and solidification effects

See 0100

MELTS
Continuous Monitoring of Melt Composition: Com-
positions of glasses and alloys may be analyzed
and corrected in real time

See 0619

MEMBRANES
High-Flow Asymmetric Reverse-Osmosis Mem-
branes: A water-soluble polymer membrane is in-

solubilized by a transition-metal salt

See 0112

Membrane Switches Check Seal Pressure: Door
and hatch seals can be monitored electronically

See 0358

MESSAGE PROCESSING
Priority Queuing on a Parallel Data Bus: Algorithms
provide maximum service with a minimum number
of wires

See 0201

Synchronizing Data-Bus Messages: Scheme allows
'collision-free' communications without a central

controller

See 0207

METABOLIC DISEASES
Scientists Clone Gene for Gaucher's Disease
See 1082

METAL COATINGS
Fungal Susceptibility of Military Paints: Eleven mili-

tary paints are evaluated for fungal resistance

characteristics

See 0946

METAL CONTAINING ORGANIC COM-
POUNDS

Synthesizing Metal Phthalocyanine Imide Poly-

mers: Products should exhibit high thermal stability

See 0143

METAL FILMS
Ion Beam Milling and Up-Plating are Novel Ap-
proaches to Microwave Circuit Production

See 0345

Measuring Metal-Film Thickness Automatically: In-

strument uses beta-particle backscatter to deter-

mine microinch thicknesses
See 0675

Oxidation Protection for Thermocouples: A thin

platinum film covers the thermocouple sheath
See 0695

Protecting Anodes in Alkaline Cells: Nickel, silver,

or gold films deposited on the edges extend the

life and efficiency of anodes
See 0501

METAL FORMING
Metal Forming - Magneform: Metal parts are

formed with pulsed-magnetic fields

See 0832

METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
Improved Spacecraft Material Developed
See 0959

METAL MATRIX MATERIALS
Manufacturing Discontinuously Reinforced Metal
Matrix Composites Billets

See 0971

METALLIC GLASSES
Containerless Solidification of Amorphous Metals:

A proposed method could produce large amor-
phous alloys

See 0913

Hollow Spheres of Metallic Glass: Controlled cool-

ing yields uniform hollow spheres of metallic glass

See 0953

METALS
Metal-Matrix Composites: A report introduces read-
ers to the basics of these modern materials

See 0975

METHANE
Novel Methane Gas Sensor Invented

See 0691

METROLOGY
Industrial Guide to Accurate Mass Measurement
See 0654

.
National Bureau of Standards Electronics and
Electrical Engineering Bulletin

See 0363

MICE
Mouse Models Available for Studying Disorders
Caused by Extra Chromosomes
See 1067

MICROANALYSIS
New Reference Materials Developed for Microana-
lysis

See 0123

MICROCIRCUITS
Failure Analysis of Microelectronic Wires: Gold and
aluminum wires are evaluated and compared
See 0330

Ion Beam Milling and Up-Plating are Novel Ap-
proaches to Microwave Circuit Production

See 0345

MICROCOMPUTERS
Farm Tractors Now Automatically Steered by
Microcomputers
See 0032

Lepricon System: Produces large print on micro-

computers for the visually impaired

See 0240

MICROELECTRONICS
NBS Issues Small Particle SRM for Microelectron-

ics Industry

See 0364

MICROORGANISMS
New Edition of the NODC Taxonomic Code
See 1071

MICROPHONES
In-Place Calibration of Instrumentation Micro-

phones: Accidental damage and decalibration are

prevented
See 0653

Quick-Change Holder for Aeronautical-Research

Microphones: Mounting holds microphone flush

with aircraft surface and maintains a pressure seal

See 0704

MICROPROCESSORS
Optical Communication System for Microproces-

sor-Based Terminals: System uses highly efficient

components
See 0250

Redundant Asynchronous Microprocessor System:
Configuration guards against permanent failures

and intermittent faults

See 0262
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MOUNTINGS

MICROWAVE ANTENNAS
Antenna Coupling Calculated in the Near-Field

See 0291

Circularly-Polarized Microstrip Antenna: Microstrip

construction is compact for mobile applications

See 0302

Determining the Slope Error of a Parabolic Reflec-

tor: The approximate slope error is determined
with minimal test equipment
See 0434

Improved Thick Dichroic Reflector for Microwave
Feeds: The geometry of a reflector plate is adjust-

ed to compensate for undesired effects

See 0341

MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT
Cooling Waveguide Flanges in Microwave Trans-

mitters: Flange appendage circulates coolant for

conductive heat removal
See 0309

Determining the Nonlinearity of Microwave Receiv-

ers: A noise-adding radiometer is built into the re-

ceiving circuit

See 0190

Ion Beam Milling and Up-Plating are Novel Ap-
proaches to Microwave Circuit Production

See 0345

Light-Activated Microwave Device: Chip would
switch, generate pulses, and detect at microwave
speeds
See 0351

X-Band Strip-Line Power Divider -(-Combiner: Foil

transmission line matches impedances
See 0410

MICROWAVE RESONATORS
Microwave Resonator Developed
See 0361

MICROWAVE SPECTRA
Catalog of Spectral Lines: Submillimeter, millime-

ter, and microwave spectral lines are catalogued
for selected molecules
See 0092

MICROWAVES
Transmitting Electromagnetic Energy into Liquids:

A rough liquid surface enhances coupling
See 1220

MILITARY FACILITIES
Fungal Susceptibility of Military Paints: Eleven mili-

tary paints are evaluated for fungal resistance
characteristics

See 0946

MILK
Cheap Field Test for CAP in Milk

See 1039

Drying Milk With Boiler Exhaust: Considerable
energy could be saved in the powdered-milk indus-
try

See 0436

MILLING(MACHINING)
Ion Beam Milling and Up-Plating are Novel Ap-
proaches to Microwave Circuit Production
See 0345

MINE ACID DRAINAGE
In-line Aeration and Treatment of Acid Mine Drain-

age
See 0571

Passive Technique for Removing Trace Metals
from Mine Drainage
See 0579

MINE SAFETY
Novel Methane Gas Sensor Invented
See 0691

MINE VENTILATION
New Spray System Reduces Dust for Continuous
Miner Operator
See 0576

MINES(EXCAVATIONS)
Integrity Testing System for In Situ Leach Mining
Wells
See 1104

Multistage Waterspray Coolers

See 1 109

MINING
Controlling Salt-Mine Cutting Machine Dust With a
Low-Flow Foam Technique
See 1098

Vertical-Control Subsystem for Automatic Coal
Mining: Unit ensures that maximum coal is extract-

ed without digging into ceiling rock

See 1120

MINING EQUIPMENT
Automatic Coal-Mining System: Coal cutting and
removal would be done with minimal hazard to

people
See 1093

Bidirectional Continuous Coal Miner: As the miner
moves forward and backward, the cutting drums
pivot to cut in the direction of travel

See 1094

Display for Mining-Machine Operators: Unit gathers

data and presents it in easy-to-understand form

See 1100

Low-Cost Modification for Remote Control of a
Drill Carrier

See 1106

Miner for Cutting Entry Passages in Coal Seams: A
pilot drum opens a coal seam to its full height and
two shearing drums broaden it to full entry width

See 1107

Pillar-Trimming System: Trimming and reinforcing

of coal pillars allows more coal recovery

See 1110

Water-Jet-Assist Cutting Improves Roadheader
Performance
See 1122

MIRRORS
Flexible Mirror Mount for Michelson Interferometer:

Interferometer mirrors are mounted on flexible

spring strips

See 0639

Foil Panel Mirrors for Nonimaging Applications:

Thick aluminum foil is glued to structural panels
See 0109

Handbook of Optical Testing Methods for Dia-

mond-Turned Mirrors

See 0641

Lightweight Metal Mirrors: Two eggcrate halves
are brazed together

See 0966

Pressure -(-Vacuum Bonding for Low-Curvature Mir-

rors: Reflecting surfaces are attached to nonre-
flecting substrates

See 0495

MISSILES
Computer-Aided Design is Being Used for Weap-
ons Systems
See 0769

MISSION PLANNING
Research and Development Mission Analysis
System: Program forms a basis for solving com-
plex mission-analysis problems
See 0264

MIXERS
Analysis of Pyrotechnic Mixer Bays: A study shows
ways to improve mixer bay safety

See 0541

Injection Sprayer Reduces Handling Risks

See 0033

Low-Noise Submillimeter-Wave Diode: Low noise
may be achieved without the usual high resistance

See 0353

Two-Liquid Mixer: Device provides thorough mixing
of liquids, the proportions of which vary with time
See 0737

MODULAR STRUCTURES
General-Purpose Icosahedral Structure: A versatile

modular structure is based on triangular panel
units

See 1227

MOISTURE CONTENT
Crystal Microbalance Monitors Relative Humidity:

Sensor could monitor water evaporation in industri-

al drying processes

See 0621

Determination of Water Concentration in Glass Ce-
ramics: Method provides accurate results

See 0922

Foam Stability: Factors affecting liquid drainage
are studied

See 0944

Handbook for Solving Home Moisture Problems:
Step-by-step moisture audit program is provided

See 0074

Predicting Moisture Absorption in Composite Mate-
rials: Heat-transport programs are adaptable for

absorption analysis

See 0992

MOLDING TECHNIQUES
Silicone-Rubber Tooling for Hollow Panels: A
wave-free contour surface is obtained by using a
flexible mold
See 1010

Vented Compression Molding of Granule-Filled

Resins: Production cost is reduced by a process
that uses a perforated mold
See 0891

MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY
IC Fabrication Methods Improve Laser Diodes:

These high-performance diodes withstand longer

thermal cycling and shelf life

See 1177

MOLECULAR STRUCTURE
Foam Stability: Factors affecting liquid drainage
are studied

See 0944

NMR Spectroscopy of Polycrystalline Samples:
Zero-field technique accommodates powder sam-
ples

See 0124

MOLECULES
Neurology Laboratory Tapes Molecular Journey

See 1069

MONONUCLEOSIS
Early Detection of Mononucleosis: Blood test dis-

tinguishes the illness from leukemia

See 1043

MONTE CARLO METHOD
Pseudo-Random Number Generators: Package
features a comprehensive selection of probabilistic

distributions

See 0259

MOSQUITOES
Miniature Shellfish Help Control Mosquitoes

See 1066

MOTION SIMULATORS
Novel Spacecraft Testing Device Gyrodynamic
Motion Simulator Aids in Spacecraft Design

See 1231

MOUNTINGS
Flexible Mirror Mount for Michelson Interferometer:

Interferometer mirrors are mounted on flexible

spring strips

See 0639

Isolation Mounting for Charge-Coupled Devices:

CCD's are suspended by wires under tension

See 0347

Low-Thermal-Resistance Baseplate Mounting: A
convex baseplate flattens into large-area contact
when bolted down
See 0825

Quick-Change Holder for Aeronautical-Research
Microphones: Mounting holds microphone flush

with aircraft surface and maintains a pressure seal

See 0704
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MULTIPLIERS
Fabrication of High-Voltage Multiplier Modules: An
improved manufacturing technique increases reli-

ability, reduces the number of components, and
lowers rework costs
See 0328

MUNICIPAL WASTES
Energy Recovery From Refuse-Derived Fuel: Pre-
combustion processing of refuse offers a number
of advantages
See 0563

Small-Scale Waste-to-Energy Systems: Case stud-
ies are provided for seven commercial operations
See 0592

MUNITIONS INDUSTRY
Treating Sludges in Industrial Waste: Polysilicates,

polyepoxides, and polysulfides are effective in

fixing sludges containing wastes from explosives
and heavy metals
See 0598

MUON-CATALYZED FUSION
Investigation of Cold Fusion of Hydrogen: The first

mu-meson-catalyzed reaction rate measurement
has been performed
See 1129

MUSCULOSKELETAL DISORDERS
Analyzer Used to Study Aging Skeletal System
See 0046

NATIONAL PARKS
Liquid Waste Composting
See 0573

NATURAL GAS
Gas Hydrate Core Characterization
See 0454

Unconventional Gas Resources Bibliography
See 1 1 19

NATURAL RESOURCES
Unconventional Gas Resources Bibliography
See 1119

NAVIGATIONAL AIDS
Radio Transmitter Navigational Aid for the Visually
Impaired

See 0059

NEAR FIELD
Antenna Coupling Calculated in the Near-Field
See 0291

NEOPLASMS
Biological Specimens Available from NCI Tumor
Virus Epidemiology Repository
See 0049

Ruthenium-Labeled Transferrin: This transferrin im-
proves the detection of tumors and abscesses
See 1081

Tumorless Genetic Engineering for Plants: A
tumor-forming gene would be eliminated in a
widely-used DNA vector in plants
See 1089

NERVOUS SYSTEM
Nerve Regeneration Studied in Lamprey Eels
See 1068

NERVOUS SYSTEM DISORDERS
Genetic Markers of Neurological Diseases
See 1051

NETS
Trawl Nets For Fishing Industry Evaluated in Circu-
lating Water Channel
See 0040

Vertical Egg Tow Net (CalVET)
See 1146

NEUTRON DETECTORS
Neutron Scintillation Detector: A new, more pre-
cise scientific instrument to analyze the structure
of materials

See 1132

Wireless In-Core Neutron Flux Monitor
See 1138

NEUTRON DIFFRACTION
Rare Earth + Transition Metal Deuterides: A report
summarizes results of neutron diffraction studies
on some of these materials

See 1204

NEUTRON DIFFUSION EQUATION
FINELM Architecture and Usage: Program solves
multigroup diffusion-theory problems
See 1125

NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY
Neutron Probe of Building-Wall Composition: Walls
of historic buildings are charted by neutron radiog-
raphy
See 0686

NEUTRON SOURCES
Low-Pressure Ion Source: This source is safer and
more practical for neutron accelerators used in ra-

diotherapy

See 1064

NICKEL
Samples Will Help Oil Industry Detect Refinery
Poisons
See 0134

NICKEL ALLOYS
Corrosion of Metals in Coal Liquefaction Process-
es: Study determines factors governing corrosivity

of coal liquefaction process liquids to iron-based
and nickel-based alloys

See 0916

Hot Microfissuring in Nickel Alloy: Correct process
design may reduce cracking
See 0954

NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES
Estimating the Lifetimes of Nickel + Cadmium
Cells: The equation is based on a model of flaw
growth
See 0444

NIOBIUM INTERMETALLICS
X-Ray-Diffraction Analysis of Nb + Ge Alloys: Evi-

dence of a temperature-stable superconducting
phase is obtained
See 1221

NITRATES
Affordable Plan Offered for Municipal Water Plants
with Nitrate Problems
See 0540

NITROGEN
Determining the Percentage of Nitrogen in Nitro-

cellulose: Four chemical methods are evaluated
See 0103

NOISE REDUCTION
Precision Differential Digitizer: Unit captures a
small signal in a large background noise
See 0374

Quieter Tracked Vehicles: A prototype idler and an
experimental sprocket reduce noise by 15 and 8
dB, respectively

See 1259

NOISES(SOUND)
Status of Helicopter Impulsive Noise: Status report
on helicopter impulsive noise includes high-speed
impulsive and blade-vortex interaction impulsive
noise

See 0024

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
Automatic Optoelectronic System for Inspecting
Cavities: The part-handling portion of the system
works well, but the optoelectronic portion needs
further development
See 0606

Eddy-Current Inspection of Narrow Metal Tubes:
Changes in wall properties affect pickup-coil in-

ductance
See 0629

Fluorescent Gage Indication: Transfer of dye
shows the quality of contact between two mating
parts

See 0795

Liquid-Nitrogen Test for Blocked Tubes: A simple
method is based on retention of frost

See 0666

Optical Testing of Integrated Circuits: Nondestruc-
tive test uses digital analysis of weighted photore-
sponse image
See 0369

Surface Acoustic Wave Device Aids Nondestruc-
tive Semiconductor Testing

See 0723

Three-Dimensional Profiling of Solids. The first

nondestructive three-dimensional composition
analysis of elements in solid material has been re-

ported

See 0732

Tomographic Reconstruction New Tool for Nonde-
structive Testing

See 0734

NONINVASIVE TESTS
Photothermal Radiometry Offers New Technique
for Noncontact Inspection

See 0699

NOZZLES
Advanced Cavitating Nozzles for Drilling Deep
Wells: Substantial progress has been made on re-

fining erosive-type drilling equipment
See 1092

Nonseparating High-Area-Ratio Supersonic Noz-
zles: Nozzles with modified contours throttle to
lower pressure ratios without wall-flow separation
See 0175

Performance Improvement for Nonaxisymmetric
Nozzles: Internal flow separation is eliminated
during reverse thrust

See 0176

NUCLEAR FUSION
Investigation of Cold Fusion of Hydrogen: The first

mu-meson-catalyzed reaction rate measurement
has been performed
See 1129

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
NMR Spectroscopy of Polycrystalline Samples:
Zero-field technique accommodates powder sam-
ples

See 0124

Software For Analyzing NMR Data
See 0137

Studying Liquid + Vapor Systems with Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance: Duration and position of

vapor bubbles can be determined
See 0139

NUCLEAR REACTOR ACCIDENTS
Laser Spectroscopy for Identifying Radionuclides:
System is demonstrated as a potential monitor of

12 and Csl

See 0662

NUCLEAR REACTOR SAFETY
Nuclear Reactor Safety Through Artificial Intelli-

gence: A report assesses computer strategies that

can prevent reactor accidents

See 1133

NUCLEAR REACTORS
DRUFAN: This computer program is used for anal-
yses of pressurized-water and boiling-water reac-
tors

See 1124

NUCLEIC ACIDS
Probing Photosynthesis: The genes controlling the
primary events of photosynthesis have been identi-

fied

See 1076

NUTS(FASTENERS)
One-Hand Nut and Bolt Assembly Tool: C-clamp-
shaped box- and socket-wrench assembly holds
nut on blind side in alinement to receive bolt from
open side

See 0839
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PANELS

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
Analysis of Pyrotechnic Mixer Bays: A study shows
ways to improve mixer bay safety

See 0541

New Spray System Reduces Dust for Continuous
Miner Operator
See 0576

Novel Methane Gas Sensor Invented

See 0691

OCEAN CURRENTS
Report on Satellite Radar for Detecting Ocean
Currents: Good resolution and high signal + noise

ratio are anticipated

See 1144

OCEANOGRAPHY
Climatological Atlas of the World Ocean: Annual,

Seasonal, and Monthly Analyses
See 0041

OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
Computer Programs Describing the Motions and
Loads of an OTEC Cold Water Pipe and Associat-

ed Platforms
See 0217

OIL RECOVERY
BOAST: The program is a three-dimensional,

three-phase black oil applied simulator

See 1095

Crops Absorb Emulsified Oil

See 0030

Improved Downhole Steam Injector, Device incor-

porates advances in combustion and steam gen-
eration

See 1103

Monitoring Thermal Oil-Recovery Operations: A
new method has been devised for monitoring ther-

mally-enhanced oil recovery
See 1108

OIL SHALE
Chemical Analysis of Oil-Shale Wastewater: Stand-
ard procedures for several methods are presented
See 0549

Solar Retorting of Oil Shale: A relatively economi-
cal process eliminates some problems encoun-
tered in direct solar retorting

See 0517

Treating Oil-Shale-Retort Wastewater: The process
economically removes biorefractory and odorifer-

ous compounds
See 0597

OIL SPILLS
Transportable Pumps Could Save Oil Cargoes:
Helicopter-carried pumps for firefighting can serve
a dual purpose
See 0596

OIL WELLS
Directional Surveying of Oil or Gas Wells: A
strapped-down inertial navigation system needs no
cable length measurement to survey the wells

See 1099

OILS
Land Treatment of an Oily Waste-Degradation, Im-
mobilization, and Bioaccumulation
See 0572

OPTICAL CIRCUITS
Optical Logic Gates: Photonic analogs mimic digi-

tal electronic logic

See 0368

OPTICAL COATINGS
Static-Suppressing Optical Paint: Flat black and
conductive, a primer and topcoat adhere to a vari-

ety of properly prepared surfaces
See 1014

OPTICAL COMMUNICATION
Direct-Photon-Detection Communications: Over 2.5
bits are carried by each photon, with no hetero-
dyning at the receiver

See 0192
Efficient Coding for Optical Communication:
Photon counting yields a higher capacity than con-
ventional linear amplification

See 0194

Optical Communication System for Microproces-

sor-Based Terminals: System uses highly efficient

components
See 0250

Optical Quantum Receiver for Binary Signals: Both
phase and amplitude are measured to detect ones
and zeros
See 0200

OPTICAL COUPLING
Stable Optocoupler: Feedback circuit minimizes
changes in current-transfer ratio

See 0396

OPTICAL DETECTION
Angle-Measurement and Ranging System: Project-

ed 'rainbows' and stereo ranging determine alti-

tude and position

See 0602

OPTICAL LENSES
Optical Evaluation of Elastomers: Polyurethanes
made of methylene bis (4-cyclohexylisocyanate)

are good candidates for flexible lenses
See 0984

Tool Releases Optical Elements From Spring

Brackets: Threaded hooks retract the bracket
arms holding an element
See 0882

OPTICAL MEMORIES
Optical Mass Memory System Specification

See 0251

OPTICAL MODULATORS
Damping Relaxation Oscillations in Laser Diodes:

Modulation frequency could be varied from dc to

near resonance in proposed device
See 1164

OPTICAL SCANNERS
Improved Infrared Multispectral Scanner: Modifica-

tions provide greater capabilities

See 0650

Lensless Image Scanner: Pictures are produced by
Fourier transformation of fringe patterns

See 0664

Optical Scanner Reads Slender Cylinders: Internal

prisms are rotated to scan characters
See 0252

Optical Testing of Integrated Circuits: Nondestruc-
tive test uses digital analysis of weighted photore-

sponse image
See 0369

OPTICAL SPECTROMETERS
Improved Infrared Multispectral Scanner: Modifica-

tions provide greater capabilities

See 0650

OPTICAL SWITCHES
Reversing Optical Damage in LiNb03 Switches:
Higher operating power can be tolerated after

treatment
See 1206

OPTICAL TESTS
General Optical Systems Evaluation Program: Pro-

gram evaluates optical systems by geometrical ray

tracing

See 1 172

Handbook of Optical Testing Methods for Dia-

mond-Turned Mirrors

See 0641

Optical Testing of Integrated Circuits: Nondestruc-
tive test uses digital analysis of weighted photore-
sponse image
See 0369

ORBITS
Elliptical Orbit Performance Computer Program:
Program simulates space booster performance as
a function of payload weight
See 1225

Orbital and Geodetic Error Analysis: Results that

previously required several runs are determined in

a more computer-efficient manner
See 1232

Orbital Mechanics Analysis Program: Program
computes position, velocity, range, and range rate

See 1233

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Masked Multichannel Analyzer: A new device that

greatly accelerates the analysis of complex mix-

tures of organic compounds has been developed

See 0669

Thermodynamic Properties of Organic Compounds
See 0149

OSCILLATORS
Central Control of Local Oscillator Frequencies:
Microprocessor-based unit monitors and corrects

multiple frequencies

See 0187

Normalizing VFO Frequency by Non-Power-of-2 Di-

vision: PLL oscillator with VFO operating at one
frequency yields any one of four frequencies by di-

viding by 4, 7, 21, or 52.5

See 0367

Stabilizing Crystal Oscillators With Melting Metals:

Heat of fusion provides an extended period of con-
stant temperature and frequency

See 0206

OUTGASSING
Vacuum Baking To Remove Volatile Materials:

Outgassing is reduced in some but not all nonme-
tallic materials

See 1028

OXIDATION
Inhibiting Wet Oxidation of Ammonia: Loss of fixed

nitrogen is reduced 80 percent by acidification

See 01 17

Oxidation-Resistant Slurry Coating for Carbon-
Based Materials: New process uses a paint spray-

er and vacuum furnace to produce a silicon car-

bide outer layer

See 0985

Solar-Assisted Oxidation of Toxic Cyanide: Illumi-

nated platinized Ti02 is used to treat industrial

wastewaters
See 0594

OXYGEN
Chemical Separation of Oxygen Using Molten Salt:

Substantial energy and cost savings are projected

See 0094

Developing High-Performance Oxygen Electrodes:

A report summarizes a 4-year development project

See 0104

Enhancing Combustion Efficiency with Oxygen:
Study examines how oxygen enhances various

combustion processes

See 0166

Measuring Absolute Oxygen Pressure: A reference

voltage or current replaces a reference pressure

See 0671

OZONATION
UV-Ozonation of Paraquat

See 0600

PACKAGING
Guide for Inspecting Packaged Goods
See 0800

PAINTS
Evaluating Mildew Resistance of Paints: General-

purpose test units are compared with specialized

ones
See 0934

Fungal Susceptibility of Military Paints: Eleven mili-

tary paints are evaluated for fungal resistance

characteristics

See 0946

Paint-Thickness Checker: An eddy-current flaw de-

tector with a cathode-ray tube (CRT) can be used
to compare layer thicknesses of conductive paint

on metallic substrates

See 0696

PANELS
Panel Analysis and Sizing Code: Program is of par-

ticular value in analyzing and sizing filamentary

composite panels

See 1234
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PARACHUTES
Bridle Attachment for Aircraft Spin-Recovery Para-

chute: Antispin rolling moment is produced by
chute drag force

See 0007

Compact Antispin Parachute System: Costs and
complexity of parachute system are greatly re-

duced
See 0010

PARALLEL PROCESSORS
Parallel-Computer Architecture for Faster Compu-
tation: Physics-model computations are nearly 10
times faster using a new computer with parallel ar-

chitecture

See 0253

PARAQUAT HERBICIDE
UV-Ozonation of Paraquat
See 0600

PARASITES
Life Cycle Discoveries Open Way to Trout Disease
Prevention

See 1063

Miniature Shellfish Help Control Mosquitoes
See 1066

PARASITIC DISEASES
Basic Research Findings May Lead to New Malar-
ia Treatment
See 1034

PARTICLE SIZE
Micro-Size Glass Spheres Certified for Fine
Powder Producers
See 0678

Novel Device Invented for Measuring Marine Aero-
sols

See 0690

Optical Measurement of Particle Size and Velocity:

Diffraction grating simulates Doppler interference

in proposed low-cost anemometer
See 0692

Parameters Affecting Electrophoresis: The influ-

ences of particle size, concentration, and charge
are discussed
See 0126

Single-Color Transmissometer Mean Particle Diam-
eter Code
See 0712

PARTICLES
NBS Issues Small Particle SRM for Microelectron-
ics Industry

See 0364

Submicron-Particle Generator: Device operates at

high pressure and flow

See 0721

PASSAGEWAYS
Airlock Entry: A proposed airlock for inflated

domes would be easy to assemble
See 0069

PATH OF POLLUTANTS
Development of a Fate + Toxicity Screening Test
See 0558

PAYLOADS
Elliptical Orbit Performance Computer Program:
Program simulates space booster performance as
a function of payload weight
See 1225

PERFORATING
Perforating Thin Metal Sheets: Sheets only a few
mils thick are bonded together, punched, then de-
bonded
See 0842

PERFORMANCE(HUMAN)
Timing of Naps Defines Their Restorative Ability

See 1088

PERMANENT MAGNETS
Samarium + Cobalt Magnets: High coercivities of

SmCo5 magnets are achieved by eliminating

oxygen contamination
See 0388

PERMEABILITY
Reducing Liquid Permeation Through Polymer
Sheets: Solute inclusions in polymer sheets may
reduce permeability to liquids

See 0132

PESTICIDES
Development of a Fate+ Toxicity Screening Test
See 0558

Injection Sprayer Reduces Handling Risks
See 0033

Mathematical Model for Assessing Pesticide Risks
See 0574

Pinpointing Chemical Residues
See 0580

Predicting Pesticide Pollution Potential

See 0584

UV-Ozonation of Paraquat
See 0600

PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
Samples Will Help Oil Industry Detect Refinery

Poisons
See 0134

PH
Dye Indicators for Acidic or Basic Surface Con-
tamination: Secondary contamination due to clean-

ing processes is detected
See 0105

PHASE CHANGE MATERIALS
Temperature-Adaptive Textiles

See 1019

PHASE DETECTORS
Temperature-Stabilized Phase Detector: Precise

phase detector is stable over large ambient-tem-
perature ranges
See 0403

PHASE LOCKED SYSTEMS
Discriminator Aids Phase-Lock Acquisition: The
complexity of swept-frequency systems is avoided
See 0315

PHEROMONES
New Insect Sex Pheromone Mimics
See 1072

PHOTOCHEMISTRY
Nonyellowing Polycarbonate for Outdoor Use: An
antiyellowing stabilizer is generated from the poly-

mer and bound to it

See 0983

PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS
Schottky-Barrier Photocell With Intermediate Metal
Layer: Device output and durability are increased
See 0512

PHOTOGRAPHY
Contactless Measurement of Physical Properties:

Surface tension and other properties are deter-

mined from measurements of the resonant fre-

quency
See 0099

Laser Diode Schlieren Photography: Laser diodes
are used in Schlieren flow analysis

See 1 147

PHOTOSYNTHESIS
Probing Photosynthesis: The genes controlling the

primary events of photosynthesis have been identi-

fied

See 1076

PHOTOTHERMAL DEFLECTION SPEC-
TROSCOPY

Photothermal Deflection Spectroscopy: Laser tech-

niques provide high sensitivity and resolution

See 0698

PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS
Low-Cost Modular Photovoltaic Installation: Modu-
lar photovoltaic array field features low balance-of-

system costs
See 0474

Measuring the Contact Resistances of Photovol-

taic Cells: Test method is only slightly destructive

See 0480

PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER SUPPLIES
Controlling Solar-Power Systems with Distributed

Processors: Many local processors offer advan-
tages over a single central processor
See 0426

Cost and Performance of Distributed Photovoltaic
Systems: Program compares the net present worth
of a PV system to the cost of purchasing electricity

See 0429

PHTHALOCYANINE +TETRAAMINO
Synthesizing Metal Phthalocyanine Imide Poly-

mers: Products should exhibit high thermal stability

See 0143

PHTHALOCYANINES
Thermosetting Phthalocyanine Polymers: Some
formulations resist thermal degradation up to 500C
See 1022

PHYSICIANS
Estimating Health Services Requirements: Popula-
tion statistics are used to predict local hospital and
physician demand
See 0225

PICOSECOND PULSES
Inexpensive Generator Produces Picosecond
Pulses

See 0342

PINS
Stepped-Pin Clevis Resists Jamming: Pin modifica-

tion may allow pyrotechnic release devices to op-
erate more smoothly
See 0874

PIPELINES
Bend Flow Analysis for Coal -(-Water Mixtures: A
report discusses mathematical relationships be-

tween different pipe bends and coal + water con-
centrations

See 1243

Computer Programs Describing the Motions and
Loads of an OTEC Cold Water Pipe and Associat-

ed Platforms

See 0217

PIPES(TUBES)
Hazards of Polyvinyl Chloride Pipe: Despite its

many advantages and its widespread use, PVC
must be applied with caution

See 0949

Internal Welder for Pipes and Tubes: Welds are

smooth and easy to inspect

See 0817

Simulating a Three-Dimensional Flow in Pipes: Ve-
locity-vector expansion method simulates an un-

steady, incompressible flow

See 1211

Square-Cutting Grinder: A modified grinder easily

makes square cuts in pipes

See 0870

Tool Guide for Manifold Piping Systems: Guide
provides access to hard to reach areas

See 0881

PLANS PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
Language for Allocation and Network Scheduling:

Useful in scheduling, it is also an efficient high-

level tree-manipulation language
See 0238

PLANT GENETICS
Better Crops Through Stress Survival

See 0029

PLANTS(BOTANY)
New Edition of the NODC Taxonomic Code
See 1071

Tannins Found in Tea and Coffee May Reduce
Tooth Enamel Plaque

See 1086

Tumorless Genetic Engineering for Plants: A
tumor-forming gene would be eliminated in a
widely-used DNA vector in plants

See 1089
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PLAQUES(MICROBIOLOGY)
Tannins Found in Tea and Coffee May Reduce
Tooth Enamel Plaque
See 1086

PLASMA ARC WELDING
Automated Variable-Polarity Plasma-Arc Welding:

Plasma-arc method produces better welds at lower

cost
See 0757

PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS
Astronomy-Plasma Diagnostic Development: A di-

agnostic system makes possible significant new
astronomical measurements
See 1156

PLASMA SPRAYING
Conductive Plasma-Sprayed Coatings: Thin, elec-

trically-conductive plasma coatings have good
emittance and adhesion
See 0911

PLASMA TUBE METHODS
Making Pure Fine-Grained Inorganic Powder: An
RF plasma technique introduces few impurities

See 0120

Modifying the Surface of Carbon + Graphite Fibers:

Plasma treatment improved mechanical properties

of the fibers

See 0977

PLASMAS(PHYSICS)
Better Shield for Plasma-Tube Walls: Thicker

shield protects plasma tubes at temperatures as
high as 18,000 C
See 0186

PLASTIC COATINGS
Applying Uniform Polymer Coatings to Micros-

pheres: Acoustic levitation yields an even coating

on glass microspheres
See 0900

Improved Polyimide Intumescent Coating: Nucleat-

ing agents yield better char foam when fire strikes

See 0957

Plastic Heat Exchangers for Waste Heat Recovery:
Waste heat from acidic flue gases may be recov-

ered economically
See 0490

Protective Coatings for On-Site Repair of Ships
Studied
See 0998

PLASTIC PIPES
Hazards of Polyvinyl Chloride Pipe: Despite its

many advantages and its widespread use, PVC
must be applied with caution

See 0949

PLASTICS
Building Industry Experts Critically Eye Foamed
Plastics for Federal Construction
See 0070

Charring, Nonmelting Epoxy Foams: The addition

of some vanadium compounds prevents melting

See 0909

Fluoropolymers For Human Joints Developed
See 0108

Plastic Foams and Concretes as Cryogenic Insula-

tors

See 0986

Stabilized Aqueous Foams: Low-viscosity, stable

aqueous foams can be produced with improved
formulas
See 0138

Ultraviolet Chemical Processes-Electrodeless
Microwave Lamp: New ultraviolet light features fast

drying and curing of various coatings and plastics

See 1026

Vented Compression Molding of Granule-Filled

Resins: Production cost is reduced by a process
that uses a perforated mold
See 0891

PLATFORMS
Unmanned Instrument Platform for Undersea Ex-
ploration: Instruments are accommodated on a
moving underwater platform
See 0741

PLATING
Better Way to Chrome Plate

See 0763

Cadmium Plating To Prevent Corrosion: Low-alloy-

steel screws are best protected with electrodepo-

sited cadmium
See 0906

Crack-Free Chromium Deposits: Controlled current

interruptions during plating reduce or eliminate re-

sidual stress of the deposits

See 0918

PLUGS
Fluid + Vapor Separator for Variable Flow Rates: A
shutter varies the gas throughput of a porous plug

See 1170

POLISHING
Roof Polishing of Optical Fibers: A beveled tip

gives optimum coupling efficiency

See 1207

POLY(ACETYLENE + PHENYL)
Synthesis of Monomers for Studying Chemical-
Agent Detectors: A series of substituted phenyla-

cetylenes have been prepared for a study of

chemical-agent detectors

See 0142

POLYCARBONATE RESINS
Nonyellowing Polycarbonate for Outdoor Use: An
antiyellowing stabilizer is generated from the poly-

mer and bound to it

See 0983

POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS
Evaluation and Development of PCB Removal
Processes
See 0564

POLYESTER RESINS
Ethynyl-Terminated Ester Oligomers and Polymers:

Use temperature and solvent resistance of polyes-

ters are increased
See 0107

POLYETHYLENE
Polyethylene Trawl Door (Poly Door)
See 0035

POLYIMIDE RESINS
Addition Type Polyimides
See 0896

Bonded and Bolted Graphite + Polyimide Compos-
ite Joints: Four types of high-temperature joints

are designed for control surfaces

See 0905

Elastomer-Modified Polyimides: New resins yield

laminates with improved mechanical properties

See 0929

Flame-Resistant Foam
See 0941

Improved Polyimide Intumescent Coating: Nucleat-

ing agents yield better char foam when fire strikes

See 0957

POLYMER CONCRETES
Implementation of Polymer Impregnation as a
Bridge Deck Sealant
See 0956

POLYMERIC FILMS
Applying Uniform Polymer Coatings to Micros-

pheres: Acoustic levitation yields an even coating
on glass microspheres
See 0900

In Situ Cross-Linking of Polyvinyl Alcohol Films:

Three methods can create hydrophilic films, with-

out using undesirable organic solvents

See 0464

Reducing Liquid Permeation Through Polymer
Sheets: Solute inclusions in polymer sheets may
reduce permeability to liquids

See 0132

Silicone Coating on Polyimide Sheet: A protective

layer is applied by ordinary methods
See 1009

Taking the Stick Out of Latex
See 1017

POLYMERIZATION
Ethynyl-Terminated Ester Oligomers and Polymers:

Use temperature and solvent resistance of polyes-

ters are increased

See 0107

Fluoropolymers For Human Joints Developed
See 0108

Further Tests of 38 Ball-Bearing Greases: Perfluor-

oalkylpolyether lubricants continue to perform best

See 0947

Improved Polyimide Intumescent Coating: Nucleat-

ing agents yield better char foam when fire strikes

See 0957

Increasing Fire Safety of Epoxies: Fire-retardant

moieties are incorporated into the molecules
See 0963

New Rubber Compounds for Tracked Vehicles:

Formulations offer high performance, including

greater wear resistance and longer life

See 0981

Stabilized Aqueous Foams: Low-viscosity, stable

aqueous foams can be produced with improved
formulas

See 0138

Synthesizing Metal Phthalocyanine Imide Poly-

mers: Products should exhibit high thermal stability

See 0143

Thermosetting Phthalocyanine Polymers: Some
formulations resist thermal degradation up to 500C
See 1022

POLYMERS
Trace-Level Solid-Polymer Electrolyte Hygrometer:
Water vapor absorbed by a solid polymer electro-

lyte is detected by measuring the current required

to electrolyze the water
See 0735

Unique Class of Electroactive Polymers Developed
See 1027

Vacuum Baking To Remove Volatile Materials:

Outgassing is reduced in some but not all nonme-
tallic materials

See 1028

POLY(METHYLENE-(ISOCYANIC
ACID+ PHENYL))

High-Temperature Encapsulant: Polymethylene po-

lyphenylisocyanate foam withstands temperature
approaching 135 C
See 0951

POLYMIDE RESINS
Efficient Joints for Graphite + Epoxy Structures:

Bonded joints perform well through a wide temper-
ature range

See 0928

POLY(PHENYLENE OXIDE)
Silicone Cerenkov-Radiator Material: Dyes en-

hance visible output

See 1135

POLYSTYRENE
Hollow Plastic Spheres Improve Fluid Compress-
ibility: A 40-percent (w + w) dispersion of spheres
shows ideal emulsion behavior

See 0952

POLYURETHANE RESINS
Attaching Strain Gages to Composite Materials: A
polyurethane adhesive works well at liquid-nitrogen

and ambient temperatures

See 090

1

Cryogenic Pressure Seal for Wires: A special fitting

is filled with polyurethane

See 0919

Effect of Marine Environments on Epoxy
Resin -(-Polyurethane Studied

See 0927

Fungal Susceptibility of Military Paints: Eleven mili-

tary paints are evaluated for fungal resistance

characteristics

See 0946

Measuring Rind Thickness on Polyurethane Foam:
Hardness is a good indicator of thickness

See 0974
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Optical Evaluation of Elastomers: Polyurethanes
made of methylene bis (4-cyclohexylisocyanate)
are good candidates for flexible lenses
See 0984

Polyurethane Filler for Electroplating: Bath con-
tamination is lower than with wax
See 0987

Polyurethane Foam Roofing Systems
See 0080

Polyurethane Masks Large Areas in Electroplating:

Foam masking agent reduces contamination
See 0988

Polyurethane-Foam Maskant: Handling difficulties

and contamination are substantially reduced
See 0989

POLYVINYL ALCOHOL
In Situ Cross-Linking of Polyvinyl Alcohol Films:

Three methods can create hydrophilic films, with-

out using undesirable organic solvents
See 0464

POLYVINYL CHLORIDE
Hazards of Polyvinyl Chloride Pipe: Despite its

many advantages and its widespread use, PVC
must be applied with caution
See 0949

PORTAL RADIATION MONITORS
Testing and Evaluating Portal Monitors: A study
examines methods of evaluating portal radiation

monitors
See 1087

POSITIONING DEVICES(MACHINERY)
Miniature Rotator: It provides precise rotation in

tight spaces
See 0834

Structural Turnbuckle Bears Compressive or Ten-
sile Loads: The length of a structural member is

readily adjusted
See 0876

Tube Alinement for Machining: Tubes are quickly

alined with the machine-tool axis

See 0887

POSTPROCESSORS
NASTRAN NASTPLT Plotting Post Processor:
Post processor reads plot files, checks contents
for validity, and translates commands for plotting

systems
See 0247

POULTRY HOUSES
Small Computer Regulates Poultry House
See 0036

POWDER(PARTICLES)
Making Pure Fine Grained Inorganic Powder: An
RF plasma technique introduces few impurities

See 0120

POWER DIVIDERS
X-Band Strip-Line Power Divider + Combiner: Foil

transmission line matches impedances
See 0410

POWER LINES
Powerline Coupler for Windmill
Motor -(-Generators: Efficiency at low windspeed is

increased by firing-angle control

See 0492

POWER MEASUREMENT
Power-Measurement Errors Due to Instrument Lag:
Short-risetime pulses contain frequency compo-
nents above the flat-response region of typical in-

strumentation amplifiers

See 1258

15-Kilojoule Laser Calorimeter Developed
See 0744

POWER SUPPLIES
Battery-Operated High-Voltage Power Supply: Cir-

cuitry allows large multiplication of voltage
See 0298

POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS
Automatic Monitoring of Switching Power Supplies:

Fast analysis of switching waveforms would allow
impending failures to be detected
See 0295

Lightweight Regulated Power Supply: An error volt-

age alters the frequency in a ferroresonant trans-

former.

See 0352

PRECIOUS METALS
Electrogravimetric Analysis of Metal-Plating Solu-
tions: Technique aids in accounting for use of pre-

cious-metal-plating materials

See 0930

PREPROCESSORS
Integrated Procurement Management System, Ver-
sion II: An online system for managing and dis-

seminating procurement-related data
See 0233

NAMELIST Preprocessor Program: Input data can
be reviewed without elaborate formatting
See 0245

Source Pre-Processor or Interface-Specification
Language: Design aid for data structures works in

combination with a source program pre-processor
See 0275

Structured FORTRAN Preprocessor: A structured
language for the design of effective FORTRAN
code
See 0277

PRESSOR SENSORS
Low-Stress Sealing of Pressure Transducers:
Compliant washer seals high pressures without ex-

cessive compressive stress on transducer
See 0667

PRESSURE CONTROL
Pressure-Driven Waterflow Cleaning Device: High-
pressure gas mixed with water is an effective

cleaner
See 0845

PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
Precision Manometer: Instrument measures low
positive-gas pressures
See 0702

PRESSURE RATIO
Nonseparating High-Area-Ratio Supersonic Noz-
zles: Nozzles with modified contours throttle to

lower pressure ratios without wall-flow separation
See 0175

PRESSURE SENSORS
Biomedical Sensors: Measuring Body Functions
With Microelectronics
See 1035

Dynamic Calibration of Pressure Transducers: Si-

nusoidal calibration signal is produced in 4- to 100-
Hz range
See 0627

Measuring Absolute Oxygen Pressure: A reference
voltage or current replaces a reference pressure
See 0671

Monitoring Fluids in Pressure Vessel: Sensing a
pressure difference provides a variety of data
See 0683

PRESSURE SUITS
Leak Test for Pressure-Sealing Zippers: Test jig

checks either side of pressure-sealing zippers for

leaks

See 0663

PRESSURE VESSELS
Feedthrough Seal for High-Pressure Vessel: Com-
bination of ceramic and plastic withstands many
depressurizations
See 0938

Monitoring Fluids in Pressure Vessel: Sensing a
pressure difference provides a variety of data
See 0683

Predicting Fatigue Life of Pressurized Cylinders: A
new mathematical model takes into account ef-

fects that previous models ignored
See 1197

Strain Analysis of Graphite + Epoxy Pressure Ves-
sels: In some situations, a lightweight composite
could be substituted for steel

See 1015

PRIMATES
Research Animals and Services Available

See 1079

PRINTED CIRCUITS
Edge Labels for Multilayer Circuit Boards: A quick
visual inspection identifies out-of-place layers

See 0319

Fast Way Devised to Find Printed Circuit Defects
See 0332

Leadless Components on PC Boards: A study re-

sults in more reliable solder joints on PC boards
See 0350

Manufacture of Nonplanar PC Boards: A study es-
tablished the materials and processes for produc-
ing these compact boards
See 0356

Permanent Solder Masks for High Reliability Appli-
cations Evaluated

See 0371

Selecting Flatpack Lead-Forming Dies: The die is

selected optically

See 0390

PROBES
Paint-Thickness Checker: An eddy-current flaw de-
tector with a cathode-ray tube (CRT) can be used
to compare layer thicknesses of conductive paint
on metallic substrates

See 0696

PROCESS CONTROL
Control of Chip Form
See 0775

PRODUCT INSPECTION
Fluorescent Gage Indication: Transfer of dye
shows the quality of contact between two mating
parts

See 0795

Guide for Inspecting Packaged Goods
See 0800

Optical Technique Determines Creep and Fatigue
Limits

See 0693

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
Automated Process Planning: Three types of com-
puter aid are available, ranging from simple and
general to complex and specialized

See 0756

Managing for Corrosion Control: Responsibilities

are assigned to implement sound material selec-

tion practices and finish treatments for helicopters

See 0970

Price Estimation Guidelines: The cost of a manu-
factured product is calculated

See 0256

PRODUCTION PLANNING
Computer-Aided Process Planning: Computer sys-

tems can capture the expertise of experienced en-
gineers

See 0770

PROFILOMETERS
Laser Rangefinder and Remote Profilometer: Path
lengths for pulse travel-time comparisons are con-
trolled with optical-waveguide switches

See 0661

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
Language for Allocation and Network Scheduling:
Useful in scheduling, it is also an efficient high-

level tree-manipulation language
See 0238

PRAXIS: A Systems Implementation Language:
This block-structured language is similar to

PASCAL but with features particular to control-sys-

tems applications

See 0255

Selecting the Right Programming Language
See 0267

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Research and Development Mission Analysis
System: Program forms a basis for solving com-
plex mission-analysis problems
See 0264
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PROPELLER SHAFTS
Graphite-Fiber + Epoxy Composite Propeller Shaft

Evaluated

See 1 140

PROPELLERS
Propeller Design Program: Planform and propeller

twist with minimum induced loss are calculated

See 0022

PROSTHESES
Fluoropolymers For Human Joints Developed
See 0108

PROTECTIVE COATINGS
Cadmium Plating To Prevent Corrosion: Low-alloy-

steel screws are best protected with electrodepo-

sited cadmium
See 0906

Cavitation Erosion Resistant Coatings for Pumps
See 0907

Elastomer Encapsulant for Solar-Cell Arrays:

Liquid encapsulant polymerizes to a transparent,

protective rubberlike coat

See 0437

In Situ Analysis of Corrosive and Passive Surfaces

by Laser-Excited Raman Spectroscopy
See 0962

Oxidation Protection for Thermocouples: A thin

platinum film covers the thermocouple sheath

See 0695

Protective Coatings for On-Site Repair of Ships

Studied
See 0998

Silicone Coating on Polyimide Sheet: A protective

layer is applied by ordinary methods
See 1009

PROTECTORS
Highly Secure Seal: Tampering or breakage and
resealing are readily detected

See 1128

Mechanized Trash Screens for Farm Irrigation Sys-
tems
See 0034

PULSE COMMUNICATION
Signal Processor for Multirate PSK Signals: A
hard-limiting Costas loop improves performance
for NRZ and Manchester data
See 0205

PULSE GENERATORS
Components for High-Power, High-Pulse-Rate Cir-

cuits: Although components generally are not up
to requirements, improvements are on the way
See 0305

Dynamic High-Current Spark-Gap Switch: Switch
can operate up to 10,000 pulses per second
See 0318

Inexpensive Generator Produces Picosecond
Pulses
See 0342

PUMPS
Cavitation Erosion Resistant Coatings for Pumps
See 0907

Condensate Pump As A Steam Meter - An Inex-

pensive Approach to Energy Management
See 0616

Flow-Straightener Sleeve for Pump Valve: Vaned
tube smooths the flow from a pump
See 0794

Protective Coatings for On-Site Repair of Ships
Studied

See 0998

Radial-Cascade Analysis: Conformal mapping
transforms a radial cascade to an axial cascade
See 1203

Removing Water, Rocks, and Mud From Bore-
holes: A simple air-powered pump removes water
down to the very bottom of a subterranean cavity

See 1114

Stalled-Flow and Head-Loss Model for Diffuser

Pumps: The inlet transition zone is modeled as a
two-dimensional cascade
See 0871

Transportable Pumps Could Save Oil Cargoes:
Helicopter-carried pumps for firefighting can serve

a dual purpose
See 0596

PURIFICATION
Purifying Silicon During Crystal Growth: Current

causes impurities to electromigrate from growing
crystal

See 1202

PYROLYSIS
Fluidized-Bed Reactor System: Fluidized-bed reac-

tor design minimizes gas pyrolysis through use of

selective radiation

See 0167

Silane Pyrolysis With Silicon-Seed Aerosol: Large
silicon particles result from controlled pyrolysis of

silane

See 0136

PYROTECHNICS
Analysis of Pyrotechnic Mixer Bays: A study shows
ways to improve mixer bay safety

See 0541

Low-Shock Pyrotechnic Actuator: Hatch covers are

released with little shock and no contamination
See 1229

Stepped-Pin Clevis Resists Jamming: Pin modifica-

tion may allow pyrotechnic release devices to op-

erate more smoothly
See 0874

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Quality Assurance of Chemical Measurements
See 0129

QUALITY CONTROL
Automatic Optoelectronic System for Inspecting

Cavities: The part-handling portion of the system
works well, but the optoelectronic portion needs
further development
See 0606

Guide for Inspecting Packaged Goods
See 0800

J-R Curves and Load-Drop Method in Quality Con-
trol: J-integral analysis and precracked Charpy
samples are examined for quality control in frac-

ture toughness
See 0819

QUARTZ RESONATORS
Stress Coefficients of Frequency of Quartz Reso-
nators: Simple polynomial coefficients permit com-
putation of stress-frequency effects

See 0399

RADAR
Contour-Mapping Synthetic-Aperture Radar: The
phase difference between signals received by two
antennas yields terrain height
See 1097

Radar Cuts Subsoil Survey Costs: Soil features are

located with minimum time and labor

See 1111

Synchronized Radar-Target Simulator: A radar is

presented with a test signal that varies with anten-
na motion
See 0725

RADAR ANTENNAS
Antenna for Imaging Sea Ice: An antenna for im-

aging of the polar regions could have terrestrial

applications

See 0292

RADAR DETECTION
Report on Satellite Radar for Detecting Ocean
Currents: Good resolution and high signal + noise
ratio are anticipated

See 1144

RADAR IMAGERY
Radar Imagery
See 1112

RADIATION DAMAGE
Investigating the Irradiation Behavior of Iron: The
dose dependence for the defect production mech-
anism was found by using the Argonne National
Laboratory high-voltage electron microscope
See 0965

RADIATION EFFECTS
Antiprotons Studied for Biomedical Applications

See 1033

RADIATION HARDENING
Radiation-Hardened Electric Coils: Rugged coils

can be used routinely for long periods of time in a
high-radiation environment

See 0380

Radiation-Hardness Data for Semiconductor De-
vices

See 0381

RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Improved In Vivo Radionuclide Measurement
See 1058

Testing and Evaluating Portal Monitors: A study

examines methods of evaluating portal radiation

monitors

See 1087

Wireless In-Core Neutron Flux Monitor

See 1138

RADIATION SHIELDING
Shielding Against Intense Laser Beams: Ablative

layers of reflecting and absorbing materials are

used
See 1209

TRIPOLI-2: Program is used to predict the behav-
ior of shields exposed to neutron and gamma radi-

ations

See 1137

RADIO RECEIVERS
Determining the Nonlinearity of Microwave Receiv-

ers: A noise-adding radiometer is built into the re-

ceiving circuit

See 0190

RADIO RECEPTION
Sideband-Aided Receiver Arrays: 'Slave' receivers

obtain modulation information from a 'master' re-

ceiver

See 0204

Virtual-Center Antenna-Arraying System: Separate
signals are averaged to produce a reference fre-

quency and phase
See 0409

RADIO RELAY SYSTEMS
Multiple-User Adaptive-Array Communication
System: The weights for a K-beam system can be
computed K + 6 times faster

See 0199

RADIO TRANSMITTERS
Radio Transmitter Navigational Aid for the Visually

Impaired

See 0059

Stabilizing Crystal Oscillators With Melting Metals:

Heat of fusion provides an extended period of con-

stant temperature and frequency

See 0206

RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
Indicator for Brain Tumor Growth Rates
See 1059

Precise Measurement of Isotope Ratios: Combina-
tion of resonance ionization and mass analysis

eliminates ambiguity of isobar overlap

See 1 134

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL
Storage or Disposal of Radioiodine: Radioiodine is

incorporated in a synthetic boracite for long-term

storage or disposal

See 1 136

RADIOACTIVE WASTES
Handling and Storing Radioactive Waste: Modular
system reduces initial costs

See 1127

RADIOGRAPHIC FILM
Standard Developed for Measuring Image Quality

in Film

See 0718
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RADIOGRAPHY
Neutron Probe of Building-Wall Composition: Walls
of historic buildings are charted by neutron radiog-

raphy
See 0686

RADIOMETERS
Photothermal Radiometry Offers New Technique
for Noncontact Inspection

See 0699

RADIOTHERAPY
Low-Pressure Ion Source: This source is safer and
more practical for neutron accelerators used in ra-

diotherapy

See 1064

RADOMES
Addition Type Polyimides

See 0896

Production of Composite Radome Structures: An
improved process eliminates machining and bond-
ing

See 0377

RAIN
New Chemical Solutions Will Aid Analysis of Acid
Rain
See 0575

RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
In Situ Analysis of Corrosive and Passive Surfaces
by Laser-Excited Raman Spectroscopy
See 0962

lonization-Detected Stimulated Raman Spectrosco-

py: Researchers recently achieved a thousand-fold
increase in sensitivity in the laser-based measure-
ment technique known as stimulated Raman spec-
troscopy
See 0119

RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY
Dynamic-RAM Data Storage Unit: It stores 256K of

serial data, with independent read and write capa-
bility

See 0223

RANDOM NOISE
Estimating Effects of Flicker Noise in Clock Sig-

nals: Two mathematical estimation techniques are
given

See 0196

RANDOM NUMBER GENERATORS
Pseudo-Random Number Generators: Package
features a comprehensive selection of probabilistic

distributions

See 0259

RAPID SOLIDIFICATION
Furnace for Rapid Heating and Cooling: Com-
pressed solid reactant provides the heat, liquid

carbon dioxide provides the cold
See 0797

REACTION KINETICS
CHEMKIN: This program describes arbitrary gas-
phase chemical reaction mechanisms
See 0095

TDC: TDC models gaseous combustion processes
in two dimensions
See 0183

REACTOR INSTRUMENTATION
Wireless In-Core Neutron Flux Monitor
See 1138

RECEIVERS
Optical Quantum Receiver for Binary Signals: Both
phase and amplitude are measured to detect ones
and zeros
See 0200

RECEPTOR MODELS
Receptor Modeling for Long-Range Air Pollution

See 0586

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
Lightning-Transient Recorder: A battery-powered
system operates for more than a year
See 0042

Status Panel for Video Cassette Recorders: Panel
simultaneously monitors 30 video cassette record-

ers on a remote panel
See 1148

RECTIFICATION
Rectifying Multiple-Flash X-Ray Images: Straight-

forward graphical procedures recreate images in

the true object size or at a known, constant magni-
fication

See 0261

REED-SOLOMON CODES
Design Primer for Reed-Solomon Encoders: Con-
ventional and Berlekamp architectures are com-
pared
See 0220

Real-Time Reed-Solomon Decoder: An RS decod-
er uses dedicated hardware and data pipelining for

high-speed operation
See 0260

Reed-Solomon Encoder: VLSI structure incorpo-

rates a bit-serial algorithm

See 0263

Test Sequences for Reed-Solomon Encoders: Re-
peating input and output patterns verify operation
See 0281

REFERENCE MATERIALS
Thermodynamic Data Sources Listed in New NBS
Bibliography

See 0148

REFINING
Samples Will Help Oil Industry Detect Refinery
Poisons
See 0134

REFLECTORS
Adjusting the Contour of Reflector Panels: The
contour can be adjusted manually
See 0288

Antenna Subreflector Fed by a Line Source: A su-

breflector converts cylindrical wave fronts to

spherical wave fronts

See 0293

Determining the Slope Error of a Parabolic Reflec-

tor: The approximate slope error is determined
with minimal test equipment
See 0434

Foil Panel Mirrors for Nonimaging Applications:

Thick aluminum foil is glued to structural panels
See 0109

Lightweight Metal Mirrors: Two eggcrate halves

are brazed together
See 0966

REFRACTIVE INDEX
Graded-lndex-of-Refraction Optical Components:
Methods for fabricating devices and measuring
their characteristics are available

See 1173

REFRIGERATORS
Energy-Efficient Compressors: A study investigates

the technical and commercial feasibility of energy-

efficient, back-pressure compressors
See 0787

High-Efficiency Compressors for Refrigerators: Re-
designed units save substantial energy and are at

least as reliable as conventional units

See 0076

Selection Guide Increases Assurance of Product
Quality

See 1145

Thermoelectric Refrigerator With Built-in Regula-
tion: Cryogenic temperature is controlled within

0.001 K
See 1219

REFUSE DERIVED FUELS
Energy Recovery From Refuse-Derived Fuel: Pre-

combustion processing of refuse offers a number
of advantages
See 0563

New Standard for Measuring Energy Content in

Solid Wastes
See 0483

Small-Scale Waste-to-Energy Systems: Case stud-

ies are provided for seven commercial operations
See 0592

Thermal Systems for Energy Recovery From
Refuse: Study covers various installations and pre-

dicts future growth

See 0530

REGENERATION(PHYSIOLOGY)
Nerve Regeneration Studied in Lamprey Eels

See 1068

REGENERATORS
High-Temperature Ceramic Heat Recuperator:
Study reveals an average of 44 percent can be
saved in fuel consumption
See 0458

Waste-Heat Recuperator: System provides up to

37 percent savings in fuel consumption
See 0537

REGULATORS
Novel Heat-Flow Regulator Designed
See 0837

REINFORCED PLASTICS
Addition Type Polyimides

See 0896

Effect of Marine Environments on Epoxy
Resin + Polyurethane Studied

See 0927

REINFORCING MATERIALS
Manufacturing Discontinuously Reinforced Metal
Matrix Composites Billets

See 0971

RELATIONAL DATA BASES
FRAMIS: This program is a relational data base
See 0229

RELEASE MECHANISMS
Retention Mechanism for Spinning Objects: The
mechanism holds securely but allows release of a
rotating body or shaft

See 0854

Reusable Release Mechanism: Lightweight unit re-

places exploding bolts in applications where reuse
is an advantage
See 0855

RELIEF VALVES
Inexpensive Pressure-Relief Valve: Simple device

vents excess low-pressure gas
See 0813

Kick-Free Pressure-Release Valve: A movable
energy-absorbing sleeve improves safety

See 0822

REMANUFACTURING
Guidelines for Remanufacturing: A two-volume
report focuses on aspects of remanufacturing not

normally encountered in conventional ventures

See 0801

REMOTE CONTROL
Controlling TV-Camera f-Stop Remotely: Iris is

controlled manually without lens modifications

See 0188

Low-Cost Modification for Remote Control of a
Drill Carrier

See 1106

Remote Control Radio Transmitter+ Receiver for

the Handicapped
See 0203

Remotely Operated Gripper Tracks Applied Force:

Operator 'feel' is incorporated into a new design

See 0850

Remotely-Operated Traffic Control Light: A strobe

light is activated on command from a hand-held
transmitter

See 1260

RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES
Ethanol-t- Water Solar Fractioning System
See 0445

Liquefaction and Saccharification of Explosively-

Dried Corn With and Without Adsorbed Ethyl Alco-

hol

See 0469
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SAW DEVICES

REPRODUCTION(BIOLOGY)
Hormone May Reduce Need For Cesarean Sec-

tion

See 1057

RESEARCH MATERIALS
New Chemical Solutions Will Aid Analysis of Acid

Rain
See 0575

RESEARCH PROJECTS
Information About PHS Scientific Projects is Avail-

able Through Computer Retrieval System
See 1060

RESERVOIR ENGINEERING
Extraction Modeling and Systems Studies

See 1101

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
Economics of Residential Energy Use for Space
Conditioning and Water Heating

See 0071

Guide to Indoor Air Quality: A reference manual
discusses indoor air quality and its relationship to

air infiltration and energy use in residential build-

ings

See 0566

High-Efficiency Compressors for Refrigerators: Re-
designed units save substantial energy and are at

least as reliable as conventional units

See 0076

Laboratory Evaluation of a High-Efficiency Air-to-

Air Heat Pump
See 0079

Supplemental Air for Gas-Fired Home Appliances:

Advice is offered on detecting and correcting

oxygen shortages
See 0084

RESISTORS
Thin-Film Resistors with Precise Temperature Co-
efficients: Processing is compatible with that of

other thin-film components
See 0405

RESONANCE IONIZATION MASS SPEC-
TROSCOPY

Precise Measurement of Isotope Ratios: Combina-
tion of resonance ionization and mass analysis

eliminates ambiguity of isobar overlap

See 1 134

RESONATORS
Contactless Measurement of Physical Properties:

Surface tension and other properties are deter-

mined from measurements of the resonant fre-

quency
See 0099

Microwave Resonator Developed
See 0361

Tuning Concept for Resonant Cavities: Deviations
from resonance are detected by sampling phases
See 0406

RESPIRATORY DISEASES
Effects of Pollutants on Human Viral Respiratory
Disease
See 1046

RESPONSE TIME
Measuring Delay in Lasers: The resolution of the
instrumentation is about 5 picoseconds
See 0672

RETORTING
Solar Retorting of Oil Shale: A relatively economi-
cal process eliminates some problems encoun-
tered in direct solar retorting

See 0517

Treating Oil-Shale-Retort Wastewater: The process
economically removes biorefractory and odorifer-

ous compounds
See 0597

RETROFITTING
Retrofitting Vibration Dampers: Force-fit tubes
eliminate fatigue problem
See 1235

REVERSE OSMOSIS DESALINATION
High-Flow Asymmetric Reverse-Osmosis Mem-
branes: A water-soluble polymer membrane is in-

solubilized by a transition-metal salt

See 0112

RHEUMATIC HEART DISEASE
Compedium of Articles on Epidemiology of Rheu-
matic Diseases Available

See 1040

ROADS
Road Design System
See 0157

ROBOTS
Air Force Studies Latest Developments in Robot-
ics

See 0750

Integrated Tactile Sensor for Robots: A silicon

wafer would transduce, compute, and communi-
cate touch information

See 0816

Measuring Robot Accuracy and Precision: In test,

robot is made to touch objects at known positions

See 0829

New Laser Tracking System on Robots
See 0836

Quick-Change Wrist for Robots
See 0847

Removing Burrs by Robot: Robots are faster and
more consistent than human operators but pose
special problems
See 0852

Robotic Drilling and Trimming
See 0857

Robotized Benching Operation: A proposed robot

system promises to reduce direct labor costs and
improve safety

See 0858

Software Available for Calculating Investment in

Robotics
See 0866

ROCKET ENGINE EXHAUST
Single-Color Transmissometer Mean Particle Diam-
eter Code
See 0712

ROCKET ENGINES
Low-Loss Fuel and Oxidizer Injector: Pressure
losses may be reduced without degrading combus-
tion stability

See 0173

ROLLER BEARINGS
Roller Bearings Restored by Precision Regrinding
See 0859

Spherical-Bearing Analysis Program: Program pre-

dicts thermomechanical performance of spherical

roller bearings
See 0869

ROOFS
Photovoltaic Roofs: Solar cells would perform two
functions: waterproofing the roof and generating

electricity

See 0489

Polyurethane Foam Roofing Systems
See 0080

ROOT LOCUS DIAGRAMS
Root-Locus Algorithms: Algorithms for solving root-

locus problems are applicable to hand calculators

See 0266

ROTATION
Miniature Rotator: It provides precise rotation in

tight spaces
See 0834

Retention Mechanism for Spinning Objects: The
mechanism holds securely but allows release of a
rotating body or shaft

See 0854

ROTORS
Feedback Control of Rotor Overspeed: Developed
for helicopter rotors, a servo alleviates the pilot's

concern about overspeed
See 0015

Turbine-Engine Transient-Rotor Analysis: The re-

sponse to blade loss or transients is calculated

See 0184

ROUTES
Vehicular Route Analysis System: On-board moni-
toring system determines route profile for electric-

powered vehicles

See 1267

RUBBER INDUSTRY
Taking the Stick Out of Latex

See 1017

RUTHENIUM ISOTOPES
Ruthenium-Labeled Transferrin: This transferrin im-

proves the detection of tumors and abscesses
See 1081

SAFETY
Flame-Resistant Foam
See 0941

Kick-Free Pressure-Release Valve: A movable
energy-absorbing sleeve improves safety

See 0822

Liquefied-Petroleum-Gas Safety: Areas in preven-
tion and control are identified for research and de-
velopment
See 0470

LNG Fire and Vapor Control: State-of-the-art sys-

tems are reviewed
See 0471

Remotely-Operated Traffic Control Light: A strobe
light is activated on command from a hand-held
transmitter

See 1260

Safe Emergency Evacuation From Tall Structures:

A space-age breeches buoy transports people
from danger
See 1236

SAFETY DEVICES
Hinged Shields for Machine Tools: Flaps guard
against flying chips, but fold away for tool setup
See 0806

Protect Your Diver From Electrical Shock Hazards
See 1143

Safety Pedal for Foot-Operated Machinery: A
hinged structure prevents inadvertent use
See 0861

SALT DEPOSITS
Controlling Salt-Mine Cutting Machine Dust With a
Low-Flow Foam Technique
See 1098

SALTS
Database on Behavior of Salts in Solutions

See 0101

SAMPLERS
Clean Soil Sampling
See 0152

Liquid Sampling Device: New Design has applica-

tions in analyzing blood, urine, or water

See 0665

Sludge Sampler: This unit collects sludge samples
at selected depths
See 0713

Ultrahigh-Vacuum Sample-Transfer System: Low-
cost system features short-term sample transfer

See 0738

Vertical Egg Tow Net (CalVET)
See 1146

SANDS
Water Jet Mining System for Underground Sand-
stone Mines
See 1121

SATELLITE ANOMALIES
Satellite Anomaly Data Base
See 1237

SAW DEVICES
SAW-Modulated Image Device: Image resolution is

varied by adjusting the modulation frequency
See 0389
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SCALE(CORROSION)

SUBJECT INDEX

Surface Acoustic Wave Device Aids Nondestruc-
tive Semiconductor Testing

See 0723

SCALE(CORROSION)
• Predicting Effects of Impacts on Confined Explo-

sives: Scaling relationships may make full-scale

experiments unnecessary
See 0991

SCANNERS
Improved Infrared Multispectral Scanner: Modifica-

tions provide greater capabilities

See 0650

Lensless Image Scanner: Pictures are produced by
Fourier transformation of fringe patterns

See 0664

SCANNING
Phased-Antenna-Array Conical Scanning: Antenna
pointing is faster than in mechanical scanning
See 0372

SCHEDULING
Language for Allocation and Network Scheduling:

Useful in scheduling, it is also an efficient high-

level tree-manipulation language
See 0238

SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY
Laser Diode Schlieren Photography: Laser diodes

are used in Schlieren flow analysis

See 1147

SCHOTTKY BARRIER DEVICES
Schottky-Barrier Photocell With Intermediate Metal

Layer: Device output and durability are increased
See 0512

SCREENS(DISPLAYS)
Man + Machine Interface: CRT Touch Panel:

Touch-sensitive display screen serves as a key-

board
See 0243

SCREWS
Installation + Removal Tool for Screw-Mounted
Components: Parts are positioned in otherwise-in-

accessible places
See 0814

SEA ICE
Antenna for Imaging Sea Ice: An antenna for im-

aging of the polar regions could have terrestrial

applications

See 0292

SEALANTS
Implementation of Polymer Impregnation as a
Bridge Deck Sealant
See 0956

SEALERS
Temporary Sealing of Cavities for Leak Testing:

Wax seals cavity openings to permit helium leak

test of cavity welds
See 0728

SEALS(STOPPERS)
Antivortex Inlet Ribs for Fluid Seals: Instability in

rotating machinery is reduced
See 0899

Barrier Seals for Hydraulic Actuators: Severe fluid

loss is delayed
See 0902

Belleville Spring + Seal: Metallic Belleville seals

can be used in liquid nitrogen environments
See 0903

Cryogenic Pressure Seal for Wires: A special fitting

is filled with polyurethane
See 0919

Diverter Lip for Seal: Thermal gradients in hydro-

gen-cooled platform seals are reduced
See 0925

Feedthrough Seal for High-Pressure Vessel: Com-
bination of ceramic and plastic withstands many
depressurizations

See 0938

Hybrid Seals for Transmissions: Seals that com-
bine the best features of elastomeric and carbon
types can be manufactured in quantity

See 0955

Low-Stress Sealing of Pressure Transducers:
Compliant washer seals high pressures without ex-

cessive compressive stress on transducer
See 0667

Tapered Ring Seal: Centering force is maximized
by decreased seal clearance in the flow direction

See 1018

Theory for Eccentric and Misalined Annular Seals:

Behavior under nonideal operating conditions is

examined
See 1020

SEATS
Segmented Tubular Seat Springs: Springs promise
lower cost and simpler fabrication in comparison
with coil springs

See 1261

SEMICONDUCTING FILMS
Silicon-Film Growth by Continuous Edge-Support-
ed Melt Skimming: A proposed technique would
grow thin sheets of silicon at high speeds with

minimal contamination
See 1210

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
Light-Activated Microwave Device: Chip would
switch, generate pulses, and detect at microwave
speeds
See 0351

Low-Noise Submillimeter-Wave Diode: Low noise
may be achieved without the usual high resistance

See 0353

Radiation-Hardness Data for Semiconductor De-
vices

See 0381

SEMICONDUCTOR DOPING
Doping Gallium Arsenide Integrated Circuits: Two
new methods for doping from thin films are studied

See 0316

SEMICONDUCTOR JUNCTIONS
Solar Cells With Multiple Small Junctions: As junc-

tion area is reduced in relation to total cell area,

efficiency should go up
See 0514

SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS
Damping Relaxation Oscillations in Laser Diodes:
Modulation frequency could be varied from dc to

near resonance in proposed device
See 1164

IC Fabrication Methods Improve Laser Diodes:

These high-performance diodes withstand longer

thermal cycling and shelf life

See 1177

Modified Fabrication for InGaAsP Stripe Laser: Re-
placement of the oxide stripe with an n-type layer

increases laser efficiency and reduces laser spot
size

See 1 190

Precise Control of a Tunable IR Diode Laser: Ac-
curate control of temperature and current yields 3-

MHz stability over 1 .5-hour period

See 1196

Semiconductor Laser Phased Array: Oscillations

are synchronized and modulated individually for

beam steering

See 1208

SEMICONDUCTORS(MATERIALS)
Bolometers 'Ideal' for Semiconductor Research
See 1158

High-Temperature Hall-Effect Apparatus: A com-
pact furnace minimizes thermal gradients and elec-

trical noise
See 0644

Making Cubic Silicon Carbide Semiconductors: A
thin buffer layer of SiC minimizes the effects of lat-

tice mismatch
See 1184

Sampling of Silicon Powder for Impurity Analysis

An electron beam forms dense pellets of pow-
dered silicon for Zeeman analysis

See 0135

Surface Acoustic Wave Device Aids Nondestruc-
tive Semiconductor Testing

See 0723

SEPARATION
Chemical Separation of Oxygen Using Molten Salt:

Substantial energy and cost savings are projected
See 0094

Laser-Beam Separator: Four prisms are used to

separate laser wavelengths
See 1182

SEPARATORS
Fluid + Vapor Separator for Variable Flow Rates: A
shutter varies the gas throughput of a porous plug

See 1170

SERVOMECHANISMS
Servo Lead Compensation: Lead compensation in

a servosystem can be adjusted continuously
See 0392

SET THEORY
Sets: This program manipulates mathematical set

equations
See 0269

SEWAGE TREATMENT
Affordable Plan Offered for Municipal Water Plants

with Nitrate Problems
See 0540

Aquatic Plants Aid Sewage Filter: Superior water
treatment is obtained at low cost

See 0542

Technology Assessment of Aquaculture Systems
for Municipal Wastewater Treatment
See 0038

SEWING
Bonded Lockstitch for Insulating Blankets: An ad-

hesive prevents unraveling at high temperatures
See 1222

SEX HORMONES
New Insect Sex Pheromone Mimics
See 1072

SHAFTS(MACHINE ELEMENTS)
Measuring the Runout on a Rotary Shaft: The
measuring system uses two orthogonal pistons

See 0831

SHAPE MEMORY EFFECT
Memory-Metal Electromechanical Actuators:

Memory metals are used to generate fast mechan-
ical response to electrical signals

See 0359

SHEAR TESTS
Shear-Panel Test Fixture Eliminates Corner
Stresses: A new design eliminates corner stresses

while maintaining uniform stress across the panel

See 0711

SHEATHS
Stripping the Sheath from Stranded Cables: A
device similar to a tubing cutter removes the tough
plastic cover
See 0875

SHEETS
Perforating Thin Metal Sheets: Sheets only a few
mils thick are bonded together, punched, then de-

bonded
See 0842

SHELLFISH
Miniature Shellfish Help Control Mosquitoes
See 1066

SHIP HULLS
Dok-Blok Hull Coating System Saves Fuel, Money
See 1139

SHIPS
New Coating Prevents Ice Formation Navy Ships

See 0979

Protective Coatings for On-Site Repair of Ships

Studied
See 0998

SHOCK ABSORBERS
Improved Coulomb-Friction Damper: Equal damp-
ing is provided on forward and reverse strokes

See 1253
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SOFTWARE

Transient Response Analysis: The damping char-

acteristics of electromechanical devices are deter-

mined by analyzing transient response
See 0285

SHRIMPS
Polyethylene Trawl Door (Poly Door)
See 0035

SIDE LOOKING RADAR
Report on Satellite Radar for Detecting Ocean
Currents: Good resolution and high signal + noise

ratio are anticipated

See 1144

SIEVES
Micro-Size Glass Spheres Certified for Fine

Powder Producers
See 0678

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Normalizing VFO Frequency by Non-Power-of-2 Di-

vision: PLL oscillator with VFO operating at one
frequency yields any one of four frequencies by di-

viding by 4, 7, 21, or 52.5

See 0367

SIGNAL PROCESSING
Binary Correlator for Electromagnetic Signal Pat-

terns: Modulation patterns are recognized without

extensive calculations

See 0299

Estimating Doppler Shifts for Synthetic-Aperture

Radar: Return signals are preprocessed to com-
pensate for motion
See 0224

Improved Ultrasonic Resolution Via Analog Tech-
nique: Single-sideband analog processing is sim-

pler than digital processing
See 0232

Interactive Digital Signal Processor: Analysts can
'experiment' with various operations for informa-

tion extraction

See 0234

Signal Processor for Multirate PSK Signals: A
hard-limiting Costas loop improves performance
for NRZ and Manchester data
See 0205

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO
Estimates of Small Signal + Noise Ratios: A split-

symbol correlation technique improves precision

See 0195

SILANE+ METHYL-TRIMETHYL-
TRIMETHOXY

Waterproofing Agents for Silica Tiles: A new sily-

lating agent is easy to apply and withstands high

temperatures
See 0151

SILANES
Silane Pyrolysis With Silicon-Seed Aerosol: Large
silicon particles result from controlled pyrolysis of

silane

See 0136

SILICON
Improved Melt-Level Control System: Laser feed-
back control automatically maintains silicon melt
levels

See 01 14

Purifying Silicon During Crystal Growth: Current
causes impurities to electromigrate from growing
crystal

See 1202

Reciprocating Saw for Silicon Wafers: Concept
would increase productivity and wafer quality

See 0849

Sampling of Silicon Powder for Impurity Analysis:

An electron beam forms dense pellets of pow-
dered silicon for Zeeman analysis

See 0135

Silicon-Film Growth by Continuous Edge-Support-
ed Melt Skimming: A proposed technique would
grow thin sheets of silicon at high speeds with
minimal contamination
See 1210

Silicon-Web-Growing Machine: Silicon is replen-
ished automatically as the web is withdrawn
See 0865

SILICON CARBIDES
Making Cubic Silicon Carbide Semiconductors: A
thin buffer layer of SiC minimizes the effects of lat-

tice mismatch
See 1184

Making Si(x)N(y)C(z) Fibers by Pyrolysis: Report
presents experimental results

See 0969

SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS
Using a PFET To Commutate an SCR: Accidental

turn-on is prevented
See 0407

SILICON DIOXIDE
Waterproofing Agents for Silica Tiles: A new sily-

lating agent is easy to apply and withstands high

temperatures
See 0151

SILICON NITRIDES
Improved Silicon Nitride Unsintered Compacts: A
new method of uniformly blending ceramic pow-
ders with sintering additives improves properties

See 0958

Improving the Density of Silicon Nitride Ceramics:
Certain additives produce a denser sintered mate-
rial

See 0961

Making Si(x)N(y)C(z) Fibers by Pyrolysis: Report
presents experimental results

See 0969

Si(x)N(y)C(z) Fibers for Safer Composites: High-

strength, high-electrical-resistance fibers are pro-

posed in place of graphite to make safer compos-
ites

See 1007

Silicon Nitride Antireflection Coatings for Photovol-

taic Cells: Chemical-vapor deposition is adapted to

yield a graded index of refraction

See 1008

SILICON SOLAR CELLS
Contoured Orifice for Silicon-Ribbon Die: Die con-
figuration encourages purity and stable growth
See 0774

Gas Atmospheres Improve Silicon-Ribbon Quality:

The growing crystal is surrounded by a gas con-
taining carbon or oxygen
See 0453

Production Line for Dendritic-Web Solar Cells: Pro-

posed machinery would process 0.5 sq m of sili-

con each minute
See 0499

Top-Coating Silicon Onto Ceramic: Polycrystalline

silicon for solar cells may be produced at low cost
See 0534

SILICONE
Reversing Glass Wettability: A silicone treatment
makes the surface hydrophobic
See 1005

SIMULATORS
Electric-Power System Simulator: It shows different

combinations of generation, storage, and load

components
See 0440

Hardware Fault Simulator Generates Test Vectors
for Complex IC's: It is faster and more cost effec-

tive than software simulation

See 0334

Test Frame Simulates Zero Gravity: Counter-
weighted frame simulates zero gravity in tests of

solar-array wing
See 0529

Transfer-Function Simulator: Transfer function may
be simulated and adjusted to simplify feedback-
control loop analysis

See 0284

SLEEP
Timing of Naps Defines Their Restorative Ability

See 1088

SLEEVES
Annular-Tube Reinforcer: A tube inserts support
sleeves between coaxial tubes
See 0753

Kick-Free Pressure-Release Valve: A movable
energy-absorbing sleeve improves safety

See 0822

SLUDGE DISPOSAL
Sludge Sampler: This unit collects sludge samples
at selected depths
See 0713

SLUDGE TREATMENT
Liquid Waste Composting
See 0573

Treating Sludges in Industrial Waste: Polysilicates,

polyepoxides, and polysulfides are effective in

fixing sludges containing wastes from explosives
and heavy metals
See 0598

SLURRIES
Dense Electrodes for Lithium Cells: Fabrication

from a slurry of alloy particles offers many advan-
tages
See 0431

SMALL SYSTEMS
Small-Scale Waste-to-Energy Systems: Case stud-

ies are provided for seven commercial operations
See 0592

SMOKE
FAST Computer Model to Predict Smoke, Toxic
Gas Spread
See 0072

SMOKE GENERATORS
Continuous Laminar-Smoke Generator: A single

smoke filament is used to study flow in low-speed
wind tunnels

See 0618

SNAKE VENOM
Studies of Snake Venom May Yield Thrombolytic
Drug
See 1085

SODIUM CHLORIDE
Beam Window for Pressure Chambers: Window re-

sists products of combustion experiments
See 0607

SODIUM SULFUR CELLS
Thermally-Rechargeable Electrochemical Cell:

Sodium ions would be driven across a membrane
with the aid of a temperature differential

See 0531

SOFTWARE
Acquisition of Dynamic Stress + Strain Data: Pro-

gram computes average strains, modulus of elas-

ticity, and the Poisson ratio

See 1151

Aerodynamic Analysis of Low-Speed Wing-Flap
Systems: Performance analysis includes the ef-

fects of leading-edge thrust and vortex lift

See 0002

Algorithm for Constructing Contour Plots: Contours
are constructed from a set of irregularly distributed

points

See 0209

Algorithm Solves Constrained and Unconstrained
Optimization Problems: Algorithm features rapid

convergence and good numerical stability

See 0210

Analyzing Flow Fields in Axial-Compressor Rotors
and Stators: Three programs calculate three-di-

mensional, inviscid, rotational flows with shock
waves in axial-compressor blade rows
See 0213

Antenna Radiation-Pattern Program: The effects of

reflector deformations and feed characteristics are

computed
See 1155

Assembly-Line Manufacturing Industry Simulation:

It assists in the economic analysis of production-

line manufacturing
See 0214

Assessing Energy-Generating Systems: The eco-
nomics of user-specified thermal and electrical

systems are analyzed
See 0414
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SOFTWARE

BASELIB: This support library for developing high-

level library software is adaptable to other applica-

See 0215 BOASTH The program is a three-di

three-phase black oil applied simulator

See 1095

CHEMKIN: This program describes arbitrary gas-
phase chemical reaction mechanisms
See 0095

CNVUFAC.GRAY: This is a set of two programs
that performs evaluations of radiation configuration

factors

See 1 159

COMENT: This program is used to analyze atom
dynamics, defect configurations, and solid-state

processes
See 1160

Comparative Assessment of Industrial Boiler Rela-

tive to Air Emission Regulations
See 0551

Computation of Three-Dimensional Combustor
Performance: Modified program includes computa-
tions of soot and nitrogen oxide emissions
See 0553

Computer Programs Describing the Motions and
Loads of an OTEC Cold Water Pipe and Associat-

ed Platforms
See 0217

Computerized Interactive Harness Engineering:

Manual methods are emulated, making the user
interface very natural

See 0306

CONTX: This program produces contour maps
from irregular data points

See 0218

Cost and Performance of Distributed Photovoltaic

Systems: Program compares the net present worth
of a PV system to the cost of purchasing electricity

See 0429

Data-Generating Program for ASKA Modeling:
Time and data requirements are reduced for finite-

element thermal modeling
See 1223

Development of Software for a Fish Processing
Plant

See 0222

DRUFAN: This computer program is used for anal-

yses of pressurized-water and boiling-water reac-

tors

See 1124

Dynamic Simulation and Stability Analysis: Active-

ly-controlled, coupled multiflexible systems are
simulated

See 1224

DYNA2D and DYNA3D: Two programs analyze the
large deformation dynamic response of inelastic

solids in two and three dimensions
See 1166

Effect of Wind on the Aerodynamic Resistance of

Highway Vehicles: Program computes the effect

on fuel consumption of statistical wind and vehicle

speed
See 1248

Electric + Hybrid Vehicle Simulation: Performance
and costs are analyzed for user-specified operat-
ing conditions

See 1249

Elliptical Orbit Performance Computer Program:
Program simulates space booster performance as
a function of payload weight
See 1225

Estimating Health Services Requirements: Popula-
tion statistics are used to predict local hospital and
physician demand
See 0225

EVENT, Explosive Transients in Flow Networks:
The rapid addition of energy and mass at specified

ventilation system locations simulates accident
conditions

See 0226

Factory Automation Emulation Software Now
Available

See 0790

FAST Computer Model to Predict Smoke, Toxic
Gas Spread
See 0072

FINELM Architecture and Usage: Program solves
tionaiultigroup diffusion-theory problems
menSgffia(l?^5

FORTRAN Static Source Code Analyzer: FOR-
TRAN code is assigned a figure of complexity
See 0228

FRAMIS: This program is a relational data base
See 0229

Free-Vibration Analysis of Structures: Numerical
procedure determines natural frequencies and as-

sociated modes in structural design
See 0073

Front-End Program for SYSGEN: The interactive

Front-End Program for SYSGEN (FEPS) is used to

create and modify data bases for SYSGEN simula-

tions

See 0451

FSGOMF: This is a set of three programs that per-

forms abinitio closed-shell calculations

See 0110

GAUSS7: This program determines gamma-ray en-

ergies and intensities

See 1126

General Aviation Synthesis Program: Program per-

forms the preliminary design of fixed-wing aircraft

See 0017

General Maneuver Program: Attitude and orbit ma-
neuvers are modeled for spacecraft
See 1226

General Optical Systems Evaluation Program: Pro-

gram evaluates optical systems by geometrical ray

tracing

See 1172

Generating Tables of Thermodynamic Properties:

Tables are obtained over a wide range of environ-

mental conditions
See 0111

Heat-Exchanger Computational Procedure for

Temperature-Dependent Fouling: Fuel-vaporizer

exchanger performance is evaluated
See 0950

Hidden-Line Computer Code: A new, efficient solu-

tion minimizes run time
See 0231

Hydrologic Evaluation of Landfill Performance
(HELP) Model Version 1.0

See 0155

Interactive Digital Signal Processor: Analysts can
'experiment' with various operations for informa-

tion extraction

See 0234

IPINV.REV1: This program inverts resistivity data
to two-dimensional models for a dipole + dipole

array

See 0346

ISTUM, Industrial Sector Technology Use Model:
Software projects energy use, efficiency, and tech-

nology penetration for 27 industries through the

year 2000
See 0467

JAKEF, Symbolic Function Differentiation: A four-

pass language processor
See 0237
Joywriter: A Communicator for the Severely Dis-

abled Person
See 0052

Language for Allocation and Network Scheduling:
Useful in scheduling, it is also an efficient high-

level tree-manipulation language
See 0238

Lepricon System: Produces large print on micro-

computers for the visually impaired
See 0240

Library Information-Processing System: System
works with the Library of Congress MARC II format
See 0241

LINPACK: This program solves various classes of

systems of simultaneous linear equations
See 0242

LOTS: This program is designed to solve a wide
variety of problems in physical optics and beam
propagation
See 1183

LRU Voltage Analysis: Program predicts the mini-

mum supply voltages that give predetermined LRU
voltages
See 0354

LSTSQ: This is a set of three programs used for

determining the contribution of nuclides to an ob-
served gamma spectra

See 1130

MASEC1, MASEC2, Multi-TechLife-Cycle Costing:
These are interactive models providing multi-tech-

nology analysis of solar economics
See 0476

Mathematical Model for Assessing Pesticide Risks
See 0574

MAZE: This program is an interactive generator for

two-dimensional finite-element programs used in

structural analysis

See 1186

MCRT: This program serves as a thermodynamic
data-base system for aqueous geochemistry
See 0122

Measuring High Gas Temperatures: Radiation ef-

fects are included for more accurate processing of

thermocouple data
See 0673

Meteorological Fortran (Metefor)

See 0044

Minimizing Weight of Structural Designs: Approxi-
mation concepts are combined with dual-method
algorithms

See 1189

Modern Numerical Methods for Classical Sampled
System Analysis - SAMSAN: Program provides a
set of algorithms that can be readily integrated for

solving control-system problems
See 0244

NAMELIST Preprocessor Program: Input data can
be reviewed without elaborate formatting

See 0245

NASSI: The NASSI computer program creates and
modifies structured flow charts

See 0246

NASTRAN NASTPLT Plotting Post Processor:
Post processor reads plot files, checks contents
for validity, and translates commands for plotting

systems
See 0247

NEC2: The computer program analyzes the elec-

tromagnetic response of antennas and other metal

structures

See 0365

NJE3.00: This program allows a VAX VMS system
to participate as an end-node in a standard IBM
network
See 0248

ODEPACK: This program solves initial-value prob-

lems for systems of ordinary differential equations

See 0249

Orbital Mechanics Analysis Program: Program
computes position, velocity, range, and range rate

See 1233

Panel Analysis and Sizing Code: Program is of par-

ticular value in analyzing and sizing filamentary

composite panels

See 1234

Parallel-Computer Architecture for Faster Compu-
tation: Physics-model computations are nearly 10

times faster using a new computer with parallel ar-

chitecture

See 0253

PAXROU: This program analyzes and optimizes

cutter placement on drill bits

See 0841

PCHIP: This program provides piecewise cubic

Hermite interpolation

See 0254

PRAXIS: A Systems Implementation Language:
This block-structured language is similar to

PASCAL but with features particular to control-sys-

tems applications

See 0255

Price Estimation Guidelines: The cost of a manu-
factured product is calculated

See 0256

Program Upgrades X-Ray Fluorescence Software
See 0127

Propeller Design Program: Planform and propeller

twist with minimum induced loss are calculated

See 0022
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Pseudo-Random Number Generators: Package
features a comprehensive selection of probabilistic

distributions

See 0259

QUICK Interactive Graphics Analysis: Cross-sec-

tion and body-line plots are generated for error de-

tection and analysis

See 0023

Rapid Growth Creates Need for Performance
Measurements of Data Communication Services

See 0202

Research and Development Mission Analysis

System: Program forms a basis for solving com-
plex mission-analysis problems

See 0264

Research-Concept Evaluation: Concepts are

ranked according to their potential benefit-)- cost

ratios

See 0265

Road Design System
See 0157

Save Money By Using The Heat Recovery Inciner-

ator (HRI) Cost Model
See 0511

SEAM 1: This program analyzes the performance
of a Stirling engine

See 0513

SERI-RES: The computer program performs ther-

mal energy analysis of residential and small com-
mercial buildings

See 0081

Sets: This program manipulates mathematical set

equations

See 0269

Software Available for Calculating Investment in

Robotics

See 0866

Software Design Analyzer System: Programs sup-

port modular structured software development
See 0270

Software Document Inventory Program: Program
offers ways to file and locate sources of reference

See 0271

Software For Analyzing NMR Data

See 0137

Software for PROM Programing: Driver program
allows for the programing, reading, and verification

of various PROM's
See 0272

Solar+ Thermal Powerplant Simulation: Program
provides for consistent comparison of powerplant
configurations

See 0519

SOLCOST3.0: This program is used for sizing and
evaluating solar systems for residential and com-
mercial buildings

See 0083

Source Pre-Processor or Interface-Specification

Language: Design aid for data structures works in

combination with a source program pre-processor

See 0275

Spherical-Bearing Analysis Program: Program pre-

dicts thermomechanical performance of spherical

roller bearings

See 0869

SPIRE Data-Base Management System: Records
are set up according to the user's requirements

See 0276

Standard Fastener Library: Fastener details are in-

serted as the drawing is constructed on a graphics
terminal

See 0872

Structural Analysis of Cylindrical Thrust Chambers:
Extrapolation, plot, and restart routines for use
with the BOPACE program
See 1213

Structured FORTRAN Preprocessor: A structured

language for the design of effective FORTRAN
code
See 0277

SVDI: This program supports high-level graphics
packages at the Sandia National Laboratories

See 0278

System for Structural Synthesis Combines Finite-

Element Analysis and Optimization Programs: Two
programs are combined to solve a variety of struc-

tural optimization problems
See 1215

Takeoff and Landing of Transport Aircraft: Pro-

gram assesses aircraft configurations for takeoff

and landing performance
See 0279

TDC: TDC models gaseous combustion processes
in two dimensions
See 0183

Terrain Analysis Network Software: Program
Allows the Building and Editing of Geographic
Data
See 1117

TERRAIN.REV.O: This program calculates terrain

corrections for various radial distances

See 1118

Thermal Radiation Analyzer System: System
solves radiation-related aspects of thermal-analy-

sis problems
See 1217

Thermal Radiation Analyzer: Program handles in-

ternode radiation exchange and heat from environ-

mental radiant

See 1218

TIDY3 and TIDY4.63: These utility programs proc-

ess FORTRAN source programs into a form that is

easy to read and modify

See 0282

TOEPLITZ: This program solves linear system
problems
See 0283

Transient Response Analysis: The damping char-

acteristics of electromechanical devices are deter-

mined by analyzing transient response
See 0285

Transonic Airfoil Analysis: Program uses a fast iter-

ation scheme for solving the transonic flow field

around arbitrary airfoils

See 0027

TRIPOLI-2: Program is used to predict the behav-
ior of shields exposed to neutron and gamma radi-

ations

See 1137

Turbine-Engine Transient-Rotor Analysis: The re-

sponse to blade loss or transients is calculated

See 0184

Turbulent Recirculating Flows in Isothermal Com-
bustor Geometries: Improved analyses of the com-
bustor flow fields are accomplished
See 0185

TVENT, Ventilation System Transient Analysis:

Flows are determined from a network model that

includes damper, duct, filter, and blower elements
See 0087

Visually Oriented Text Editor: It includes special

features for editing FORTRAN source programs
See 0286

WECSAM: The program analyzes wind-energy
conversion systems
See 0539

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Algorithms for Software Development: A manage-
ment aid makes changes obvious
See 0212

Software-Implementation Plan: Methodology for

controlling software design uses hierarchical pro-

gram structures

See 0273

SOIL ANALYSES
Soil Bacteria Can Point Way to Deposits of Gold,
Other Metals
See 1011

SOIL PROPERTIES
In Situ Measurement of Ground-Surface Flow Re-
sistivity: The flow resistivity of the Earth's ground
surface is measured onsite

See 0652

Soil Tester Combines Two Important Measure-
ments
See 0714

SOIL SURVEYS
Radar Cuts Subsoil Survey Costs: Soil features are
located with minimum time and labor

See 1111

SOIL WATER
Soil Water Extractor Minimizes C02 Degassing
and pH Errors

See 0593

SOILS
Clean Soil Sampling
See 0152

SOLAR ARRAYS
Automated Assembly of Solar Panels: A robot

places photoelectric cells in a lamination chamber
and then removes the cured panel

See 0415

Cost Analysis of Structures for Tracking Solar

Cells: Three types of support structures are exam-
ined and compared
See 0428

Locking Corners Speed Solar-Array Frame Assem-
bly: Interlocking parts are simply pushed together

See 0472

Maximum Outputs of Solar Photovoltaic Arrays:

Simulated operating data are derived for different

sites

See 0478

Solar-Array Substrate from Glass-Reinforced Con-
crete: Design eliminates a glass superstrate and
associated metal framing

See 0520

Stand-Alone Photovoltaic Collector: Cost-competi-
tive system offers remote power
See 0524

Test Frame Simulates Zero Gravity: Counter-

weighted frame simulates zero gravity in tests of

solar-array wing
See 0529

SOLAR CELLS
Alining Solder Pads on a Solar Cell: The back-sur-

face location is marked while the front pad is

screened
See 0412

Better Thermal Insulation in Solar-Array Lamina-
tors: Glass marbles improve temperature control

See 0762

Designing Flat-Plate Photovoltaic Arrays: Different

approaches to designing solar modules and arrays

for terrestrial applications are summarized
See 0432

Elastomer Encapsulant for Solar-Cell Arrays:

Liquid encapsulant polymerizes to a transparent,

protective rubberlike coat

See 0437

Eutectic Contact Inks for Solar Cells: Contacts are

formed without harming photovoltaic devices

See 0446

Handling Fixture for Solar-Cell Arrays: Thin cells

can be processed and stored safely

See 0802

Labeling Solar-Cell Modules: A photocopying ma-
chine produces a durable identification label

See 0468

Measuring Recombination Velocities in Solar Cells:

A scanning-electron-microscope beam would
probe BSF cells

See 0479

Measuring the Contact Resistances of Photovol-

taic Cells: Test method is only slightly destructive

See 0480

Photovoltaic Roofs: Solar cells would perform two
functions: waterproofing the roof and generating

electricity

See 0489

Predicting the Reliability of Solar-Cell Interconnec-

tions: The reduction of life expectancy by thermal

cycling is calculated during design

See 0494

Production Line for Dendritic-Web Solar Cells: Pro-

posed machinery would process 0.5 sq m of sili-

con each minute
See 0499
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Silicon Nitride Antireflection Coatings for Photovol-

taic Cells: Chemical-vapor deposition is adapted to

yield a graded index of refraction

See 1008

Solar Cells With Multiple Small Junctions: As junc-

tion area is reduced in relation to total cell area,

efficiency should go up
See 0514

Top-Coating Silicon Onto Ceramic: Polycrystalline

silicon for solar cells may be produced at low cost

See 0534

Two-Stage Off-Axis Cylindrical Solar Concentrator:
The reflector for a photovoltaic power supply uses
off-axis geometry for efficient uniform illumination

See 0535

SOLAR COLLECTORS
Parabolic Solar Collectors: Tutorial document re-

views technology for nonspecialists

See 0485

Solar Collector Durability, Reliability

See 0515

SOLAR CONCENTRATORS
Compact Concentrators for Solar Cells: Each cell

in an array has its own concentrator

See 0423

High-Temperature Helical-Tube Solar Receiver: A
gas is heated in a thin-walled sintered silicon ni-

tride tube

See 0459

Modeling of Solar Concentrators: Computer model-
ing helps optimize performance before building

scale models
See 0481

Pressure-)- Vacuum Bonding for Low-Curvature Mir-

rors: Reflecting surfaces are attached to nonre-
flecting substrates

See 0495

Telescoping Shield for Point-Focusing Solar Con-
centrators: Concentrated heat is diffused when
aim is incorrect

See 0528

Two-Stage Off-Axis Cylindrical Solar Concentrator:
The reflector for a photovoltaic power supply uses
off-axis geometry for efficient uniform illumination

See 0535

SOLAR COOLING SYSTEMS
Passive-Solar-Cooling Concepts: Passive-cooling
concepts make potentially attractive energy sav-
ings

See 0486

Solar Heating and Cooling Development Program:
Heating is practical now, but cooling needs more
development
See 0082

SOLAR DISTILLATION
Ethanol + Water Solar Fractioning System
See 0445

SOLAR ENERGY
Air-Conditioning for Electric Vehicles: The evapora-
tive cooling uses solar heat and motor waste heat

See 1241

Improved Heat-Engine Solar-Energy System: A
buffer loop and overcapacity heat exchanger is

used
See 0170

MASEC1, MASEC2, Multi-TechLife-Cycle Costing:

These are interactive models providing multi-tech-

nology analysis of solar economics
See 0476

Solar Retorting of Oil Shale: A relatively economi-
cal process eliminates some problems encoun-
tered in direct solar retorting

See 0517

Technology Stretches Irrigation Water
See 0039

SOLAR HEAT ENGINES
Improved Heat-Engine Solar-Energy System: A
buffer loop and overcapacity heat exchanger is

used
See 0463

SOLAR HEATING
Phase-Change Materials in Wall Panels: Passive
solar heating is enhanced by materials with high

heat-absorption capacity
See 0488

Preventive Maintenance: Solar Energy Thermal
Systems
See 0497

Solar Heated Beehives
See 0037
Solar Heating and Cooling Development Program:
Heating is practical now, but cooling needs more
development
See 0082

Solar Thermal Energy Systems: A Summary of les-

sons learned from Navy, DOE, and other installa-

tions

See 0518

SOLCOST3.0: This program is used for sizing and
evaluating solar systems for residential and com-
mercial buildings

See 0083

SOLAR PANELS
Low-Cost Modular Photovoltaic Installation: Modu-
lar photovoltaic array field features low balance-of-

system costs
See 0474

SOLAR PONDS
Permeable Partitions for Solar Ponds: Efficiency

can be increased and maintenance costs reduced
See 0487

Saltless Solar Ponds: Honeycomb cover improves
heat storage
See 0510

SOLAR POWER PLANTS
Computer Programs Describing the Motions and
Loads of an OTEC Cold Water Pipe and Associat-

ed Platforms
See 0217

Solar Powerplant Using Molten Salt: Sandia Cen-
tral Receiver Test Facility generates electricity with

the aid of a molten salt receiver and a steam gen-
erator

See 0516

SOLAR RADIATION
Predicting Solar Deficits: Deviations from long-term
averages are determined
See 0493

SOLAR RECEIVERS
Airflow Assists Solar Receiver: Heat loss by con-
vection would be reduced
See 0411

Receiver for Solar Air Turbine: Heat-exchanger
design should assure long life

See 0506

Support System for Solar Receivers: Hinged split-

ring mounts insure safe support of heavy receivers

See 0527

SOLAR REFLECTORS
Environmental Degradation of Solar Reflectors:

Corrosion, dust buildup, and other contamination
are evaluated
See 0443

SOLAR SIMULATORS
Altering Flashlamp Output for Realistic Solar Simu-
lation: Filter in large-area simulator ensures long-

term accuracy
See 0601

SOLAR TRACKING
Sun Tracker Operates a Year Between Calibra-

tions: Modified tracker compensates for seasonal
variations in solar declination

See 0525

SOLAR WATER HEATING
Comparison of Solar Hot-Water Systems: Perform-
ance of a variety of sites nationwide is presented
See 0424

Hot Water Tank Combines Three Energy Sources:
Solar energy, energy from a heat pump, and con-
ventional electrical heating are combined to

reduce energy costs
See 0461

SOLDERING
Aluminum Soft-Soldering

See 0752

Digital Soldering-iron Tester: Instrument reads the
tip temperature and contact potential in just a few
seconds
See 0626

Solder Bonding for Power Transistors: Indium
solder boosts power rating and facilitates circuit

changes
See 0395

SOLID ELECTROLYTES
Ion Engine With Solid-Electrolyte Ion Generator:
The working fluid would be utilized efficiently

See 0466

Trace-Level Solid-Polymer Electrolyte Hygrometer:
Water vapor absorbed by a solid polymer electro-

lyte is detected by measuring the current required

to electrolyze the water
See 0735

SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL
Assessment of Fluidized-Bed Combustion Solid
Wastes for Land Disposal

See 0543

Assessment of Hazardous Waste Surface Im-

poundment Technology: Case Studies and Per-

spectives of Experts

See 0544

Description and Operation of a Thermal Decompo-
sition Unit-Gas Chromatographic System
See 0556

Disposal of Powerplant Waste in Strip Mines:
Guidelines are provided for disposal and results of

onsite ground water-quality measurements
See 0560

Energy Recovery From Refuse-Derived Fuel: Pre-

combustion processing of refuse offers a number
of advantages
See 0563

In Situ Vitrification - Technology for Waste Treat-

ment: Responsible management of hazardous
waste burial sites often involves extensive and
costly cleanup measures - excavating, transport-

ing, treatment and reburial

See 0570

Plant Bioassays to Predict Contaminant Uptake
See 0581

Recovering Iron Oxide From Coal Fly Ash: The
process produces high-quality iron-oxide concen-
trate that is suitable as a feed for reduction fur-

nace
See 0587

Save Money By Using The Heat Recovery Inciner-

ator (HRI) Cost Model
See 0511

Small-Scale Waste-to-Energy Systems: Case stud-

ies are provided for seven commercial operations

See 0592

Thermal Systems for Energy Recovery From
Refuse: Study covers various installations and pre-

dicts future growth

See 0530

SOLID WASTES
Conversion of Organic Wastes to Unleaded, High-

Octane Gasoline

See 0427

Destroying Toxic Wastes: Poisonous materials are

converted to useful fuels

See 0433

Improved Flocculation Method for Dewatering
Coal + Clay Waste Material

See 0569

New Standard for Measuring Energy Content in

Solid Wastes
See 0483

Recycling Methods for Scrap Tires: Better alterna-

tives to pyrolysis are needed
See 0588

Thermocline Storage System: A moving barrier in

a heat storage tank separates hot and cold liquid

See 0146
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Treating Sludges in Industrial Waste: Polysilicates,

polyepoxides, and polysulfides are effective in

fixing sludges containing wastes from explosives

and heavy metals
See 0598

SOLIDIFICATION
Containerless Solidification of Amorphous Metals:

A proposed method could produce large amor-
phous alloys

See 0913

Convective Oscillations at Crystal+ Melt Interface:

An instability arises from coupled fluid-dynamical

and solidification effects

See 0100

Impurity Effects on Dendritic Growth: Effects of

argon additions in succinonitrile agree with theory

See 0116

Temperature-Gradient Furnace for Solidification

Experiments: Gradients are controllable from zero

to 500 C+cm
See 0878

SOLUTION MINING
Integrity Testing System for In Situ Leach Mining
Wells
See 1 104

SOLUTIONS
Database on Behavior of Salts in Solutions

See 0101

Equation for Electrolyte Viscosity: Equation agrees
with measurements over a wide concentration
range
See 0106

Thermodynamic Data for Aqueous & Biochemical
Systems
See 0147

SOLVENT EXTRACTION
Solvent Extraction of Furfural From Biomass:
Energy and material consumption would be re-

duced
See 0521

SOLVENTS
Degreaser Reduces Solvent Loss: Escape of sol-

vent is minimized by a second cooling coil

See 0102

Hydrogen Donor Strength of Potential Coal Lique-
faction Solvents: A scientific method has been es-

tablished for assessing the hydrogen-donor
strength of solvents for coal liquefaction

See 0462

SONAR
Hydroacoustic Biomass Estimation Techniques
See 1141

SOOT
Optical Measurement of Soot Formation: Soot for-

mation at elevated temperatures has been studied
using a laser probe
See 0577

SPACE ERECTABLE STRUCTURES
General-Purpose Icosahedral Structure: A versatile

modular structure is based on triangular panel
units

See 1227

SPACE HEATING
Prototype Space Heater: A 16.1-kW heater capa-
ble of burning diesel fuel cleanly is being devel-
oped for field use
See 0502

Space Heating with a Ground-Coupled Heat Pump:
A buried coil can provide ample heat energy from
the ground
See 0523

SPACE SHUTTLES
Data-Generating Program for ASKA Modeling:
Time and data requirements are reduced for finite-

element thermal modeling
See 1223

Integrated System for Environmental Simulation:
Wind, rain, vibration, and other factors closely re-

semble those of actual use
See 0657

Language for Allocation and Network Scheduling:

Useful in scheduling, it is also an efficient high-

level tree-manipulation language
See 0238

LRU Voltage Analysis: Program predicts the mini-

mum supply voltages that give predetermined LRU
voltages
See 0354

Temporary Sealing of Cavities for Leak Testing:

Wax seals cavity openings to permit helium leak

test of cavity welds
See 0728

Thermal and Flow Data From Liquid-Oxygen
System: Extensive flow rate, pressure, and temper-
ature data are available for validating computer
models of liquid-oxygen transfer systems
See 1238

SPACECRAFT
Dynamic Simulation and Stability Analysis: Active-

ly-controlled, coupled multiflexible systems are

simulated
See 1224

Improved Spacecraft Material Developed
See 0959

Mathematical Simulation of Flight Maneuvers: Cal-

culated spacecraft motions are updated with tele-

metered data
See 1230

Novel Spacecraft Testing Device Gyrodynamic
Motion Simulator Aids in Spacecraft Design
See 1231

SPACECRAFT MANEUVERS
General Maneuver Program: Attitude and orbit ma-
neuvers are modeled for spacecraft

See 1226

SPACECRAFT TRAJECTORIES
Elliptical Orbit Performance Computer Program:
Program simulates space booster performance as
a function of payload weight
See 1225

SPACELAB
SPIRE Data-Base Management System: Records
are set up according to the user's requirements
See 0276

SPARCK MACHINING
Inert-Gas Electrical-Discharge Machining: A dry

EDM process uses inert gas as the dielectric

See 0812

SPARK GAPS
Dynamic High-Current Spark-Gap Switch: Switch
can operate up to 1 0,000 pulses per second
See 0318

SPARK MACHINING
EDM Electrode for Internal Grooves: Electroero-
sive process is an inexpensive alternative to

broaching
See 0786

Electroformed Electrodes for Electrical-Discharge
Machining: Copper electrodes are easier and
cheaper to make
See 0322

Setup Aid for Electrical-Discharge Machining: An
interlock assures that the workpiece is correctly

assembled in the machining fixture

See 0864

Wire Electrical-Discharge Machining Aid: Rerouting
cutting wire by adding idler rollers permits some
cuts that would otherwise be blocked
See 0893

SPARK SOURCE MASS SPECTROSCOPY
Automated Data Acquisition for Spark Mass Spec-
trometry: Computerized system is inexpensive and
simple to operate
See 0091

SPECIFIC HEAT
Determining Thermal Diffusivities of Radiating
Specimens: Two heat-pulse techniques eliminate
uncertainties due to radiation losses
See 0625

Thermodynamic Properties of Organic Compounds
See 0149

SPECTRAL LINES
Catalog of Spectral Lines: Submillimeter, millime-

ter, and microwave spectral lines are catalogued
for selected molecules
See 0092

SPECTROCHEMICAL ANALYSIS
Monitoring of Reactive Atmospheric Species: Re-
active atmospheric species are produced and de-
tected to provide reference spectra

See 0684

SPECTROGRAPHS
Collecting Light From Point Images: Light from
sources at varying positions is brought to a fixed

opening
See 0614

SPECTROMETERS
Continuous Monitoring of Melt Composition: Com-
positions of glasses and alloys may be analyzed
and corrected in real time

See 0619

Electronically-Scanned Fourier-Transform Spec-
trometer: Instrument is efficient, lightweight, and
stable

See 0631

Frequency-Modulation Correlation Spectrometer:
Electro-optical phase modulator sinusoidally shifts

frequencies of sample transmission spectrum
See 0640

Improved Infrared Multispectral Scanner: Modifica-

tions provide greater capabilities

See 0650

Laser Spectroscopy for Identifying Radionuclides:
System is demonstrated as a potential monitor of

12 and Csl

See 0662

Monitoring of Reactive Atmospheric Species: Re-
active atmospheric species are produced and de-
tected to provide reference spectra
See 0684

Photothermal Radiometry Offers New Technique
for Noncontact Inspection

See 0699

Reflecting Schmidt -i-Littrow Prism Imaging Spec-
trometer: High resolution is achieved with a wide
field of view
See 0707

SPECTROPHOTOMETERS
Measurement Assurance Program for Spectropho-
tometric Transmittance
See 0670

SPECTROSCOPY
Photothermal Deflection Spectroscopy: Laser tech-

niques provide high sensitivity and resolution

See 0698

SPEED REGULATORS
Feedback Control of Rotor Overspeed: Developed
for helicopter rotors, a servo alleviates the pilot's

concern about overspeed
See 0015

SPHERES
Fabrication of Hollow Spheres: A nozzle forms
gas-filled spherical shells of high dimensional uni-

formity

See 0789

SPILLS
Capture-and-Containment Systems for Hazardous
Material Spills on Land
See 0547

SPIRE SYSTEM
SPIRE Data-Base Management System: Records
are set up according to the user's requirements
See 0276

SPRAYERS
Fuel Spray Analysis Techniques: An analysis of

complex mixing and combustion processes is de-
scribed

See 0452

Injection Sprayer Reduces Handling Risks
See 0033
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SPRAYING
High Tech Used In Insect Battle

See 1054

SPRINGS(ELASTIC)
Belleville Spring + Seal: Metallic Belleville seals

can be used in liquid nitrogen environments

See 0903

Segmented Tubular Seat Springs: Springs promise
lower cost and simpler fabrication in comparison
with coil springs

See 1261

SPUR GEARS
Designing More-Efficient Spur Gears: Gear-power
losses are used to determine the most efficient

design

See 0781

SQUID DEVICES
Room Temperature Inputs to Squids Now Possible

See 0387

Superconducting Device Performance Improved

See 0402

SQUIDS
Development of Software for a Fish Processing
Plant

See 0222

SRC PROCESS
Solvent-Refined Coal: A Component History: Per-

formance synopses for pumps, valves, instru-

ments, and many other components are given for

pilot plant operation

See 0522

STABILIZATION
Dynamic Simulation and Stability Analysis: Active-

ly-controlled, coupled multiflexible systems are

simulated

See 1224

Nonyellowing Polycarbonate for Outdoor Use: An
antiyellowing stabilizer is generated from the poly-

mer and bound to it

See 0983

Stabilizing Crystal Oscillators With Melting Metals:

Heat of fusion provides an extended period of con-
stant temperature and frequency

See 0206

STAINLESS STEELS
Weld Penetration in 304 L Stainless Steel: Depth
of weld penetration is determined by the percent-

age of minor elements in stainless steel

See 1030

STANDARD REFERENCE MATERIALS
First Composite Superconductor SRM on Sale

See 0637

Micro-Size Glass Spheres Certified for Fine
Powder Producers
See 0678

NBS Issues Small Particle SRM for Microelectron-

ics Industry

See 0364

New Reference Materials Developed for Microana-
lysis

See 0123

New Standard for Measuring Energy Content in

Solid Wastes
See 0483

New Standards Available for Priority Pollutants

See 0688

Reference Materials Designed for 'Thin' Speci-

mens
See 0706

Samples Will Help Oil Industry Detect Refinery Poi-

sons
See 0134

Standard Developed for Measuring Image Quality

in Film

See 0718

Temperature Reference Point for Clinical Labs
Available

See 0726

STANDARDS
Coaxial Noise Standard Has Been Developed for 1

To 12.4 GHz Range
See 0303

Eddy-Current Reference Standard: An eddy-cur-

rent reference standard is stable over long time

periods
See 1167

Fiber Optic Standards
See 1169

Guide to Noise Standards
See 0567

HLA Reagents Available from NIAID Serum Bank
See 1056

NBS Issues Small Particle SRM for Microelectron-

ics Industry

See 0364

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical Models of Production-Machine Mainte-

nance Systems: Two types of models can be used
to characterize the maintenance of industrial-pro-

duction systems
See 0873

STEAM
Improved Downhole Steam Injector, Device incor-

porates advances in combustion and steam gen-
eration

See 1 103

STEAM METERS
Condensate Pump As A Steam Meter - An Inex-

pensive Approach to Energy Management
See 0616

STEAM PIPES
Steam Line Leaks: Early Detection Systems Save
Money
See 0720

STEELS
Copper Embrittlement of Steel: Copper sliding over

hot, stressed steel can cause cracking

See 0915

Embrittlement of 4340 Steel by Lead and Antimo-
ny: The susceptibility to embrittlement depends on
temperature and relative concentration of each
element
See 0931

Ultrahigh-Carbon-Steel Laminated Composites:
The results of a 4-year study are summarized
See 1025

STEERING
Steering System for a Train of Vehicles: This

system permits precise steering of vehicle trains

through serpentine paths without rails

See 1263

STIFFENING
Bonding Technique for Stiffened-Skin Structures:

Consistent bond thickness is achieved even in

large, complicated parts

See 0765

STIRLING CYCLE ENGINES
Free-Piston Stirling Engines: Research shows how
to improve performance of the potentially widely

useful internal-combustion engines
See 0450

SEAM 1: This program analyzes the performance
of a Stirling engine
See 0513

STIRRING
Melt Stirring by Horizontal Crucible Vibration:

Mixing is more thorough than in rotational oscilla-

tion

See 1187

STORAGE BATTERIES
Mathematical Storage-Battery Models: Eventual

applications include electric-vehicle 'fuel' gages
and powerline load leveling

See 0477

STORAGE TANKS
Plastic Foams and Concretes as Cryogenic Insula-

tors

See 0986

Thermocline Storage System: A moving barrier in

a heat storage tank separates hot and cold liquid

See 0146

Trioxane-lnitiated Formic-Acid Denitration: A pro-

cedure for controlled low-temperature chemical
denitration of acidic solutions has been developed
See 1023

STRAIGHTENING TOOLS
Holder for Straightening Bent Tubes: Metal tubes
are straightened only where needed
See 0807

STRAIN GAGES
Attaching Strain Gages to Composite Materials: A
polyurethane adhesive works well at liquid-nitrogen

and ambient temperatures
See 0901

Heater Ensures Strain-Gage Bond Reliability: Ad-
hesive cure temperature is controlled by an em-
bedded heater

See 0642

Internally Mounting Strain Gages: An inflated tube
evenly distributes pressure against the gage
See 0660

STRAIN MEASUREMENT
Measuring Large, Fast-Changing Strain: An instru-

ment is designed expressly for high-rate strains

See 0674

STRAIN TESTS
Strain-Resistant Superconductors are Found
See 0397

STRAINS
Acquisition of Dynamic Stress + Strain Data: Pro-

gram computes average strains, modulus of elas-

ticity, and the Poisson ratio

See 1151

STRESS ANALYSIS
Fabrication of Multi-Ply Birefringent Fibrous Com-
posite Laminates: Transparent composites facili-

tate stress analysis involving anisotropic photoe-

lasticity

See 0936

Stress Analysis of Vacuum-Tube + Transformer
Cracks: Analysis identifies what causes cracking

See 0398

STRESS MEASUREMENT
Method for Residual-Stress Measurements
See 0677

STRESSES
Acquisition of Dynamic Stress + Strain Data: Pro-

gram computes average strains, modulus of elas-

ticity, and the Poisson ratio

See 1151

Fastening Parts Having Mismatched Thermal Coef-

ficients: Fastener eliminates thermal stresses and
maintains snug fit

See 0791

Microyield Stress in Composite Materials: Multi-

beam laser interferometer resolves displacements

of plus or minus 3 micro in

See 0976

Residual-Stress Measurements in Metal Parts:

Flat, curved, and cylindrical parts can be evaluated

See 0708

STRESS(PHYSIOLOGY)
Better Crops Through Stress Survival

See 0029

Pollution Monitoring Using the Health of Striped

Bass
See 0583

STRIP TRANSMISSION LINES
Fabrication of Thick Gold Strip Lines: Ion-beam
etching and masking techniques fabricate micron-

sized gold strip lines

See 0329

STRIPPING(DISTILLATION)
Process Design Manual for Stripping of Organics

See 0585
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SWITCHING CIRCUITS

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
MAZE: This program is an interactive generator for

two-dimensional finite-element programs used in

structural analysis

See 1186

Structural Analysis of Cylindrical Thrust Chambers:
Extrapolation, plot, and restart routines for use
with the BOPACE program
See 1213

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
Free-Vibration Analysis of Structures: Numerical
procedure determines natural frequencies and as-

sociated modes in structural design

See 0073

Minimizing Weight of Structural Designs: Approxi-

mation concepts are combined with dual-method
algorithms

See 1189

More Efficient Structural Design by Optimality Cri-

teria: An algorithm distinguishes between essential

and nonessential constraints

See 1191

Photovoltaic Roofs: Solar cells would perform two
functions: waterproofing the roof and generating

electricity

See 0489

System for Structural Synthesis Combines Finite-

Element Analysis and Optimization Programs: Two
programs are combined to solve a variety of struc-

tural optimization problems
See 1215

STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
NiFe Aluminide (Nickel-Iron Aluminide)

See 0982

Structural Turnbuckle Bears Compressive or Ten-
sile Loads: The length of a structural member is

readily adjusted

See 0876

STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING
Software Design Analyzer System: Programs sup-
port modular structured software development
See 0270

Structured FORTRAN Preprocessor: A structured

language for the design of effective FORTRAN
code
See 0277

STYRENE BUTADIENE RESINS
Accurate Spectroscopy of Carbon-Filled Rubbers:
A germanium internal reflectance element allows
more light to reach the detector
See 0895

SUBROUTINE LIBRARIES
BASELIB: This support library for developing high-

level library software is adaptable to other applica-
tions

See 0215

SUBSTRATES
Ion Beam Milling and Up-Plating are Novel Ap-
proaches to Microwave Circuit Production

See 0345

Porcelain-Enameled Steel Substrates for Hybrid
Electronics: A handbook presents results of a
study of ceramic + metal substrates for hybrid
microelectronic circuits

See 0373

Solar-Array Substrate from Glass-Reinforced Con-
crete: Design eliminates a glass superstrate and
associated metal framing

See 0520

SUCCINONITRILE
Convective Oscillations at Crystal + Melt Interface:

An instability arises from coupled fluid-dynamical
and solidification effects

See 0100

Impurity Effects on Dendritic Growth: Effects of

argon additions in succinonitrile agree with theory
See 0116

Temperature Reference Point for Clinical Labs
Available

See 0726

SULFUR DIOXIDE
Removing Sulfur Dioxide From Flue Gases: The
process uses a regenerable molten salt supported
on porous pellets

See 0590

SUPERALLOYS
Cyclic Deformation of Al Alloys and Ni-Based Su-
peralloys: Experiments on polycrystalline Al alloys

and monocrystalline Ni-based superalloys can be
applied to commercial alloys

See 0921

SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETIC ENERGY
STORAGE

Electric Power-Superconducting Energy Storage:

Superconducting magnets stabilize electrical-

power transmission
See 0439

SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS
Strain-Resistant Superconductors are Found
See 0397

SUPERCONDUCTING WIRES
First Composite Superconductor SRM on Sale
See 0637

Superconducting 'In-Situ' Alloys Studies

See 0401

SUPERCONDUCTORS
Bolometers 'Ideal' for Semiconductor Research
See 1158

Compact Superconducting Circuit Breaker: Device
handles kiloampere currents

See 0304

Strain-Resistant Superconductors are Found
See 0397

Superconducting Device Performance Improved
See 0402

Superconducting-Cavity Accelerometer: The reso-

nant frequency of a microwave superconducting
cavity is sensitive to gravitation and acceleration

See 0722

X-Ray-Diffraction Analysis of Nb + Ge Alloys: Evi-

dence of a temperature-stable superconducting
phase is obtained
See 1221

SUPERSONIC NOZZLES
Nonseparating High-Area-Ratio Supersonic Noz-
zles: Nozzles with modified contours throttle to

lower pressure ratios without wall-flow separation
See 01 75

.Supersonic-Nozzle Shock-Wave Analysis: An ana-
lytical procedure is used to design nozzles that vi-

brate less during startup and shutdown
See 0182

Suppressing Transient Side Loads in Supersonic
Nozzles: Fins are added to the nozzle wall

See 1214

SUPPORTS
Annular-Tube Reinforcer: A tube inserts support
sleeves between coaxial tubes
See 0753

Cost Analysis of Structures for Tracking Solar
Cells: Three types of support structures are exam-
ined and compared
See 0428

Isolation Mounting for Charge-Coupled Devices:
CCD's are suspended by wires under tension
See 0347

Roof Support Near Coal-Mining Face: Support and
conveyors would be combined into a single effi-

cient unit that improves safety

See 1115

Support System for Solar Receivers: Hinged split-

ring mounts insure safe support of heavy receivers
See 0527

SURFACE CHEMISTRY
Analyzing Near-Surface Reactions: Two new tech-

niques have been developed for analyzing these
reactions
See 0090

Computer-Controlled X-Ray and Auger Spectros-
copy: Equipment and software make possible
combined spectroscopies
See 0615

SURFACE FINISHING
Reversing Glass Wettability: A silicone treatment
makes the surface hydrophobic

See 1005

SURFACE IMPOUNDMENTS
Assessment of Hazardous Waste Surface Im-

poundment Technology: Case Studies and Per-

spectives of Experts

See 0544

SURFACE ROUGHNESS
Surface Roughness Study Conducted
See 0877

Thermal-Balance Strip for Fluted LFC Panels: Wa-
viness of less than 0.004 inch is achieved using ti-

tanium strips

See 0026

SURFACE TENSION
Contactless Measurement of Physical Properties:

Surface tension and other properties are deter-

mined from measurements of the resonant fre-

quency
See 0099

SURFACE TREATMENT
Modifying the Surface of Carbon + Graphite Fibers:

Plasma treatment improved mechanical properties

of the fibers

See 0977

SURFACES
Dye Indicators for Acidic or Basic Surface Con-
tamination: Secondary contamination due to clean-

ing processes is detected

See 0105

Generation of Base Machining Surfaces: Ten
major criteria are established toward a design of a
stock verification machine for machining breechr-
ings

See 0798

New Microscope Details Magnetic Structure of

Surfaces

See 1193

Research Center for Surface Modification: A col-

laborative research center for surface modification

and advanced processing of materials to improve
their performance characteristics has been estab-

lished

See 0508

Streaming-Potential Studies: Surface coatings
reduce electro-osmotic flow

See 1016

SURFACTANTS
Surfactants as Resin Modifiers and Their Effect on
Sectioning

See 0140

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS
Speculation on Ultrasonic Disintegration of Arterial

Deposits: An ultrasonic probe might be able to

clear arteries

See 0063

SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS
Directional Surveying of Oil or Gas Wells: A
strapped-down inertial navigation system needs no
cable length measurement to survey the wells

See 1099

SWITCHES
Dynamic High-Current Spark-Gap Switch: Switch
can operate up to 10,000 pulses per second
See 0318

Heat-Pipe Thermal Switch: A new design isolates

components from vibrations

See 0456

Membrane Switches Check Seal Pressure: Door
and hatch seals can be monitored electronically

See 0358

SWITCHING CIRCUITS
Avalanche Transistors for High-Voltage, High-

Speed Switching

See 0297
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SYNTHESIS(CHEMISTRY)
Hydroxyguanidine Derivatives Have Been Devel-
oped
See 0113

Process of Synthesizing Mixed BaO-Ti02 Based
Powders for Ceramic Applications

See 0994

Synthesis of Ceramics in Vacuum: A self-propagat-

ing high-temperature synthesis can be conducted
in vacuum
See 0141

Synthesis of Monomers for Studying Chemical-
Agent Detectors: A series of substituted phenyla-

cetylenes have been prepared for a study of

chemical-agent detectors
See 0142

SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
Contour-Mapping Synthetic-Aperture Radar: The
phase difference between signals received by two
antennas yields terrain height

See 1097

Estimating Doppler Shifts for Synthetic-Aperture
Radar: Return signals are preprocessed to com-
pensate for motion
See 0224

TACHOMETERS
Brushless Low-Speed dc Tachometer: A coil

moving in a homopolar field generates an emf pro-

portional to shaft angular velocity

See 0609

Optical Turbopump Speed Sensor: An optical ta-

chometer measures shaft rotation from outside the

turbopump housing
See 0694

TACTILE SENSORS
Integrated Tactile Sensor for Robots: A silicon

wafer would transduce, compute, and communi-
cate touch information

See 0816

TAKEOFF
Takeoff and Landing of Transport Aircraft: Pro-

gram assesses aircraft configurations for takeoff

and landing performance
See 0279

TANNIC ACIDS
Tannins Found in Tea and Coffee May Reduce
Tooth Enamel Plaque
See 1086

TAPPING(THREADS)
Depth Gage for Threaded Holes: Tool gives a
direct reading of depth, eliminating estimates and
calculations

See 0780

TAXONOMIC CODE
New Edition of the NODC Taxonomic Code
See 1071

TEA
Tannins Found in Tea and Coffee May Reduce
Tooth Enamel Plaque
See 1086

TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION
Energy-Related Inventions Program
See 0442

TELECOMMUNICATION
Dual-Rate Transmission Reduces Weather Effects:

Scheme ensures that maximum data are received
on the average
See 0193

Rapid Growth Creates Need for Performance
Measurements of Data Communication Services
See 0202

Telephone Instrument for the Deaf: Letters and
numbers would be transmitted by tones to a de-
coder
See 0065

TELEMETRY
Sideband-Aided Receiver Arrays: 'Slave' receivers
obtain modulation information from a 'master' re-

ceiver

See 0204

Telemetry Speeds Forest-Fire Control: An airborne
system rapidly delivers hard copy to firefighters

See 1116

TELESCOPES
Telescope with Reflecting Baffle: Undesired light is

rejected by reflection

See 1216

TELEVISION CAMERAS
Controlling TV-Camera f-Stop Remotely: Iris is

controlled manually without lens modifications

See 0188

TELEVISION DISPLAY SYSTEMS
Eye-Movement Tracker Would Reduce Video
Bandwidth: A small high-resolution image zone is

centered in the viewer's gaze
See 0197

TEMPERATURE
Radially-Graduated Turbine-Temperature Profile:

The flame temperature is lower at the blade roots,

where stress is highest

See 0180

TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Better Thermal Insulation in Solar-Array Lamina-
tors: Glass marbles improve temperature control

See 0762

Differential Temperature Control of Electrical Heat-
ers: Energy savings are realized from heaters that

maintain low humidity in electrical equipment
See 0435

Heat-Pipe Thermal Switch: A new design isolates

components from vibrations

See 0456

Miniature Temperature-Control Circuit: It operates
on any power-supply voltage from 6 to 28 volts

See 0362

Small Computer Regulates Poultry House
See 0036

Temperature-Adaptive Textiles

See 1019

Thin-Film Resistors with Precise Temperature Co-
efficients: Processing is compatible with that of

other thin-film components
See 0405

Two-Layer Glass Thermal-Control Coating: Optical

properties endure at high temperatures
See 1024

Uniform-Temperature Walls for Cloud Chambers:
Flat heat pipes rapidly transfer heat to and from
experimental volumes
See 0740

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
Brazing Alloys Indicate Turbomachinery Tempera-
tures: Foils serve as consumable thermometers
See 0608

Measuring High Gas Temperatures: Radiation ef-

fects are included for more accurate processing of

thermocouple data
See 0673

Temperature Reference Point for Clinical Labs
Available

See 0726

TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRU-
MENTS

Detection of Gas Slugs in Heat Pipes: Slugs 1 in.

(25 mm) in length can be detected
See 0624

Digital Soldering-iron Tester: Instrument reads the
tip temperature and contact potential in just a few
seconds
See 0626

Temperature-Averaging Thermal Probe: An em-
bedded temperature sensor measures long-term
temperature fluctuations

See 0727

TENSILE STRENGTH
Making Stronger Twine with Matched Strands:
Higher tensile strength is achieved with the same
production equipment
See 0121

TEST CHAMBERS
Beam Window for Pressure Chambers: Window re-

sists products of combustion experiments
See 0607

Flame-Test Chamber: It simulates atmospheric
flame propagation

See 0638

TEST FACILITIES
Proposed ATE Development and Support Facility

Plan: A report describes how to organize an ATE
software development and support facility

See 0703

TEST STANDS
High Power and High Speed Test Stand for Rotat-
ing Machinery
See 0643

TETRAFLUOROETHYLENE RESINS
Fire-Resistant TFE Extrusions: A new wetting
agent improves product quality while it reduces
flammability

See 0939

TEXT EDITING
Visually Oriented Text Editor: It includes special
features for editing FORTRAN source programs
See 0286

TEXTILE PROCESSES
Progress in Electrostatic Spinning Research
See 0995

Temperature-Adaptive Textiles

See 1019

THERMAL ANALYSIS
NSWC Establishes Major New Thermal Analysis
Facility

See 0125

SERI-RES: The computer program performs ther-

mal energy analysis of residential and small com-
mercial buildings

See 0081

Temperature-Adaptive Textiles

See 1019

Thermal Radiation Analyzer System: System
solves radiation-related aspects of thermal-analy-

sis problems
See 1217

Thermal-Expansion Measurement: A laser-based
system measures coefficients of thermal expan-
sion

See 0145

Thermocline Storage System: A moving barrier in

a heat storage tank separates hot and cold liquid

See 0146

THERMAL BATTERIES
Reusable Thermal Batteries Developed
See 0509

Thermally-Rechargeable Electrochemical Cell:

Sodium ions would be driven across a membrane
with the aid of a temperature differential

See 0531

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
NBS Analyzes Data on Thermal Conductivity of

Metals

See 0978

Tables of Thermal Conductivity of Fluids Published

See 0144

THERMAL DIFFUSION
Determining Thermal Diffusivities of Radiating

Specimens: Two heat-pulse techniques eliminate

uncertainties due to radiation losses

See 0625

THERMAL EFFICIENCY
Hot Box Tests Energy Performance of Entire Wall

Sections
See 0077

Low-Thermal-Resistance Baseplate Mounting: A
convex baseplate flattens into large-area contact
when bolted down
See 0825
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THERMAL INSULATION
Better Thermal Insulation in Solar-Array Lamina-
tors: Glass marbles improve temperature control

See 0762

Fitting Flexible Coverings to Contoured Surfaces:

Contour-transferring technique simplifies precise

fitting of flexible insulation

See 0940

Improving Emittance of High-Temperature Insulat-

ing Tile: An additive protects the tile even when
the surface coating fails

See 0960

Selection Guide Increases Assurance of Product
Quality

See 1145

Testing Fire Resistance of House Insulation: Labo-
ratory methods are compared with tests on real

structures for a variety of materials

See 0085

Two-Layer Glass Thermal-Control Coating: Optical

properties endure at high temperatures
See 1024

THERMAL RADIATION
CNVUFAC,GRAY: This is a set of two programs
that performs evaluations of radiation configuration

factors

See 1159

Thermal Radiation Analyzer System: System
solves radiation-related aspects of thermal-analy-

sis problems
See 1217

Thermal Radiation Analyzer: Program handles in-

ternode radiation exchange and heat from environ-

mental radiant

See 1218

THERMALLY MODULATED ELECTRON
CAPTURE DETECTORS

Thermally Modulated Electron Affinity Detector for

Priority Pollutant Analysis

See 0730

THERMOCOUPLES
Measuring High Gas Temperatures: Radiation ef-

fects are included for more accurate processing of

thermocouple data
See 0673

Oxidation Protection for Thermocouples: A thin

platinum film covers the thermocouple sheath
See 0695

Thin Film Thermocouple Improvements
See 0731

THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
Generating Tables of Thermodynamic Properties:

Tables are obtained over a wide range of environ-
mental conditions

See 01 11

THERMODYNAMICS
CHEMKIN: This program describes arbitrary gas-
phase chemical reaction mechanisms
See 0095

MCRT: This program serves as a thermodynamic
data-base system for aqueous geochemistry
See 0122

Thermodynamic Data for Aqueous & Biochemical
Systems
See 0147

Thermodynamic Data Sources Listed in New NBS
Bibliography

See 0148

THERMOELECTRIC GENERATORS
Thermoelectric Generator: A thermoelectric gener-
ator features conversion efficiency of up to 40 per-
cent
See 0533

THERMOMETERS
Temperature Reference Point for Clinical Labs
Available

See 0726

THERMOSETTING RESINS
Unique Class of Electroactive Polymers Developed
See 1027

THICKNESS
Measuring Metal-Film Thickness Automatically: In-

strument uses beta-particle backscatter to deter-

mine microinch thicknesses
See 0675

Measuring Rind Thickness on Polyurethane Foam:
Hardness is a good indicator of thickness

See 0974

Paint-Thickness Checker: An eddy-current flaw de-
tector with a cathode-ray tube (CRT) can be used
to compare layer thicknesses of conductive paint

on metallic substrates

See 0696

THIN FILMS
Thin Film Thermocouple Improvements
See 0731

THREADS
Ultrasonic Inspection of Threaded Holes: Ultrason-

ic-transducer mounting wedge provides the neces-
sary smooth coupling surface for flaw detection

See 0889

TILES
Waterproofing Agents for Silica Tiies: A new sily-

lating agent is easy to apply and withstands high

temperatures
See 0151

TILTMETERS
Tiltmeter Indicates Sense of Slope: The output of

a dc bridge circuit depends on the tilt angle
See 0733

TIME
Timing of Naps Defines Their Restorative Ability

See 1088

TIME OF FLIGHT MASS SPECTROMETERS
Masked Multichannel Analyzer: A new device that

greatly accelerates the analysis of complex mix-

tures of organic compounds has been developed
See 0669

TIME STANDARDS
Hydrogen Masers as Time and Frequency Stand-
ards: They track each other with 100 times more
precision than do cesium standards
See 1176

TIRE RECYCLING
Recycling Methods for Scrap Tires: Better alterna-

tives to pyrolysis are needed
See 0588

TIRES
Recovering Zinc From Discarded Tires: Zinc sul-

fate monohydrate would be sold at a profit

See 0131

TISSUES(BIOLOGY)
Replacement for Xylene in Histological Techniques
See 0591

Studies Performed on Collecting and Storing

Tissue
See 0064

Surfactants as Resin Modifiers and Their Effect on
Sectioning
See 0140

TITANIUM DIOXIDE
Properties of Titanium Dioxide Films Deposited in

Plasma: The relationship between deposition pa-
rameters and film properties is explored
See 1201

TITANIUM OXIDES
Process of Synthesizing Mixed BaO-Ti02 Based
Powders for Ceramic Applications
See 0994

TOMOGRAPHY
Tomographic Reconstruction New Tool for Nonde-
structive Testing
See 0734

TOOLS
Air Guide for Sheet-Metal Grinder: Tool attach-
ment reduces heat distortion of the sheet
See 0751

Annular-Tube Reinforcer: A tube inserts support
sleeves between coaxial tubes

See 0753

Attaching Chuck Keys to Machine Tools: Chuck
keys are attached to portable machine tools by re-

tracting lanyards

See 0754

Countersink Drill: Tool performance and service
life are increased

See 0777

Depth Gage for Threaded Holes: Tool gives a
direct reading of depth, eliminating estimates and
calculations

See 0780

Detection of Worn Tools

See 0782

Drilling Holes on a Large Bolt Circle: A centering
plate allows precise adjustment

See 0785

Hydraulic Tube Expander: Versatile tool is useful in

hard-to-reach locations

See 0809

Installation + Removal Tool for Screw-Mounted
Components: Parts are positioned in otherwise-in-

accessible places

See 0814

One-Hand Nut and Bolt Assembly Tool: C-clamp-
shaped box- and socket-wrench assembly holds
nut on blind side in alinement to receive bolt from
open side

See 0839

Portable Power Broach: Openings can be cut at

remote or confined places

See 0843

Reactionless Winch: Hand-held tool serves a vari-

ety of uses
See 0848

Tool Enlarges Hard-to-Reach Holes: Tool centers
itself and cuts to a precise depth

See 0879

Tool for Inserting and Removing Tube Plugs:

Simple handtool can be used with both straight

and bent tubes

See 0880

Tool Guide for Manifold Piping Systems: Guide
provides access to hard to reach areas

See 0881

Tool Releases Optical Elements From Spring
Brackets: Threaded hooks retract the bracket
arms holding an element
See 0882

Tool Support Ring: A slotted ring maintains tool

alinement over holes on a circle

See 0883

TOOTH ENAMEL
Tannins Found in Tea and Coffee May Reduce
Tooth Enamel Plaque

See 1086

TORQUE
Torque-Sensing Device Permits Operation of

Rotary Drive System Under Load Forces

See 1265

TOUGHNESS
Effects in Fracture Toughness Testing are Studied

See 0630

TOXIC SUBSTANCES
Data File for Marine Toxic Substances and Pollut-

ants

See 0555

Destroying Toxic Wastes: Poisonous materials are
converted to useful fuels

See 0433

FAST Computer Model to Predict Smoke, Toxic
Gas Spread
See 0072

TOXICITY
Development of a Fate + Toxicity Screening Test

See 0558
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TRACE ELEMENTS
Automated Data Acquisition for Spark Mass Spec-
trometry: Computerized system is inexpensive and
simple to operate
See 0091

Thermally Modulated Electron Affinity Detector for

Priority Pollutant Analysis

See 0730

Trace-Level Solid-Polymer Electrolyte Hygrometer:
Water vapor absorbed by a solid polymer electro-

lyte is detected by measuring the current required

to electrolyze the water
See 0735

TRACER TECHNIQUES
Tracing Pollution Aerosols From Distant Regions:
Elemental tracers can help locate distant sources
of pollution aerosols
See 0595

TRACKED VEHICLES
Accelerations and Speeds of Tracked Vehicles:

Test procedures are specified to evaluate tracked-

vehicle power
See 1239

Drawbar Tests of Tracked Vehicles on Paved Sur-

faces: Measurements yield data on the reserve
power of a vehicle

See 1247

Gradeability and Side-Slope Performance of

Tracked Vehicles: A test procedure specifies ways
to evaluate grade climbing and side-slope perform-
ance of tracked vehicles

See 1252

New Rubber Compounds for Tracked Vehicles:

Formulations offer high performance, including

greater wear resistance and longer life

See 0981

Performance of Amphibious, Tracked Vehicles:

Procedures for evaluating in-water operations are

available

See 1255

Performance-Reliability Data on Tracked Vehicles:

Test procedures give a qualitative and quantitative

assessment
See 1257

Quieter Tracked Vehicles: A prototype idler and an
experimental sprocket reduce noise by 15 and 8
dB, respectively

See 1259

Steering Characteristics of Tracked Vehicles: Sys-
tematic procedures are available for assessing
performance
See 1262

Tests of Composite Wheels for Tracked Vehicles:

Stresses and strains prove to be less than those
predicted by a computer model
See 1264

Tracked-Vehicle Physical Characteristics: A report

describes what physical characteristics are to be
measured
See 1266

TRACKING(POSITION)
Automated Position Locator: System locates trav-

eling vehicles on road maps
See 1242

TRACTORS
Farm Tractors Now Automatically Steered by
Microcomputers
See 0032

TRAFFIC SIGNALS
Remotely-Operated Traffic Control Light: A strobe
light is activated on command from a hand-held
transmitter

See 1260

TRAINING
Training Material Developed for Cost-Effective
Building Decisions
See 0086

TRAINS
Steering System for a Train of Vehicles: This
system permits precise steering of vehicle trains

through serpentine paths without rails

See 1263

TRANSDUCERS
Fabricating Underwater Electroacoustic Transduc-
ers: Use of retainer ring instead of adhesives sim-

plifies assembly and disassembly
See 0327

Multipurpose Photonic Transducers: Their features

include smallness and noise immunity
See 0685

Sonic-Pump Levitator: An audiospeaker drives the

gas and rapidly responds to corrective signals

See 0867

Transducers for Heart Research: Miniaturization

reduces damage and interference with heart func-

tion

See 0066

TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
Transfer-Function Simulator: Transfer function may
be simulated and adjusted to simplify feedback-
control loop analysis

See 0284

TRANSFERRIN
Ruthenium-Labeled Transferrin: This transferrin im-

proves the detection of tumors and abscesses
See 1081

TRANSFORMERS
Stress Analysis of Vacuum-Tube + Transformer
Cracks: Analysis identifies what causes cracking

See 0398

TRANSIENT RESPONSE
TVENT, Ventilation System Transient Analysis:

Flows are determined from a network model that

includes damper, duct, filter, and blower elements
See 0087

TRANSISTORS
Solder Bonding for Power Transistors: Indium
solder boosts power rating and facilitates circuit

changes
See 0395

TRANSMISSION GEARS
Hybrid Seals for Transmissions: Seals that com-
bine the best features of elastomeric and carbon
types can be manufactured in quantity

See 0955

TRANSMISSOMETERS
Single-Color Transmissometer Mean Particle Diam-
eter Code
See 0712

TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS
Remote Control Radio Transmitter+ Receiver for

the Handicapped
See 0203

TRANSONIC FLOW
Transonic Airfoil Analysis: Program uses a fast iter-

ation scheme for solving the transonic flow field

around arbitrary airfoils

See 0027

TRANSPLANTATION
New Test Accurately Predicts Kidney Transplant
Rejection

See 1074

TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
Takeoff and Landing of Transport Aircraft: Pro-

gram assesses aircraft configurations for takeoff

and landing performance
See 0279

TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
Receptor Modeling for Long-Range Air Pollution

See 0586

TRAWL FISHING
Trawl Nets For Fishing Industry Evaluated in Circu-

lating Water Channel
See 0040

TRAWLS
Polyethylene Trawl Door (Poly Door)
See 0035

TRICKLING FILTRATION
Biodegradation of NDMA in Industrial Wastewater:
A trickling filtration process shows promise of

eliminating this chemical from wastewater
See 0546

TRIMMING
Robotic Drilling and Trimming
See 0857

TROUT
Life Cycle Discoveries Open Way to Trout Disease
Prevention

See 1063

TRUCKS
Composite-Material Wheels for Trucks: A replace-
ment for steel wheels is made by compression
molding
See 1245

Design and Fabrication of Truck Trailer Side
Racks: Composite plastics were used to replace
existing plywood or hardwood trailer side racks

See 1246

Effect of Wind on the Aerodynamic Resistance of

Highway Vehicles: Program computes the effect

on fuel consumption of statistical wind and vehicle

speed
See 1248

TUBES
Annular-Tube Reinforcer: A tube inserts support
sleeves between coaxial tubes
See 0753

Eddy-Current Inspection of Narrow Metal Tubes:
Changes in wall properties affect pickup-coil in-

ductance
See 0629

Fatigue Testing of Heat-Exchanger Tubes: Ther-
mal stress is simulated mechanically

See 0635

High-Pressure Coupling for Open-Ended Tubes: A
temporary fitting is easily installed and removed
without damage to tubes
See 0804

Holder for Straightening Bent Tubes: Metal tubes
are straightened only where needed
See 0807

Hydraulic Tube Expander: Versatile tool is useful in

hard-to-reach locations

See 0809

Internal Welder for Pipes and Tubes: Welds are

smooth and easy to inspect

See 0817

Joining Tubes with Adhesive: Tapered ends and
spacing wires ensure strong joints

See 0820

Liquid-Nitrogen Test for Blocked Tubes: A simple

method is based on retention of frost

See 0666

Repairing Hidden Cracks in Coolant Tubes: 'Fish-

mouth' inserts stop leaks in hidden walls of tubes

See 0853

Tube Alinement for Machining: Tubes are quickly

alined with the machine-tool axis

See 0887

TUNABLE LASERS
IC Fabrication Methods Improve Laser Diodes:

These high-performance diodes withstand longer

thermal cycling and shelf life

See 1177

Precise Control of a Tunable IR Diode Laser: Ac-

curate control of temperature and current yields 3-

MHz stability over 1.5-hour period

See 1 196

TUNED CIRCUITS
Resistive Fine Tuning of Resonant Circuit: Fre-

quency is continuously adjustable over a narrow
range
See 0386

TUNGSTEN
NBS Analyzes Data on Thermal Conductivity of

Metals
See 0978
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TUNING DEVICES
Tuning Concept for Resonant Cavities: Deviations

from resonance are detected by sampling phases
See 0406

TURBINE BLADES
Metering Baffle for Turbine-Blade Cooling: Mixing

losses due to excessive film cooling are reduced
See 0174

TURBINE COMPONENTS
Convection-Cooled Turbine Airfoils: Coolant chan-
nels close to surface ensure efficient heat transfer

See 0164

TURBINE PUMPS
Conserving Purge Gases: A two-step flow control

adjusts to dimensional changes in purged equip-

ment
See 0772

Optical Turbopump Speed Sensor: An optical ta-

chometer measures shaft rotation from outside the

turbopump housing
See 0694

TURBOJET ENGINES
Optical Technique Determines Creep and Fatigue
Limits

See 0693

TURBOMACHINERY
Roller Bearings Restored by Precision Regrinding

See 0859

TURBULENCE
Advances in Multivalued-Velocity Theory of Turbu-
lence: Oscillatory behavior is found in some fluid

systems
See 1153

TURNBUCKLES
Structural Turnbuckle Bears Compressive or Ten-
sile Loads: The length of a structural member is

readily adjusted

See 0376

TWINE
Making Stronger Twine with Matched Strands:
Higher tensile strength is achieved with the same
production equipment
See 0121

TWO PHASE FLOW
Studying Liquid + Vapor Systems with Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance: Duration and position of

vapor bubbles can be determined
See 0139

ULTRASONIC TESTS
Method for Residual-Stress Measurements
See 0677

Ultrasonic Inspection of Threaded Holes: Ultrason-
ic-transducer mounting wedge provides the neces-
sary smooth coupling surface for flaw detection
See 0889

Ultrasonic Measurements
See 0890

Ultrasonic Thick-Weld Inspections Now Automated
See 0739

ULTRASONICS
Improved Ultrasonic Resolution Via Analog Tech-
nique: Single-sideband analog processing is sim-
pler than digital processing
See 0232

Speculation on Ultrasonic Disintegration of Arterial

Deposits: An ultrasonic probe might be able to

clear arteries

See 0063

ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
Ultraviolet Chemical Processes-Electrodeless
Microwave Lamp: New ultraviolet light features fast

drying and curing of various coatings and plastics

See 1026

UNCONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION
Algorithm Solves Constrained and Unconstrained
Optimization Problems: Algorithm features rapid
convergence and good numerical stability

See 0210

UNDERWATER EQUIPMENT
Unmanned Instrument Platform for Undersea Ex-

ploration: Instruments are accommodated on a
moving underwater platform

See 0741

UREA FORMALDEHYDE RESINS
Properties, Performance of Urea Formaldehyde
Foam Reviewed
See 0997

UROLOGIC DISEASES
New Drug Therapy Offers Hope for Kidney Stone
Patients

See 1070

UTILITIES

Waterproof Raised Floor Makes Utility Lines Ac-
cessible: Floor system can be penetrated and re-

sealed without destroying waterproofing or appear-
ance
See 0089

VACCINES
Prototype Hepatitis A Vaccine Seems Promising in

Early Animal Tests
See 1077

VACUUM APPARATUS
Better Thermal Insulation in Solar-Array Lamina-
tors: Glass marbles improve temperature control

See 0762

VACUUM CHAMBERS
Synthesis of Ceramics in Vacuum: A self-propagat-

ing high-temperature synthesis can be conducted
in vacuum
See 0141

Ultrahigh-Vacuum Sample-Transfer System: Low-
cost system features short-term sample transfer

See 0738

Vacuum Baking To Remove Volatile Materials:

Outgassing is reduced in some but not all nonme-
tallic materials

See 1028

VACUUM SEALS
Differential Pressure Helps Seal Ball Valve: Leak-
age is suppressed despite O-ring wear
See 0924

Vacuum Seal Permits Limited Rotation: All-metal

seal allows 45 deg rotation

See 1029

VALVES
Double-Poppet Valve: Two coactuated poppets
seal redundantly

See 0784

Flow-Straightener Sleeve for Pump Valve: Vaned
tube smooths the flow from a pump
See 0794

Inexpensive Pressure-Relief Valve: Simple device
vents excess low-pressure gas
See 0813

Motorized Cryogenic Valve: An electronic control-

ler operates a modified cryogenic angle valve

See 0835

Positive-Shutoff Fuel Valve: This ball valve is shut
by a pneumatic actuator

See 0844

Self-Regulating Valve: Changes in flow create
compensating changes in pressure drop and hy-
draulic loss coefficient

See 0863

Triple-Seal Valve: All flow paths include three bar-

riers to leakage
See 0886

VANADIUM
Samples Will Help Oil Industry Detect Refinery
Poisons
See 0134

VAPOR PHASES
CHEMKIN: This program describes arbitrary gas-
phase chemical reaction mechanisms
See 0095

VEHICLES
Steering System for a Train of Vehicles: This
system permits precise steering of vehicle trains

through serpentine paths without rails

See 1263

Vehicular Route Analysis System: On-board moni-
toring system determines route profile for electric-

powered vehicles

See 1267

VEHICULAR TRAFFIC CONTROL
Self-Powered Vehicle Detector

See 0158

VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
Accelerations and Speeds of Tracked Vehicles:

Test procedures are specified to evaluate tracked-
vehicie power
See 1239

Optical Measurement of Particle Size and Velocity:

Diffraction grating simulates Doppler interference

in proposed low-cost anemometer
See 0692

VENTED COMPRESSION MOLDING
Vented Compression Molding of Granule-Filled

Resins: Production cost is reduced by a process
that uses a perforated mold
See 0891

VENTILATION
EVENT, Explosive Transients in Flow Networks:
The rapid addition of energy and mass at specified

ventilation system locations simulates accident
conditions

See 0226

TVENT, Ventilation System Transient Analysis:

Flows are determined from a network model that

includes damper, duct, filter, and blower elements
See 0087

Ventilation in Superinsulated Homes: Air-to-air heat
exchangers control the humidity and air quality in

superinsulated homes
See 0088

VERY HIGH SPEED INTEGRATION
VHSIC Transition Program Gets Underway
See 0408

VERY LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
Effects of Impurities on VHSIC's: A study investi-

gates the effects of impurities on electrical proper-

ties of metal -(-silicon interfaces

See 0320

Processes for VLSI Circuits: Advanced fabrication

methods are described and evaluated

See 0375

Reed-Solomon Encoder: VLSI structure incorpo-

rates a bit-serial algorithm

See 0263

Self-Checking Memory Interface: A VLSI chip im-

plements morphic Boolean algebra

See 0268

VIBRATION
Accuracy Criterion for Structural Calculations:

Completely objective procedures determine the

requisite accuracy
See 1149

Analyzing Vibrations in a Long Mast: Computer
model accurately predicts the vibrational modes
See 1154

Free-Vibration Analysis of Structures: Numerical
procedure determines natural frequencies and as-

sociated modes in structural design
See 0073

Improvements in Vibration-Analysis Technique: A
shortcut reduces computation time

See 1254

Supersonic-Nozzle Shock-Wave Analysis: An ana-
lytical procedure is used to design nozzles that vi-

brate less during startup and shutdown
See 0182

VIBRATION DAMPING
Retrofitting Vibration Dampers:
eliminate fatigue problem
See 1235

Force-fit tubes
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VIBRATION TESTS
Deriving Strain Modes From Vibrational Tests:

Measurements and theoretical analysis comple-
ment each other

See 0622

VIDEO RECORDING
Status Panel for Video Cassette Recorders: Panel
simultaneously monitors 30 video cassette record-

ers on a remote panel
See 1148

VIDEO SIGNALS
Interstitial Digital-lmage-Point Generator: A digital

filter interpolates values in a two-dimensional array

See 0236

VIDEO TAPES
Neurology Laboratory Tapes Molecular Journey
See 1069

VIRAL DISEASES
Effects of Pollutants on Human Viral Respiratory

Disease
See 1046

VIRUSES
Biological Specimens Available from NCI Tumor
Virus Epidemiology Repository

See 0049

Neurology Laboratory Tapes Molecular Journey
See 1069

VISCOSITY
Equation for Electrolyte Viscosity: Equation agrees
with measurements over a wide concentration

range
See 0106

VISES
Positioning Vise for Crystal Cleavage: Smoothly
moving parts ensure correct orientation of crystals

See 1 195

VISUAL AIDS
Large Print Word Processor for the Visually Im-

paired Person
See 0239

Lepricon System: Produces large print on micro-
computers for the visually impaired

See 0240

VISUAL PERCEPTION
Vision Screening by Color Photography: A trained

observer can screen five children per minute
See 0067

VITAMIN B
Computerized Assay for B Vitamins

See 0098

VITRIFICATION
In Situ Vitrification - Technology for Waste Treat-

ment: Responsible management of hazardous
waste burial sites often involves extensive and
costly cleanup measures - excavating, transport-

ing, treatment and reburial

See 0570

VOLTAGE DIVIDERS
Improving Divider Calibration Techniques
See 0651

VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS
Determining the Percentage of Nitrogen in Nitro-

cellulose: Four chemical methods are evaluated
See 0103

WAFERS
Large Diameter GaAs Wafer Costs Reduced
See 0349

WALLS
Hot Box Tests Energy Performance of Entire Wall
Sections
See 0077

Neutron Probe of Building-Wall Composition: Walls
of historic buildings are charted by neutron radiog-

raphy
See 0686

WARNING SYSTEMS
Cutthrough Warning Circuit: Damage to an underly-

ing layer is averted

See 0778

WASTE DISPOSAL
UV-Ozonation of Paraquat
See 0600

WASTE HEAT UTILIZATION
Air-Conditioning for Electric Vehicles: The evapora-
tive cooling uses solar heat and motor waste heat
See 1241

Drying Milk With Boiler Exhaust: Considerable
energy could be saved in the powdered-milk indus-

try

See 0436

Plastic Heat Exchangers for Waste Heat Recovery:
Waste heat from acidic flue gases may be recov-

ered economically
See 0490

Thermodynamic Performance of Heat-Pump Sys-
tems: Study applies an available-energy-efficiency

concept as a realistic performance indicator

See 0532

Waste-Heat-Driven Steam-Compression Heat
Pump: An industrial host is sought for a newly de-

veloped heat pump
See 0538

WASTE OILS
Evaluation and Development of PCB Removal
Processes
See 0564

WASTE RECYCLING
Recycling Methods for Scrap Tires: Better alterna-

tives to pyrolysis are needed
See 0588

WASTE TREATMENT
In Situ Vitrification - Technology for Waste Treat-

ment: Responsible management of hazardous
waste burial sites often involves extensive and
costly cleanup measures - excavating, transport-

ing, treatment and reburial

See 0570

Recovering Iron Oxide From Coal Fly Ash: The
process produces high-quality iron-oxide concen-
trate that is suitable as a feed for reduction fur-

nace
See 0587

WASTE UTILIZATION
Conversion of Organic Wastes to Unleaded, High-

Octane Gasoline
See 0427

Destroying Toxic Wastes: Poisonous materials are

converted to useful fuels

See 0433

Recycling Methods for Scrap Tires: Better alterna-

tives to pyrolysis are needed
See 0588

WASTE WATER
Monitoring Methods for Injection of Geothermal
Wastewater: Several methods are compared
See 0482

WATER
Effect of Marine Environments on Epoxy
Resin + Polyurethane Studied
See 0927

WATER ANALYSIS
Chemical Analysis of Oil-Shale Wastewater: Stand-
ard procedures for several methods are presented
See 0549

Determination of Water Concentration in Glass Ce-
ramics: Method provides accurate results

See 0922

Dialysis Extraction for Chromatography: Batch or

continuous processing would be done in the field

See 0559

WATER BUDGET
Hydrologic Evaluation of Landfill Performance
(HELP) Model Version 1.0

See 0155

WATER DISTRIBUTION
Technology Stretches Irrigation Water
See 0039

WATER HEATERS
Preventive Maintenance: Solar Energy Thermal
Systems
See 0497

Super-Efficient Water Heater: Pulse combustion
yields close to 100 percent efficiency

See 0526

WATER HYACINTHS
Aquatic Plants Aid Sewage Filter: Superior water
treatment is obtained at low cost
See 0542

WATER JETS
Pressure-Driven Waterflow Cleaning Device: High-
pressure gas mixed with water is an effective

cleaner

See 0845

WATER PIPELINES
In Situ Analysis of Corrosive and Passive Surfaces
by Laser-Excited Raman Spectroscopy
See 0962

Internal Corrosion of Water Distribution Systems:
Basic theory of causes and practical advice on
control are offered

See 0156

WATER POLLUTION
Assessment of Hazardous Waste Surface Im-

poundment Technology: Case Studies and Per-

spectives of Experts
See 0544

In Situ Analysis of Corrosive and Passive Surfaces
by Laser-Excited Raman Spectroscopy
See 0962

Mathematical Model for Assessing Pesticide Risks

See 0574

Pollution Monitoring Using the Health of Striped

Bass
See 0583

WATER POLLUTION CONTROL
Biodegradation of NDMA in Industrial Wastewater:
A trickling filtration process shows promise of

eliminating this chemical from wastewater
See 0546

Gasification of Low-Rank Coal
See 0565

High-Flow Asymmetric Reverse-Osmosis Mem-
branes: A water-soluble polymer membrane is in-

solubilized by a transition-metal salt

See 01 12

Passive Technique for Removing Trace Metals
from Mine Drainage
See 0579

Process Design Manual for Stripping of Organics

See 0585

Solar-Assisted Oxidation of Toxic Cyanide: Illumi-

nated platinized Ti02 is used to treat industrial

wastewaters
See 0594

Treating Oil-Shale-Retort Wastewater: The process
economically removes biorefractory and odorifer-

ous compounds
See 0597

WATER POLLUTION DETECTION
Automated Coliform Analysis: The hydrogen
evolved by coliform bacteria is transferred to a
separate measurement cell

See 0545

Chemical Analysis of Oil-Shale Wastewater: Stand-

ard procedures for several methods are presented

See 0549

Dialysis Extraction for Chromatography: Batch or

continuous processing would be done in the field

See 0559

WATER POLLUTION SAMPLING
Data File for Marine Toxic Substances and Pollut-

ants

See 0555
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WATER PROOFING
Waterproofing Agents for Silica Tiles: A new sily-

lating agent is easy to apply and withstands high

temperatures
See 0151

WATER QUALITY
Disposal of Powerplant Waste in Strip Mines:

Guidelines are provided for disposal and results of

onsite ground water-quality measurements
See 0560

Thermodynamic Data Sources Listed in New NBS
Bibliography

See 0148

WATER REMOVAL
Removing Water, Rocks, and Mud From Bore-

holes: A simple air-powered pump removes water
down to the very bottom of a subterranean cavity

See 1114

WATER SUPPLY
Feasibility Study of Alternative Technology for

Small Community Water Supply
See 0153

WATER TREATMENT
Troubleshooting Water-Purification Systems: Meth-
ods are presented to control bacteria and other

contaminants in deionized water
See 0159

WATER VAPOR
Trace-Level Solid-Polymer Electrolyte Hygrometer:
Water vapor absorbed by a solid polymer electro-

lyte is detected by measuring the current required

to electrolyze the water
See 0735

WATERPROOFING
Waterproof Raised Floor Makes Utility Lines Ac-
cessible: Floor system can be penetrated and re-

sealed without destroying waterproofing or appear-
ance
See 0089

WAVEGUIDE COUPLERS
Magic T-Coupled Magnetrons: Output powers are
combined, and the output spectrum is clean
See 0355

WAVEGUIDES
Cooling Waveguide Flanges in Microwave Trans-
mitters: Flange appendage circulates coolant for

conductive heat removal
See 0309

WAXES
Temporary Sealing of Cavities for Leak Testing:

Wax seals cavity openings to permit helium leak

test of cavity welds
See 0728

WEAR
Abrasion of Composite and Aluminum Airplane
Skins: Composites have lower coefficients of fric-

tion but wear more than aluminum in simulated air-

craft belly landings

See 0001

Ball-and-Socket-Bearing Wear Test: Service life

under severe load was measured
See 0758

Bearing Wear in Large Thermal Gradients: Spring
preloading is important
See 0760

Detection of Worn Tools
See 0782

Effect of Humidity on Wear of Pure Metals
See 0926

WEATHER
Scientists Update Weather Extremes Maps
See 0045

WEATHER FORECASTING
Aviation and Hazardous Weather Nowcasts
See 0006

WEED CONTROL
Applicator for Postemergence Weed Control
See 0028

Herbicide Wiper Wipes Away Wayward Weeds
See 1053

WEIGHT CONTROL
Weight Reduction Program
See 1090

WEIGHT REDUCTION
Lightweight Metal Mirrors: Two eggcrate halves
are brazed together

See 0966

WEIGHTLESSNESS
Test Frame Simulates Zero Gravity: Counter-
weighted frame simulates zero gravity in tests of

solar-array wing

See 0529

WELDED JOINTS
Method for Residual-Stress Measurements
See 0677

Ultrasonic Measurements
See 0890

Ultrasonic Thick-Weld Inspections Now Automated
See 0739

Weld Penetration in 304 L Stainless Steel: Depth
of weld penetration is determined by the percent-

age of minor elements in stainless steel

See 1030

X-Ray Determination of Weld Misalinement: A
simple technique uses ordinary X-ray equipment
See 0894

WELDING
Automated Narrow Gap Welding System Devel-

oped
See 0755

Automated Variable-Polarity Plasma-Arc Welding:
Plasma-arc method produces better welds at lower
cost

See 0757

Explosive Welding for Remote Applications: Explo-

sive seam welding produces up to 100-percent
joint strength

See 0788

Low-Cost Filler Metals for Welding High-Strength
Steels

See 0967

Microfissuring in Alloys During Welding: Concen-
trated strain on grain boundaries results in inter-

granular brittleness

See 0833

Ribbon Reduces Spiking in Electron-Beam Weld-
ing: Finer welds are made by increasing the vapor
pressure

See 0856

Two-Pulse Stitch Welding: A second welding pulse
at about 20 percent higher energy repairs bad
single-pulse welds
See 0888

Welding Many Thin Metal Layers: Electron-beam
welding yields reliable, leakproof joints

See 0892

WELDING ELECTRODES
Sorting Titanium Welding Rods: Three types of ti-

tanium welding wires are identified by their resist-

ance to current flow

See 0868

WELDING MACHINES
Controlling the Focus in Electron-Beam Welders: A
set of parallel whirling wires samples the beam to

determine its focus

See 0776

Internal Welder for Pipes and Tubes: Welds are
smooth and easy to inspect

See 0817

Optical-Fiber-Welding Machine: Technique yields

joints with average transmissivity of 91.6 percent
See 0840

WELL COMPLETION
High-Energy Gas Fracturing: New rock fracturing

technique is designed to increase gas recovery
See 1102

WELL LOGGING
Magnetic Measurements in Boreholes: Probe is

used in development of geothermal energy
See 0475

WHEELCHAIRS
Manual Wheelchair with Dynamic Braking

See 0053

Powered Wheelchair Controller: A Human Factors
Design
See 0057

Wheelchair Joystick Box Automatic Retractor

See 0068

WHEELS
Composite-Material Wheels for Trucks: A replace-

ment for steel wheels is made by compression
molding

See 1245

Tests of Composite Wheels for Tracked Vehicles:

Stresses and strains prove to be less than those
predicted by a computer model
See 1264

WINCHES
Reactionless Winch: Hand-held tool serves a vari-

ety of uses
See 0848

WIND PRESSURE
Effect of Wind on the Aerodynamic Resistance of

Highway Vehicles: Program computes the effect

on fuel consumption of statistical wind and vehicle

speed
See 1248

New Load Capacity Test for Glass from Small
Samples
See 0980

WIND TUNNEL MODELS
Fabricating Thin-Shell Heat Transfer Models: Free-

standing shells have been produced for experi-

mental aerodynamic-heating tests

See 0633

Surface Roughness Study Conducted
See 0877

WIND TUNNELS
Cooldown Strategy for Cryogenic Wind Tunnels:

Research reveals ways to reduce both time and
LN2 energy consumption during cooldown
See 0012

Sting-Mounted Flow Survey Apparatus: The flow

survey instrumentation is an integral part of the

model support system
See 0025

WIND TURBINES
WECSAM: The program analyzes wind-energy
conversion systems
See 0539

WINDERS
Cable-Insulation Wrapper: Fully automatic controls

permit high flexibility

See 0766

WINDOWS
Beam Window for Pressure Chambers: Window re-

sists products of combustion experiments

See 0607

WINGS
Aerodynamic Analysis of Low-Speed Wing-Flap
Systems: Performance analysis includes the ef-

fects of leading-edge thrust and vortex lift

See 0002

WOOD
Energy and Chemicals from Florida Wood: Studies
show that wood plantations are practical and eco-
nomical in the state

See 0441

WORD PROCESSING
Large Print Word Processor for the Visually Im-

paired Person
See 0239
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X RAY ANALYSIS
Electron Microscopy and X-Ray Analysis Available

See 0050

Specimen Holder for Analytical Electron Micro-

scopes: It reduces spectral contamination by spuri-

ous X-rays
See 0716

X RAY CAMERAS
Improved Gamma- and X-Ray Pinhole Camera:
Electronic additions increase image quality

See 0649

X RAY DETECTORS
Mercuric Iodide High-Energy-Radiation Detectors:

Good resolution of X-ray and gamma-ray radiation

is obtained
See 1131

Soft-X-Ray Prefilter for Hot, Bright Objects: Detec-
tors are protected at higher radiation levels

See 1212

X RAY DIFFRACTION
Computation of Bragg Reflection for Layered Mi-

crostructures: Bragg diffractors are analyzed for

use in X-ray mirrors and other applications

See 1161

Improved Techniques for Data Acquisition and
Analysis on X-Ray Diffraction Equipment
See 1180

Refining Triaminoguanidinium Chloride: The crystal

structure is refined using three-dimensional X-ray
diffraction data
See 0133

X RAY FILTERS
Soft-X-Ray Prefilter for Hot, Bright Objects: Detec-
tors are protected at higher radiation levels

See 1212

X RAY FLUORESCENCE
Program Upgrades X-Ray Fluorescence Software
See 0127

Reference Materials Designed for

mens
See 0706

'Thin' Speci-

X RAY INSPECTION
X-Ray Determination of Weld Misalinement: A
simple technique uses ordinary X-ray equipment
See 0894

X RAY LITHOGRAPHY
Advanced X-Ray Lithography for IC Production:
Higher resolution and throughput are envisioned
See 0748

X RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY
Computer-Controlled X-Ray and Auger Spectros-
copy: Equipment and software make possible
combined spectroscopies
See 0615

X RAY SPECTROMETERS
Reference Materials Designed for 'Thin' Speci-
mens
See 0706

X RAY TELESCOPES
Nearly Anastigmatic X-Ray Telescope: Many short

reflecting elements result in diminished aberration

See 1192

XRAYS
Rectifying Multiple-Flash X-Ray Images: Straight-

forward graphical procedures recreate images in

the true object size or at a known, constant magni-
fication

See 0261

XYLENE
Replacement for Xylene in Histological Techniques
See 0591

YEASTS
Yeasts With Increased Glycogen Levels: They
could be used as single-cell food for humans
See 1091

ZEEMAN EFFECT
Sampling of Silicon Powder for Impurity Analysis:

An electron beam forms dense pellets of pow-
dered silicon for Zeeman analysis

See 0135

ZINC
Recovering Zinc From Discarded Tires: Zinc sul-

fate monohydrate would be sold at a profit

See 0131

ZINC OXIDES
Specialty Zinc Oxide Cements
See 1013

ZIPPERS
Leak Test for Pressure-Sealing Zippers: Test jig

checks either side of pressure-sealing zippers for

leaks

See 0663

ZONE MELTING
Toroidal Ellipsoid Float-Zone Heater: The heated
zone is visible for process control or experimenta-
tion

See 0884
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Licensing Opportunities

Locate Inventions available for licensing. . .

Governent Inventions for Licensing

Newsletter
Comprehensive weekly coverage of all Federal agencies

Take this opportunity to receive early

notice of valuable inventions available for

licensing by subscribing to the Government

Inventions for Licensing Abstract Newsletter

Announcements of all newly issued U.S.

Government-owned patent s and patent

applications are sent to you each week.

Each informative issue brings you a full

technical summary and the principal drawing

for each of 25 to 30 inventions.

These summaries are arranged into

10 subject areas, allowing for easy

browsing. Active licensing companies

will find the timeliness of this newsletter to be
of extreme importance.

To subscribe
As a bonus to you, your subscription

includes a copy of the annual Catalog of

Government Patents described elsewhere.
A single category subscription is $205 per

year. To order, call our Subscription

Department at (703) 487-4630.
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Licensing Opportunities

Locate inventions available for licensing . . .

Catalogs of Government Patents
Comprehensive annual coverage of all Federal agencies

Annually, U.S. Government agencies apply

and receive patents on more than 1,200 in-

ventions. These inventions can be licensed

by U.S. businesses (often exclusively) as part

of the Government's effort to encourage max-

imum use of the technologies it develops. It

realizes the necessity of protecting the bus-

iness investment required to bring these tech-

nologies to the marketplace. And to protect

foreign markets, the Government often obtains

foreign patent rights.

Each of these catalogs brings you detailed

summaries of all inventions announced in a

particular year. The summaries are ar-

ranged within 43 subject areas with thorough

cross-referencing. Subject and Inventor

Indexes are included.
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During the past year, more than 40 large

and small businesses have pledged to invest

100 million dollars to bring selected inven-

tions to market. Your firm could be one of this

group.

These catalogs are easily browsed and
referenced to help you in the difficult task of

locating potential technologies.

Discover licensing opportunities like these:

.

Monoclonial Antibodies Against Herpes Simplex Virus.

licensed to Abbott Laboratories

Fiber Optic pH Pro be.... licensed to Advanced Tech-
nology Laboratory, Inc.

Satellite Digital Clock.. .licensed to Austron, Inc.

Composite Membrane for Reverse Osmosis...

licensed to Bend Research
Blood Cell Monitor. .//censed to IBM Corp.

Steps in licensing Federal inventions

After you locate the invention you wish to consider

licensing for commercial development.
• Obtain a copy of the patent or patent application for

specific technical details. Full ordering information is

provided in each catalog.

• After reviewing the technical description, if you still

have interest, contact CUFT's Office of Federal Patent

Licensing. This office will either refer you to the correct

Federal licensing group within an agency, or will work
directly with you in the licensing process. CUFT handles

the licensing of inventions on behalf of many cooperating

Federal agencies.

To order
Please use the form at the end or call the NTIS sales

desk at (703)-487-4650. Refer to the order number(s)

below.

NTIS Order Number Price

1985 Catalog PB86-1 1 61 75/NAQ $29
1984 Catalog PB85-106979/NAQ $25
1983 Catalog PB84-1 1 7589/NAQ $25
1982 Catalog PB83-159046/NAQ $25
1981 Catalog PB83-179192/NAQ $25



Business Management

Use Lotus 1-2-3™ or Symphony™ . .

Cashflow Sensitivity Analysis - Business
Planning Software

Calculates return on investment(ROI) and profitability

Businesses now are able to calculate re-

turn on investment and profitability to eval-

uate their sensitvity to specific business

factors. This software lets you ask "what if

questions about the effect of incremental

changes in cost and market factors on the

performance of your business operations.

Graphs are developed presenting sensitivity

curves for the various input factors.

Using the popular Lotus spreadsheets, the

two models assist in business planning. One
model determines rate of return on invested

capital in a new project or business. The

other determines the sensitivity of profitability

for established business operations. For

both models the time period is five years,

and up to two product lines or services can

be input. The results are based on

generated cash flow schedules.

The software requires use of an IBM PC
or compatible computer with 51 2K RAM and
2 disk drives.

To order
Please use the form at the end or call the NTIS sales

desk at (703)-487-4650. Refer to the order number(s)

below.

1-2-3 version

Symphony version

NTIS Order Number Price

PB85-184018/NAQ $46
PB85-184000/NAQ $46

Review eight current popular methods . ..

Evaluating R&D and New Product Development
Ventures - An Overview of Assessment Methods

Familiarizes decision makers with the range of available techniques

This publication introduces eight tech-

niques currently used to assess the business

potential of new products or processes.

These assessment methods range from the

extremely simple to the very complex. The
intent of this overview is to familarize decision

makers with the range of available tech-

niques.

Although the book is written from the point

of view of a business making a new product

decision, the principles involved may also be

of interest to investors, financial intermed-

iaries, individual entrepreneurs, and per-

sonnel who screen projects for possible

commercial application.

The assessment techniques reviewed

include: Checklist analysis, Constraint

analysis, Environmental scoring models,

Profitability measures, Sensitivity analysis,

Risk analysis, Decision analysis and de-

cision trees, and Assessment of pro-

babilities.

To order
Please use the form at the end or call the NTIS sales

desk at (703)-487-4650. Refer to the order number(s)

below.

NTIS Order Number Price

PB86-110806/NAQ $12



Sources of R&D Funding

Locate Federal offices wishing to fund small business R&D . . .

Small Business Guide to Federal R&D
Funding Opportunities

Special emphasis is given to the SBIR Program

This publication provides direct contacts

to U.S. Government offices which contract

out research and development work. It is

written for the smaller business with strong

scientific and technical competence which

wishes to do research and development

work for the Government

.

Highlighted is the Small Business

Innovation Research (SBIR) Program. This

program requires agencies to set aside a

portion of their R&D awards for small

businesses. It encourages the dovetailing of

a small business' technical activities with the

needs of a Government agency.

The guide contains information about:

• Steps to obtaining Federal R&D funding

• Points of contact for obtaining funding

information in each agency
• Overviews of Federal laboratory research

efforts

• Substantive priorities of R&D programs
• Criteria companies must meet to do

business with the Federal Government
• Certain of the laws and regulations that

affect small business participation

To order
Please use the form at the end or call the NTIS sales

desk at (703)-487-4650. Refer to the order number(s)

below.

NTIS Order Number Price

PB86-100112/NAQ $12.50

Special bibliographies are available highlighting U.S. Government
and worldwide R&D activities

Researchers can now identify

previously published articles and reports

quickly and economically on more than

1 ,000 topics. NTIS Published Searches

are computer produced bibliographies

providing informative summaries
(abstracts) of technical and research

reports. These bibliographies are

prepared and updated regularly and
usually include 100 to 200 individual

summaries in each. Most also contain a
title list of all articles, as well as a detailed

subject index.

Not only are U.S. Government R&D
results cited in these bibliographies.

Twenty-two separate Government and
non-government information collections,

representing five million published

articles and reports, are used to prepare

Published Searches

Some examples of Published Search
titles are:

Natural Language Processing, Structural

Adhesives, Cutting Fluids, Quality Circles,

Optical Memory Storage, Flexible Manufacturing

Systems,...

For more information:

Please write (or telephone (703) 487-4600) for a

free Published Search Master Catalog listing all

titles available. Ask for catalog PR-186

*U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1986-491-065:40006





NTIS Quick Service
Telephone Numbers
TO ORDER REPORTS
(703) 487-4650

TO SUBSCRIBE TO TECH NOTES
(703)487-4630

OTHER INFORMATION
(703)487-4600

Postage

All reports are sent 1st class or

equivalent. For information about

RUSH ordering, call (703)

487-4600.

Earlier catalogs also

are available

Year Order No. Price

1984 PB85-106987/NAQ 23.50

1983 PB84-105634/NAQ 23.50

1982 PB83-121533/NAQ 19.50

NORTH AMERICAN CONTINENT PRICE SCHEDULE

Customers in Canada, United States, and

Mexico please use this price schedule; other

addressees, write for PR-360-4.

..$5.95

MICROFICHE

AOI

PAPH COPY

A02 and A03 9.95

A04 and A05 1 1.95

A06 through A09 (inclusive).... 16.95

AIO through AI3 (inclusive).... 22.95

AM through AI7 (inclusive).... 28.95

AI8 through A2I (inclusive).... 34.95

A22 through A25 (inclusive).... 40.95

A99 *

NO I

N02.

.45.00

.48.00

E01 $7.50 T0I $145.00

E02 10.00 T02 160.00

E03 11.00 T03 275.00

E04 13.50 104 370.00

EOS 15.50 T05

T06

460.00

E06 18.00 535.00

E07 20.50 T07 610.00

E08 23.00 108 685.00

E09 25.50 T09 760.00

EIO 28.00 TI0 835.00

Ell 30.50 Til 910.00

EI2 33.00 TI2

TI3

98500

E13 35.50 ... 1.060.00

EI4 38.50 TI4 ...1,135.00

EI5 42.00 115 .1,210.00

EI6 46.00 TI6

T17

.... 1,285 00

E17 50.00 ...1,360.00

E18 54.00 118 .... 1.435.00

EI9 60.00 T19 ...1,510.00

£20 70.00 T99 •

E99

'Contact NTIS for price quote.

POKES EFFECTIVE JANUARY I. 1986

NTIS Order Form
MAIL ORDER TO: National Technical Information Service

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, VA 22161

Send me the reports I have selected on this form. I have placed

numbers in appropriate blanks to indicate the quantity.

Name

Title

Organization

Address

City

Telephone

ST ZIP

METHOD OF PAYMENT
Charge my NTIS deposit account no.

Purchase order no. (Billing charge $7.50)

D Check enclosed for $

Charge to my American Express DVISA D MasterCard

Account no.

Card expiration date

Signature
(Required to validate order)

NTIS Order Number Quantity Price

Shipping and handling fee

Total

$3.00

Tech Notes are available on subscription from NTIS by various subject break -

downs. These are

Computers • Electrotechnology • Energy • Engineering •

Life Sciences • Machinery & Tools • Materials • Manufactur-
ing • Physical Sciences • Testing & Instrumentation

Customers may subscribe to any one category or combination of categories.

Prices: one category, $68; two categories, $127; three categories, $178;
four categories, $224; five categories, $264; all categories; $287. To sub -

scribe, call NTIS subscriptions, (703) 487-4630, or use the above form.
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ABOUT NTIS

As a cornerstone of the technological publishing

structure in the United States, the National Tech-

nical Information Service (NTIS) is a key participant

in the development of advanced information prod-

ucts and services for the achievement of U.S. pro-

ductivity and industrial innovation goals in the 1980's.

NTIS, an agency of the U.S. Department of Com-
merce, is the central source for the public sale of

U.S. Government-sponsored research, development,

and engineering reports, and for sales of foreign

technical reports and other analyses prepared by

national and local government agencies and their

contractors or grantees.

And, it is the central source for:

federally generated machine processable

data files and software;

licensing U.S. Government-owned patents.

NTIS manages the:

Center for the Utilization of Federal Tech-

nology (CUFT), which alerts U.S. indus-

try to specially selected technology hav-

ing immediate practical value;

Federal Software Exchange Center, for

the exchange of computer software among
Federal agencies, with public availabili-

ty through NTIS.
Consequently, NTIS is one of the world's leading

processors of specialty information.

The NTIS information collection is approaching

two million titles, several hundred thousand of which

contain foreign technology or foreign marketing
information. All are permanently available for sale,

either directly from 80,000 titles in shelf stock or

from microform master copies of documents that

are less in demand. Annually, NTIS supplies its

customers with more than six million documents
and microforms, shipping about 24,000 information

items daily.

Full summaries of current U.S. and foreign research

reports and other specialized information, in hun-

dreds of subject categories, are published regularly

by NTIS in a wide variety of newsletters, journals,

and indexes, and in a variety of subscription formats

for other Federal agencies. The complete texts of

the technical reports cited are sold in paper and
microform.

Some 70,000 new technical reports of completed

research are added annually to the NTIS Biblio-

graphic Data Base. Anyone seeking the latest tech-

nical reports or wanting to compile unique subject

groups of abstracts may search the NTIS Biblio-

graphic Data Base online using the services of ven-

dors or organizations that maintain the NTIS data

base for public use. The whole data base in machine

readable form may be leased directly from NTIS.
The more timely documents in the NTIS collec-

tion are selected by category and sold as paperbound

Published Searches, covering some 3,000 topical

subject areas.

Customers with well defined continuing interests

may subscribe to a standing order microfiche ser-

vice (SRIM) which enables them to automatically

receive the full texts of only those documents relat-

ing to their individual requirements.

NTIS sells its technical information products and

services under the provisions of Title 15 of the U.S.

Code (1151-7). The law established a clearinghouse

for scientific, technical, and engineering informa-

tion within the Department of Commerce and directed

that it be self-supporting.

NTIS, therefore, is a unique Government agency

supported by its customers. All costs, such as sala-

ries, manufacturing, information acquisition, mar-

keting and postage, are paid from sales income; not

from tax-supported congressional appropriations,

certain developmental programs excepted.



PENN STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES

illinium
A000Q720CHfl02

COVERING

AERONAUTICS & AERODYNAMICS

AGRICULTURES FOOD

ATMOSPHERIC & ASTRONOMICAL SCIENCES

BIOMEDICAL TECHNOLOGY & HUMAN FACTORS

BUILDING INDUSTRY TECHNOLOGY

CHEMISTRY

CIVIL ENGINEERING

COMBUSTION, ENGINES, & PROPELLANTS

COMMUNICATIONS

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY & SOFTWARE

ELECTROTECHNOLOGY

ENERGY

ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION & CONTROL

INSTRUMENTATION & TESTING

MANUFACTURING & INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

MATERIALS

MEDICINE & BIOLOGY

NATURAL RESOURCES & EARTH SCIENCES

NUCLEAR SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

OCEAN TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING

PHOTOGRAPHY & RECORDING DEVICES

PHYSICS

SPACE TECHNOLOGY

TRANSPORTATION


